ANTHROPOLOGY

PAPER  II
Total Marks : 100
Note : This paper contains fifty (50) objective type questions, each question carrying
two (02) marks. All the questions are compulsory.
1.

The dental formula of the old world
monkey is :

5.

(A) 2/2 : 1/1 : 2/2 : 3/3

was

(C) 1859

(D) 4/2 : 1/1 : 1/1 : 1/1

(D) 1829

Skin colour is the result of :
6.

(A) Single gene inheritance
(B) Polygenic inheritance
(C) Sex-linked inheritance

Find out the correct statement
using codes below :
a.

Ischial callosity is a
characteristic of catarrhine
monkey

b.

Genetic drift is a principle of
human growth

c.

Down syndrome is
result of 21 trisomy

d.

The genes for A and O
Blood groups are co-dominant

(D) None of the above
Colour blindness is a :
(A) Xlinked recessive trait
(B) Ylinked trait
(C) Sex limited trait
(D) Sex controlled trait
4.

species

(B) 1871

(C) 2/2 : 2/2 : 1/1 : 3/2

3.

of

(A) 1892

(B) 2/2 : 1/2 : 3/3 : 3/3

2.

The Origin
published in :

the

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False

True

False

(B) S curve

(B)

False

False

True

True

(C) No curve

(C)

True

True

False False

(D) Y curve

(D)

False

True

True

The vertebral column of man has :
(A) Single curve
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7.

10. Following are two statements one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Find the correct
answer from the codes below :

Find the right answer
Palaeontology is the study of :
(A) Fossils
(B) Prehistory

Assertion (Ass) : Baldness is a sex
limited trait.

(C) Early Man

8.

(D) Primate

Reason (R) : The frequency of
baldness is high in one sex only.

The term Homo sapiens was
coined

Codes :
(A) Ass is false but R is true

(A) Buffon

(B) Both Ass and R are true

(B) Blumenbach

9.

(C) Carl Linnaeus

(C) R is false but Ass is true

(D) Galen

(D) Both Ass and R are false

Following are two statements one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Find the correct
statement from the codes below :

11. Following are two statements one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Find the correct
statements from the codes below :

Assertion (Ass) : In Mendels
experiment on peas all the plants
of F1 generation were found to be
tall.

Assertion (Ass) : Genetic load
reduces fitness by mortality,
morbidity or sterility.
Reason (R) : Advantageous genes
cause genetic load.

Reason (R) : The peas of only tall
plants were crossed.

Codes :

Codes :

(A) Both Ass and R are true

(A) Ass and R are both correct
(B) Ass is false but R is correct

(B) Ass is true but R is false

(C) Ass is correct but R is false

(C) R is true but Ass is false

(D) Ass and R are both false

(D) Both Ass and R are false
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12. Cross-sectional

method

is

14. Using codes indicate whether the
following statements are True or
False :

a

method of studying :
(A) Fertility
(B) Human Growth
(C) Dermatoglyphics
(D) Blood group

a.

Man possesses
type of teeth.

heterodont

b.

Dominant traits are expressive
only in homozygous condition.

c.

Grimaldi man has affinity
with Negroid population.

d.

Linea aspera was present in
the femur of pithecanthropus

Codes :

a

b

Assertion (Ass) and the other

(A)

True

True

False False

Reason (R). Find the correct

(B)

True

False

True

True

statements using codes below :

(C)

True

False False

True

(D)

True

True

False

13. Following are two statements one

Assertion (Ass) : A girl possesses
one pair of sex chromosomes

d

True

15. Choose the correct answer using
codes given below :

besides the autosomes.
Reason (R) : The total number of
chromosome pair she possesses is

a.

Tree shrews belong to the
order insectivora.

b.

Gorilla and chimpanzee are
known as Asian apes.

c.

In man great
opposable.

d.

Man has pentadactylous lims

24.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are correct
(B) Ass is correct R is false
(C) Both Ass and R are false
(D) Ass is false R is correct
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are

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

False

True

False

True

(B)

True

False

True

True

(C)

False

True

True

False

(D)

True

True

False False

16. H. R. Risley
population of :

classified

the

20. A vision of society as constituting
collective consciousness is held
by :

(A) India

(A) Marcel Mauss

(B) Pakistan

(B) Claude Levi-Strauss

(C) Sri Lanka

(C) Emile Durkheim

(D) Myanmar

(D) A. R. Radcliffe-Brown

17. Domestic group is primarily a :

21. The Kachin were studied by :

(A) Coparcenary unit

(A) Rodney Needham

(B) Residential unit

(B) Edmund Leach

(C) Reproductive unit

(C) T. C. Das

(D) Economic unit

(D) None of the above

18. The word cousin is a :

22. A segmental group of a patrilineal
descent system is a :

(A) Descriptive term

(A) Lineage

(B) Derivative term

(B) Moiety

(C) Classificatory term

(C) Phratry

(D) Denotative term

(D) Kindred

19. The tendency of cultures to form
internally integrated wholes is
called :

23. Which of the following is an
example
of
Revitalisation
Movement ?

(A) Holism

(A) Cargo Cults

(B) Configurationalism

(B) The Milk tree initiation ritual

(C) Pattern complex

(C) The Kula Exchange

(D) Historical particularism

(D) The Potlach
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27. Whether the following statements
are True or False ? Answer with
the help of codes given below :

24. What is the most common institution
for controlling production and
allocation of resources among
shifting cultivators ?
(A) Family

a.

Classificatory kinship system
is found in most of the tribal
societies.

b.

A descent type where an ego is
affiliated to his father and
fathers kin is called patrilineal
descent.

c.

Ones consanguineal kin are
his or her fictive kin.

d.

Kinship system is studied in
anthropology to unfold the
latent
structure of a
community.

(B) Kin group
(C) Association
(D) Age group
25. A man after marriage stays in the
residence of his wifes parents and
thereby forms a residence called :

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A) Neolocal

(A)

True

False

True

False

(B) Matrilocal

(B)

False

True

False

True

(C)

True

True

False False

(D)

False

False

True

(C) Virilocal
(D) Uxorilocal

True

28. Diffusion differs from acculturation
as it does not bring :

26. Ethnic categories or groups are
internally classified according to :

(A) Structural change in at least
one of the two meeting
cultures

(A) Gender
(B) Age

(B) Peace and stability between
two warring communities

(C) Class

(C) Pressure from external sources

(D) All of the above

(D) Technological change
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29. Name the author of Structural
Anthropology from the codes
given below :
a.

Herbert Spencer

b.

Levi Strauss

c.

D. N. Mazumdar

d.

L. P. Vidyarthi

31. Following are two statements one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Find the correct
answer from the codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Culture is both
super-organic and super-individual

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False

True

False

(B)

False

True

False False

(C)

True

True

True

(D)

False

False False False

Reason (R) : Culture is a postnatal
development in man as super-organic
and super-individual phenomena.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true
(B) Ass is false and R is true
(C) Ass is true and R is false

True

(D) Ass is false and R is false
32. Which of the following statements
are TRUE ? Select your answers
from the codes given below :

30. Whether the following statements
are True or False ? Answer using
the codes given below :
a.

The caste system is actually a
system of social stratification.

b.

Within the system caste rank is
achieved.

c.

Dalit is a term that refers to a
cluster of different caste
groups.

d.

Members of the same caste
group practise the same
occupation.

Codes :

a

(A)

True

False False

True

(B)

False

True

True

False

(C)

False

False

True

True

(D)

True

True

False False
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a.

The concepts of great and
little traditions belonged to
Ralph Linton.

b.

Evans-Pritchard identified a
humanistic and descriptive
approach to interpret one
culture.

c.

Configurationalism
directly
associated
Franz Boas

d.

The superorganic view of
culture was
developed by
A. L. Kroeber.
c

was
with

Codes :

a

b

d

(A)

True

True

False False

(B)

True

False

True

False

(C)

False

True

False

True

(D)

False

False

True

True
P.T.O.

35. Match List I with List II and find
the correct match using codes
below :

33. Following are two statements one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Find the correct
statement from the codes below :

List I

List II

Assertion (Ass) : The introduction
of New Panchayati Raj is a step
in the right direction.

a. Progressive and
conservative

i.

Reason (R) : Panchayati Raj has its
focus on the community.

b. Homo sapiens

ii. Cro-Magnon

c. Homo sapiens
sapiens

iii. Upper
Paleolithic

d. Reindeer Age

iv. Middle Paleolithic

Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are false
(B) Both Ass and R are correct

Neanderthal
Man

(C) Ass is correct but R is false

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(D) Ass is false and R is correct

(A)

i

iv

ii

iii

(B)

ii

i

iii

iv

(C)

iii

ii

i

iv

(D)

ii

i

iv

iii

34. Which of the following statements
are TRUE ? Select your answers
from the codes given below :
a.

Shamanic religion is manifested
by simple horticultural societies

b.

Communal religion is the
characteristic of hunting and
gathering societies.

c.

Olympian
religion
is
associated with intensive
horticultural
and
early
agrarian level of society.

d.

36. Match List I with List II and find
the correct match using codes
below :
List I

Monotheistic
religion
is
associated with complex
agrarian and contemporary
industrial societies.

List II

a. Sarutaru

i.

Palaeolithic

b. Selbalgiri-2

ii. Neolithic

c. Karbi Anglong

iii. Mesolithic

d. Thebrongiri

iv. Megalithic

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

ii

iii

iv

i

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

False

True

False

True

(B)

True

False

True

False

(C)

True

True

False False

(C)

iii

iv

i

ii

(D)

False

False

True

(D)

iv

i

ii

iii
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40. Laurel leaf point is prepared by :

37. Following are two statements
one Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Find the correct
statement from the codes below :

(A) Grinding technique

Assertion (Ass) : Handaxes are
called multipurpose tools.

(B) Pressure flaking technique

Reason (R) : Handaxes are made
by multidirectional flakings.

(C) Flake technique
(D) Levalloisean technique

Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true

41. Which of the following is a pebble
tool culture ?

(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct reason

(A) Oldowan

(C) Ass is true, R is false
(D) Ass is false, R is true

(B) Acheulian

38. Mousterian point was used by :
(C) Madrasian

(A) Pithecanthropus
(B) Sinanthropus

(D) Levalloisian

(C) Cro-magnon
(D) Neanderthal man

42. Which of the following
radiometric dating ?

39. Which of the following books was
not written by Gordon Childe ?

(A) Archaeomagnetic

(A) New Light on the Most
Ancient East

(B) Varve

(B) The Danube in Prehistory

(C) Thermo-luminiscence

(C) Our Early Ancestors

(D) Potassium Argon

(D) The Aryans
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46. Following are two statements
one Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Find the correct
statement from the codes below :

43. Who discovered upper Palaeolithic
Art ?
(A) Marquis da Sateula
(B) Heinreich Schleimann

Assertion (Ass) : Upper Palaeolithic
man produced excellent art form.

(C) Maria

Reason (R) : Palaeolithic art was
created in the caves and rock
shelters.

(D) Hallam Moviers
44. Who identified the Mesolithic
culture ?

Codes :

(A) Dawson

(A) Both Ass and R are correct

(B) Piette
(C) M. C. Burkitt

(B) Ass is correct while R is
wrong

(D) Pit Rivers

(C) R is wrong and Ass is correct
(D) Both are false

45. Match List-I with List-II and find
out the correct answer using codes
given below :
List I

47. Spinning
and
associated with :

List II

are

(A) Iron Age

a. Jhum

i. Neolithic

b. Celt

ii. Middle Palaeolithic

c. Side scraper

iii. Primitive agrarian
activity

d. Harpoon

iv. Upper Palaeolithic

(B) Bronze Age
(C) Neolithic period
(D) Chalcolithic time
48. Which of the following
Mesolithic site ?

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

iii

iv

ii

(A) Soan

(B)

ii

i

iii

iv

(B) Renigunta

(C)

iv

iii

ii

i

(C) Mahadaha

(D)

iii

i

ii

iv

(D) Ropar
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49. Following are two statements
one Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Find the correct
statement using codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Kinship maintains
the social network in a society on
the basis of terms of reference.
Reason (R) : Kinship controls manto-man relationship and governs the
social network.
Codes :
(A) Ass is correct and R is wrong
(B) Both Ass and R are correct
(C) Ass is wrong and R is correct
(D) Both Ass and R are wrong
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50. Which Prehistorian used ethno
-archaeology for the first time ?
(A) Mortimer Wheeler
(B) H. D. Sankalia
(C) Pitt-Rivers
(D) M. C. Burkitt
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ANTHROPOLOGY

PAPER  III
Total Marks : 150
Note : This paper contains seventy five (75) objective type questions of two (02) marks
each. All questions are compulsory.
1.

2.

Which one of the following
statements is correct ?
(A) Excavation is always preceeded
by exploration.
(B) Excavation follows survey.
(C) Grid system is always essential
in archaeological excavation.
(D) Aerial survey is a compulsory
part
of
archaeological
exploration.

3.

Assertion (Ass) : Unless there
arises a genuine problem of
stratigraphic gap, excavation in a
site should not be conducted.
Reason (R) : It is time consuming,
costly and causes destruction.

Match List-I with List-II. Find out the
correct answer from the codes below :

List-I
a. An important Middle
palaeolithic cave site
in western Europe
(France)
b. Exploration at Sohan
valley
c. First Mesolithic
cave site in Europe
d. Site where remains
of Homo habilis was
found
Codes : a
b
(A)
ii
iii
(B)
iv
i
(C)
iii
i
(D)
ii
i
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Below are two statementsone
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Read the statements
and find the correct answer from
the codes below :

Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are false

List-II
i. De terra
& Paterson

(B) Both Ass and R are correct
(C) Ass is correct,
correct

R is not

(D) Ass is false, but R is correct

ii. La Moustier
iii. Olduvai Gorge

What is the value of trial trenching
in excavation ?

iv. Mas d Azil

(A) It provides clue regarding
kinds of remains in the site.

c
i
ii
ii
iv

4.

(B) It provides easy access to the
site.

d
iv
iii
iv
iii

(C) It provides absolute dating of
the site.
(D) It provides correct interpretation
of the site.
2

5.

What was the consequence of the
first use of fire ?

9.

(A) Hylobatidae

(A) Tool making

(B) Lorisidae

(B) Reduction of size of jaw
bones

(C) Cercopithecidae

(C) Increase of cranial capacity

(D) Adapidae

(D) Introduction of cave art
6.

What was
bipedalism ?

the

impact

10. Pithecanthropus I was discovered
by :

of

(A) Eugene Dubois

(A) Invention of fire

(B) Von Koeningswald

(B) Use of bow and arrow

7.

(C) Reduction of jaw bone

(C) Davidson

(D) Tool making

(D) Raymond Dart
11. The super-family
consists of :

Who among the following is a
Neo-evolutionist ?
(A) L. H. Morgan

(B) Four families

(C) Leslie White

(C) Two families

(D) E. B. Tylor

(D) Five families

The remains of Zinzanthropus
boisei were discovered by :

12. The human vertebral column has :

(A) Robert Broom

(A) Three curves

(B) Dr (Mrs.) L.S.B. Leaky

(B) Four curves

(C) Robinson

(C) Five curves

(D) Prof. Verneau.

(D) Six curves
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(A) Three families

(B) Herbert Spencer

8.

Macaca belongs to the family :
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16. Whether the following statements
are True or False ? Answer using
codes.

13. Neanderthal man was responsible for
the development of :
(A) Hand axe culture

a.

Minor brachydactyle may be an
example of Modifying gene.

(B) Mousterian culture

b.

Lewis blood group system may be an
example of suppressor gene.

(C) Mesolithic culture

c.

Comptodactyly is an example of
incomplete penetrance of genes.

(D) Aurignacian culture

d.

Blood pressure is a single gene trait.

14. Hylobates are also known as :
(A) Large Monkey
(B) Large Ape

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

False

False

True

True

(B)

True

False

True

False

(C)

True

True

True

False

(D)

False

False False

True

(C) Asian Ape

17. Whether the following statements
are True (T) or False (F) ? Answer
using codes.

(D) African Ape

a.

In general Loops are more frequent
than whorls.

b.

The loops have two triradii.

c.

Furuhatas Index is the ratio of Arch
and whorls.

d.

Mongoloid population have almost
equal whorl-loop ratio.

15. In relation to Eutherian Mammals
the primates have :
(A) More number of teeth
(B) Less number of teeth

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

T

F

T

T

(C) Equal number of teeth

(B)

F

F

F

T

(C)

T

F

F

T

(D) More molar teeth

(D)

T

T

T

F
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21. Match List-I with List-II and select
the correct answer using codes :

18. Stunting indicates :

List-I

(A) Slow skeletal growth
(B) Deficit in fat mass

List-II

a. Law of Segregation

i. ABO blood
group

b. Multiple allele

ii. Meiosis

c. A change in genetic iii. Mendel
Materials

(C) Low weight

d. Reduction division

(D) Thinness
19. The most influencing factor that
affects growth is :
(A) Climate

iv. Mutation

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

i

iii

iv

(B)

iii

i

iv

ii

(C)

iii

ii

iv

i

(D)

i

iii

ii

iv

22. Choose the correct answer

(B) Heredity

(A) Autosomal dominant trait
appears in every generation

(C) Socio-economic condition

(B) Autosomal dominant trait
does not appear in every
generation

(D) Nutrition

(C) It is found only in one sex
(D) It is expressed
homozygotes

20. Antigens are found in :
(A) Red Blood corpuscle

only

in

23. Phenylketunuria is caused due to :
(A) Defect in red cell enzyme

(B) Plasma

(B) Defect in Plasma protein
(C) Serum

(C) Inborn error in metabolism
(D) Inborn error in chromosome

(D) Plateletes
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24. Match List-I with List-II and
identify correct match from the
codes below :
List-I

26. Downs syndrome is caused by :
(A) Trisomy 21

List-II

(B) Trisomy 18

a. Autoradiography

i. Translocation

b. Erythroblastosis
fetalies

ii. Hbs

c. Malaria

iii. Rh factor

d. A Ring chromosome

iv. Chromosome

(C) Trisomy 13
(D) Trisomy 5

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

iii

ii

iv

(B)

ii

iv

iii

i

(C)

iv

iii

ii

i

(D)

iii

iv

ii

i

27. Below are two statements, one is
Assertion (Ass) and the other is
Reason (R). Choose the correct
answer from the codes given
below :
Assertion (Ass) : Hb S and
Malaria is an example of balanced
polymorphism.
Reason (R) : Malaria is endemic
in regions where the frequency of
Hb S is high.

25. Match List-I with List-II and
identify the correct answer using
codes :
List-I

List-II

Codes :

a. Hb A

i. Abnormal
Haemoglobin

b. Hb S

ii. Normal
Haemoglobin

c. Klinefelters
syndrome

iii. Structural
aberrations

d. Cry-du-chat
syndrome

iv. Numerical
aberrations

(A) Both Ass and R are true
(B) Ass is true R is false
(C) Ass is false R is true
(D) Both Ass and R are false
28. The first discovery of Hemoglobin
E was made in :

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iv

iii

(B)

iii

ii

i

iv

(C)

ii

i

iv

iii

(C) 1954

(D)

iv

iii

i

ii

(D) 1952
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29. Phenylketon uria is :

32. Which one of the following terms
is not associated with pleistocene
glacial climate ?

(A) Autosomal recessive trait
(B) Autosomal dominant trait

(A) Gunz & Mindel

(C) X-linked trait

(B) Western Europe
(C) Kageran

(D) Y-linked trait

(D) Palaeolithic culture

30. Turners syndrome is the result of :

33. Which of the following branches is
common to both Anthropology and
Archaeology ?

(A) Missing of an Autosome
(B) Missing of a sex chromosome

(A) Ethno-archaeology

(C) Overlapping of chromosome

(B) Cultural Ecology

(D) Missing of a Y chromosome

(C) Palaeobotany
(D) Social Archaeology

31. Match List-I with List-II. Find out
the correct match from the codes
below :
List-I

34. Which one of the following dating
methods requires organic material
as a sample ?

List-II
i. glaciation &
de-glaciation

(A) Thermoluminiscence

b. Mega fauna

ii. pluvial climate

(C) Fission-track dating

c. dry & wet phase

iii. glacial climate

(D) Carbon14

d. Sea level flucluation

iv. Pleistocene
Ice Age

a. Penk & Bruckner

(B) Stratigraphy

35. Who is the author of Social
Evolution ? Find out the correct
answer from the following :

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

iii

ii

i

(A) Binford

(B)

iii

iv

ii

i

(B) Burkitt

(C)

i

ii

iii

iv

(C) Fagan

(D)

iv

ii

iii

i

(D) Gordon Childe
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36. Match List-I with List-II and find
out the correct match using codes
below :
List-I

38. Which statement is not correct for
blade technology ?
(A) It is an upper Palaeolithic
tradition

List-II

a. Environmental
Archaeology

i. Ian Hodder

(B) It produces tortoise core

b. Ethno-archaeology

ii. Binford

(C) It was first discovered at
Somme Valley in France

c. New-archaeology

iii. Julian Steward

d. Cultural ecology

iv. Butzer

(D) It is a prepared core technique
39. Which one of the following is the
best known epi-palaeolithic culture
in South-West Asia ?

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

i

iii

iv

(A) Hoabinhian

(B)

iii

ii

i

iv

(B) Azilian

(C)

iv

i

ii

iii

(C) Natufian

(D)

iv

i

iii

ii

(D) Nevasian

37. Match List-I with List-II.
List-I

40. Whether the following statements
are True or False ? Answer using
codes.

List-II

a. Fossilised human
feces
b. Study of ancient
plant remains
c. Chronometric
dating
d. Study of soil

i. Palaeobotany

a.

One of the best known epipalaeolithic cultures in South-West
Asia is Natufian culture.

iii. Coprolite

b.

Sumatralith is a typical tool of
Hoabinhian culture.

iv. Thermoluminiscence

c.

Identify the correct match from the codes
given below :

Dolerite is the raw material used for
manufacturing prehistoric tools in
Tripura.

d.

Cord-mark pottery is associated with
Assam Neolithic culture.

ii. Pedology

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

i

iv

ii

(B)

ii

i

iv

iii

(C)

iv

ii

i

iii

(D)

iii

ii

iv

i
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(B)
False
(C)
True
(D)
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b
c
d
False False True
False True True
True False True
False True False

41. Which one of the following
represents the Acheulean culture of
South Western Europe ?

44. Which one of the following
prehistoric sites is in Central
India ?

(A) Terra Amata

(A) Chandoli

(B) Isimila

(B) Navdatoli

(C) Nevasa

(C) Brahmagiri

(D) Olorgesaillie

(D) Masti

42. Which one of the
statements is correct ?
a.

following

Black and red ware is the typical
pottery of South Indian Megalithic
culture.

b.

Kalibangan and Lothal are two
important Harappan Sites.

c.

Ropar and Chandoli are two
important excavated mesolithic sites
in India.

d.

45. Megalithic culture of North-east
India is a :
(A) Palaeolithic tradition
(B) Mesolithic tradition
(C) Chaleolithic tradition
(D) Living tradition
46. Which one of the following
statements is True for Megalithic
culture ?

Burzahom is a palaeolithic site.
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

False

True

False

True

(B)

True

True

False False

(C)

True

False False False

(D)

False

True

True

True

43. What were the economic and
social consequences of food
production ?

a.

It is associated with Karbi and
Khasi people in N. E. India

b.

It is always associated with elaborate
rituals

c.

In India only South India represent
Megalithic remains.

d.

Stone tools were elaborately used.
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A) Settled life

(A)

True

False

True

False

(B) Population growth

(B)

True

True

False

True

(C) Occupational specialization

(C)

True

False False False

(D) All of the above

(D)

False

False
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47. Match List-I with List-II and find
the correct Match from codes
below :
List-I

50. The total number of primary
kinship ties a person may
potentially have, are :

List-II

a. Little and Great
Tradition

i. Surajit Sinha

b. Universalisation
and Parochialisation

ii. M. N. Srinivas

c. Sanskritisation and
Dominant caste

iii. Mckim Marriott

(A) 6
(B) 7
(C) 8
(D) 9

d. Tribe-caste continuum iv. Milton Singer
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

iii

ii

iv

(B)

iii

ii

iv

i

(C)

iv

iii

ii

i

(D)

ii

iii

i

iv

51. The term Polygynandry was first
used by :
(A) G. P. Murdock
(B) E. B. Tylor

48. Who is the author of Culture of
Practical Reason ?

(C) D. N. Majumdar

(A) Judith Okely

(D) M. N. Srinivas

(B) Marshall D. Sahlins
(C) Alfred L. Kroeber

52. An anthropological definition of
culture was given for the first time
by :

(D) Marion Harris
49. Who was the first anthropologist
to use the expression of social
network ?

(A) Herbert Spencer
(B) A. L. Kroeber

(A) I. Mitchell
(B) John Barnes

(C) E. B. Tylor

(C) Fredrik Barth

(D) James Frazer

(D) Max Gluckman
PaperIII / ANTH
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53. There are two statements, one is
Assertion (Ass) and the other is
Reason (R). Find the correct
answer from the codes below :

55. The Asiatic Society of Bengal was
established in the year :
(A) 1774

Assertion (Ass) : Culture is manmade part of the environment.
Reason (R) : Environment
dependent on Culture.

(B) 1784
(C) 1800

is

(D) 1884

Codes :
56. Margaret Mead in her study of
three New Guinea tribes tried to
show that :

(A) Both Ass and R are correct
(B) Ass is false and R is correct
(C) Ass is correct and R is false

(A) Men are universally aggressive

(D) Both Ass and R are false

(B) Personality difference between
men and women vary crossculturally.

54. Match List-I with List-II and
identify the correct match from the
codes below :
List-I

(C) Women are never expected to
be as aggressive as men.

List-II

a. Classificatory kinship i. Talcott Parsons
term
b. Action Theory

ii. L. H. Morgan

c. Heliolithic Theory

iii. B. K. Malinowski

d. Theory of need

iv. Eliott Smith

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

iv

i

iii

(B)

iii

i

ii

iv

(C)

ii

i

iv

iii

(D)

iv

iii

i

ii
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(D) Women are universally docile.
57. When a researcher asks questions
and records the answers by himself
/herself, the approach is called :
(A) Questionnaire
(B) Interview
(C) Case study
(D) None of the above
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58. Match List-I with List-II and
identify the correct match from the
codes given below :
List-I

60. Match List-I with List-II and find
the correct match from the codes
below :
List-I
List-II
a. James Frazer
i. Notes and
Queries in
Anthropology
b. B. M. Das
ii. Ethnic
Affinities of
the Rabhas
c. Redcliffe Brown
iii. The Golden
Bough
d. Royal Anthropological iv. The Andaman
Institute of Great
Islanders
Britain and Ireland
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
iii
ii
i
iv
(B)
iii
ii
iv
i
(C)
iii
i
iv
ii
(D)
iv
ii
i
iii

List-II

a. Political System of
Highland Burma

i. Emile Durkheim

b. The Division of
Labour

ii. Ruth Benedict

c. The Crysanthemum
and the Sword

iii. Oscar Lewis

d. Five Families
(Mexican)

iv. Edmund Leach

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

i

ii

iii

(B)

iv

i

iii

ii

(C)

iii

ii

iv

i

(D)

ii

i

iii

iv

59. There are two statementsOne is
Assertion (Ass) and the other is
Reason (R). Find the correct
answer from the codes below :

61. A Scientific Theory of Culture has
been authored by :
(A) A. L. Kroeber

Assertion (Ass) : Rapid Rural
Appraisal (RRA) provides a
detailed picture of the community.

(B) M. J. Herskovits
(C) Ruth Benedict

Reason (R) : It gives an overall
idea of the community within a
time period.

(D) B. Malinwski
62. Ancient Society has been authored
by :

Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are correct

(A) R. L. Beals

(B) Ass is correct and R is false

(B) Lewis Henry Morgan

(C) Ass is false and R is correct

(C) E. A. Hoebel

(D) Both Ass and R are false

(D) D. Bidney
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63. The title Structure and Function in
Primitive Society has been authored
by :

67. Match List-I with List-II and
identify the correct match from the
codes given below :

(A) A. R. Radeliffe-Brown

List-I

List-II

(B) B. Malinowski

a. Human Types

i. Robert Redfield

(C) D. G. Mandelbaum

b. Peasant Society &
Culture

ii. Raymond Firth

c. Kinship & Household
(A study of Pandits
of Kashmir)

iii. T. K. Penniman

d. Hundred Years of
of Anthropology

iv. T. N. Madan

(D) C. Lévi-Strauss
64. The title Structural Anthropology
has been authored by :
(A) C. Lévi-Strauss
(B) A. R. Radcliffe-Brown
(C) E. Durkheim
(D) E. E. Evans-Pritchard
65. Which one of the following does
not in any way come under
quantitative technique of field
study ?

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

i

ii

iv

(B)

ii

iii

iv

i

(C)

iii

i

ii

iv

(D)

ii

i

iv

iii

68. There are two statementsOne is
Assertion (Ass) and the other is
Reason (R). Find the correct answer
from the codes given below :

(A) Application of schedule
(B) Questionnaire
(C) Observation

Assertion (Ass) : Tribals still have
faith in their indigenous medicine.

(D) Survey
66. Dominant Caste means those :

Reason (R) : They continue to be
superstitious.

(A) Who have higher status in the
caste hierarchy.

Codes :

(B) Who own more land.

(A) Both Ass and R are correct

(C) Who are numerically dominant

(B) Ass is correct and R is false

(D) Who are numerically dominant
having economic and political
power.
PaperIII / ANTH

Codes :

(C) Both Ass and R are false
(D) Ass is false and R is correct
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69. Match List-I with List-II and find
the correct match from the codes
given below :
List-I
List-II
i. B. R. Ambedkar
a. Sanskritization
b. Parochialization
ii. Mckim Marriot
c. Harijan
iii. M. K. Gandhi
d. Dalit
iv. M. N. Srinivas
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
iv
ii
iii
i
(B)
i
ii
iii
iv
(C)
iv
i
iii
ii
(D)
ii
iv
iii
i
70. Match List-I with
the correct match
given below :
List-I
a. 73rd Constitutional i.
Amendment

72. Who among the following could
be regarded as a pioneer in the
field of village studies in India ?
(A) L. P. Vidyarthi
(B) N. K. Bose
(C) D. N. Majumder
(D) S. C. Dube
73. Which one of the following Articles
in the Constitution relate to
Fundamental Rights to Equality ?

List-II and find
using the codes

(A) Article 14
(B) Article 23

List-II
Guarantees 100
days work for
rural poor
b. RTI Act, 2005
ii. Reservation for OBC
c. MGNREGA
iii. 33% Reservation
for women in
Panchayat
d. 93rd Constitution iv. Seeks information
Amendment
from Public Authority
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
ii
iv
iii
i
(B)
iii
iv
i
ii
(C)
ii
iv
i
iii
(D)
iii
iv
i
ii

(C) Article 24
(D) Article 38
74. Which one of the following is an
excavated neolithic site in India ?
(A) Piklihal
(B) Ahar
(C) Birbhanpur
(D) Ropar
75. One of the important neolithic sites
in western Asia is :

71. Land ownership among the Jhum
Cultivators is generally vested with :

(A) Sarai Nahar Rai

(A) The Head of the family
(B) The Head of the clan

(B) Mahadaha

(C) The Head of the village

(C) Jarmo

(D) The Religious Head

(D) Mount Carmel Caves
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1.

4.

ÚÜ˛yÓƒ xyÁ& x!û˛ÓƒOöyÛ ˛õ%!ÌÁ ˆ°áÜ˛
(A) í˛0 !Ó!Á!M˛ÈÜ%˛üyÁ ÓÁ&Ëy

(A) •!ÁÓÁ !Ó≤Ã

(B) í˛0 ≤Ãú%˛Õ‘ò_ ˆàyﬂ∫yü#

2.

(B) ˛õ#ï˛y¡∫Á !mç

(C) í˛0 Ó#ˆÏÁw Ü%˛üyÁ û˛Ryã˛yÎ≈ƒ

(C) üyôËÜ˛®°#

(D) í˛0 §ˆÏï˛ƒwöyÌ ¢ü≈y

(D) xöhsˇÜ˛®°#
5.

˛õ#ï˛y¡∫Á Ü˛!ÓÁ Úí˛z£Ïy ˛õ!ÁîÎ˚Û Ü˛yÓƒÁ ü)° ÈÙÙÙÈ
(A) •!ÁÓÇ¢

ÁÇ˛õ%Áï˛ ÁÇâÁ !öü≈yî Ü˛Áy xyˆÏ•yü
ﬂ∫à≈ˆÏòí˛zçöÁ öyü
(A) ≤Ãü_!§Ç•

(B) û˛yàËï˛

3.

◊#ühsˇ ¢B˛ÁˆÏòˆÏË ˛õ)Ó≈Ü˛!Ó x≤Ãüyò# xyáƒy
!òÎ˚y Ü˛!Óçö ÈÙÙÙÈ

(B) !¢Ë!§Ç•ˇ

(C) Ü%˛üÁ •Áî Ü˛yÓƒ

(C) Á&o!§Ç•

(D) ÁyüyÎ˚î

(D) àòyôÁ!§Ç•
6.

Ú=îüy°yÛ ˛õ%!ÌÁ åÈ®Á öyü ÈÙÙÙÈ
(A) åÈ!Ó

!¢Ë§yàÁï˛ ÌÜ˛y !¢ËòÛ°Á àyÁ !§Á!Ó°yÜ˛Á
xyÜ,˛!ï˛
(A) !ü!• §Á& !§ÁÎ%_´

(B) •Ç§üy°y

(B) Ü˛˜Ïò≈!§Á#Î˚y

(C) ò%°í˛¸#

(C) Óà≈yˆÏ«˛eyÜ˛yÁ

(D) Ü%˛§%üüy°y

(D) ˆüyà°#Î˚
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7.

10. xôƒÎ˚öÈ ˛õk˛!ï˛Á !˛õöÁ ˛õÁy û˛y£Ïy!ÓK˛yöÁ

ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y Ü˛!Óï˛y ú˛y!Ü˛Á xy°Ïüï˛ !òÎ˚y
í˛z!_´ xyÁ& Î%!_´Á ÷k˛ï˛y code ÓƒÓ•yÁ
Ü˛!Á !öî≈Î˚ Ü˛Áy–

û˛yàˆÏÜ˛•zê˛y •Û°ÈÙÙÙÈ

ÓÁ£ÏyÑ xöÏhsˇ Ü˛y° K˛yöÁ ˆ˛õy•Á
ˆçƒy!ï˛ü≈Î˚# ˆçyöyÜ˛# §!Ëï˛y ó
ÓˆÏçyËyÑ xöhsˇ Ü˛y° ˛õM˛Èüï˛ Ü%˛!°
Ó#îy˛õy!î ˆÜ˛yü° Ü˛!Ëï˛y–

c.

ÓƒyÜ˛Áîñ x!û˛ôyöñ ≤ÃÓyòÈÙÈ≤ÃÓã˛ö

a

b

c

x÷k˛ ÷k˛ x÷k˛
(B) x÷k˛ ÷k˛ x÷k˛ x÷k˛
(C) ÷k˛ x÷k˛ ÷k˛ x÷k˛
(D) ÷k˛
÷k˛ x÷k˛ x÷k˛

(D) í˛z!_´ x÷k˛ñ Î%!_´ x÷k˛

11. ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y Ü˛!Óï˛y ú˛y!Ü˛Á xy°üï˛ !òÎ˚y
í˛z!_´ xyÁ& Î%!_´Á ÷k˛ï˛y code-Á §•yÎ˚ï˛

Ü˛Áy

!öî≈Î˚ Ü˛Áy–
öï%˛ö ≤ÃyîÁ ö ã˛Ü%˛Î%!Á
ò#!˛õ!ï˛ ì˛y!° ˆò ï˛yï˛ñ
˛õ%Á!î ˛õ,!ÌÓ# ö˜ÏÜ˛ ã˛y•z°ÄÑ
ˆò Ó#î ~£Ïy!Á üyï˛–

(A) ÓˆÏí˛¸y
(B) ê˛y•zú˛yˆÏÜ˛
(C) !í˛üyã˛y

í˛z!_´ ≠ ü%!_´Ü˛yü# Ü˛!ÓˆÏÎ˚ Ó‡ xy¢yˆÏÁ öyöy
ˆû˛òyˆÏû˛òˆÏÁ ˛õ!Á˛õ)î≈ §üyçáöï˛ öï%˛ö˜ÏÜ˛
≤Ã!ï˛¤˛yÁ Ü˛yüöy Ü˛!ÁˆÏåÈ–
Î%!_´ ≠ ˛≤ÃÓ° xy¢yÓyòÁ xyˆÏÓˆÏàˆÏÁ ˛õ!Á˛õ)î≈
~Ü˛ •*òÎ˚ﬂõ¢≈y í˛z!_´–

(D) Áyû˛y

xyök˛˛ñ ï˛ï˛ñ âö xyÁ& §%!£ÏÁ ~•z û˛yàˆÏÜ˛•zê˛y
•Û°
(A) §yç˛õyÁÁ

(A) í˛z!_´ ÷k˛ñ Î%!_´ x÷k˛

(B) öyê˛ƒÁ

(B) í˛z!_´ x÷k˛ñ Î%!_´ ÷k˛

(C) áyòƒÁ

(C) í˛z!_´ ÷k˛ñ Î%!_´ ÷k˛

(D) ÓyòƒÁ

(D) í˛z!_´ x÷k˛ñ Î%!_´ x÷k˛
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(A) x÷k˛

(C) í˛z!_´ ÷k˛ñ Î%!_´ x÷k˛

9.

˙!ï˛•y!§Ü˛ñ Óî≈öydÜ˛ñ ï%˛°öyü)°Ü˛

Code

(B) í˛z!_´ ÷k˛ñ Î%!_´ ÷k˛

˛õy°ö

b.

§yüy!çÜ˛ û˛y£Ïy!ÓK˛yöñ ö,û˛y£Ïy!ÓK˛yöñ
üˆÏöyû˛y£Ïy!ÓK˛yö
ï˛°Á code ÓƒÓ•yÁ Ü˛!Á ÷k˛ í˛z_ÁˆÏê˛y !öî≈Î˚
Ü˛Áy–

(A) í˛z!_´ x÷k˛ñ Î%!_´ ÷k˛

Úüy•zÜ%˛ã%˛ü‰ú˛y•zÛ í˛zÍ§Ë
çöˆÏày¤˛#ˆÏê˛y •Û°

ôù!öàï˛ñ Á*˛õàï˛ñ ¢∑àï˛ñ ÓyÜ˛ƒàï˛

d.

í˛z!_´ ≠ xy¢yÓyòÁ ˆÁä!öˆÏÎ˚ ˆòáy !òÎ˚y
~•zˆÏê˛y ~ê˛y åÈˆÏöê˛–
Î%!_´ ≠ Ü˛!Ëï˛y ú˛y!Ü˛Á üyˆÏç!ò Ü˛!ËˆÏÎ˚
ÚˆçyöyÜ˛#Û xyˆÏ°yã˛ö#Á =îyö%Ü˛#ï≈˛ö Ü˛!ÁˆÏåÈ–

8.

a.

3

P.T.O.

12. x§ü#Î˚y û˛y£ÏyÁ üñ öñ ä ôù!öˆÏÜ˛•zê˛y È ÙÙÙÈ

16. Ü˛yöy•z ÓÁ¢# ˆÓyËy !¢°y!°!˛õáö !°áy ˜•ˆÏåÈ

(A) xö%öy!§Ü˛

(A) òÛ°ˆÏày!Ó® ü!®ÁÁ àyÈÙÈxÇ¢ï˛

(B) ˆmÔ¤˛ƒ

(B) •Î˚@ˇÃ#Ë üyôË ü!®ÁÁ ≤ÃˆÏÓ¢ myÁï˛

(C) ˛Ü˛Z˛ƒ

(C) §Á& !¢°yá[˛ï˛

(D) öy!§Ü˛ƒ

(D) hﬂÏΩ˛ï˛

13. Áy!ï˛˛õ%Ëy í˛z!ë˛ áyÎ˚ !ï˛!ö !ã˛!°ü û˛yÇ
17. ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y í˛z!_´ xyÁ& Î%!_´Á ÷k˛ í˛z_ÁˆÏê˛y
code-Á §•yÎ˚ï˛ !öî≈Î˚ Ü˛Áy–

ÓÛü ÓÛü Ó%!° ˆÓy˛õy•z ˆê˛y˛õ!öˆÏê˛y û˛yÇ
•zÎ˚yï˛ ˆ˛õyËy x°ÇÜ˛yÁ!Óô •Û°
(A) ÎüÜ˛

í˛z!_´ ≠ ◊#ühsˇ ¢ÇÜ˛ÁˆÏòËÁ Ü˛y°Á˛õÁy Ü˛!Ó
Áyü §Áﬂ∫ï˛#Á Ü˛y°˜Ï°ˆÏÜ˛ !ÓÁ!ã˛ï˛ x§ü#Î˚y
§y!•ï˛ƒÁy!çÜ˛ ˜Ó£èË §y!•ï˛ƒ xyáƒy !òÎ˚y
•Î˚–

(B) xö%≤Ãy§
(C) xÌ≈y°ÇÜ˛yÁ
(D) ˆŸ’£Ï

Î%!_´ ≠ ~•z Î%àˆÏê˛yï˛ xöyÈÙÈ˜Ó£èË û˛yÓôyÁy
ï˛Ìy !Ó£ÏÎ˚Ó›Á §y!•ï˛ƒÄ Á!ã˛ï˛ ˜•!åÈ°–

14. x§ü#Î˚y û˛y£Ïy xhsˇà≈ï˛ •zˆÏ®yÈÙÈ•zí˛zˆÏÁy˛õ#Î˚Á

¢yáyˆÏê˛y •Û°ÈÙÙÙÈÈ

(A) í˛z!_´ §ï˛ƒñ Î%!_´ x§ï˛ƒ

(A) Ü˛ˆÏÜ˛Œê˛#Î˚

(B) í˛z!_´ §ï˛ƒñ Î%!_´ §ï˛ƒ

(B) ˛õˆÏÜ˛Œê˛#Î˚

(C) í˛z!_´ x§ï˛ƒñ Î%!_´ x§ï˛ƒ

(C) ˆÜ˛Œê%˛ü‰

(D) í˛z!_´ x§ï˛ƒñ Î%!_´ §ï˛ƒ

(D) ¢ï˛ü‰

18. Studies in Sino-Tibetan Language'

15. ÓyÑÄ!˛õöÁ ˛õÁy ˆ§yÑ!˛õö˜Ï° !°áy !°!˛õ

@ˇÃsiÁ ˆ°áÜ˛

•Û°ÈÙÙÙÈ
(A) áˆÏÁy¤˛# !°!˛õ

(A) çç≈ xyÓy•yü @ˇÃ#Î˚yåÈ≈ö

(B) !ã˛e!°!˛õ

(B) í˛z•z!°Î˚yü •yrê˛yÁ

(C) û˛yÓ!°!˛õ

(C) í˛0 §ˆÏï˛ƒwöyÁyÎ˚î ˆàyﬂ∫yü#

(D) Óy·˛#!°!˛õ

(D) í˛0 ≤ÃˆÏüyòã˛w û˛Ryã˛yÎ≈ƒ
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19. ï˛°ï˛ í˛zˆÏÕ‘á Ü˛Áy í˛z!_´ xyÁ& Î%!_´Á !û˛!_ï˛

22. ï˛°ï˛ í˛zˆÏÕ‘á Ü˛Áy í˛z!_´ xyÁ& Î%!_´Á !û˛!_ï˛

!òÎ˚y !§k˛yhsˇÁ ˛õÁy ÷k˛y÷k˛ !Óã˛yÁ Ü˛!Á ÷k˛
!§k˛yhsˇˆÏê˛y !òÎ˚y–
í˛z!_´ ≠ ã˛Î≈ƒy˛õò§ü)• ÓyÇ°yû˛y£ÏyÁ ˛õ![˛ï˛
§Ü˛ˆÏ° ÓyÇ°y û˛y£Ïyï˛ Á!ã˛ï˛ Ó%!° ühsˇÓƒ !ò
ˆàÔÁË xö%û˛Ë Ü˛ˆÏÁ–
Î%!_´ ≠ ã˛Î≈ƒy˛õòÁ û˛y£Ïyï˛ ≤Ãyã˛#öï˛ü ÓyÇ°y
û˛y£ÏyÁ ˛ë˛yÑã˛ Ìy!Ü˛ˆÏ°Ä ˆ§•z û˛y£Ïyï˛ ≤Ãyã˛#öï˛ü
x§ü#Î˚y û˛y£ÏyˆÏÁy ˛ë˛yÑã˛ §%®Áû˛yˆÏË ˆ˛õyËy
ÎyÎ˚–

!òÎ˚y !§k˛yhsˇÁ ˛õÁy ÷k˛y÷k˛ !Óã˛yÁ Ü˛!Á
÷k˛ í˛z_ÁˆÏê˛y code Á ÓƒÓ•yÁ Ü˛!Á !öî≈Î˚
Ü˛Áy–
í˛z!_´ ≠ ÚxÁ&ˆÏöyò•zÛ ≤ÃÜ˛y¢Á §üÎ˚ï˛ x§ü#Î˚y
û˛y£ÏyÁ ¢∑Á Óyöyö !°áyÁ ≤Ãôyö ö#!ï˛
xy!åÈ° ¢∑Á í˛zFã˛yÁî Á#!ï˛–
Î%!_´ ≠ x§ü#Î˚y û˛y£ÏyÁ ≤Ã!ï˛¤˛yÁ ÓyˆÏÓˆÏ•
!üåÈˆÏöÁ#ˆÏÎ˚ ÚxÁ&ˆÏöyò•zÛÁ ˆÎyˆÏà!ò x§ü#Î˚y
û˛y£ÏyÈÙÈ§y!•ï˛ƒ ã˛ã≈˛y Ü˛!Á!åÈ°–

(A) í˛z!_´ §ï˛ƒñ Î%!_´ x§ï˛ƒ

(A) í˛z!_´ ÷k˛ñ Î%!_´ x÷k˛

(B) í˛z!_´ §ï˛ƒñ Î%!_´ §ï˛ƒ
(C) í˛z!_´ x§ï˛ƒñ Î%!_´ x§ï˛ƒ

(B) í˛z!_´ x÷k˛ñ Î%!_´ ÷k˛

(D) í˛z!_´ x§ï˛ƒñ Î%!_´ §ï˛ƒ

(C) í˛z!_´ x÷k˛ñ Î%!_´ x÷k˛
(D) í˛z!_´ ÷k˛ñ Î%!_´ ÷k˛

20. x§ü#Î˚y §y!•ï˛ƒÁ §ü#«˛ydÜ˛ •z!ï˛Ó,_ @ˇÃsiÁ

ˆ°áÜ˛

23. Úç°˛õpÛ í˛z˛õöƒy§Á Áã˛!Î˚ï˛yàÁyÜ˛# •Û°ÈÙÙÙÈ

(A) í˛0 §ˆÏï˛ƒwöyÌ ¢ü≈y

(A) !öÁ*˛õüy ÓÁˆÏày•y!~è

(B) í˛0 üˆÏ•ŸªÁ ˆöÄà

(B) !öü≈°≤Ãû˛y ÓÁò˜Ï°

(C) !í˛ˆÏ¡∫ŸªÁ ˆöÄà

(C) üyü!ö ÁÎ˚åÈü ˆàyﬂ∫yü#

(D) Îï˛#wöyÌ ˆàyﬂ∫yü#

(D) xÁ*˛õy ˛õê˛D#Î˚y Ü˛!°ï˛y

21. Structure of Assamese öyüÁ @ˇÃsiÁ

24. x§ü#Î˚y û˛y£ÏyÁ ≤ÃbÁ*˛õÁ ã˛yˆÏö!Ü˛ òy!ä

ˆ°áÜ˛

ô!ÁÓ ˛õÁy §y!•ï˛ƒ •Û°ÈÙÙÙÈ

(A) í˛0 §ˆÏï˛ƒwöyÁyÎ˚î ˆàyﬂ∫yü#

(A) ≤Ã‚yò ã˛!Áe

(B) í˛0 ˆàyˆÏ°yÜ˛ã˛w ˆàyﬂ∫yü#

(B) ÓÓ&Óy•öÁ Î%k˛

(C) ˆòËyö® û˛Áy!°

(C) ô¡ø˛õò

(D) í˛0 Óyî#Ü˛yhsˇ Ü˛yÜ˛!ï˛

(D) ã˛Î≈yà#ï˛
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25. çÎ˚üï˛# §¡õˆÏÜ≈˛ §Çﬂ,Òï˛ Ü˛yÓƒ !°áy

29. ˆÎyˆÏà¢ òyˆÏ§ !°áy í˛z˛õöƒy§áöÁ öyüÈÙÙÙÈ

x§ü#Î˚y Ü˛!Óçö •Û°
(A) xˆÏD xˆÏD ˆ¢yû˛y

(A) Ü,˛£èÜ˛yhsˇ §!®˜ÏÜ˛

(B) xy¶˛yÁÁ xyÑˆÏÁ xyÑˆÏÁ

(B) ü%Ü%˛®üyôË ¢ü≈y

(C) Ó!® !Ó•DˆÏü Ü˛yˆÏ®

(C) û˛ËˆÏòË û˛yàËï˛#

(D) ˆÓ!° ú%˛°Á §ˆÏ˛õyö

(D) üˆÏöyÁOö ¢yﬂf#

30. ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y ˛≤ÃŸ¿ˆÏÓyÁÁ ÷k˛ í˛z_ÁˆÏê˛y code Á

26. ˛õ÷˛õ!ï˛ û˛ÁmyˆÏç !°áy í˛z˛õöƒy§áöÁ öyü

§•yÎ˚ï˛ !Óã˛y!Á í˛z!°ÄËy ≠
(A) °%•zï˛Á ˛õyˆÏÁ ˛õyˆÏÁ

Áy§y•z ˛õ![˛ï˛Á Ú¢)öƒ ˛õ%ÁyîÛ

(B) û˛Á°#Á ˛õyˆÏÁ ˛õyˆÏÁ

a.

ôü≈ ˆòËï˛yÁ ˛õ)çyÁ ˛õ%!Ì

(C) ˛õy•yÁÁ !¢ˆÏ° !¢ˆÏ°

b.

!Ó£%è ˆòËï˛yÁ ˛õ)çyÁ ˛õ%!Ì

(D) !åÈüã˛yäÁ ò%ˆÏÎ˚y˛õyˆÏÁ

c.

x!@¿ ˆòËï˛yÁ ˛õ)çyÁ ˛õ%!Ì

d.

ÓÁ&î ˆòËï˛yÁ ˛õ)çyÁ ˛õ%!Ì

27. Ü˛!°Ü˛ï˛yï˛ x. û˛y. í˛zÈ. §y. §û˛yÁ çß√

Code

a

(A) 1886 ã˛öÁ 25 xyà‹T

(A)

÷k˛

(B) 1887 ã˛öÁ 25 xyà‹T

(B)

÷k˛

(C) 1888 ã˛öÁ 25 xyà‹T

ï˛y!ÁáˆÏê˛y

(D) 1889 ã˛öÁ 25 xyà‹T

b

d

x÷k˛ x÷k˛ x÷k˛
÷k˛

x÷k˛

÷k˛

(C) x÷k˛

x÷k˛

÷k˛

÷k˛

(D) x÷k˛

x÷k˛

÷k˛

x÷k˛

31. ÚÜ%˛Ü%˛Á#Ü˛îyÁ xyë˛üä°yÛÁ öyê˛ƒÜ˛yÁçöÁ öyü

28. Ú˛˛õ%Á!î Ü˛yüÁ*˛õÁ ôü≈Á ôyÁyÛ @ˇÃsiÁ Áã˛Ü˛
(A) Óyö#Ü˛yhsˇ Ü˛yÜ˛!ï˛

(A) !üeˆÏòË ü•hsˇ

(B) °#°y à˜Ïà

(B) ˆÜ˛¢Ë ü•hsˇ

(C) §)Î≈Ü%˛üyÁ û)˛~èy

(C) Ó°ˆÏòË ü•hsˇ

(D) !Ó!Á!M˛È Ü%˛üyÁ ÓÁ&Ëy

(D) Áâ%öyÌ ü•hsˇ
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32. x§ü#Î˚y û˛y£Ïyï˛

35. §Çﬂ,Òï˛ Úû˛!_´ÁbyÜ˛ÁÛ @ˇÃsiáöÁ x§ü#Î˚y

≤ÃÌü ã˛ˆÏöê˛Á ˛õ%!ÌáöÁ

öyü

˛õòyö%Óyò Ü˛ˆÏÁyÑï˛yçö

(A) ç%Á!î

(A) Ü˛˛õy°ã˛w !mç

(B) üy°Ïã˛
(B) ˜òï˛ƒy!Á ë˛yÜ%˛Á

(C) ã˛Ü%˛ˆÏ°y

(C) ˆày˛õy°ã˛Áî !mç

(D) !ç!°Ü˛!ö

(D) ˛Áyüã˛Áî ë˛yÜ%˛Á

33. xyô%!öÜ˛ û˛yÁï˛#Î˚ xyÎ≈û˛y£ÏyˆÏÓyˆÏÁ ≤ÃyˆÏò!¢Ü˛

Á*˛õ °yû˛ Ü˛!ÁÓ˜Ï° xyÁΩ˛ Ü˛ˆÏÁ
a.

ò¢ü ¢!ï˛Ü˛yÁ ˛õÁy

b.

~Ü˛yò¢ ¢!ï˛Ü˛yÁ ˛õÁy

öyü

c.

myò¢ ¢!ï˛Ü˛yÁ ˛õÁy

(A) ˜ÓÜ%˛Z˛öyÌ û˛Ryã˛yÎ≈ƒ

d.

eˆÏÎ˚yò¢ ¢!ï˛Ü˛yÁ ˛õÁy

Code

a

(A)

÷k˛

x÷k˛ x÷k˛ x÷k˛

(B)

÷k˛

x÷k˛

(C) x÷k˛
(D) x÷k˛

b

36. ÚÜ˛Ìy à#ï˛yÛ ˛õ%!Ìáö Áã˛öy Ü˛ˆÏÁyÑï˛y àÁyÜ˛#Á

÷k˛

c

÷k˛

(B) ˆòˆÏÓwöyÌ û˛Ryã˛yÎ≈ƒ

d

(C) §yÓ≈ˆÏû˛Ôü û˛Ryã˛yÎ≈ƒ

x÷k˛

(D) û˛yàËï˛ û˛Ryã˛yÎ≈ƒ

x÷k˛ x÷k˛

x÷k˛ x÷k˛

÷k˛

37. Áyü §Áﬂ∫ï˛#ˆÏÎ˚ Áã˛öy Ü˛Áy Ü˛yÓƒáöÁ öyüˆÏê˛y

•Û°

34. x§ü#Î˚y û˛y£Ïyï˛ !í˛ˆÏê˛!Qû˛ í˛z˛õöƒy§ ÁˆÏã˛yÑï˛y

àÁyÜ˛#

(A) ¢Cã)˛í˛¸ Óô

(A) ˆ≤ÃüôÁ ÁyçˆÏáyËy

(B) xŸªÜ˛î≈ Óô

(B) ˆòˆÏÓw xyã˛yÎ≈ƒ

(C) ü•#ÁyËî Óô

(C) ˆ≤Ãü öyÁyÎ˚î ò_
(D) ˛õp ÓÁÜ˛ê˛Ü˛#
PaperII / ASS
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38. Ú§#ï˛yÁ ˛õyï˛y° ≤ÃˆÏÓ¢Û

41. x§ü#Î˚y û˛y£Ïyï˛ ï%˛°öyü)°Ü˛ §y!•ï˛ƒ !Ó£ÏÎ˚Á

öyê˛ ÁˆÏã˛yÑï˛y

àÁyÜ˛#Á öyü

≤ÃÌü @ˇÃsiÈÙÈ≤ÃˆÏîï˛yçö •Û°

(A) üyôË Ü˛®°#
(B) xöhsˇ Ü˛®°#
(C) ◊#ôÁ Ü˛®°#

a.

ö#Áyçöy ü•hsˇ ˆÓçÓÁy

b.

Ü˛ÁÓ# ˆí˛Ü˛y •yç!ÁÜ˛y

c.

≤Ãú%˛Õ‘Ü%˛üyÁ öyÌ

d.

≤Ãú%˛Õ‘ Ü˛ê˛Ü˛#

÷k˛ í˛z_ÁˆÏê˛y ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y code Á §•yÎ˚ï˛
Óy!ã˛ í˛z!°ÄËy

(D) ÁbyÜ˛Á Ü˛®°#

39. Úx§ü#Î˚y §y!•ï˛ƒï˛ ò,!‹T˛õyï˛Û ˛õ%!ÌáöÁ Áã˛Ü˛
(A) ò%ˆÏà≈ŸªÁ ¢ü≈y

Code

a

b

c

d

(A)

÷k˛

x÷k˛

÷k˛

x÷k˛

(B) x÷k˛

x÷k˛

÷k˛

x÷k˛

(C) x÷k˛

÷k˛

(D)

(B) ˆÎyˆÏà¢ òy§

÷k˛

x÷k˛ x÷k˛

x÷k˛ x÷k˛ x÷k˛

42. !Ó£%è≤Ã§yò Áyû˛yÁ ç#ËöÈÙÈÜ˛ÌyÁ xy°üï˛

(C) ˆ•ühsˇÜ%˛üyÁ ¢ü≈y

Á!ã˛ï˛ í˛z˛õöƒy§áˆÏö•z
(D) ≤ÃˆÏüyòã˛w û˛Ryã˛yÎ≈ƒ

(A) Ü˛y°˛õ%Á&£Ï
(B) ˆú˛ˆÏÁÇàyòyÄ

40. í˛0 §ˆÏï˛ƒwöyÌ ¢ü≈y•z Úüy!ê˛Á üyö%•Û öyüÁ

(C) Óy{ã˛yˆÏ•Óy

!Ü˛ï˛y˛õáö !Ü˛ û˛y£ÏyÁ ˛õÁy x§ü#Î˚y˜Ï°
xö%Óyò Ü˛!Á!åÈ°ÈÙÙÙÈ

(D) Ó[%˛Ü˛yˆÏÓ•yÁ
43. Úö®öï˛_¥ ≠ ≤Ãyã˛ƒ xyÁ& ˛õyÿ˛yï˛ƒÛ @ˇÃsiáöÁ

(A) !•®# û˛y£Ïy

Áã˛!Î˚ï˛y
(A) û˛ˆÏÓwöyÌ ¢•zÜ˛#Î˚y

(B) Óä°y û˛y£Ïy

(B) í˛zˆÏ˛õwöyÌ ˆàyﬂ∫yü#
(C) ˜ü!Ì°# û˛y£Ïy

(C) ã˛w≤Ã§yò ¢•zÜ˛#Î˚y
(D) ˜eˆÏ°yÜ˛ƒöyÌ ˆàyﬂ∫yü#

(D) í˛z!í˛¸Î˚y û˛y£Ïy
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45. ï˛°Á

44. ï˛°Á

≤ÃÌüû˛yà xyÁ& !mï˛#Î˚û˛yàÁ
!Ó£ÏÎ˚§ü)•Á ˆ«˛eï˛ !Ó£ÏÎ˚§ü)•Á ï˛°ï˛
§!ß¨!Ó‹T Ü˛Áy ã˛y!Áê˛y code xÁ ~ê˛yï˛
!Ó£ÏÎ˚§ü)•Á §¡õÜ≈˛ ÷k˛û˛yˆÏË !ã˛!•´ï˛ Ü˛!Á
ˆòá%ÄËy ˜•ˆÏåÈ– ÷k˛ code ˆê˛y !öî≈Î˚
Ü˛Áy–

≤ÃÌüû˛yà xyÁ& !mï˛#Î˚û˛yàÁ
!Ó£ÏÎ˚§ü)•Á ˆ«˛eï˛ !Ó£ÏÎ˚§ü)•Á ï˛°ï˛
§!ß¨!Ó‹T Ü˛Áy ã˛y!Áê˛y code xÁ ~ê˛yï˛
!Ó£ÏÎ˚§ü)•Á §¡õÜ≈˛ ÷k˛û˛yˆÏË !ã˛!•´ï˛ Ü˛!Á
ˆòá%ÄËy ˜•ˆÏåÈ– ÷k˛ code ˆê˛y !öî≈Î˚
Ü˛Áy–
≤ÃÌüû˛yà

a.

≤ÃÌüû˛yà

!mï˛#Î˚ û˛yà
i.

xyã˛yÎ≈ ò[˛#
Á!ã˛ï˛ x°ÇÜ˛yÁ
¢yﬂfáöÁ öyü

a.

í˛z_Á Áyüã˛!Áï˛

b. ü•yÜ˛!Ó Ü˛y!°òy§ ii. Ü˛yÓƒy°ÇÜ˛yÁ

Á!ã˛ï˛ ~áö ˛
!Óáƒyï Ü˛yÓƒ
c.

§)eÓ,!_

iv. Ü˛yÓƒyò¢≈

iii. ˆåÈò

x§ü#Î˚y åÈ®Á
ü)° ~Ü˛Ü˛

d. åÈ®!¢“ï˛ xÌ≈Á˛

@ˇÃsi ~áö ˜•ˆÏå
Code

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iv

iii

(B)

ii

i

iii

iv

(C)

iv

iii

i

(D)

iii

ii

iv
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ii. ã˛Áî

«%˛oï˛ü ~Ü˛Ü˛ ˛
˜•ˆÏåÈ
c.

d. Óyüöyã˛yÎ≈ Á!ã˛ï˛

i. üyeyÎ%_´ ôù!ö

åÈ®¢yﬂfï˛
˛õ)î≈Î!ï˛ˆÏÎ˚
§üy!Æ âˆÏê˛yËy
åÈ®!•ˆÏÕy‘ °Á
§yü!@ˇÃÜ˛ öyü
˜•ˆÏåÈ

b. åÈ®È!¢“Á

iii. Ü%˛üyÁ§Ω˛Ë

û˛Ëû)˛!ï˛ Á!ã˛ï˛
Ü˛yÓƒ@ˇÃsi ~áö
˜•ˆÏåÈ

!mï˛#Î˚ û˛yà

iv. ôù!ö

˛õòˆÏ«˛˛õÁ •zÇ!àï˛
!òÎ˚y !ÓÁ!ï˛ •°
Code

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

iii

i

ii

(B)

iii

i

iii

iv

ii

(C)

i

ii

iv

iii

i

(D)

ii

iv

i

iii
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47. List-I Á Óƒ!_´§Ü˛°Á °àï˛ List-II
!Ó£ÏÎ˚ˆÏÓyÁÁ §yò,¢ƒ ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y code Á

46. ï˛°Á

≤ÃÌüû˛yà xyÁ& !mï˛#Î˚û˛yàÁ
!Ó£ÏÎ˚§ü)•Á ˆ«˛eï˛ !Ó£ÏÎ˚§ü)•Á ï˛°ï˛
§!ß¨!Ó‹T Ü˛Áy ã˛y!Áê˛y code xÁ ~ê˛yï˛
!Ó£ÏÎ˚§ü)•Á §¡õÜ≈˛ ÷k˛û˛yˆÏË !ã˛!•´ï˛ Ü˛!Á
ˆòá%ÄËy ˜•ˆÏåÈ– ÷k˛ code ˆê˛y !öî≈Î˚ Ü˛Áy–

a.

≤ÃÌüû˛yà

!mï˛#Î˚ û˛yà

ü•yÜ˛yÓƒ
i.
Ú•z!°Î˚yòÛÁ Áã˛Ü˛
xy!åÈ°

í˛z•z!°Î˚yü
ˆåÈ:˛õ#ˆÏÎ˚Á

b. Úˆ˛õÁyí˛y•zç

§•yÎ˚ï˛ í˛z!°ÄËy–
List-I

ii. ˆ•yüyÁ

i.

d. ˆöyËyü ã˛ü‰!ﬂÒ

iv. Course in
General
Linguistics

Code
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Úç%!°Î˚yåÈ !ã˛çyÁÛÁ iii. !˛õ. !Ó. ˆ¢ƒ°#
ˆ°áÜ˛ xy!åÈ°

d. ˆ≤Ãy!ü!ÌÎ˚yåÈ

çç≈ xyÓy•yü
@ˇÃ#ˆÏÎ˚åÈ≈ö˛
b. ú˛y!í≈˛öy[˛ òƒ
åÈå%ÈƒÁ
c. Óœ$ü!ú˛”˛

a.

°‹TÛÁ Áã˛Ü˛
xy!åÈ°
c.

iv. !ü°‰ê˛ö

a.

(A)

a
i

b
iii

c
ii

a
iv
iii
ii
i

ii

iv

i

d

iii. Linguistic
Survey of
India

b
iii
iv
iii
iii

c
ii
i
iv
ii

d
i
ii
i
iv

ii.

c.

iii. Á!Ÿ¬öyÌ ˆày•y!~è

K˛yöüy!°ö#

ii

iv

i

(D)

iv

iii

ii

i

üyôËˆÏòË
ÓÁ&Ëy

iv.

iii

iii

Áy§ÁyÎ˚

b. =Á&°#°y

iv

(C)

PaperII / ASS

ii. Syntactic
Structure

ˆû˛yçö !Ó•yÁ i.

d. ç%Á!öÈ
(B)

Language

48. ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y @ˇÃsi xyÁ& @ˇÃsiÜ˛yÁÁ öyü !ü°y•z
ï˛°Á ÷k˛ code ˆê˛y !öî≈Î˚ Ü˛ÏÁy–

xyöÓyí˛z[˛ÛÁ˛
ˆ°áÜ˛ xy!åÈ°
Code

List-II

Code
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
10

a
ii
iii
i
iv

b
i
ii
iii
iii

ü!ú˛ç%!jö
xy•üò •yç!ÁÜ˛y
c
iv
i
ii
i

d
iii
iv
iv
ii

49. ÓyÄÑ!˛õöÁ

50. ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y @ˇÃsi Ä @ˇÃsiÜ˛yÁÁ öyüˆÏÓyÁ !ü°y•z
code Á §•yÎ˚ï˛ ÷k˛ í˛z_ÁˆÏê˛y !òÎ˚y–

°àï˛ ˆ§yÑ!˛õöÁ !Ó£ÏÎ˚ˆÏÓyÁ
!üˆÏ°yËy xyÁ& ÷k˛ code ˆê˛y !°áy

a. ã˛üyÇÜ˛yö

i.

˛õÎ˚ Ü˛y!Ìö

a. Ó%ÁO#ˆÏÎ˚ ˛õÁ§y öàÁ

b. ê˛y•zú˛yˆÏÜ˛

ii.

!ã˛ÇˆÏú˛Ô

b. ˜Ó£èË ò¢≈öÁ Á*˛õˆÏÁáy ii. §ï˛ƒ≤Ã§yò ÓÁ&Ëy

c. ã˛˛õÇÎ˚ÇüyöyÄ ˛õÎ˚

iii.

Ü˛y!Ó≈

c. !Ü˛í˛z!˛õí˛ xyÁ& åÈy•zÜ˛# iii. °#°y à˜Ïà

d. òáöyÈ

iv.

ÓˆÏí˛¸y

d. öyê˛Ü˛ xyÁ&È x!û˛öÎ˚

i.

üˆÏöyÁOö ¢yﬂf#

iv. ˆ•ü ÓÁ&Ëy

≤Ã§D
Code

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

(B)

ii

i

(C)

iii

(D)

iv
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Code

a

b

c

d

iv

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

iv

iii

(B)

iii

i

iv

ii

i

ii

iv

(C)

ii

iii

i

iv

iii

i

ii

(D)

iv

i

iii

ii
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PAPER  III

ASSAMESE
Total Marks : 150
Note : This paper contains seventy five (75) objective type questions of two (02) marks
each. All questions are compulsory.
1.

3.

ÚÚx§üÁ ﬂ%Ò° xyòy°ï˛ï˛ x§ü#Î˚y û˛y£ÏyÁ
ë˛y•zï˛ Óä°y û˛y£Ïy ã˛ˆÏ°yËyÁ ˆÜ˛yˆÏöy Î%!_´

ˆüyà°y•z xy!•≈Á !öò¢≈ö ÌÜ˛y x§üÁ ~!ê˛
ﬂiy˛õï˛ƒ •Û° ÈÙÙÙÈ

öy!åÈ°–ÛÛ ÈÙÙÙÈ ~•z ühsˇÓƒ !òÎ˚y àÁyÜ˛#Á

(A) •yˆÏçyÁ •Î˚@ˇÃ#Ë ü!®Á

öyüˆÏê˛yˆÏË •Û° ÈÙÙÙÈ

(B) Ü˛yüyáƒy ü!®Á

(A) =îy!û˛Áyü ÓÁ&Ëy

(C) !¢Ë§yàÁÁ ÁÇâÁ
(D) ÓÁˆÏ˛õê˛y §e

(B) í˛QÁ üy•z°åÈ ÓîåÈö
4.

(C) xyö®Áyü ˆì˛!Ü˛Î˚y° ú%˛Ü˛ö

Ú◊#•hﬂÏü%_´yË°#Û @ˇÃsiáö ˆ˛õyËy §e •Û°È
(A) öï%˛ö Ü˛ü°yÓyÁ# §e

(D) !ö!ôÁyü ú˛yÁˆÏË°

2.

(B) xyí˛z!öxyê˛# §e
(C) ÓÁˆÏ˛õê˛y §e

Óy!à!wÎ˚Á xD ˆÜ˛•zê˛yÁ !û˛ï˛Áï˛ í˛zFã˛yÁî
(D) ÓÁˆÏòyËy §e

Ü˛Áî •Û°
5.

(A) òyÑï˛

(A) ˛õÉ Áyà

(B) ï˛y°%

(B) ËÛ° ˆÜ˛ˆÏï˛Áˇ

(C) Ü˛Z˛

(C) ÓyÎ˚ˆÏáy

(D) !çû˛y
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6.

ï˛°Á í˛z!_´§ü)•Á ˛õÁy codeÈÙÈÁ §•yÎ˚ï˛
˛÷k˛ í˛z_ÁˆÏê˛y Óy!åÈ í˛z!°ÄËy ÈÙÙÙÈ
a.

9.

x§ü#Î˚y !°!˛õ ÓyÑÄú˛y°Á ˛õÁy xyÁ&
áˆÏÁy¤˛# !°!˛õÄ ÓyÑÄ ú˛y°Á˛õÁy !°ˆÏá–

ÚÚˆï˛ÄÑˆÏ°yÜ˛Á SÜ˛yüÁ*˛õÁ üyö%•ÁV û˛y£Ïy
üôƒû˛yÁï˛Á û˛y£Ïyï˛˜ÏÜ˛ x°˛õ ˆÓˆÏ°à–ÛÛ
ÈÙÙÙÈ ~•z í˛z!_´ ˆÜ˛yˆÏö òy!ä ô!Á!åÈ°⁄
(A) ú˛y!•Î˚yˆÏö

b.

x§ü#Î˚y !°!˛õÁ ˜§ˆÏï˛ áˆÏÁy¤˛#
!°!˛õÁ xyÜ,˛!ï˛àï˛ !ü° xyˆÏåÈ–

(B) !•í˛zˆÏÎ˚ö ã˛yˆÏä

c.

˙!ï˛•y!§Ü˛û˛yˆÏË x§ü#Î˚y !°!˛õ Óy·˛#
!°!˛õÁ˛õÁy í˛zqË ˆ•yÈËy öy•z–

(D) ˆÜ˛ˆÏÆ•zö ÄˆÏË°ˆÏã˛

d.

Î%!_´Á ú˛y°Á ˛õÁy x§ü#Î˚y !°!˛õÁ
í˛zqË ˜•ˆÏåÈ Óy·˛# !°!˛õÁ ˛õÁyˆÏ•–

(C) !ã˛•yÓ%!jö ï˛y!°ˆÏã˛

10. Úx§ü#Î˚y û˛y£ÏyÁ í˛zqÓ‰ñ §ü,!k˛ xyÁ& !ÓÜ˛y¢ÛÛ

ÈÙÙÙÈ @ˇÃsiáöÁ Áã˛!Î˚ï˛y àÁyÜ˛#
Code

a

b

c

d

(A) ˆòËyö® û˛Áy!°

(A)

÷k˛
÷k˛ x÷k˛ x÷k˛
(B) ÷k˛ x÷k˛ x÷k˛ x÷k˛
(C) x÷k˛ ÷k˛
÷k˛
÷k˛
(D) x÷k˛ x÷k˛ x÷k˛ ÷k˛
7.

(B) Ü˛y!°Áyü ˆü!ô
(C) í˛0 í˛zˆÏ˛õwöyÌ ˆàyﬂ∫yü#
(D) í˛0 Óyî#Ü˛yhsˇ Ü˛yÜ˛!ï˛
11. í˛0 Óyî#Ü˛yhsˇ Ü˛yÜ˛!ï˛Á üˆÏï˛ x§ü#Î˚y

Ü˛yöy•z ÓÁ¢#ˆÏÓyËy !¢°y!°!˛õÁ §üÎ˚ È ÙÙÙÈ
(A) ò¢ü ¢!ï˛Ü˛yÁ xyÁΩ˛!îÁ §üÎ˚

§¡∫¶˛Óyã˛Ü˛ ¢∑Á ˛õ%Á&£Ï xö%ÎyÎ˚# S!öˆÏò≈¢
Ü˛ÁyV Á*˛õ ˆ•yËyÁ Ü˛yÁî ÈÙÙÙÈ

(B) ~Ü˛yò¢ ¢!ï˛Ü˛yÁ xyÁΩ˛!îÁ §üÎ˚

a.

x!‹T…Ü˛ û˛y£ÏyÁ ≤Ãû˛yËÁ ÓyˆÏÓ

b.

ÓˆÏí˛¸y û˛y£ÏyÁ ≤Ãû˛yËÁ ÓyˆÏÓ

c.

áyã˛# û˛y£ÏyÁ ≤Ãû˛yËÁ ÓyˆÏÓ

x§ü#Î˚yû˛y£ÏyÁ ≤ÃÌüáö ÓƒyÜ˛Áî xy!åÈ°ÈÙÙÙÈ

d.

ê˛y•zÈÙÈxy•zí˛ö û˛y£ÏyÁ ≤Ãû˛yËÁ ÓyˆÏÓ

(A) A Grammar of the Assamese
Language

÷k˛ í˛z_´ˆÏê˛y ï˛°Á code Á ˛õÁy í˛z!°ÄËy

(C)

myò¢ ¢!ï˛Ü˛yÁ xyÁΩ˛!îÁ §üÎ˚

(D) eˆÏÎ˚yò¢ ¢!ï˛Ü˛yÁ xyÁΩ˛!îÁ §üÎ˚
8.

Code

(B) Grammatical Notes on the
Assamese Language

b

c

d

(A)

÷k˛ x÷k˛ x÷k˛ x÷k˛
(B) ÷k˛
÷k˛ x÷k˛ x÷k˛
(C) x÷k˛ x÷k˛ ÷k˛
÷k˛
(D) x÷k˛ ÷k˛
÷k˛
÷k˛

(C) Sketch of Assamese Grammar
(D) An Assamese Grammar with
Vocabulary and Exercises.
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12. Úx§üÁ û˛y£ÏyÛ @ˇÃsiÁ ˆ°áÜ˛ •Û° ÈÙÙÙÈ

17. ï˛°Á ˆÜ˛yöˆÏê˛y û˛y£Ïy !ï˛Óùï˛Óü#≈Î˚ ¢yáyÁ

(A) í˛0 §ˆÏï˛ƒwöyÁyÎ˚î ˆàyﬂ∫yü#

xhsˇà≈ï˛ í˛z_ÁÈÙÈx§ü í˛z˛õ¢yáyÁ !û˛ï˛Áï˛
ö˛õˆÏÁ⁄
(A) xyˆÏ•yü
(B) !ü!ã˛Ç
(C) í˛ú˛°y
(D) xy˛õyê˛y!ö

(B) í˛0 í˛zˆÏ˛õwöyÌ ˆàyﬂ∫yü#
(C) í˛0 ˛û˛#üÜ˛yhsˇ ÓÁ&Ëy
(D) í˛0 ˆàyˆÏ°yÜ˛ã˛w ˆàyﬂ∫yü#
13. x§ü#Î˚y û˛y£ÏyÁ ≤ÃÌü ÓƒyÜ˛Áî ≤ÃˆÏîï˛y
(A) ˆ•üã˛w ÓÁ&Ëy

18. ï˛°Á ˆÜ˛yö!ê˛ §yÇﬂ,Ò!ï˛Ü˛ í˛zÍ§Ë í˛zÓ≈Áy

(B) öyÌyö Óyí˛zö

!ÓŸªy§Á °àï˛ ˆ˛õyö˛õê˛#Î˚y˜ÏÜ˛ ç!í˛¸ï˛ ö•Î˚–
(A) xy!°ÈÙÈxy•z °,àyÇ
(B) ‡ò%üˆÏòÄ ˛˛õ)çy
(C) °!áü# §Óy•
(D) ú%˛Áy°%ä ˛õ)çy

(C) í˛z•z!°Î˚yü Á!Ó™ö
(D) §ï˛ƒöyÌ ÓÁy
14. ˆ•üã˛w ÓÁ&Ëy•z !°áy ÓƒyÜ˛ÁîáöÁ öyü ÈÙÙÙÈ
(A) Ó•° ÓƒyÜ˛Áî
(B) ˛x§ü#Î˚y û˛y£ÏyÁ ÓƒyÜ˛Áî

19. Áy!ï˛˛õ%Ëy í˛z!ë˛ áy•z !ï˛!ö !åÈ!°ü û˛yÇñ

(C) x§ü#Î˚y ÓƒyÜ˛Áî ≤ÃˆÏË¢

Óü‰ Óü‰ Ó%!° ˆÓy˛õy•z ˆê˛y˛õ!öˆÏê˛y û˛yÇ–
í˛z_´ ÓyÜ˛ƒú˛y!Ü˛ï˛ Úû˛yÇÛ ¢∑ˆÏê˛y ò%ÓyÁ Ó!•ˆÏåÈñ
!Ü˛v ï˛yÁ xÌ≈ ~ˆÏÜ˛ ö•Î˚– ~•z xÇ°Ü˛yÁ
!ÓôÁ öyü ˜•ˆÏåÈ ÈÙÙÙÈ
(A) ÎüÜ˛
(B) Á*˛õÜ˛
(C) ˆŸ’£Ï
(D) ÓˆÏe´y!_´

(D) ˛≤ÃˆÏÎ˚yà Ábüy°y ÓƒyÜ˛Áî
15. ≤Ãb x§ü#Î˚y û˛y£ÏyÁ ≤ÃÌü !öò¢≈ö ˆ˛õyËy

ÎyÎ˚ ÈÙÙÙÈ
(A) ◊#Ü,˛£èÈÙÈÜ˛#_≈öï˛
(B) ¢)öƒÈÙÈ˛õ%Áyîï˛
(C) ã˛Î≈y˛õòï˛
(D) ÓçÓ%!°ï˛

20. ü•y˛õ%Á&£Ï#Î˚y ôü≈Á xöƒï˛ü ¢yáy Ü˛y°ÈÙ

16. An Introduction to Assamese

È§Ç•!ï˛Á ≤ÃËï≈˛Ü˛
(A) Áyüã˛Áî ë˛yÜ%˛Á
(B) ˆày˛õy° xyï˛y
(C) Óò%°y xyï˛y

@ˇÃsiáöÁ @ˇÃsiÜ˛yÁ ÈÙÙÙÈ
(A) í˛0 !Ó!Á!M˛È Ü%˛üyÁ ÓÁ&Ëy
(B) í˛0 Óyî#Ü˛yhsˇ Ü˛yÜ˛!ï˛
(C) í˛0 ˆàyˆÏ°yÜ˛ã˛w ˆàyﬂ∫yü#
(D) í˛0 í˛zˆÏ˛õwöyÌ ˆàyﬂ∫yü#
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25. ÚÓy•z!í˛üyÛ ö,_ ˆÜ˛yö!ê˛ çöÈÙÈˆày¤˛#Á üyçï˛

21. ˛≤ÃÌü x§ü#Î˚y åÈˆÏöê˛Á ˛õ%!ÌáöÁ öyü

!ÓˆÏ¢£Ïû˛yˆÏË ˆòáy ÎyÎ˚⁄
(A) ˆì˛y˛õyÜ˛!°

a.

ã˛y•Óy!àåÈyÁ §üyç ç#Ëöï˛

b.

ˆòí˛zÁ#§Ü˛°Á §üyç ç#Ëöï˛

(C) x!D°y

c.

•yçÇ§Ü˛°Á §üyç ç#Ëöï˛

(D) üy°ã˛

d.

!í˛üyåÈy§Ü˛°Á §üyç ç#Ëöï˛

(B) ã˛Ü%˛ˆÏ°y

ï˛°Á code ÓƒÓ•yÁ Ü˛!Á ÷k˛ í˛z_ÁˆÏê˛y
!öî≈Î˚ Ü˛Áy

22. öËÜ˛yhsˇ ÓÁ&ÈËy•z §¡õyòöy Ü˛Áy !¢÷ÈÙÈ§y!•ï˛ƒ
(A) §ú%Ñ˛Áy

Code

a

(B) !Ü˛ˆÏ¢yÁ

(A)

÷k˛

(C) ÁÇ xyˆÏ• ˛õy!á ˆü!°

(B)

÷k˛

(D) üÁ&Ëy ú%˛°
23. Úx§ü#Î˚y çö§y!•ï˛ƒÛ áöÁ Áã˛Ü˛È

c

d

x÷k˛ x÷k˛ x÷k˛
÷k˛

÷k˛

x÷k˛

(C) x÷k˛

x÷k˛

÷k˛

÷k˛

(D) x÷k˛

x÷k˛ x÷k˛

÷k˛

26. ˛õ%Á!î x§üÁ ˛õ!ÿ˛ü §#üy xy!åÈ°

(A) Ó#ˆÏÁw öyÌ ò_

(A) ˆ§yö ˆÜ˛y£Ï öò#

(B) ≤ÃÓ#î ã˛w òy§

(B) üyöy• öò#

(C) ≤Ãú%˛Õ‘ ò_ ˆàyﬂ∫yü#

(C) Ü˛ÁˆÏï˛yÈÎ˚y öò#

(D) !öü≈°≤Ãû˛y ÓÁò˜Ï°

(D) !ï˛‹Ty öò#

24. ÚˆÜ˛Ü‰˛ê˛yåÈÁ ú%˛°Û í˛z˛õöƒy§Á Áã˛!Î˚ï˛y ÈÙÙÙÈ

27. ˆö˛õy°# §¡±òyˆÏÎ˚ ˛õy°ö Ü˛Áy ~ê˛y !ÓˆÏ¢£Ï

ˆ°yÜ˛ í˛zÍ§Ë •Û° ÈÙÙÙÈ

(A) !öÁ&˛õüy ÓÁˆÏày•y!~è

(A) Ü˛Á§ ˛õ)çy

(B) üyü!ö ÁÎ˚åÈü ˆàyﬂ∫yü#

(B) ï˛#ç

(C) ≤ÃÓ#öy ¢•zÜ˛#Î˚y

(C) ÄÓyÇày°y

(D) ö#!°üy ò_
PaperIII / ASS
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28. òÁyã˛°ˆÏï˛ ü%_´Ü˛ ˆÜ˛yˆÏöy åÈ®Á#!ï˛Á öyü ö•Î˚ñ

31. Ú≤Ã!ï˛üyáö §Á&ñ !Ü˛v !öû˛yÑç ˆ§yöÁÛ ÈÙÙÙÈ

åÈ®§IyÁˆÏ• öyü– x!üey«˛Á åÈ®Á òˆÏÁ•z
•zˆÏÎ˚y hﬂÏËÜ˛ Ó¶˛ö•#ö åÈ®§Iy– Ü˛yÁîñ
a. ü%_´Ü˛ï˛ ˛õÓ≈§ü)•Á §üï˛y ˆòáy
öyÎyÎ˚–
b. §üyö üyey ˛õ!ÁüyîÁ ˛õÓ≈ §!ß¨!Ó‹T
Ü˛Áy •Î˚–
c. ü%_´Ü˛ï˛ ã˛Áî§ü)•Á §üï˛y ˆò!áÓ˜Ï°
ˆ˛õyËy ÎyÎ˚–
d. ü%_´Ü˛ï˛ §üï˛y ˆòáy ÎyÎ˚–

~•z§yÁ Ü˛yÁ í˛z!_´ ÈÙÙÙÈ
(A) ã˛wÜ%˛üyÁ xyàÁËy°y
(B) °-#öyÌ ˆÓçÓÁ&Ëy
(C) ˆ•üã˛w ˆàyﬂ∫yü#
(D) ˛õpöyÌ ˆày•y!~è ÓÁ&Ëy
32. x. û˛y. í˛z. §y. Á çß√ ã˛ö

ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y code Á §•yÎ˚ï˛ ÷k˛ í˛z_ÁˆÏê˛y
Óy!ã˛ í˛z!°ÄËy
Code

a

b

c

(A) 1848
(B) 1878˛

d

(C) 1888

(A)

÷k˛ x÷k˛ x÷k˛ x÷k˛
(B) ÷k˛
÷k˛ x÷k˛ x÷k˛
(C) x÷k˛ x÷k˛ x÷k˛ ÷k˛
(D) x÷k˛ x÷k˛ ÷k˛ x÷k˛

(D) 1889
33. ÚÜ˛yË§ƒydy ôù!ö ≠Û

ÈÙÙÙÈ ˆÓy°y xy°ÇÜ˛y!ÁÜ˛àÁyÜ˛# ˜•ˆÏåÈ ÈÙÙÙÈ
29. ≤ÃÌü x§ü#Î˚y åÈ˛õy @ˇÃsiáöÁ öyüÈ

(A) !ÓŸªöyÌ

(A) Ü˛y!üö#Ü˛yhsˇ

(B) çàß¨yÌ

(B) ôü≈˛õ%hﬂÏÜ˛

(C) û˛yü•

(C) x§ü#Î˚y °ÛÁyÁ !üe

(D) xyö®Óô≈ö

(D) Ü˛yö#Î˚yÈÙÈÜ˛#ï≈˛ö
30. ÚxyËy•öÛ ≤ÃÜ˛y¢ ˆ•yËyÁ ã˛öˆÏê˛y

34. Úx§ü#Î˚y ˆ°yÜ˛§y!•ï˛ƒÁ Á*˛õˆÏÁáyÛÁ Áã˛Ü˛ÈÙÙÙÈ

(A) 1929 ã˛ö

(A) !öü≈°≤Ãû˛y ÓÁò˜Ï°

(B) 1936 ã˛ö

(B) ≤Ãú%˛Õ‘ò_ ˆàyﬂ∫yü#

(C) 1926 ã˛öˇ

(C) °#°y à˜Ïà

(D) 1930 ã˛ö

(D) öÓ#öã˛w ¢ü≈y
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35. xyáƒyöü)°Ü˛ ˆ°yÜ˛à#ï˛Á xhsˇà≈ï˛ à#ï˛ÈÙ

40. Ü˛y!°òy§ñ ÁÓ#wöyÌñ ÁyüôyÁ# !§Ç xyÁ&

È~!Óô •Û°ÈÙÙÙÈ

ˆòËÜ˛yhsˇ ÓÁ&ËyÁ Ü˛!Óï˛yï˛ !û˛ö‰ !û˛ö‰ Á*ˆÏ˛õˆÏÁ
òy!ä ôÁy ~ˆÏÜ˛!ê˛ !Óáƒyï˛ ã˛!Áe •Û°ÈÈÙÙÙÈ
(A) ¢Ü%˛hsˇ°y
(B) §#ï˛y
(C) í˛zÓù≈¢#
(D) !ï˛ˆÏ°y_üy

(A) xy•zöyü
(B) öyÄˆÏá°Á à#ï˛
(C) ¢y!hsˇÓyÁüy•#Á à#ï˛
(D) !öã%˛Ü˛!öÁ à#ï˛
36. ï˛°ï˛ öyü !òÎ˚y ˆÜ˛yö!Óô à#ï˛ ˆÓ°yí˛˛ Óy

41. Úˆ˛õÁyí˛y•zç °‹TÛÁ Áã˛!Î˚ï˛yçö ÈÙÙÙÈ

Ü˛y!•ö#à#ï˛Á ˆ◊î#ï˛ ö˛õˆÏÁ⁄

(A) ˆ•yüyÁ

(A) ÓÁú%˛Ü˛öÁ à#ï˛

(B) ã˛ú˛Û!Üœ˛åÈ

(B) ü!îˆÏÜ˛yÑËÁÈÙÈú%˛°ˆÏÜ˛yÑËÁÁ à#ï˛

(C)

!üŒê˛ö
(D) ~!Á‹Tê˛°

(C) çöy àyû˛Á&Á à#ï˛
(D) •y•zòyÇ à#ï˛

42. History of Modern Criticism öyüÁ

37. Úxy§yü !öí˛zã˛ÛÁ §¡õyòÜ˛ xy!åÈ° ÈÙÙÙÈ

!Óáƒyï˛ @ˇÃsiÁ Áã˛!Î˚ï˛y ÈÙÙÙÈ

(A) xyö®Áyü ˆì˛Ü˛#Î˚y° ú%˛Ü˛ö

(A) Rene Wellik

(B) =îy!û˛Áyü ÓÁ&Ëy

(B) W. Dolleme Tokkema

(C) ˆ•üã˛w ÓÁ&Ëy

(C) K. Ayyapa Panikar

(D) üy•z°‰åÈ Óö‰åÈö

(D) Toury Gideon
43. ï%˛°öyü)°Ü˛ §y!•ï˛ƒÜ˛ !ÓŸª §y!•ï˛ƒ xyáƒy

38. ÚˆüÔÛ Ü˛yÜ˛ï˛Á §¡õyòÜ˛ xy!åÈ° ÈÙÙÙÈ

!òÎ˚y û˛yÁï˛#Î˚ Óƒ!_´çöÁ öyü
(A) §ˆÏÁy!çö# öy•zí%˛
(B) ÁÓ#wöyÌ ë˛yÜ%˛Á
(C) §Ó≈˛õÕ‘# ÁyôyÜ,˛£èî
(D) ◊#xÁ!Ó®

(A) ˆû˛y°yöyÌ òy§
(B) Ó!°öyÁyÎ˚î ÓÁy
(C) ˛õpöyÌ ˆày•y!~è ÓÁ&Ëy
(D) ˆÓö%ôÁ ÁyçˆÏáyËy
39. Ú≤Ã‚yò ã˛!Áï˛Û ˛õ%!ÌÁ Áã˛!Î˚ï˛yÁ öyü

44. û˛RˆÏòËÁ ≤ÃÌü Áã˛öyáö

(A) Ü˛!ÓÁb §Áﬂ∫ï˛#

(A) Ü˛Ìyà#ï˛y

(B) Á&o §Áﬂ∫ï˛#

(B) Ü˛Ìy ÁyüyÎ˚î

(C) ˆ•ü §Áﬂ∫ï˛#

(C) Ü˛Ìyû˛!_´ ÁbyË°#

(D) Áyü §Áﬂ∫ï˛#

(D) Ü˛Ìy û˛yàËï˛
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45. ÚˆÓí˛z°y xyáƒyöÛ ˛õ%!ÌÁ Áã˛Ü˛
(A) §%Ü˛!Ó öyÁyÎ˚îˆÏòË
(B) üöÜ˛Á
(C) ˛õ#ï˛y¡∫Á
(D) ò%à≈yÓÁ

51. ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y xyˆÏ°yã˛ö# xyÁ& §¡õyòÜ˛Á

ï˛y!°Ü˛yÁ ˛õÁy ÎÌyÎÌû˛yˆÏÓ !ü°y•z !òÎ˚y
!§k˛yhsˇˆÏÜ˛•zê˛yÁ ˛õÁy ÷k˛ˆÏê˛y Óy!åÈ í˛z!°ÄËy

46. Úû˛yﬂ∫ï˛#Û öyüÁ ÓƒË•y!ÁÜ˛ Ü˛yÓƒáöÁ Áã˛Ü˛
(A) !¢‹T û˛Ryã˛yÎ≈ƒ
(B) Ü˛!ÓÁyç ã˛e´Óï˛#≈
(C) ÓÜ%˛° Ü˛yÎ˚ﬂi
(D) Ü˛!Óã˛w !mç
47. ÚÜ˛!ÕÒ
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

˛õ%ÁyîÛÁ ˛õò Áã˛öy Ü˛Áy Ü˛!Ó àÁyÜ˛#
Ü˛!ÓÁyç ã˛e´Ëï˛#≈
Áyüã˛w ÓÁ˛õye
Á&!ã˛öyÌ Ü˛®°#
ÁbÜ˛®°#

48. Ú•ÁˆÏàÔÁ#ÈÙÈ§ÇÓyòÛÁ Áã˛!Î˚ï˛y •Û° ÈÙÙÙÈ
(A) ˆ•ü §Áﬂ∫ï˛#
(B) Ü˛!ÓÁb §Áﬂ∫ï˛#
(C) Á&o Ü˛®°#
(D) •!ÁÓÁ !Ó≤Ã
49. Ú|£Ïy
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

a. ü!îò#˛õ

i.

b. üyˆÏ•Ü˛#Î˚y x§ü#Î˚y

ii. í˛0 üˆÏ•w ÓÁy

c. §ÇK˛y

iii. û˛ˆÏÓö ÓÁ&Ëy

d. §Ç°y˛õ˛

iv. ö#°ü!î ú%˛Ü˛ö

ã˛w≤Ã§yò
¢•zÜ˛#Î˚y

Code

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

ii

i

iv

iii

(C)

iv

iii

ii

i

(D)

i

ii

iv

iii

52. ≤ÃÌü hﬂÏΩ˛ xyÁ& !mï˛#Î˚ hﬂÏΩ˛Á ˛õÁy

˛õyÁﬂõ!ÁÜ˛ §¡õÜ≈˛ !öî≈Î˚ Ü˛!Á ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y
code Á ˛õÁy ÷k˛ í˛z_ÁˆÏê˛y !ã˛!•´ï˛ Ü˛Áy ≠
≤ÃÌü hﬂÏΩ˛

!mï˛#Î˚ hﬂÏΩ˛

a. x§üÁ ˆ°yÜ˛§Çﬂ,Ò!ï˛ i.

˛õ!ÁîÎ˚ÛÁ Áã˛!Î˚ï˛y
ò%à≈yÓÁ
üöÜ˛Á
˛õ#ï˛y¡∫Á Ü˛!Ó
§%Ü˛!Ó öyÁyÎ˚îˆÏòË

!Ó£%è≤Ã§yò Áyû˛y

b. x§üÁ çö§Çﬂ,Ò!ï˛

ii. °#°y à˜Ïà

c. x§üÁ Ü,˛!‹T

iii. ˆÎyˆÏà¢ òy§

d. x§üÁ §Çﬂ,Ò!ï˛

iv. !Ó!Á!M˛ÈÜ%˛üyÁ ÓÁ&Ëy

50. ˛õyÑã˛y°# ˆÜ˛yöçö Ü˛!ÓˆÏÎ˚ û˛yàËï˛ ˛õ%ÁyîÁ

Code

a

b

c

d

≤ÃÌü xyÁ& ò¢ü ﬂÒ¶˛ Áã˛öy Ü˛ˆÏÁ ⁄
(A) ˛õ#ï˛y¡∫Á
(B) üöÜ˛Á
(C) ò%à≈yÓÁ
(D) §%Ü˛!Ó öyÁyÎ˚îˆÏòË

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

ii

iii

iv

i

(C)

iii

iv

i

ii

(D)

iv

iii

i

ii
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53. ≤ÃÌü hﬂÏΩ˛ xyÁ& !mï˛#Î˚ hﬂÏΩ˛Á ˛õÁy

55. ï˛°Á û˛yà ò%ê˛yï˛ í˛zˆÏÕ‘á Ü˛Áy !Ó£ÏÎ˚§ü)•

˛õyÁﬂõ!ÁÜ˛ §¡õÜ≈˛ !öî≈Î˚ Ü˛!Á ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y
code Á ˛õÁy ÷k˛ í˛z_ÁˆÏê˛y !ã˛!•´ï˛ Ü˛Áy ≠

ÎÌyÎÌû˛yˆÏË !ü°y•z ÷k˛ í˛z_ÁˆÏê˛y ï˛°ï˛
!òÎ˚y code-Á˛õÁy !öî≈Î˚ Ü˛Áy ≠
≤ÃÌü û˛yà
!mï˛#Î˚ û˛yà
Úˆ•üˆÏÜ˛y£ÏÛ x!û˛ôyö i. !à!ÁôÁ ¢ü≈yÁ myÁy
S1900 á#ÉV
Á!ã˛ï˛
Úx§ü#Î˚yÛ x!û˛ôyö ii. üˆÏ•ŸªÁ ˆöÄàÁ
S1952 á#ÉV
myÁy §¡õy!òï˛
ã˛wÜ˛yhsˇ x!û˛ôyö iii. ˆàyˆÏ°yÜ˛ã˛w ˆàyﬂ∫yü#Á
ï,˛ï˛#Î˚ §ÇﬂÒÁî
myÁy ≤ÃÜ˛y!¢ï˛
S1988 á#ÉV
x§ü#Î˚y xyáÁ
iv. ˆ•üã˛w ÓÁ&ËyÁ myÁy
ˆçyÑê˛!ö S1972 á#ÉV
Á!ã˛ï˛

≤ÃÌü hﬂÏΩ˛
a.

!mï˛#Î˚ hﬂÏΩ˛
i.

ˆòí˛zÓ# §Çﬂ,Ò!ï˛

b. !ü!ã˛Ç §Çﬂ,Ò!ï˛Á

a.

û,˛=ü%!î Ü˛yàÎ˚%Ç
b.

ii. í˛¡∫Á&ôÁ ˆòí˛zÁ#

xyˆÏ°áƒ
c.

c.

ÓˆÏí˛¸y Ü˛åÈyÁ#Á
iii. Óyî#Ü˛yhsˇ Ü˛yÜ˛!ï˛
§üyç xyÁ& §Çﬂ,Ò!ï˛

d. Ü˛!°ï˛y çy!ï˛Á

iv. û˛ˆÏÓö öyç#≈

d.

•z!ï˛Ó,_
Code
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

a
i
ii
iii
iv

b
ii
i
iv
iii

c
iii
iv
i
iv

Code
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

d
iv
iii
ii
i

˛õyÁﬂõ!ÁÜ˛ §¡õÜ≈˛ !öî≈Î˚ Ü˛!Á ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y
code Á ˛õÁy ÷k˛ í˛z_ÁˆÏê˛y !ã˛!•´ï˛ Ü˛Áy ≠
a.

!mï˛#Î˚ hﬂÏΩ˛

a. !ü!ã˛Ç

i.

b. !ï˛Ëy

ii. ÓyÑ¢ ˛õ)çy

c. •yçÇ

iii. ËyöåÈyËy

c.

d. ˆö˛õy°#

iv. ˛õÉ Áyà

d.

!ï˛ƒ•yÁ

b.

Code

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

ii

iv

i

iii

(C)

iv

iii

ii

i

(D)

iii

i

iv

ii
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b
iii
ii
ii
i

c
i
iv
iii
ii

d
iv
i
iv
iii

56. ï˛°Á û˛yà ò%ê˛yï˛ í˛zˆÏÕ‘á Ü˛Áy !Ó£ÏÎ˚§ü)•

54. ≤ÃÌü hﬂÏΩ˛ xyÁ& !mï˛#Î˚ hﬂÏΩ˛Á ˛õÁy

≤ÃÌü hﬂÏΩ˛

a
ii
iii
i
iv

ÎÌyÎÌû˛yˆÏË !ü°y•z ÷k˛ í˛z_ÁˆÏê˛y ï˛°ï˛
!òÎ˚y code-Á˛õÁy !öî≈Î˚ Ü˛Áy ≠
≤ÃÌü û˛yà
!mï˛#Î˚ û˛yà
x§ü#Î˚y Ú£ÏÛ Óî≈
i. ˛õÿ˛ï˛y°Óƒ xˆÏây£Ï
≤ÃˆÏ‹≥˛yê˛ Óî≈
x§ü#Î˚y ÚáÛ Óî≈
ii. Å¤˛ƒ xˆÏây£Ï
x“≤Ãyî ≤ÃˆÏ‹≥˛yê˛ Óî≈
x§ü#Î˚y Ú˛õÛ Óî≈
iii. òhsˇü)°#Î˚ xˆÏây£Ï
x“≤Ãyî ≤ÃˆÏ‹≥˛yê˛ Óî≈
x§ü#Î˚y Úï˛Û Óî≈
iv. ˛õÿ˛ï˛y°Óƒ xˆÏây£Ï
í˛z‹ø Óî≈

Code
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
9

a
iv
i
iv
ii

b
i
iii
iii
i

c
ii
ii
ii
iii

d
iii
iv
i
iv
P.T.O.

57. ï˛°Á û˛yà ò%ê˛yï˛ í˛zˆÏÕ‘á Ü˛Áy !Ó£ÏÎ˚§ü)•

59. ï˛°ï˛ ò%Ûê˛y hﬂÏΩ˛ï˛ í˛zÍ§Ë xyÁ& çöçy!ï˛Á

ÎÌyÎÌû˛yˆÏË !ü°y•z ÷k˛ í˛z_ÁˆÏê˛y ï˛°ï˛
!òÎ˚y code-xÁ˛õÁy !öî≈Î˚ Ü˛Áy ≠
≤ÃÌü û˛yà
!mï˛#Î˚ û˛yà
a. ôù!ö!ÓK˛yöÁ û)˛!üÜ˛y
i. Óyî#Ü˛yhsˇ Ü˛yÜ˛!ï˛
b. û˛y£Ïy!ÓK˛yö
ii. ˆàyˆÏ°yÜ˛ã˛w
ˆàyﬂ∫yü#
c. Assamese : Its
iii. xyö®Áyü ˆì˛!Ü˛Î˚y°
formation and
ú%˛Ü˛ö

öyü !Ü˛ ˆ¢£Ïï˛ !òÎ˚y !§•Ñï˛Á §yö!ü•!°
hﬂÏΩ˛Á˛õÁy ÷k˛ˆÏê˛y í˛z!°ÄËy–

Development
d A few remarks
on the Assamese
Language
Code
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

a
i
ii
iv
iii

ÚÜ˛Û hﬂÏΩ˛
a.

ˆàyﬂ∫yü#
c
iii
i
ii
ii

a.

b. ã˛üyÇÜ˛yö

ii.

!ü!ã˛Ç

c.

iii.

ê˛y•zÈÙÈxyˆÏ•yü

iv.

Áyû˛y

i.

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

i

ii

iv

(B)

iv

ii

iii

i

(C)

ii

iii

i

ii

(D)

i

iv

ii

iii

60. ï˛°ï˛ ò%Ûê˛y hﬂÏΩ˛ï˛ çöçy!ï˛ xyÁ& ÁyçƒÁ

öyü !ò ˆ¢£Ïï˛ ˆ§•z ï˛y!°Ü˛yÁ §¡õÜ≈˛ !öî≈Î˚
Ü˛!Á !òÎ˚y ï˛y!°Ü˛yÁ ˛õÁy ÷k˛ í˛z_Á !öî≈Î˚
Ü˛Áy–

û˛#üÜ˛yhsˇ ÓÁ&Ëy

b. û˛y£ÏyÁ •z!ï˛Ó,_

ii. ÁˆÏü¢ ˛õyë˛Ü˛

c.

iii. í˛zˆÏ˛õwöyÌ

û˛y£ÏyÈ È!ÓK˛yöÁ
û)˛!üÜ˛y

d. û˛y£ÏyÈÙÈ!ÓK˛yö
a
iv
i
ii
iii
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˛õÉ Áyà

Code

@ˇÃsi Ü˛yÁÜ˛

xyô%!öÜ˛ û˛y£ÏyÈÙÈ
!ÓK˛yö ˛õ!Áã˛Î˚

Code
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Ü˛y!Ó≈

d
iv
iii
i
iv

58. ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y @ˇÃsi Ä @ˇÃsiÜ˛yÁÜ˛Ü˛ ÎÌyÎÌû˛yˆÏÓ
!ü°y•z ÷k˛ code ˆê˛y !°áy–

@ˇÃsi

i.

ˆüÈÙÈí˛yü ˆüÈÙÈ!ú˛

d. ú˛yÁÜ˛y!hsˇ

iv. í˛zˆÏ˛õwöyÌ

b
ii
iv
iii
i

ÚáÛ hﬂÏΩ˛

ÚÜ˛Û hﬂÏΩ˛
a.

ÚáÛ hﬂÏΩ˛
i.

ê˛yÇã˛y

ˆüây°Î˚

b. Ü˛öƒyÜ˛

ii. x§ü

c.

àyˆÏÁy

iii. öàyˆÏ°[˛

iv. ú˛î#w öyÁyÎ˚î

d. •yçÇ

iv. xÁ&îyã˛°

ò_ ˛ÓÁ&Ëy

Code

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

iv

ii

i

(B)

ii

i

iv

iii

(C)

iv

iii

i

ii

(D)

i

ii

iii

iv

ˆàyﬂ∫yü#

b
i
ii
iii
iv

c
ii
iii
iv
i

d
iii
iv
i
ii
10

61. ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y @ˇÃsi Ä @ˇÃsiÜ˛yÁÜ˛Á öyü
ÎÌyÎÌû˛yˆÏÓ !ü°y•z ÷k˛ code ˆê˛y !öî≈Î˚

63. ï˛°Á §¡õyòÜ˛ xyÁ& xyˆÏ°yã˛ö#!Ó°yÜ˛Á
˛õyÁﬂõ!ÁÜ˛ ÷k˛ §¡õÜ≈˛ code Á §•yÎ˚ï˛

Ü˛Áy–

!Óã˛y!Á í˛z!°ÄËyÈÙÙÙÈ

@ˇÃsi

@ˇÃsiÜ˛yÁÜ˛

a. çy!ï˛ﬂøÁ

i.

ï˛y!°Ü˛yÈÙÈ1

!öü≈°≤Ãû˛y
ÓÁò˜Ï°

a.

b. !öç≈öï˛yÁ ¢∑

ii. •#ˆÏÁö û˛Ryã˛yÎ≈

c. !òöÁ ˛õyã˛ï˛ !òö

iii. üˆÏ•w ÓÁy

ï˛y!°Ü˛yÙÈ2˛
i.

ò#ööyÌ ¢ü≈y

ˆüÔ

b. Ó!°öyÁyÎ˚î ÓÁy

ii. ˆã˛ï˛öy

c.

iii. xyËy•ö

ö#°ü!î ú%˛Ü˛ö

d. x!¡∫Ü˛y!àÁ#

d. ˆüyÁ ˆ≤ÃüÁ Ü˛!Óï˛y iv. ö#°ü!î ú%˛Ü˛ö

iv.

§Ç°y˛õ

ÁyÎ˚ˆÏã˛Ôô%Á#

Code

a

b

c

d

Code

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

iii

iv

i

(A)

iii

i

iv

ii

(B)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

i

iii

ii

iv

(C)

iii

iv

i

ii

(C)

iii

ii

iv

i

(D)

iv

i

ii

iii

(D)

iv

i

ii

iii

64. ï˛°Á 1 xyÁ& 2 !¢ï˛yöÁ ˛õyÁﬂõ!ÁÜ˛ §¡õÜ˛≈
í˛z!°Î˚y•z ÷k˛ í˛z_Á ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y code Á ˛õÁy

62. ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y S1V xyÁ& S2V !¢ï˛yöÁ˛õÁy ÷k˛
í˛z_ÁˆÏê˛y code Á §•yÎ˚ï˛ !Óã˛y!Á í˛z!°ÄËyÈÙÙÙÈ

!öî≈Î˚ Ü˛Áy–
!¢ï˛yöÈÙÈ1
a.

!¢ï˛yöÈÙÈ2˛
i.

§)Î≈Ü%˛üyÁ û)˛~èy

È!¢ï˛yöÈÙÈ1

ò)ÁÓ#î

a.

!¢ï˛yöÈÙÈ2˛
i.

ü,àyËï˛# ã˛!Áe

!ÓÕ∫üÇà°

b. ˆÓî%ôÁ ¢ü≈y

ii. Ü˛ü≈Ó#Á ã˛wöyÌ

b. üô%üy°ï˛#

ii. !mçÁyü

c.

iii. ï˛Á&îÁyü ú%˛Ü˛öÁ

c.

à#ï˛ˆÏày!Ë®

iii. xK˛yï˛

d. Ü,˛£èÜ˛î≈yü,ï˛

iv. çÎ˚ˆÏòË

ò![˛öyÌ Ü˛!°ï˛y

ç#Ëö#
d. ˆày˛õ#öyÌ ÓÁò˜Ï° iv.

!öü≈y!°

Code

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

i

ii

iii

(B)

i

iii

iv

ii

(C)

iii

ii

i

iv

(D)

ii

i

iv

iii
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Code

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

iv

i

ii

(B)

ii

i

iii

iv

(C)

iv

iii

ii

i

(D)

ii

iii

iv

i
P.T.O.

65. ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y 1 xyÁ& 2 !¢ï˛yöÁ ˛õÁy

67. ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y í˛z!_´ xyÁ& Î%!_´Á xyôyÁï˛ ÷k˛
í˛z_ÁˆÏê˛y ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y code-Á §•yÎ˚ï˛ !öî≈Î˚

˛õyÁﬂõ!ÁÜ˛ §¡õÜ≈˛ í˛z!°Î˚y•z ÷k˛ í˛z_Á ï˛°Á
code Á ˛õÁy !öî≈Î˚ Ü˛Áy–
È !¢ï˛yöÈÙÈ1
a.

!¢ï˛yöÈÙÈ2˛
i.

≤Ã‚yò ã˛!Áe

b. çÎ˚oÌ Óô
c.

Ü˛Áy–
í˛z!_´ ≠ Úˆ•üˆÏÜ˛y£ÏÛÁ ˛õÁËï˛#≈ Ü˛y°ï˛ x§ü#Î˚y
û˛y£ÏyÁ ~Ü˛ í˛çöˆÏÁy x!ôÜ˛§ÇáƒÜ˛ x§ü#Î˚y
x!û˛ôyö ≤ÃÜ˛y¢ ˜•ˆÏåÈ–

Ü˛!ÓÁb §Áﬂ∫ï˛#

ii. ˆ•ü §Áﬂ∫ï˛#

Î%!_´ ≠ Úˆ•üˆÏÜ˛y£ÏÛ ≤ÃÓ!ï≈˛ï˛ ö#!ï˛ˆÏÁ•z
x§ü#Î˚y ¢∑Á Óyöyö !öô≈y!Áï˛ Ü˛Áy •Î˚–

iii. •!ÁÓÁ !Ó≤Ã

°ËÈÙÈÜ%˛¢Á Î%k˛

d. û˛#ü!ã˛Áï˛

iv. Áyü §Áﬂ∫ï˛#

Code

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

i

iii

iv

(B)

ii

iii

i

iv

(C)

ii

iii

iv

i

(D)

i

ii

iii

iv

Code

Á ˛õÁy !öî≈Î˚ Ü˛Áy–
a.

!¢ï˛yöÈÙÈ2˛
i.

Ü˛yîÈÙÈˆáyËy

ii. ˛õ#ï˛y¡∫Á Ü˛!Ó

c.

iii. xöhsˇ Ü˛®!°

Ü%˛üÁÈÙÈ•Áî

d. í˛z£ÏyÈÙÈ˛õ!ÁîÎ˚

§ï˛ƒ

x§ï˛ƒ

(B)

§ï˛ƒ

§ï˛ƒ

(C)

x§ï˛ƒ

§ï˛ƒ

(D)

x§ï˛ƒ

x§ï˛ƒ

í˛z!_´ ≠ x§ü#Î˚y û˛y£ÏyÁ ˆ«˛eï˛ !öçﬂ∫ §!¶˛
Ìy!Ü˛ˆÏ°Ä x§ü#Î˚y û˛y£ÏyÁ ÓƒyÜ˛Áîï˛
§%Ü˛#Î˚y˜ÏÜ˛ •ˆÏ°Ä §Çﬂ,Òï˛ û˛y£ÏyÁ §!¶˛Á
!öÎ˚üˆÏÓyÁ xyˆÏ°yã˛öy Ü˛Áy ≤ÃˆÏÎ˚yçö#Î˚–

Áyüã˛Áî ë˛yÜ%˛Á

b. Ü˛Ç§Óô öyê˛

(A)

68. ï˛°ï˛ í˛z!_´ (Assertion) xyÁ& Î%!_´
(Reason) !•ã˛yˆÏ˛õ í˛zˆÏÕá
‘ Ü˛Áy !ÓÓ,!ï˛ ò%ê˛yÁ
!Ó£ÏˆÏÎ˚ Î%[˛ˆÏï˛yËy code - ˛ˆÜ˛•zê˛yÁ ˛õÁy ÷k˛
code-ˆê˛y !öî≈Î˚ Ü˛Áy ≠

66. ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y 1 xyÁ& 2 !¢ï˛yöÁ ˛õyÁﬂõ!ÁÜ˛
§¡õÜ˛≈ í˛z!°Î˚y•z ÷k˛ í˛z_Á ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y code

È!¢ï˛yöÈÙÈ1

í˛z!_´ xyÁ& Î%!_´

Î%!_´ ≠ §Çﬂ,Òï˛û˛y£ÏyÁ Ó‡ˆÏï˛y ¢∑ x§ü#Î˚y
û˛y£Ïyï˛ ˛≤ÃˆÏÎ˚yà •Î˚–

iv. ◊#ôÁ Ü˛®!°

Code

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

ii

iii

i

(B)

iii

iv

ii

i

(C)

iv

i

iii

ii

(C) í˛z!_´ ÷k˛ ó !Ü˛v Î%!_´ x÷k˛

(D)

i

ii

iii

iv

(D) í˛z!_´ xyÁ& Î%!_´ ò%ˆÏÎ˚yê˛y•z ÷k˛
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71. ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y í˛z!_´ xyÁ& Î%!_´Á xyôyÁï˛ ÷k˛
í˛z_ÁˆÏê˛y code-Á §•yÎ˚ï˛ !öî≈Î˚ Ü˛Áy–

69. ï˛°ï˛ í˛z!_´ (Assertion) xyÁ& Î%!_´
(Reason) !•ã˛yˆÏ˛õ í˛zˆÏÕá
‘ Ü˛Áy !ÓÓ,!ï˛ ò%ê˛yÁ

í˛z!_´ ≠ ÓÁà#ï˛Ü˛ ˆòˆÏÓwöyÌ ˆÓçÓÁ&Ëy•z
Holy songs xyÁ& Ü˛y!°Áyü ˆü!ôˆÏÎ˚
Great songs xyáƒy !òˆÏåÈ–
Î%!_´ ≠ !Ó£ÏÎ˚ Ó›Á !˛õöÁ ˛õÁy ÓÁà#ï˛ï˛
xyôƒy!dÜ˛ û˛yÓ xyÁ& ˙Ü˛y!hsˇÜ˛ û˛!_´ ≤ÃÜ˛y¢
â!ê˛ˆÏåÈ–
Code
í˛z!_´ xyÁ& Î%!_´
(A)
÷k˛
x÷k˛
(B)
x÷k˛
÷k˛
(C)
x÷k˛
x÷k˛
(D)
÷k˛
÷k˛

!Ó£ÏˆÏÎ˚ Î%[˛ˆÏï˛yËy code - ˛ˆÜ˛•zê˛yÁ ˛õÁy ÷k˛
code-ˆê˛y Óy!åÈ í˛z!°ÄËy ≠
í˛z!_´ ≠ x§ü#Î˚y û˛y£Ïy xyÁ& •zÎ˚yÁ
í˛z˛õû˛y£ÏyˆÏÓyÁï˛ üyàô#˛≤ÃyÜ,˛ï˛Á Ó‡ˆÏï˛y
!öò¢≈ö §ÇÁ!«˛ï˛ ˜•ˆÏåÈ–
Î%!_´ ≠ x§ü#Î˚y û˛y£Ïy ü)°ï˛É üàô#Î˚ û˛y£Ïy
ˆ•yËy•z •zÎ˚yÁ Ü˛yÁî–
(A) í˛z!_´ ÷k˛ ó !Ü˛v Î%!_´ x÷k˛

72. ï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y í˛z!_´ xyÁ& Î%!_´Á §•yÎ˚ï˛ ÷k˛
í˛z_ÁˆÏê˛y code ÓƒÓ•yÁ Ü˛!Á !öî≈Î˚ Ü˛Áy–

(B) í˛z!_´ xyÁ& Î%!_´ ò%ˆÏÎ˚yê˛y•z ÷k˛
(C) í˛z!_´ xyÁ& Î%!_´ ò%ˆÏÎ˚yê˛y•z x÷k˛

í˛z!_´ ≠ ˆ•üã˛w ˆàyﬂ∫yü#ˆÏÎ˚ x§ü#Î˚y
§y!•ï˛ƒÁ Î%à!Óû˛yàï˛ åÈê˛y !Óû˛yà ˆòá%Ëy•zˆÏåÈ–
Î%!_´ ≠ ˆ•üã˛w ˆàyﬂ∫yü#Á ~•z Î%àÈÙÈ!Óû˛yàï˛
ˆüÔ!áÜ˛ xyÁ& !°!áï˛ §y!•ï˛ƒÁ §,!‹TÁ Ü˛y°Á
Ä˛õÁï˛ x!ôÜ˛ =Á&c !ò!åÈ°–
(A)
í˛z!_´ ÈÙÈ ÷k˛ Î%!_´ ÈÙÈ x÷k˛
(B)
í˛z!_´ x÷k˛ Î%!_´ ÷k˛
(C)
í˛z!_´ ÷k˛ Î%!_´ x÷k˛
(D)
í˛z!_´ ÷k˛ Î%!_´´ ÷k˛

(D) í˛z!_´ x÷k˛ ó !Ü˛v Î%!_´ ÷k˛
70. ï˛°ï˛ í˛z!_´ xyÁ& Î%!_´ !•ã˛yˆÏÓ í˛zˆÏÕ‘á Ü˛Áy

!ÓÓ,!ï˛ ò%ê˛yÁ !û˛!_ï˛ ÷k˛ !§k˛yhsˇˆÏê˛y
code-Á §•yÎ˚ï˛ !öî≈Î˚ Ü˛ÁyÈÙÙÙÈ
í˛z!_´ ≠ ¢∑y°ÇÜ˛yÁï˛ x°ÇÜ˛yÁÁ ˆ§Ô®Î≈ƒ
¢∑ï˛ !ö!•ï˛ ÌyˆÏÜ˛– ¢∑Á ˛õ!ÁËï≈˛ö Ü˛!ÁˆÏ°
Óy •ÁîÈÙÈû˛àö •ˆÏ° ~•z x°ÇÜ˛yÁÁ ˆ§Ô®Î≈ƒ
ˆ°y˛õ ˛õyÎ˚–

73. i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

ÌÈÙÈÓî≈ òhsˇü)°#Î˚ xˆÏây£Ï x“≤Ãyî Óî≈–
ÓÈÙÈÓî≈ Å¤˛ƒ §ˆÏây£Ï x“≤Ãyî Óî≈–˛
âÙÈÓî≈ ˛õÿ˛ï˛y°Óƒ xˆÏây£Ï ü•y≤Ãyî Óî≈–
üÙÈÓî≈ Å¤˛ƒ §ˆÏây£Ï xö%öy!§Ü˛ Óî≈–
ÈÙÙÙÈ•zÎ˚yÁ ÷k˛ í˛z_ÁˆÏê˛y ï˛°Á code-˛xÁ˛õÁy
!öî≈Î˚ Ü˛Áy ≠

Î%!_´ ≠ ¢∑y°ÇÜ˛yÁ ¢∑!öû≈˛Á¢#°
(A) í˛z!_´ ÷k˛ñ Î%!_´ x÷k˛

Code
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

(B) í˛z!_´ ÷k˛ñ Î%!_´ ÷k˛
(C) í˛z!_´ x÷k˛ñ Î%!_´ ÷k˛
(D) í˛z!_´ x÷k˛ñ Î%!_´ x÷k˛
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a

b

c

d

÷k˛ x÷k˛ x÷k˛ x÷k˛
x÷k˛ x÷k˛ ÷k˛ x÷k˛
x÷k˛ ÷k˛ x÷k˛ ÷k˛
÷k˛ x÷k˛ ÷k˛ x÷k˛
P.T.O.

74. i.

Ü˛yüÁ*˛õ# í˛z˛õû˛y£Ïyï˛ x!˛õ!ö!•!ï˛ˆÏÎ˚
!ÓˆÏ¢£Ï ﬂiyö x!ôÜ˛yÁ Ü˛!Á xyˆÏåÈ–
ii. x§ü#Î˚y û˛y£ÏyÁ !ö!j≈‹Tï˛yÓyã˛Ü˛ ≤Ãï˛ƒÎ˚Á
≤ÃˆÏÎ˚yàÁ !ò¢ï˛ í˛0 Óyî#Ü˛yhsˇ Ü˛yÜ˛!ï˛ˆÏÎ˚
oy!Óí˛¸ û˛y£ÏyÁ ≤Ãû˛yËÁ Ü˛Ìy Ü˛Î˚–
iii. x§ü#Î˚y û˛y£Ïyï˛ !Ó!¢‹T ﬂ∫Áôù!öÁ
§Çáƒy xyë˛ê˛y–
iv. x§ü#Î˚y !e´Î˚yÁ öyhﬂÏƒÌ≈Ü˛Á*˛õï˛
≤Ãàï˛ ﬂ∫ÁÈÙÈ§ü#Ü˛ÁîÁ §%®Á ã˛yˆÏö!Ü˛
ˆ˛õyËy ÎyÎ˚–
ÈÙÙÙÈ•zÎ˚yÁ ÷k˛ í˛z_ÁˆÏê˛y ï˛°Á code-xÁ˛õÁy
!öî≈Î˚ Ü˛Áy ≠

Code

i

ii

iii

ü%ˆÏá ü%ˆÏá Óyà!Á x•y ÓyˆÏÓ
ˆ°yÜ˛à#ï˛§ü)ˆÏ• ≤Ãyã˛#ö Á*˛õ§ü)•
ˆ•Á&Ëy•zˆÏåÈ–

b.

ˆ§yï˛Á Óy Äë˛Á ¢!ï˛Ü˛yÁ xyà˜Ï°ˆÏÜ˛
§Ω˛Ëï˛É ˆ°yÜ˛à#ï˛§ü)ˆÏ• !°!áï˛Á*˛õ
ˆ˛õyËy öy!åÈ°–

c.

x§ü#Î˚y !ç!Ü˛Á§ü)•Á ˜§ˆÏï˛ ˆò•
!Óã˛yÁÁ à#ï˛Á !ü° öy•z–

d.

ç%öy ˆ°yÜ˛ÈÙÈ§y!•ï˛ƒÁ xhsˇà≈ï˛–

Èï˛°ï˛ !òÎ˚y code Á ˛õÁy ÷k˛ í˛z_ÁˆÏê˛y !öî≈Î˚
Ü˛Áy–
Code

iv

(A)

a

b

c

d

÷k˛
÷k˛ x÷k˛ ÷k˛
(B) x÷k˛ x÷k˛ x÷k˛ x÷k˛
(C) ÷k˛ x÷k˛ ÷k˛ x÷k˛
(D) x÷k˛ ÷k˛ x÷k˛ ÷k˛

(A) x÷k˛

÷k˛ x÷k˛ ÷k˛
(B) ÷k˛
÷k˛ x÷k˛ ÷k˛
(C) x÷k˛ x÷k˛ ÷k˛
÷k˛
(D) ÷k˛ x÷k˛ ÷k˛ x÷k˛
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BENGALI
PAPER  II
Note : This paper contains fifty (50) objective type questions, each question carrying two (2) marks.
All the questions are compulsory.

1.

3.

Ú!§¶%˛ •z®% ˆÓò ü•#Û Ó°ˆÏï˛ Ü˛ï˛ ¢Ü˛y∑ ˆÓyé˛yˆÏöy

ü•y≤Ãû%˛ §¡õˆÏÜ≈˛ ˜Ó!òÜ˛ Ó y·˛îÓ˚y ühsˇÓƒ
Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚ˆÏåÈö ≠

•ˆÏÎ˚ˆÏåÈ⁄
~•z ï˛Û §ß¨ƒy§#Ó˚ ˆï˛ç ˆò!á Ó·˛§ü–
(A) 1486

¢)o xy!°!DÎ˚y ˆÜ˛ö Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚ö e´®ö––
~•z ¢)o ˆÜ˛⁄

(B) 1417
(A) •!Ó˚òy§
(C) 1395

(B) ü%Ó˚y!Ó˚ ˛=Æ

(D) 7141

(C) òy§ Ó˚â%öyÌ
(D) Ó˚yÎ˚ Ó˚yüyö®

2.

Úû˛yÑí˛YÛ ˆÜ˛yÌyÜ˛yÓ˚ ò_ ˛õ!Ó˚ÓyˆÏÓ˚Ó˚ ˆ°yÜ˛
!åÈ°⁄

4.

(A) xyüö •yÑí˛¸yÓ˚ ò_

Ó,®yÓö òy§ ü%ˆÏá Ó_´y ÙÈ ÙÙÙÈÙÈ ÙÙÙÈÙÈ ÙÙÙÈÙÈ ÙÙÙÈÙÈ ÙÙÙÈ–
ÈÙÙÙÙÈ ¢)öƒﬂiyˆÏö ˆÜ˛yö ¢∑!ê˛ Ó§ˆÏÓ⁄
(A) Ü,˛£èòy§

(B) •yê˛ˆÏáy°yÓ˚ ò_
(B) ◊#˜Ïã˛ï˛öƒ
(C) ú%˛!°Î˚yÓ˚ ò_

(C) Óy§%ˆÏòÓ

(D) xy!í˛¸Î˚yòˆÏ•Ó˚ ò_
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5.

6.

ö#ˆÏã˛Ó˚ Ó_´Óƒ=ˆÏ°yÓ˚ üˆÏôƒ ÷k˛ Ä x÷k˛ ò%•z•z
xyˆÏåÈ– ≤Ãò_ §ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛ ˆÌˆÏÜ˛ §!ë˛Ü˛ ï˛Ìƒ !öÓ≈yã˛ö

ö#ˆÏã˛ ~Ü˛!ê˛ ühsˇÓƒ ~ÓÇ ~Ó˚ §üÌ≈ˆöÏ Î%!_´
≤Ãò¢≈ö Ü˛Ó˚y •ˆÏÎˆ˚ åÏ È– ~ÓyÓ˚ ≤Ãò_ §ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛=ˆÏ°y
ˆÌˆÏÜ˛ §!ë˛Ü˛ í˛z_Ó˚!ê˛ !öˆÏò¢≈ Ü˛Ó˚&ö–

Ü˛Ó˚&ö ≠
ühsˇÓƒ ≠ Óy§%ˆÏòÓ §yÓ≈ˆÏû˛ÔˆÏüÓ˚ §ˆÏD ˆÓòyhsˇÈÙÈ
!Óã˛yÓ˚ Ü˛yˆÏ° ü•y≤Ãû%˛ !ÓÓï≈˛ÓyòˆÏÜ˛•z
§Ó≈yhsÉˇ Ü˛Ó˚ˆîÏ §üÌ≈ö çy!öˆÏÎ!˚ åÈˆ°
Ï ö–

a. !Óòƒy˛õ!ï˛ ÓçÓ%!° û˛y£ÏyÎ˚ ˛õòÓ˚ã˛öy

Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚!åÈˆÏ°ö–
Î%!_´ ≠ ˆÜ˛ööy !ÓÓï≈˛ÓyˆÏò Ó˚Iˆ% ïÏ ˛ §˛õ≈ºˆÏüÓ˚
üˆÏï˛y•z çàˆÏï˛Ó˚ x!hﬂcÏ ˆÏÜ˛ ºüydÜ˛
ÓˆÏ° xﬂ∫#Ü˛yÓ˚ Ü˛Ó˚y •ˆÏÎˆ˚ åÏ È–

b. Ü˛y¢#Ó˚ y ü òy§ !§!D@ˇ Ã yˆÏ ü çß√@ˇ Ã •î

Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚!åÈˆÏ°ö–
§ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛ ≠
c. Óí˛Y ã˛[˛#òyˆÏ§Ó˚ çß√ﬂiyö !åÈ° Ó#Ó˚û)˛ˆÏüÓ˚
(A) ühsˇÓƒ!ê˛ ÷k˛ !Ü˛v Î%!_´ x÷k˛

åÈyï˛öy @ˇÃyˆÏü–

(B) ühsˇÓƒ!ê˛ x÷k˛ !Ü˛v Î%!_´ ÷k˛

d. ày•≈ﬂiƒ ç#ÓˆÏö ˆày!Ó®òyˆÏ§Ó˚ öyü !åÈ°

(C) ühsˇÓƒ ~ÓÇ Î%!_´ ò%!ê˛•z x÷k˛

!ã˛Ó˚Ó˚Oö ˆ§ö–
§ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛ ≠

(a)

(b)

(c)

(D) ühsˇÓƒ ~ÓÇ Î%!_´ ò%!ê˛•z ÷k˛

(d)

(A) x÷k˛

÷k˛

x÷k˛

x÷k˛

(B) ÷k˛

÷k˛

x÷k˛

x÷k˛

7.

üô%§)òˆÏöÓ˚ ÚÜ,˛£èÜ%˛üyÓ˚#Û öyê˛Ü˛!ê˛Ó˚ Ó˚ã˛öyÜ˛y° ≠
(A) 1855 !áÉ
(B) 1860 !áÉ

(C) x÷k˛

x÷k˛

÷k˛

÷k˛
(C) 1861 !áÉ

(D) ÷k˛
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8.

11. ö#ˆÏã˛ ~Ü˛!ê˛ ühsˇÓƒ ~ÓÇ ~Ó˚ §üÌ≈ˆö
Ï Î%!_´

ÓyÇ°y û˛y£ÏyÎ˚ ≤ÃÌü ˜ò!öÜ˛ ˛õ!eÜ˛y!ê˛Ó˚ öyü ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

≤Ãò¢≈ö Ü˛Ó˚y •ˆÏÎˆ˚ åÏ È– ~ÓyÓ˚ ÷k˛ í˛z_Ó˚!ê˛ ≤Ãò_
§ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛=ˆÏ°y ˆÌˆÏÜ˛ !öˆÏò≈¢ Ü˛Ó˚&ö–

(A) §üyã˛yÓ˚ ò˛õ≈î

ühsˇÓƒ ≠ üô%§)òö •zˆÏFåÈ Ü˛Ó˚ˆÏ° ï˛yÑÓ˚
ˆüâöyòÈÓô Ü˛yÓƒ Ÿªy§yâyï˛ ≤Ãôyö
åÈˆÏ® !°áˆÏï˛ ˛õyÓ˚ˆÏï˛ö ÓˆÏ°
Ó˚Ó#wöyÌ üï˛ ≤ÃÜ˛y¢ Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚!åÈˆÏ°ö–

(B) §ÇÓyò ≤Ãû˛yÜ˛Ó˚
(C) ÓDò¢≈ö
(D) §yôöy

9.

Î%!_´ ≠ Ÿªy§yâyï˛ ≤Ãôyö åÈˆÏ® !°áˆÏ°
ˆüâöyòÓô Ü˛yˆÏÓƒÓ˚ ü•yÜ˛y!ÓƒÜ˛
àyΩ˛#Î≈ xyÓ˚Ä Ó,!k˛ ˆ˛õï˛–

!ö¢yÜ˛ˆÏÓ˚Ó˚ åÈpöyü ˆÜ˛yö!ê˛⁄
(A) Ü˛yöö!Ó•yÓ˚#

§ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛ ≠

(B) Ó˚y§!Ó•yÓ˚#

(A) ühsˇÓƒ!ê˛ x÷k˛ !Ü˛v Î%!_´ ÷k˛

(C) Óöüy°#

(B) ühsˇÓƒ Ä Î%!_´ ò%!ê˛•z x÷k˛
(C) ühsˇÓƒ!ê˛ ÷k˛ !Ü˛v Î%!_´ x÷k˛

(D) ≤Ãyî•Ó˚î

(D) ühsˇÓƒ Ä Î%!_´ ò%!ê˛•z ÷k˛
10. ÚÚü%•z §Ó §•z!ï˛ ˛õy!Ó˚ ˛˛õÑƒy!çÓ˚ ˆàyˆÏ®y §•z!ï˛

˛õy!Ó˚ ˆö ÈÙÙÙÙÈ Ì%ñ Ì%ñ ˆàyˆÏ®yÊ ˛˛õÑƒy!çÓ˚ ˆàyˆÏ®yÊÛÛ
ÈÙÙÙÙÈÚö#°ò˛õ≈îÛ öyê˛ˆÏÜ˛ ~•z í˛z!_´!ê˛ Ü˛yÓ˚⁄

12. ÚÓ˚_´Ü˛Ó˚Ó#Û öyê˛ˆÏÜ˛Ó˚ Ü˛ï˛=!° ˛õy[%˛!°!˛õˆÏï˛ ˛õyë˛

˛õ!Ó˚Óï≈˛ö âˆÏê˛⁄

(A) ˆÓ˚Óï˛#

(A) ò¢

(B) xyò%Ó˚#

(B) xyê˛

(C) ˆ«˛eü!î

(C) ã˛yÓ˚

(D) ˆï˛yÓ˚y˛õ

(D) öÎ˚
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13. Ó˚ã˛öyÜ˛yˆÏ°Ó˚ !òÜ˛ ˆÌˆÏÜ˛ Ü˛y°yhsˇÓ˚ @ˇÃˆÏsiÓ˚ ˆÜ˛yö

16. Úˆ§yöyÓ˚ï˛Ó˚#Û Ü˛yˆÏÓƒÓ˚ ˆÜ˛yö Ü˛!Óï˛y!ê˛ˆÏÜ˛ Ü˛!Ó

≤ÃÓ¶˛!ê˛ˆÏÜ˛ ≤ÃÌˆÏü Ó˚yáˆÏï˛ •Î˚⁄

Úﬂ∫≤¿üD°Û ÓˆÏ°ˆÏåÈö⁄

(A) Ü˛y°yhsˇÓ˚

(A) !Ó¡∫Óï˛#

(B) !ÓˆÏÓã˛öy Ä x!ÓˆÏÓã˛öy

(B) ˛õÓ˚¢˛õyÌÓ˚

(C) ˆ°yÜ˛!•ï˛

(C) §%ˆÏÆy!ﬂøï˛y

(D) °í˛¸y•zˆÏÎ˚Ó˚ ü)°

(D) !•Ç !ê˛Ç åÈê‰˛
17. Ó˚Ó#wöyˆÏÌÓ˚ Ú~ ò%ƒˆÏ°yÜ˛ üô%üÎ˚ñ üô%üÎ˚ ˛õ,!ÌÓ#Ó˚

14. Ü˛y°yhsˇÓ˚ @ˇÃˆs
Ï Ói ˚ ˆÜ˛yö ≤ÃÓ¶˛ Ó˚Ó#wöyˆÏÌÓ˚ ~Ü˛!ê˛

ô)!°Û ã˛Ó˚î!ê˛ ˆ≤ÃˆÏüw !üˆÏeÓ˚ ˆÜ˛yö Ü˛!Óï˛yÎ˚
‡Ó‡ Ó˚ˆÏÎ˚ˆÏåÈ⁄

àyˆÏöÓ˚ í˛zk,˛!ï˛ !òˆÏÎ˚ ˆ¢£Ï •Î˚⁄
(A) Ü˛y°yhsˇÓ˚

(A) ò%˛õ%Ó˚
(B) ˆ°yÜ˛!•ï˛
(B) §)Î≈Ó#ç
(C) §û˛ƒï˛yÓ˚ §ÇÜ˛ê˛
(C) §ï˛ƒ
(D) §ˆÏï˛ƒÓ˚ xy•¥yö
(D) ˆÓ˚yˆÏòÓ˚ ≤ÃyÌ≈öy
15. Úˆã˛yˆÏáÓ˚ Óy!°Û í˛z˛õöƒyˆÏ§ xy¢yÓ˚ ˛õyë˛ƒ Úã˛yÓ˚&˛õyë˛Û

18. ˛Ú˛õy°yÓò°Û Ü˛yÓƒ@ˇÃsi!ê˛ Ü˛yˆÏÜ˛ í˛zÍ§à#≈Ü,˛ï˛⁄

@ˇÃsi!ê˛ Ü˛yÓ˚ ˆ°áy⁄
(A) û)˛ˆÏòÓ ü%ˆÏáy˛õyôƒyÎ˚

(A) Ó˚Ó#wöyÌˆÏÜ˛

(B) {ŸªÓ˚ã˛w !Óòƒy§yàÓ˚

(B) !Ó£%è ˆòÈÙÈˆÜ˛

(C) x«˛ÈÎ˚Ü%˛üyÓ˚ ò_

(C) !ã˛Ó˚hsˇö ÓyÇ°yˆÏò¢ˆÏÜ˛

(D) Ó!B˛üã˛w ã˛ˆÏRy˛õyôƒyÎ˚

(D) §%ô#wöyÌ ò_ˆÏÜ˛
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22. ÚçyàÓ˚#Û í˛z˛õöƒyˆÏ§Ó˚ ≤ÃÌü ≤ÃÜ˛y¢Ü˛y° ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

19. ˛Ú§yàÓ˚ ˆÌˆÏÜ˛ ˆú˛Ó˚yÛ Ü˛yÓƒ@ˇÃˆÏsi ˆÜ˛yö ˆÜ˛yö

Ü˛!ÓÓ˚ í˛zˆÏjˆÏ¢ Ü˛!Óï˛y ˆ°áy •ˆÏÎ˚ˆÏåÈ⁄
(A) 1942
(A) çç≈ Óyöy≈í˛ ¢ Ä ç#Óöyö®
(B) 1944

(B) ç#Óöyö® Ä •zˆÏÎ˚ê˛§

(C) 1945

(C) çç≈ Óyö≈yí ˛¢ Ä ‡•zê˛üƒyö

(D) 1950

(D) ç#Óöyö® Ä Ó˚Ó#wöyÌ

23. Úˆã˛öyü•°Û í˛z˛õöƒyˆÏ§ Ü˛yˆÏÜ˛ ï˛yÓ˚ Ó¶%˛Ó˚y

20. ÚÚ§yàˆÏÓ˚ ˆÎ x!@¿ ÌyˆÏÜ˛ Ü˛“öy ˆ§ öÎ˚ñ

ÚÓ!_´Î˚yÓ˚ !á°!çÛ ÓˆÏ°⁄
ˆï˛yüyÎ˚ ˆòˆÏá x!ÓŸªy§#Ó˚ •ˆÏÎ˚ˆÏåÈ ≤Ãï˛ƒÎ˚–ÛÛ
ÙÙÙÙÈ ˛õÇ!_´ ò%!ê˛ ˆÜ˛yö Ü˛!Óï˛yÎ˚ ˛õyÄÎ˚y ÎyÎ˚⁄

(A) xï%˛°ˆÏÜ˛

(A) §yàÓ˚ï˛˛õ≈î

(B) xÓ˚&îˆÏÜ˛

(B) Ó!B˛üã˛w

(C) !ÓüˆÏ°®%ˆÏÜ˛

(C) ü,ï%˛ƒÓ˚*˛õy üyï˛y

(D) !Óç%ˆÏÜ˛

(D) •zw˛õï˛ö
24. ÚˆÎ Îy•yˆÏÓ˚ û˛yˆÏ°yÓyˆÏ§ ˆ§ ï˛y•yˆÏÓ˚ ˛õyÎ˚ öy

21. Úxy!ü x!ú≈˛Î˚%ˆÏ§Ó˚ ÓÑy¢Ó˚#Û ÈÙÙÙÙÈ x!ú≈˛Î˚%§ ˆÜ˛

!åÈˆÏ°ö⁄

ˆÜ˛ö⁄Û Ú˛õpyöò#Ó˚ üy!é˛ÛˆÏï˛ ˆÜ˛ ~•z àyö!ê˛
ˆàˆÏÎˆÈ˚ ÏåÈ⁄

(A) !•®% ˛õ%Ó˚yˆÏîÓ˚ ã˛!Ó˚e

(A) àˆÏî¢

(B) !@ˇÃÜ˛ ˛õ%Ó˚yˆÏîÓ˚ ã˛!Ó˚e

(B) ˆ•yˆÏ§ö !ü~èy

(C) •z§°yü# í˛z˛õöƒyˆÏ§Ó˚ ã˛!Ó˚e

(C) Ü%˛ˆÏÓÓ˚

(D) ã˛#öy í˛z˛õÜ˛ÌyÓ˚ ã˛!Ó˚e

(D) ôöOÎ˚
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25. ÚxyüÓ˚y ˆÓî# ˆây£Ïy° ö•z– xyüyˆÏòÓ˚ çˆÏß√Ó˚

28. Óöú%˛ˆÏ°Ó˚ Ú!ï˛ˆÏ°y_üyÛ àˆÏ“ !ï˛ˆÏ°y_üyÓ˚

!ë˛Ü˛ xyˆÏåÈ–Û ÈÙÙÙÙÈ Ü˛yÓ˚ í˛z!_´ ⁄

!˛õï˛y öÜ%˛°ÓyÓ%ˆÏÜ˛ ÓÓ˚˛õˆÏîÓ˚ çöƒ Ü˛ï˛ ê˛yÜ˛y
!òˆÏÎ˚!åÈˆÏ°ö⁄

(A) ˜û˛Ó˚Ó xyã˛yÎ≈

(A) 200 ê˛yÜ˛y

(B) ò#ö% û˛Ryã˛yÎ≈

(B) 500 ê˛yÜ˛y

(C) ˆày!Ó® àyD%°#

(C) 700 ê˛yÜ˛y

(D) ôü≈òy§

(D) 1000 ê˛yÜ˛y

26. ÚÚ{ŸªÓ˚ ÌyˆÏÜ˛ö Ä•z @ˇÃyˆÏüñ û˛o˛õÕ‘#ˆÏï˛– ~áyˆÏö

ï˛yÑ•yˆÏÜ˛•z á%Ñ!çÎ˚y ˛õyÄÎ˚y Îy•zˆÏÓ öy–ÛÛ
29. Ú°¡∫Ü˛î≈Û àˆÏ“ í˛z!Ü˛ˆÏ°Ó˚ öyü

ÈÙÙÙÙÈ ~!ê˛ ˆÜ˛yö í˛z˛õöƒyˆÏ§ xyˆÏåÈ⁄
(A) ˛õÕ‘#§üyç

(A) öˆÏàö

(B) •zåÈyüï˛#

(B) !ÓˆÏöyò

(C) ˛õpyöò#Ó˚ üy!é˛

(C) í˛zòÎ˚

(D) ôye#ˆÏòÓï˛y

(D) ÓÇ¢ˆÏ°yã˛ö

27. ÚÓ°Óyö çyüyï˛yÛ àˆÏ“Ó˚ Ó°Óyö çyüyï˛yÓ˚ öyü

30. xyò!Ó˚î#ˆÏÜ˛ !Ó!e´Ó˚ çöƒ ˆÜ˛yö ˆü°yÎ˚ !öˆÏÎ˚

Ü˛#⁄

ÎyÄÎ˚y •Î˚⁄

(A) ö!°ö#Ü˛yhsˇ ü%ˆÏáy˛õyôƒyÎ˚

(A) ˆ˛õÔ£Ï §Çe´y!hsˇ ˆü°y

(B) üˆÏ•w ÓˆÏ®ƒy˛õyôƒyÎ˚

(B) ˜ã˛e §Çe´y!hsˇ ˆü°y

(C) !àÓ˚#wöyÌ ã˛ˆÏRy˛õyôƒyÎ˚

(C) üÜ˛Ó˚ §Çe´y!hsˇ ˆü°y

(D) Ó˚yü¢Ó˚î àˆÏDy˛õyôƒyÎ˚

(D) àDy§yàÓ˚ ˆü°y
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31. Ú§Ü˛yˆÏ° ~Ü˛ê˛y ˛õyˆÏ§≈° ~ˆÏ§ ˆ˛õÔÑˆÏåÈˆÏã˛– á%ˆÏ°

34. §#ï˛y öyê˛ˆÏÜ˛ §#ï˛yˆÏÜ˛ !öÓ≈y§ö òˆÏ[˛Ó˚ Ü˛Ìy ˆÜ˛

ˆò!á ~Ü˛ˆÏçyí˛¸y ç%ˆÏï˛y–Û

çy!öˆÏÎ˚ˆÏåÈö⁄

ÈÙÙÙÙÈ ÓyÜ˛ƒ!ê˛ ˆÜ˛yö àˆÏ“Ó˚ ÷Ó˚&ˆÏï˛ Ó˚ˆÏÎ˚ˆÏåÈ⁄

(A) ò%ü%≈á

(A) ò%É¢y§ö

(B) °-î

(B) Ó°Óyö çyüyï˛y

(C) |!ü≈°y

(C) ˆê˛y˛õ

(D) Ó!¢‹T

(D) û˛yäy ã˛¢üy
35. ÚÓ›ï˛sfï˛y Ó› !Ü˛Û ≤ÃÓ¶˛ Ü˛yÓ˚ ≤ÃÓˆÏ¶˛Ó˚

32. Úöï%˛ö •z‡ò#Û öyê˛ˆÏÜ˛ Îï˛#ö Ü˛yÓ˚ •yˆÏï˛ ˛õÓ˚#ˆÏÜ˛

≤Ã!ï˛ÓyˆÏò ˆ°áy •Î˚⁄

ï%˛ˆÏ° !òˆÏï˛ ˆã˛ˆÏÈÎ˚!åÈ°⁄
(A) Ó˚yôyÜ˛ü° ü%ˆÏáy˛õyôƒyÎ˚

(A) Ó˚ˆÏü¢ ã˛e´Óï˛#≈

(B) Ó˚Ó#wöyÌ ë˛yÜ%˛Ó˚

(B) üˆÏ•w !§Ç

(C) ü•#ˆÏï˛y£ÏÜ%˛üyÓ˚ Ó˚yÎ˚ˆÏã˛Ôô%Ó˚#

(C) ˆày˛õy° Ó˚yÎ˚È

(D) !mˆÏçwöyÓ˚yÎ˚î Óyàã˛#

(D) !eˆÏ°yã˛ö û˛Ryã˛yÎ≈

36. xyüÓ˚y Ä ï˛yÑ•yÓ˚y @ˇÃˆÏsi Úﬂf#˛õ%Ó˚&ˆÏ£ÏÓ˚ Ü˛ÌyÛ ˆÜ˛yö

33. Ü,˛£ÏÜ˛ xyˆÏ®y°ˆÏöÓ˚ ¢!•òˆÏòÓ˚ í˛zˆÏjˆÏ¢ ˆÜ˛yö

öyê˛Ü˛!ê˛ í˛zÍ§à≈ Ü˛Ó˚y •Î˚⁄

hﬂÏÓˆÏÜ˛ xyˆÏåÈ ⁄

(A) Ü˛yÓ˚yàyÓ˚

(A) ï,˛ï˛#Î˚

(B) ˆòÓ#àç≈ö

(B) §Æü

(C) §#ï˛y

(C) öÓü

(D) öï%˛ö •z‡ò#

(D) ò¢ü
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40. ˆÜ˛yö!ê˛ Ó%k˛ˆÏòÓ Ó§%Ó˚ §üyˆÏ°yã˛öy @ˇÃsi⁄

37. Óyäy°# ç#ÓˆÏö Ó˚üî# @ˇÃˆÏsi ö#Ó˚òã˛w ˆã˛Ôô%Ó˚#

ï˛yÑÓ˚ ˆ°áyÓ˚ í˛zˆÏj¢ƒ §¡∫ˆÏ¶˛ Ü˛# ÓˆÏ°ˆÏåÈö
(A) •ë˛yÍ xyˆÏ°yÓ˚ é˛°Ü˛y!ö
(A) ÎˆÏ¢y≤Ã!ï˛¤˛y

(B) §y!•ï˛ƒ Ä §Çﬂ,Ò!ï˛Ó˚ ï˛#Ì≈§K˛yˆÏö

(B) xˆÏÌy≈˛õyç≈ö

(C) í˛z˛õöƒyˆÏ§Ó˚ Ü˛Ìy

(C) xy•z!í˛Î˚y ≤Ãã˛yÓ˚

(D) Ó˚Ó#wöyÌ É Ü˛Ìy§y!•ï˛ƒ

(D) ˆ°yÜ˛!¢«˛y
41. ÚÚ§y!•ˆÏï˛ƒÓ˚ í˛zˆÏj¢ƒ §Ü˛°ˆÏÜ˛ xyö® ˆòÄÎ˚yñ
38. xÓö#wöyÌ Óyäy!°Ó˚ Óï˛ˆÏÜ˛ Ü˛Î˚!ê˛ ˆ◊î#ˆÏï˛

Ü˛yˆÏÓ˚y üˆÏöyÓ˚Oö Ü˛Ó˚y öÎ˚–ÛÛ È

!Óû˛_´ Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚ˆÏåÈö⁄

ÈÙÙÙÙÈ ~•z ˛õÇ!_´!ê˛Ó˚ ˆ°áÜ˛ ≠ È

(A)

3

(A) xï%˛°ã˛w =Æ

(B)

2

(B) xÓö#wöyÌ ë˛yÜ%˛Ó˚

(C)

4

(C) ≤ÃüÌ ˆã˛Ôô%Ó˚#

(D)

5

(D) ö#Ó˚òã˛w ˆã˛Ôô%Ó˚#

42. Ú!Óû˛yÓyö%û˛yÓÓƒ!û˛˛ã˛yÓ˚#§ÇˆÏÎyàyò‰ Ó˚§!ö‹õ!_ÉÛ

39. ˛õ%Ó˚yˆÏöy !òˆÏöÓ˚ ÓyÇ°yû˛y£ÏyÎ˚ û˛yˆÏ°yÓy§y

Ü˛Ìy!ê˛Ó˚ Ü˛# xÌ≈ !åÈˆÏ°y⁄

ÈÙÙÙÙÈ ~•z Ó˚§§)e!ê˛ ˆÜ˛ !òˆÏÎ˚ˆÏåÈö ≠

(A) ˆ≤Ãü

(A) û˛RˆÏ°yÕ‘ê˛

(B) û˛yˆÏ°y üˆÏö Ü˛Ó˚y

(B) û˛Ó˚ï˛yã˛yÎ≈

(C) !˛õÓ˚#!ï˛

(C) x!û˛öÓ=Æ

(D) òÎ˚y Ü˛Ó˚y

(D) !ÓŸªöyÌ Ü˛!ÓÓ˚yç
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46. ≤Ãò_ 1ü ï˛y!°Ü˛yÓ˚ §ˆÏD 2Î˚ ï˛y!°Ü˛yÓ˚ !ü° Óy
§yüO§ƒ (matching) ˆÓÓ˚ Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚ ö#ˆÏã˛Ó˚

43. ÚÜ˛ƒyÌyÓ˚!§§Û Ü˛Ìy!ê˛ xƒy!Ó˚ﬁê˛ê˛ˆÏ°Ó˚ Ü˛yÓƒï˛ˆÏ_¥

Ü˛ï˛ÓyÓ˚ ˛õyÄÎ˚y ÎyÎ˚⁄
(A) ~Ü˛ÓyÓ˚

a.

(B) ò%ÓyÓ˚

b.
(C) !ï˛öÓyÓ˚

c.
d.

(D) ã˛yÓ˚ÓyÓ˚
44. ˆ§Ô®Î≈•z Ü˛yˆÏÓƒÓ˚ x°ÇÜ˛yÓ˚ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ ˆÜ˛ ~•z Ü˛Ìy

ÓˆÏ°ˆÏåÈö ⁄
(A) Óyüö
(B) ò[˛#

§ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛=ˆÏ°yÓ˚ üˆÏôƒ ˆÜ˛yö!ê˛ !ë˛Ü˛ !öˆÏò≈¢
Ü˛Ó˚&ö–
1ü ï˛y!°Ü˛y
2Î˚ ï˛y!°Ü˛y
!ï˛ˆÏ° ˜ï˛° xyˆÏåÈ–
i. §¡±òyˆÏö ~ !Óû˛!_´
û˛yˆÏï˛ ˆ˛õê˛ û˛ˆÏÓ˚–
ii. x˛õyòyˆÏö ~ !Óû˛!_´
x¶˛çˆÏö ˆò• xyˆÏ°y– iii Ü˛Ó˚îÜ˛yÓ˚ˆÏÜ˛ ~ !Óû˛!_´
!ï˛ˆÏ° ˜ï˛° •Î˚–
iv. x!ôÜ˛Ó˚ˆÏî ~ !Óû˛!_´
§ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛ ≠

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

ii

iv

i

(B)

iv

iii

i

ii

(C)

ii

i

iii

iv

(D)

i

iv

ii

iii

47. ï˛qÓ Ú§ÄÎ˚yÛ û˛@¿yÇ¢ §Çáƒy ¢∑!ê˛ ˆÜ˛yö ¢∑

ˆÌˆÏÜ˛ ~ˆÏ§ˆÏåÈ⁄

(C) !ÓŸªöyÌ

(A) §yô≈ÈÙÈ
(D) xï%˛°ã˛w =Æ

(B) §˛õyòÈÙÈ
(C) §ÈÙÈˆ˛õyÎ˚yÈÙÈ

45. ÓyÇ°y ü%oî!°!˛õÓ˚ xyò¢≈!ê˛ ˆÜ˛ àˆÏí˛¸

(D) * ÷!Ü¯˛Ü˛ÈÙÈ

!òˆÏÎ˚!åÈˆÏ°ö⁄

48. xÌ≈≤Ã§yˆÏÓ˚Ó˚ í˛zòy•Ó˚î ˆÜ˛yö!ê˛⁄

(A) !Óòƒy§yàÓ˚

(A)

(B) •ƒy°ˆÏ•í˛

xß¨ > û˛yï˛

(B) âü≈ > âyü

(C) Ó˚yüˆÏüy•ö

(C) =î > ò!í˛¸

(D) ã˛y°≈§ í˛z•z°!Ü˛™

(D) ü!®Ó˚ > ˆòÓà,•
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49. ~Ó˚ üˆÏôƒ ˆÜ˛yö!ê˛ !ÓˆÏò¢# ¢∑ É
(A)

50. ~Ó˚ üˆÏôƒ ˆÜ˛yö!ê˛ !ÓˆÏò¢# ¢∑ ≠
(A)

ÓyÓy

ã˛y°%!ö

(B) üyí˛z°y!ö

(B) !Óç!°

(C) á%í˛¸y

(C) ö%ö

(D) Ó‡í˛¸#

(D) §Ó%ç
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BENGALI
PAPER  III
Note : This paper contains seventy five (75) objective type questions, each question carrying two (2)
marks. All questions are compulsory.

1.

4.

§ˆÏ_¥yˆÏoÜ˛yòá[˛ﬂ∫≤ÃÜ˛y¢yö®!ã˛ß√Î˚–
ˆÓòyhsˇÓ˚ﬂõ¢≈¢)ˆÏöƒy Ó·˛yﬂ∫yò §ˆÏ•yòÓ˚É––
ÈÙÙÙÙÈ Ó˚§ﬂ∫Ó˚*ˆÏ˛õÓ˚ ~•z Ü˛y!Ó˚Ü˛y!ê˛Ó˚ Ó˚ã˛!Î˚ï˛y ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) x!û˛öÓ=Æ

(A) °!°ï˛üyôÓ

(B) xyö®Óô≈ö

(B) ˜ã˛ï˛öƒã˛ˆÏwyòÎ˚

(C) !ÓŸªöyÌ Ü˛!ÓÓ˚yç

(C) çàß¨yÌÓÕ‘û˛

(D) Óyüö
2.

(D) ◊#Ü,˛£è§®û≈˛

Ó˚_´Ü˛Ó˚Ó# öyê˛ˆÏÜ˛Ó˚ 47ú˛ ö¡∫ˆÏÓ˚Ó˚ ã˛!Ó˚e!ê˛
•°ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

5.

(A) !Ó÷

ÚˆàyÓ˚yÛ í˛z˛õöƒy§ ≤ÃÌˆÏü ˆÜ˛yö ˛õ!eÜ˛yÎ˚
ôyÓ˚yÓy!•Ü˛û˛yˆÏÓ ≤ÃÜ˛y!¢ï˛ •ˆÏÎ˚!åÈ°⁄
(A) ≤ÃÓy§#

(B) ˆàyÜ%˛°

(B) ÓDò¢≈ö

(C) ú˛y=°y°

(C) §Ó%ç˛õe

(D) !Ü˛ˆÏ¢yÓ˚
3.

ã˛[˛#òy§ !Óòƒy˛õ!ï˛
Ó˚yˆÏÎ˚Ó˚ öyê˛Ü˛à#!ï˛
Ü˛îy≈ü,ï˛ ◊#à#ï˛ˆÏày!Ó®–
ÈÙÙÙÙÈ ~áyˆÏö ÚÓ˚yˆÏÎ˚Ó˚ öyê˛Ü˛Û Ó°ˆÏï˛ ˆÜ˛yö
öyê˛ˆÏÜ˛Ó˚ Ü˛Ìy Ó°y •ˆÏÎ˚ˆÏåÈ⁄

(D) û˛yÓ˚ï˛Ó£Ï≈

xï%˛°ã˛w =ˆÏÆÓ˚ Úöò#˛õˆÏÌÛ Ó•zˆÏï˛ !ï˛öÓyÓ˚
Óí˛¸!òˆÏöÓ˚ å%È!ê˛ˆÏï˛ ˆÓí˛¸yˆÏï˛ ˆÓˆÏÓ˚yÓyÓ˚ Ü˛Ìy
xyˆÏåÈ– ˆ¢£Ï Îyey!ê˛ Ü˛ˆÏÓ⁄

6.

öçÓ˚&° •z§°yˆÏüÓ˚ ˆÜ˛yö Ü˛!Óï˛yÎ˚ Úòy!í˛¸ ãÑ˛yã˛yÛ
Ä Ú•Ñy!í˛¸ã˛yã˛yÛ ¢∑ò%!ê˛Ó˚ ÓƒÓ•yÓ˚ xyˆÏåÈ⁄

(A) 1934

(A) x!û˛¢y˛õ

(B) 1936

(B) ˆàyÜ%˛° öyà

(C) 1938

(C) xyüyÓ˚ ˜Ü˛!ú˛Î˚Í

(D) 1942

(D) !•®%ÈÙÈü%§‰!°ü Î%k˛
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7.

10. §ÓˆÏã˛ˆÏÎ˚ ˛õ%Ó˚ˆÏöy ˛õ!eÜ˛y ˆÜ˛yö!ê˛ È⁄

ÚÓyÜ˛˛õÌyï˛#ï˛ Ü˛y!•Ó Ü˛#§Û ÈÙÙÙÙÈ ˛õòƒyÇ¢!ê˛Ó˚
Ó˚ã˛!Î˚ï˛y È≠È

(A) §yôöy
(A) Ü˛yü!°

(B) ÓDò¢≈ö

(B) §Ó˚•

(C) §ÇÓyò ≤Ãû˛yÜ˛Ó˚

(C) Ü˛y•´

(D) û˛yÓ˚ï˛#

(D) xyçˆÏòÓ
11. xy°yÄ° Úˆ§ˆÏÜ˛®yÓ˚ öyüyÛ xö%Óyò Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚ö Ü˛yÓ˚
8.

xyˆÏòˆÏ¢⁄

ÚˆüâöyòÓô Ü˛yÓƒÛÈÙÈ~Ó˚ ˆÜ˛yö §ˆÏà≈Ó˚ xyÓ˚ˆÏΩ˛
üô%§)òö ÓyÕ√#!Ü˛ñ Ü˛y!°òy§ xy!òÓ˚ Ó®öy
Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚ˆÏåÈö⁄

(A) üç!°§ öÓÓ˚yç

(A) ≤ÃÌü §à≈

(B) ã˛w§%ôüy≈

(B) !mï˛#Î˚ §à≈

(C) ˜§Î˚ò ü%§y

(C) ã˛ï%˛Ì≈ §à≈

(D) üç!°§ Ü%˛ï%˛Ó

(D) öÓü §à≈

9.

12. ÚÚˆåÈˆ°
Ï ˆÏòÓ˚ ˆòy°öyÓ˚ Ä˛õÓ˚Ü˛yÓ˚ ò[˛ ˆÌˆÏÜ˛ñ Ü˛ˆÏZ˛

ÚÓ#Ó˚yDöyÛ ˛õe Ü˛yˆÏÓƒÓ˚ Ó˚&!©ö# ã˛!Ó˚e!ê˛ ˆÜ˛yö
§Çﬂ,Òï˛ Ü˛yÓƒyö%§yÓ˚#⁄

ü!°ö ˆòyˆÏÓ˚yáy çí˛¸yˆÏöy öyÓ˚#Ó˚ ü,ï˛ˆÏò•
é%˛°ˆÏåÈ–ÛÛ ˆ≤ÃˆÏüw !üˆÏeÓ˚ àˆÏ“Ó˚ öyÓ˚#!ê˛Ó˚ öyü
Ü˛#⁄

(A) Ó˚yüyÎ˚î

(A) ö!°ö#

(B) û˛yàÓï˛

(B) Óyï˛y§#

(C) •!Ó˚ÓÇ¢

(C) §Ó˚üy

(D) ü•yû˛yÓ˚ï˛

(D) ü!Õ‘Ü˛y
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13. ˆÜ˛yö öyê˛ˆÏÜ˛ ¢y°@ˇÃyü !¢°yÓ˚ ≤Ã§D ~ˆÏ§ˆÏåÈ⁄

17. ÚÚ•ƒyÑñ ˛õÓ˚û,˛!ï˛Ü˛– ~Ó˚y ˛õˆÏÓ˚Ó˚ Óy§yÎ˚ !í˛ü

˛õyˆÏí˛¸– xyüyˆÏòÓ˚ ˆòˆÏ¢•z ˆÜ˛y!Ü˛° §ˆÏï˛ˆÏÓ˚y
Ó˚Ü˛ˆÏüÓ˚ xyˆÏåÈ–ÛÛ ÓyÜ˛ƒ=!° ˆÜ˛yö í˛z˛õöƒyˆÏ§Ó˚
xhsˇà≈ï˛⁄

(A) ˜à!Ó˚Ü˛ ˛õï˛yÜ˛y
(B) ˆòÓ#àç≈ö
(C) Ü˛yÓ˚yàyÓ˚

(A) çyàÓ˚#

(D) §#ï˛y

(B) •zåÈyüï˛#

14. ÚÚ§üˆÏÎ˚ §üˆÏÎ˚ ˆ§•z !Ó˛õò§ÇÜ%˛°y ˆ§ï%˛Ó˚ í˛z˛õÓ˚

(C) í˛yöy

xﬂõ‹Tû˛yˆÏÓ ˆòáy ü)!ï≈˛ ò%•z!ê˛ §¡∫ˆÏ¶˛ öyöy
§ˆÏ®•ñ ≤ÃŸ¿ üˆÏö çyˆÏà–ÛÛ SÈÙÙÙÙÈ Ú•Î˚ˆÏï˛yÛV
ÈÙÙÙÙÈ ü)!ï≈˛ Î%à° Ü˛yÓ˚y⁄

(D) ˛õÕ‘#§üyç

(A) ü!•üÈ ÙÈ °yÓîƒ
18. ö#ˆÏã˛Ó˚ Ó_´Óƒ=ˆÏ°y °«˛ Ü˛Ó˚&ö ~ÓÇ ≤Ãò_

(B) ü!•üÈ ÙÈ Ü˛yï˛ƒyÎ˚ö#

§ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛ ˆÌˆÏÜ˛ §!ë˛Ü˛ ï˛Ìƒ !öˆÏò≈¢ Ü˛Ó˚&ö ≠

(C) °-îÈ ÙÈ ¢ƒyüy

a. ˜Ó£èÓ ˛õòyÓ!°ˆÏï˛ ˆÎ 8 ≤ÃÜ˛yÓ˚ x!û˛§yˆÏÓÓ˚ ˚

(D) §%ˆÏÓ˚¢ ÈÙÈ °yÓîƒ

Ü˛“öy Ü˛Ó˚y •ˆÏÎ˚ˆÏåÈñ ï˛yÓ˚ ü)ˆÏ° Ó˚ˆÏÎ˚ˆÏåÈ
í˛zIμ°ö#°ü!îÓ˚ ≤Ãû˛yÓ–

15. ˜ã˛ï˛öƒ ü•y≤Ãû%˛Ó˚ §ˆÏD Ó˚yÎ˚ Ó˚yüyöˆÏ®Ó˚ §y«˛yÍ

b. í˛zI°
μ ö#°ü!îÓ˚ ≤Ãû˛yˆÏÓ•z ˜Ó£èÓ ˛õòyÓ!°ˆÏï˛

ˆÜ˛yö öò#Ó˚ ï˛#ˆÏÓ˚ •ˆÏÎ˚!åÈ° ⁄

§yôyÓ˚î#ñ ﬂ∫Ü˛#Î˚y ~ÓÇ ˛õÓ˚Ü˛#Î˚y öy!Î˚Ü˛yÓ˚
í˛zˆÏÕá‘ ˛õyÄÎ˚y ÎyÎ˚–

(A) àDy

c. ˛õÓ˚Ü˛#Î˚y öy!Î˚Ü˛y Ü˛öƒÜ˛y ~ÓÇ ˛õˆÏÓy˚ ì˛¸y ˆû˛ˆÏò

(B) Îü%öy

!m!Óôy–

(C) ˆàyòyÓÓ˚#

d. Ó˚!ï˛ˆÏû˛ˆÏò ˛õ)ÓÓ≈ y˚ à !ï˛ö≤ÃÜ˛yÓ˚ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ §yôyÓ˚î#ñ

(D) Ü˛yˆÏÓÓ˚#

§üO§y ~ÓÇ §üÌ≈y–

16. ˛˛õ%Ó˚#ôyˆÏü ü•y≤Ãû%˛ Ü˛yÓ˚ §ˆÏD ˆÓòyhsˇÈÙÈ!Óã˛yÓ˚

Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚!åÈˆÏ°ö⁄
(A) Ó˚yÎ˚ Ó˚yüyö®
(B) ≤ÃÜ˛y¢yö® §Ó˚ﬂï∫ ˛#
(C) Óy§%ˆÏòÓ §yÓ≈ˆÏû˛Ôü

(a)

(A)

÷k˛

(B)

x÷k˛

(C)

x÷k˛ x÷k˛ ÷k˛

(D)

(D) ◊#Ó˚*˛õ ˆàyﬂ∫yü#
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÷k˛

(b)

(c)

(d)

x÷k˛ ÷k˛

x÷k˛

÷k˛

x÷k˛

÷k˛

÷k˛

÷k˛

÷k˛
x÷k˛

19. Ú•z‹Ty!ö‹Ty˛õ!Ó˚K˛yöÇ Îe ≤ÃˆÏŸ¿‹∫ö%_Ó˚ü‰ ....Û

22. Úöï%˛ö •z‡ò#Û öyê˛Ü˛ Ü˛ÈÙÈ!ê˛ ò,¢ƒ§ü!ß∫ï˛⁄

ÈÙÙÙÙÈ ~!ê˛ ˛õ)Ó≈Ó˚yˆÏàÓ˚ ˆÜ˛yö ò¢yˆÏÜ˛ !öˆÏò≈¢
Ü˛Ó˚ˆÏåÈ ≠

(A) ~àyˆÏÓ˚y

(A) ç!í˛¸üy

(B) ˆï˛ˆÏÓ˚y

(B) í˛zß√yò

(C) ˛õyÑã˛

(C) ˆüy•

(D) §ˆÏï˛ˆÏÓ˚y

(D) í˛zˆÏmà
23. Úˆ•ö üˆÏö ˛õ!í˛¸•yˆÏ§

xy·˛y í˛zˆ˛Ï õ!áÎ˚y ˆÓ˚yˆÏ£ÛÏ
ÈÙÙÙÙÈ ~áyˆÏö Ú˛õ!í˛¸•yˆÏ§Û ¢ˆÏ∑Ó˚ xÌ≈ •ˆÏFåÈ ≠

20. öçÓ˚&° ï˛yÑÓ˚ Ú§!M˛Èï˛yÛ Ü˛yÓƒ Ü˛yˆÏÜ˛ í˛zÍ§à≈

Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚ˆÏåÈö⁄
(A) ˛õ!Ó˚•y§ Ü˛Ó˚ˆÏåÈ
(A) •yç# ü•¡øò ü•§#ö

(B) ≤Ã!ï˛ˆÏÓ¢#Ó˚ Óy!í˛¸ˆÏï˛ ÎyˆÏFåÈ

(B) Ó˚Ó#wöyÌ ë˛yÜ%˛Ó˚
(C) ≤Ã!ï˛û˛y!§ï˛ •ˆÏFåÈ
(C) çöÜ˛ÈÙÈçöö#
(D) ≤Ã!ï˛K˛y Ü˛Ó˚ˆÏåÈ

(D) §ˆÏï˛ƒwöyÌ ò_

24. ~Ó˚ üˆÏôƒ ˆÜ˛yö ã˛!Ó˚e!ê˛ ˆ˛õÔÓ˚y!îÜ˛ öÎ˚ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

21. Ú§#ï˛yÛ öyê˛Ü˛ Ü˛ÈÙÈ!ê˛ xˆÏB˛ !Óû˛_´⁄

(A) Óƒy§ˆÏòÓ

(A) !ï˛ö

(B) ˛õyÓ≈ï˛#

(B) ã˛yÓ˚

(C) ã˛wôÓ˚

(C) ˛õyÑã˛

(D) öyÓ˚ò

(D) §yï˛
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27. üD°Ü˛yˆÏÓƒ ˛õ%Ó˚yîÜ˛yÓ˚ Óƒy§ˆÏòÓ ã˛!Ó˚e!ê˛ xB˛ö

25. ÚxyüyÓ˚ Ó¶%˛Î˚y † xyö Óy!í˛¸ ÎyÎ˚ † xyüyÓ˚

Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚ˆÏåÈö ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

xy!Döy !òÎ˚yÛ
ÈÙÙÙÙÈ í˛zIμ°ö#°ü!î !öˆÏò≈!¢ï˛ ˆÜ˛yö öy!Î˚Ü˛yÓ˚
!ã˛e ~áyˆÏö °«˛ Ü˛Ó˚y ÎyÎ˚ È≠È

(A) ü%Ü%˛® ã˛e´Óï˛#≈

(A) Ü˛°•yhsˇ!Ó˚ï˛y

(B) âöÓ˚y§ ã˛e´Óï˛#≈
(C) û˛yÓ˚ï˛ã˛w

(B) á![˛ï˛y

(D) ˆÜ˛ï˛Ü˛yòy§

(C) !Ó≤Ã°∏˛y
(D) ˆ≤Ãy!£Ïï˛û˛ï,˛Ü˛y

28. çÎ˚ˆÏòˆÏÓÓ˚ ÚÓò!§ Î!ò !Ü˛!M˛Èò!˛õ òhsˇÓ˚&!ã˛

ˆÜ˛Ôü%ò#ÛÈÙÈÓ˚ åÈˆÏ®Ó˚ xö%Ü˛Ó˚ˆÏî Ó˚Ó#wöyÌ
!°ˆÏá!åÈˆÏ°ö ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

26. !öˆÏ¡¨ ~Ü˛!ê˛ ühsˇÓƒ ~ÓÇ ~Ó˚ §üÌ≈ˆÏö Î%!_´

(A) à•ö Ü%˛§%ü Ü%˛O üyˆÏé˛ ü,ò°
% üô%Ó˚ ÓÇ!¢ ÓyˆÏç

≤Ãò¢≈ö Ü˛Ó˚y •ˆÏÎ˚ˆÏåÈ– ~ÓyÓ˚ ÷k˛ í˛z_Ó˚!ê˛ ≤Ãò_
§ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛ ˆÌˆÏÜ˛ !öˆÏò≈¢ Ü˛Ó˚&ö–

(B) öˆÏüy öˆÏüy öüÉ §%®Ó˚# üü çöö# çß√û)˛!ü

ühsˇÓƒ ≠ üô%§)òö x!üey«˛Ó˚ åÈˆÏ® Ó˚!ã˛ï˛ ï˛yÑÓ˚
ˆüâöyôÓô Ü˛yˆÏÓƒ ï˛yö≤Ãôyö åÈˆÏ®Ó˚
˛õ!Ó˚ Ó ˆÏ ï ≈ ˛ ôù!ö≤Ãôyö åÈ®ˆÏ Ü ˛
xÓ°¡∫ö Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚!åÈˆÏ°ö–

(C) ˛õM˛È¢ˆÏÓ˚ ò?˛ Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚ Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚åÈ ~Ü˛# §ß¨ƒy§#
(D) ˛õî% ƒˆÏ°yû˛#Ó˚ öy•z •° û˛#í˛¸ ¢)öƒ ˆï˛yüyÓ˚ xDˆÏö

Î%!_´ ≠ ˆÜ˛ööy üô%§ò) ˆÏöÓ˚ x!üey«˛Ó˚ åÈˆ®
Ï Ó˚
≤Ãôyö °«˛î ÈÙÙÈ ~•z åÈˆ®
Ï xÌ≈!Óû˛yà
Ä åÈˆÏ®y!Óû˛yà ˛õÓ˚ﬂõÓ˚ !üˆÏ° ÎyÎ˚
öyñ xÌy≈Í Î!ï˛ ˆåÈˆÏòÓ˚ xö%àyü# •Î˚
öy–

29. ˛õyˆÏÎ˚ ôˆÏÓ˚ §yôy– † Ó˚y öy!• ˆòÎ˚ Ó˚yôy –– † ˆ¢ˆÏ£Ï

!ò° Ó˚yñ † ˛õyˆÏày° åÈyí˛¸ ˛õy–– †
ÈÙÙÙÙÈ ôyÑôy!ê˛ Ó˚Ó#wöyˆÏÌÓ˚ ˆÜ˛yö àˆÏ“ Ó˚ˆÏÎ˚ˆÏåÈ È⁄

§ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛ ≠

(A) í˛zk˛yÓ˚

(A) ühsˇÓƒ Ä Î%!_´ ò%!ê˛•z ÷k˛–

(B) =Æôö

(B) ühsˇÓƒ Ä Î%!_´ ò%!ê˛•z x÷k˛–

(C) ò%Ó≈%!k˛

(C) ühsˇÓƒ!ê˛ ÷k˛ !Ü˛v Î%!_´ x÷k˛–
(D) ühsˇÓƒ!ê˛ x÷k˛ !Ü˛v Î%!_´ ÷k˛–
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30. ÓyÇ°y öÓƒÈÙÈü•yÜ˛yˆÏÓƒÓ˚ Î%ˆà
Ï ˆ•yüyˆÏÓÓ˚ ˚ •z!°Î˚yí˛

33. Î%Óï˛# Ü˛ƒyöÓy Ü˛Ó˚ üö û˛y!Ó˚

Ä !ü°ê˛ˆÏöÓ˚ ˛õƒyÓ˚yí˛y•z§°ﬁê˛ÈÙÈ~Ó˚ ≤Ãû˛yÓ °«˛ƒ
Ü˛Ó˚y ÎyÎ˚ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

˛õyÓöy ÌƒyˆÏ• xyˆÏöƒ ˆòÓ ê˛ƒy•y òyˆÏüÓ˚ ˆüyê˛!Ó˚–
ÈÙÙÙÙÈ !Óáƒyï˛ ~•z ˆ°yÜ˛à#ï˛yÇ¢!ê˛Ó˚ §Ç@ˇÃ• Ü˛ï˛y≈
•ˆÏ°ö È≠

(A) Ó,e§Ç•yÓ˚ Ü˛yˆÏÓƒ
(A) üö§%Ó˚í˛zj#ö
(B) ˛õ!pî# í˛z˛õyáƒyö Ü˛yˆÏÓƒ
(B) Ó˚Ó#wöyÌ
(C) ˜Ó˚Óï˛Ü˛ Ü˛yˆÏÓƒ
(C) ç!§üí˛z!jö
(D) ˆüâöyòÓô Ü˛yÓƒÈÙÈ~
(D) í˛zˆÏ˛õwöyÌ û˛Ryã˛yÎ≈
31. I shall not borrow Greek stories, but
write, rather try to write, as a Greek
would have done.  ühsˇÓƒ!ê˛

34. ÚåÈ®ÈÙÈ!çK˛y§yÛ @ˇÃsi!ê˛Ó˚ ˆ°áÜ˛ ≠
(A) Ó˚Ó#wöyÌ ë˛yÜ%˛Ó˚

(A) Ó!B˛üã˛w ã˛ˆÏRy˛õyôƒyˆÏÎ˚Ó˚

(B) xü)°ƒôö ü%ˆÏáy˛õyôƒyÎ˚

(B) ˆ•üã˛w ÓˆÏ®ƒy˛õyôƒyˆÏÎ˚Ó˚

(C) ˛≤ÃˆÏÓyôã˛w ˆ§ö

(C) üô%§)òö òˆÏ_Ó˚

(D) §ˆÏï˛ƒwöyÌ ò_

(D) Ó˚D°y° ÓˆÏ®ƒy˛õyôƒyˆÏÎ˚Ó˚

35. ÓyÇ°y åÈˆ®
Ï §Çﬂ,Òï˛ û%˛çD≤ÃÎy˚ ï˛ åÈˆ®
Ï Ó˚ xö%Ü˛Ó˚î

32. ≤ÃÌü §ˆÏöê˛ Ó˚!ã˛ï˛ •Î˚ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

Ü˛Ó˚yÓ˚ ≤ÃÌü ≤ÃÎ˚y§ Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚ö ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(A) ÓyÇ°yÎ˚

(A) §ˆÏï˛ƒwöyÌ ò_

(B) ú˛yˆÏ™

(B) û˛yÓ˚ï˛ã˛w

(C) •zÇ°ƒyˆÏ[˛

(C) !mˆÏçwöyÌ ë˛yÜ%˛Ó˚

(D) •zï˛y!°ˆÏï˛

(D) •Ó˚ˆÏày!Ó® °ﬂÒÓ˚
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36. Ú˛õ%Ñ!Ì ¢ˆÏ∑Ó˚ ã˛w!Ó®%Ó˚ ˆ°yˆÏ˛õ ˛õ)Ó≈ÓˆÏDÓ˚ ≤Ãû˛yÓ

39. ÚÜ,˛£èÜ%˛üyÓ˚# öyê˛Ü˛Û Ó˚ã˛öyÓ˚ §üÎ˚ üô%§)òö ˆÜ˛yö

ˆò!áˆÏï˛!åÈñ í˛z•yˆÏï˛ xyüyÓ˚ §¡ø!ï˛ öy•zÛ– È
ÙÙÙÙ ~•z üï˛ ≤ÃÜ˛y¢ Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚!åÈˆÏ°ö È

öyê˛ƒÜ˛yÓ˚ §¡∫ˆÏ¶˛ x!ï˛¢Î˚ §ˆÏã˛ï˛ö !åÈˆÏ°ö⁄
(A) ü!°ˆÏÎ˚Ó˚

(A) §%ö#!ï˛Ü%˛üyÓ˚ ã˛ˆÏRy˛õyôƒyÎ˚
(B) •zÓˆÏ§ö

(B) Ó˚yˆÏçw°y° !üe

(C) ˆ¢:!˛õÎ˚Ó˚

(C) •Ó˚≤Ã§yò ¢yﬂf#

(D) ˆüê˛yÓ˚!°B˛

(D) Ó˚Ó#wöyÌ ë˛yÜ%˛Ó˚

40.   is divine   üô%§)òˆÏöÓ˚ ~•z

37. ÚÓí˛zÈÙÈë˛yÜ%˛Ó˚yö#Ó˚ •yê˛Û í˛z˛õöƒyˆÏ§Ó˚ Óí˛zÈÙÈë˛yÜ%˛Ó˚yö#

ÓyˆÏÜ˛ƒÓ˚ ¢)öƒﬂiyˆÏö ˆÜ˛yö Ü˛!ÓÓ˚ öyü Ó§ˆÏÓ⁄

•ˆÏFåÈö ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) ÄÎ˚yí≈˛§ÄÎ˚yÌ≈

(A) !Óû˛y

(B) ˆ•yüyÓ˚

(B) §%Ó˚üy
(C) Ó˚&!©ö#

(C) ‡•zê˛üƒyö

(D) ü!•£Ï#

(D) !ü°ê˛ö

41. í˛z!ö¢ ¢ï˛ˆÏÜ˛ ﬂÒˆÏê˛Ó˚ í˛z˛õöƒyˆÏ§Ó˚ myÓ˚y ˆÓ!¢

38. §Ó≈û˛yÓ˚ï˛#Î˚ hﬂÏˆÏÓ˚ ◊#•ˆÏRÓ˚ ˆ°yÜ˛Ü˛!Ó •y§ö

Ó˚yçyÓ˚ àyˆÏöÓ˚ í˛zˆÏÕá‘ ≤ÃÌü Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚ö ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

≤Ãû˛y!Óï˛ •ˆÏÎ˚!åÈˆÏ°ö ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(A) !ÓˆÏÓÜ˛yö®

(A) û)˛ˆÏòÓ ü%ˆÏáy˛õyôƒyÎ˚

(B) Ó˚yôyÜ,˛£èî

(B) Ó!B˛üã˛w

(C) !Óü°Ü,˛£è ü!ï˛°y°

(C) Ó˚ˆÏü¢ã˛w ò_

(D) Ó˚Ó#wöyÌ

(D) •Ó˚≤Ã§yò ¢yﬂf#
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42. !öˆÏçÓ˚ §üÜ˛yˆÏ° ÓyÇ°yÓ˚ ÓyÎ˚Óî˚ ÓˆÏ° x!û˛!•ï˛

45. ÓyÇ°y ü%_´Ü˛ åÈˆÏ®Ó˚ ﬂÀ‹Ty ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

•ˆÏï˛ö ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) üô%§)òö ò_
(A) öÓ#öã˛w ˆ§ö

(B) !à!Ó˚¢ã˛w ˆây£Ï

(B) !Ó•yÓ˚#°y° ã˛e´Óï˛#≈

(C) Ó˚Ó#wöyÌ

(C) Ó˚Ó#wöyÌ ë˛yÜ%˛Ó˚

(D) §ˆÏï˛ƒwöyÌ ò_

(D) §ˆÏï˛ƒwöyÌ ò_
46. •y!§ü ˆ§á Ä Ó˚yüy˜ÏÜ˛Óï≈˛ ã˛!Ó˚e ò%!ê˛ §,!‹T

Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚ˆÏåÈö ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
43. ◊#Ü,˛£èÜ˛#ï≈˛ˆÏöÓ˚ ≤ÃÜ˛y¢Ü˛y° ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(A) Ó!B˛üã˛w ã˛ˆÏRy˛õyôƒyÎ˚

(A) 1909

(B) x«˛Î˚Ü%˛üyÓ˚ ò_

(B) 1907

(C) {ŸªÓ˚ã˛w !Óòƒy§yàÓ˚

(C) 1916

(D) ˛õƒyÓ˚#ã˛yÑò !üe

(D) 1923
47. ÓyÇ°y ˆÜ˛yö‰ Ü˛yˆÏÓƒ §Çﬂ,Òï˛ Úï)˛˛îÜ˛Û åÈ®!ê˛ ÓƒÓ•yÓ˚

Ü˛Ó˚y •ˆÏÎ˚ˆÏåÈ⁄
44. Úˆê˛Ü˛ãÑ˛yò ë˛yÜ%˛Ó˚Û åÈpöyˆÏü !°ˆÏáˆÏåÈö ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) Ó˚Ó#wöyˆÏÌÓ˚ ÚÜ˛“öyÛ Ü˛yˆÏÓƒ
(A) Ó˚yˆÏçw°y° !üe

(B) §ˆÏï˛ƒwöyÌ òˆÏ_Ó˚ ÚÜ%˛‡ Ä ˆÜ˛Ü˛yÛ

Ü˛yˆÏÓƒ

(B) Ó!B˛üã˛w ã˛ˆÏRy˛õyôƒyÎ˚

(C) û˛yÓ˚ï˛ã˛ˆÏwÓ˚ Úxß¨òyüD°Û Ü˛yˆÏÓƒ

(C) Ü˛y°#≤Ã§ß¨ !§Ç•

(D) !mˆÏçwöyÌ

(D) ˛õƒyÓ˚#ã˛Ñyò !üe
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51. ˆÜ˛yö ã˛!Ó˚e!ê˛ ÚˆòÓ#àç≈öÛ öyê˛ˆÏÜ˛ ˆö•z⁄

48. ÚÓD§%®Ó˚#Û Ü˛yÓƒ!ê˛ Ó˚ã˛öy Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚ö ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(A) ò¢Ó˚Ì

(A) öÓ#öã˛w ˆ§ö

(B) ≤Ãû˛Oö

(B) ˆ•üã˛w ÓˆÏ®ƒy˛õyôƒyÎ˚

(C) Ó˚by

(C) !Ó•yÓ˚#°y° ã˛e´Óï˛#≈

(D) §%Óy§#

(D) x«˛Î˚ ˆã˛Ôô%Ó˚#

52. ÚÚ!ï˛!ö Ó˚Ó#wÈÙÈ§y!•ˆÏï˛ƒÓ˚ ô)Ó˚¶˛Ó˚ó Ó˚Ó#wöyˆÏÌÓ˚
49. Ú§yôöyÛ ˛õ!eÜ˛yÓ˚ ≤ÃÌü §¡õyòÜ˛ !åÈˆÏ°ö ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

!≤ÃÎ˚–ÛÛ SÈÙÙÙÙÈ ô)ç!ê˛≤Ã§yòV–
ÈÙÙÙÙÈ Ú!ï˛!öÛ ˆÜ˛⁄

(A) Ó˚Ó#wöyÌ ë˛yÜ%˛Ó˚
(A) ≤ÃüÌ ˆã˛Ôô%Ó˚#
(B) §%ô#wöyÌ ë˛yÜ%˛Ó˚

(B) §ˆÏï˛ƒwöyÌ ò_

(C) ÓˆÏ°wöyÌ ë˛yÜ%˛Ó˚

(C) x!çï˛Ü%˛üyÓ˚ ã˛e´Óï˛#≈

(D) ˆçƒy!ï˛!Ó˚wöyÌ ë˛yÜ%˛Ó˚

(D) ≤ÃüÌöyÌ !Ó¢#

50. xÓö#wöyÌ ë˛yÜ%˛ˆÏÓ˚Ó˚ ÚÓyÇ°yÓ˚ Óï˛Û Ó•z!ê˛Ó˚

53. §Çﬂ,Òï˛ öyê˛Ü˛=!° ˆÌˆÏÜ˛ ˆÜ˛yö Óyäy!° öyê˛ƒÜ˛yÓ˚

≤ÃÌü ≤ÃÜ˛y¢Ü˛ ˆÜ˛⁄

§Ó≈y!ôÜ˛ xö%Óyò Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚ö⁄

(A) ÓD#Î˚ §y!•ï˛ƒ ˛õ!Ó˚£ÏÍ

(A) üô%§)òö

(B) !ÓŸªû˛yÓ˚ï˛#

(B) ˆçƒy!ï˛!Ó˚wöyÌ

(C) ~!¢Î˚y!ê˛Ü˛ ˆ§y§y•z!ê˛

(C) !à!Ó˚¢ã˛w

(D) Ü˛!°Ü˛yï˛y !ÓŸª!Óòƒy°Î˚

(D) xüˆÏÓ˚wöyÌ
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56. ˛õ%!ÌˆÏï˛ ÓƒÓ•*ï˛ Ü˛°B˛§)ã˛Ü˛ Úã˛wÜ˛°yÛ ¢∑!ê˛

54. ö#ˆÏã˛Ó˚ !ÓÓ,!ï˛=ˆÏ°y °«˛ Ü˛Ó˚&ö ~ÓÇ §ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛

xÓ°¡∫ˆÏö §!ë˛Ü˛ ï˛Ìƒ !öˆÏò≈¢ Ü˛Ó˚&ö ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

Ü˛ï˛ §Çáƒy ˆÓyé˛yˆÏï˛y⁄

a. ÚÓí˛zÈÙÈë˛yÜ%˛Ó˚yö#Ó˚ •yê˛ÛÈÙÈ~Ó˚ Ü˛y!•!ö xÓ°¡∫ˆö
Ï

(A) 8

≤ÃÌˆÏ ü Ú≤ÃyÎ˚ ! ÿ˛_Û öyê˛Ü˛ ~ÓÇ ˛õˆÏ Ó ˚
Ú˛õ!Ó˚eyîÛ öyê˛Ü˛ Ó˚!ã˛ï˛ •Î˚–

(B) 12
(C) 16

b. ÚÓ˚yçy Ä Ó˚yö#Ûñ ÚÓ˚yçyÛ ~ÓÇ Úï˛˛õï˛#Û

(D) 18

öyê˛ˆÏÜ˛Ó˚ Ü˛y!•!ö ≤ÃyÎ˚ ~Ü˛–
c. ôöOÎ˚ ˜ÓÓ˚yà#Ó˚ Ü˛ˆÏZ˛ à#ï˛ Ú@ˇÃyü åÈyí˛¸y Ä•z

57. Úx«˛ˆÏÓÓ˚ ˚ §Çáƒy àîöy Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚ x«˛ˆÏÓÓ˚ ˚ ôù!öüyey

Ó˚ y äy üy!ê˛Ó˚ ˛õÌÛ §Çà#ˆÏ ï ˛Ó˚ ˛õÓ˚ • z
Ú≤ÃyÎ˚!ÿ˛_Û öyê˛ˆÏÜ˛Ó˚ §üy!Æ âˆÏê˛–

àîöy ÓyÇ°yÎ˚ ã˛ˆÏ° öy–Û í˛z!_´!ê˛ ˆÜ˛ Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚ˆÏåÈö⁄
(A) ≤ÃˆÏÓyôã˛w ˆ§ö

d. ÚÓí˛zÈÙÈë˛yÜ%˛Ó˚yö#Ó˚ •yê˛ÛÈÙÈ~ ÚÓÑô%Î˚y x§üˆÏÎ˚

(B) Ó˚Ó#wöyÌ

ˆÜ˛ö ˆ• ≤ÃÜ˛y¢Û àyö!ê˛ ˆàˆÏÎ˚!åÈˆÏ°ö Ó§hsˇ
Ó˚yÎ˚–
c

(C) ï˛yÓ˚y˛õò û˛Ryã˛yÎ≈

§ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛ ≠

a

b

d

(A)

÷k˛

÷k˛

(B)

÷k˛

x÷k˛ x÷k˛

÷k˛

(C)

x÷k˛

÷k˛

÷k˛

x÷k˛

(A) ï,˛ï˛#Î˚ ˛§ˆÏà≈

(D)

x÷k˛

÷k˛

x÷k˛

÷k˛

(B) ˛õM˛Èü §ˆÏà≈

(D) Ó°ˆÏòÓ ˛õy!°ï˛

x÷k˛ x÷k˛

58. Úˆü˜ÏâˆÏü≈ò%Ó˚¡∫Ó˚Ç Óöû)˛ÓÉ ¢ƒyühﬂÏüy°o&˜ÏüÉÛ

ˆŸ’yÜ˛!ê˛ xyˆÏåÈ Úà#ï˛ˆÏày!Ó®ÛÈÙÈ~Ó˚ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(C) ≤ÃÌü §ˆÏà≈
(D) myò¢ §ˆÏà≈

55. àyö ày•zˆÏï˛ ày•zˆÏï˛ ê%˛§%Ó˚ ü)!ï≈˛ Ü˛ˆÏÓ !Ó§!ç≈ï˛

•Î˚⁄
59. Ó˚Ó#wöyÌÜ,˛ï˛ Úˆüâò)ï˛ÛÈÙÈ~Ó˚ §üyˆÏ°yã˛öy!ê˛
(A) ˆ˛õÔ£Ï üyˆÏ§Ó˚ ≤ÃÌü !òˆÏö

xyˆÏåÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) Úˆ°yÜ˛§y!•ï˛ƒÛ @ˇÃˆÏsi

(B) ˜ã˛e üyˆÏ§Ó˚ §Çe´y!hsˇˆÏï˛

(B) Ú§üyˆÏ°yã˛öyÛ @ˇÃˆÏsi

(C) ˆ˛õÔ£Ï üyˆÏ§Ó˚ §Çe´y!hsˇˆÏï˛

(C) Ú§y!•ï˛ƒÛ @ˇÃˆÏsi
(D) Ú≤Ãyã˛#ö§y!•ï˛ƒÛ @ˇÃˆÏsi

(D) ˜Ó¢yá üyˆÏ§Ó˚ §Çe´y!hsˇˆÏï˛
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60. ~Ó˚ üˆÏôƒ ˆ˛õÔÓ˚y!îÜ˛ ã˛!Ó˚e ˆÜ˛yö!ê˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

63. !ü° Ä ˆÓsiyˆÏüÓ˚ §Ó≈y!ôÜ˛ ≤Ãû˛yÓ ˛õˆÏí˛¸ˆÏåÈ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(A) §ï˛#

(A) Ó˚yçy Ó˚yüˆÏüy•ö Ó˚yˆÏÎ˚Ó˚ ≤ÃÓˆÏ¶˛

(B) ã˛wôÓ˚

(B) ˛õƒyÓ˚#ãÑ˛yò !üˆÏeÓ˚ ≤ÃÓˆÏ¶˛

(C) ˆÓ‡°y

(C) x«˛Î˚Ü%˛üyÓ˚ òˆÏ_Ó˚ ≤ÃÓˆÏ¶˛

(D) Ó˚OyÓï˛#

(D) Ó!B˛üã˛w ã˛ˆÏRy˛õyôƒyÎ˚ÈÙÈ~Ó˚ ≤ÃÓˆÏ¶˛–

61. Úí˛zIμ°ö#°ü!îÛ xö%§yˆÏÓ˚ ˆ≤ÃÔì˛¸y ˛õ)Ó≈Ó˚yˆÏàÓ˚

§Ó≈ˆÏüyê˛ ò¢y •ˆÏFåÈ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
64. !öˆÏçÓ˚ Ü˛yˆÏ° ÚÓyÇ°yÓ˚ ˆ¢!°Û ÓˆÏ° x!û˛!•ï˛

(A) 8

•ˆÏï˛ö ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(B) 15
(C) 10

(A) !Ó•yÓ˚#°y° ã˛e´Óï˛#≈

(D) 2

(B) Ó˚Ó#wöyÌ ë˛yÜ%˛Ó˚

62. !öˆÏ¡¨ ~Ü˛!ê˛ ühsˇÓƒ ~ÓÇ ~Ó˚ §üÌ≈ˆÏö Î%!_´

(C) Ó˚yçÜ,˛£è Ó˚yÎ˚

≤Ãò¢≈ö Ü˛Ó˚y •ˆÏÎ˚ˆÏåÈ– ~ÓyÓ˚ ÷k˛ í˛z_Ó˚!ê˛ ≤Ãò_
§ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛ ˆÌˆÏÜ˛ !öˆÏò≈¢ Ü˛Ó˚&ö ≠

(D) {¢yöã˛w ÓˆÏ®ƒy˛õyôƒyÎ˚È

ühsˇÓƒ ≠ öy!Î˚Ü˛yˆÏ◊¤˛y Ó˚y!ôÜ˛yÓ˚ üˆÏôƒ
Úí˛zIμ°ö#°ü!îÛÈÙÈ!öˆÏò≈!¢ï˛ 360
≤ÃÜ˛yÓ˚ ˛öy!Î˚Ü˛yÓ˚•z ˜Ó!¢¤˛ƒ Óï≈˛üyö–

65. ú˛Ó˚y§# öyê˛ƒÜ˛yÓ˚ üˆÏ°Î˚yÑˆÏÓ˚Ó˚ öyê˛Ü˛ xÓ°¡∫ˆÏö

Î%!_´ ≠ Úí˛zIμ°ö#°ü!îÛ xö%§yˆÏÓ˚ öy!Î˚Ü˛yÓ˚
§Ó≈ˆÏüyê˛ §Çáƒy •ˆÏFåÈ 360–

ˆ°áy ˆçƒy!ï˛!Ó˚wöyÌ ë˛yÜ%˛ˆÏÓ˚Ó˚ Úx°#Ü˛ ÓyÓ%ÛÓ˚
≤ÃÌü ≤ÃÜ˛yˆÏ¢Ó˚ §üˆÏÎ˚ öyü !åÈ° ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

§ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛ ≠

(A) òyˆÏÎ˚ ˛õˆÏí˛¸ òyÓ˚@ˇÃ•

(A) ühsˇÓƒ Ä Î%!_´ ò%•z•z ÷k˛–

(B) !•ˆÏï˛!Ó˛õÓ˚#ï˛

(B) ühsˇÓƒ Ä Î%!_´ ò%•z•z x÷k˛–

(C) •ë˛yÍ öÓyÓ

(C) ühsˇÓƒ!ê˛ ÷k˛ !Ü˛v Î%!_´ x÷k˛–

(D) ~üö Ü˛ü≈ xyÓ˚ Ü˛Ó˚ˆÏÓy öy

(D) ühsˇÓƒ!ê˛ x÷k˛ !Ü˛v Î%!_´ ÷k˛–
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66. !öˆÏ¡¨ ~Ü˛!ê˛ ühsˇÓƒ ~ÓÇ ~Ó˚ §üÌ≈ˆÏö Î%!_´

68. Úï%˛!ü •Ä à•#ö àyä xy!ü í%˛•zÓƒy ü!Ó˚Û ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

≤Ãò¢≈ö Ü˛Ó˚y •ˆÏÎ˚ˆÏåÈ– ~ÓyÓ˚ ÷k˛ í˛z_Ó˚!ê˛ ≤Ãò_
§ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛ ˆÌˆÏÜ˛ !öˆÏò≈¢ Ü˛Ó˚&ö ≠

ã˛Ó˚î!ê˛ ˛õyÄÎ˚y ÎyÎ˚ üÎ˚üö!§Ç• à#!ï˛Ü˛yÓ˚ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) ü°%Î˚y

ühsˇÓƒ ≠ Ó#Ó˚yDöy Ü˛yˆÏÓƒÓ˚ ≤Ã!ï˛!ê˛ ˛õˆÏe•z
Ó˚ˆÏÎ˚ˆÏåÈ Ó#Ó˚Ó˚ˆÏ§Ó˚ ≤Ãyôyöƒ–

(B) ü‡Î˚y
(C) Ü˛yç°ˆÏÓ˚áy

Î%!_´ ≠ ˆÜ˛ööyñ üô%§ò) ö Ä!û˛ˆÏòÓ˚ Epistle
of the Heroines Óy Ó#Ó˚˛õeyÓ!°
Ü˛yˆÏÓƒÓ˚ xyòˆÏ¢≈•z ~•z Ü˛yÓƒ!ê˛ Ó˚ã˛öy
Ü˛ˆÏÓ˚!åÈˆÏ°ö–

(D) ˆòÄÎ˚yö ü!òöy ˛õy°yÎ˚
69. ö#ˆÏã˛Ó˚ §ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛=ˆÏ°yÓ˚ üˆÏôƒ ˆÜ˛yö!ê˛ ÷k˛ ï˛y

§ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛ ≠
(A) ühsˇÓƒ ~ÓÇ Î%!_´ ò%•z•z ÷k˛–
a.

(B) ühsˇÓƒ ~ÓÇ Î%!_´ ò%•z•z x÷k˛–

b.

(C) ühsˇÓƒ!ê˛ ÷k˛ !Ü˛v Î%!_´ x÷k˛–

c.
d.

(D) ühsˇÓƒ!ê˛ x÷k˛ !Ü˛v Î%!_´ ÷k˛–
67. ö#ˆÏã˛Ó˚ §ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛=ˆÏ°yÓ˚ üˆÏôƒ ˆÜ˛yö!ê˛ ÷k˛ ï˛y

a.
b.
c.
d.

!öî≈Î˚ Ü˛Ó˚ˆÏï˛ •ˆÏÓ 1öÇ Ä 2öÇ ï˛y!°Ü˛yÓ˚
§yüOˆÏ§ƒÓ˚ !òˆÏÜ˛ °«˛ ˆÓ˚ˆÏá–
1öÇ ï˛y!°Ü˛y
2öÇ ï˛y!°Ü˛y
òyˆÏhsˇ
i. {!öí˛
!ü°‰ê˛ö
ii. !í˛û˛y•zö Ü˛ˆÏü!í˛
û˛y!ç≈°
iii ˛ú˛yí˛zﬁê˛
ˆàƒˆÏê˛
iv. ˛õƒyÓ˚yí˛y•z§ °ﬁê˛

!öî≈Î˚ Ü˛Ó˚ˆÏï˛ •ˆÏÓ 1öÇ Ä 2öÇ ï˛y!°Ü˛yÓ˚
§yüOˆÏ§ƒÓ˚ !òˆÏÜ˛ °«˛ ˆÓ˚ˆÏá–
1öÇ ï˛y!°Ü˛y
2öÇ ï˛y!°Ü˛y
ü%Ü%˛® ã˛e´Óï˛#≈ˇ i. ˛õÓ˚ôö ˆò!áˆÏ°Ñ !Ü˛ ˛õye !û˛áyÓ˚#–
Ü,˛!_Óy§
ii. û˛y!ÓˆÏï˛ í˛z!ã˛ï˛ !åÈ° ≤Ã!ï˛K˛y Îáö–
û˛yÓ˚ï˛ã˛w
iii ˛çyö%ñ û˛yö%ñ Ü,˛¢yö% ¢#ˆÏï˛Ó˚ ˛õ!Ó˚eyî–
Óí˛Y ã˛[˛#òy§
iv. ˛xy˛õ!ö Ü%˛ë˛yÓ˚ üy!Ó˚ xy˛õöyÓ˚ ˛õyÎ˚–
§ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛ ≠

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

iv

ii

i

(B)

i

ii

iii

iv

(C)

iv

i

ii

iii

(D)

ii

iii

iv

i

70. ÚÜ%˛üyÓ˚ Ä •z°yÓ˚ ˆ≤ÃˆÏüÓ˚ Ó,_yhsˇ x≤Ãy§!DÜ˛ï˛yÓ˚

myÓ˚y öyê˛Ü˛ˆÏÜ˛ Óyôy !òˆÏÎ˚ˆÏåÈ–Û ÈÙÙÙÙÈ ~áyˆÏö ˆÜ˛yö
öyê˛ˆÏÜ˛Ó˚ Ü˛Ìy Ó°y •ˆÏÎ˚ˆÏåÈ⁄

§ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛ ≠

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

iv

i

iii

(A) ï˛˛õï˛#

(B)

iii

ii

i

iv

(B) ≤ÃyÎ˚!ÿ˛_

(C)

ii

iv

iii

i

(C) Ó˚yçy Ä Ó˚yö#

(D)

iv

iii

ii

i

(D) !Ó§ç≈ö
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71. ÚÓ˚_´Ü˛Ó˚Ó#Û öyê˛ˆÏÜ˛Ó˚ !Ü˛ˆÏ¢yÓ˚ ã˛!Ó˚e!ê˛ §,!‹T

74. !öˆÏ¡Ó¨ ˚ ˆÜ˛yö ã˛Ó˚î!ê˛ ôù!ö≤Ãôyö Óy üyeyÓ,_

•Î˚È ÙÙÙÙÈ

åÈˆÏ® Ó˚!ã˛ï˛ ≠

(A) ≤ÃÌü á§í˛¸y ˛õy[%˛!°!˛õˆÏï˛

(A) üO#Ó˚ á%!°Î˚y Ó˚yˆÏáy x!Î˚ û˛y£Ïy åÈ®!Ó°y!§ö#

(B) ò¢ü á§í˛¸y ˛õy[%˛!°!˛õˆÏï˛

(B) Ó˚&o ˆüyˆÏòÓÏ ˚ •yÑÜ˛ !òˆÏÎˆ˚ åÏ È Óy!çˆÏÎ˚ xy˛õö ï)˛Î≈

(C) ˛õM˛Èü á§í˛¸y ˛õy[%˛!°!˛õˆÏï˛
(D) §Æü á§í˛¸y ˛õy[%˛!°!˛õˆÏï˛

(C) ï˛Ó˚î# ˆÓˆÏÎ˚ ˆ¢ˆÏ£Ï ~ˆÏ§!ÏåÈ û˛yäy âyˆÏê˛

72. Ó˚Ó#wöyˆÏÌÓ˚ ÚÓ˚yçy Ä Ó˚yö#Û öyê˛ˆÏÜ˛Ó˚ Ó˚*˛õyhsˇÓ˚

(D) !öé%˛ü üôƒy•´Ü˛y°

x°§ ﬂ∫˛õö çy°
Ó˚!ã˛ˆÏï˛ˆÏåÈ xöƒüˆÏö •*òÎ˚ û˛!Ó˚Î˚y

•° ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) Ó˚yçy
(B) xÓ˚*˛õÓ˚ï˛ö

75. ö#ˆÏã˛Ó˚ §ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛=ˆÏ°yÓ˚ üˆÏôƒ ˆÜ˛yö!ê˛ ÷k˛ ï˛y

!öî≈Î˚ Ü˛Ó˚ˆÏï˛ •ˆÏÓ 1öÇ Ä 2öÇ ï˛y!°Ü˛yÓ˚
§yüOˆÏ§ƒÓ˚ !òˆÏÜ˛ °«˛ ˆÓ˚ˆÏá–

(C) üy!°ö#
(D) ï˛˛õï˛#

1öÇ ï˛y!°Ü˛y

73. ö#ˆÏã˛Ó˚ §ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛=ˆÏ°yÓ˚ üˆÏôƒ ˆÜ˛yö!ê˛ ÷k˛ ï˛y

a.
b.
c.
d.

!öî≈Î˚ Ü˛Ó˚ˆÏï˛ •ˆÏÓ 1öÇ Ä 2öÇ ï˛y!°Ü˛yÓ˚
§yüOˆÏ§ƒÓ˚ !òˆÏÜ˛ °«˛ ˆÓ˚ˆÏá–
1öÇ ï˛y!°Ü˛y
2öÇ ï˛y!°Ü˛y
@ˇÃsi
≤ÃÌü ≤ÃÜ˛y¢
Ó˚yçy Ä Ó˚yö#
i. 1289 §y°
ˆÓÔÈÙÈë˛yÜ%˛Ó˚yö#Ó˚ •yê˛
ii. 1336 §y°
ï˛˛õï˛#
iii 1316 §y°
≤ÃyÎ˚!ÿ˛_
iv. 1296 §y°
§ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛ ≠

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

iii

iv

i

(B)

iv

i

ii

iii

(C)

i

ii

iii

iv

(D)

iii

iv

i

ii
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2öÇ ï˛y!°Ü˛y

a. •°hsˇ x«˛Ó˚

i.

b. ôù!ö≤Ãôyö

ii. ò°Ó,_

c. Ÿªy§yâyï˛ ≤Ãôyö

iii Ü˛°yÓ,_

d. ï˛yö≤Ãôyö

iv. Ó˚&k˛ò°

!ü◊Ü˛°yÓ,_

§ÇˆÏÜ˛ï˛ ≠
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a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

iii

ii

i

(B)

iii

i

ii

iv

(C)

iv

ii

i

iii

(D)

ii

iv

iii

i
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Note : This paper contains fifty (50) objective type questions, each question carrying
two (02) marks. All the questions are compulsory.
1.

4.

çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒF (R)
çFWŸFWkŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : çFFW°FF¤F ¤F]çFFPŒF ŸFﬁj ªF]ŒF·FFG◊ÅFWﬁFÊF
iEFWj ˘FkäFFWPŒF ıFFW·FF‹F iHj, iEj, iEFj ŸFF‹FPº ˘FkäFFWäFFY
ŸFF˘F‹FŒFF‹F ŒF]ŒFFW ¤FFWŒFFWó
°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF iEFWj ˘FkäFFW ªFFıFW‹FFÊFŸFFW ŸFY ıF¤FPŒF
P·FﬁPçFPﬁ◊ÅFWﬁF ŸFFk·FF EFﬁFW EıF¤FU‹FF‹FFÊF iEFWj ˘FkäFFW
çFY‹FY·FF‹F çFFWıFFW °FFŒFFŒFYŒFFW ŸFF˘F‹FäFF‹FF¤FFWŒFó

çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸFŸFW PŸF°FFŸFFÊF ŸFYıFFçF] ¤FWªFF‹F ◊ÅFWﬁäFFY
ıF]°F]ŒFF‹F °FFºFWk <
Codes :
(A) ŸFYıFFPçF PıFä·FFPŒF ıF·FŸFFªFF
(B) ŸFFªF] ŒFF¤F ŸFYäFFçF]PŒF PçFº]
(C) ŸFﬁjPŒF çF]Pº PıFŸFıFF EFﬁFW EFﬁ°F
(D) äFŒªFF‹F ¤FWªFF‹F

2.

3.

Codes :
(A) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
(B) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk
(C) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
(D) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF EFﬁFW R-EF çFWŸFWk

iŸFﬁjPŒF çF]Pº PıFŸFıFF EFﬁFW EFﬁ°Fj PŸF°FFŸFFÊF
¤FFWŒFŸFYıFW EFﬁ°F ºk <
Codes :
(A) ¤FFWŒFŒFY
(B) ¤FFWŒFªFF¤F
(C) ¤FFWŒFŸFeY
(D) ¤FFWŒFŸFF

5.

çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWkŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞
ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
i. PŸFŸFFﬁ ·FFGPıF‹FFÊF ¤FFWŒFªFF¤F ﬁFÊF ŸFF˘F‹FŒFF‹F °FFºFW¤k FFWŒFó
ii. P¤FıFŒFFPﬁ◊ÅFWﬁF çFFWŸFFkªFFﬁ ŸFﬁjªF]ŒF·FFG ıFFWﬁP°FºFWk¤FFWŒFó
iii. ŸFFªF]ŒFF¤F ŸFYäFFçF]PŒF PçFº] PŸF°FFŸFFÊF ŸFFªFFY ŸFFWﬁF‹FPŒFäF]G
¤FFGŒFFÊF ŸF]ﬁYäFFYıFFW ŸFFkPıFŒFY PıFPŸFŒFFW PªFŒºFWkó
iv. P¤FıFŒFFPﬁ◊ÅFWﬁF ii◊]Åk PŒF ˘FªFPﬁÊFajj ¤F]Pk ŒF ·FFGPıF PºCŒFºFW¤k FFWŒF
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

i

ii

iii

a.
b.
c.
d.

iv

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

çFWŸFWk
çFWŸFWk çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
çFWŸFWk çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFWŸFWk
çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFWŸFWk
çFWŸFWk
çFWŸFWk
çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFWŸFWk
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çFF˘F‹FPŒF PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY
çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWkäFFY ıFF‹FäF <
PıFPﬁ iÇÅj
PıFPﬁ iäFj
ÇÅF·FU Ç]Å¤FFﬁ ·FF˘FﬁU
i. 1884
¤FºFﬁF¤F ŸFe¸
ii. 1926
An Outline
iii. ŸFYıFFPçF
Grammar of
PıFä·FFPŒF
Kachari Language
ıF·FŸFªFF
ŸFﬁjPŒF çF]Pº PıFŸFıFF
iv. çFıFF‹FF ŒF]ŒFF‹FŸFFW
EFﬁFW EFﬁj°F
ŒF]P‹FŸFFW
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a
iv
ii
iii
iii

b
ii
i
iv
ii

c
i
iv
i
iv

d
iii
iii
ii
i

6.

9.

iiﬁFºFŸFjj äFŒªFF‹F PŸF°FFŸFF çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F ıFFWﬁ
P·FﬁPçFPﬁPŒF äFŒªFF‹F PŸF°FFŸF<
Codes :

PıFPﬁ iÇÅj

(A) ÇÅF·FU Ç]Å¤FFﬁ ·FF˘FﬁU

a. H∏F¤F ıFŒΩ äFWﬁÇÅF©FﬁU

i. P¤FPªFkçFFPŒF ºWkäFFW

(C) ıF¤Fﬁ ŸFe¸ ıFFYÕF]Pﬁ

b. ıFòFUŒF ŸFıF]¤F∂FFﬁU

ii. ˘F P◊ÅıFF ˘FYÊFF

c. ŸFﬂŒF ŸFﬁj

iii. äFŒªFF‹F ¤FF·FF

d. çF]ŒFWıÊFﬁ ¤FFWıFF˘FﬁU

iv. °FFWk¤FF

çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F ıFFWﬁ ıF·F¤FFPçFPﬁ‹FF iiPäFPªFﬁjj
ıF·F¤FF PŸF°FFŸFPŒF P·FﬁPçFPﬁ <

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A) ÕFﬁμFUÕFﬁ EFYÊFFPﬁ

(A)

ii

iii

i

iv

(B) ŒFŸFUŒF EFYÊFFPﬁ

(B)

iii

i

iv

ii

(C)

iv

i

ii

iii

(D)

i

iv

iii

ii

Codes :

(C) EﬁŒF ﬁF°FF
(D) PòF∑FﬁŒ°FŒF ¤FFWıFF˘FPﬁ
8.

PıFPﬁ iäFj

(B) ¤FŒFﬁŒ°FŒF ·FF˘FﬁU
(D) ıFU∂FFŒFFªF ŸFe¸ ıFFYÕF]Pﬁ
7.

çFF˘F‹FPŒF PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY
çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWkäFFY ıFF‹FäF <

çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWkŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞
ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
i.
ii◊YÅ¤FF·Fjj ¤F]kPŒF ◊ÅFÊFªFFGäFFY ¤F]PˆF¤FF ﬁWŒF]
ŸFﬁjEF P·FﬁºFWkó
ii. ıF]kº ıF·FPŒF ıF¤FeF© ŒFU·FÇÅ¤F·F ŸFe¸PŒF
EFäFF‹FFÊFŒFFW iiıF·FPŒF ıF·Fjj ıF]kº ıF·F
PŸF°FFŸFF ŒF]°FFºFWk¤FFWŒFó
iii. ii¤FŒ°F]ŸFF·FF ºWÊFUjj ıF·F¤FF‹FF 1982
¤FF‹FªFF‹FFÊF PçFPŸF‹FY ıFWŸFäFFk °FFºFWkó
iv. iiPŸFıFPŒF ·FYªFFWjj ıF·F¤FF‹FF ıF·F¤FFPçFPﬁ
°FFﬁF ◊ÅFç·FFPŒF ıFFWﬁP°Fó

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

i

ii

iii

10. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒF (R)

çFWŸFWkŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : ¤FŒFﬁŒ°FŒF ·FF˘FﬁUPŒF
ii¤FFŸ·FFŸFFjj äFŒªFF‹F PŸF°FFŸFFÊF ﬁ¤FFPŒ©ÇÅ
ıFFŒFŸFFW·FFÊFPﬁ‹FF P◊ÅŒF EFŸF]ëY~ ŒF]°FF◊YÅºFWkó
°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF PŸFªFFë~F °FWŸ·FFŸFFW ﬁ¤FFPŒ©ÇÅ
ıFFŒFPˆF‹FFÊFŒFFW ·FFW˘FŸFŒFFŒFY ªFFŸFF‹F ªFFŒFFW ¤FFW°FFk
¤FFWŒFŒFF‹F¤FFWŒFó
Codes :

iv

(A) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
(B) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF R-EF çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk
çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFWŸFWk çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
çFWŸFWk çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFWŸFWk
çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFWŸFWk
çFWŸFWk
çFWŸFWk
çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFWŸFWk
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(C) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
(D) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk
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11. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F ŸFŸFW ¤FFWŒFıFW EF‹FºF‹FF ıF]ŸF]k

14. çFF˘F‹FPŒF PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFW k PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

ªF]ŒF·FFGPŒF ŸFF˘FçFFW ŒFë~F <

çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWkäFFY ıFF‹FäF <

Codes :
(A) ¤FWªFFG
(B) ¤FFWŒFªFFWﬁ
(C) äFFW¤FPıF ◊ÅFWªFF‹FŒFF‹F
(D) ºF˘F äFŒªFF‹F

PıFPﬁ iÇÅj

12. A collection of kachari Folk-tales
and Rhymes ¤F]kPŒF PŸF°FFŸFPŒF P·FﬁPçFPﬁ‹FF

PıFPﬁ iäFj

a. A collection of
Kachari Folk Tales

i. 1957

b. ıFW°FFa PıF◊]kÅ

ii. 1972

c. Boro Folk Songs
and Tales

iii. 1964

d. äFFWŒFF◊WÅﬁY ıF·F

iv. 1895

ıFFWﬁ <

Codes :
(A) ﬁW⁄FFﬁWŒ∞ PıF∞ŒFU JŒ∞W·F
(B) ıFŒFFﬁF¤F ªFFÊFıFWŒF
(C) ﬁW⁄FFﬁWŒ∞ ˘UﬁFòFﬁŒF ŒFFP°FaŒFFPﬁ
(D) °FW, P∞. JŒºFﬁıFŒFó

13. çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWkŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞

ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
i.
iiEFŸFeFPŒF ıF·F ŸFFªFFjj ¤F]kPŒF ıF·FjŸFFªFF‹FF
PŸFŸFFﬁ ·FFGPıF‹FFÊF ŒF]°FFºFWk¤FFWŒFó
ii. ıF]Ç]Å¤FFﬁ ŸFıF]¤F∂FFﬁU‹FF ¤FFäFFıFW ŸFﬁ
ıF·F◊ÅFWﬁäFFY ŸFﬁ çFFP¤F çFFP¤F ªFFkŒFFŒFY
äFŒFªF]¤FŸFF‹FŒFFŒFY ŸFW◊ÅFWﬁäFFYŒFFW iiEFŸFY-EFŸFFY
PŒF ıF·Fjj ¤F]ë~Y PŸF°FFŸF ¤F˘ﬁY PºCŒFFWó
iii. i∞UŒF ªF¤FıFŒFjEF äF]çFF ˘FPﬁ¤F]äFFY çFFıFY
¤FFWŒF 12 ŸFF˘FçFFW äFF·FF¤FºFWkó
iv. ıF]ŸF]k ªF]ŒF·FFG ŸF]ªF]¤FŒFF‹F äFF¤FFPŒFäFFY PçFPŸF
PçFPŸF PŸFŸFFﬁ ·FFGPıFPŒF ¤FFÊFPªF◊ÅFWﬁFŒFFW
¤FFÊF°FWŒFŒFFW EFçFFŒF ıF]ﬁçFeFWºFWk¤FFWŒFó
Codes : i
çFWŸFWk
(A)
(B) çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
(C)
çFWŸFWk
(D) çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
PaperII / BODO

ii

iii

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

iii

i

ii

(B)

iii

i

ii

iv

(C)

ii

iv

iii

i

(D)

i

iii

iv

ii

15. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

çFWŸFWkŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : ıF]ŸF]k ªF]ŒF·FF‹FF ŸFﬁj ˘FPﬁPŒF
ıFF‹FFÊF °FWŸFFW çFFW˘FW¤F ˘FWŸFFWŒFFW ˘F‹FFäFYó
°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF ıF]ŸF]k ªF]ŒF·FF‹FF ıF]ŸF]k
ªF]ŒF·FF‹FFŒFFW ŸFWÊF˘F‹F çFFWºFW çFFWºF‹FPŒF ıF]ŸF]k P°FÊF
ªFFıFFPﬁ‹FF °FF‹FçFF ·FF‹FFWó
Codes :
(A) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

iv

(B) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF R-EF çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFWŸFWk çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFWŸFWk
çFWŸFWk
çFWŸFWk çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
çFWŸFWk çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFWŸFWk

(C) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk
(D) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
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19. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

16. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸFŸFW ˘FººFÊF ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFF °FFWŒFFW¤F

°FF°FWŒFºFWk¤FFWŒF<

çFWŸFWkŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

Codes :
(A) P∂FŸŸF∂FFÊF
(B) ªFFG·FWμ∞FÊF
(C) òFUŒF ˘FººFÊF
(D) ŸFF¤FFa ˘FººFÊF

ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFF òFUŒF ˘FººPıF¤F
çFFWıFFﬁŒFFŒFY ºkó
°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFF çF]Pº‹FFÊF òFUŒF
˘FººFÊFŒFFW °FFWŒFFW¤F ¤FFWŒFºFWk¤FFWŒFó

17. ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒF çF]Pº ◊ÅFW·FWﬁF çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸFŸFW ¤FFWŒFıFW‹FF<
Codes :

Codes :
(A) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk

(A) EFıFF¤F ŸFF¤FUa
(B) P∂FŸŸF∂F òFUŒFU
(C) P∂FŸŸF∂F ŸFF¤FUa
(D) ªFFG òFUŒFU

(B) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF R-EF çFWŸFWk
(C) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
(D) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

18. çFF˘F‹FPŒF PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFW k PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

20. çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWkŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞

çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWkäFFY ıFF‹FäF <
PıFPﬁ iÇÅj
a. ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒF çF]ŸFY

PıFPﬁ iäFj

ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

i. JäFW ŒFë~F

i.

PﬁkıFFﬁPªF‹FF

ii.

b. ŸFﬁj PﬁkıFFﬁF ºWŸFŒFFçFﬁUPŒFã]G ii. ŸFFkPıFŒF

EıF¤FU‹FF°FFWk
c. çF]ŸFY ºWŸFŒFFçFﬁU PﬁkıFFﬁPªF‹FF

iii.

iii. çFFıFY 22

iv.

ŸFﬁj PŒFã]G
d. PﬁkıFFﬁPªF EFﬁFW ˘FkäFFW‹FF

iv. ŸFFkPıFŒF çFFWﬁFWŸFFW

ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒF PŸFıFFŒF◊ÅFWﬁF çFFWºFW HºFk
¤F˘ﬁPŒF¤FFWŒF
ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒF PﬁkıFFﬁ◊ÅFWﬁF ﬁ¤FFŒF ˘FkäFFWPŒF
PﬁkıFFﬁ°FFWk EFŸF]k çFFWﬁFWŸFFWó
ii

iii

iv

(A)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

i

(B)

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

iv

ii

(C)

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

ii

i

(D)

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

i

iii

iv

(B)

iv

ii

iii

(C)

i

iii

(D)

iii

iv
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ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒF EFªFFWŒFF ﬁFÊF PŸFPçF‹FFŒF ŸFFPº‹FY
¤FFWŒFŸFeY °FF‹FFWó

i

Codes :

Codes :

ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒF ŸFFªFeF◊ÅFWﬁäFFYŸFFW ºFªFF‹F EFﬁFW
EFWPk ªF ·FFŒFFŒFY ¤FFWŒFŒFY ŸFF˘FçFFW‹FFÊF ﬁFŒF°FF‹FFWó
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çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
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24. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

21. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸFŸFW ¤FFWŒFıFW ﬁFÊFF ŸFﬁj°FFWk äFFPªFªFFﬁ

ıFFW¤FFWŒºFW ºk

çFWŸFWkŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

(A) ÇÅFﬁPŸF

ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFäFFY P∂FŸŸF∂F ŸFF¤FUa
◊ÅFW·FWﬁPŒF ﬁFÊF ŸF]ë~FWó

Codes :

(B) EıF¤FU‹FF
(C) P∞¤FFıFF
(D) ŸFFk·FF

°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF P∂FŸŸF∂F EFﬁFW ŸFF¤FFa ˘FººFÊF
ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFäFFY ﬁF‹F°·FF‹FçFeFWºFWk¤FFWŒFó

22. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸFŸFW ¤FFWŒFıFW ﬁFÊFF ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒF ıFF‹FFÊF

Codes :

ŸFFkPıFŒF çFFW˘FW¤F äFFW·FYºFWk <
Codes :

(A) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk

(A) ŸFFk·FF

(B) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(B) EıF¤FU‹FF
(C) P˘ŒºU
(D) HP∞s‹FF

(C) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF R-EF çFWŸFWk
(D) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

23. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

25. çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWkŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞

çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWk P◊ÅŒFŒFF‹FäFFY
ıFF‹FäF <
PıFPﬁ iÇÅj

ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
i.

PıFPﬁ iäFj

a. ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFF

i. äFFPªF ıFFW¤FFWŒºFW ºk

b. ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFF P˘ŒºU°FFWk

ii. òFUŒF P∂FŸŸF∂FU

ii.

◊ÅFW·FWﬁPŒF
c. ÇÅÇÅ ŸFﬁjÇÅ ﬁFÊF°FFWk

iii.

iii. ıFFWºFkŒFF ŸFF˘F‹FŒFF‹F

ŸFﬁjÊFF

˘FkäFFW

d. ºWŸFŒFFçFﬁU ˘FkäFFW‹FF

iv.

iv. çFFW°FFŒF ıFFW¤FFWŒºFW

Codes :

ŸFﬁjPŒF
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

iv

i

iii

(B)

i

ii

iii

iv

(C)

iii

i

iv

ii

(D)

iv

iii

ii

i
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ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒFã]G P∂FÊFF ﬁFÊFF çFFWPﬁŸFPıFŒF
ŸF]k°FF‹FFW
ÇÅFPŸFa ﬁFÊFPŒF ıFF‹FFÊF EıF¤FU‹FF ﬁFÊFPŒF
çFFW˘FW¤F çFY‹FF
P¤FPıFk◊ÅFWﬁF EıF¤FU‹FF ˘FkäFFW ŸFF˘F‹FFW
i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

(B)

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(C)
(D)
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EıF¤FU‹FF EFﬁFW ŸFﬁjﬁFÊFPŒF ◊ÅFW·FWﬁF
çFFWﬁFWŸF·FF‹FF

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

26. °FFPﬁP¤FŒF PçFPŸF (Pre historic) EFıFF¤FPŒF

29. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

PçFPŸFPıFŒF ﬁF°FF‹FF °FFŸFF‹F <

çFWŸFWkŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

(A) ŒFﬁÇÅFıF]ﬁ

ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : çFFWºFWPŒF EFıFF¤FF ÇÅF¤F‡—F
¤F]ëY~ŸFFW P¤FPªFıFFﬁ °FFŒFF‹F¤FFWŒFó

Codes :

(B) ŸFFμF ﬁF°FF
(C) ¤FP˘ﬁkçF ºFŒFŸF
(D) ˘©ÇÅF ıF]ﬁ

°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF ıF·FÊFFÊF ¤FFWŒFŒFF‹F ŸFFPºŸ·FF
PËFŸFÊFF ÇÅF¤FºWŸFäFFY ıFFÊFŒFFŒFY ˘FkçFFﬁäFFY çFFÊFPŒF
¤FFWºFW¤FFÊF ◊]ÅŒFŒFFŒFY ∂F—Fı‹FF äFF·FF¤FºFWk ¤FFWŒFó

27. çFFW º FW P ŒF EFıFF¤FPŒF ÕFFW ﬁ FW ¤ FäFFY çFF˘F‹FFÊF

Codes :

˘FWŒFF‹F◊ÅFWﬁPŒF ŸFŸFW°FFWk P¤FPªF °FF‹FFW¤FFWŒF<
Codes :

(A) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk

(A) ŸFFYÕÊF

(B) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(B) P˘Œº]
(C) ËFYŸF
(D) ÇYÅﬁF∂F°F

(C) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF R-EF çFWŸFWk
(D) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

28. çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞

30. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj

ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
i.
çFFWºFWPŒF EFıFF¤FFÊF ΩFPŸF∞s ıF]ŸF]k ◊ÅFW·FWﬁ
˘FŒ°FFPŒF ¤FFŒFPıF◊ÅFWﬁŸFFW ºk¤FFWŒF
ii. çFFWºFWPŒF EFıFF¤FäFFY PçFPŸF‹FY ÇÅF¤F‡—F ¤F]ëY~
P¤FPªFŒFF‹F °FF‹FFW¤FFWŒFó
iii. çFFWºFWPŒF EFıFF¤FPŒF ·FŒªFFG äFP·F◊ÅFWﬁFÊF
PËFŸF°FFWk ıFFW¤FFWŒºFW ªFFŒFF‹F çFFWŸFFk ¤F]ıF]äFF
¤FFWŒFFWó
iv. çFFWºFWPŒF EFıFF¤FPŒF ¤FFŒFPıF◊ÅFWﬁF ŒFF-ŸFWºﬁ
°FF‹FF¤FFWŒFó
Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(B)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

(C)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

(D)

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(A)
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çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWk P◊ÅŒFŒFF‹FäFFY
ıFF‹FäF <
PıFPﬁ iÇÅj
PıFPﬁ iäFj
a. EFıFF¤F ıFFWºFWŸFF
i. çFFWºFWPŒF EFıFF¤FPŒF
ªFFPçFPŸF ˘FPﬁ
b. EÒd·F‹Fº ıF]ŸF]k◊ÅFW·FWﬁ
ii. ˘jÊFFk˘j-G‹FFkPıFPÇÅ‹FFk ºY¤FF
ıFWﬁ◊ÅFkPŒF◊eÅF‹F ◊YÅŒFF‹F
c. ¤FkçFP·F‹F ıF]ŸF]k◊ÅFW·FWﬁ
iii. çFFWºFWPŒF EFıFF¤FPŒF
ÕFFWﬁFW¤F
d. ÇYÅﬁF∂F°F
iv. EF˘j¤F◊ÅFWﬁPŒF
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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a
ii
i
iii
iv

b
iv
iii
ii
i

c
iii
iv
i
ii

d
i
ii
iv
iii
P.T.O.

34. çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞

31. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸFŸFW ◊ÅFWﬁŸFFW‹FF ﬁF⁄FF◊ÅFWﬁPŒF <
Codes :

ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
i.
ﬁF⁄FF◊ÅFWﬁF ŸFF‹FäF] —F]°FF ˘FWŒFF‹FFÊF ıFFªFFﬁ
äFŒFFWó
ii. ŸFFkçFF·FF ﬁk°FFªFF‹F ◊ÅFWﬁŸFFW‹FF EFŸFFº
¤FFÊFŒFF‹F°FFWk °FWŸFFW ıFFW¤FFWŒºFW çFY‹FFó
iii. Pº¤FFıFF◊ÅFWﬁPŒF ˘FPﬁ‹FFPﬁ ﬁk°FFªFF‹F◊ÅFWﬁŸFFW◊ÅFWﬁF çFFW¤FF°FFWŸFŸFF‹Fó
iv. ıF¤FFkÇÅFŒF ◊ÅFWﬁŸFFW‹FF ªFYŒFF‹F°FFWk ıFFW¤FFWŒºFW ºkó

(A) ˘FŒFFÕFjﬁF JŸFF ÕFjﬁF°FFPﬁ
(B) ÊFFkçFF·FF
(C) —FﬁFçF
(D) ıF¤FFkÇÅFŒF
32. ◊]Å°FFPªFP·F‹FFÊF ¤FF‹F ◊ÅFW°FWŒFŒFFŒFY ŸFŸFW ˘FPﬁ‹FF

Codes :

ﬁk°FFªFF‹F◊ÅFWﬁŸFFW äF]ë~FW <

i

ii

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

Codes :

(A)

(A) ﬁF⁄FF

(B)

(B) ÇÅFﬁPŸF

(C)

çFWŸFWk

(C) P¤FPıFk

(D)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(D) ºWHPﬁ

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

iii

iv

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk
çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

35. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R) çFWŸFWk

33. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWkäFFY ıFF‹FäF <
ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : P¤FPıFk◊ÅFWﬁF EFP·F-EFGP·FçFFk ◊ÅFWﬁŸFFW äF]kŒFF‹FFÊF JWPŒF∂F¤F ¤FWªFFG äFŒFFW EFﬁFW
çF]¤FﬁFçF ¤FFWıFFŒFF‹F ¤FFWıFF‹FFWó

çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWk P◊ÅŒFŒFF‹FäFFY ıFF‹FäF <
PıFPﬁ iÇÅj

PıFPﬁ iäFj

a. ºWHPﬁ

i. JWPŒF∂F¤F

b. ÇÅFﬁPŸF

ii. PŸFıF]

c. P©ÊFF

iii. °FFP¤ŸFP·F‹FFªFŒF

d. P¤FPıFk

iv. °FjŒFPŸF·F ¤FW·FF

°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF PŸFıFFWﬁ ◊ÅFWªFF‹FFWPº JWPŒF∂F¤F
äFŒFFWŸ·FF ıFWkçFeF PıFä·FF◊ÅFWﬁPŒF çFFWıFFW‹FFÊF çFFWıFFW
ªFFW·FF‹FŒFF‹FF ŸFWﬁäFFë~FW EFﬁFW çF]¤FﬁFçF ¤FFWıFF‹FFWŸ·FF
PäFˆFFÊFŒFF‹F ŸFW¤FFﬁF °FF‹FFó

Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(A) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(B)

iii

i

iv

ii

(B) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(C)

ii

iii

iv

i

(C) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk

(D)

i

iv

ii

iii

(D) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF R-EF çFWŸFWk
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39. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

36. ŸFﬁj◊ÅFWﬁF ŸFŸFW ŸFFﬁF‹FFÊF ˘F·F °F]Pﬁ °FWŒFFW <
Codes :

çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWk P◊ÅŒFŒFF‹FäFFY ıFF‹FäF <

(A) ıF]äF]ﬁŸFFﬁ

PıFPﬁ iÇÅj

(B) ıF]PŒFŸFFﬁ
(C) ‡PŸFŸFFﬁ
(D) ıFj¤FŸFFﬁ
37. ŸFFªFFY ºFW˘FWﬁFW¤FFPﬁ◊ÅFWﬁF ŒFäFﬁäFFY ◊ÅFWªFFﬁŒFFW ªFFäFF‹F

PıFPﬁ iäFj

a. ŸFFkPã çFF‹FäFŒFŒFF‹F

i.

b. ªFFÊFPã°FFWk

ii. º]PŸ·FŸFFPﬁ‹FFÊF äF]ë~FW

c. PıFçF]ŒF °FFäFFWŒºF

iii. ıFF°FF ˘FWŒFF‹F äFFPŒªF

äF]Œº]k ·F]‹FFW

ŸFWºﬁäFFY

¤FF ◊]Å°FF ˘FW‹FFW <
Codes :

d. EFYÊFF°FFWk ıFWŸFŒFF‹FF

iv. ŸFﬁj◊ÅFWﬁF °FF‹FF

(A) EFŸFıFF ˘FW‹FFW

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(B) ıFF·FF¤FPŒF ˘FW‹FFW

(A)

ii

i

iv

iii

(C) çFFﬁ°FF ˘FW‹FFW

(B)

i

ii

iii

iv

(C)

iv

iii

i

ii

(D)

iii

iv

ii

i

(D) ŸFFPﬁ‹FFÊF ◊[Å°FF ˘FW‹FFW
38. çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞

ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWkäFFY ıFF‹FäF <
i.
ŸFﬁj◊ÅFWﬁPŒF ŒFF◊ÅF¤F ºWŒFF‹FF PªFŒFFŒFY °FFŒFF‹FPŒF
ŒFWﬁıFFWŒF
ii. ŸFFWP·F ˘FW‹FFŸ·FF ŸFFªFFY ÕFFWﬁFW¤F PıFPŸFŒFF‹F
°FF‹FFó
iii. P°F ºFŒFF‹FF ŸFﬁj◊ÅFWﬁPŒF ŒFäFﬁPËF·—FPŒF °FFYçFF
ŒFWﬁıFFWŒFPªFó
iv. ¤FF‹FŒFFÊF ŸFﬁF‹FŒFF‹F ◊ÅFWﬁŸFFWäFFY ıF]PŒFŸFFﬁFÊF
äF]ë~FWó
Codes :

i

ii

(A)

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

(B)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

(C)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(D)

çFWŸFWk
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çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

iii

40. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒF (R)

çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : ŸFﬁj◊ÅFWﬁPŒF ŒFäFﬁPËF·—FÊFF
ŸFﬁj ıF¤FF°FPŒF ﬁFkäFFPŒªFPŒF PıFŒFPˆF ˘FﬁFó
°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF ŒFäFﬁPËF·—FPŒF çFW°FWﬁ°FFWkŒFFW
çFFWŸFFk ŸFﬁj◊ÅFWﬁF ªFFkŒFF ªFF‹FFWó
Codes :

iv

(A) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF R-EF çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(B) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

(C) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
(D) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
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41. PŸFºYäFFY ¤FFWŒFºFGŒF ﬁFWäFFW¤FPŒF ˘FWŒFŒFFŒFY ıFFWﬁ

44. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

PŸFP°FﬁPçFPﬁ‹FF ŸF]k°FWŒFºFWk¤FFWŒF <

çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWk P◊ÅŒFŒFF‹FäFFY ıFF‹FäF <

Codes :

PıFPﬁ iÇÅj

(A) ⁄F™·Fj··F©

PıFPﬁ iäFj

a. ıFFº_Ë‹F¤F]·FÇÅ

(B) Ç]ÅŒ©ÇÅ

i.

E·FkÇÅFﬁ

(C) ⁄Fﬁ∂F¤F]PŒF

b. PŸF⁄FFŸFF

(D) ˘Pﬁ—FF·FºWŸF

ıF]ŸF]k ıF¤FF°FFÊF
PºPŒªFŒFF‹F JŸFF
äFŒFŒFF‹F °FF‹FFW

ii. EFWkPªF E·FkÇÅFﬁPŒF

ŸFF˘FçFFW
42. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸFŸFW ◊ÅFWﬁ¤FF‹F·F] ŸFF˘FçFFWPŒF äFŒªFFG <

c. äFFWŒºFW äFŒªFFG¤FF‹FFÊF iii. PŸFºY ıFFWŸFŒFF‹FPŒF

Codes :

PŸFPªFk
d. ŸFW·FF∞◊ÅFWﬁäFFY

(A) EFﬁ°F äFŒªFFG
(B) ıF·FŒªFF‹F¤FF

ªFF‹FFW
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

(C) çFFWıFFWªFFW·FF‹FŒFF‹F
(D) ıFŒFW©
43. çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞

ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWkäFFY ıFF‹FäF <
i.
ıFŒıFFﬁU ⁄FFŸFFÊF çF]ŸFY°FFWk ·FFWçFFWıFW ¤FFäFFıFW
P◊ÅıFF P◊ÅıFF ıFFŒFŒFF‹FF çFFWıFFW‹FFÊF ŸFWﬁäFFë~FW
EFﬁFW çFFW¤FFWﬁFWó
ii. ıF]ºk ıF·F◊ÅFWﬁF ıF·F¤FFŸFFPº çFFW·FFÊFŸFFW °FFŒFFW
˘F‹FFWó
iii. ıF·F¤FF‹FFÊF ıF·F çFY‹FFŸ·FFŸFFW °FF‹FFWó
iv. äFŒªFFG¤FF◊ÅFW ﬁ FÊF ıFŒº (äFŸFF¤F)
ŸFF˘F‹FŒFF‹F °FF‹FFó
Codes :

iv. çFFWıFFW ªFFWŒFF‹FPŒF äFFWªFF

i

ii

(A)

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

(B)

çFWŸFWk

(C)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(D)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

iii

a
iii
iv
ii
i

b
iv
i
iii
ii

c
i
ii
iv
iii

45. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : ªF]ŒF◊ÅFÊFªFFG◊ÅFWﬁFÊF EFŸF]k
P°FÊFPŒF ıFFÊFçFFPﬁ JﬁäFFkŒFFŒFY °FFYˆFFë~FÊF ◊ÅFÊFPŒF
˘W ◊ ÅF°FFŸFFÊF PºPŒªFŒFF‹F °FF‹FFW ó PŸFPºŒFFW
ıF·F¤FF‹FFÊFŸFFW EFŸF]k P°FÊFPŒF ıFFÊFçFFPﬁ ◊ÅFWﬁ¤FF‹FŒFFŒFY
PºPŒªF‹FFWó
°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF ªF]ŒF◊ÅFÊFªFFG EFﬁFW ıF·F¤FF
¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW JäFWäFF‹FFŒFFWó

iv

Codes :
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çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
çFWŸFWk

(A) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
(B) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF R-EF çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

d
ii
iii
i
iv

(C) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk

(D) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
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46. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸFŸFW çFFkıFW PŸF°FFŸFäFFY GkﬁFP°FPŒF◊eÅF‹F

49. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

ŸFﬁjÊFFÊF ﬁFÊF ıFFW·FF‹FºFWk <

çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

(A) ﬁWŸFWÇÅF

ŸF]◊k ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFFÊF çF]ŸF]ŒF ﬁFÊFPŒF◊eÅF‹F
ﬁFÊF ıFFW·FF‹FŒFF‹FF °FFWŸFFWº çFFWŒFFkó

Codes :

(B) P·FP·F—F]©

°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF ŸFﬁj◊ÅFWﬁF çF]ŸF]ŒF ˘FPﬁ°FFWk
äFFYıFW °FFŒFFW ˘F‹FFäFYó

(C) ∞ŒF Ç]ÅGÇÅıF©

(D) ıFFŒFıFWPŒF ∞F‹FWPﬁ

Codes :

47. ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFäFFY ºFÊFçFFäFFk ˘FWŒFFW ªFFäFF‹F çFF˘F‹FPŒF

(A) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

ŸFŸFW ¤FFWŒFıFW‹FF çFFWŒFFkPıFŒF ªFFﬁ <
Codes :

(B) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF R-EF çFWŸFWk

(A) ªF]ŒF·FFG ºFÊFçFFäFFk ˘FWŒFF‹F
(B) ˘FPﬁ¤F] ºFÊFçFFäFFk ˘FWŒFF‹F

(C) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk

(C) ﬁFkäFFPŒªF ºFÊFçFFäFFk ˘FWŒFF‹F

(D) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(D) ﬁFÊFäFFPŒªF ºFÊFçFFäFFk ˘FWŒFF‹F

50. çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞

48. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

a.

b.
c.
d.

çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWk P◊ÅŒFŒFF‹FäFFY ıFF‹FäF <
PıFPﬁ iÇÅj
PıFPﬁ iäFj
iŸFF—F]ÇÅμFj EF
i. P“‹FPºŒFU ŸFe¸ ﬁFÊF
EıF¤FU‹FFPŒF◊eÅF‹F
ıFFW·FF‹FŒFF‹F
ŸFﬁjÊFFÊF
çFU∂FFŒ°F·FUPŒF ¤FFäFFıFW ii. çFFWºFŒF ﬁFºF‹F
äFŒªFF‹FäFFY
P¤F·FFYºFW ¤F˘F⁄FFﬁ∂F iii. ﬁF¤FºFıF ŸFﬁjÊFF ﬁFÊF
äFFY
ıFFW·FF‹FºFWk
PŒFH©Wı©F¤FWŒ©PŒF ﬁFÊF iv. ﬁWμF] ŸFﬁjPŒF ﬁFÊF
ıFFW·FF‹FŒFF‹FäFFY ŸFﬁj
ıFFW·FF‹FŒFF‹F
ﬁFÊFFÊF ŸF]ë~FW

ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWkäFFY ıFF‹FäF <
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
Codes :

ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFäFFY çF]ŸF]ŒF ﬁFÊFFÊF ıFFW·FF‹FŒFF‹FF
çFFWŸFeFŸFó
ŸFﬁj◊ÅFWﬁF çF]ŸF]ŒF ﬁFÊF ﬁFWkçFFYŸ·FFŸFFW ıFFW·FF‹FŒFFW
ŸFF‹FFWó
ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊF ıFFW·FF‹FŒFF‹F ªF]ŒF·FFG PŸF°FFŸF◊ÅFWﬁF
äF¤FªFFﬁó
çF]ŸF]ŒFFPﬁ◊ÅFWﬁF ŸFﬁj ªF]ŒF·FFGäFFY ¤FFW°FFk ¤FFWŒFFó
i

ii

iii

iv

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(A)

ii

iv

iii

i

(B)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(B)

i

iii

ii

iv

(C)

i

ii

iv

iii

(C)

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(D)

iv

iii

i

ii

(D)

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk
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2.

This paper consists of seventy five multiple-choice type of questions.
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PAPER  III
Total Marks : 150
Note : This paper contains seventy five (75) objective type questions of two (02) marks
each. All questions are compulsory.
1.

4.

çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F ıFFWﬁ P·FﬁPçFPﬁ‹FF iŸFYıFFPçF
PıFä·FFPŒF ıF·F ŸFFªFFj PŸF°FFŸFäFFY P·FﬁºFWk¤FFWŒF <

çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞
ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
i. PŸFŸFFﬁ ·FFGPıF‹FF çFFıFY ¤FFW Œ F 6 äFFW Œ ºFW ‹ FFÊF
EFWkäFFﬁºFWk¤FFWŒFó
ii. The kacharis PŸF°FFŸFäFFY ºﬁk P°F·FFPŒF ŸFﬁj
◊ÅFWﬁäFFY PŸFªFF äFF·FF¤FŒFFŒFY P·FﬁŒFF‹F °FFºFWkó
iii. iŸFFªF] ŒFF¤F ŸFYäFFçF]PŒF çFUº]j PŸF°FFŸFF 1920 ¤FF‹FªFF‹FFÊF
ŒF]°FFºFWk¤FFWŒFó
iv. äFŒªFF‹F-¤FWªFF‹FPŒF ¤FWªFFG ŸFF˘FçFFW‹FFÊF çFFıFY ¤FFWŒF 20
¤FWªFFG◊ÅFWﬁ ºkó

Codes :
(A) PáFP∂FıF ŸFe¸
(B) çFFYPﬁ ÇÅFŒ∂F ŸFe¸
(C) ÇÅF·FU Ç]Å¤FFﬁ ·FF˘FﬁU
(D) äFçFWŒΩ ·FF˘FﬁU
2.

iPÇÅPŒıF∂F PŒFŸFWºŒFj ¤F]kPŒF ﬁF‹FªFF‹FäFFY çFF˘F‹FFÊF
˘FWŒFF‹F ıFFWﬁ ﬁF‹FªFF‹FPçFPﬁ‹FF P·FﬁºFWk¤FFWŒF <
Codes :
(A) ÇÅﬁWŒΩ ŒFFﬁF‹FμF ŸFe¸
(B) ¤FºFﬁF¤F ŸFe¸
(C) ŒF¤F·F òFŒΩ ŸFﬁj
(D) ﬂ—FŒFFªF ŸFe¸

Codes : i
çFWŸFWk
(A)
(B) çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
(C)
çFWŸFWk
(D) çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

3.

5.

çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWkŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞
ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFFY ıFF‹FäF <
i. ŸFYıFFPçF PıFä·FFPŒF ıF·FŸFFªFF PŸF°FFŸFF çFFıFY ¤FFWŒFªFF¤F
äFFWŒºFW‹FFÊF P·Fﬁ°FFºFWkó
ii. iòFPﬁ∑F çF*ŒFj ¤F]Pk ŒF ﬁF‹FªFF‹FäFFY ŒF¤F·F òFŒΩ ŸFﬁjÊFF P·FﬁºFWók
iii. PıFŸFıFFPŒF EFWPk ªF‹FF PıFŸFˆFFkŒFF‹F JŸFF ˆFFk äFF·FF¤FŒFF‹Fó
iv. Rev. S. Endle äFFY ŸFﬁj◊ÅFWﬁF ıFF˘WŸF ŸFFWﬁF‹F ˘FWŒFŒFF
çFFŸFP°FeºFWk¤FFWŒFó
Codes : i
(A) çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
(B)
çFWŸFWk
(C) çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
(D)
çFWŸFWk

ii

iii

a.
b.
c.
d.

iv
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iii

iv

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFWŸFWk çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
çFWŸFWk
çFWŸFWk çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFWŸFWk
çFWŸFWk çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFWŸFWk

çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY
ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWk P◊ÅŒFŒFF‹FäFFY ıFF‹FäF <
PıFPﬁ iÇÅj
PıFPﬁ iäFj
¤FFºF‹FPŒF P˘ıFFŸF
i. ﬂ—FŒFFªF ŸFe¸
PŸFŸFFﬁ äFFŒFF‹F
ii. ¤FºFﬁF¤F ŸFe¸
ıFFWﬁ ŒFFWk
iii. °F·FÕFﬁ ŸFe¸
PŸFŒFF‹F
iv. “ıFŒŒF Ç]Å¤FFﬁ
ŸFﬁjäFFä·FFﬁU

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

çFWŸFWk çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFWŸFWk
çFWŸFWk çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
çFWŸFWk
çFWŸFWk çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFWŸFWk

ii

a
iii
iv
iv
ii

b
ii
iii
i
iv

c
iv
i
ii
iii

d
i
ii
iii
i

6.

8.

çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY
çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWk P◊ÅŒFŒFF‹FäFFY
ıFF‹FäF <
PıFPﬁ iÇÅj

ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : PŸFŸFFﬁ ·FFGPıF‹FFÊF ŒF]°FFŒFF‹F
ﬁF‹FªFF‹F◊ÅFWﬁF ŸFFkPıFŒFFŒFFW ŸFﬁj ˘FPﬁäFFY ıFFkçFeFk
äFF·FF¤FŒFF‹FPŒF ªFFkPäF‹FFÊF P·Fﬁ°FFŒFF‹F¤FFWŒFó

PıFPﬁ iäFj

a. °FF˘FŸFFÊF

i. ¤FºFﬁF¤F ŸFe¸

b. ¤FFWŒF˘FıF‹FY

ii. PáFP∂FıF ŸFe¸

c. ◊]kÅPŒF EFﬁ°F

iii. ıF∂FUıF òFŒΩ

°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF ŸFY ıF¤FPŒF ŸFﬁj◊ÅFWﬁF JıFWŸFFW
ıFFkçFeFk ŒFë~F¤FFWŒF EFﬁFW çFFWç·FYıFFWŒFF‹F¤FFWŒFó
Codes :

ŸFıF]¤F∂FFﬁU
d. EäFF ŒFF‹FPıF

çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒF (R)
çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

(A) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF EFﬁFW R-EF çFWŸFWk

iv. ﬂ—FŒFFªF ŸFe¸

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(B) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(A)

ii

iii

iv

i

(C) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk EFﬁFW R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(B)

i

iv

ii

iii

(D) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk

(C)

iv

ii

iii

i

(D)

iii

iv

i

ii

7.

9.

iEﬁkPŒF PŸFŸFFﬁj ◊ÅFÊFªFF‹FäFFY çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F
ıFFWﬁ P·FﬁPçFPﬁ‹FF P·FﬁºFWk¤FFWŒF <
Codes :

çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒF (R)
çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

(A) ¤FkçF·FPıFk ˘F°FŸFFﬁU
(B) °F‹FıFŒΩ ¤FFWıFF˘FﬁU

ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : iŸFFªF]ŒFF¤F ŸFYäFFçF]PŒF çFUº]j
äFŒªFF‹F PŸF°FFŸFPŒF äFŒªFF‹F◊ÅFWﬁäFFY ªFFﬁYŒFFW ıF]ŸF]k
äFŒªFF‹FıFFW ŸF]kŒFFW ˘F‹FFWó

(C) °FŒFÇÅ §FkÇÅFﬁ ŒFF°FFaﬁU
(D) ¤FŒFﬁŒ°FŒF ·FF˘FﬁU

°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF ŸFW ﬁFWäFFW¤F äFŒªFF‹F◊ÅFWﬁäFFY
E°FF◊ÅFWﬁF ¤FFWŒFªFFWﬁ ﬁF‹FŒFF‹FFÊF EFÊFﬁF‹F äFF‹FFW¤FFWŒFó

10. iºFYPﬁ ·FFGj ﬁF‹FªFF‹F PŸF°FFŸFF çFF˘F‹FFÊF ¤FäFŒFF‹F

Codes :

ıFFWﬁ P·FﬁPçFPﬁPŒF P·FﬁŒFF‹F <
Codes :

(A) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk

(A) ¤FŒFﬁŒ°FŒF ·FF˘FﬁU

(B) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(B) äFçFWŒF ·FF˘FﬁU

(C) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(C) ÇÅ¤F·F Ç]Å¤FFﬁ ŸFe¸

(D) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF EFﬁFW R-EF çFWŸFWk

(D) ŒFU·F ÇÅ¤F·F ŸFe¸
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11. çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞

13. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
i.
i◊YÅ¤FF·F P¤FP°Fkj ıF]kº ıF·F PŸF°FFŸFF 1970
¤FF‹FªFF‹FFÊF ŒF]°FFºFWkó
ii. iıF·FPŒF ◊]kÅäFFj ¤F]kPŒF ıF]kº ıF·F PŸF°FFŸFF
1980 ¤FF‹FªFF‹FFÊF ŒF]°FFºFWkó
iii. i˘FçFeF çF]º]PŒF ¤FYj ıF]kº ıF·F PŸF°FFŸFF 1972
¤FF‹FªFF‹FFÊF ŒF]°FFºFWkó
iv. iÍFU¤F∂FU º]ﬁ·FFGj ıF]ºk ıF·F PŸF°FFŸFF 1985
¤FF‹FFªFF‹FFÊF ŒF]°FFºFWkó

çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWk P◊ÅŒFŒFF‹FäFFY
ıFF‹FäF <
PıFPﬁ iÇÅj

PıFPﬁ iäFj

a. ŸFYıFFWPŒF ºWkäFFW

i. 1980

b. ¤FYCﬁ

ii. 1972

c. ˘F‹FŒFF ¤F]P·F

iii. 1977

d. äFF◊ÅF·FPŒF ŸFFWıFFWŒF

iv. 1985

i

ii

iii

iv

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(A)

iii

i

iv

ii

(B)

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(B)

ii

iv

i

iii

Codes :

(C)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(D)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

(C)

iv

iii

ii

i

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

(D)

i

iv

iii

ii

12. çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞

14. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
i.
1975 ¤FF‹FªFF‹FFÊF iEãFk çFkıFW ŒFFkçFFYj
äFŒªFFG PŸF°FFŸFF ŒF]°FF‹FFWó
ii. 1980 ¤FF‹FªFF‹FFÊF iPäF¤F ºFÊFºYj äFŒªFFG
PŸF°FFŸFF ŒF]°FF‹FFWó
iii. 1982 ¤FF‹FªFF‹FFÊF iŒFFWkPŒF P°FH : EFkPŒF
PŸFŸF]kPªFj äFŒªFFG PŸF°FFŸFF ŒF]°FF‹FFWó
iv. 1978 ¤FF‹FªFF‹FFÊF iP°FÊFPŒF E·FkÇÅFﬁj
äFŒªFFG PŸF°FFŸFF ŒF]°FF‹FFWó

çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWk P◊ÅŒFŒFF‹FäFFY
ıFF‹FäF <

Codes :
(A)

i

ii

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

PıFPﬁ iÇÅj

PıFPﬁ iäFj

a. PıFP·FkäFFﬁ

i. 1972

b. ◊]kÅäFF

ii. 1985

c. ˘FçFeF çF]º]PŒF ¤FY

iii. 1981

d. çFFŒº] PıFkPŒF ·FFG°FF¤F çFFkıFW iv. 1978

iii

iv

Codes :

a

b

c

d

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

(A)

iii

ii

iv

i

(B)

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(B)

ii

iv

i

iii

(C)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

(C)

iv

iii

ii

i

(D)

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(D)

i

ii

iii

iv
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17. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸFŸFW ¤FFWŒFıFW ıF]ŸF]k ªF]ŒF·FF‹FF ıF]ŸF]k ¤FF˘FPﬁ°FFWk

15. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

ŸFFkPıFŒFY ŸFFW°FŸF°FFPıFŒFFW <

çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

Codes :

ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : P°FçF] °FFYªFF‹FPŒF °FFWŸFªFF
ŸFF˘FçFFW EFﬁFW ŒFYP°F °FFYªFF‹FPŒF ıFWPªF ŒFYPªF P°FªFF‹FFÊF
°FW·FF ŸFWkçF·FFÊF °FF∑FF EFﬁFW PªF‹FW©FﬁPŒF ¤F]äF]ŸF °FF‹FFW
EŸ·FF ŸFWPŒF çFFW˘FW¤FF çFÊFF·F—FFﬁF P°F·FF‹FFÊFŸFFW ŸFﬁj
◊ÅFWﬁPŒF çFW°FWﬁFÊF ŸFW ªFFıFFPﬁ‹FF ŒFFk◊YÅ ◊ÅFºFWk¤FFWŒFó

(A) ıF·FŒªFFG¤FF
(B) ıF]ŸF]k ¤FWªFFG
(C) ıF·F ŸFFªFF
(D) ıF·F äFŒªFFG

°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF °FF∑FF çFFŒF ŒFF‹FŒFFW
¤FFŒFPıF◊ÅFWﬁF GŒFF‹FŒFFW ¤FFW°FFk ¤FFWŒFŒFF‹F¤FFWŒFó

18. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F ıF]ŸF]k ªF]ŒF·FFGPŒF ŸFŸFW ¤FFWŒFıFW ŸFF˘FçFFWäFFY

Codes :

ıFﬁFıFŒFˆFF‹FY ˘FŸFF‹FFÊF PºPŒªFŒFF‹F °FF‹FFW <

(A) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(A) ªFFPã ◊ÅF·FF

(B) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk

(B) °FF∑FF çFFŒF

Codes :

(C) ıFWﬁ°FF çFFÊFFWŒF

(C) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk EFﬁFW R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(D) ˘FﬁPıFëY~ PºPŒªFŒFF‹F çFFÊFFWŒF

(D) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF EFﬁFW R-EF çFWŸFWk

19. çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞

16. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
i.

çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
ŸF]◊k ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : ŸFﬁj ıF·F¤FF‹FF ŒFYP°F °FFYªFF‹FPŒF
ºP°F P°FªFF‹FFÊFıFFW °FFWŒFFW¤F ¤FFWŒFŒFFW ˘FºFWkó

ii.

°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF ŸFWPŒF PıFçFFk ŸFﬁj ıF·F¤FF
P·FﬁŒFFW ﬁFÊFŸFFW ıF·F¤FFPçFPﬁ‹FF ﬁWŸFçFŒF ºY °FWŒFFäFY¤FFWŒFó

iii.

Codes :

iv.

(A) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF EFﬁFW R-EF çFWŸFWk

Codes :
(A)

(B) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk EFﬁFW R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
(C) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk
(D) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
PaperIII / BODO
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ıF]ŸF]k ¤FWªFFG◊ÅFWﬁF ıF]Ÿk F]k ªF]ŒF·FFGPŒF ŸFF˘FçFFW‹FFÊF
çFFW·FY‹FFó
ıF]ŸF]k ªF]ŒF·FF‹FFÊF P°FŸF-°F]ŒFFº, ºFÊF¤FFºFÊFıFF◊ÅFWﬁFŸFFW ¤FFŒFPıF ŸFFPº EFäF] ·FF‹FFWó
ŸFFªFeF ⁄FFÊF EFﬁFW ŸFFªFeF äFFWŒºFW‹FF ıF]ŸF]k
ªF]ŒF·FFGPŒF ŸFF˘FçFFWó
ıF]ŸF]k ¤FWªFFGPŒF çFW°FWﬁ°FFWk ıF¤FF°FPŒF °FWŸFFW
ıFFÊFçFFPﬁ ŸFWﬁäFFë~Fó
i

ii

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

iii

iv

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(B)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

(C)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(D)

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk
P.T.O.

20. çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞

22. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

ıF]ŸF]k ªF]ŒF·FF‹FFÊF ŸFFk P¤FPªFkçFF‹FFPﬁ äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF
°FF‹FçFF ¤FFWŒFFó

ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : ŸFﬁj ıF·F ŸFFªFF‹FFÊF ŸFﬁj
˘FPﬁ‹FF °FFWŸFFWﬁ ÕFFWPŒFó

çFFWºFW ıF]ŸF]k ◊ÅFÊFªFFG◊ÅFWﬁäFFY PºPŒªFŒFFŒFY ıF]ŸF]k
ıF¤FF°FäFFY çFFW°FFWŒF˘FWŒFF‹F °FF‹FFW¤FFWŒFó

°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF °FFWkPŒF ŸFﬁj ıF]ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁF ıF·F
ŸFFªFF äFFWŒFFıFkŒFFW °FFWŸFFWﬁ ¤FFW°FFk ¤FFWŒFıFFW çFFﬁFWó

ıF·FŸFFªFF◊ÅFWﬁFÊF ıF]ŸF]kPŒF ıF¤FF°F °FFŒFF‹FPŒF
äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF ŸFFWﬁäFFkŒFF‹F ŒF]ŒFFW ¤FFWŒFFWó

Codes :
(A) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk

¤FFWŒFªFFWﬁ◊ÅFWﬁFŸFFW ıF]ŸF]k ¤FWªFFGPŒFŒFFW ŸFF˘FçFFW
ıFWó
i

ii

iii

iv

(B) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk EFﬁFW R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(A)

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(C) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF EFﬁFW R-EF çFWŸFWk

(B)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(D) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(C)

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(D)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

Codes :

23. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWk P◊ÅŒFŒFF‹FäFFY ıFF‹FäF <

21. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

PıFPﬁ iÇÅj

çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
ŸF]◊k ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : ıF]ŸF]k ªF]ŒF·FF‹FF ıF]ŸF]k ˘FPﬁPŒFŒFFW
ıFFWﬁP°F °FWﬁFÊF °FFWk ¤FFWŒFFW ŸFWPŒF ˘FPŒF ¤FFWŒFF¤FŒFF‹Fó
°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF ıFFW·FFWkªFFG çFY‹FY ıF]ŸF]k ˘FPﬁ‹FF
çFFWºFŒF ªF]ŒF·FFG ıFFWﬁP°FŒFFW çFFWıFFW‹FFŒFFW °FFäFF‹FFó

PıFPﬁ iäFj

a. ıF]Ç]Å¤FFﬁ ŸFıF]¤F∂FFPﬁ

i.

b. ¤FP˘ŒFU ¤F˘ŒF ŸFe¸

ii. E¤FŒFFªF ıF¤FŒFFªF

c. ŒFU·FÇÅ¤F·F ŸFe¸

iii. ŸFﬁj ÇÅıFFﬁU ıF·F

d. ¤FŒFﬁŒ°FŒF ·FF˘FPﬁ

iv. EFŸFY EFŸFFYPŒF ıF·F

ıFFŒºFW ŸFFÊFPº‹FF

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF EFﬁFW R-EF çFWŸFWk

(A)

iv

iii

i

ii

(B) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk

(B)

iii

ii

iv

i

(C) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk EFﬁFW R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(C)

i

iv

iii

ii

(D) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(D)

iii

i

ii

iv

Codes :
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27. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

24. ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFF ŸFŸFW ºF·FFGPŒF ﬁFÊF <
Codes :

çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

(A) PıF‹FFP¤F°F-òFFGPŒF°F

ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : ŸFﬁj◊ÅFWﬁF ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊF P·FﬁŒFFW
ºWÊFŒFFçFﬁU ˘FkäFFWäFFY ŒFF°FFÊFºFWk¤FFWŒFó

(B) P∂FŸŸF∂F-ŸFF¤FFaPﬁ
(C) EFıFF¤F-ŸFF¤FFaPﬁ

°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF ºWÊFŒFFçFﬁU ˘FkäFFWPŒF PﬁkıFFﬁF
ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒF PﬁkıFFﬁ°FFWk çFFWﬁFWŸFFWó

(D)

Codes :

ıFF˘F-EFıFF¤F

(A) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk

25. ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒF çFFﬁFk PﬁkıFFﬁPªFPŒF EŒFP°F¤FF‹FF <
Codes :

(B) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk EFﬁFW R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(A) ¤FFWŒFªFF¤F

(C) Ass-EF R PŒF EFŸF]k ◊ÅFWﬁ¤FF‹FPªF

(B) ¤FFWŒFŸFeY

(D) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(C) ¤FFWŒFŸFF

28. çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞

(D) ¤FFWŒFºj

ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
26. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

i.

çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

ii.

ŸF]◊k ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFFÊF °FFYçFF HŒF ŸFWäk FŒF
ŒFPë~ çFFﬁFk PﬁkıFFﬁPªFPŒF ŸFF˘F‹FŒFF‹F ºkó

iii.

°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFF P∂FŸŸF∂F-ŸFF¤FFaPﬁ
ºF·FFGPŒF ¤FFWŒFıFW ﬁFÊFó

iv.

Codes :

Codes :

iEFWj PﬁkıFFﬁF ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒF ¤FFWŒFıFW PﬁkıFFﬁPªFó
ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFFÊF PﬁkıFFﬁ °FªFF‹FFPﬁ ºWkäFFWPŒF
(Tone) ŸFF˘F‹FŒFF‹F ºkó
ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFFÊF çFFﬁFk Œ FY Pﬁk ı FFﬁPªFPŒF
(Diphthong) ŸFF˘F‹FŒFF‹F çFY‹FFó
ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFFÊF çFFﬁFkıFW PﬁkıFFﬁPªF çFY‹FFó
i

ii

(A) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk EFﬁFW R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(A)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(B) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(B)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(C) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF EFﬁFW R-EF çFWŸFWk

(C)

çFWŸFWk

(D)

(D)

çFWŸFWk

R-EF Ass PŒF EFŸF]k ◊ÅFWﬁ¤FF‹FPªF
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çFWŸFWk

iii

iv

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
P.T.O.

29. çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞

31. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
i.
°FFWŒFFW¤F ˘FPﬁPŒF ﬁFÊF°FFWk ŸFﬁj ˘FPﬁ‹FF ıFFW¤FFWŒºFW
ºkó
ii. ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒF EFªFFWŒFF P¤FPªFkçFF‹FFPﬁ äFFPŒªF
ŸFFPº‹FY ¤FFWŒFŒFY·Fó
iii. ŸFﬁj EFﬁFW EıF¤FU‹FF ﬁFÊFPŒF EFäF]
ªFF‹F◊ÅFWﬁF ıF¤FFŒFó
iv. çFFW°FFŒFPŒF çF]ŸF]ŒFFPﬁ ﬁFÊFF ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒF ıFF‹FFÊF
çFFW˘FW¤F äFFW·FYŒFFW ˘F‹FFó

çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWk P◊ÅŒFŒFF‹FäFFY
ıFF‹FäF <
PıFPﬁ iÇÅj
PıFPﬁ iäFj
a. ŸFﬁj ¤F˘ﬁPªF˘F
i. EıF¤FU‹FFPŒF°FFWk
çFFWﬁFWŸFFW
b. ºWŸFŒFFçFﬁU‹FF
ii. çFFıFYŸFFW çF]ıF]k
c. ŸFﬁj ŸFFªFeF ºFŒFF‹F
iii. ºF°FFŸFºF ªFF‹FF
äFFPŒªF‹FF
d. ŸFﬁj çFFﬁFk PﬁkıFF‹FPªF‹FF iv. çF]ŸFY ŸFﬁj ˘FkäFFW
ŒFë~F

Codes :
(A)
(B)

i

ii

iii

iv

Codes :

a

b

c

d

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

(A)

ii

iii

i

iv

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(B)

iii

iv

i

ii

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(C)

i

ii

iv

iii

(D)

iv

i

iii

ii

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(C)

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

(D)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

32. ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒF i˘FkıFFWj ıFFWºFWŸFF ŸFŸFW ﬁFÊFPŒF◊eÅF‹F

30. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

◊ÅYŒFF‹F <

çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWk P◊ÅŒFŒFF‹FäFFY
ıFF‹FäF <
PıFPﬁ iÇÅj
PıFPﬁ iäFj
a. ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒF
i. ŒFPë~ PºPŒªFçFeF
ºF°FFŸFºF ºk
b. ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒF çFFıFYŸFFW
ii. ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒF ¤FFWŒFıFW
PﬁkıFFﬁPªF‹FFŒFFW
PﬁkıFFﬁPªF
c. ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊF˘F
iii. ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒF ˘FkäFFW
d. iEFWj PﬁkıFFﬁF
iv. PﬁkıFFﬁ °FªFF‹FFPﬁ
ºWkäFFWEF ¤FFWŒFŒFY
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

a
ii
i
iii
iv
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b
iii
iii
iv
iii

c
iv
iv
i
i

Codes :
(A) ıFkıÇ_Å∂F
(B) çFFﬁj
(C) P˘ŒºU
(D) Pº¤FFıFF
33. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F ŸFŸFW ŸFŸFW ﬁFÊFF ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒF ŸFF˘FPçF

ﬁFÊF <
Codes :

d
i
ii
ii
ii

(A) ﬁF⁄FF EFﬁFW Pº¤FFıFF
(B) Pº¤FFıFF EFﬁFW P¤FPıFk
(C) P¤FPıFk EFﬁFW çFFﬁj
(D) çFFﬁj EFﬁFW EıF¤FU‹FF
8

34. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

36. çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞

çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

ŸF]◊k ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFF çF]ŸF]ŒF ﬁFÊF◊ÅFW·FWﬁPŒF
ﬁFÊF◊ÅFWﬁ°FFWk °FWŸFFW ıFFW¤FFWŒºFW çFY‹FF

i.

ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒF ﬁFÊFäFFPŒªF PŸF°FFŸF ºkó

ii.

ŸFﬁj◊ÅFWﬁF ﬁ¤FFŒF ˘FkäFFW ŸFF˘F‹F◊WÅﬁFäFYó

°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒF ﬁFÊF◊ÅFW·FWﬁF
çFFÊFŒFFW çFFWŒFFk çFFWªFFWkäFFó

iii.

ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFFÊF ¤FFWŒFŸFFW ﬁFÊFPŒF çFFW˘FW¤F çFY‹FFó

iv.

Codes :

Codes :

(A) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk

ŸFﬁj ¤FFŒFPıF‹FF·Fj ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒF ﬁFÊFäFFPŒªF
PŸF°FFŸF P·FﬁºFWkó
i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

(B) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

(B)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(C) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(C)

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(D) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF R-EF çFWŸFWk

(D)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

37. çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞

35. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

i.

ŸF]◊k ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : ŸFﬁj EFﬁFW EıF¤FU‹FF ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW
ﬁFÊFPŒF çFW°FWﬁFÊF çFFW˘FW¤F çFFWç·FY·FF‹FºFWkó

ii.

°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW ﬁFÊFFPﬁPŒF çFW°FWﬁFÊF
˘FPﬁ¤F]ÊFFPﬁ ıFFW·FF‹F-ıFFW·F °FF·FF‹FºFWkó

iii.

Codes :

iv.

(A) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF R-EF çFWŸFWk

Codes :

(B) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

PﬁkıFFﬁ EFﬁFW ˘FkäFFW‹FF ŸFﬁjÊFFÊFŸFFW JäFW
ŒFë~Fó
ŸFﬁjPŒF äFFYﬁFk ˘FkäFFW‹FF çFFıFY ¤FFWŒF ºFGŒFó
EıF¤FU‹FFPŒF PﬁkıFFﬁPªF‹FF ŸFﬁjPŒFã]G
ŸFFkPıFŒFó
ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFF ŸFFkPıFŒFY ŒFY PﬁkıFFﬁ °FªFF‹FFPﬁ ﬁFÊFó
i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

(B)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

(C) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk EFﬁFW R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(C)

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

(D) Ass EFﬁFW R PŒF EFŸF]k ◊ÅFWﬁ¤FF‹FPªF

(D)

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
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çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
P.T.O.

40. °FFPﬁP¤FŒF PçFPŸF EFıFF¤FPŒF °FFWŸFªFF ¤FkçFP·F‹F

38. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

◊ÅFW·FWﬁPŒF ﬁF°FF‹FF ıFFWﬁ¤FFWŒF <

çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWk P◊ÅŒFŒFF‹FäFFY
ıFF‹FäF <
PıFPﬁ iÇÅj

Codes :

(A) ¤FP˘ﬁkçF ºFŒFŸF

PıFPﬁ iäFj

a. PﬁÉıFF

i.

b. PŸFıÇ]Å©

ii. °FF—FFŒFU

c. ﬂ¤FF·F

iii. —F∂F]açFU°F

d. EF·F¤FFPﬁ

iv. ◊ÅﬁFıFU

(B) ŒFﬁÇÅFıF]ﬁ

—FFòFUa

(C) ⁄FçFºŒ∂F

(D) ˘©ÇÅFıF]ﬁ
41. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸFŸFW ¤FFWŒFıFW ¤F]ıF]äFF‹FF °FFWŸFFWﬁ ¤F]kºFkäFF<

Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

(A)

ii

iv

iii

i

(A) EÕFaŒFFﬁUËÊFﬁ

(B)

iv

iii

i

ii

(C)

iii

iv

ii

i

(D)

ii

iv

i

iii

(B) ¤FYºWﬁPŒF ¤F]ıF]äFF
(C) ıFŒ∂FjFU ¤FF
(D) ·Fá¤FU

42. çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞

39. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
i.

çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWk P◊ÅŒFŒFF‹FäFFY
ıFF‹FäF <
PıFPﬁ iÇÅj

ii.

PıFPﬁ iäFj

a. Pº˘k ıFFWºFWŸFF

i.

b. EıF¤FU‹FFPŒF ˘F◊Å·F]

ii. ŸFﬁj ﬁFÊFPŒF ıFFWºFWŸF

iii.

c. ·FF∞s] ıFFWºFWŸFF

iii. ŸFﬁj

iv.

d. ﬁW·FçFF∞sU‹FF

iv. ºWËFU ıFFWºFWŸF

˘FGPŸFeº ıFFWºFWŸF

ıFFWºFWŸFPŒF çF]Pº‹FF

Codes :

EFıFF¤FPŒF ·FŒªFF‹F äFP·F◊ÅFWﬁFÊF çFFWŸFFk
¤FFWºF‹F ¤FFWºF‹F°FFWPŒF ¤F]ıF]äFF ºkó
çFFWºFWPŒF EFıFF¤FPŒF EF°Fa ıF]ŸF]k ◊ÅFW·FWﬁPŒF
¤FFŒFPıF◊ÅFWﬁF ŒFF ŸFWºWﬁ °FF‹FFW¤FFWŒFó
ŸFﬁj◊ÅFWﬁF “FçF°‹Fj P∂FF—F]ﬁFÊF ◊YÅŒFFŒFY ˘F°FFW
ºŒºﬁFÊF ªFFºFWk¤FFWŒFó
ŸFﬁj◊ÅFWﬁF —FF© EFﬁFW JPŒº P°FPŒF ◊ÅF·FFkPçF
äFF·FF¤FFW¤FFWŒFó
i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(B)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

ii

iv

i

(B)

ii

iv

i

ii

(C)

ii

iii

iv

i

(C)

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(D)

iv

i

ii

iii

(D)

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
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çFWŸFWk

43. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

45. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWk P◊ÅŒFŒFF‹FäFFY
ıFF‹FäF <
PıFPﬁ iÇÅj
PıFPﬁ iäFj
a. ŒFﬁÇÅFıF]ﬁ
i. °FFPﬁP¤FŒF PçFPŸF ﬁF°FF
b. êF©ÇÅFıF]ﬁ
ii. çFFWºFWPŒF EFıFF¤FPŒF
ıFFŒF°FF PıF¤FF
c. “FŒ∂F ºWËF
iii. çFFWºFWPŒF EFıFF¤FPŒF
äFFW·FF PıF¤FF
d. ˘FÊFﬁ
iv. PŸFºW˘PŒF ﬁF°FFPŒF
P◊ÅıFF·FF

çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : çFFWºFWPŒF EFıFF¤FPŒF
¤FFŒFPıF◊ÅFWﬁF çF˘WŒFF ŸFF˘F‹FFW¤FFWŒF
°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF çF˘WŒFFäFFY ¤FFŸFFWﬁY ŸFFŒFF‹FFW
ŸFWPŒF ıFFW¤FFWŒºY °FWŸFFW P¤FPªF‹FF¤FFWŒFó
Codes :
(A) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

iii

iv

i

(B)

i

iv

iii

ii

(C) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF R-EF çFWŸFWk

(C)

iv

i

ii

iii

(D)

iii

ii

i

iv

(D) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(B) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

46. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

44. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWk P◊ÅŒFŒFF‹FäFFY
ıFF‹FäF <
PıFPﬁ iÇÅj
PıFPﬁ iäFj
a. çFFWºFWPŒF EFıFF¤F

i.

ŸF]◊k ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : çFFWºFWPŒF EFıFF¤FFÊF EF°Fa◊ÅFWﬁF
çFFWºFŒF êFFWﬁFW¤F ◊ÅFWıFFÊF◊YÅºFWk¤FFWŒFó

ºFÊF-E¤FF ŸFFWP·F ˘FWŒFF‹F

°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF PŸFıFFWﬁ ÕFFWﬁFW¤F ◊ÅFWıFFÊFŒFFŒFYŒFFW
°FFçFeF ˘FPﬁäFFó

b. J¤F◊ÅFY P◊ÅPıFŒFF‹F ii. “FçF°‹FjP∂FF—F]ﬁ
c. ¤FkçFP·F‹F ◊ÅFW·FWﬁ

iii. ·FŒªFF‹F äFP·FPŒF

Codes :

ŒFWﬁıFFWŒFPªF
d. ÇÅF¤FFä‹FF ¤FPŒºﬁ

iv. ¤FkçFP·F‹F ◊ÅFW·FWﬁ

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

iv

i

iii

(B)

iii

i

iv

ii

(C)

i

ii

iii

iv

(D)

iv

iii

ii

i
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P.T.O.

50. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

47. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸFŸFW ¤FFWŒFıFW ◊ÅFWﬁŸFFW‹FFÊF i°FFP¤ŸFP·F

EFªFŒFj ŸFF˘F‹FFW <

çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWkäFFY ıFF‹FäF <

Codes :

PıFPﬁ iÇÅj

PıFPﬁ iäFj

(A) ıF¤FFkÇÅFŒF

a. ÇÅFﬁPŸF

i.

(B) ŸFF‹FäF]

b. Pº¤FFıFF

ii. ˘FıFF ÇWÅÇÅFŒF

(C) °FjŒFPŸF·F ¤FW·FF

c. ıFŒFjÊFF·F

iii. ﬁ°FPŒF çFﬁŸFF

(D) PŸFF]ÊFF

d. ºWHPﬁ

iv. PŸFC

ıFFÊFPŒF‹FF ◊]Å°FF

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

iv

iii

ii

(A) çFFﬁj

(B)

iii

ii

i

iv

(B) ıFkŒFÊFF·F

(C)

iv

i

ii

iii

(C) P¤FPıFk

(D)

ii

iii

iv

i

48. i—FﬁFçFj ◊ÅFWﬁŸFFWäFFY ŸFŸFW ˘FPﬁ‹FF äF]ë~FW <
Codes :

(D) Pº¤FFıFF

51. çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWkŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞

49. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
i.

çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWk P◊ÅŒFŒFF‹FäFFY
ıFF‹FäF <
PıFPﬁ iÇÅj

ii.

PıFPﬁ iäFj

a. P¤FPıFk

i.

b. ÇÅFﬁPŸF

ii. EFP·F-EFG-P·FçFFk

c. ºWHﬁU

iii. ÊFFkçFF·FF

d. çFFﬁj

iv.

ŸF˘FPçF‹F PŸFıF]

iii.
iv.

ıFFªFFﬁ ¤FWªFFGäFFY çFFﬁj◊ÅFWﬁF äFŒFFW
çF]¤FﬁFçF ¤FFWıFFŒFF‹FäFFY ıFŒFjÊFF·F◊ÅFWﬁF
¤FFWıFF‹FFWó
°FjŒFPŸF·F ¤FW · FF‹FFÊF ¤F] Ê FF°FFW k ¤F] Ê FF
ıFFW·FF‹F·FF‹FFW
PŸFF]äFFY ıFŒFjÊFF·F◊ÅFWﬁF äF]ë~FWó

ﬁkÇWÅﬁ
Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

iii

ii

iv

(A)

(B)

ii

iv

i

iii

(B)

(C)

iv

ii

iii

i

(C)

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(D)

iii

i

iv

ii

(D)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
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çFWŸFWk

52. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

54. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : ﬁF⁄FF ˘FPﬁPŒF çFW°FWﬁFÊF
ºFWﬁFWë~FPﬁ ◊ÅFWﬁŸFFW◊ÅFWﬁ ◊ÅFP·FŒFF‹FäFFY PºŒFY
ıFFW·FF‹FŒFF‹F ŒF]ŒFFW ¤FFWŒFŸFF‹Fó

ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : ﬁF⁄FF◊ÅFWﬁF ŸFF‹FäF] ◊]Å°FF
˘FWŒFF‹FFÊF ¤FFWºF‹FŒFFW ºFÊF E¤FF ŸFFWP·F ˘FWŒFFŒFY ŸFFÊFFW
EFﬁFW PıFPŸF‹FFWó

°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF ﬁF⁄FF ˘FPﬁPŒF çFW°FWﬁFÊF
ºFW˘FWﬁFW¤FFPﬁ EFﬁFW ˘FPﬁ¤F] PŸFPªFkäFY ıFFW·FF‹FŸFFWŒFF‹FFŒFFW
ŸFWPŒF çF]Pº °FF˘FWŒF ˘FWŒF°FF‹FFWó

°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFWºF‹FŒFFW ŸFFÊFŸFFıFFW çFFÊFıFFWﬁŸFFW
¤FFWŒF°FFçFFWŒF EFﬁFW °FFY ŸFWºﬁ ¤FFWŒF°FFŸFFıFFW ¤FFWıFFŒFFW
ŸFFW·FFW ¤FFWŒFçFFWŒFó

Codes :

Codes :

(A) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk

(A) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(B) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(B) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF R-EF çFWŸFWk

(C) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(C) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk

(D) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF R-EF çFWŸFWk

(D) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

53. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

55. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸFŸFW ¤FFWŒFıFW ˘FŸFFäFFY EFPªFäFF·FPŒF ŸFﬁj

çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

ıF¤FF°FFÊF ŒF]ŒFFW ¤FFWŒF·FF<

ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : çFFWºFW çFkFWºF‹FPŒF◊eÅF‹FŒFFW ŸFﬁj
˘FPﬁPŒF çFW°FWﬁFÊF ŸFFº äFFPŒªFäFFY ºFWﬁFWë~FPﬁ ¤F˘ﬁY
ﬁFG°FFW °FFŸFFWŒFF‹FFÊF ¤FFPŒFŸFFWŒFF‹FäFFY ŒF]ŒFFW ¤FFWŒFFWó

Codes :
(A) äFFﬁıFŒFŒFF‹F ˘FŸFF

°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF ŸFFº äFFPŒªF‹FFŒFFW ıF¤FF°FFÊF
EFŸFe]PªF ·FFPäFŒFFŒFY ﬁFG°FFW °FFŸFFWŒFF‹FFÊF ˘W◊ÅF°FFŸF
˘FWŸFFWºFWkó

(C) çFFWﬁP°F‹FF ˘FŸFF

(B) ŸFFWŒFFŒFY ˘FŸFF äFF·FF¤FŒFF‹F
(D) ºkäFF ˘FŸFŒFF‹F

Codes :

56. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸFŸFW ºF¤FçFeF EF‹F°FWkäFFY çFFWºFW äFWﬁF‹FFÊF

(A) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

ŸFF˘F‹FF¤FFWŒF <

(B) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF R-EF çFWŸFWk

(A) äFF¤F

Codes :

(B) PıF◊]kÅ

(C) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk

(C) ıFWﬁ°FF
(D) °FªFF

(D) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
PaperIII / BODO
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57. çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞

59. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
i.
ŸFﬁj◊ÅFWﬁF äFFºFY°FFWk EFWkäFF¤F JﬁäFFÊFFWó
ii.
iii.

iv.
Codes :
(A)

çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWkäFFY ıFF‹FäF <
PıFPﬁ iÇÅj

ŸFﬁj◊ÅFWﬁF °FWŒFªFWﬁ°FFWk äF]ŒFº]k ·F]‹FFWó
EçFﬁŸFFº äFFŒFPªF°FFW k HΩF‹FFW Ÿ ·FF
ºF‹FPŒFPçFPﬁ◊ÅFWﬁäFFY ºWﬁF‹FFÊF ıFFWŒFFŒFY Eﬁ
ıFFÊFŒFF ˘FW‹FFWó
ŸFﬁj◊ÅFWﬁF ºFÊF E¤FFäFFY ◊]Å°FF‹FFÊF ŸFFWP·F
˘FWŒFFW EFﬁFW °FFŒFFW ªFFäFF‹FŒFFW P◊ÅPıF‹FFWó
i

ii

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

Codes :

a

b

c

d

çFWŸFWk

(B)

iii

ii

i

iv

(C)

ii

i

iv

iii

(D)

iv

iii

ii

i

(D)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

60. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

58. çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞

çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : ŸFﬁj ıF¤FF°FFÊF P◊ÅıFF äFFkŒFFW
·FFŸFFWŒFF‹F EFﬁFW äFFkŒFFW ˘ﬁŒFF‹FF ıF¤FF°F°FFWk çFŒFF‹F
°FFŒFF‹F äFFPŒªFó

ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
i.
ŸFﬁj ıF¤FF°FPŒF ŒFW¤F ŸFFPºŸ·FF ﬂÊFFPªF◊ÅFWﬁF
¤FF˘F°FFWŒFPŒF ŒFäFﬁPŒF ¤FFŒFPıF °FFŒFFŒFY ªFF‹FFWó

°FF˘FWŒF (R) : P◊ÅıFF P◊ÅıFFY ·F]ŸFYŒFF‹FF ıFF◊eÅFW¤FŸFFW
PŸF¤FF PŸF◊ÅFPŒF äFF¤FFPŒFó ŒFFªFF‹F ŸFﬁj◊ÅFWﬁF
P◊ÅıFFPŒF ¤FFÊFŒFF‹F ºFkŒFF‹F °FFŒFFW ·F]ŸFYŒFFŒFYıFFW P◊ÅıFF
äFFë~FWó

çFﬁäFF ◊ÅFŒF°FFWk ¤FY E¤FF ˘¤FFWó
äFWﬁF‹F ˘FWŸ·FF ºFYPºPŒF‹FF äFFŒFF‹F äFFªFŸFŒFFW
¤FFWŒFFó
ŸFﬁj◊ÅFWﬁPŒF EFYÊFF°FFWk ıFWŸFŒFF‹FF ¤FFWŒFıFW ıFF°FF
˘FWŒFF‹F äFFPŒªFó

Codes :

iii

iv

(A) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

(B) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk
(C) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(B)

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

(C)

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(D)

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk
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iv. HªF]¤FF‹F ˘FŒFF‹F

çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

d. ¤FYCﬁ

iv

çFWŸFWk

(A)

iii. °FW

i

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

ii

c. EFYÊFF PŒFPı·F

iii

çFWŸFWk

i

ii. ˘FWäFFﬁ ˘ﬁŒFF‹F

ii

(C)

Codes :

b. ıFFﬁFº]

ıFWﬁ°FF çFFŸFFWŒF

(A)

çFWŸFWk

iv.

i.

iv

çFWŸFWk

iii.

a. ºF‹FŒFF

iii

(B)

ii.

PıFPﬁ iäFj

(D) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF R-EF çFWŸFFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
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61. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

64. çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞

çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
i.
°FFWkPªF çF˘WŒFF◊ÅFWﬁF EFWkPªFPŒF ıFF‹FFÊFŒFFW
ıFFWŒFFﬁŒFFŒFY ªFF‹FFW
ii. PŸFºY çFY‹FFŸ·FFŸFFW ªF]ŒF·FFGäFFY ◊ÅﬁF‹FŒFFŒFY
¤FFW°FFk ¤FFWŒFFW
iii. ﬁFYΩ (ﬁFçFF °FFWkŒFF‹F) PŸFºY ŸFWﬁäFFkŒFF‹F
ªF]ŒF·FFG ◊ÅﬁF‹FFWŸ·FF ◊ÅﬁF‹FçFeF‹FFŸFFW ﬁFçFF
°FFWk◊ÅF‹FFW
iv. çFYPﬁıF ıFŒºäFFY (äFŸFF¤F) PçFPﬁıF òFŒΩ
êFjFEF ıFFWﬁP°FºFWk

ŸF]◊k ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : ıF]ŸF]k ªF]ŒF◊ÅFÊFªFFG ¤F˘ﬁY ıFWﬁ°FF
çFFÊFFWŒFFÊF ªF]ŒF◊ÅFÊFªFFGPŒF çFFıFYŸFFW EFäF]ªFF‹FäFFY
ŒF]ŒFFW ¤FFWŒFŒFF‹F °FF‹FFWó
°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF ıFWﬁ°FF çFFÊFFWŒFF ıF]ŸF]k
ªF]ŒF◊ÅFÊFªFFGŸ·FFŸFFW ŸFW‹FFÊF˘F‹F çFFWºFŒF ıFFWŒFFŸFFPﬁ
ªF]ŒF◊ÅFÊFªFFGPŒF çFFW˘FW¤F çFFW·FYŒFF‹FäFFY ﬁFWäFF ŒF]ŒFFW
¤FFWŒFŒFF‹F °FF‹FFWó
Codes :
(A) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF R-EF çFWŸFWk

Codes :

(B) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(A)

(C) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk

(B)

(D) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(C)
(D)

62. ªF]ŒF·FF‹FFÊF PŸFºYäFFY ¤FFWŒFçF] ﬁFWäFFW¤FY ¤FFWŒFFW ˘FWŒFŒFF

ıFFWﬁ ŸF]kºFWk¤FFWŒF<

i

ii

iii

iv

çFWŸFWk
çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFWŸFWk
çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
çFWŸFWk
çFWŸFWk çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
çFWŸFWk
çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFWŸFWk çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
çFWŸFWk
çFWŸFWk çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

65. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

Codes :
(A) ˘Pﬁ—FF·F

çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWk P◊ÅŒFŒFF‹FäFFY
ıFF‹FäF <

(B) PŸFıÊFŒFFªF ÇÅPŸFﬁF°F

PıFPﬁ iÇÅj

(C) EP⁄FŒFÊF çF]—∂F

PıFPﬁ iäFj

a. ⁄Fﬁ∂F¤F]PŒF

(D) ⁄Fﬁ∂F ¤F]PŒF

I. ¤FFWŒF P°FŒFY

b. ﬂΩ© EFﬁFW PŸFıÊFŒFFªF II. ¤FFWŒF P°FªFF¤F

63. Art for lifes sake ˘FWŒFŒFF‹F ıFFŒFPˆFäFFY

ÇÅPŸFﬁF°F

çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F ıFFWﬁ ªF]ŒF·FFG PŸFP°FﬁPçFPﬁ‹FF ªFFW°k FFWk
◊ÅFWªFF‹FFW¤FFWŒF <
Codes :

c. ÇÅ—F]aﬁ EFﬁFW ⁄F°FﬁF°F

III. ¤FFWŒF ∞FGŒF

d. ˘Pﬁ—FF·F

IV. ¤FFWŒF P°F

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A) ÊFF·F©Fﬁ —FW©Fﬁ

(A)

II

III

IV

I

(B) ¤FWPªFH EFﬁŒF·∞

(B)

I

II

III

IV

(C) °FŒF ﬁFPıÇÅŒF

(C)

III

IV

I

II

(D) ©¤FFıF ÇÅFﬁ·FFG·F

(D)

IV

I

II

III
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68. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

66. çFF˘F‹FPŒF PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFW k PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWkäFFY ıFF‹FäF <
PıFPﬁ iÇÅj

ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : çFFW°FF¤F ŸFﬁj äFŒªFFG◊ÅFWﬁF
PŸFºY, çF˘WŒFF EFﬁFW äFŸFF¤F çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFF P·FﬁŒFF‹FäFFY
ŒF]ŒFFW ¤FFWŒFFWó

PıFPﬁ iäFj

a. ÊF∞aıÊF∞a EFﬁFW

i.

—FWﬁF∞FG°F ·FÒ

ÇÅ·FWPﬁ°F
b. P¤F·F©ŒF

ii. P·FPﬁÇWÅ·F ŸFW·FFº

c. ªF¤FFıF ˘FP∞a

iii. ÊFWP©k ◊Åﬁ çFºj

d. ıFW¤F]ÊFW·F ŸFWÇWÅ©

iv. ºF Pﬁ©FŒFa E◊Å ºF

°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF çFFW°FF¤F ŸFﬁj äFŒªFFG◊ÅFWﬁFÊF
P·FﬁŒFF‹F EFºŸF EFﬁFW EF‹FºF ıFFŒFPˆF◊ÅFWﬁäFFY
ﬁFWäFF‹FY ŸFWﬁäFFkŒFF‹F ŒF]ŒFFW ¤FFWŒFFó

ŒFWP©⁄F
Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

ii

i

iv

iii

(A) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF R-EF çFWŸFWk

(C)

iii

iv

ii

i

(D)

iv

iii

i

ii

(B) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
(C) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk

67. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

(D) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : ŸFﬁj ◊ÅFÊFªFFG◊ÅFWﬁF
°FFçFF‹FŒFF‹FPŒF◊e Å F‹FŒFFW äFFY ﬁ Fk çFFŸFF EFºŸFY
P·FﬁŒFF‹FäFFY ŸFFkPıFŒF ¤FFWŒFFW °FF‹FäFFY °FF∑FF çFFÊFFWŒF
˘FWŒFŒFFŒFYŸFFW P¤FPªF‹FFWó

69. iŒFYPªF ¤F]·F]çF ºFÊF˘Fj PŸF°FFŸFäFFY çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F

ıFFWﬁ ﬁFÊFºFŒFı·FF‹FPçFPﬁ‹FF ﬁFÊF ıFFW·FF‹FºFWk¤FFWŒF<
Codes :

°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF çFFW°FF¤F ◊ÅFÊFªFFG◊ÅFWﬁFÊF
JP·F°FFŸFWªF ¤F]çFFPŒF P·FﬁŒFF‹F EFºŸFPŒF çFFW˘FW¤FF
ŸFﬁj ◊ÅFÊFªFFG◊ÅFWﬁFÊFŸFFW çFFW·FYºFWkó

(A) HPªFeıFFﬁ äF]kçF]ﬁ ŸFıF]¤F∂FFPﬁ

Codes :
(A) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(B) çFPŸFŒº ŸFﬁ

(B) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF R-EF çFWŸFWk

(C) ˘PﬁŒFF‹FμF äFFä·FFPﬁ

(C) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk
(D) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
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(D) ﬁkPçFŒFF ºY¤FFPﬁ
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70. iıFFıFW ŸFFWﬁF‹F EFﬁFW ·FYªFFWj PŸF°FFŸFäFFY çFF˘F‹FFÊF

72. çFF˘F‹FFÊF ˘FWŒFF‹F PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFWk PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

˘FW Œ FF‹F ıFFW ﬁ ﬁFÊF ºFŒFı·FF‹FPçFPﬁ‹FF ﬁFÊF
ıFFW·FF‹FºFWk¤FFWŒF<

çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWk P◊ÅŒFŒFF‹FäFFY
ıFF‹FäF <

Codes :

PıFPﬁ iÇÅj

(A) çFPŸFŒº ŸFﬁ
(B) EPŒF·F ŸFﬁ

71. çFF˘F‹FPŒF äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁF çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞

ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

iii.
iv.

Codes :

ŸFﬁj ªF]ŒF·FF‹FFÊF ﬁFÊF ıFFW·FF‹FŒFF‹F ªF]ŒF·FFGPŒF
ŸFW·FF‹FFÊF çFFWŸFFk °FFYçFFŒFF‹F ŒF]ŒFFW ¤FFWŒFF

II. 2008

c. A collection of Bodo

III. 2007

iii

IV. 2001

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

IV

I

II

III

(B)

I

IV

III

II

(C)

II

III

IV

I

(D)

III

II

I

IV

ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : O EFPªFäFF·F ¤F]çFF‹FFÊF
ﬁFÊF ıFFW · FF‹FŒFF‹F ªF] Œ F·FF‹FF çFFW Ÿ FFk ¤F] · F] ç F
ıFFW·FFWkıFFP·F‹FFÊF ¤FFWŒF◊ÅF HºFk PŸF◊ÅFŒF ¤F˘ﬁY çFŒFF‹F
°FFŸFF‹Fó

ﬁFÊF ıFFW·FF‹FFŒFF‹F ªF]ŒF·FFG◊ÅFWﬁF ŸFﬁj
ªF] Œ F·FF‹FFÊF EF‹FºF EFﬁFW ıFFŒFPˆF
PŸFPªFë~FÊF ﬁFWäFF ŒFkªFFﬁF

°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF ﬁFÊF ıFFW·FF‹FŒFF‹F ªF]ŒF·FFGPŒF
çFW°FWﬁ°FFWk çF]ŸF]ŒF ﬁFÊFPŒF ªF]ŒF·FFGPŒF çFFıFYŸFFW
äFFWªFF◊ÅFWﬁäFFY PŸF¤FFPŒF ﬁFÊF°FFWk ¤FFWŒFŒFFW ˘FŒFF‹F °FF‹FFWó

iv

Codes :

(A)

çFWŸFWk

(B)

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFWŸFWk

(C)

çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

(D)

b. I shall come back

çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <

ŸFﬁj äFŒªFFG PŸF°FFŸFPŒF ŸFW·FF‹FFÊF çFFWŸFFk
ﬁFÊF ıFFW·FF‹F °FFŸFF‹F

ii

2002

73. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

ŸFﬁj ıF·F¤FFPŒF ŸFW·FF‹FFÊF çFFWŸFFk ﬁFÊF
ıFFW·FF‹FŒFF‹F ŒF]ŒFFW ¤FFWŒºFWk

i

I.

d. The Hunt

(D) çFPŸFŒº ŒFFﬁ°FFPﬁ

ii.

a. PŒFﬁŸFFPıF∂F çF·—F ıFkÇÅ·FŒF

short stories

(C) ﬁkPçFŒFF ºY¤FFPﬁ

i.

PıFPﬁ iäFj

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
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çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk

(A) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
(B) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

(C) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF

çFFWﬁFWPŒªF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
çFWŸFWk

(D) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF R-EF çFWŸFWk

çFWŸFWk
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74. çFF˘F‹FPŒF ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) EFﬁFW °FF˘FWŒFF (R)

75. çFF˘F‹FPŒF PıFPﬁ iÇÅj °FFW k PıFPﬁ iäFj äFFY

çFWŸFWk ŒFF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY ıFF‹FäF <
ŸF]k◊ÅFWﬁŒFF‹F (Ass) : ﬂ°F]ªFF‹FFPﬁ ªF]ŒF·FF‹FF
EFPªFäFF·F °FFYçFFŒFF‹F ªF]ŒF·FFGPŒF ◊ÅFWªFFﬁFÊF çFFWŒFFk
°FF‹FçFF EFÊFPçFeŒFF‹F ŒF]ŒFFW ¤FFWŒºFWkó

a.
b.
c.

°FF˘FWŒF (R) : ¤FFŒFFWŒFF EFPªFäFF·F ªF]ŒF·FFGPŒF ¤FFŒF
ªFFäFFW PŸFºY ıFFWŸFŒFFW ¤FFWŒFŒFF‹FPŒF ŸFW·FF‹FFÊF
çFFWŸFeFŸFPŒF◊eÅF‹F çFFWŸFeFŸFPıFŒF °FFŸFFWŒFF‹FäFFY ŒF]ŒFFW ¤FFWŒºFWók

d.

Codes :
(A) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFWŸFWk

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

(B) Ass EFﬁFW R ¤FFWŒFŒFYŸFFW çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
(C) Ass-EF çFWŸFWk R-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF
(D) Ass-EF çFFWﬁFWPŒªF R-EF çFWŸFWk
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çFFWﬁFWŸF˘FWŒFFŒFY ÇÅj∞ ŸFF˘F‹FŒFFŒFY çFWŸFWkäFFY ıFF‹FäF <
PıFPﬁ iÇÅj
PıFPﬁ iäFj
ÇÅF¤FWıÊFﬁ ŸFe¸
i. °FFçFPﬁ
PŸFﬁ˘FıFPçFPﬁ ŸFıF]¤F∂FFPﬁ ii. ºWŸFºFıF
EŒ°FP·F ºY¤FFPﬁ
iii. ªFWk◊ÅFPã
∂F˘PıF·FºFﬁPŒF
ªFF¤FFPŒF ªF]kPçFe
çFjPŸFŒº ŸFﬁj
iv. EFΩF P·FﬁŒFF‹F
ıFFŒFﬁWŸF
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a
iv
i
ii
iii

b
i
ii
iii
iv

c
ii
iii
iv
i

d
iii
iv
i
ii
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CHEMICAL SCIENCE
PAPER  II
Note : This paper contains fifty (50) objective type questions, each question carrying two (2) marks.
All the questions are compulsory.

1.

2.

Read the following Assertion (Ass)
and Reason (R) statements and
indicate your judgment on them in
the codes provided below the
statements.
Assertion (Ass) : A pH meter is a
potentiometer.
Reason (R) : pH is the negative of
logarithm of the hydrogen ion
concentration.
Codes :
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) is the correct reason for (Ass).
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(R) is not the reason for (Ass).
(C) (Ass) is false but (R) is true.
(D) (Ass) is true but (R) is false.

3.

(A) 0
(B)
(C)
(D)
4.

Read the following Assertion (Ass)
and Reason (R) statements and
indicate your judgment on them in
the codes provided below the
statements.
Assertion (Ass) : Walden inversion
takes place in SN  reaction.
Reason (R) : For Walden inversion
to take place the bond breaking
and the bond making should
take place in a single step.
Codes :
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) is the correct reason for (Ass).
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(R) is not the reason for (Ass).
(C) (Ass) is false but (R) is true.
(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.

PaperII / CHEMSC

The standard enthalpy of formation
of oxygen gas is

= B kT
kT

=# B kT

Read the following Assertion (Ass)
and Reason (R) statements and
indicate your judgment on them in
the codes provided below the
statements.
Assertion (Ass) : During an
adiabatic expansion of an ideal
gas in a thermally insulated
system, the system does some
PV work without violating the
1st law of thermodynamics.
Reason (R) : The system absorbs
some heat from the
surrounding and converts it
into work.
Codes :
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
R is the correct reason for (Ass).
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(R) is not the reason for (Ass).
(C) (Ass) is false but (R) is true.
(D) (Ass) is true but (R) is false.

2

5.

6.

The ratio of the concentrations of the
acid form and the conjugate base
form of a weak acid at a pH of 1 unit
lower than its pK a is
(A) < 

pK a values for stepwise ionization
of H! PO" are pKa! = ⋅ ,
pKa = % ⋅ and pKa =  ⋅ ! pH
of an aqueous solution of
Na HPO" ⋅ H O will be

(B) > 

(A)

' ⋅ %#

(C) 0

(B)

$ ⋅#

(D) 1 : 1

(C)

" ⋅ $#

7.

(D) ! ⋅ %#

The following statements are either
True or False. Select the correct
answer from the codes given
below :

8.

O

a. Copper is extracted from its ore
by self-reduction method.

> C

spectrum

a

−

−

> O− > O > O+

(C) O+ > O > O

of

−

> O−

+

(D) O− > O

$

d. A trigonal bipyramidals (TBP)
metal cluster has nine metalmetal bonds.
Codes

decrease in the following order

(B) O

ion shows only one
intense absorption maximum.
Ni H O

−

(A) O > O− > O + > O

b. Oh complexes of transition
metals are more intensely
coloured than their Td complexes.
e. Electronic

The bond lengths of O , O + , O − and

9.

!%
'! Np

−

> O > O+

disintegrates giving the end

product &!' Bi . The total number of
particles emitted are :

b

c

d

(A) False

False

True

True

(B)

True

True

False

False

(B) %α and "β particles

(C)

True

False

False

True

(C) $α and $ β particles

(D) False

True

True

False

(D) %α and $ β particles
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12. Followings are some statements
which are either True or False.
Examine them and select the correct
answer from the codes given below :

10. Match the entries in ColumnI with
those in ColumnII using the codes
given below :
ColumnI
a. Paramagnetism

1. N

b. High bond energy

2. Cl

c. Oxidizing power

3. O

d. Disproportionation

4. F

Codes

a

a. Electrons occupy orbitals of a
given l value in such a way as
to have a maximum number of
unpaired electrons with parallel
spins.

ColumnII

b

c

b. Thorium is a Transuranic
element.
c. Screening effect has no influence
on the size of the atom.
d. The electronic configuration of
#

chromium atom is Ar !d " s

d

(A)

1

2

3

4

(B)

2

3

4

1

(C)

3

1

4

2

(D)

4

2

1

3

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False

False

True

(B) False

False

True

True

(C) False

True

True

False

(D)

False

True

False

True

13. Match the List I with the List II and
select the correct answer from the
codes given below :

11. Tick out the correct answer
Solid NaCl conducts electricity to a
small extent. It is due to
(A) Schottky defect
(B) Frenkel defect
(C) Non-Stoichiometric defect
(D) CaCl impurity.
PaperII / CHEMSC

Codes

4

ListI
a. Phosphoryl Fluoride
b. Phosphorus penta fluoride

ListII
i. sp
ii. sp!

c. Phosgene

iii. sp !d

d. Carbon dioxide

iv sp

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

ii

iii

iv

i

(C)

iii

iv

i

ii

(D)

iv

i

ii

iii

14. Given below are two statements, one

15. List I gives trivial names of
compounds and List II gives their
formula. Match List I with List II and
select correct answer from the codes
given below :
ListI
ListII
a. Reinecks salt
1. (ON ) FeS >C H# C

labelled as Assertion (Ass) and the
other as Reason (R). Select your
answer from the codes given
below :
Assertion (Ass) :O! plays a key role

> C Pt Cl
3. RhCl > PPh C
4. NH Cr > NH C ( NCS)

b. Wilkilsons catalyst 2. Pt NH!

in the stratosphere which O

c. Roussin red ester

does in the troposphere

d. Magnus green salt

! !

"

5.

Reason (R) : In the stratosphere O!

Codes
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

strongly absorbs UV light in
the region 220-330 nm and
thereby protects life on earth
from severe radiation damage.
Without O life on earth is not

a
2
4
5
3

"

"

NPCl

!

"

x

b
1
3
4
2

c
3
1
2
4

d
4
2
1
5

16. The following statements are either
True or False. Select the correct
answer from the codes given below :
a. Orbital contribution in expected
for magnetic moment of Oh
complexes of Cu II
b. Electron affinity of F is greater
than that of Cl

possible.
Codes :
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) is the correct explanation

c. CoCl ⋅ $ H O shows
thermochromism

of (Ass).

d. Ferricyanide / ferrocyanide redox
couple is more strongly oxidizing
than the Fe aq !+ Fe aq +
redox couple.

(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and

= B

(R) is not the correct
explanation of (Ass).

Codes

a

= B

b

c

d

(C) (Ass) is true but (R) is wrong.

(A) False
(B) True

True
False

True
False

False
True

(D) (Ass) is wrong but (R) is true.

(C)

True

True

False

True

(D) False

False

True

False

PaperII / CHEMSC
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19. A statement of assertion (Ass) is
given, below with a statement of
reason (R) is given. State which one
of the conclusions is correct.

17. Match the entries in ColumnI with
those in ColumnII using the codes
given below :
ColumnI
ColumnII
a. One dimensional
1. KMnO"
conductor
b. Arachno Structure 2. Trans - Co > NH! C" Cl Cl
c. Molar absorptivity 3. B" H
d. D" h point group
4. (SN ) x

Assertion (Ass) : The rate of a
reaction is accelerated by the
presence of catalyst.
Reason (R) : The presence of
catalyst makes the value of Δ H
more negative.

Codes
(A)

a
1

b
2

c
3

d
4

(B)

2

3

1

4

Conclusion :

(C)

3

4

2

1

(D)

4

3

1

2

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) is the correct explanation
of (Ass).

18. State whether the following statements
are True or False (use code)
a. Bis (ethylene diamine) cobalt
(III)- μ -amido- μ -nit ro-bis
(ethylene diamine) cobalt (III)
sulphate has three optical
isomers.
b. Three hydrate isomers of
CrCl! ⋅ $ H O may be identified by
conductometric measurements.
c. Two different complexes having
the formula Co NH! # NO Cl
have been prepared  One is
yellow and stable and the other
is red, unstable. It is a case of
ligand isomerism.
d. Co NH! ! NO ! should exhibit
geometrical isomerism.

(B) (Ass) is true but (R) is false.
(C) (Ass) is false but (R) is true.
(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.
20. Match the items of List I with that
of List II and Identify the correct
answer from the given codes :
List I
List II
a. Free-expansion of a gas
1. Δ S = 
b. Revariable adiabatic
2. Δ H = 
expansion of a gas
c. Isothermal expansion of
3. W = 
an ideal gas.

> C

> C> C

Codes

a

4. Δ G = 

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

3

1

2

4

False

(B)

1

2

3

4

False

True

(C)

2

1

3

4

True

True

(D)

1

3

4

2

b

c

d

(A) False

True

True

False

(B)

True

False

True

(C)

True

True

(D) False

False
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21. Freezing point of the aqueous
solution will be minimum in

24. To prepare a buffer solution of pH
between 8 and 9 we need a mixture
of

(A)  ⋅ ( M ) NaCl
(B)  ⋅ ( M ) Glucos e

(A) A strong base and its salt with
a strong acid.

(C)  ⋅ ( M ) MgSO"
(D)  ⋅  ( M ) CaCl

(B) A strong base and its salt with
a weak acid.

22. Which of the following is not an
exact differential ?

(C) A strong acid and its salt with
a strong base.

(A) dT
(B) dQrev T

(D) A strong acid and its salt with
a strong base.

(C) dQ + dW
(D) dW

25. Match the items in List 1 with the
items in List 2 and indicate the
correct match in the codes following
the lists

23. A statement of assertion (Ass) is
given, below with a statement of
reason (R) is given. State which one
of the conclusions is correct.

List 1

Assertion (Ass) : Azeotropic mixtures
are formed only by non-ideal
solutions and they have boiling
points either greater than both the
components or less than both the
components.
Reason (R) : The composition of the
vapour phase is same as that of
the liquid phase of an azeotropic
mixture.
Conclusions :
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) is the correct explanation
of (Ass).
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(R) is not the correct explanation
of (Ass).
(C) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.
(D) (Ass) is true but (R) is false.
PaperII / CHEMSC
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List 2

a. Clapeyron Equation

i. Free energy vs.
Temperature

b. Kirchhoffs Equation

ii. Enthalpy vs.
Temperature

c. Gibbs-Helmholtz
Equation

iii. Pressure vs.
Temperature

d. Vant Hoff Equation

iv. Equilibrium constant
vs. Temperature.

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

ii

i

iv

(B)

iv

i

ii

iii

(C)

i

iii

iv

ii

(D)

ii

iv

iii

i
P.T.O.

27. Following are some statements

26. A statement of Assertion (Ass) is

which are either True or False. Select

given, below which a statement of

them from the codes given below :

Reason (R) is given. State which one

a. A system which can neither

of the codes is correct about the

exchange matter nor energy with

statement.

the surrounding is called a closed

Assertion (Ass) : Neutrons are used

system.

as projectile in fission reaction.

b. During isothermal expansion of

Reason (R) : Neutrons are neutral

an ideal gas, enthalpy does not

particles and does not experience

remain constant.

any repulsion from nucleus.

c. Heat of neutralization of HF is
Codes :

greater than that of HCl by NaOH
d. Change in internal energy in a

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and

cyclic process is zero.

(R) is the correct explanation
of (Ass).

Codes : a

b

c

d

(A) False

False

True

True

(B) False

True

False

True

(C) (Ass) is true and (R) is false.

(C)

True

False

True

False

(D) (Ass) is false and (R) is true.

(D)

True

True

False

False

(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(R) is not the correct explanation
of (Ass).

PaperII / CHEMSC
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28. Following are some statements,
which are either True or False. Select
them from the codes given below :
a. The rate of a reaction remains
constant throughout the reaction.
b. Higher the activation energy of
the reaction, slower is the rate of
the reaction.
c. Order of a reaction can be
fractional, but molecularity is
never fractional.
d. For a second-order reaction , the
pre-exponential factor in the
Arrhenius equation has the
dimension of time −1.
Codes
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

a
False
False
False
True

b
False
True
False
True

c
True
True
False
False

30. Read the following statements given
as Assertion (Ass) and Reason (R)
and pick out the correct answer from
the codes AD given below
Assertion (Ass) : Ph CH CH Cl , a

o -alkylhalide, undergoes ready
solvolysis.
Reason (R) : Substitutions in the

d
True
False
True
False

β C - atom of an alkylhalide
increase steric crowding which
favours expulsion of Chlorine.

29. Read the following statements given
as Assertion (Ass) and Reason (R)
carefully and pick out the correct
answer from the codes A  D given
below :
Assertion (Ass) : Terminal alkenes
RCH = CH2 are converted to
terminal alcohols R ⋅ CH2 CH2OH
by hydroboration-oxidation
reaction.

Codes :
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are wrong.
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct.

Reason (R) : Hydroboration of
alkenes is a nucleophilic
addition reaction.

(C) Though (Ass) is correct, (R) is
wrong.

Codes :
(A) (Ass) is wrong but (R) is
correct.
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are wrong.
(C) Ass is correct but (R) is wrong.
(D) Both Ass and (R) are correct.
PaperII / CHEMSC
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32. Pickout the correct answer 

31. Read the following statements
carefully and then write which of

In the reaction

these statements are True or False

HO

H COO C2 H5 + C6 H5 Mg Br (excess ) ⎯ ⎯2⎯→ ( P )

from the codes given below :

The product ( P ) is

Statements

(A) Diphenyl methanol

a. In Simmon-Smith reaction an
alkene reacts with a carbenoid to

(B) Benzoic acid

form a cyclopropane derivative.

(C) Benzaldehyde

b. In Wittigs reaction a Carbonyl
compound

reacts

with

(D) Ethylbenzoate.

a

phosphorusylide to form an

33. In the reaction

alkene.

O

c. Hoffmanns elimination reaction

HgSO , H ⊕

4
+ H O ⎯ ⎯⎯⎯⎯
⎯→ Product ( P)

of a quaternary ammonium salt

the product ( P) is 

gives the less substituted alkene
as the main product.

O

d. In hydroborationoxidation
reaction

of

an

CHO

(A)

alkene

Markownikov oriented alcohol is
obtained.

O

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

False

False

(B)

True

False

True

False

(C) False

False

True

True

(D)

True

True

False

True
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(B)
O

COOH

(C)

O

(D)
10

O

34. Read the following statements
carefully and then pickout which of
these statements are True or False
from the codes given below :

36. For a compound A∗ B∗ X ∗Y ∗C where
the groups A∗ , B∗ , X ∗ and Y ∗ are
asymmetric the total number of
stereo isomers is

Statements
a. CH3S Na reacts faster than
CH3O Na with RCH Br .
b. CH3S Na reacts more readily with
RCH Br than with RCOBr .
c. CH3SH is a weaker acid than
CH3OH .

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False

False

True

(B)

True

True

True

False

(C)

True

True

False

True

(D) False

False

True

True

16

(B)

32

(C)

24

(D)

40

37. Examine the statements given below
and give the correct answer from the
codes given below :

d. CH!SH can be easily oxidized to
CH!SSCH! but CH!OH can not
be oxidized to CH!OOCH! .
Codes

(A)

a. In the equilibrium, 1, 4dihydrocyclohexane occurs more
in the chain form with the twoOH groups in equatorial position.
b. α D glucose is more stable than
β -D-glucose.
c. In α -chloroketones, the two
groups are oriented in a dipolar
conformation
d. The eclipse conformer is the most
stable in n-butane.

35. The point group of Cis − ,
2-dichloroethene is

Codes : a

b

c

d

(A)

C

h

(A)

True

True

False

False

(B)

C

v

(B) False

False

True

True

(C)

D

h

(C)

True

False

False

True

(D)

D

v

(D)

True

False

False

False
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38. Examine the following statements a
to d and state whether each statement
is True or False.

40. The following question consists of
two statements, one labelled as
Assertion (Ass) and the other Reason

a. Cis addition to Cis alkenes gives
meso product.

(R). You are to examine these two

b. Kinetic resolution of racemic
mixtures requires a chiral
discriminator.

statements carefully and decide if the
(Ass) and (R) are individually true
and if so, whether the (R) is the

c. Optical inactivity of meso
compound is due to the presence
of C -symmetry.

correct explanation for the given
(Ass). Select your answers to these

d. Dissymmetry is not a sufficient
condition for optical activity.

items using the codes given below :

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

False

False

are not mirror images of each

(B) False

True

True

False

other.

(C)

True

False

False

False

(D)

True

True

False

True

Assertion (Ass) : Diastereo isomers

Reason (R) : Diastereo isomers may
be optically active.

39. Match the items in List I with those
of List II and pick out the correct
answer from the codes given below.
List I

Codes :
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are

List II

a. Witting-Horner reaction I.

Amine oxide

individually true and (R) is the

b. McMurry reaction

II. Tosyl hydrazine

c. Shapiro reaction

III. Ethylphosphonate

d. Cope elimination
reaction.

IV. Low valent Ti

correct explanation of (Ass).
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are
individually true but (R) is not

Codes

a

b

c

d

the correct explanation of

(A)

IV

III

I

II

(Ass).

(B)

I

II

IV

III

(C)

III

IV

II

I

(D)

III

IV

I

II
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41. How many isomeric alcohols are
possible with the molecular formulae
C H1 O .

44. In the mass spectrum of
dibromomethane the relative ratio of
M, M + and M + " peaks is

(A) Eight

(A) 1 : 1 : 1

(B) Ten
(B) 1 : 2 : 1

(C) Six

(C) 2 : 1 : 1

(D) Seven

(D) 1 : 1 : 2

42. The reaction of acetaldehyde with
HCN followed by hydrolysis gives
a product which exhibits :

45. Matching of the contents of Columns
X and Y. Choose the correct option.

(A) Geometrical isomerism.

X

(B) Tautomerism
(C) Metamerism
(D) Enantiomerism

43. Among the compounds given below,
the one that exhibits bathochromic
shift in UV-visible spectrum on
addition of 1N NaOH is

Y

a. σ → σ ∗ transition

1. Propanone

b. n → σ ∗ transition

2. Ethane

c. π − π ∗ transition

3. Methanol

d. n → σ ∗ and
π → π∗

4. Ethene

transitions
Codes : a

b

c

d

(A) phenol

(A)

2

3

4

1

(B) aniline

(B)

3

4

1

2

(C) NN-dimethyl aniline

(C)

2

4

1

3

(D) methylphenyl ether

(D)

4

3

2

2

PaperII / CHEMSC
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47. Select the correct answer.

46. A statement of Assertion (Ass) is
given, below which a statement

The NMR intensity pattern of a

Reason (R) is given. State which one

single magnetic nucleus with two

of the codes is correct about the

neighbouring equivalent protons is

statement.

(A) 1 : 1 : 1

Assertion (Ass) : The cells used in
(B) 1 : 2 : 1

infrared spectrometer is made
of glass.

(C) 2 : 1 : 2

Reason (R) : Glass absorbs strongly

(D) 1 : 4 : 1

in infrared region of electromagnetic spectrum.

48. The separation of energy levels of a
linear harmonic oscillator

Codes :

(A) decreases with increase of

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and

vibrational quantum numbers.

(R) is the correct explanation

(B) increases with increase of

of (Ass).

vibrational quantum numbers.
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(C) remain same for all vibrational

(R) is not the correct explanation

quantum numbers.

of (Ass).

(D) decreases and leads to

(C) (Ass) is true and (R) is false.

continuum with the increase of
vibrational quantum number.

(D) (Ass) is false and (R) is true.

PaperII / CHEMSC
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49. The ratio of average Kinetic energy
T and the average potential energy
V in the ground state of harmonic
oscillator is

50. Pauli antisymmetry principle is NOT
applicable for
(A) proton

A.

−

B.

−

(B) neutron

C.

+

(C) 4 N

D.

+

PaperII / CHEMSC
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CHEMICAL SCIENCE
PAPER  III
Note : This paper contains seventy five (75) objective type questions, each question carrying two (2)
marks. All questions are compulsory.

1.

Select the correct answer

3.

The following are some statements
which are either True or False.

The successive lines are separated by
8B (B is rotational constant) in the
rotational Raman spectrum of the
molecule

Examine them and find the correct
answer from the codes given
below :

(A) N

a. The oxidation state of cobalt in

(B) HCl

Co (CO)& is + " .

(C) O

b. In the reaction

(D) CO
2.

F + O → O F the oxygen is in
the oxidising state

Match the items of List I with those
of List II, and identify the correct
answer from the given codes :
List I

c. The oxidation number of S in
Na S"O$ is +

List II

a. Ideal solution

1. Debye-Hückel law

b. Non-ideal solution

2. Δ Vmix = 

c. Mean activity
coefficient

3. Azeotrope

d. Excess function

4. H E = H − H id

H S O& is + $.
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True True False False

4

(B)

True False True False

1

4

(C)

False True True False

1

3

4

1

3

4

(D)

False False False True

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

2

3

1

(B)

3

2

(C)

2

(D)

3

PaperIII / CHEMSC

d. The oxidation number of S in

2

4.

Consider the following statements,
and find the correct answer using
codes given below :

6.

Assertion (Ass) : The rate constant
of the reaction
NO + O → NO
is observed to decrease with
temperature.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Reason (R) : As per the proposed
mechanism, the first step is the
dimerization of nitric oxide
which in exothermic.

Codes :

Codes :
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) is the correct explanation
of (Ass).

7.

(B) (Ass) is true but (R) is false.
(C) (Ass) is false but (R) is true.
(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.
5.

Select the correct answer :
Which one of the following
molecules possesses an improper
axis S" coinciding with C axis ?
(A) Boron trichloride
(B) Allene
(C) Benzene
(D) Staggered ethane

PaperIII / CHEMSC

Match the items of List I with those
of List II, and identify the correct
answer from the given codes :
List I
List II
Joule-Thomson
1. Δ S = ΔH T
expansion
Second law of
2. ΔH = 
thermodynamics
Nernst heat theorem
3. LtT→ Δ S = 
First-order phase
4. Δ S univ > 
transition.

3

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

2

3

4

(B)

2

1

3

4

(C)

3

1

4

2

(D)

1

4

3

2

Find the true statement of the
following using codes :
a. In polydisperse polymers, the massaverage molar mass Mm is always
larger than the number-average
molar mass Mn .
b. Osmotic pressure is the only
colligative property that is useful for
measuring the molar mass of
polymers.
c. Polymers in which the asymmetric
carbon atoms have random
sequences of d- and l- configurations
are called isotactic polymers
d. Condensation polymerization
involves the formation of a freeradical.
Codes :
(A)

a
b
c
d
True False False True

(B)

True False True False

(C)

True True False False

(D)

False True False True
P.T.O.

8.

Consider the following statements,
and find the correct answer using
codes given below :

10. Match the items of List I with those
of List II, and identify the correct
answer from the given codes :
List I
a. Vibrational Spectroscopy

1. Microwave

b. Electronic Spectroscopy

2. Radio frequency

Reason (R) : Triple point of carbon
dioxide lies above one
atmosphere.

c. Rotational Spectroscopy

3. Infra-red

d. NMR

4. Ultra-violet

Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

(A)

1

2

3

4

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) is the correct explanation
of (Ass).

(B)

2

1

3

4

(C)

3

4

1

2

(D)

3

4

2

1

(B) (Ass) is true but (R) is false.

9.

List II

Assertion (Ass) : Solid carbon
dioxide sublimes when kept in
open atmosphere and is called
as dry ice.

(C) (Ass) is false but (R) is true.

11. Find the True statements using codes
below :

(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.

a. The emf of an electrochemical cell
is independent of temperature.
b. The Calomel electrode is reversible
with respect to chloride ion.

Select the correct answer.

c. The emf of an electrochemical cell
is an extensive property of the cell.

Which of the following coordination compound is used as an
anti-cancer drug for the treatment of
malignant tumour ?

b

d. The battery is a device where a
number of cells are connected in
series or in series-parallel.

g

(A) K Pt C H" Cl! H O

Codes :

(B) K Pt (CN )" !H O

> C

(C) Trans Pt NH! Cl

> C Cl

(D) Cis Pt NH!
PaperIII / CHEMSC
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a

b

c

d

(A)

True False True False

(B)

False True True False

(C)

True True False False

(D)

False True False True

14. Match List I and List II and find the
correct answer from the code given
below :

12. Consider the following statements,
and find the correct statement using
codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : The standard
potential of an electrochemical

List I

d i

from the intercept of the plot
of Ecell versus absolute
temperature.

1.

e ∂∂HT j

2.

Reason (R) : According to Nernst
equation, Ecell varies linearly
with absolute temperature.

e ∂∂GP j

3.

e ∂∂GT j

4.

e ∂∂HS j


can be obtained
cell Ecell

Codes :
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) is the correct explanation
of (Ass).

a. −S

P

b. T

T

c. CP

P

d. V

P

where H = Enthalpy,
G = Free energy,

P = pressure,

(B) (Ass) is true but (R) is false.

T = temperature,

(C) (Ass) is false but (R) is true.

V = volume,

(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.

S = entropy and

CP = Specific heat at constant
pressure.

13. A carnot engine operates between
600 and 800K and absorbs 2000
calories from the hot reservoir per
cycle. The work done (in calories)
per cycle is

Codes :

(A) 500
(B) 666
(C) 1000
(D) 2000
PaperIII / CHEMSC

List II

5

1

2

3

4

(A)

c

d

a

b

(B)

d

a

b

c

(C)

a

b

c

d

(D)

b

c

d

a
P.T.O.

17. The number of peaks in the ESR
spectrum of CH! radical is

15. Find the correct statements using
codes below :
a. Entropy of pure, perfectly
crystalline substance is zero at
absolute zero of temperature.
b. For water Cp = Cv at "o C
c. The heat of formation of a
compound is independent of
temperature.
d. Entropy of the universe is constant.
Codes :
a
b
c
d
(A)
True False True False
(B)
True True False False
(C)
True False False True
(D)
False True False True

(A) 1
(B) 2
(C) 3
(D) 4

18. Match the items of List I with those
of List II, and identify the correct

16. Consider the following two
statements, and find the correct
answer using code below :
Assertion (Ass) : For a linear
molecule the selection rule for
microwave spectroscopy
Δ J = ± , but in rotational
Raman spectra the selection rule
Δ J = , ± ( Δ J = Change in
rotational quantum number).
Reason (R) : During end over end
rotation the polarizability
ellipsoid of a linear molecule
represent the same appearance
to an observer twice in every
complete rotation.
The answer option is as follows
Code :
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) is the correct explanation
of (Ass).
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) is not the correct explanation
of (Ass).
(C) (Ass) is true but (R) is false.
(D) (Ass) is false but (R) is true.
PaperIII / CHEMSC

match from the given codes :
List I

List II

Point Group

Molecules

1. D$ h

a. CO!−

2. C!h

b. Benzene C$ H$

3. C!v

c. B (OH )!

4. D!h

d. PCl!

Codes :

6

>

1

2

3

4

(A)

d

a

b

c

(B)

a

b

c

d

(C)

b

c

d

a

(D)

c

d

a

b

C

19. Some of the following statements are

20. Consider the following two
statements, and find the correct
answer using codes below :

True and some are False. Select the
correct answer from the codes given

Assertion (Ass) : Reversible systems
are difficult to find the real
world.

below :
i.

The unit of rate constant in a first

Reason (R) : Most of the processes
are dissipative in nature.

order chemical reaction is the
unit of frequency.

The answer option is according to
following codes.

FH IK of the first order

ii. Half life T

Code :

reaction depends on initial

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) is the correct explanation
of (Ass).

concentration of the reactants.
iii. The plot of concentration versus
time in first order reaction is a

(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(R) is not the correct
explanation of (Ass).

straight line.
iv. The

dimension

of

pre-

(C) (Ass) is true but (R) is false.

exponential factor of Arrhenius
equation is time
Codes :
(A)

i

ii

−

iii

(D) (Ass) is false but (R) is true.
iv

21. Enthalpy of a compound is equal to
the

True False False True

(A) heat of combustion
(B)

False False True True

(C)

False True True False

(D)

True True False False

PaperIII / CHEMSC

(B) heat of formation
(C) heat of solution
(D) heat of fusion
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22. Match List I and List II and select
the correct answer from the codes

24. Some of the following statements are
True and some are False. Select the
correct answer from the codes given
below :
i. Catalyst decreases the time to
reach equilibrium.
ii. Catalyst changes the equilibrium
constant of the reaction.
iii. In reversible reaction catalyst
increases the rate of both
forward
and
backward
reactions.
iv. Catalyst supply energy to the
reaction.

given :
List I

List II

a.

CH"

1. C

b.

CH!Cl

2. Td

c.

CH Cl

3. C!V

d.

CH Cl F

4. Cs

v

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

2

3

1

4

(B)

2

1

3

4

(C)

2

4

1

3

(D)

4

3

2

1

Codes :

ii

iii

iv

(A)

False True False True

(B)

True False True False

(C)

False False False True

(D)

True False False True

25. Four alternatives are given for the
following statements out of which
only one is correct. Indicate the
correct answer.

23. For the reaction A → product, the
plot of A versus time (t ) is a

A compound isomerises to the extent
of 75% in 2 hours. How long it will
take to isomerise to the extent of
50%, assuming that the reaction is
first order reaction ?

straight line parallel to time axis. The
order of the reaction is
(A) Zero-order

(A)  hr

(B) First-order

(B) " hr

(C) Second-order

(C) 1 hr

(D) Pseudo-first-order
PaperIII / CHEMSC
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(D)   hr
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26. Due to Jahn-Teller effect, the
structure of Cu Cl "− is

28. Following are some statements
which are either True or False.
Examine them and select the correct
answer from the codes given below.
a. SnCl" is more stable than SnCl
but PbCl is more stable than
PbCl" .
b. Bond energy of C C bonds are
very weak compared to Si − Si ,
Ge − Ge etc.
c. CO is a π -acceptor ligand
d. Group of organosilico polymers
are called silicones.

(A) Tetrahedral
(B) Elongated tetrahedron
(C) Flattened tetrahedron
(D) Square planar

Codes :

27. Match the items of List I with those
of List II, and identify the correct
match from the given codes :
List I

List II

a. T.G.A

1. Vibration

b. Cyclicvoltametry

2. Energy loss
or gain

c. DSC

3. Weight loss

d. Raman Spectroscopy

4. Electrode
potential

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

2

3

4

(B)

3

4

2

1

(C)

3

2

1

4

(D)

3

1

4

2

PaperIII / CHEMSC

a

b

c

d

(A)

True False True False

(B)

False True False True

(C)
(D)

True False True True
False False True True

29. Consider the following statements,
and find the correct statements using
codes :
Assertion (Ass) : Aqueous solution
of Mn ( II ) sulphate is almost
colourless, whereas aqueous
solution of Cu ( II ) sulphate is
blue.
Reason (R) : Mn ( II ) ion, a d # system, d − d transition is
allowed but Cu ( II ) ion, a d ' system, d − d transition is spin
forbidden.
Codes:
(A) (Ass) and (R) are both true and
(R) is the correct explanation
of (Ass).
(B) (Ass) and (R) are both true but
(R) is not the correct explanation
of (Ass).
(C) (Ass) is true but (R) is false.
(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.
9
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32. Following are some statements
which are either True or False.
Examine them and select the correct
answer from the codes given below :

30. Of the following which is an
adsorption indicator ?
(A) Silver nitrate

a.

(B) Silver chromate

SO" − .

c.

(D) Potassium chromate.

of List II, and identify the correct
match from the given codes :

Codes :

List II
i. Ti

b. Nitrogenase

2. Rh

c. Ziegler-Natta Catalyst

3. Fe

d. Hydroformylation

4. V

The acid having −O − O − bond
is H S"O$ .

d. The B − N bond distance in
borazin is very close to the
B − N distance in boron nitride.

31. Match the items of List I with those

a. Rubedoxin

a f

b. Iodine oxidises S O! − aq. to

(C) Silver thiosulphate

List I

There is a − S − S − bond in
S O! − .

a

b

c

d

(A)

True False False True

(B)

False False True True

(C)

True True False False

(D)

True False True False

33. The number of IR and Raman active
bands in the complex PtCl"
are 

−

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

3

4

2

(B)

2

3

1

4

(B) 2 IR and 2 Raman active
bands.
(C) 3 IR and 3 Raman active
bands

(C)

4

3

1

2

(D)

3

4

1

2
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(A) 1 IR and 2 Raman active
bands

(D) 3 IR and 2 Raman active
bands.
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36. In the structure of diborane, there are

34. Match the items of List I with those
of List II, and identify the correct
answer from the given codes :
List I
List II
a. Interhalogen compounds 1. Silicon
b. Polymorphism
2. Molybdenum
c. Electron precise
3. Ionizing
organometallics
Solvent
d. Isopoly acid
4. Carbon
Codes :
a
b
c
d
(A)
3
2
4
1
(B)
3
1
2
4
(C)
3
4
2
1
(D)
3
4
1
2

(A) 4-bridged hydrogens and two
terminal hydrogens are present.
(B) 2-bridged hydrogens and four
terminal hydrogens are present.
(C) 3-bridged hydrogens and three
terminal hydrogens are present.
(D) None of the above.
37. Match the items of List I with those
of List II, and identify the correct
answer from the given codes :

35. The following are some statements
which are either True or False.
Examine them and select the correct
answer from the codes given below.
a. Polarography is voltametry at the
dropping mercury electrode (DME).
b. Colorimetry is concerned with the
determination of concentration of a
substance by measurement of the
relative absorption of light with
respect to a known concentration of
the substance.
c. The quantity of solid material in a
colloidal suspension can be
determined by measuring the
transmitted light is the basis of
nephelometry.
d. DTA is a method for recording the
difference in temperature between
different substances as a function of
temperature.
Codes :
a
b
c
d
(A)
True False True False
(B)
True True False False
(C)
False True False True
(D)

List I
a. Roussins
red salt

1. Ph! P ! Rh Cl

b. Willkinsons
catalyst

2. TiCl" + Et! Al

c. Zeises Salt

3. M Fe ( NO)" S

d. Ziegler Natta

4. Pt C H" Cl!

b

catalyst.
Codes :

False False True True

PaperIII / CHEMSC

List II
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g

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

2

3

4

(B)

3

1

4

2

(C)

2

1

4

3

(D)

3

4

1

2

−

P.T.O.

38. Following are some statements
which are either True or False.
Examine them and select the correct
answer from the codes given below.

40. The following compound will have
orbital contribution to its magnetic
moment.

a.

On the basis of Wades rule the
−
structure of Fe" (CO) C is
tetrahedral.
b. Fe!O" has inverse spinal
structure.
c. Thiocyanate reacts with Fe + to
form a highly coloured species.
d. The doping of germanium
with arsenic forms n-type
semiconductor.
Codes :

a

b

c

(A) CrCl! ⋅ $ H O
(B) MnSO" ⋅ " H O
(C) K! Fe (CN )$
(D)

True False True False

(B)
(C)

True True False False
False True False True

(D)

False False True True

e

List II vCO

List I
−

a. Ti (CO)$

39. Consider the following statements,
and find the correct answer using
codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Bonding between
soft acids and soft bases is
predominantly covalent.
Reason (R) : The low oxidation
states, larger sizes and easy
polarizability of soft acids
favour π -bonding with soft
bases.
Codes:
(A) (Ass) and (R) are both true and
(R) is the correct explanation
of (Ass).
(B) (Ass) and (R) are both true but
(R) is not the correct
explanation of (Ass).
(C) (Ass) is true, (R) is false.
(D) (Ass) and (R) are both false.
PaperIII / CHEMSC

Cl!

$

41. Match the ν CO in List I with List II
and select the correct answer using
the codes given below the lists :

d

(A)

b g

Co NH!

12

j

1. 1860
2. 2090

b. Cr (CO)$
c. V (CO)$

cm −

−

3. 1750

d. Mn (CO)$

+

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

2

3

4

(B)

2

1

4

3

(C)

4

3

2

1

(D)

3

4

1

2

4. 2000

42. Following are some statements
which are either True or False.
Examine them and select the correct
answer from the codes given below :

> C

44. List I gives some metal complexes and
List II gives their spin-only magnetic
moment values in B.M. Match List I
with List II and select the correct
answer from the codes below :
List I
List II

+

A solution of Cu NH! " is
blue because this ion absorbs
yellow radiation and transmits
blue radiation unchanged.
b. Line spectra are emitted by
excited poly atomic molecules.
c. In atomic absorption spectroscopy, the radiation source is
usually a line source such as a
hollow cathode lamp, and the
signal is the absorbance.
d. Paper chromatography is a type
of liquid solid chromatography.
a.

Codes :

a

b

c

a.
b.
c.
d.

True False True False

(B)

True True False False

(C)

False True False True

(D)

False False True True

1. ! ⋅ &%

$

+

2. " ⋅ '

$
!−

3. # ⋅ '

+

4.  ⋅ %!

$

a
3
1
4
2

b
2
4
3
1

c
4
2
1
3

d
1
3
2
4

45. Some of the following statements are
True and some are False. Select the
correct answer from the code given
below :
i.

a radioisotope emit α or β
particle then γ rays.
ii. a radioisotope emit α and β
particle simultaneously.
iii. Control rod used in nuclear
reactors are cadmium and
Boron.

43. The lowest energy transition in the
+
electronic spectrum of Ni NH! $
complex ion is

> C

> C

(A)

!

Eg → !T

(B)

"

Tg ( F ) → "T

(C)

"

Tg ( F) → Tg ( P)

(D)

!

A g → !T g

iv. Water H O is used as
moderator in nuclear reactor.
Codes :
i
ii
iii
iv

g

g

"
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!+

" !

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

d

(A)

> C
Mn > H OC
Cr >C O C
Fe > H OC
yi H O
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(A)

False False False True

(B)

False False True False

(C)

False True False True

(D)

True False True False
P.T.O.

48. Some of the following statements are
True and some are False. Select the
correct answer from the code given
below.

46. Consider the following statements,
and find the correct answer using
codes :
Assertion (Ass) : The observed
magnetic moment of Copper
(II) acetate monohydrate is
 ⋅ " BM at room temperature as
opposed to spin only value
of  ⋅ %! BM .
Reason (R) : The complex is a
dimeric one and due to weak
Cu − Cu interaction there is a
partial quenching of the spin
magnetic moment value.

i.

ii. Anti-ferromagnetic behaviour is
shown by Fe!O" .
iii. Paramagnetic property is
temperature dependent.

Codes:
(A) (Ass) and (R) are both true and
(R) is the correct explanation
of (Ass).
(B) (Ass) and (R) are both false
(C) (Ass) is true but (R) is false.

d

4.

Codes :

i

"−

ii

is diamagnetic.
iii

iv

(A)

True True False False

(B)

True True False True

(C)
(D)

False False True True
True False True False

of iron in Fe ( NO) H O

+
#

is + and is blue is colour.
Reason (R) : Both NO and H O act
as electron donor. Also, the
colour is due to Laporte and
spin allowed transitions.

List II
1. D
2. " F
3. # D

$

Fe (CN )$

> C

47. List I gives d n configurations and List
II gives the free ion ground state.
Match List I with List II and select
the correct match from the codes
below :

d.

iv.

49. Consider the following statements,
and find the correct answer using
codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : The oxidation state

(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct
but (R) does not give correct
explanation of (Ass).

List I
a. d #
b. d '
c. d %

Ferrimagnetic behaviour is
shown by Fe O! .

Codes:
(A) (Ass) and (R) are both true and
(R) is the correct explanation
of (Ass).

$

S

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

3

4

2

(B)

4

1

2

3

(B) (Ass) and (R) are both true and
(R) is not the correct
explanation of (Ass).

(C)

2

4

3

1

(C) (Ass) is true but (R) is false.

(D)

3

2

1

4

(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.
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52. Examine the entries in List I and List
II and find the correct match of the
items of the two lists from the codes
given below :
List I
List II
a. Sangers reagent
i. Peptide synthesis
b. Benedict reagent.
ii. Making N-terminal
amino acid
c. B H$ , H O , NaOH iii. Conversion of
alkene to alcohol
d. DCCI
iv. Test for reducing
sugars.
Codes :
a
b
c
d
(A)
ii
iv
iii
i
(B)
iv
iii
ii
i
(C)
iii
iv
i
ii
(D)
iv
ii
i
iii

50. Some of the following statements are
True and some are False. Select the
correct answer from the code given
below.
i.

In Hückel Molecular orbital
theory the Coulomb integral
Hμμ assumed to be same for all
carbon atoms in a molecule.

ii. The overlap integral Sμν
between any two atoms is
assumed to be zero in any
situation.
iii. The ground state of benzene is
associated with two non
degenerate and two doubly
degenerate energy levels.

53. Examine the structure of the
following unsaturated carboxylic
acid.

iv. Energy levels of Naphthalene
are all degenerated.
Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

True True False True

(B)

True False True False

(C)

False True False True

(D)

False False True True

COOH

Now read the following statements
regarding this acid which may be
True or False.
a. This acid shows geometrical
isomerism and no enantiomerism.
b. This acid shows enantiomerism and
no geometrical isomerism.
c. This
acid
shows
both
enantiomerism and geometrical
isomerism.
d. This acid shows neither enantiomerism nor geometrical isomerism.
Now from the following codes ad
find the correct answer.
Codes :
a
b
c
d
(A)
True True False False
(B)
True False False True
(C)
False True False True
(D)
False False True True

51. Name the dicarboxylic acid which in
strong heating produces acetic acid.
(A) Succinic acid
(B) Malonic acid
(C) Oxalic acid
(D) Glutaric acid
PaperIII / CHEMSC
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54. The major product formed in the
following reaction is

56. Read carefully the following
statements about cyclobutadiene
which may be True or False. Then
from the following codes (A)(D) :
a. It is an aromatic compound.
b. It is a stable unsaturated
compound.
c. It is an antiaromatic compound.
d. It is very difficult to synthesize
the compound.
Codes :
a
b
c
d
(A)
False True False True
(B)
True False True False
(C)
False False True True
(D)
False True False False

O
 BuLi, TMEDA

N

Mel

O
N

(A)

O
N

(B)
O
N

(C)
O

57. Read the following two statements
 one labelled as Assertion (Ass)
and the other as Reasoning (R) 
related with the conversion of
alkenes to alcohols.
Assertion (Ass) : Terminal alkenes
are converted to terminal
alcohols by hydroborationoxidation reaction.
Reason (R) : Hydroboration of
alkene C = C with diborane is
a nucleophilic addition reaction
and
the
reaction
is
Markownikov regioselective.
Now pick out the correct answer
from the following codes
Codes:
(A) (Ass) is correct but (R) is
wrong.
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are wrong.
(C) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct
but (R) is not the correct
explanation of (Ass)
(D) (Ass) is wrong but (R) is
correct.

N

(D)

55. The compounds given in List I are
each synthetized by a reaction given
in List II. Choose the correct
matching from the codes ab given
below
List I
List II
a.
b.

R

= R
R
Ph − CH − Ph

iii. Claisen rearrangement.

c.
d.

i. Wolf Kishner reduction
ii. Wittig reaction

OH

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

iv. Friedel-Craft reaction.
a
i
iv
iii
ii

b
iii
i
iv
i
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c
iv
ii
i
iv

d
ii
i
ii
iii
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58. In the following reaction

59. Each entry in list A is related with
an entry in list B. From the codes (A)
 (D) given below find out the
correct matching of the entries of the
two lists.
List A
List B
a. Chiral axis,
i. CH!CH Cl
b. Enantiotopic ligands ii. ClCH = C = CHCl

O
. CH!l

N

. NaOH
!. heat

A

The product A is

NO SO! H

O
N

(A)

O−

O

(C)

O

(D)

PaperIII / CHEMSC

iii.

d. Atrop isomers
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

iv.

NO

SO! H

a
iii
iv
iii
ii

CH!CH ( Br ) CH ( Br ) CH!

b
iv
i
iv
i

c
i
ii
ii
iv

d
ii
iii
i
iii

60. Read the following statements from
a to d given about Pericyclic
reactions which may be True or
False. Now from the given codes (A)
to (D) pick out the correct answer.
a. Thermal , ! sigmatropic suprafacial
shift of hydrogen is a symmetry allowed
but geometry forbidden process.
b. Photochemical conrotatory opening of
cyclobutene ring is a symmetry allowed
process.
c. Cope rearrangement is an example of
thermally allowed !, ! sigmatropic shift.
d. The m + n cyclo addition reactions
where m + n = "q + ( q = an integer) are
thermally symmetry allowed reactions.
Codes :
a
b
c
d
(A)
False True False True
(B)
False False True True
(C)
True False True False
(D)
True True False False

N

(B)

c. Nonresolvable
stereo isomers.
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61. Read the following two statements
 one labelled as Assertion (Ass)
and the other as Reasoning (R) 
related to the reactions of Carbonyl
compound.

63. Each chemical conversion of list A
has a match with the entries of list
B. From the codes (A)  (D) given
below find the correct match.
List A
List B
a. Ketoximes → Amides i. Hydroboration
oxidation reaction
b. Arenes → Diarylketones ii. Reformatsky
reaction
c. Unsysmmetrical alkenes iii. Beckmann
→ Anti Markownikov
rearrangement
alcohol
d. d-chloroester →
iv. Friedel-Gaft
αβ -unsaturated ester reaction.

Assertion (Ass) : Ketones are less
readily attacked by nucleophiles
than aldehydes.
Reason (R) : The electro-philicity of
the carbonylcarbon atom of
Ketones is less than that of
aldehydes due to the + effect
of two alkyl groups attached to
it in Ketones in comparison
with one in aldehydes.
Now pick out the correct answer
from the following codes
Codes:
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are wrong.
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct
and (R) is the correct
explanation of (Ass).

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

iii

ii

i

(B)

ii

iii

iv

i

(C)

iii

iv

i

ii

(D)

iv

i

ii

iii

64. Read the following statements
written about organic reaction
intermediates which may be True or
False. Then from the given codes
pick out the correct answer.
a. Thermolysis of azides generates nitrenes.
b. Aldol condensation is an electrophilic
addition of carbonations to a carbonyl
group.
c. Thermal cycloelimination of phthalic
anhydride generates benzene.
d. A free radical having a low energy SOMO
behaves as a nucleophilic.
Codes :
a
b
c
d
(A)
True True False False
(B)
False False False True
(C)
True True True False
(D)
True False True False.

(C) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct
but (R) is not the correct
explanation of (Ass).
(D) (Ass) is correct but (R) is
wrong.
62. Among the compounds given below,
the one that exhibits bathochromic
shifts in the UV-Visible spectrum on
addition of 1N Sodium hydroxide
solution is
(A) Phenol
(B) Aniline
(C) N, N-dimethylaniline
(D) N, N-dimethylbenzamide
PaperIII / CHEMSC
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66. Read the following statements given
about the properties of D-glucose
which may be True or False. From the
given codes find the correct answer.
a. The phenomenon of mutarotation
supports the pyranose ring
structure of D-glucose.
b. D-glucose form the same osazone
as is formed by D-Mannose.
c. Because of the pyranose ring
structure glucose does not reduce
Fehlings solution.
d. On HIO" -oxidation D-glucose
does not form any formic acid.
Codes :
a
b
c
d
(A)
True True False False
(B)
True False False True
(C)
True True False True
(D)
False True False True

65. The following two statements  one
given as Assertion (Ass) and the
other as Reasoning (R)  related
with

nucleophilic

aromatic

substitutions.
Assertion (Ass) : Chlorobenzene
undergoes

nucleophilic

substitution with case.
Reason (R) : The carbon-chlorine
bond in chlorobenzene has
partial double bond character
due to resonance.
Now pick out the correct answer
from the following codes

67. Read the following two statements
 one given as Assertion (Ass) and
the other as Reasoning (R)  related
to unsaturated compound.

Codes:

Assertion (Ass) : Benzene does not
decolourize alkaline KMnO"
solution.
Reason (R) : Benzene ring is
stabilized by resonance and pelectrons are delocalized

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct
and (R) is the correct
explanation of (Ass).
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct

Now pick out the correct answer
from the following codes
Codes:
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct
and (R) is the correct
explanation of (Ass).
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct
but (R) is not the correct
explanation of (Ass).
(C) (Ass) is correct but (R) is
wrong.
(D) (Ass) is wrong but (R) is
correct.

but (R) is not the correct
explanation of (Ass).
(C) (Ass) is correct but (R) is
wrong.
(A) (Ass) is wrong but (R) is
correct.
PaperIII / CHEMSC
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70. Read carefully the following
statements written about the
nucleophilicity of RCH SNa which
may be True or False. Then from the
given codes (A) to (D) pick out the
correct answer.

68. The conversion
O

Cl

⎯NaOH
⎯⎯
⎯→

COOH

is an example of

a. RCH SNa reacts faster than
RCH ONa with RCH Br

(A) Favorski reaction
(B) Curtius rearrangement

b. RCH SNa reacts more readily
with RCH Br than with RCOBr .

(C) Hofmann-Loffler-Freytag
reaction.

c. RCH SNa forms propene from
I-bromo propane.

(D) Whitmore shift

d. RCH SNa is a poorer nucleophile but stronger base than
RCH ONa .

69. Find the correct match of the entries
of the List A with those of List B
from the codes given below :
List A

Codes :

List B

a. Alkaline CuSO"
containing Rochelle Salt

i. Urotropine

b. Alcoholic KCN

ii. Benzoin
condensation

c. t-Butyloxycarbonyl

iii. Protection of
aminogroup in
peptide synthesis

d. Formaldehyde and
ammonia.

iv. Fehlings solution

a

b

d

(A)

True False False True

(B)

True True False False

(C)

False False True True

(D)

False True True False

71. The helical structure of proteins is
stabilised by :

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A) dipeptide bond

(A)

iv

ii

iii

i

(B) hydrogen bond

(B)

iii

iv

ii

i

(C)

iv

iii

ii

i

(D)

ii

iii

i

iv
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c

(C) ether bond
(D) Van der Waals forces.
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72. The entries in List A are each used in
a named reaction in organic synthesis
which are enlisted in List B. Examine
the entries in both the lists carefully
and find the correct matching from
the codes given below :
List A
List B
a. Na
i. Clemmensen
reduction
b. Zn − Hg
ii. Grignards reaction
c. Mg
iii. Wurtz reaction
iv. Heck reaction
d. Pd
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

iii

i

ii

(B)

iii

i

ii

iv

(C)

ii

iii

iv

i

(D)

iii

iv

i

ii

74. Biosynthesis of monoterpenes takes
place from
(A) Nerolidol pyrophosphate
(B) Farnesyl pyrophosphate
(C) Geranyl pyrophosphate
(D) Geranyl geranyl pyrophosphate
75. Each entry in List A has a matching
property enlisted in List B. From the
codes (A)  (D) given below find the
correct matching.
List A

73. Read the following sentences given
about terpenes which may be True
or False. Then from the given codes,
pick out the correct answer.
a. Terpenes are builtup of C# -units
called isoprene units which are
joined head to tail.
b. Sesquiterpenes contain 20 carbon
atoms.
c. Lower members of terpenes occur
in essential oils obtained from
plants.
d. Terpenes are waste products of
plants.
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True False False True

(B)

False True False True

(C)

True False True False

(D)

False False True True
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List B

a. Lysine

i. Neutral and
optically active
amino acid

b. Aspartic acid

ii. Basic amino acid

c. Valine

iii. Neutral and
optically inactive
amino acid

d. Glycine

iv. Acidic amino
acid

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

iv

i

ii

(B)

ii

iv

i

iii

(C)

iv

iii

ii

i

(D)

iii

i

iv

ii
P.T.O.
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two (02) marks. All the questions are compulsory.
1.

2.

Consider the following statement and
find out the correct answer using codes :
A company comes into existence when
it gets :
a.
Certificate of incorporation
b.
Certificate of commencement of
business
c.
Minimum subscriptions
d.
Statutory meeting held
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
True
True False False
(B)
True
False False False
(C)
False
True True False
(D)
False False True True

3.

Assertion (Ass) : Now a days it is
obligatory on the part of
companies to disclose in their
Annual Reports work done for the
benefits of the society.

The following question consists of two
statements, one labelled the Assertion
(Ass) and the other labelled Reason (R).
You are to examine these two statements
and to select your answer to the question
using the codes given below.
Assertion (Ass) : Social responsibility
of business is an idea that cannot be put
into practice by the business.
Reason (R) : There is no norms to
measure the extent of responsibility
towards each segment of the society.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and R is
the correct explanation of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but R is
not the correct explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is false
(D) Ass is false but R is true

PaperII / COM

The following question consists of
two statements, one labelled the
Assertion (Ass) and the other
labelled Reason (R). You are to
examine these two statements and
to select your answer to the
question using the codes given
below.

Reason (R) : Annual Reports are
used by members of society in one
capacity or the other.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true, but R is false
(D) Ass is false, but R is true
2

4.

7.

Match the items in List I with the
items in List II
List I
List II
a. Rs. 10,000/- spent i. Compensating
on extension of
Error
building debited to
Repairs Account
b. Return inward book ii. Errors of Principle
is undercast by
Rs. 3000/- and
Purchase book is
overcast by
Rs. 3000/c. A Purchase of
iii. Errors of
Rs. 3033/- was
Commission
posted as Rs.3303/d. A Sale of Rs. 5500/- iv. Errors of
has not been recorded
Omission
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
ii
i
iv
iii
(B)
ii
iii
i
iv
(C)
iv
i
iii
ii
(D)
ii
i
iii
iv

Writing off the expired cost of an
intangible asset is called
(A) Capitalisation
(B) Depreciation
(C) Amortisation
(D) Depletion

5.

Match List I with List II and select
the correct match by using the codes
given below the lists :
List I
List II
1. Mutual fund
a. Asset Management
company
2. Public issue of capital b. Money market
3. Forward trading
c. Public limited
companies
4. Treasury bill
d. Stock exchange
Codes : 1
2
3
4
(A)
b
d
c
a
(B)
d
a
c
b
(C)
a
c
d
b
(D)
a
c
b
d
6.

Health
beverage
company,
Mangaldai spent the following
amounts on the import and
installation of a machine :
Rs. 50,000 = price of the machine
Rs. 5,000 = freight
Rs. 1,500 = insurance premium
Rs. 6,000 = replacement of a part
damaged in transit not covered
under insurance policy.
Based on the above data, the amount
of capital expenditure would be :
(A) Rs. 50,000
(B) Rs. 56,000
(C) Rs. 62,500
(D) Rs. 51,500
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8.

3

Consider the following statements
and find out the correct answer
from the codes.
Secret reserves serve the purpose of
a. Enabling the directors to tide
over unfavourable circumstances
b. Meeting exceptional losses
c. Increasing the working capital
d. Acquiring fixed assets
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
True False False False
(B)
True True False False
(C)

False

True

True

False

(D)

False

False

True

False
P.T.O.

9.

Given below are two statements
viz. Assertion (Ass) and Reason
(R). Examine the statements and
select the correct answer code :

11. Opportunity cost refers to :
(A) A bargain price for a factor of
production
(B) Average variable cost

Assertion (Ass) : Depreciation
amount is added back to net profit
for calculating funds from
operations in preparing a funds
flow statement.

(C) Incremental cost
(D) Benefits forgone by pursuing
one course of action rather
than another

Reason (R) : Depreciation is an
item of cost but not funds.

12. There are two statements :
Assertion (Ass) and Reason (R).
You are required to examine these
two statements and to select the
correct answer using codes below :

Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are correct
and R is a correct explanation
of Ass.
(B) Both Ass and R are correct
but R is not a correct
explanation of Ass

Assertion (Ass) : Demand curve is
downward sloping.
Reason (R) : Supply curve is
upward sloping.

(C) Ass is correct but R is not
correct

Codes :

(D) Ass is incorrect but R is
correct

(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass

10. A firm will close down in short run
if average revenue is less than :

(B) marginal cost

(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass

(C) average variable cost

(C) Ass is true but R is false

(D) None of the above

(D) Ass is false but R is true

(A) average cost
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13. Match List I with List II and select
the correct match code from A, B,
C and D.
List I

List II

i. Average Revenue
(AR)  Marginal
Revenue (MR)
ii. AR > MR
iii. MR = 0

a. Price elasticity of
demand

AR

iv. AR − MR
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

16. There are two statements X and Y.
Statement X : The tool correlation
is used to measure the degree of
relationship between two phenomena
when it can be measured
quantitatively.

b. Perfect competition
c. Monopoly

Statement Y : The method of
association of attributes is used
when the degree of relationship
between two phenomena can not be
measured quantitatively.

d. Total Revenue is
maximum
i
a
b
d
d

ii
b
c
b
c

iii
c
d
c
b

iv
d
a
a
a

State your Answer as
Codes :
(A) if both X and Y are correct

14. In case of oligopoly, number of
firms are :

(B) if both X and Y are not
correct

(A) Large
(B) Infinite

(C) if X is correct but Y is not
correct

(C) One
(D) Few

(D) if Y is correct but X is not
correct

15. Which of the following is true ?
(A) Chi-square test is a test of
goodness of fit.

17. For two attributes, total frequencies
are :

(B) Chi-square test is a test of
independence.

(A) 2
(B) 4

(C) Chi-square test is a test of
homogeneity.

(C) 3

(D) All of the above.
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20. 360 degree method relates to :

18. There are two statements numbered
as I and II.

(A) Performance Appraisal

Statement I : For a normal
distribution the coefficient of
skewness is zero and the coefficient
of kurtosis is also zero.

(B) Organisational Climate
(C) Employee Morale
(D) Retrenchment Method

Statement II : If the correlation
coefficient between two variables is
zero then the two variables are
independent.

21. Henry Fayol is famous for :

Examine the the statements and
select the answers from the choices
given as below :

(A) Scientific Management

Codes :

(C) Industrial Psychology

(A) Statement I is correct and
statement II is not correct

(D) Principles of Management

(B) Rationalisation

governance
and
22. Corporate
management responsibility for the
listed companies in India has been
enforced through the mechanism of :

(B) Statement I is not correct and
statement II is correct
(C) Both the statements I and II
are correct

(A) Articles of Association of the
company

(D) Both the statements I and II
are not correct

(B) direction issued by Institute
of Chartered Accountants of
India (ICAI)

19. Choose the correct alternative :
Level of significance
probability of :

is

the

(C) Clause 49 of the Listing
Agreement stipulated by
SEBI

(A) not committing error
(B) type I error

(D) Sec 60-B of the Companies
Act stipulated by Ministry of
Corporate Affairs (MCA)

(C) type II error
(D) none of the above
PaperII / COM
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23. Match List I against List II and
select the correct answer code from
the codes given.
List I
List II
i. F. W. Taylor
ii. Henry Fayol
iii. Maslow
iv. Mc Gregor
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

i
a
c
d
d

25. In line and staff organisation, the
authority lies with :
(A) Line
(B) Staff

a. Theory of
Motivation
b. Theory of X and
Theory of Y
c. Functional Approach
to Management
d. Scientific
Management
ii
b
a
a
c

iii
c
b
c
a

(C) Both Line and Staff
(D) Neither Line nor Staff
26. Match the items in List I with the
items on List II.
List I

iv
d
d
b
b

24. There
are
two
statements :
Assertion (Ass) and Reason (R).
You are required to examine these
two carefully and select the Answer
code from A-D as follows :
Assertion (Ass) : Most of the people
in an organisation must be coerced,
controlled, directed or threatened
with punishment to get them to work
towards organisational goal.
Reason (R) : The average human
has an inherent dislike of work and
will avoid if he can.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is false

a. Skimming price

1. Pricing at low
level to get into
the market.

b. Premium pricing

2. Artificially high
price to give an
impression of good
quality.

c. Predatory pricing

3. Aggressive pricing
to drive out
competitors.

d. Penetration pricing 4. Pricing to get a
specific return.
5. Charging higher
price at initial
stage and
lowering the price
gradually.

(D) Ass is false but R is true
PaperII / COM
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Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

4

3

2

1

(B)

2

3

4

1

(C)

5

2

3

1

(D)

3

5

2

1
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27. Charging

different

prices

30. Which of the following is not one
of the steps in the net present value
method (NPV) ?

to

different customer is known as :
(A) Price elasticity

(A) Identify the amount
and
timing of the cash flows

(B) Price discrimination
(C) Price skimming

(B) Discount the cash flows

(D) Price rationalisation

(C) Calculate the number of
years required to recover the
initial investment

28. Market segmentation based on age
of the consumer group, sex, family
size, race, religion, community,

(D) Compare the discounted cash
flows to zero

language, occupation, educational
level, social level and income level

31. Which of the following is not a
correct statement in the context of
operating leverage ?

comes under :
(A) geographic segmentation
(B) demographic segmentation

(A) Operating leverage results when
fluctuations in sales are
accompanied by disproportionate
fluctuations in operating profit.

(C) psychographic segmentation
(D) characteristics and behaviour
segmentation

(B) Operating leverage results in
the absence of operating
fixed cost of the firm.

29. The pricing method in which the
selling price of the product is fixed
by adding a margin to the cost

(C) It can be measured using the
formula :

price is referred to as :

Percentage change in operating profit
> 1.
Percentage change in sales volume

(A) Absorption cost pricing
(B) Marginal pricing

(D) At a given volume of activity
it is measured by

(C) Mark-up pricing

Contribution
> 1.
EBIT

(D) Tender pricing
PaperII / COM
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32. Match the following items of List I
against items of List II.
List I

35. In the Last in First Out (LIFO) method
the closing stock is valued at 

List II

1. Net Operating
Income

a. Capital Budgeting

(A) A price which is paid for the
last consignment.

2. Net Present Value

b. Cash management

3. Stochastic model

c. Capital structure

(B) A price which is paid for the
earlier consignment.

4. Residual Theory

d. Dividend Policy

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

1
a
c
c
d

2
b
a
b
b

3
c
b
d
a

(C) An average price of all the
consignments.

4
d
d
a
c

(D) The prevailing market price
at the time of valuation.
36. Statement (a) : The All India Trade
Union Congress was established in
1920.

33. Examine the statements given as I
and II

(b) : The Indian National Trade
Union Congress was established in
1948.

I : Operating leverage increases
with fixed costs.

Codes :

II : A firm will have higher
operating leverages if the total cost
have higher percentage of fixed cost.

(A) Statement (a) is true but
statement (b) is untrue.

Which of the following is correct ?

(B) Statement (b) is true but
statement (a) is untrue.

Codes :
(A) I

(C) Both statements (a) and (b)
are true.

(B) II

(D) Both statements (a) and (b)
are untrue.

(C) I and II
(D) Neither I nor II

37. Which one of the pairs is correctly

34. The concept of cost of capital is very

matched :

important from which point of view ?

(C) Make or Buy decisions

(A) Compensation : Career Planning
(B) Manpower
: Job evaluation
planning
(C) Social Security : Payment of
bonus

(D) Both (A) and (B)

(D) Morale

(A) Capital Expenditure decisions
(B) Capital Structure decisions

PaperII / COM
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38. The Following question consists of
two statements, one labelled the
Assertion (Ass) and the other
labelled Reason (R). You are to
examine these two statements and
select your answer to the question
from the codes given below.
Assertion (Ass) : With the
introduction of modern technology
in industries, human resource
management has assumed more
importance.
Reason (R) : The level of
modernnisation
of
industrial
technology is not the same in
every country.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass.
(B) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass.
(C) Ass is true, but R is false.
(D) Ass is false, but R is true.

43. Which one of the following is the
inventor of ATM in banking service ?

39. Which of the following job concept
is not related to job analysis ?

(B) Mr William Greensplan

41. Match the following items in List I
with the items in List II.
List I
List II
a. SEBI Act
1. 2005
b. RBI Act
2. 1949
c. Right to Information Act 3. 2002
d. SARFAESI Act
4. 1992
e. Banking Regulation Act
5. 1934
Codes : a
b
c
d
e
(A)
4
5
3
1
2
(B)
4
1
2
5
3
(C)
3
2
1
4
5
(D)
4
5
1
3
2
42. NABARD was set up in the year :
(A) 1980
(B) 1981
(C) 1982
(D) 1983

(A) Mr Gamesplan
(C) John Sephard Beron

(A) Job description

(D) James Wilson

(B) Job security

44. Section 138 of the Negotiable
Instruments Act 1988 states that
drawer of a cheque is liable to be
punished if the cheque is bounced
.
for

(C) Job design
(D) Job specification
40. Payment of Bonus Act came into
force in the year :
(A) 1960

(A) not crossing

(B) 1965

(B) alteration in figures

(C) 1970

(C) variation in signature

(D) 1948

(D) insufficient fund

PaperII / COM
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48. The World Trade Organisation
(WTO) was set up following the :
(A) Uruguay Round Negotiation
(B) Brettonwoods Conference
(C) Smithsonian Agreement
(D) Washington Consensus

45. There are two statements given
below as I and II.
Statement (I) : A person can open a
current account for his minor son.
Statement (II) : An illiterate
person can open a savings account
with cheque facility.
Codes :
(A) I is correct but II is not
correct.
(B) I is not correct but II is correct.
(C) Both I and II are correct.
(D) Both I and II are not correct.

49. Assertion (Ass) : Transfer pricing
refers to the internal price at which
goods and services are transferred from
one division to another division within
the same compnay usually an MNC.
Reason (R) : A great deal of intra-firm
buying and selling occurs in decentralised
firm for which it can be used as a
measure of divisional performance and
often it is followed by under-invoicing or
over-invoicing as per the requirement.
Examine the above two statements and
select the most appropriate answer from
the codes :
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are correct
but R is not a correct
explanation of Ass.
(B) Both Ass and R are correct
and R is a correct explanation
of Ass.
(C) Ass is correct but R is not correct.
(D) Ass is incorrect but R is correct.

46. Match List 1 with List 2 and select
the correct answer by using the
codes given below the lists.
List-1

List-2

1. Comparative cost a. Shipping document
2. World Bank
b. Basis of
international trade
3. WTO
c. Fundamental
disequilibrium
4. Bill of lading
d. General Agreement
on Trade in Services
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

1
d
b
a
b

2
c
c
b
d

3
b
d
c
c

4
a
a
d
a

47. Since 1st January 1995, the Uruguay
Round Negotiation resulted in the
embodiment of :

50. Which of the following is not true
with regard to a normal distribution ?
(A) The normal curve is assymetrical.
(B) There is one maxmium point
of normal curve.
(C) The normal curve has only
one mode.
(D) None of the above.

(A) IMF
(B) WTO
(C) GATT
(D) General Agreement on Trade
in Services (GATS)
PaperII / COM
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COMMERCE

PAPER  III
Total Marks : 150
Note : This paper contains seventy five (75) objective type questions of two (02) marks
each. All questions are compulsory.
1.

2.

Following are two statements
one Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Find the correct
answer from the codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : The balance of
trade
includes
only
those
transactions arising out of the
exports and imports of only the
visible items like goods.
Reason (R) : While balance of
payments takes into account the
exchange of both visible and
invisible items like various
services, it manifests better picture
of a nations external balance.
Codes :
(A) Ass is correct but R is wrong.
(B) Ass is wrong but R is correct.
(C) Both Ass and R are correct
and R correctly explains Ass.
(D) Both Ass and R are correct
but R does not explain the
Ass correctly.
Comparative cost
propounded by

theory

3.

4.

Match the items in List-I with the
items given in List-II
List-I
List-II
a. Intellectual
1. Special purpose
Vehicle (SPV)
property rights
(IPR)
2. Geographical
b. Joint Venture
indication (GI)
3. Purchasing power
c. Hedging
parity (PPP)
4. Volatility and risk
d. Exchange rate
management
determination
Codes : 1
2
3
4
(A)
c
a
d
b
(B)
b
a
d
c
(C)
b
c
d
a
(D)
d
a
b
c

was

5.

(A) Adam Smith
(B) Ricardo
(C) Malthus
(D) Marshall
PaperIII / COM

Customs duty levied according to
the value of goods is known as
duty.
(A) Excise
(B) Ad-valorem
(C) Specific
(D) None of these

2

The official appointed by government
to stay at foreign country to oversee
the nations commercial interest is the
(A) Consul
(B) Foreign Secretary
(C) Ambassador
(D) President of Chamber of Commerce

6.

9.

Match the items in List-I with the
items given in List-II
List-I

List-II

Match List-I with List-II and find
the correct answer from the codes
given below :

a. International
1. Brettonwoods
Conference 1944
liquidity

List-I

List-II

a. Free trade area

2. SDR (Special
b. IBRD, IMF
Drawing Rights)

i. No restriction on
trade

b. Customs Union

3. IMF Tranche
Facility

ii. Trade is free and
no custom duty
c. Common Market iii. No custom duties
on members
d. Economic Union iv. Advanced stage
of integration
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
ii
i
iv
iii
(B)
i
iii
ii
iv
(C)
ii
iii
i
iv
(D)
iii
iv
ii
i

c. IDA (International
Development
Association)

4. Soft loan window d. BOP deficit of
member nations
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
7.

8.

1
c
b
a
b

2
d
c
b
a

3
a
d
c
d

4
b
a
d
c

10. Which one of the following is not a
function of leader in an organisation ?

Convertibility of the rupee implies :
(A) Being able to convert rupee
notes into gold.
(B) Freely permitting the conversion of
rupee to other major currencies
and vice-versa.
(C) Allowing the value of the
rupee to be fixed by market
forces
(D) Developing an international
market for currencies in India.

(A) Motivating employees
(B) Fixing the remuneration
package of employees
(C) Resolving conflict
(D) Selecting most effective
communication channel
11. Legitimate power occurs when
(A) people perceive that the leader
has the legal or traditional right
to determine their behaviour.

World Trade Organisation was set
up in the year
(A) 1994
(B) 1995
(C) 1993
(D) None of the above
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(B) influence generally exists between
closely related persons.
(C) All above.
(D) None of the above.
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12. A performance rating system is :

15. Brainstorming is a training technique
which can be clubbed together with

(A) A grade or score relating to
overall performance.

(A) skill training

(B) Details of the extent to which
work objectives were met.

(B) creativity training

(C) Achievements during the year.

(C) cross functional training

(D) None of the above.

(D) team training

13. If a local collective agreement on pay and
conditions is in place, who benefits ?
(A) Only those employees who are
members of the trade union
(B) All employees regardless of
union membership
(C) All employees in that
industry nation-wide
(D) All employees regardless of
union membership who are in
the grade of work covered by
the agreement.

16. In case of separation of employees,
which of the following cost brings
benefit to the organisation ?
(A) Training cost
(B) Reduce labour cost
(C) Selection cost
(D) Recruitment cost
17. An issue of female preference in an
advertisement for recruitment of air
hostess is technically covered by

14. Match the items of List-I against
the items of List II.
List-I
List-II
(Leadership Type)
(Model)
i. Participative a. Vroom and Yettons
Normative Model
ii. Contingency b. The managerial grid
iii. Behavioural c. Likerts Leadership style
iv. Situational
d. Fredlers Least Preferred
Co-worker (LPC) Theory
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

i
b
c
b
c
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ii
d
a
a
d

iii
c
b
c
b

(A) Job description
(B) Job design
(C) Job planning
(D) Job specification
18. Which of the following is not a nonparametric test ?
(A) Chi-square Test ( ? Test)

iv
a
d
d
a

(B) One Sample Runs Test
(C) Kruskal-Wallis Test
(D) t-test
4

19. Which of the following is of Type I
error ?
(A) The hypothesis is true but our
test rejects it.
(B) The hypothesis is false but
our test accepts it.
(C) The hypothesis is true and
our test accepts it.
(D) The hypothesis is false and
our test rejects it.

22. Which one of the following factors
cause non sampling errors ?

20. There are two statements viz.
Assertion (Ass) and Reason (R).
Choose the correct answer code :
Assertion (Ass) : The value of
Pearsons coefficient of correlation
lies between +1 and 1.
Reason (R) : Pearsons coefficient
of correlation is a mathematical
method of calculating relation.
Codes :

23. Match the List-I against List-II and
select the correct answer code.

(A) Faulty selection & sample
(B) Faulty
demarcation
sampling units

(C) Substitution of selected unit
by another
(D) Publication errors

List-I

(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is false
(D) Ass is false but R is true

List-II

i. Median

a. Spearman

ii. Standard
Deviation

b. Measure of central
value

iii. Coefficient of
variation

c. Absolute measure
of dispersion

iv. Rank Correlation

d. Relative measure
of dispersion

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

21. Which one is not the property of
normal distribution ?
(A) In Normal distribution mean
= Median = Mode
(B) The quartiles are equidistant
from mean
(C) The normal curve is bell shaped
(D) The total area of a normal
curve is 2.
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i
a
b
b
a

ii
c
d
c
d

iii
d
c
d
b

iv
b
a
a
c

24. Which one of the following is the
odd one ?
(A) Law of diminishing Marginal
utility
(B) Law of substitution
(C) Indifference curve analysis
(D) Law of variable proportions
5
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25. In the equation :

30. Below are two statements  one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Find the correct
answer from the codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Standard cost is
the predetermind cost based on
technical estimates for materials,
labour and overhead for a selected
period of time.
Reason (R) : Standard costing
compares the standard cost of each
product or service with the actual
costs, to determine the efficiency
of the operation, so that any
remedial action may be taken
immediately.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are correct
and
reasoning
correctly
explains the assertion.
(B) Both Ass and R are correct
but R does not explain the
Ass correctly.
(C) Ass is correct but R is wrong.
(D) Ass is wrong but R is correct.

Price elasticity of demand =
?
Proportionate change in price
The top line of the fraction should read :
(A) Proportionate change
marginal demand

in

(B) Increase in quantity demanded
(C) Decrease in aggregate demand
(D) Proportionate change
quantity demanded

in

26. All of the following curves are u
shaped except
(A) The Average Variable Cost curve
(B) The Average Fixed Cost curve
(C) The Average Cost curve
(D) The Marginal Cost curve
27. National Income is a
(A) Flow concept
(B) Stock concept
(C) Quasi-stock concept
(D) None of the above
28. The
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

31. Following are the information of
XYZ Ltd.

total utility is maximum when
Marginal utility is zero
Average utility is the highest
Marginal utility is the highest
Marginal utility is equal to
Average utility

Current Ratio = 1.4
Acid Test Ratio = 1.2
Current Liabilities = Rs. 1,600
Inventory turnover Ratio = 8

29. Cross elasticity of demand between
Tea and Cofee is
(A) Positive
(B) Negative
(C) Nil
(D) None of the above
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The sales of XYZ Ltd would be :
(A) Rs. 4,160
(B) Rs. 2,560
(C) Rs. 1,920
(D) Rs. 320
6

32. Match List-I with List-II and select
the correct match using the code
given :
List-I
List-II
a. Wasting Assets 1. Cash balance
b. Fictitious Assets 2. Generators
c. Fixed Assets
3. Patent and trade
marks
d. Intangible Assets 4. Preliminary
expenses
5. Gas wells
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
4
5
2
3
(B)
1
5
3
2
(C)
5
4
2
3
(D)
2
3
1
4

34. Financial analysis of accounting
data is not usually carried out from
the view point of :
(A) Financial Institutions
(B) Shareholders
(C) Customers
(D) Statutory agencies
35. While preparing Cash Flow
Statement. Cash receipts from
disposal of fixed assets is shown
under :

33. Below are two statements  one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Find the correct
answer from the codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : It is recognised
in marginal costing that sales 
variable cost = contribution ;
contribution - fixed cost = profit
Reason
(R) :
Concept
of
contribution is not relevant for
break even analysis and other
management decision making.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are correct
and
reasoning
correctly
explains the assertion.
(B) Both Ass and R are correct
but R does not explain the
Ass correctly.
(C) Ass is correct but R is wrong.
(D) Ass is wrong but R is correct.
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(A) Financing Activities
(B) Operating Activities
(C) Investing Activities
(D) None of the above
36. The process that turns marketing
strategies and plans into marketing
actions, in order to accomplish
strategic marketing objectives, is
called :
(A) Marketing Strategy
(B) Marketing Control
(C) Marketing Analysis
(D) Marketing Implementation
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37. There are a number of key influences
on the selection of distribution
strategy. Which of the following is
generally recognised as the key
influence ?
1.

Buyer Behaviour

2.

Producers Need

3.

Product Type

40. There are two statements viz.
Assertion (Ass) and Reason (R).
Choose the correct answer from
the codes given below :
Assertion (Ass) : A companys
positioning and differentiation
strategy must change as the
product, market and competition
change over the product life cycle.

Codes :

Reason (R) : Products have a
limited life and product sales pass
through different challenges at
different paints of time.

(A) Only 1
(B) Only 1 and 2
(C) Only 1 and 3
(D) 1, 2 and 3

Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass.

38. Introducing new products to existing
markets is an example of :
(A) concentric diversification

(B) Both Ass and R are true, but
R is not the correct
explanation.

(B) horizontal diversification
(C) vertical diversification

(C) Ass is true but R is false.

(D) conglomerate diversification

(D) Ass is false but R is true.

39. Some consumers of service are
dissatisfied even though the supplier
offers a relatively high standard of
service. The reason is :

41. Which of the following statements is
not true ?

(A) Price is too low

(A) Price lining is found more
commonly among retailers.

(B) there are too few tangible
cues to assess the service

(B) Penetration pricing is intended
to capture the market.

(C) consumers have a low level
of expectation

(C) Under odd pricing buyers
may feel that the price is
mark down price.

(D) consumers have a high level
of expectation
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(D) None of the above.
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42. A brand may be :
(A) a name
(B) a symbol or design
(C) a term
(D) all of the above

45. Read the Assertion (Ass) and
Reason (R) given below and select
the correct combination from the
codes given below :
Assertion (Ass) : Consumer
Protection Act seeks to protect the
interest of the consumer from
unfair trade practices.
Reason (R) : Indian consumers are
not sufficiently conscious about
the Act and hence cannot get the
advantages.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are correct.
(B) Ass is correct but R is not correct.
(C) Both Ass and R are correct and
R is not the correct R of Ass.
(D) Both Ass and R are incorrect.

43. There are two statements viz.
Assertion (Ass) and Reason (R).
Choose the answer from the codes
given below :
Assertion (Ass) : Hand to mouth
buying will lead to increase in the
cost.
Reason (R) : Benefits of large
scale buying will not be available
in case of hand to mouth buying.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass.
(B) Both Ass and R are true, but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass.
(C) Ass is true but R is false.
(D) Ass is false but R is true.

46. Read the following statements and
examine whether the statements are
true or false. Choose the correct
answer from the codes given below :
i.
Political environment of business
refers to the different aspects of
governance that have economic
impact on business.
ii. Economic environment refers to all
the economic policies of the
Government.
iii. Technological environment do not
have considerable influence on
business
iv. Social and cultural environment
refers to the influence exercised by
trade unions.
Codes : i
ii
iii
iv
(A)
True True True False
(B)
True True False False
(C)
False True False True
(D)
False False True True

44. Read the Assertion (Ass) and
Reason (R) given below and select
the correct combination from the
codes given below :
Assertion (Ass) : India exports
garments.
Reason (R) : Garment industry is
labour intensive and India has
abundant supply of cheap labour.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are correct.
(B) Ass is correct but R is
incorrect.
(C) R is correct but Ass is incorrect.
(D) Both Ass and R are correct and R
is the correct explanation of Ass.
PaperIII / COM
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47. Match List-I with List-II selecting
the correct match using the codes
given :
List-I

50. Given below are to statements one
labelled as Assertion (Ass) and the
other as Reason (R). Select the
correct answer from the given
codes.
Assertion (Ass) : A robust
currency and credit system is
essential for securing monetary
stability of the country.
Reason (R) : The Reserve Bank of
India as the Central Bank of the
country regulates the money
supply through its monetary and
credit policy.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass.
(B) Ass is true but R is false.
(C) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass.
(D) Ass is false but R is true.

List-II

a. Economic environment i. Companies Act
of business
b. Economic reform in
ii. Planning in
India
India
c. Legal environment
iii. Current account
of business
and capital account
convertibility of
rupee
d. Foreign Exchange
iv. 1991
Management Act
Codes : a
(A)
i
(B)
ii
(C)
iii
(D)
ii

b
iii
i
ii
iv

c
ii
iii
iv
i

d
iv
iv
i
iii

48. Find the correct answer from the
alternatives given below :
A mixed economy is necessarily an
economy which is,
(A) Planned
(B) Organised
(C) Controlled
(D) None of the above

51. Which of the following is not a part
of Tier-I capital of a banking
company ?
(A) Paid-up capital
(B) Statutory reserves
(C) Capital reserves

49. Find the correct answer from the
alternatives given below :
Focus on social environment is
related to 
(A) Unity of command
(B) human relations
(C) unity of direction
(D) all the above
PaperIII / COM

(D) Revaluation reserves
52. Principal functions of banks are :
(A) accepting deposits
(B) lending and investing
(C) remittance services
(D) all of the above
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55. Match List-I with List-II and select
the correct answer using the codes
given below the lists.

53. Objectives of Know Your Customers
(KYC) are :
(A) to ensure appropriate customer
identification.

List-I
a.
b.
c.
d.

(B) to monitor transactions of
suspicious nature.
(C) to ensure that the customer
would not deceive the bank.

whether
the
following
54. State
statements are True or Fasle by
choosing the correct answer from the
codes
showing
the
correct
combination of answers given below :
a.

Installation of ATM at the
branch premises of bank
requires RBIs permission.

b.

A customer can withdraw cash
from his account via internet
banking

c.

A customer can obtain a bank
draft delivered at his home
from tele-banking

d.

A customer can obtain a
summary of statement of his
account from the banks ATM

Codes :

a

b

(A)

True

True

False False

(B)

False

False

True

True

(C)

True

False

True

False

(D)

False

True

False

True
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Planning
Staffing
Directing
Controlling
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

(D) only (A) and (B).

List-II

a
3
3
2
2

1.
2.
3.
4.
b
1
4
1
4

Training
Forecasting
Evaluating
Motivating
c
4
1
4
1

d
2
2
3
3

56. The process of grouping activities
into
units for the purpose of
administration may be referred as :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Decentralisation
Co-ordination
Specialisation
Departmentalisation

57. Co-ordination can be best achieved
through :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Direct personal contract
Reciprocity
Continuity
All of these

58. Which of the following is/are true in
case of line organisation ?
(A) The lines of authority and
responsibility are definite
(B) It is economical as it does
not employ expert staff
personnel
(C) All of these
(D) None of these

d
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63. Working capital cycle involves the
following :
i.
Acquisition of raw materials.
ii. Finished goods.
iii. Receivables.
iv. Cash.
v.
Work-in-Progress.
Which of the sequence is correct ?

59. Match List-I with List-II and select
the correct match using the codes
given below :
List-I
List-II
a. Mc Gregor
i. Motivation
Hygiene theory
b. Herzberg
ii. Theory X and
Theory Y
c. McClelland
iii. ERG Theory
d. Alderfer
iv. Need Theories
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
ii
i
iv
iii
(B)
i
iii
ii
iv
(C)
iii
ii
i
iv
(D)
iv
iii
ii
i

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

iii
ii
v
i

i
iii
ii
ii

v
iv
iii
iii

ii
v
iv
v

64. In formulating dividend theory both
Walter and Gordon assumed three
categories of firms except :
(A) Normal firms
(B) Growth firms
(C) Declining firms
(D) Liquidating firms

60. Which one of the following is not a
form of autocratic leadership ?
(A) Incompetent
(B) Strict
(C) Benevolent
(D) Free rein

65. Which of the following statements is
not true with regard to share split ?
(A) Share split increases the
number of shares.
(B) Share split results in increase
in the value of shares.
(C) The shareholders total funds
remain unaltered.
(D) All of the above statements.

61. Choose the correct option :
Current assets are twice the current
liabilities. If the working capital is
Rs. 60,000 current assets would be :
(A) Rs. 60,000
(B) Rs. 1,00,000
(C) Rs. 1,20,000
(D) Rs. 1,10,000

66. The correct measure of degree of
combined leverage includes the
following except :
(A) DCL = DOL × DFL

62. The assumptions of M-M hypothesis
does not include :
(A) Capital markets are imperfect.
(B) Investors have homogeneous
expectations.
(C) All firms can be classified into
homogeneous risk classes.
(D) The dividend payout ratio is
100 per cent.
PaperIII / COM

iv
i
i
iv

Percentage change in EPS
(B) Percentage change in Sales
Contribution EBIT
×
EBIT
EBT
EBT
(D) Contribution

(C)
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67. Acid-test Ratio is also known as :

71. Given 
Total asset Turnover = 3
Net Profit Margin = 10%
Total Assets
= Rs. 2,00,000
The Net Profit is :
(A) 20,000
(B) 30,000
(C) 60,000
(D) 40,000

(A) Quick Ratio
(B) Debt Ratio
(C) Cash Ratio
(D) Current Ratio
68. When an organisation or an
individual assessee aims to reduce the
tax liability through legal framework
and it arranges the affairs in a manner
that minimum tax is attracted, such a
scheme is known as :

whether
the
following
72. State
statements are True or Fasle by
choosing the code showing the
correct combination of answers :
a. A Balance sheet is a statement of
assets and liabilities of an enterprise
for a particular accounting period.
b. Profit is the excess of revenues for
the period over payments for the
period.
c. Trade discount received is shown on
the credit side of Profit and Loss
Account
d. Depreciation is an amortised
expenditure
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
False True False True
(B)
False True True True
(C)
True False True False
(D)
False False False True

(A) Transfer pricing
(B) Tax planning
(C) Tax planning with General
Anti-Avoidance Rule (GAAR)
(D) Tax planning cum Tax evasion
69

After computing the income under
each head separately, the incomes of
the various heads are added together.
The sum total of incomes of the
various heads :
(A) is called taxable income
(B) net taxable income
(C) fiscal income
(D) gross total income (GTI)

73. Re-arrange the following heads of asset
in the balance sheet of a company :
1. Fixed Assets
2. Miscellaneous Expenditure
3. Current assets
4. Loans & advances
5. Investment
(A) 1
3
4
5
2
(B) 1
5
2
3
4
(C) 5
1
3
4
2
(D) 1
5
3
4
2

70. Form No. 16 under Rule 31 (1) (a) of
the Income Tax Rule is essential for :
(A) Advance payment of tax
(B) Filing of tax return by
salaried employee
(C) filing of tax return by self
employed person
(D) both advance payment of tax
and filing of return by nonsalaried assessee
PaperIII / COM
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75. Match List-I with List-II and select
the correct answer using the codes
given below :
List-I
List-II
(Type of Mutual
(Features)
funds)
a. Open ended fund 1. Maximum short term
return to investors
b. Income fund
2. Can sell unlimited
number of units
c. Close ended fund 3. The units are not
redeemable at their NAV
d. Growth Fund
4. Maximises long-term
return to investors
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
3
4
2
1
(B)
3
4
1
2
(C)
2
1
4
3
(D)
2
1
3
4

74. Read the statements and select the
correct answer from the codes
given below :
Assertion (Ass) : A merger results
into an economic advantage when
the combined firms are worth more
together than as separate entities.
Reason (R) : Merger should be
undertaken when the acquiring
companys gain exceeds the cost.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass.
(B) Ass is true but R is false.
(C) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass.
(D) Ass is false but R is true.
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ECONOMICS
PAPER  II
Total Marks : 100
Note : This paper contains fifty (50) objective type questions, each question carrying
two (02) marks. All the questions are compulsory.
1.

In a classical model aggregate
income can be increased by

3.

(A) expansionary monetary policy

(A) Marshal-Lerner condition

(B) expansionary fiscal policy

(B) Wagner's law

(C) both expansionary fiscal and
monetary policies

(C) Ramsey rule
(D) Pareto-efficiency condition

(D) none of the above
4.
2.

The role of devaluation to correct
trade imbalance is determined by

What is the main difference
between the Heckscher-Ohlin
model and the Ricardian model ?
(A) Unlike in the Ricardian
model, factors are mobile
across industries in the
Heckscher-Ohlin model
(B) Unlike in the Ricardian
model,
endowments
of
factors of production affect
trade
patterns
in
the
Heckscher-Ohlin model
(C) Unlike in the Ricardian
model, factors are mobile
across countries in the
Heckscher-Ohlin model
(D) Unlike in the Ricardian
model, trade is not assumed
to be free in the HeckscherOhlin model
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Ascertain whether the following are
true or false using codes below :
a.

As in perfect competition in
monopoly also the MC curve
of the firm constitutes the
supply curve

b.

The area which lies under the
demand curve for a given
good measures marginal utility

c.

Pareto efficiency prevails only
when the market is perfectly
competitive

d.

MC curve cuts AC curve at
the point where AC is the
minimum

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

False

True

True

False

(B)

True

False False

True

(C)

True

False

True

False

(D)

False

False

True

True

5.

8.

For two mutually exclusive events
A and B, we have

ListI

(A) P (AB) = P (A) . P (B)

iii. Current
c. Food
Account
Security
Convertibility

(D) P (A + B) = P (A) + P (B)  P (AB)

iv. Annapurna
Antodaya
Yojana

Pick the sector making the highest
contribution to GDP of India :

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

(A) Primary sector
(B) Secondary sector
(C) Tertiary sector

9.

(D) External sector

i
b
a
b
a

ii
a
b
a
b

d. Foreign Trade
liberalization
iii
d
c
c
d

iv
c
d
d
c

Which of the following would not
be
associated
with
secular
deterioration in the terms of trade ?
(A) Differences in the distribution
of the gains from increased
productivity
(B) Diverse cyclical movements of
primary product and industrial
prices
(C) Divergence of the international
price ratio from the internal
price ratio
(D) Disparities in the rates of
increase in demand for imports
between the industrial and
primary producing countries

If x ~ N (0, 1) and y ~ χ n and x
and y are independent, z = x y n
follows :
(A) F  distribution with d.f n
(B) t  distribution with d.f 1
(C) N distribution with d.f (n1)
(D) t  distribution with d.f n
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a. Rural
Infrastructure

ii. Bharat Nirman b. Employment
Generation

(C) P (A / B) = P (A) / P (B)

7.

ListII

i. NRFGA

(B) P (A + B) = P (A) + P (B)

6.

Match items in List1 with those in
List2 and find the correct answer
from the codes below :
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10. Given below are two statements,
one an Assertion (Ass) and the
other a Reason (R)

12. Which of the following statements
is/are true for the income elasticity
of demand (D) ?

Assertion (Ass) : Exports of
manufactured goods could play a
critical
role in the economic
development of most countries
Reason (R) : Industrialization is
the natural means of development
(A) Both Ass and R are true, but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass

i.

η >  for luxuries

ii.

 < η < 1 for normal goods

iii.

η < 0 for inferior goods

iv.

η < 0 for a Giffen good

Choose your answer from the
following alternatives

(B) Ass is true, but R is false

Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

True

True

True

False

(D) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass

(B)

True

False

True

True

(C)

True

True

False

True

11. Ascertain whether the following are
true or false using codes below :

(D)

False

True

True

True

(C) Ass is false, but R is true

a.

Poisson distribution is
continuous distribution

a

b.

P-value is the observed
significance level of a test

c.

Coefficient of variation is a
measure of kurtosis

d.

Census of India is an example
of stratified random sampling

Codes :

a

b

(A)

False

True

False False

(B)

False

True

False

True

(C)

True

False

True

False

(D)

True

True

False False
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13. The imposition of a permit tax
causes the monopolist's
(A) average cost curves to shift up
(B) average cost and marginal
cost curves to shift up,
because the per unit tax is
like a fixed cost

d

(C) average cost and marginal
cost curves to shift up,
because the per unit tax is
like a variable cost
(D) all of the above
4

14. Who, among the following
economists, is confined to a shortterm view of fiscal policy ?

18. FRBM stands for
(A) Fiscal Responsibility and
Budgetary Management

(A) Hansen

(B) Fiscal Responsibility
Bank Management

(B) Harrod

(C) Fiscal Review for Budget
Making

(C) Keynes
(D) Domar

(D) Financial
Reform
and
Budgetary Management

15. Life-cycle
hypothesis
of
consumption was postulated by

19. Which of the following does not
belong to non-tax revenue ?

(A) Friedman

(A) administrative revenue

(B) Keynes

(B) income tax

(C) Duesenburry

(C) profit from state enterprises

(D) Ando and Modigliani

(D) gifts and grants

16. High-powered money is the base for

20. In India, the States share in the tax
revenue of the Centre and the
distribution of this share among
different states is determined by

(A) the creation of money supply
only
(B) the expansion
deposits only

and

of

bank

(A) Planning Commission

(C) both (i) & (ii)

(B) Reserve Bank of India

(D) none of the above

(C) Finance Commission
(D) None of the above

17. A large inflow of foreign capital in
the form of FDI improves our

21. Market fails when there is (are)

(A) BOP Current Account

(A) Externality

(B) BOP Trade Account

(B) Perfect competition

(C) Balance
of
Unilateral
Transfer Account

(C) Public goods

(D) Balance of Capital Account
PaperII / ECO
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23. Following are two statements 
one Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Find the correctness of
the statements using codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : A distribution
where the mean and the median
have different values is not a
normal distribution.
Reason (R) : The right and left
tails of the normal curve never
touch the horizontal axis.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are false
(B) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true, but R is false
(D) Ass is false, but R is true

22. Match items in List1 with those in
List2 and find the correct answer
from the codes below :
ListI

ListII

a. Joint probability i. the probability
of two or
more events
occurring
together in a
succession.
b. Marginal events

ii. the probability
of one event
without
consideration
of any other
event

c. Mutually
exclusive events

iii.events for
which
occurence of
one does not
change the
probability
of the other

d. Independent
events

iv. events that
cannot occur
together

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iv

iii

(B)

iii

i

iv

ii

(C)

i

iii

iv

ii

(D)

i

iii

ii

iv
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24. Match items in ListI with those in
ListII and find the correct match
from the codes given below :
ListI
ListII
a. Demand deposits i. SLR
with commercial
banks plus currency
with the public
b. Secondary reserve ii. M1
ratio
c. Commercial bank iii. M2
reserves plus
currency held by
the public
d. Time deposits
iv. High-powered
money
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
ii
iii
iv
i
(B)
i
ii
iii
iv
(C)
iii
i
ii
iv
(D)
ii
i
iv
iii
6

27. The statement (Ass) is an assertion
and (R) is a possible explanation
for (Ass). Choose your answer
from the alternative given below
the statements.
Assertion (Ass) : For a public
good exclusion is inefficient.
Reason (R) : Exclusion is not
possible in case of a public good.
Codes :
(A) Ass is false though R is true
(B) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the explanation for Ass
(C) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
for Ass
(D) Ass is true, but R is false

25. Match items in ListI with those in
ListII and find the correct answer
from the codes below :
ListI

ListII

a. Merit goods
b. Theory of clubs
c. Inverse elasticity
rule
d. Theory of public
expenditure
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

a
i
iv
ii
ii

b
ii
iii
iii
iv

i. F. P. Ramsey
ii. R. A. Musgrave
iii. A. Wagner
iv. J. M. Buchanan
c
iii
ii
iv
i

d
iv
i
i
iii

26. Ascertain whether the following
statements are True (T) or False (F)
using codes given below :
a. Intra-industry trade reflects
natural comparative advantage
b. The more dissimilar are factor
endowments, the more important
are intra-industry trade
c. When
products
are
differentiated, we have both
inter-and intra-industry trade
d. Mutually beneficial
trade
can take place even if nations
are identical in factor
endowments and technology
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

a
T
T
F
T
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b
F
F
T
T

c
T
F
T
F

28. Given below are two statements,
one an Assertion (Ass) and the
other a Reason (R). Choose the
correct answer using codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : The demand
curve faced by a monopolistically
competitive firm is highly elastic
Reason (R) : In monopolistic
competition, there are many sellers
of the differentiated product which
are close substitutes.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true, but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass

d
T
T
F
F

(B) Ass is true, but R is false
(C) Ass is false, but R is true
(D) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
7
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31. Match items in Column-A with
those in Column-B and find the
correct answer from the codes given
below :

29. Match items in ListI with those in
ListII and find the correct answer
from the codes below :
ListI

ListII

i.

Kink demand
curve
ii. Sales
maximisation
iii. Compensated
demand curve
iv. revealed
preference
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

i
a
d
a
b

ii
b
c
d
d

ColumnA

a. Samuelson

a. Expenditure
i. automatic
reducing policies
adjustment
b. Expenditureii. devaluation
switching
policies
c. Direct control
iii. quantitative
restriction
d. Gold standard iv. monetary
fiscal policy

b. Hicks
c. Baulnol
d. Sweezy
iii
c
b
b
a

iv
d
a
c
c

Codes : a
(A)
iv
(B)
ii
(C)
iv
(D)
iii

30. Ascertain whether the following
statements are True or False using
codes given below :
a.

Fund raised through the various
taxes is called tax revenue

b.

Administrative revenue, profit
from state enterprises, gifts
and grants are sources of nontax revenues

c.

Income tax, wealth tax, gift
tax etc. are indirect taxes

d.

Agricultural income tax is imposed
by the Central government.

Options : a
(A)
True
(B)
True
(C)
True
(D)
True
PaperII / ECO

ColumnB

b
ii
iii
i
iv

c
iii
iv
iii
i

d
i
i
ii
ii

32. Match List I with List II and find
the correct match using codes :
List I
a. Unlimited
supplies of
labour
b. Stages of
Growth
c. Critical
Minimum
Efforts
d. Low level
Equilibrium
Trap

b
c
d
True False False
False True False
False False True
False False False

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
8

a
ii
i
iv
i

b
i
ii
iii
iv

i.

List II
W. W. Rostow

ii.

R. R. Nelson

iii. J. P. Lewis
iv.

Harvey
Leibensetin
c
iv
iii
ii
ii

d
iii
iv
i
iii

33. Ascertain whether the following
statements are True or False using
codes given below :
a.
According to Keynes, full
employment means the absence
of involuntary unemployment
b. Selective
credit
control
measures are not instruments
of monetary policy
c.
The compensatory fiscal policy
has two approaches :
(i) built-in stabilisers and
(ii) discretionary fiscal policy.
d. Deficit budgeting is used to
control inflation
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
True False True False
(B)
True True False False
(C)
False True False True
(D)
False False True True

36. Which of the following committees
was formed to look into capital
account convertibility in India ?
(A) Tarapore Committee
(B) Swaminathan Committee
(C) Chelliah Committee
(D) Chakraborty Committee
37. Which of the following NorthEastern States of India has highest
literacy rate ?
(A) Tripura
(B) Meghalaya
(C) Manipur
(D) Assam

34. The slope of the budget line is called
(A) marginal rate of technical
substitution
(B) marginal rate of transformation
(C) marginal rate of utility
maximisation
(D) none of the above

38. Capital-saving technique helps

35. The equilibrium price is called the
market clearing price because it
(A) removes from the market all
frustrated buyers
(B) removes from the market all
frustrated sellers
(C) removes from the market all
frustrated buyers and sellers
(D) none of the above

(D) none of the above
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(A) maximising growth for the
present generation
(B) maximising growth for the
future generation
(C) both A and B

39. Lewis is related to
(A) balanced growth
(B) unlimited supply of labour
(C) unbalanced growth
(D) none of the above
9
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44. The statement marked (Ass) is an
Assertion and (R) is a possible
Reason for it.
(Ass) : Jharkhand, Chattisgarh and
Orissa are poverty ridden States of
India
(R) : These States do not have
poverty alleviation programmes.

40. Quesney is related to
(A) Asian Drama
(B) Principle of Economics and
Taxation
(C) Tableau Economique
(D) Choice of Technique
41. Singer developed
(A) Theory of Big Push
(B) Unbalanced Growth model
(C) Vicious Circle of Poverty
(D) none of the above

Choose the correct answer from
the codes below :
Codes :
(A) Ass is true but R is false
(B) R is true but Ass is false
(C) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass
(D) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass

42. If Rs. 500 is exchanged for $10 then
the exchange rate is
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Rs. 500
Rs. 250
Rs. 1000
Rs. 50

=
=
=
=

$10
$5
$20
$1

45. Ascertain whether the following
are True or False using codes :
a. Indias major export items
presently are gems and
jewellery, IT products, leather
products, textiles etc.
b. India is having capital account
deficit since independence
c. Indias current account balance
continues to be surplus since
independence
d. Indias major trading partners
are China and Japan.
Codes : a
b
c
d

43. The statement marked (Ass) is
Assertion and (R) is a possible
Reason for it.
Assertion (Ass) : To control
inflation, RBI increases CRR.
Reason (R) : CRR is a
determinant of money multiplier.
Choose the answer from the
following :
(A) Ass is true but R is false
(B) R is true but Ass is false
(C) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass
(D) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
PaperII / ECO
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(A)

True

True

True

False

(B)

True

False False False

(C)

False

False

True

True

(D)

True

False

True

False

46. Which of the following government
activities have effects on the longterm growth rate ?

49. If Xi is the amount of good :
consumed by individual E, then :
will be a public good if

(A) Monetary policies
(B) Fiscal policies
(C) Educational and research
policies
(D) A mix of monetary and fiscal
policies

(A)

i =1

>

(C) X = Min X1 , X2 ,L , X n

C

(D) None of the above

Gold standard
Gold exchange standard
Bretton Woods system
Present day no-system

50. The basic premise of the Rational
Expectations Model is that
(A) the agents use all
available information

48. The word tatonnement is associated
with

the

(B) there is no asymmetry of
information

(A) Marshallian demand analysis
(B) Walrasian general equilibrium
model
(C) Cobweb model
(D) Bertrands duopoly model

PaperII / ECO

∑ Xi = X

(B) Xi ≤ X

47. The concept of reserve currency
relates to
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

n

(C) the agents take decision on
the basis of past experiences
(D) both (A) and (B)

11
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ECONOMICS
PAPER  III
Total Marks : 150
Note : This paper contains seventy five (75) objective type questions of two (02) marks
each. All questions are compulsory.
1.

In an IS-LM framework, when
investment is interest-inelastic

4.

(A) Currency backed by Gold

(A) monetary policy is ineffective

2.

(B) fiscal policy is ineffective

(B) Monetized Gold

(C) both monetary and fiscal
policies are ineffective

(C) Special Drawing Rights (SDR)
of the IMF

(D) both monetary and fiscal
policies are effective

(D) Gilt-edged currency
5.

The income elasticity of demand is
greater than unity, the commodity is
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

3.

Paper Gold is

a necessity
a luxury
an inferior good
a non-related good

(A) depends only on the level of
its per capita capital stock
(B) depends only on the level of
its actual stock of capital

Which of the following schemes is
related to liquidating the excess
foods stocks of Indian agriculture ?

(C) is independent of its distance
from its own steady state

I.
Antyodaya Anna Yojana
II. Kisan Credit Card Scheme
III. Swarnajayanti Gram Swarozgar
Yojana

(D) depends on its distance from
its own steady state
6.

Choose the correct answer from the
codes below :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

In the short run, the monopolist
(A) breaks even
(B) incurs a loss

Only I is correct
III and II are correct
II and I are correct
All I, II and III are correct

PaperIII / ECO

The neo-classical growth model
predicts that the rate of per capita
growth of an economy at any point
of time

(C) makes a profit
(D) Any of the above
2

7.

Which is not a principle of
division of financial resources in a
fiscal federation ?

11. Removal of import tariff may
induce short term unemployment in
(A) Import-competing industries

(A) Principle of Uniformity
(B) Principle of Autonomy

(B) Export Industries

(C) Principle of Discretion

(C) Industries that neither export
nor import

(D) Principle of Adequacy
8.

(D) None of the above

The backward bending supply
curve for labour exists

12. Which particular measure is included
in Indias Tenancy Reform ?

(A) only in inflationary conditions
(B) wherever
income
effect
overcomes substitution effect
(C) only in
industry

labour

intensive

Profit can be considered
economic terms as

Regulation of Rent

II.

Ownership Rights on Tenants

III. Consolidation of holdings

(D) only in a high cost industry
9.

I.

Choose the correct answer from the
codes below :

in

(A) Only I is correct

(A) residual award but not a cost

(B) II and III are correct

(B) both a cost and a residual award
(C) a cost but not a residual award

(C) I and II are correct

(D) a reward accruing only to the
marginal entrepreneurs

(D) All I, II and III are correct
13. Type I error means

10. International Trade is based on the
idea that :

(A) Null hypothesis is true but
rejected

(A) Export should exceed import

(B) Null hypothesis is accepted
when it is false

(B) Import should exceed export
(C) Resources are more mobile
internationally than goods are

(C) Both (A) and (B)

(D) Resources are less mobile
internationally than goods are
PaperIII / ECO
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14. Geometric mean of two regression
coefficients is equal to coefficient of

17. The demand curve for a commodity
is generally drawn on the
assumption that

(A) Determination

(A) the commodity
substitutes

(B) error

has no

(B) tastes, income and all other
prices remain constant

(C) Variance

(C) the average household consists
of two persons

(D) Correlation

(D) purchases of the commodity
are made by a free market

15. A situation when the amount spent
by consumers on commodity is
constant then price changes is
known as :

18. The total utility is maximum when
(A) MU is zero
(B) AU is the highest

(A) equilibrium

(C) MU is the highest

(B) perfect elasticity

(D) MU is equal to AU

(C) unitary elasticity

19. IS-LM theory
interest as

(D) backward sloping demand

regards rate of

(A) Monetary sector phenomena
(B) Real sector phenomena

16. If a straight line demand curve is
tangent to a curvilinear demand
curve, the elasticity of the two
demand curves at the point of
tangency is

(C) Both (A) and (B)
(D) None of the above
20. The accelerator measures

(A) the same

(A) the effects of consumption on
investment

(B) different

(B) the effects of investment on
consumption

(C) can be the same or different

(C) the rate of growth of the
national income

(D) depends on the location of
the point of tangency

(D) the effect of investment on
the national income

PaperIII / ECO
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21. Hot money refers to the

23. Money supply M 3 comprises of
(A) currency in the hand of
public and demand deposits
in banks and post-offices

(A) short-term capital movements
from one country to another
seeking either a higher rate
of interest or safety of capital
irrespective of the rate of
interest

(B) currency in the hand of
public and demand and time
deposits in banks

(B) long-term capital movements
from one country to another
seeking higher rate of interest

(C) currency in the hand of
public and demand and time
deposits in post offices

(C) medium-term capital movements
from one country to another

(D) currency in the hand of
public and demand and time
deposits in banks and post
offices

(D) currency which is very much
in demand in the foreign
exchange market
22. (i)

24. Under fixed exchange rate and
perfect capital mobility in a small
country

While
the
investment
multiplier depends on the
marginal propensity to save,
the credit multiplier depends
on the leakage in the form of
cash reserve ratio

(A) monetary policy is ineffective
(B) fiscal policy is ineffective
(C) both monetary and fiscal
policies are ineffective

(ii) While
the
investment
multiplier depends directly on
the marginal propensity to
consume the credit multiplier
depends inversely on the cash
reserve ratio

(D) both monetary and fiscal
policies are effective
25. Economic rent is best described as

Choose the correct answer
from the codes below :

(A) a payment
attributes

for

special

(A) (i) is true but (ii) is not true

(B) the equilibrium level of rent

(B) only (ii) is true

(C) an element of cost which is
reflected in price

(C) Neither (i) nor (ii) is true

(D) payment to the factor of
protector called land

(D) Both (i) and (ii) are true
PaperIII / ECO
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26. The model of disembodied
technical change is a

30. In the open input output model, the
sum of the elements in each column
of the input-coefficient matrix A
must be

(A) putty-clay model
(B) putty-putty model

(A) zero

(C) both of these

(B) more than one

(D) none of these

(C) less than one

27. Instruments like innovation, credit
and entrepreneur are critical
components of the development
theory put forward by

(D) exactly one
31. Find out the correct alternative
A Nash equilibrium in mixed
strategies refers to an equilibrium in
which

(A) Marx
(B) Adam Smith

(A) one agents choice is optimal,
given others choice

(C) Ricardo
(D) Schumpeter

(B) each agent chooses the
optimal
frequency
with
which to play his strategies
given the frequency choices
of the other agent

28. The Voluntary Exchange Model is
propounded by
(A) Dalton
(B) Lindahl

(C) each agent chooses the
optimal
frequency with
which to play his strategies

(C) Samuelson
(D) None of the above

(D) none of the above

29. The addition of a need variable to a
regression will cause adjusted R2 ,
usually denoted R 2 , to rise iff the
absolute value of its t statistic is

32. Taccavi loan is an agricultural loan
comes directly from the
(A) cooperative

(A) greater than one

(B) government

(B) less than one
(C) equal to one

(C) money lenders

(D) equal to zero

(D) commercial banks

PaperIII / ECO
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33. Which one is not relevant to Indian
agriculture ?

36. Match the items in column A with
those in column B and find the
correct match from the codes given
below :

(A) Agricultures contribution to
national income is more than
30%
(B) HYV seeds require four to
ten times more of fertilisers
(C) Green revolution has been
limited in its coverage
(D) Green revolution came on the
scene around the middle of
the 1960s.

Column A

a. Revenue Deficit I. Excess of total
expenditure over
total receipts
b. Fiscal Deficit

34. Trade Liberalisation envisages
(A) primary export-led growth
strategy
(B) import-substituting trade policy
(C) inward-looking trade policy
(D) outward-looking trade policy

II. Excess of revenue
expenditure over
revenue receipts

c. Primary Deficit III. Fiscal deficit
less interest
payments

35. MODVAT is different from VAT in
the sense that 

d. Budgetary Deficit IV. Excess of total
expenditure
including loans
net of
repayments over
revenue receipts
plus certain nondebt capital
receipts

(A) Under MODVAT, tax is
levied only on value addition
while under VAT, excise is
imposed on final value and
then rebate is given on inputs.
(B) MODVAT is only at the
production stage while VAT
extends both to production and
distribution stages.
(C) Under MODVAT, excise is
levied on final value and then
rebate is given on inputs
while under VAT, tax is
levied only on value addition.
(D) MODVAT implies rationalisation
of excise duty only while VAT
implies rationalization of excise,
sales and turn over taxes etc.
also.
PaperIII / ECO
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Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

I

III

IV

II

(B)

II

IV

III

I

(C)

II

III

IV

I

(D)

I

IV

III

II
P.T.O.

39. Match the items in column A with
those in column B and find the correct
match from the codes given below :
Column A
Column B
a. Type-II error
I. null hypothesis
is rejected when
it is actually true
b. Correlation
II. Null hypothesis
is accepted when
coefficient
it is actually false
c. Level of
III. The Probability
significance
of Type-I error
d. Type-I error
IV. The square root
of the product of
regression
coefficients

37. Match the items in column A with
those in column B and find the correct
match from the codes given below :
Column A
a. Social dualism
b. technological
dualism
c. geographical
dualism
d. dualism
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

a
III
II
III
III

Column B
I. result of foreign
enclave
II. access to scare
factors of
production
III. inevitable
consequence of
development
IV. hypothesis of
cumulative
causation
b
c
d
I
II
IV
III
I
IV
I
IV
II
II
IV
I

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

38. Match the items in column A with
those in column B and find the correct
match from the codes given below :
Column A
a. variable
maturity loans
b. debt equity
swaps
c. exit bonds
d. zero coupon
bonds
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

a
II
III
IV
III
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I.

II.
III.
IV.
b
IV
IV
I
II

b
IV
III
IV
II

c
III
IV
I
III

d
I
II
III
IV

40. Match the items in column A with
those in column B and find the correct
match from the codes given below :

Column B
banks given
lower rate of
interest than on
the original debt
delay interest
payments
debt-service
payments remain
unaltered
eliminating debt
service payments
altogether
c
I
I
II
I

a
II
I
II
I

Column A
a. M1
b. M
c. M3
d. M"
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

d
III
II
III
IV
8

Column B
I. M! + Total Deposit of
Post Office savings
II. Currency + Demand Deposits
of the bank + other deposits of
RBI
III. M + Savings Deposits
with the Post Office
IV. M + Net Time deposit
of the bank
a
I
II
I
II

b
II
I
II
III

c
III
IV
IV
IV

d
IV
III
III
I

41. Match the items in column A with
those in column B and find the
correct match from the codes
given below :
Column A

43. Match the items in column A with
those in column B and find the
correct match from the codes
given below :

Column B

Column A

a. 73rd Constitutional I. Infrastructure
Amendment Act
Development
b. Narasimham
Committee

II. Financial sector

c. Disinvestment
Commission

III. Panchayati Raj

a. An enquiry into I. David Ricardo
the nature and
causes of the
wealth of nations
b. The principle of II. Adam Smith
Political Economy
and Treatise

d. Rakesh Mohan IV. Public sector
Committee
enterprises
Codes : a
b
c
d

c. The Capital

III. Karl Marx

d. Theory of
economic
development
Codes : a

IV. Schumpeter

(A)

II

IV

III

I

(B)

III

IV

II

I

(C)

III

II

I

IV

(A)

(D)

III

II

IV

I

42. Match the items in column A with
those in column B and find the
correct match from the codes
given below :
Column A

I. Solow model
of growth

b. Hedging

II. Interest
differential

c. Convergence

III. Accelerator

d. Capital-Output
ratio

IV. Forward
Exchange rate

c

d

II

I

IV

III

(B)

II

I

III

IV

(C)

II

IV

III

I

(D)

III

II

IV

I

Column A
a. Big push

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

II

IV

I

III

(B)

II

II

IV

I

(C)

I

IV

II

III

(D)

II

IV

III

I
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44. Match the items in column A with
those in column B and find the
correct match from the codes
given below :

Column B

a. Arbitrage

Column B

Column B
I. J. Timbergen

b. Balance growth II. Rosenstein Rodan
c. Unbalanced
III. Leibenstein
growth strategy
d. Shadow price
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
9

a
II
II
I
III

IV. Hirshman
b
IV
III
III
I

c
I
IV
II
IV

d
III
I
IV
II
P.T.O.

45. Match the items in column A with
those in column B and find the
correct match from the codes
given below :
Column A
Column B
a. Child Labor
I. DWCRA
b. Self-Help
II. SIDBI
Groups
c. Small Scale
III. EXIM Bank
Industries
d. Trade finance
IV. UNICEF
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
I
II
III
IV
(B)
II
III
IV
I
(C)
IV
I
II
III
(D)
III
II
I
IV

47. Match the items in column A with
those in column B and find the
correct match from the codes
given below :
Column A
a. Saturation point

b. Shut-down point II. Marginal rates of
technical substitution
are equal
c. Break-even
point
d. Pareto-optimal
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

46. Match the items in column A with
those in column B and find the
correct match from the codes
given below :
Column A
Column B
a. Monopsony

b. Oligopsonist
c. Monopsonist
d. Monopolist

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

a
I
IV
III
III
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Column B
I. Total profits are
zero

a
IV
IV
I
I

III. Price is equal to
average variable
costs
IV. Marginal
is zero
b
c
III
I
I
II
IV
III
III
II

utility
d
II
III
II
IV

48. Match the items in column A with
those in column B and find the
correct match from the codes
given below :

I. one of the many
buyers of a
differentiated
product
II. Single firm selling
the commodity
III. Single buyer of
a particular factor
of production
IV. one of the few
buyers of a
homogenous or
differentiated
factor
b
c
d
IV
II
I
I
III
II
IV
I
II
I
II
I

Column A

Column B

a. Rigidity

I. Price Leadership
Model

b. Imperfect
Collusion

II. Sweezy Model

c. Monopoly
solution

III. Chamberlin Model

d. Duopolist
IV. Centralized Carhel
Interdependence
Model
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
II
I
IV
III
(B)
III
I
IV
II
(C)
III
IV
III
I
(D)
III
I
III
IV
10

49. Match the items in column A with
those in column B and find the
correct match from the codes
given below :
Column A
a. Rybezynski
Theorem

Column B
I. Income
distribution

b. StolperSamuelson
theorem

II. Increase in
factor endowment

State whether following statements are
true or false. Answer should be stated as
per the code given below. (Question
Number : 5165)
51. a. Kaldors growth model implies
that capitalists earn what they
spend and workers spend what
they earn
b. In Solows growth model
technology is taken to be
exogenous
c. Creative Destruction is
associated with the innovation
theory of Schumpeter
d. According to Marx, capitalism
carries the germ of its own
destruction

c. H. O. Theorem

III. factor price
equalization
d. Eulers Theorem IV. factor endowment
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

I

III

II

IV

(B)

II

I

III

IV

(C)

II

I

IV

III

(D)

III

II

I

IV

50. Match the items in column A with
those in column B and find the
correct match from the codes
given below :
Column A

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

True

True

(B)
(C)

True
False

False False True
True True False

(D)

False

False Flase False

52. a.

Column B

b.

a. Convergence

I. Kaldor

b. Warranted
growth rate

II. Solow

c.

c. Technical
III. Harrod
Progress function

d.

d. Golden Age

IV. Robinson

Second Five Year Plan of India
was based on the Mahalanobis
model
Bombay Plan was proposed
by M. N. Roy
The highest national forum
for planning in India is the
Planning Commission
Decentralised planning was
introduced in India during
Ninth Five Year Plan

Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

a

(A)

II

III

IV

I

(A)

True

False False

(B)
(C)

II
II

I
I

III
II

IV
III

(B)

True

False False False

(C)

False

True

True

True

(D)

II

III

I

IV

(D)

False

True

True

False
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b

c

d
True
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53. a.

b.
c.

d.

A dominated strategy is an
alternative that always has a
lower payoff than some other
strategy
The Prisoners Dilemma is an
example of a non-cooperative
game
The maximum
strategy
always involves minimizing
the
maximum
desirable
outcome of a game
We can always find a Nash
equilibrium in any game

Codes : a
(A)
False
(B)
False
(C)
True
(D)
True

55. a.
b.
c.
d.

b
c
d
False True True
True False True
False True False
True Flase False

The solution to a linear
programming problem will
always occur at a corner point
of the feasible region
firm
in
perfect
b. The
competition maximises profit
by producing at the rate of
output where price equals the
average cost
c. Monopoly pricing results in
allocative inefficiency because
not enough output is produced
d. The kinked demand curve
model predicts that price
changes will be frequent in
oligopolistic market
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
False True False True
(B)
True False True False
(C)
True True False False
(D)
False False True True

PaperIII / ECO

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

False

False

True

True

(B)

True

False False

True

(C)

True

True

False False

(D)

False

True

Flase

56. a.

54. a.

b.

c.

d.

12

Super multiplier takes into
account induced investment
Labour market equilibrium
implies full employment
A reduction in direct tax would
shift the IS curve leftward
When the demand for foreign
currency exceeds its supply
the domestic currency is said
to be undervalued

True

Eulers theorem is based on the
assumption of a homogeneous
production function
Eulers theorem is not an
identity holding for any set of
values of a variable
C l a r k - Wi c h s t e a d - Wa l r a s
theorem holds for all types of
production function
Clark-Wichstead-Walras
proof is not an identity since
it holds only for the values of
the variables in the long run
equilibrium

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False

True

True

(B)

False

True

False False

(C)

True

False False

True

(D)

True

False

False

True

57. a.

Import quota limits imports
to the specified level of a
commodity

b.

The economic effects of
voluntary export restraints are
equivalent to import quotas

c.

Trade barriers may also result
from dumping

d.

59. a.

The theory of Optimum
Currency Area can be regarded
as a specific branch of the
theory of Customs Union

b.

Optimum Currency Area is
likely to eliminate interregional
and international differences
within the area

c.

The formation of an Optimum
Currency Area is likely to be
beneficial under the condition
of greater mobility of resources
among member nations

d.

It is extremly difficult to
measure the net benefits
accruing to each member nation
of an Optimum Currency Area

export subsidies can be seen
as a form of dumping

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

False

False

True

True

(B)

True

True

True

True

(C)

True

True

False

True

(D)

True

False

True

False

Codes : a
(A)
True
(B)
True
(C)
False
(D)
False

58. a.

Devaluation is an expenditure
reducing policy

b.

the immediate effect of
devaluation is a change in
relative prices

60. a.

c.

The factors of production
employed in export and import
competing sectors will benefit
from devaluation

b.

d.

c.

Devaluation can have an
inflationary impact on the
economy

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

True

True

(B)

True

True

False False

(C)

False

True

True

False

(D)

False

True

True

True
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d.

In the price leadership
oligopoly model the power of
the leader depends both on his
costs and his size
The barometric firm may be
neither a low cost nor a large
firm
The dominant firm leader
maximises his profit by
equating his MC to his MR
A firm belonging to another
industry cannot be chosen as
the barometric leader

Codes : a
(A)
True
(B)
False
(C)
True
(D)
True
13

b
c
d
False True True
False False True
True True False
False True True

b
c
d
False True False
True True True
True True False
True False True
P.T.O.

61. a.

Keynesian
Consumption
Function is short run, linear
and non-proportional

b.

Ratchet Effect is associated
with the Permanent income
hypothesis

c.

d.

63. Factors responsible for cost-push
inflation are :

Life cycle hypothesis gives too
much importance to post
retirement life and so, it is
biased
Empirical evidence suggests
that in the long run
consumption
function
is
proportional

a.

Administered higher prices of
inputs

b.

Increase in the price of imports

c.

Increase in exports

d.

Increase in rate of consumption

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

True

False

(B)

False

True

True

False

False False

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(C)

True

True

(A)

True

True

True

True

(D)

True

False False

(B)

False

True

True

False

(C)

True

False False

True

(D)

True

True

62. a.

b.
c.

d.

Codes : a
(A)
False
(B)
True
(C)
True
(D)
False
PaperIII / ECO

64. a.

Without the possibility of
shifting the impact and
incidence of a tax will be the
same

b.

There is no monetary burden
of an external debt

c.

Public expenditure may have a
negative impact on growth if
there is crowding out effect

d.

Capital market reform is a
part of fiscal reform in India

False False

Consumer Surplus can be
obtained by using the technique
of definite integration
Under monopoly, the slope of
AR is twice that of MR
Z-statistic can be used only
when the sample size is
greater than 50
Input-Output analysis assumes
fixed proportion production
function
b
c
d
False True True
True False False
False False True
True True False
14

True

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

True

True

(B)

True

False

True

False

(C)

True

False False False

(D)

False

True

True

False

65. a.
b.
c.
d.

67. Following are two statements 
Assertion (Ass) and Reason (R).
Read the statements and choose the
correct answer from the codes
below :
Assertion (Ass) : With intraindustry trade it is possible for all
factors to gain.
Reason (R) : Intra-industry trade
is based on elements of scale.
Codes :

Population Explosion refers
to a situation of high birth rate
along with high death rate
Lower dependency ratio results
in demographic dividend
Inequality is associated with
relative poverty
There is no correlation between
poverty and environmental
degradation of a country

Codes : a
(A)
False
(B)
False
(C)
True
(D)
True

b
c
d
False True False
True True False
True False True
False False True

(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass.
(C) Ass is true but R is false
(D) Ass is false but R is true

Question 6675 are of Assertion (Ass),
Reason (R) typeMark codes :
66. Following are two statements 
Assertion (Ass) and Reason (R).
Read the statements and choose the
correct answer using codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : A sales
maximiser will never choose a
level of output at which price
elasticity is different from unity.
Reason
(R)
:
In
Sales
maximization model the profit
constraint
is
exogeneouly
determined keeping in view
shareholders expectation.

68. Following are two statements 
Assertion (Ass) and Reason (R). Read
the statements and choose the correct
answer from the codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : In Cournot
duopoly model, each
firm
maximizes its profit in each period,
but the industry profits are not
maximised.
Reason (R) : Cournot Pattern of
behaviour implies that the firms do
not learn from past experience

Codes :

Codes :

(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass.
(C) Ass is true but R is false
(D) Ass is false but R is true

(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass.
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(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass

(C) Ass is true but R is false
(D) Ass is false but R is true
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70. Following are two statements 
Assertion (Ass) and Reason (R). Read
the statements and choose the correct
answer from the codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Debt for bond
swap is a possible solution for debt
problem of a debtor country.
Reason (R) : Under debt for bond
swap developing country gains by
having to pay a lower interest rate.

69. Following are two statements
 Assertion (Ass) and Reason
(R). Read the statements and
choose the correct answer from
the codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : The standard
neo-classical

growth

model

Codes :

without technological progress
predicts

the

economy

(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass

will

eventually converge to a steady
state

with

zero

per

(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass.

capita

growth.
Reason

(C) Ass is true but R is false
(R)

:

Convergence

(D) Ass is false but R is true

is

possible due to the diminishing

71. Following are two statements 
Assertion (Ass) and Reason (R). Read
the statements and choose the correct
answer from the codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Removal of
Poverty remains a central concern
of planning in India.
Reason (R) : Development is not
just about factories, dams and roads.
It is basically about people.

return to capital.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass

Codes :

(B) Both Ass and R are true

(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass

but R is not the correct
explanation of Ass.

(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass.

(C) Ass is true but R is false

(C) Ass is true but R is false
(D) Ass is false but R is true
PaperIII / ECO

(D) Ass is false but R is true
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72. Following are two statements

73. Following are two statements

 Assertion (Ass) and Reason

 Assertion (Ass) and Reason

(R). Read the statements and

(R). Read the statements and

choose the correct answer from

choose the correct answer from

the codes below :

the codes below :

Assertion (Ass) : OLS, in

Assertion (Ass) : Exchange

general,

rate will depreciate in an open

is

inappropriate

to

economy

estimate a single equation in the
context

of

a

compared to a foreign country.
Reason

Reason (R) : Most simultaneous

investment

equation models do not exhibit
cause

and

worsening

investment prospect at home as

simultaneous

equation model.

unilateral

with

(R)

:

prospect

Worsening
at

implies that the demand

effect

home
for

domestic country will fall.

relationship.

Codes :

Codes :

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true

(A) Both Ass and R are true and

and

R is the correct explanation

(R) is the correct

explanation of (Ass)

of Ass

(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true
(B) Both Ass and R are true

but (R) is not the correct

but R is not the correct

explanation of Ass.

explanation of Ass.

(C) (Ass) is true but (R) is
false

(C) Ass is true but R is false

(D) (Ass) is false but (R) is

(D) Ass is false but R is true
PaperIII / ECO
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74. Following are two statements 
Assertion (Ass) and Reason (R).
Read the statements and choose
the correct answer using codes :

75. Following are two statements 
Assertion (Ass) and Reason (R).
Read the statements and choose
the correct answer using codes :

Assertion (Ass) : Public Finance
is a normative science.

Assertion (Ass) : Stationarity test
is essential in time series analysis.

Reason (R) : The objective of
fiscal operation implies proper
allocation
of
resources,
distribution of income, full
employment and stability with
growth.

Reason (R) : Non-stationary data
provides the systematic trends in
time series.
Codes :

Codes :

(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass

(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass

(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass.

(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass.

(C) Ass is true but R is false

(C) Ass is true but R is false

(D) Ass is false but R is true

(D) Ass is false but R is true
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EDUCATION
PAPER  II
Note : This paper contains fifty (50) objective type questions, each question carrying two (2) marks.
All the questions are compulsory.

1.

2.

Quantitative analysis is not, at all,
used in 

4.

(A) Descriptive research

(A) Poverty

(B) Ethnographical research

(B) Population explosion

(C) Experimental research

(C) Aristocracy

(D) Historical research

(D) Parochialism

Which of the following is not a main
feature of a hypothesis ?

5.

(A) Conceptual nature
(B) A verbal statement in a
declarative form

The process by which the lower caste
people take over the behaviours,
rituals, and style of a upper caste is
termed as 
(A) Sanskritization
(B) Modernization

(C) It is the pivot of a scientific
research

(C) Socialization

(D) It is past oriented
3.

Which one of the following is not a
barrier to social change ?

(D) Ritualization

Philosophy does not produce
propositions, it merely clarifies the
meaning of statements. This idea
has been propagated by 

6.

Education is a process which
covers :
(A) Cognitive domain

(A) B. Russell

(B) Affective domain

(B) A. J. Ayer
(C) G. Ryle

(C) Psychomotor domain

(D) H. Wittgenstein

(D) All the above
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7.

Match the ListI with ListII and
select the correct answer from the
codes given below :
ListI

9.

ListII

In which of the following cases do
we reject a null hypothesis at the .05
level of significance ?
(A) Obtained t-value is less than
the Table value.

a. S  R theory without
reinforcement

i.

Gagne

b. S  R theory with
reinforcement

ii. Pavlov

(B) Obtained Z-value is less than
the Table value

c. Cognitive field theory

iii. Hull

d. Neo-behaviourist theory

iv. Tolman

(C) Obtained F-value is more than
the Table value.
(D) Table value of χ (Chi-square)
is more than the obtained value.

Codes :

8.

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

iii

iv

i

(B)

i

ii

iii

iv

(C)

iii

ii

iv

i

(D)

ii

iv

iii

i

10. The hymns of Rigveda are the work
of 
(A) One Scholar
(B) Many Scholars
(C) Three Scholars
(D) Seven Scholars.
11. The Indian philosophy which
upholds that the Law of Karma is
autonomous 

Review of literature forms the data
base of method of research :
(A) Case Study method

(A) Naya

(B) Genetic method

(B) Vedanta

(C) Survey method

(C) Mimansa

(D) Historical method

(D) Vaisesika
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12. Which one of the following social
thinkers is not considered to belong
to Educational Sociology 

16. The kind of learning which does not
fall under learning hierarchy
proposed by Gagne is :
a. Signal learning
b. Multiple discrimination
c. Learning of Theories
d. Problem solving

(A) Ross
(B) Brown
(C) Sorokin
(D) Sumner

Choose the right answer using codes :
Codes :

13. Fundamental facts in all-on-going
human relation according to Moreno
is 

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

True

False

(A) Choices

(B)

True

False False False

(B) Group Conflict

(C)

False False

True

False

(C) Friendship

(D)

False

False

True

(D) Mutual bondage

True

17. When using the sign test we need
the 

14. Equality of educational opportunity
does not mean 

(A) t table

(A) free education to all at all levels

(B) Z table

(B) application of principle of
distributive justice

(C) Chi square table
(D) F table

(C) provision for education for
everyones choice and demand

18. Which one of the following does not
ensure equalization of educational
opportunities ?

(D) provision for education for the
rural people only.

(A) promoting three-language
formula.

15. The child looks self centered in the
stage :

(B) Correcting regional imbalances
in educational provisions

(A) Infancy

(C) promoting social cohesion and
national integration

(B) Early childhood
(C) Adolescence

(D) emphasizing education of
women

(D) Adulthood
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22. Match the idea with the school of
philosophy and choose the correct
answer from codes below :
Idea
School of philosophy
a. Universe subsists within
i. idealism
the spirit or mind
b. Existence of objects is
ii. Existentialism
independent of knowledge
c. Pluralism and
iii. Naturalism
individualism
d. Emphasis on inner
iv. Pragmatism
conflict
v. Realism
Codes :
a
b
c
d

19. Match Column-1 with Column-2 and
choose the correct match from the
given codes :
Column-1

Column-2

a. Product of neuropsychic
system

i.

Freud

b. Structure of personality

ii. Cattell

c. Unconscious mind

iii. Eysencle

d. Determine the type of
personality

iv. Alport

Codes :
a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

iv

ii

i

iii

(C)

iv

iii

ii

i

(D)

iv

ii

iii

i

i
ii

ii
iii

iii
i

iv
v

(C)

v

iv

iii

ii

(D)

i

v

iv

ii

23. The following null hypotheses are to
be tested with t tests. In each case, is
a one tailed or two tailed test
required ? Use the code below to
answer.
a. Girls are not shorter than boys
b. There is no difference between the
achievement of girls & boys
c. There is no difference between the
mean height of boys & the mean
height of girls.
d. The difference between the mean
heights of boys and girls is not
positive.

20. Charles Judds theory of
Generalization is the theory of 
(A) Transfer of learning
(B) Motivation
(C) Learning
(D) Forgetting
21. The Philosophical thoughts of
Buddhism have their source in the

Codes :

(A) Name  HKF=

(B) 5anjna

(C) Tripitakas
(D) None of the above
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a

b

c

d

(A)

1 tail

2 tail

2 tail

1 tail

(B)

1 tail

1tail

2 tail

2 tail

(C)

2 tail

1 tail

1 tail

2 tail

(D)

2 tail

2 tail

1 tail

1 tail
P.T.O.

24. Match List I with List II and choose
the correct match from the code
below :
List I
List II
a. Association between
i. Multiple
height and weight
correlation
b. Association between
ii. Practical
Hours of idleness and
correlation
achievement
c. Association between
iii. Negative
practice in mathematics
correlation
and success in exams,
with intelligence as
covariate
d. Association between
iv. Positive
practice in mathematics,
correlation
success in exams, and
intelligence
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

iv

ii

i

(B)

iii

iv

i

ii

(C)

iv

iii

i

ii

(D)

iv

iii

ii

i

26. Given below are two statements, one
labelled Assertion (Ass) and the other
labelled Reason (R). Select your
answer from the codes given below :
Assertion (Ass) : Family is the first
non-formal primary agency of
socialisation.
Reason (R) : The process of
socialisation starts in the
family, where the child is loved
and accepted.
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct
and (R) is the correct
explanation of (Ass)
(B) (Ass) is true and (R) is false,
because (R) cant explain (Ass)
(C) (Ass) is false and (R) is true
(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are false
27. Topological psychology is the
psychology of 
(A) Skinner
(B) Aristotle

25. The Constitution (Eighty-six
Amendment) Act 2002 provides for
free and compulsory education of all
children in the age group of six to
fourteen years as Fundamental Right
has been incorporated as 

(C) Kurt Lewin
(D) Koffke
28. Behaviourism as a school or system
of psychology was established by

(A) Art. 21A

(A) William James

(B) Art. 51A

(B) Watson

(C) Art. 45A

(C) Wundt

(D) Art. 38 (1)

(D) Woodworth
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29. Match the items in List I with those
in List II and select the correct match
from the codes given below :
List I

31. Which one of the following
schedules of the Indian Constitution
gives the list of recognised national
languages ?

List II

a. Correlation Coefficient

i. Mode

b. Variability

ii. Rho ( ρ )

c. Central tendency

iii. Mean
Deviation

d. Effect of Treatment in
Experimental research

iv. The Sign
Test

(A) Sixth Schedule
(B) Fifth Schedule
(C) Seventeenth Schedule
(D) Eighth Schedule

Codes :

32. Match the titles of works in List I
with names of their authors given in
List II and select the correct answer
from the codes given below :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

ii

iii

i

(B)

ii

iii

i

iv

List I

(C)

iii

i

ii

iv

a. India Wins
Freedom

i.

(D)

ii

iv

i

iii

b. Rebuilding Our
Villages

ii. Tagore

c. The Wreck

iii. Sri Aurobindo Ghosh

d. Essays on the
Gita

iv. Abdul Kalam Azad

30. Three of the four types of variables
employed in Experimental research
are (i) independent variable,
(ii) dependent variable, and
(iii) controlled variable. Which is the
fourth variable ?

List II
Gandhi

Codes :
a

b

c

d

(A) Time variable

(A)

iv

i

ii

iii

(B) Intervening variable

(B)

ii

iv

iii

i

(C) Situational variable

(C)

iii

i

iv

ii

(D) Experimental variable

(D)

iv

ii

iii

i
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33. Constraints on social change in India
are 

36. Match Set I with Set II and choose
the correct match from the codes
given below :

(A) Caste

Set I

Set II
1. Kohler

(C) Ethnicity

a. The more conducive
to progressive growth
in understanding

(D) All of the above

b. Field Theory of
learning

2. Practice and drill

c. Sign-Gestalt Theory
of Learning

3. Tolman

d. Classical-Gestalt
Theory of Learning

4. Bruner

(B) Language

34. Statistical inferences based upon
small samples have, as compared to
larger samples,
(A) smaller margins of error

Codes :
a

b

c

d

(A)

1

3

2

4

(B)

3

2

4

1

(C)

4

1

3

2

(D)

2

4

3

1

(B) no effect on margins of error
(C) larger margins of error
(D) no applicability in research.
35. In a democratic country, school
should reflect 

37. According to operant conditioning
the most effective reinforcement
schedule for stable learning is :

(A) National aspiration
(B) Judicial system

(A) Variable ratio reinforcement

(C) Community related local

(B) Continuous reinforcement

aspirations

(C) Fixed ratio reinforcement

(D) Both (A) and (C)
PaperII / EDU
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41. Adjustment functions of education
mainly refers to

38. Assertion (Ass) : The best scientific
research is one which can be
studied empirically.

a. Biological adjustment

Reason (R) : An empirical study can
offer concrete proofs.

b. Natural adjustment
c. Social adjustment

Find the correct answer from the
codes below :

d. Ideological adjustment
Select the correct answer from the
codes given below :

(A) Ass and R are both wrong
statements.

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(B) Ass is correct but R is not a
correct explanation of Ass

(A)

True

False

True

False

(C) Ass is a correct statement but
R is an incorrect statement.

(B)

True

True

False

True

(C)

False False

True

False

(D)

False

False

True

(D) Ass is correct and R is a correct
explanation of Ass.

True

42. Examine the statements and choose
the correct answer from the codes
given below :

39. No disinterested pursuit of
knowledge and No intellectual
education for its own sake are the
slogans of

a. For a stress situation to be dealt
with by a defence mechanism
which must be conscious.
b. According to Adler the concept
of personality development is a
process of reactions to
compensation.

(A) Idealists
(B) Pragmatists
(C) Realists

c. The dimensions of introvertextrovert is an example of a
personality trait.

(D) Naturalists

d. An extreme irrational fear of a
thing or situation is called an
obsession.

40. The aim of education is to help a
learner 
(A) to pass an examination

Codes :

a

(B) to promote all round
development

(A)

True

False False False

(B)

False

True

(C) to attain a degree

(C)

False False

True

False

(D) to complete a specified cause.

(D)

False False False

True

PaperII / EDU
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c

d

False False
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43. Given below are two statements, one
labelled as Assertion (Ass) and the
other labelled as Reason (R). Select
your answer from the codes given
below 

45. A type of social process is 
(A) Competition
(B) Conditioning
(C) Cognition

Assertion (Ass) : When computed z
value is more than the critical
z value then null-hypothesis is
accepted.

(D) Confluence
46. The process in which the counsellor
assumes the major responsibility in
solving the problem of the student
is :

Reason (R) : If computed z value is
more than critical z value then
the difference between the two
groups is significant. So null
hypothesis is accepted.

(A) Non Directive Counselling
(B) Directive Counselling

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are false
and (R) is not the correct
explanation of (Ass)

(C) Eclectic counselling
(D) Psychodrama.

(B) (Ass) is true and (R) is False,
so (R) cannot explain (Ass)

47. Match ListI with ListII and
choose the correct match from the
codes below :
ListI
ListII
a. Idealism
i. J. J. Rousseau
b. Naturalism
ii. John Dewey
c. Pragmatism
iii. Plato
d. Progressism
iv. Parker

(C) (Ass) is false and (R) is true,
so (R) cannot explain (Ass)
(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) is the correct explanation
of (Ass)

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A) Pestalozzi

(A)

iii

i

ii

iv

(B) Froebel

(B)

ii

iii

iv

i

(C) Montessori

(C)

i

iv

ii

iii

(D) Kohler

(D)

iv

ii

i

iii

44. The first Kindergarten was started by
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48. Following are some statements
which are either true or false.
Examine the codes given below and
select the correct answer among
them :
a. Statistics computed from
population is known as parameter.
b. Statistics computed from sample
is known as parameter.
c. Standard error is the standard
deviation of the sampling
distribution of means.
d. Confidence interval and level of
significance are the same.

50. Following are some statements
which are either true or false.
Examine the statements and select
the correct answer using codes
below :
a. Emile was the first treatise on
Marxism.
b. Pragmatism aims at developing
ethical and moral values in the

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False

True

False

(B)

False False

True

False

c. Naturalism advocates the role of

(C)

True

True

False False

a teacher as a strict disciplinarian.

(D)

False

True

False

pupils.

True
d. Existentialism is the Philosophy

49. Match ListI with ListII and
choose the correct match using codes
below :
ListI
ListII
a. Physiological Theory of 1. Abraham Maslow
Motives
b. Theory of Self
2. Mordan
Actualization
c. Theory of Intrinsic
3. Harlow
Motivation
d. Need-reduction Theory 4. Hull
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

2

3

4

1

(B)

1

2

3

4

(C)

2

1

3

4

(D)

4

3

2

1
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Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

(B)

False False False

True

(C)

False

True

True

False

(D)

True

False

True

True

False False

P.T.O.
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EDUCATION
PAPER  III
Note : This paper contains seventy five (75) objective type questions, each question carrying two (2)
marks. All questions are compulsory.

1.

Match ListI with ListII and select
the correct code given below :

2.

List I

Group I
a. Infancy

i.

b. Childhood
c. Adolescence
d. Adulthood

ii.
iii.
iv.

List II

a. According to Buddhist
Philosophy one of the
eight fold paths is Right
Concentration which was
known as

i. Pedgula

b. According to Jainism
one of the five
substances is matter
which was known as

ii. Samyak Samadhi

c. In Vedanta the
conception of
God is stated as

iii. Parinirvana

d. The liberation
from rebirth is
known as

iv. Brahman is the
absolute reality

3.

Codes :
a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

iii

ii

i

(B)

ii

i

iv

iii

(C)

iii

iv

ii

i

(D)

i

ii

iii

iv
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Choose the correct matches of
Group I and Group II using codes
given below :
Group II
Pronounced hormonal
changes
No physical growth
Gang loyalty
Rapid physical and
mental growth

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

ii

iii

i

iv

(C)

iv

iii

i

ii

(D)

iii

ii

iv

i

The main characteristics of culture
are :
a. It is learnt or acquired.
b. It is social, not individual
c. It is individual, not social
d. It is not transmissive.
Choose the correct code :
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

False False

(B)

False

True

False False

(C)

False

True

False

True

(D)

False

True

True

False

4.

Choose the correct matches of
Gr.I and Gr.II using codes given
below :
Gr. I

6.

means

Gr. II

a. Self according to
Buddha

i. Extinction

b. Liberation according
to Buddha

ii. Direct proofs

c. Liberation in Advaita
Vedanta

iii. Eternal

d. The Jainas proofs for
the existence of self

iv. Moksha

(A) the gap between what the child
can achieve alone and what one
can achieve with the help of a
teacher.
(B) the learning that the child can
cover with the help of a teacher.
(C) the potential achievement of a
child, given the proper
resources

Codes :

5.

Zone of Proximal development

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

ii

iii

i

(B)

iii

i

iv

ii

(C)

i

iv

iii

ii

(D)

iv

i

ii

iii

(D) the total learning capacity of
the child, according to his /
her stage of cognitive
developments.

7.

Sociology of education is based on
the faith in 

Svetambaras is a school of thought
in

(A) Vaisesika Philosophy

(A) Democracy

(B) Buddhist Philosophy

(B) Dictatorship
(C) Jaina Philosophy

(C) Autocracy

.
(D) Samkhya Philosophy

(D) Anarchism
PaperIII / EDU
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8.

Following are some statements
which are either true or false.
Examine them and select the correct
answer from the codes given
below :

10. Match the following GrI and
GrII and choose the correct match
from the codes below :

a. Characteristic of Primary group
is inclusive relationship.

a. Emile

i. A. N. Whitehead

b. Democracy and
Education

ii. J. J. Rousseau

GrI

b. Characteristic of Secondary
group is personal relationship.

c. Aims of Education iii. Percy Nunn

c. Socialisation process in human
beings takes places at different
intervals.

d. Education  Its
Data and First
Principles

d. Biological function of family is
division of labour.

9.

Codes :

a

b

(A)

True

True

False False

(B)

True

False

True

(C)

False False

True

(D)

False

True

c

GrII

iv. John Dewey

Codes :

d

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

iv

i

iii

False

(B)

i

iii

iv

ii

False

(C)

iii

ii

i

iv

False False

(D)

iv

i

ii

iii

A very dominant emotion of infancy
is

11. Ignorance is a constraint of
(A) Social problem

(A) Fear
(B) Worry

(B) Social conflict

(C) Creativity

(C) Social change

(D) Assertiveness

(D) Social backwardness
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15. Which one of the following process
does not help in Social change :

12. Which emotion is not prominent
during babyhood :

(A) Urbanisation

(A) Love

(B) Globalisation

(B) Fear

(C) Modernisation
(D) Standardisation

(C) Jealousy

16. Gandhiji synthesised naturalistic,
idealistic, and pragmatism into his
philosophy of Education to bring
harmonious blend which is called
(A) Integratism

(D) Anger
13. God makes all things good, man
meddles with them and they become
evil. He forces one soil to yield the
products of another, one tree to bear
another fruit

(B) Panchakosas
(C) Eclecticism
(D) Integralism

this is written by :

17. Below are two statements  one
Assertion (Ass) and the other Reason
(R). Find the correct answer from the
codes given below :

(A) William James
(B) Sir Percy Nunn

Assertion (Ass) : Malfunctioning of
the endocrine glands disturb
personality development

(C) J. J. Rousseau

Reason (R) : Hyper secretion from
the endocrine glands disturb
personality development.

(D) William McDougall
14. One of the main causes of social
change is

Codes :
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
R is the correct reason of (Ass)

(A) Socialization

(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.

(B) Industrialization

(C) (Ass) is true and (R) is false.
So (R) is not the correct reason
of (Ass)

(C) Social interaction
(D) Social stratification
PaperIII / EDU
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21. Examine the statements and select
the correct answer from the codes
given below :
a. Counselling is a part of guidance.
b. The scope of guidance is narrow.
c. In directive counselling, counsellor
takes a passive role.
d. In Eclectic counselling both the
counsellor and the counselle take
important role.

18. Educational Sociology deals with the
aspect of education 
(A) Political
(B) Social
(C) Psychological
(D) Economic

19. The theory of connectionism means
(A) S  T theory
(B) I  S theory
(C) S  R theory

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False

True

False

(B)

True

False False

True

(C)

True

True

False False

(D)

False

True

False False

22. The three laws of learning were
developed by

(D) L  R theory

(A) B. F. Skinner
(B) E. L. Thorndike

20. A mentally healthy person is 

(C) I. P. Pavlov

(A) Able to take proper decision at
proper time.

(D) Koffka
23. Guidance is 

(B) Possesses desirable social
habits

(A) a generalised service
(B) a specialised service

(C) Lives in a world of fantasy

(C) both a generalised and a
specialised service

(D) Does not exhibit undue
anxiety for any new assigned
accomplishment.
PaperIII / EDU
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26. Choose the correct match of GrI
and GrII using codes :
GrI
GrII
a. Persona
i. Balance of
Introversion and
Extroversion
b. Ambivert
ii. Allport and
Cattell
c. Trait theory
iii. Strength of mind
d. Ascendance trait iv. Interview

24. Good mental health is important
for
(A) Earning livelihood only
(B) Personal and social adjustment
(C) Making only good decisions
(D) Having a fit body.

Codes :
a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

i

ii

iii

(B)

i

iii

iv

ii

GrII

(C)

iii

ii

i

iv

Depth Psychology

(D)

ii

iv

iii

i

25. Choose the correct match from
GrI and GrII using codes given
below :
GrI
a. Kurt Lewin

i.

b. Sigmund Freud

ii. Achievement
Motivation

c. Hull

iii. Field Theory
Behaviour

d. McClelland

iv. Learning

27. Sociometric technique which is a
popular tool in guidance was first
developed by 
(A) W. E. Moore
(B) K. Lewin
(C) J. L. Moreno

Codes :

(D) W. C. Trow
a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

iv

iii

i

(A) Gestalt theory of intelligence

(B)

iv

i

ii

iii

(B) Two-factor theory of intelligence

28. Thurstone propounded the

(C)

iii

i

iv

ii

(C) Group factor theory of
intelligence

(D)

i

ii

iv

iii

(D) Multi-factor
intelligence
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29. In Rorschach test Scoring refers to
the classification of responses into

32. Which of the following is not a
function of guidance and counselling

(A) Location

(A) Adjustmental

(B) Determinants

(B) Oriental

(C) Contents

(C) Instructional

(D) All of above

(D) Developmental

30. A basic principle of guidance is 

33. Given below are two statements. One
labelled Assertion (Ass) and the
other labelled Reason (R). Select
your answer from the codes given
below :

(A) each person is to be respected
(B) it should be limited to the few
who give observable evidence
of its need.

Assertion (Ass) : Forgetting is due
to the retention interval.

(C) it should be prescriptive.

Reason (R) : Forgetting is due to
unorganised materials.

(D) the imposition of ones point of
view upon another.

Codes :
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) is the correct reason of
(Ass)

31. Which of the following is a type of
human conflict ?
(A) Approach -approach conflict.

(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are false

(B) Approach-avoidance conflict

(C) (Ass) is true and (R) is false,
so (R) is not the correct reason
of (Ass)

(C) Avoidance-avoidance conflict
(D) All of the above
PaperIII / EDU
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36. Match the items of GrI and GrII
and choose the correct match from
the codes given below :
GroupI
GroupII
a. Operant Conditioning i. Hull
b. Reinforcement Theory ii. Lewin
c. Behaviour Theory
iii. Skinner
d. Field Theory
iv. Guthrie

34. The first child guidance clinic was
established in
(A) India
(B) France
(C) United States

Codes :

(D) Japan
35. Match ListI with ListII and
choose the correct match from the
codes given below :
ListI

ListII

a. The term libido
was coined by

i. C. Jung

b. Individual differences
was emphasised by

ii. G. W. Allport

c. Introversion and
Extroversion
concept was
given by

iii. S. Freud

d. Trait Theory of
personality was
given by

iv. A. Adler

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

iv

i

ii

(B)

i

iii

ii

iv

(C)

iv

ii

iii

i

(D)

i

ii

iv

iii

37. Given below are two statements, one
Assertion (Ass) and the other a
Reason (R). Select the correct code
from the given answer codes :
Assertion (Ass) : Variables are the
conditions or characteristics
that
the
experimenter
manipulates, controls or
observes.
Reason (R) : The independent
variables are the conditions that
the experimenter manipulates
in his attempt to ascertain their
relationship to observed
phenomena.

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

iii

iv

i

ii

(C)

iv

iii

ii

i

(C) Both Ass and R are false.

(D)

i

iii

ii

iv

(D) Ass is true and R is false.
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40. One wishes to find the effect of
anxiety and self-efficacy on academic
achievement. The variables of my
study will be

38. It is essential to convert a research
hypothesis into null hypothesis :
a. Because research hypothesis does
not express the relationship
between the dependent and the
independent hypothesis.

(A) Both anxiety and efficacy are
independent variables and
academic achievement is a
dependent variable.

b. Because it is not a scientific
process.
c. It can not be tested statistically.

(B) Anxiety is an independent
variable, and both self-efficacy
and academic achievement are
dependent variables.

d. It is a very general statement and
does not indicate the specified
direction of research.

(C) Academic achievement is the
independent variable, and both
anxiety and self-efficiency are
dependent variables.

Find the correct answer using codes
below :
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

True

False

(B)

False False False

True

(C)

True

(D)

False False

True

(D) Anxiety is the independent
variable, academic achievement
is the dependent variable, and
self-efficacy can be both an
independent variable and a
dependent variable.

False False
True

False

41. In sociometric studies, the method
not employed is :

39. The RTE Act came into force on
(A) 31st January, 2010

(A) Questionnaire

(B) 1st February, 2010

(B) Interviews

(C) 31st March, 2010

(C) Rating scales

(D) 1st April, 2010

(D) Observations
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44. Universal elementary education is
possible only by the following

42. One major function of U.S. office of
Education is

stages :

(A) To frame general rules for local
schools.

a. Removing illiteracy, removing

(B) To prepare curriculum for the
prescribed minimum standard

poverty and making financial

(C) To help education of the
Negros and Red Indians.

b. Universalisation of provision,

help.

Universalisation of enrolment
and Universalisation of

(D) To execute those programmes
that are approved by State
Board of Education.

retention.
c. Removing illiteracy,
Universalisation of retention

43. Given below two statements : One
labelled Assertion (Ass) and the
other labelled Reason (R). Select
your answer from the codes given
below :

and financial help.
d. Removing poverty,
Universalisation of enrolment

Assertion (Ass) : Questionnaire is
referred to as the lazymans
way of gaining information.

and Removing illiteracy.
Choose the correct code from the

Reason (R) : The Questionnaire is
probably the most used and the
most abused of the data
gathering devices.

following :

Code :
(A) Ass is false and R is false.
(B) Ass is true and R is false.
(C) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct reason of Ass.
(D) Ass is false and R is true.
PaperIII / EDU
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Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

(B)

False False

(C)

True

False False False

(D)

False

True

False False
True

False

True

True
P.T.O.

46. Given below are two statements, one
labelled Assertion (Ass) and the other
labelled Reason (R). Select your
answer from the codes given below :
Assertion (Ass) : A simple random
sample is one where each and
every individual of the
population have an equal
chance of being included in the
sample.
Reason (R) : If we select 10 students
by mere choice from seventh
grade consisting of 40 students,
is considered as random
sampling.

45. Given below are two statements, one
labelled Assertion (Ass) and the
other labelled Reason (R). Select
your answer from the codes given
below :
Assertion (Ass) : The discrete
variables are those variables
which are not capable of being
measured in any arbitrary
degree of fineness because the
variables contain a clear

Codes :

gap.

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) is the reason of (Ass)
(B) (Ass) is true and (R) is false,
because (R) is not the reason
of (Ass).

Reason (R) : An amount of
refinement in the measurement
instrument can produce a value
of 3.29, 4.01, 9.62 etc. So these

(C) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.
(D) (Ass) is false but (R) is true.

may be included in discrete
variables.

47. Some of the following statements are True
and others are False. Select the correct
statements from the codes given below :
a. UEE stands for Universal
Elementary Education.
b. EFA stands for Education for
adult.
c. DPEP stands for District Primary
Education Plan.
d. DIET stands for District Institute
of Education and Training.
Codes :
a
b
c
d

Codes :
(A) (Ass) is true and (R) is the
correct explanation of (Ass).
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.
(C) (Ass) is false and (R) is true.
(D) (Ass) is true and (R) is false
because (R) is not the correct
reason of (Ass).
PaperIII / EDU
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(A)

True

False False

True

(B)

True

True

True

False

(C)

False False

True

False

(D)

True

False False

True

48. Expost-facto Research is not
considered a true experimental
Research, because :
a. It does not involve manipulation
of independent variable.
b. It is an experiment in reverse.
c. Its validity is low.
d. It was not study cause-effect
relationship between the
independent and dependent
variable.

50. Point out the option that does not
form part of a Syllogism used in
deductive logic.
(A) A conclusion
(B) A major promise
(C) A minor promise
(D) An analysis
51. Some of the following statements are
True and others are False. Select the
correct statement from the codes
given below :

Find the correct answer using
codes :
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False False False

(B)

False

True

True

(C)

True

True

False False

(D)

False False False

a. A good experimental set-up will
not minimize the scope for
evasion.

True

b. Experiment is rightly described as
a question put to nature, the
answer to which may be yes, no
or an evasion.

True

c. Creditable experimental method
has to do with uncontrolled
observation of change and
development.

49. In United Kingdom, the name of the
first open University is
a. UGNOU
b. NSOU

d. The law of the single variable
formulated by J. S. Mill is the
basic assumption behind the
experimentation.

c. UKOU
d. UOUK
Choose the correct code from the
following :
Codes :

a

(A)

True

(B)

False False

True

False

(C)

False False False

True

(D)

True

False

PaperIII / EDU
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c

d

False False False

False

True
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Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

False

True

False

True

(B)

True

Fasle

True

False

(C)

False False

True

False

(D)

True

True

False

True

P.T.O.

52. The numbers of girls and boys in
School A were 66 and 84
respectively. The numbers of girls
and boys in School B were 36 and
64 respectively. We can say that

55. Delinking degrees from jobs was
first emphasized by

(A) School A attracts more girls
than School B.

(B) Ram Murty Committee of
1990.

(B) School B has less proportion of
girls than School A.

(C) Janardhan Reddy Committee
of 1992.

(C) School A and B both have the
same proportion of girls and
boys.

(D) National Policy of Education,
1986.

(A) Secondary Education Commission of 1952-53.

56. The most scientific method of
curriculum evaluation is 

(D) The difference in the number
of boys and girls in both
schools are in the same
proportion.

(A) Rating Scale
(B) Examination System
(C) System Analysis

53. Baba Saheb Ambedkar Open
University (BAOU) was started in

(D) All of the above.

(A) 1982

57. The modern curriculum lays utmost
importance on

(B) 1994
(C) 1996

a. Child centredness and rigidity.

(D) 2006

b. Child centredness and flexibility.
c. Flexibility and teacher benefit
d. Earning livelihood only.

54. When a researcher wants to know the
degree of validity of an intended
content area is called :

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A) Face validity

(A)

True

False

True

False

(B) Content Validity

(B)

False

True

False False

(C) Predictive Validity

(C)

True

True

True

True

(D) Concurrent Validity

(D)

False False

True

False

PaperIII / EDU
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58. Examine the statements and select
the correct answer from the codes
given below :
a. Hilda Tabas model is also known
as Grass Root Model.
b. In Miller and Sellers Model three
important
positions

Transmission, Transaction and
Transformation, have been
suggested.
c. Technical Model enables us to
look at curriculum from a micro
or narrow view.
d. A well thought out plan of action
can be technically called a Model.
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

False False

True

False

(B)

False False

True

True

(C)

True

False False

True

(D)

True

True

True

False

60. The major activity of transaction of
curriculum is
(A) Planning
(B) Organizing
(C) Controlling
(D) All of the above
61. One has constructed a questionnaire
on childrens conflict with parents.
To find the reliability of the
questionnaire I require to
(A) apply the KR (20) formula.
(B) find the internal consistency of
the questionnaire.
(C) apply the split half technique

59. Formative tests are used
a. For proper placement
b. For diagnosis of weakness
c. For improving teaching 
learning
d. For judging to what extent
objectives are realised
Choose the correct code from the
following
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False

True

True

(B)

False False

True

False

(C)

True

True

False

True

(D)

False

True

True

False

PaperIII / EDU

(D) apply the test re-test technique.
62. Choose the correct code from the
codes given below 
Matheties Style of Programming was
introduced by
(A) Robert Mager
(B) B. F. Skinner
(C) Gilbert
(D) Norman A. Crowder
15
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63. Given below are two statements, One
is Assertion (Ass) and the other is
Reason (R). Select the correct code
from the codes given below :

65. Match GrA with GrB and choose
the correct match using codes below
GrA

GrB

Assertion (Ass) : The main function
of educational supervision is to
improve the teaching learning
situation.

a. Hardware Approach

i. Language
Laboratory

b. Software Approach

Reason (R) : Educational supervision
focusses on the achievement of
the educational goals.

ii. Micro
teaching

c. Instructional Design
Approach

iii. CDROM

d. Multimedia Approach

iv. Book

Codes :

Codes :

(A) (Ass) is true but (R) is false,
because (R) is not the correct
reason of (Ass).

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

iii

iv

ii

(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true,
because (R) is the correct
reason of (Ass).

(B)

ii

iv

iii

i

(C)

iv

ii

iii

i

(C) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.

(D)

iv

iii

ii

i

(D) (Ass) is false but (R) is true.]
66. Educational Planning is :

64. Examine the statements and choose
the correct statement using codes
given below :

a. a continuous process
b. rigid

a. The same as a t score.

c. comprehensive

b. The same as a z score

d. aims at qualitative improvement

c. A conversion of the z score

Choose the correct code from the
following

d. Does not have any negative or
fractional scores.

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

False

True

False

True

True

(B)

True

True

False False

True

True

(C)

True

False

True

True

True

False

(D)

False False

True

True

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False

True

False

(B)

False

True

False

(C)

False False

(D)

True

PaperIII / EDU
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69. Following are some statements
which are either True or False.
Examine them and select the correct
answer from the codes given below :
a. Teaching includes Cognitive and
Affective domains.
b. Teaching includes Affective and
Psychomotor domains.
c. Teaching includes Cognitive and
Psychomotor domains.
d. Teaching includes all the above
three domains i.e. Cognitive,
Affective and Psychomotor
domains.

67. A test of mathematics achievement
was validated by correlating its
scores with that of intelligence
scores. This measure can be
called
(A) Construct validity of the test
(B) Face validity of the test
(C) Concurrent validity of the test
(D) Predictive validity of the test.
68. Educational administration is a
a. Comprehensive effort to achieve
specific educational objectives
b. Dynamic side of education
c. process concerned with human
and material resources.
d. process not related with
achievement of educational
objectives.

a

b

c

d
True

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

True

False

(B)

False False False

True

(C)

False False

True

True

(D)

False

True

True

True

70. Given below are two statements, one
as Assertion (Ass) and the other a
Reason (R). Select the correct code
from the given answer codes :
Assertion (Ass) : A teacher must be
familiar with the latest
development in education.
Reason (R) : To impart new
knowledge to students.

Examine the above statements and
choose the correct answer using
codes :
Codes :

Codes :

(A) (Ass) is true and (R) is
supporting (Ass)

(A)

False False

True

(B)

True

True

False False

(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.

(C)

False

True

False

True

(C) (Ass) is false and (R) is true.

(D)

True

True

True

False

(D) (Ass) is true and (R) is false as
(R) is not the reason of (Ass).

PaperIII / EDU
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71. Gifted children have very high I.Q.
as

74. The National Policy of Education,
1986

(A) they lack the capacity of critical
thinking.

(A) Stressed only on pre-service
training of teachers.

(B) they are able to construct and
handle abstractions.

(B) Stressed only on in-service

(C) they are less energetic.

training of teachers.

(D) they are not motivated to learn.

(C) Did not mention anything on
teachers training.

72. Best utilization of the talents,
interests and expertise of the teachers
is possible through

(D) Laid importance on both preservice and in-service training

(A) Brain storming strategy

of teachers.

(B) Team teaching
(C) Micro teaching

75. Creative children have a more
general trait that includes not only

(D) Personalised system of
instruction.

originality but flexibility, fluency and
motivational and temperamental
traits as well

73. Opportunity to the delinquents to
express his pent-up and suppressed
emotional feelings by means of free
expression is

This is said by :
(A) B. K. Passi

(A) Persuasion
(B) Eysenck

(B) Re-education

(C) Guilford

(C) Mental Catharsis

(D) Torrance

(D) Psycho-drama

PaperIII / EDU
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ENGLISH
PAPER  II
Note : This paper contains fifty (50) objective type questions, each question carrying two (2) marks.
All the questions are compulsory.

1.

2.

Who wrote The Spanish Tragedy ?

5.

(A) William Shakespeare

(A) Moll Flanders

(B) Ben Jonson

(B) New Atlantis

(C) John Webster

(C) A Tale of a Tub

(D) Thomas Kyd

(D) The West Indian

Who is credited with introducing the
sonnet form into England ?

6.

(A) William Shakespeare

(B) William Makepeace Thackeray

(C) Sir Thomas Wyatt & Henry
Howard, Earl of Surrey.

(C) Anthony Trollope
(D) Charlotte Bronte

(D) Sir Philip Sydney.

4.

Satirical-Moralist is a term
associated with
(A) Charles Dickens

(B) Edmund Spenser

3.

Jonathan Swift is the author of

7.

Which of the following playwrights
did not write tragi-comedies ?

Which of the following is not a
narrative poem ?

(A) Ben Jonson

(A) The Eve of St. Agnes

(B) William Shakespeare

(B) Christabel

(C) Francis Beaumont

(C) Prometheus Unbound

(D) John Fletcher

(D) The Rhyme of one Ancient
Mariner

Drydens Absalom and Achitophel is
a satire on

8.

(A) Shaftesbury and Charles II

(A) Sons and Lovers

(B) Moumouth and Clarendar

(B) To the Lighthouse

(C) Shaftesbury and Moumouth

(C) Howards End

(D) Shaftesbury, Moumouth and
Shadwell
PaperII / ENG

Aziz is a character in :

(D) None of the above
2

9.

13. The poems of which of these poets
deal specifically with the historical
and cultural implications of words ?

In whose poetry do we find the
following line : Poetry makes
nothing happen  ?

(A) Philip Larkin

(A) W. B. Yeats

(B) Seamus Heaney

(B) W. H. Auden

(C) Ted Hughes

(C) T. S. Eliot

(D) Geoffrey Hill

(D) None of the above

14. The character of Chief Nonga occurs
in Chinua Achebes novel entitled

10. The Common Reader was written
by .......

(A) Things Fall Apart
(B) Arrow of God

(A) T. S. Eliot

(C) A Man of the People

(B) G. B. Shaw

(D) The Ant-hill of Savannah

(C) Virginia Woolf

15. Ner, oer etc. are examples of

(D) None of the above

(A) Ellipsis

11. The Loneliness of the Long-Distance
Runner is a novel by

(B) Elision
(C) Abbreviation

(A) Alan Sellitoe

(D) Alliteration

(B) Angela Carter

16. Which of the following answers
match the two columns correctly ?
a. Thomas More
i. Morte d Arthur
b. Chaucer
ii. Utopia
c. Shakespeare
iii. Troilus and
Criseyde
d. Thomas Malory iv. Venus and Adonis
Answers :
a
b
c
d

(C) Timothy Mo
(D) Jon Silkin
12. Identify the Trinidadian Nobel
Laureate of Indian origin who
penned The Mimic Men :
(A) Manohar Mulgaonkar
(B) Graham Greene
(C) Hilary Mantel
(D) V. S. Naipaul
PaperII / ENG
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(A)

iv

iii

i

ii

(B)

iii

i

iv

ii

(C)

ii

iii

iv

i

(D)

ii

iv

iii

i
P.T.O.

19. Match List I with List II and choose

17. Identify the incorrect match :

the correct match using code below :

(A) Rosalynde  As You Like It

List I

(B) Antony and Cleopatra
 All for Love
(C) Hecatomithi  Othello
(D) Cassandra  Measure for
Measure

a. James Joyce

i.

South Africa

b. T. S. Eliot

ii.

America

c. Patrick White

iii. Ireland

d. Nadine Gordimer

iv. Australia

Codes

18. Match List I with List II and choose

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

iii

ii

iv

i

the correct code from those given
below :
List I

List II

List II

a. Skylark

i.

Walt Whitman

b. Raven

ii. Shelley

(C)

ii

iv

i

iii

c. Hermit Thrush

iii. Keats

(D)

i

iii

ii

iv

d. Nightingale

iv. Edgar Allan Poe
20. Identify the incorrect match :

Codes
a

b

c

d

(A) Lycidas  Edward King

(A)

i

iii

iv

ii

(B) Adonais  John Keats

(B)

ii

iii

i

iv

(C) Greenes Groatsworth of Wit

(C)

ii

iv

i

iii

(D)

iv

i

iii

ii
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(D) Wolf Hall  Thomas Wyatt
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23. Identify the correct match :

21. Match the following lists choosing
the correct answer from the codes
given below :
List I

(A) Sheridan 
The Good Natured Man

List II

(B) Goldsmith  The Traveller

a. 1649

i.

Authorized Bible

b. 1660

ii. Glorious Revolution

c. 1688

iii. English Commonwealth

d. 1611

iv. Reopening of the theatres

(C) Cumberland  The Rival
(D) Johnson  The Duenna
24. Match the Romantic writers and the
major characteristics of their poetry

Codes
a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

iv

ii

i

(B)

i

ii

iii

iv

(C)

iv

i

ii

iii

(D)

ii

iv

iii

i

i.

a. Coleridge

ii. symbolism

b. Leight Hunt

iii. liberal idealism

c. Byron

iv. fragmentary nature d. Keats

22. Match the items given in parallel
columns and find the answer using
codes below :

Codes

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

a

c

b

d

(B)

c

a

b

d

(C)

b

c

a

d

(D)

c

d

b

b

25. Match the poets with their right
poetic traits :

a. Wordsworth

i.

b. Shelley

ii. Don Juan

c. Keats

iii. The Mask of Anarchy

d. Byron

iv. The Excursion

Endymion

i.

Codes
a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

iii

i

ii

(B)

iii

ii

i

iv

(C)

ii

i

iii

iv

(D)

i

iv

ii

iii
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Negative capability a. Wordsworth

ii. Organic unity

b. Keats

iii. Mysticism

c. Byron

iv. Self-conscious
romanticism

d. Coleridge

Codes

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

c

a

b

d

(B)

b

d

a

c

(C)

a

b

c

d

(D)

b

c

d

a
P.T.O.

28. Match the following literary editors
with the journals they are associated
with or founded. Choose the correct
answer from the codes given

26. Match the names of the poets with
their works
i.

Coleridge

a. The Revolt of Islam

ii. Shelley

b. Endymion

iii. Keats

c. Where Shall the
Lover Rest

iv. Sir Walter Scott

d. Biographia Literaria

ii

iii

iv

(A)

a

b

c

d

(B)

d

a

b

c

(C)

b

c

a

d

(D)

c

d

a

b

i. Scrutiny

b. F. R. Leavis

ii. Criterion

c. Ford Madex Ford iii. The New Age
d. T. S. Eliot

Codes :
i

a. A. R. Orage

iv. English Review

Codes :

27. Match the items given in parallel
columns and find the correct answer
using codes below :

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

i

iii

iv

(B)

iii

i

iv

ii

(C)

iv

i

ii

iii

(D)

iv

i

iii

ii

29. Match the following and choose the
correct answer from the codes given
below :

a. Tennyson

i. Adam Bede

a. Neresia

i. Measure for Measure

b. Eliot

ii. The Newcomes

b. Puck

ii. King Lear

c. Thackeray

iii. In Memoriam

c. Edgar

iii. The Merchant of Venice

d. Carlyle

iv. The French Revolution

d. Juliet

iv. A Midsummer Nights
Dream

Codes :
a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

i

iv

iii

(B)

iii

ii

i

(C)

i

iv

(D)

iii

i
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Codes :
a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

iii

i

ii

iv

(B)

iii

iv

ii

i

ii

iii

(C)

i

ii

iv

iii

iv

ii

(D)

ii

iv

iii

i
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32. The following statements are either
True or False. Find the correct
answer from the codes given below :
a.
Christopher Marlowe is the
author of Dido, Queen of
Carthage.
b. Ben Jonsons commonplace
book is called Timber or
Discoveries.
c.
Spenser is the author of
Apology for Poetry.
d. Shakespeare never wrote
sonnets on the theme of time.

30. Which of the following answers
match the two columns correctly ?
a. Ottava rima

i. a metrical foot with two
unaccented syllable

b. terza rima

ii. eight line stanza in iambic
pentametre

c. pyrrhic

iii. series of interlocked
tercets

d. rhyme royal

iv. seven line stanza in
iambic pentameter

Answers :
a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

iii

ii

i

(B)

iii

iv

i

(C)

ii

iii

(D)

iv

i

Codes

a

b

(A)

False

True

False False

ii

(B)

True

True

True

i

iv

iv

iii

(C)
(D)

True
True

True False False
False True False

a. One Fat Englishman i. David Lodge
ii. Salman Rusdie

c. Midnights Children

iii. Kingsley Amis

d. Nice Work

iv. Jeanette Winterson

Codes :
a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

i

ii

iii

(B)

i

iii

iv

ii

(C)

ii

iv

i

iii

(D)

iii

iv

ii

i
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d
True

33. The following statements are either
True or False. Find the correct
answer from the codes given below :
a.
An Essay on Man in written in
heroic couplet.
b. Alexander Pope wrote
Absolom & Achitophel
c.
Samuel Johnsons Rasselas is
a play.
d. Jonathan Swift wrote A Tale of
a Tub.

31. Match the items given in parallel
columns and find the correct answer
using codes below :
b. Sexing the Cherry

c

Codes

7

a

b

c

d

(A)

False

True

False

True

(B)

True

True

True

False

(C)

True

False False

True

(D)

False False

True

True.
P.T.O.

36. The following statements are either
True or False. Select the correct
answer from the codes given below :
a.
Richardsons Pamela ran
through six London editions in
the very first year of its
publication.
b. The History of Sir Charles
Grandison was the first ever
epistolary novel in English.
c.
Tom Jones is Fieldings most
considered response to the
challenge of classical epic.
d. Addison referred to John
Locke as the Miracle of the
present Age.

34. The following statements are either
True or False. Select the correct
answer from the codes given below :
a. Lawrence greatly admired the
outward forms and the intellectual
formularies of Christianity.
b. The Modernist revolution in
poetry was propagated largely
through the little magazines.
c. Percy Wyndham Lewiss
innovative novel Tarr (1918) is set
in an artist-dominated Paris.
d. In 1918 Joyce proclaimed Eliot as
the best living prose writer.
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

a
b
c
d
True False False True
True False True True
False True True False
False False False True

35. The following statements are either
True or False. Select the correct
answer from the codes given below :
a. Maud : and other Poems (1855)
happens to be the first Laureate
volume to be published by
Tennyson.
b. A Dream of John Ball and News
from Nowhere were two polemical
fantansies by William Morris.
c. Songs from the Portuguese is an
important specimen of Victorian
love poetry by Robert Browning.
d. Merediths first novel The Ordeal
of Richard Feverel was banned by
Mudies Circulating Library.
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
True True False False
(B) False True True False
(C) False False True True
(D)
True True False True
PaperII / ENG

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False

True

True

(B)

False

True

False

True

(C)

True

False

True

False

(D)

False False

True

True

37. The following statements are either
True or False. Find the correct
answer from the codes given below :
a.
Sir Philip Sydnney wrote the
sonnet sequence Amoretti
b. The curtal sonnet comprises of
twelve lines and was used by
Elizabethan poets.
c.
The Shakespearean sonnet was
not invented by Shakespeare.
d. The Petrarchan sonnet has two
parts the octave and the sestet.

8

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

(B)

False False

True

True

(C)

True

False

True

False

(D)

False

True

False True

False False

40. The following statements are either
True or False. Find the correct
answer from the codes given below :
a.
Tragicomedy marks the
decadence of drama in the 17
century.
b. Tragicomedy is generic to the
angst of the 17 century mind.
c.
The growth of Puritanism
influences tragicomedy.
d. Tragicomedy was a traditional
form of drama which coexisted
with other types of plays.

38. The following statements are either
True or False. Find the correct
answer from the codes given below :
a.
Flaws in the Glass is an
autobiography of Patrick White.
b. Richard Wright wrote Black
Boy.
c.
The Bell Jar is an
autobiographical novel by Sylvia
Plath.
d. Autobiography of Alice B
Toklas is written by Doris
Lessing.
Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

False

True

(A)

True

False

True

False

(B)

False False

True

True

(B)

False

True

True

False

(C)

False

True

False

True

(C)

False

True

False

True

(D)

True

True

True

False

(D)

True

True

False False

41. The following statements are either
True or False. Find the correct
answer from the codes given below :
a.
Giles Fodens The Last King of
Scotland deals with the rise of
the Ugandan dictator, Idi
Amin.
b. The Ugandan dictator, Idi
Amin had commissioned Giles
Foden to write a novel on him.
c.
Idi Amin had offered himself
for the position of the King of
Scotland.
d. Giles Foden based the novel on
his memoir as a journalist and
associate of Idi Amin.

39. The following statements are either
True or False. Find the correct
answer from the codes given below :
a.
The Restoration of Charles II
was a political victory of the
Catholics.
b. Oliver Cromwells monarchial
tendencies prompted the
Restoration of Charles II.
c.
The Restoration of Charles II
was an attempt to exercise the
national guilt of regicide.
d. Monarchial sanction of the
power of Parliament was
effected by the Restoration of
Charles II.
Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

False

True

False

True

(A)

False

True

False

True

(B)

True

False False

True

(B)

True

True

False False

(C)

False

True

True

False

(C)

False

True

True

False

(D)

True

False

True

False

(D)

True

False

True

False
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44. Given below are two statements, one
labelled Assertion (Ass), the other
Reason (R). Select the correct answer
from the codes given below :
Assertion (Ass) : Picturesque is a
term for an ideal of beauty
which flourished during the
18th century. It , however, did
not flourish during the
romantic period.
Reason (R) : It admired the beauty
of landscapes and gardens, but
did not give emphasis to
feeling.

42. Given below are two statements, one
labelled Assertion (Ass), the other
Reason (R). Select the correct answer
from the codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Miltons misogyny
is clearly evident in Paradise
Lost.
Reason (R) : This is confirmed by
his alleged neglect of his
daughters as Dr. Johnson
reported in his Life of Milton.
Codes :
(A) (Ass) is correct while (R) is
incorrect.

Codes :

(B) (Ass) and (R) are both
incorrect.

(A) (Ass) is False (R) is True.
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are False.

(C) (Ass) is incorrect but (R) is
correct.

(C) (R) is false (Ass) is True.
(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are True.

(D) (Ass) and (R) are both correct.

45. Given below are two statements, one
labelled Assertion (Ass), the other
Reason (R). Select the correct answer
from the codes given below :
Assertion (Ass) : P. B. Shelley drew
no essential distinction
between poetry and politics.
Reason (R) : His work continues the
radical tendencies of earlier
romantic writing, expanding its
critique of social injustice into
an attack on specific institutions
of oppression.
Codes :

43. Given below are two statements, one
labelled Assertion (Ass), the other
Reason (R). Select the correct answer
from the codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : S. T. Coleridge did
not agree with William
Wordsworths emphasis on the
language of the rustics as the
fit language for poetry.
Reason (R) : Coleridge did not
regard the rustics as capable of
serious thought.
Codes :
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true

(B) (Ass) is false (R) is True.

(B) (Ass) is true (R) is false.

(C) (Ass) is true but (R) is false.

(C) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.

(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are true.
PaperII / ENG

(D) (Ass) is false but (R) is true.
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48. Given below are two statements, one
labelled Assertion (Ass), the other
Reason (R). Select the correct answer
from the codes given below :
Assertion (Ass) : Alice Walker is a
central figure in contemporary
American literature.
Reason (R) : Alice Walkers
writings go beyond racism to
embrace a more universal
stance.
Codes :
(A) (Ass) is true but (R) is false.
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true.
(C) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.
(D) (Ass) is false but (R) is true.

46. Given below are two statements, one
labelled Assertion (Ass), the other
Reason (R). Select the correct answer
from the codes given below :
Assertion (Ass) : Shakespeare
shows a keen awareness about
his audience in his plays.
Reason (R) : Shakespeare was a
professional where living
depended upon the acceptance
of his plays by his audience.
Codes :
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true.

49. Given below are two statements, one
labelled Assertion (Ass), the other
Reason (R). Select the correct answer
from the codes given below :
Assertion (Ass) : Wordsworths
early poetry is mostly radical.
Reason (R) : It voices the grievances
of the poor.
Codes :
(A) (Ass) is true but (R) is false.
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true.
(C) (Ass) is false but (R) is true.
(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.

(C) (Ass) is true and (R) is false.
(D) (R) is true but (Ass) is false.
47. Given below are two statements, one
labelled Assertion (Ass), the other
Reason (R). Select the correct answer
from the codes given below :
Assertion (Ass) : The plaine style
of Metaphysical poetry has
historical origins in the decline
of feudalism in the 15th and
16th centuries.
Reason (R) : It reflects the reaction
against the ornate style of the
courtly literature of feudalism.
Codes :

50. Given below are two statements, one
labelled Assertion (Ass), the other
Reason (R). Select the correct answer
from the codes given below :
Assertion (Ass) : Many contemporary novels rewrite earlier
classics.
Reason (R) : There is a paucity of
themes and subjects today.
Codes :
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are incorrect.
(B) (Ass) is correct but R is incorrect.
(C) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct.
(D) (Ass) is incorrect while (R) is
correct.

(A) (Ass) is correct but (R) is
incorrect.
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are
incorrect.
(C) (Ass) is incorrect while (R) is
correct.
(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct.
PaperII / ENG
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ENGLISH
PAPER  III
Note : This paper contains seventy five (75) objective type questions, each question carrying two (2)
marks. All questions are compulsory.

1.

Given below are two statements, one
labelled Assertion (Ass) and the
other labelled Reason (R). Select the
correct answer from the codes given
below :

3.

(A) abab cdcd efef gg
(B) abba abba cde cde

Assertion (Ass) : Thomas Kyds The
Spanish Tragedy is the first
Revenge Tragedy written in
English.

(C) abab bcbc cdcd ee
(D) aabb ccdd eeff gg

Reason (R) : Kyd wrote the play to
illustrate the evils of personal
revenge that was common in
England at the time.

4.

(A) Ass is right but R is wrong.

Most of the Psalms in The
Authorized Version of King James
Bible were composed by :
(A) Wycliffe

(B) Both Ass and R are wrong.

2.

The rhyme scheme of Shakespearean
sonnets is

(C) Ass is wrong but R is right.

(B) King David

(D) Both Ass and R are right.

(C) St. John

The name of the heroine in the sonnet
cycle composed by Michael Drayton
was :

(D) King James
5.

(A) Stella

The Restoration Period in English
Literature covers
(A) 1660  1688

(B) Lara

(B) 1660  1685

(C) Philomela

(C) 1660  1700

(D) Idea

(D) 1660  1714
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6.

Thomas Traherne is associated with

10. Who started the magazines The
Rambler and The Idler ?

(A) The Oxford Movement

(A) Richard Steele

(B) Pre-Raphaelite School

(B) Samuel Johnson

(C) Metaphysical Poetry

(C) Joseph Addison

(D) Imagist Poetry
7.

(D) Jonathan Swift
11.

The New Atlantis is an unfinished
work by
(A) Edmund Spenser

(A) Spenser

(B) Thomas Dekker

8.

(B) Andrew Marvell

(C) Francis Bacon

(C) Milton

(D) Thomas Kyd

(D) Dryden
12. Read the statements and choose the
right codes from the ones given after
these : [ T stands for True, F for False]
1. Jane Austens novels abound in
references from the most
important event of her age, the
French Revolution.
2. Jane Austens men and women
are all type characters.
3. Rationality and objectivity over
powered
passion
and
subjectivity in Jane Austens
treatment of her characters.
4. Jane Austens world is chiefly
the world of poor rustics of
England.

Know then thyself, presume not God to scan
The proper study of mankind is man.
From the list given below, identify
the author of these lines :
(A) John Dryden
(B) Samuel Johnson
(C) Alexander Pope
(D) Oliver Goldsmith

9.

Who of the poets mentioned below
was not included in Dr. Johnsons
The Lives of the Poets ?

The novel Clarissa by Samuel
Richardson has the following subtitle :
(A) The Fallen Woman
(B) The History of a Young Lady
(C) The History of a Poor Lady
(D) The History of a Young Girl
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Codes :

1

2

3

4

(A)

F

F

T

T

(B)

T

T

F

F

(C)

T

F

T

F

(D)

F

T

T

F
P.T.O.

13. The phrase willing suspension of
disbelief occurs in a text by an
author as indicated in one of the
combinations below. Choose the
correct combination of text and
author.

16. The following statements are either
true or false. Select the correct
statements from the codes given :
a.
John Keats wrote The Eve of
St. Agnes.
b. Lyrical Ballads was published
in 1798.
c.
Charles Lambs Dream
Children is about his two
daughters.
d. Samuel Taylor Coleridge was
addicted to opium.

(A) Samuel Taylor Coleridge in
Biographia Literaria.
(B) I A Richards in Practical
Criticism
(C) Charles Lamb in Essays of Elia
(D) William Empson in Seven
Types of Ambiguity.

a

b

c

d

(A)

true

true

true

true

(B)

false

false

false

false

(A) Ballad metre

(C)

true

true

false

true

(B) Vers libre

(D)

false

true

true

true

14. Wordsworths The Prelude was
composed in :

(C) Ottavarima

17. The Charge of the Light Brigade
is a poem by

(D) Blank Verse

(A) Tennyson

15. There are two statements below, one
Assertion (Ass) and the other Reason
(R). Select the correct answer from
the codes given :
Assertion (Ass) : Percy Bysshe
Shelley was expelled from
University College, Oxford.
Reason (R) : He wrote and
published a pamphlet called
The Necessity of Atheism

(B) Coleridge
(C) Wordsworth
(D) Shelley
18. Name the author of A Book of
Nonsense.
(A) Edward Bond

(A) Both Ass and R are right
(B) Both Ass and R are wrong

(B) Mathew Arnold

(C) Ass is right but R is wrong

(C) Edmund Leach

(D) Ass is wrong but R is right

(D) Edward Lear
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19. The following statements are either
True or False. Select the correct
answer from the codes given below :
a.

Alice in Wonderland is a novel
by Lewis Carroll

b.

It is based on a true story

c.

It is a Victorian text

d.

It is a classic example of
realistic fiction

Codes

a

b

c

(A)

True

True

False False

(B)

True

False

True

False

(C)

True

True

True

False

(D)

True

False False False

21. The following statements are either
true or false. Select the correct
statements from the codes given
below :

d

20. Given below are two statements, one
labelled Assertion (Ass), the other
Reason (R). Select the correct answer
from the codes given below :
Assertion (Ass) : Alfred Tennyson
advised Francis Turner
Palgrave when the latter edited
The Golden Treasury

a.

Sartor Resartus means The
Tailor Retailored.

b.

Nicholas Nickleby is a minor
character in Dickenss Bleak
House.

c.

Benjamin Disraeli, The British
Prime Minister, was also a
novelist.

d.

Agnes Grey is the pseudonym
of Anne Bronte.
a

b

c

d

(A)

true

true

true

false

(B)

false

true

false

true

(C)

true

false

true

false

(D)

true

true

false

false

22. Many novels of the Victorian period
were written in the context of the
Industrial Revolution. Mary Barton
is one of them. It was written by 

Reason (R) : The book reflected the
Victorian attitude towards
poetry and poetics.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are false

(A) George Eliot

(B) Ass is false while R is true

(B) Charles Dickens

(C) Ass is true but R is false

(C) Elizabeth Gaskell

(D) Both Ass and R are true.

(D) Benjamin Disraeli
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23. Choose the right code in which the

25. The following statements are either
true or false. Select the correct
statements from the codes given :

items of List I and List II are
correctly matched.
List I

List II

a. Marguerite

i. Browning

b. Mariana

ii. D. G. Rossetti

c. Ben Ezra

iii. Arnold

d. Domozel

iv. Tennyson

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

ii

i

iii

(B)

iv

i

ii

(C)

iii

iv

(D)

ii

i

a.

William Goldings Lord of the
Flies is a moral allegory

b.

The Loneliness of a Long
Distance Runner is a working
class novel.

c.

The Whitsun Weddings is a
collection of essays by Philip
Larkin.

d.

The Prisoner of Zenda is a
novel by Antony Hope.
a

b

c

d

(A)

true

false

true

false

iii

(B)

true

true

false

true

i

ii

(C)

false

true

true

false

iii

iv

(D)

true

false

false

true

26. One among the following is a play
written by D. H. Lawrence. Identify
the play.

24. The Dynasts is a text by
(A) Emily Bronte

(A) The Rainbow

(B) Elizabeth Gaskell

(B) Sons and Lovers

(C) Charles Dickens

(C) The Widowing of Mrs Holesyd

(D) Thomas Hardy

(D) Women in Love.
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29. The following statements are either
True or False. Select the correct
statements by using the codes given
below :
a. Finnegans Wake is a prose work
by James Joyce.
b. John Galsworthy wrote The Man
of Property.
c. Kidnapped is a novel by William
Thackeray
d. Frank Kermode wrote The Sense
of an Ending.

27. Listed below are the four parts of
T. S. Eliots Four Quartets. Identify
the one that constitutes the last part
of the book.
(A) The Dry Salvages
(B) Buent Norton
(C) Little Gidding
(D) East Coker
28. Choose the right code in which the
items of List I and List II are
correctly matched.
List I

List II

a. A portrait of the i. Somerset
Artist as a Young
Maugham
Man
b. The Portrait of
a Lady

b

c

d

(A)

Ture

True

False

True

(B)

False

True

False

True

(C)

True

False False

True

(D)

True

True

False

True

a. Ash Wednesday is a poem of
frustration.
b. Ariel Poems are all poems of
joy and relief.
c. The Hollow Men is an
expression of the extremest
suffering of civilized man.
d. The Love song of Alfred J.
Prufrock opens up with the image
of a patient lying unconscious on
the operation table.

ii. James Joyce

iv. Oscar Wilde.

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

iii

iv

i

(B)

iii

ii

iv

i

(C)

iv

iii

ii

i

(D)

iii

ii

i

iv
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30. Read the statements and choose the
right code from the ones given after
these :

c. Picture of Dorian iii. Henry James
Gray
d. The Painted Veil

Codes :

Codes :

7

a

b

c

d

(A)

False False False

True

(B)

True

False

True

False

(C)

False

True

True

True

(D)

True

False False

True
P.T.O.

31. Stream of Consciousness is a term
used to describe the continuity of
impressions and thoughts in the
human mind. It was coined in 

34. Which of the following novels is not
by a woman :
(A) Possession : A Romance

(A) Henry James The Art of Fiction

(B) The Blind Assassin

(B) William James Principles of
Psychology

(C) Disgrace

(C) James Joyces Ulysses

(D) The Inheritance of Loss

(D) Dorothy Richardsons
Pilgrimage

35. Poets to come ! Orators, singers, musicians to
come !

32. Who, from the following, is not a
British author :
(A) Margaret Atwood

Not to-day is to justify me and answer what
I am for,

(B) Graham Swift

But you, a new brood, native, athletic
continental, greater than before known,

(C) Julian Barnes
(D) Angela Carter

Arouse ! for you must justify me.

33. The following statements are either
True (T) or False (F). Select the
correct answer from the codes given
below :
a. English fiction from Indias
northeast is gradually emerging
as a distinctive literary category
b. Mamang Dai and Temsula Ao are
two prominent fiction writers
from this region
c. Almost all fiction texts from the
region deal with domestic
situations
d. These texts have received a lot of
critical attention in the last thirty
years.
Codes :
(A)

a
F

b
T

c
F

d
T

(B)

T

T

F

T

(C)

T

T

F

F

(D)

F

T

F

T
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 Identify the poet from the list
below :
(A) Robert Frost
(B) Langston Hughes
(C) Walt Whitman
(D) Ralph Waldo Emerson
36. The Third Theatre is a theoretical
book on Indian drama and practices
evolved by the following dramatist :
(A) HABIB TANVEER
(B) GIRISH KARNAD
(C) VIJAY TENDULKAR
(D) BADAL SIRCAR
8

37. Which ancient Indian text (also
referred to as the fifth Veda) is
perhaps the oldest / earliest extant
treatise on drama / performance ?
Choose from the list given
below 

40. A. K. Ramanujan was an Indian
English poet. Only one statement,
among those given below, apply to
him. Select the correct one.
(A) He was actually a mathematician

(A) Manu smriti

(B) He translated the novel
Samskara by U R Ananta
Murthy

(B) Narada smriti
(C) Natya Shastra

(C) He came originally from
Odisha

(D) Meghadoota

(D) He first wrote in Tamil and then
translated into English himself

38. Which of the following Nobel
laureates ran for the post of his
countrys President :

41. Which, from the following, is not a
novel by Toni Morisson :

(A) Orhan Pamuk
(B) Mario Vargas Llosa

(A) Love

(C) Gunther Grass

(B) Beloved

(D) Octavio Paz

(C) Sula
(D) Triad

39. Moby Dick (1851) was Herman
Melvilles first novel

42. What is name of the only novel
written by Anton Chekhov ?

(A) False, including the publication
date

(A) The Bet

(B) Not his first novel, but the
publication date is correct

(B) Ward No 6

(C) The novel was actually written
by Hawthorne

(C) The Shooting Party

(D) True

(D) The Overcoat
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47. The Argentinian writer Jutio
Cortazar is the author of

43. Paul Celan is known for contributing
to a particular kind of verse :
(A) nonsense verse

(A) Loice in the Tint of Chohara

(B) holocaust poetry

(B) Hopscotch

(C) limericks

(C) Pierre Menard

(D) socialist poetry

(D) Red Riding Hood

44. Which African writer from the
following list argues for African
literature in African languages ?

48. The Russian writer Vladimir
Mayakovsky was a 
(A) socialist poet

(A) Chinua Achebe
(B) Ngugi Wa Thiongo

(B) communist poet

(C) Leopold Senghor

(C) acmeist poet

(D) Ben Okri

(D) futurist poet
49. The Color Purple by Alice Walker
is 

45. Which American city among the
following is most closely associated
with the Harlem Renaissance ?

(A) an epistolary novel

(A) Chicago

(B) a book of sonnets

(B) St. Louis

(C) a tragedy in blank verse

(C) New York City

(D) an essay collection

(D) Detroit

50. One of the following novels is not
written by Bankim Chandra
Chatterji. Identify the novel.

46. Who, among the following, is
generally considered to be the father
of the postcolonial African novel ?

(A) The Poison Tree

(A) Wole Soyinka
(B) Chinua Achebe

(B) Devi Chaudhurani

(C) Ngugi Wa Thiongo

(C) Arjun

(D) Driss Chraibi

(D) Anandamath
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51. One of the dramatists from the list
below is not an Absurdist. Point the
odd one out 

55. Franz Roh coined the term
(A) Expressive Realism

(A) Jean Genet

(B) Scientific Realism

(B) Eugene Ionesco

(C) Magic Realism

(C) Samuel Beckett

(D) Marvellous Realism

(D) Henrik Ibsen

56. Find the correct match (List I with
List II) from the following by using
codes :

52. Sexual Politics is authored by
(A) Andrea Dworkin

List I

List II

(B) Mary Eagleton

a. gynographic

i. Psychoanalytic theory

(C) Lisa Jardine

b. id

ii. Marxist theory

c. discourse

iii. Feminist theory

d. hegemony

iv. Structuralism

(D) Kate Millett
53. John Crowe Ransom, Cleanth
Brooks are associated with 
(A) The Chicago School
(B) New Criticism
(C) Prague School
(D) Archetypal Criticism

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

iii

iv

i

(B)

iii

i

iv

ii

(C)

iv

ii

i

iii

(D)

ii

i

iv

iii

57. The Curtain is a collection of essays
by

54. Name the author of The Anatomy of
Criticism
(A) Harold Bloom

(A) Milan Kundera

(B) Cleanth Brooks

(B) Miroslaw Holub

(C) Allen Tate

(C) Javier Marias

(D) Northrop Frye

(D) Leo Tolstoy
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58. The pentameter is a 

62. Find the correct match from the
following by using codes :

(A) four-stress line
(B) three-stress line
(C) five-stress line
(D) two-stress line

a. Deconstruction

i. Edward Said

b. Cultural Materialism

ii. Cheryll Glosfelty

c. Postcolonialism

iii. Jaques Derrida

d. Ecocriticism

iv. Alan Sinfield
a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

i

ii

iv

(B)

iii

i

iv

ii

(C)

iii

iv

i

ii

(D)

ii

iii

iv

i

59. Litotes is a figure of speech in which
(A) An affirmative is expressed by
the negative of the contrary
(B) An affirmative is expressed by
extension
(C) An affirmative is expressed by
foreshortening

63. There are two statements below, one
Assertion (Ass) and the other Reason
(R). Select the correct answer from
the codes given :

(D) An affirmative is expressed by
suggestion
60. Différance is a term coined by

Assertion (Ass) : Michel Foucaults
History of Sexuality provided
the impetus to theorize
homosexuality.

(A) Jacques Derrida
(B) Jacques Lacan
(C) Roman Jakobson

Reason (R) : Such theoretical
attempts were collectively
labelled Queer Theory
since Foucault categorized
homosexuality as strange and
unnatural.

(D) Fendinand de Saussure
61. The term dissociation of sensibility
appears in an essay by
(A) T. S. Eliot

(A) Both Ass and R are right

(B) Matthew Arnold

(B) Both Ass and R are wrong

(C) F. R. Leavis

(C) Ass is wrong but R is right

(D) I. A. Richards

(D) Ass is right but R is wrong.
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64. The concept of Carnival is
associated with

68. Jacques Derrida is the author of
(A) The Order of Things

(A) Mikhail Bakhtin
(B) Amitav Ghosh

(B) Orientalism

(C) Stephen Greenblatt

(C) Metahistory

(D) Ezra Pound
65. Who is the author of Can the
Subaltern Speak ?

(D) Of Grammatology

(A) Gayatri Spivak
(B) Edward Said

69. Who among the following is not
associated with postcolonial studies ?

(C) Dipesh Chakravarty
(D) Frantz Fanon

(A) Ania Loomba

66. The following statements are either
true or false. Select the correct
answer from the codes given below :
a. Giorgio Agamben is the author of
the book Homo Sacer
b. Homo Sacer is a novel in the
Italian language
c. The term literally means sacred
man
d. It is associated with the concept
of bare life
Codes :
a
(A)
True

b
True

c
False

d
True

(B) Albert Memmi
(C) Leela Gandhi
(D) Frederic Jameson
70. Choose the right code in which the
items in List I and List II are
correctly matched :
List I

List II

a. Eve of St. Agnes

i. Vers libre

b. The Yarrow Poems ii. Heroic couplet

(B)

True

False

True

True

(C)

True

False False

True

c. The Waste Land

iii. Ballad metre

(D)

False False

True

d. Dunciad

iv. Spenserian stanza

True

67. Which of the following books are not
by F. R. Leavis ?

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A) Revaluation

(A)

ii

iv

iii

i

(B) New Bearings in English
Poetry

(B)

iii

i

iv

ii

(C) Fiction and the Reading Public

(C)

iv

iii

i

ii

(D) D. H. Lawrence : Novelist

(D)

iv

i

ii

iii
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73. Who is the author of this quote :
Start with a clean slate.

71. Choose the right code in which the
items in List I and List II are
correctly matched :
List I

(A) Frank Palmer

List II

a. Sprung Rhythm

i. Wilfred Owen

b. Objective Correlative

ii. Coleridge

c. Consonant Rhyme

iii. Hopkins

d. Secondary Imagination

iv. T. S. Eliot

(B) Leonard Bloomfield
(C) M. Halliday
(D) Otto Jesperson
74. When we say India is a multilingual
Country we mean :

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

ii

i

iii

(A) India has multiple language
speakers

(B)

iii

iv

ii

i

(B) India has multiple languages

(C)

iv

iii

i

ii

(C) India encourages multiple
languages

(D)

iii

iv

i

ii

(D) India approves multiple
languages

72. There are two statements  one
Assertion (Ass) and the other Reason
(R). Find the correct statement using
codes below :

75. There are two statements one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Choose the correct
statement using codes below :

Assertion (Ass) : Alliteration means
repitition of sounds with
assonance and consonance.

Assertion (Ass) : I am so hungry, I
could eat a horse is an example
of a hyperbole.

Reason (R) : Modern alliteration is
predominantly consonantal

Reason (R) : Hyperbole is the use
of extreme exaggeration.

(A) Both Ass and R are true, and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass

(A) Both Ass and R are true, and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass

(B) Both Ass and R are true, but R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass

(B) Both Ass and R are true, but R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass

(C) Ass is true, but R is false

(C) Ass is true, but R is false

(D) Ass is false, but R is true

(D) Ass is false, but R is true
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PAPER  II
Total Marks : 100
Note : This paper contains fifty (50) objective type questions, each question carrying
two (02) marks. All the questions are compulsory.
1. Read the following statements and choose
the correct answer from the codes given.
i. Strabo emphasised on cosmographic
knowledge for geographic descriptions
ii. Varenius divided geography into
systematic geography and regional
geography
iii. Ratzel
followed
teleological
approach
to
explain
certain
geographic phenomena
iv. Gnomon was developed by Eratosthenes
Codes : i
ii
iii
iv
(A)
True False False True
(B)
True True False False
(C)
False True True False
(D)
False False True False
2. Read the following statements and choose
the correct answer from the codes given.
i. Normally warm ocean currents move
towards cold seas
ii. The periodic phenomenon of
alternate rise and fall of sea water
level is known as tide
iii. The tide with the highest amplitude
is known as neap tide
iv. The ocean deposits of organic origin
are known as ooze
Codes : i
ii
iii
iv
(A)
True True False True
(B)
True False True True
(C)
False True True False
(D)
False False True True
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3. Read the following statements and choose
the correct answer from the given codes.
i. The Greeks proposed five heat
zones one torrid zone, two frigid
zones and two temperate zones
ii. The only torrid zone lies between
the equator and the tropic of cancer
iii. The northern temperate zone lies
between the tropic of cancer and the
arctic circle
iv. The southern frigid zone lies between
the antarctic circle and the south pole
Codes : i
ii
iii
iv
(A)
True True False False
(B)
True False True False
(C)
False True True False
(D)
True False True True
4. Read the following statements and choose
the correct answer from the given codes.
i. Carnivores are at trophic level I of
the food chain
ii. Autotrophs are the chief sources of
energy for herbivores
iii. The cyclic circulation of matter in the
ecosystem is known as geo-chemical cycle
iv. Green algae is one of the primary
producers
Codes : i
ii
iii
iv
(A)
True False False True
(B)
False False True True
(C)
False True False True
(D)
True True False False
2

7.

5. Read the following statements and
choose the correct answer from the
given codes.
i. The planktons constitute macro
wildlife of fresh waters
ii. India has only 2% of the worlds
land surface, but supports more than
5% of the worlds fauna and flora
iii. Green belts can reduce the noise
pollution level in the city
iv. Conservation of genetic resources
outside their
natural habitat is
known as ex-situ conservation
Codes : i
(A)
False
(B)
False
(C)
True
(D)
True
6.

Assertion (Ass) : Wheat is mostly
cultivated in Northern India.
Reason (R) : The crop needs
moderate rainfall and it can be
cultivated in different seasons of
the year.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are correct
and R explains Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are correct
but R does not explain Ass

ii
iii
iv
True False True
False True False
True False False
False True False

(C) Ass is false but R is true
(D) Ass is true but R is false
8.

Read the two statementsAssertion
and Reason and select correct
answer from the codes given below :
Assertion (Ass) : By far the most
common
and
widespread
topographic form in a Karst terrain
is the sinkhole.
Reason (R) : Topographically, a
sinkhole is
a depression that
varies in depth from less than a
meter to few hundred meters.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is false
(D) Ass is false but R is true
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Read Assertion and Reason and
select correct answer from the
codes given below :

Read Assertion and Reason and
select correct answer from the
codes given below :
Assertion (Ass) : Agriculture in
Monsoon Asia is characterised by
the predominance of food crop
cultivation.
Reason (R) : Farming in Monsoon
Asia is mainly
meant for
subsistence purpose.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are
individually true and R is the
correct explanation of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are
individually true and R is not
the correct explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is false
(D) Ass is false but R is true
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9.

Read Assertion and Reason and
select correct answer from the
codes given below :

11. Read Assertion and Reason and
select correct answer from the
codes given below :

Assertion (Ass) : The pattern of
trade varies from one country to
another.

Assertion (Ass) : Agricultural
production in the countries of
South-east Asia has increased.

Reason (R) : The population
varies from one country to another.

Reason (R) : Percentage of
population engaged in agriculture
has increased.

Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are correct
and R explains Ass

Codes :

(B) Both Ass and R are correct
but R does not explain Ass

(B) Ass is false but R is true

(A) Ass is true but R is false
(C) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass

(C) Ass is true but R is false
(D) Ass is false but R is true
10. Read Assertion and Reason and
select correct answer from the
codes given below :

(D) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass

Assertion (Ass) : The decrease of
temperature with increasing altitudes
in the atmosphere is called the
vertical temperature gradient.

12. Match List-I with List-II and select
correct match from the codes given
below :
List-I

List-II

(Refineries)

(Capacity in
lakh tonnes)

a. Gauhati

1. 8.50

Codes :

b. Barauni

2. 33

(A) Ass is true but R is false

c. Digboi

3. 25

(B) Ass is false but R is true

d. Haldia

4. 5

Reason (R) : Temperature decreases
with increasing altitude is due to
radiation and
latent heat of
condensation.

(C) Both Ass and R are correct but
R is the correct explanation of
Ass
(D) Both Ass and R are correct but
R is not the correct explanation
of Ass
PaperII / GEOG
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Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

2

4

3

(B)

4

3

2

1

(C)

3

4

2

1

(D)

2

1

3

4

13. The following two lists state the
author and the name of the
respective books. Match List-I with
List-II and select correct match from
the codes given below :
List-I

15. Match the List-I (Name of authors)
with List-II (Name of books) and
select the correct match from the
codes given below :
List-I
List-II
(Name of authors) (Name of books)

List-II

(Authors)

(Name of the books)

a. Chow

i.

River and River
Terrain

b. Dury

ii. Hand book and
Applied Hydrolosis

c. Ollier

iii. Physical Geography

d. Strahla

iv. Weathering

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

i

iv

iii

(B)

ii

iv

iii

i

(C)

ii

iii

iv

i

(D)

ii

i

iii

iv

1. Assam

b. Adi

2. Sikkim

c. Lepcha

3. Arunachal Pradesh

d. Dimasa

4. Tripura

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

4

3

2

1

(B)

1

2

3

4

(C)

3

4

1

2

(D)

2

1

4

3
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b. Ratzel

2.

c. Ritter

3. Anthropogeographic

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

a
1
1
3
4

Erdkunde
Principles de
geographic humaine

b
2
3
2
3

c
3
2
4
2

d
4
4
1
1

16. Match the List-I (Regions) with
List-II (Average number of
thunderstorm per year) and select
the correct match using the codes
given below the list :
List-I
(Regions)

List-II

a. Reang

1. Kosmos

d. Vidal de la blache 4.

14. Match List-I with List-II and find
out the correct match from the codes
given :
List-I

a. Humboldt

a. Java

1.

136

b. Panama

2.

142

c. South Mexico

3.

225

d. Central Brazil

4.

106

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
5

List-II
(Average number of
thunderstorm/year)

a
3
3
2
2

b
1
2
3
1

c
2
1
1
3

d
4
4
4
4
P.T.O.

17. Match List-I with List-II and select
the correct match using the codes
given below the lists :
List-I

20. Who among the following gave the
Philosophical
foundation
to
geography ?

List-II

(A) Alfred Hettner

(Constituent gases) (Per cent by Volume)
a. Argon

1.

0.03

b. Neon

2.

0.0018

c. Helium

3.

0.00005

d. Carbon dioxides

4.

0.93

(B) Alexander von Humboldt
(C) Vidal de la blache
(D) Immanuel Kant

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

2

3

1

4

(B)

4

2

3

1

(C)

4

3

2

1

(D)

1

2

3

4

21. The name hurricane is given to
tropical cyclone in 
(A) North Pacific ocean
(B) North Atlantic ocean

18. Laccolith and batholith represent
(C) Australian coast

(A) Sedimentary rocks

(D) Bay of Bengal

(B) Metamorphic rocks
(C) Extrusive igneous rocks

22. Which one
coefficients
correlation ?

(D) Intrusive igneous rocks
19. The cold Labrador current, in the
area of the Grand Banks meets with

(A) Coefficient of determination

(A) the warm Kuroshio current

(B) Coefficient of skewness

(B) the warm Brazil current

(C) Ginis coefficient

(C) the Gulf stream

(D) Coefficient of variation

(D) the cold Californian current
PaperII / GEOG

of the following
is
related
to
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23. From

which

following

types
clouds,

of

26. Ox bow lakes are generally formed

the

in

generally

thunderstorms originate

(A) Coastal region

(A) cumulus clouds

(B) Flood plains

(B) stratus clouds

(C) Delta region

(C) cumulonimbus clouds

(D) Karst region

(D) nimbostratus clouds

27. Which of the following types of
rainfall generally occur in equatorial

24. The Greek geographer credited as

region ?

the father of geography is

(A) cyclonic
(A) Homer

(B) advectional

(B) Iliad

(C) convectional

(C) Jhales

(D) frontal

(D) Hectacus

28. Resequent streams generally follow :

25. Wind velocity is measured with the

(A) along the consequent stream

instrument 

(B) opposite to the consequent
(A) barograph

stream
(C) right angle of the consequent

(B) wind vane

stream
(C) cup anemometer

(D) diagonal to the consequent
stream

(D) aneroid barometer
PaperII / GEOG
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32. The highest salinity among the Inland
seas and Lakes is recorded from

29. Yardangs are 
(A) Erosional landforms

(A) Dead Sea

(B) Depositional landforms

(B) Lake Van

(C) Karst features

(C) Puskar Lake

(D) Coastal features

(D) Caspian Sea

30. The normal lapse rate of temperature
per Kilometer is

33. Teriary period had
the correct order
epochs appeared
time scale from
recent

(A) 6.4°C
(B) 4.6°C
(C) 10°C
(D) 6.8°C

(A) Paleocene - Obigocene - Miocene Eocene -Pliocene

31. Arrange the following States of India
in order of their respective area.
I.

Maharastra

II.

Karnataka

(B) Paleocene - Pliocene - Obligocene Miocene - Eocene
(C) Oligocene - Paleocene - Miocene Eocene - Pliocene

III. Rajasthan
IV.

5 epochs. Select
in which these
in the geological
ancient to more

(D) Paleocene - Ecocene - Oligocene Miocene - Pliocene

Tamil Nadu

Select correct answer from the
codes given below :

34. Mushroom rocks are formed by the
erosional action of

Codes :
(A)

III

I

IV

II

(A) Galcier

(B)

I

III

IV

II

(B) Wind

(C)

IV

III

I

II

(C) Sea Wave

(D)

III

I

II

IV

(D) Karst process
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38. Where are the Angamis found ?

35. The idealised global pattern of surface
wind from the Equator to poles is

(A) Madhya Pradesh

(A) doldrums - trade wind - westerlies -

(B) Andhra Pradesh

easterlies

(C) Tamil Nadu

(B) doldrums - trade wind - easterlies-

(D) Nagaland

westerlies

39. The first land-use survey of Great
Britain was conducted by

(C) doldrums - westerlies - trade wind easterlies

(A) Peter Haggett

(D) doldrums - easterlies- trade windwesterlies
36. Which

one

(B) Richard Chorley
of

the

(C) David Harvey

following

(D) Dudley Stamp

sequences in the increasing order of
salinity concentration is correct ?

40. Which one of the following is the
author of Kosmos ?

(A) Gulf of California - Baltic Sea - Red
Sea - Arctic Sea

(A) Humboldt

(B) Baltic Sea - Arctic Sea - Gulf of

(B) Ritter

California - Red Sea

(C) Guyot

(C) Red Sea - Gulf of California - Arctic

(D) Ptolemy

Sea - Baltic Sea

41. Who among the following in his
famous critique of Pure Reason
(1781) rejected the teleological idea
of final causes and insisted that
explanations must be sought in what
is chronologically antecedent

(D) Arctic Sea - Gulf of California Baltic Sea - Red Sea
37. Where are the Todas found ?
(A) Madhya Pradesh

(A) Immanuel Kant

(B) Tamil Nadu

(B) Carl Ritter

(C) Rajasthan

(C) Arnold Guyot

(D) Arunachal Pradesh

(D) Ferdinand von Richthofen
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42. Which is the following group of

45. Which one of the Indian rivers is an

languages spoken by the largest

antecedent river ? Select the correct

number of people in India ?

answer from the following :

(A) Indo Aryan

(A) Indus

(B) Dravidian

(B) Godawari

(C) Austro-Asiatic

(C) Chambal

(D) Sino-Tibetan

(D) Yamuna

43. What are stalagmites ? Select the

46. Which one of following features is

correct answer from the following :

closely associated with knick points

(A) Erosional landforms

(A) V-shaped valley

(B) Volcanic landforms

(B) Water falls

(C) Depositional landforms

(C) Flood plain

(D) Both erosional and depositional

(D) Alluvial fan

landforms
47. International projection is a modified
44. The Thermal convection current

form of :

theory was propounded by

(A) Bonnes projection

(A) Nicolas T. C.

(B) Cylindrical

Equal

Projection

(B) Edward Swess
(C) Alfred Wegener

(C) Sinusoidal projection

(D) Arthur Holmes

(D) Polyconic Projection

PaperII / GEOG
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48. One of the earliest centres of Greek
Learning was the town of

50. Which are the factors leading to
the development of nucleated
settlements ?

(A) Jhales
(B) Miletus
(C) Libya
(D) Attica
49. Who are believed to be the oldest
inhabitants of India ?

1.

universal availability of water

2.

rough terrain

3.

danger to life and property

4.

Plain topography

Select correct answers from the
codes given below :

(A) Mediterraneans

(A) 1 and 4

(B) Negridos

(B) 1, 2 and 4

(C) Nordics

(C) 2, 3 and 4

(D) Mongoloids

(D) 3 and 4

PaperII / GEOG
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PAPER  III
Total Marks : 150
Note : This paper contains seventy five (75) objective type questions of two (02) marks
each. All questions are compulsory.
1.

2.

3.

Which one of the following is not
a soil forming process ?
(A) Weathering
(B) Gleying
(C) Translocation
(D) Hydration

4.

(Ass)

:

Chemical

Weathering is most prominent in
humid tropical region.
Reason (R) : Translocation is a
weathering process.
Read the above statements and

A tributary stream prevented from
joining the main river because of
levee deposits is called 
(A) Braided stream
(B) Graded stream
(C) Yazoo stream
(D) Subsequent stream

select correct answer using the
codes given below :
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of Ass

Assertion (Ass) : The Himalayas,
Rockies, Andes and Alps belong to
the category of folded mountains.
Reason
(R) :
The
folded
mountains are characterised by
folded structures which develop
due to high wearing down by
rivers and glaciers.
Read the above statements and
select correct answer using codes
given below :
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true, but R is
not the correct explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true, but R is false
(D) Ass is false, but R is true

PaperIII / GEOG

Assertion

(B) Both Ass and R are true, but
R

is

not

the

correct

explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true, but R is false
(D) Ass is false, but R is true
5.

Morphometric techniques, geomorphic
study are mainly concerned with
(A) Slope and altitude
(B) Location and distance
(C) Altitude and direction
(D) Slope and direction

2

6.

Match List-I with List-II and select
the correct answer using the codes
given below the lists :
List-I
(Process)

8.

order in which they appeared

List-II
(Result / effect)

a. Normal faulting 1. Aquifer
b. Saltation

2.

c. Ice scouring

3. Escarpment

Kettle hole

d. Infiltration of water 4.
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
7.

a
3
4
3
4

c
1
1
2
2

a. Tetrahedral
Hypothesis

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

a
3
1
2
3

PaperIII / GEOG

b
4
2
3
2

H. N. Russel

9.

(A)

I

III

IV

II

(B)

II

I

IV

III

(C)

IV

I

II

III

(D)

I

II

IV

III

Which of the following mountain
building movements is most recent

Harry Hess
c
2
4
1
4

theory of convection current

Codes :

c. Binary Star Theory 3. L. Green
4.

theory of continental drift

codes given below :

1. A. Wegener

d. Continental drift
theory

II.

Select the correct answer from the

d
2
2
1
1

List-II
(Propounders)

b. Hypothesis of
2.
Sea-floor spreading

principle of uniformitarianism

IV.

Match List-I with List-II and select
the correct answer from the codes
given below :

List-I
(Theory/hypotheses)

I.

III. dynamic equilibrium theory

Transportation of
stream load

b
4
3
4
3

Arrange the following concepts in an

(A) Caledonian
(B) Alpine

d
1
3
4
1

(C) Scandinavian
(D) Hercynian
3
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10. The following two lists state the
theories and name of the authors.
Match the theory with its respective
author.

12. Which of the following is not true ?
(A) land heats and cools rapidly
than water due to its lower
specific heat
(B) monsoon
winds
are
geostrophic in nature
(C) Koppens B climate designates
dry climate
(D) thunder shower occurs from
cumulonimbus clouds

List-I
List-II
(Name of theories) (Name of authors)
I. Planetesimal
hypothesis

1. Kober

II. Thermal Contraction 2. Chamberlin
theory
III. GeosynclinalOrogen theory

3. Daly

IV. Hypothesis of
sliding continents

4. Jeffreys

13. Assertion (Ass) : The thickness of
the troposphere is maximum at the
equator.
Reason (R) : Insolation and
convection currents near the equator
are stronger.

Select the correct answer from the codes
given below :
Codes :

I

II

III

IV

(A)

2

4

1

3

(B)

3

4

2

1

(C)

1

2

3

4

(D)

4

3

2

1

Read the above statements and
choose your answer from the codes
below :
Codes :
(A) Ass and R are true and R
explains Ass
(B) Ass and R are true, but R
does not explain Ass
(C) Ass is true, but R is false
(D) Ass is false, but R is true

11. The amendment to the treaty on
Limited
Nations
Framework
Convention on climate change is
called

14. An upper air wind system with
very high velocities in certain parts
of the atmosphere is called

(A) Kyoto Protocol

(A) a cyclone

(B) Convention of Nairobi

(B) an anticyclone

(C) G8 Summit

(C) monsoon

(D) Stockholm Conference
PaperIII / GEOG

(D) jet stream
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15. Consider the following statements as
regards cyclone and find out the
correct answer from the given codes :
a. Cyclone is developed in a
region of extremely low air
pressure with steep gradient
of pressure
b. Cyclone is developed when
the moving air attains the
level of condensation
c. Cyclone
has
outward
spiralling
air
at
low
elevations and inward air
flowing at the high elevations
d. Cyclone originates due to
intense heating effect on land
and it blows in anti-clockwise
direction
in
northern
hemisphere
Codes : a
(A)
True
(B)
True
(C)
False
(D)
False

17. Assertion (Ass) : The annual
range of temperature is greater
over land areas.
Reason (R) : Land area gets
warmed and cooled more rapidly
than water bodies.
Examine the above two statements
and select the correct answer using
the codes given below :
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true, but

b
c
d
False False True
False True False
True False True
True True False

R

not

the

correct

explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true, but R is false
(D) Ass is false, but R is true

16. Relative humidity is 

18. Which one of the following
sequences in the increasing order of
salinity concentration is correct ?

(A) The amount of water vapour
actually present in the
atmosphere
(B) The amount of saturated vapour
pressure in relation to a
particular temperature condition
(C) The saturated amount of
vapour expressed in percentage
of the absolute amount of
water vapour
(D) The ratio of actual amount of
water vapour in the air at any
temperature to the maximum
amount it could hold at that
temperature.
PaperIII / GEOG

is

(A) Gulf of California - Baltic
Sea - Red Sea - Arctic Sea
(B) Baltic Sea - Arctic Sea - Gulf
of California - Red Sea
(C) Red Sea - Gulf of California
- Arctic Sea - Baltic Sea
(D) Arctic Sea - Gulf of
California - Baltic Sea - Red
Sea
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21. Match List-I with List-II and find
the correct Match from the
following codes.
List-I
List-II
a. El Nino
i. Marine Vegetation
b. Archipelago
ii. Chlorine
c. Sargasso Sea
iii. Warm current
d. Sea water
iv. Islands
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
iii
iv
i
ii
(B)
i
ii
iii
iv
(C)
ii
iii
iv
i
(D)
iv
i
ii
iii

19. Match the following in connection
with ecological factors for coral
growth :
List-I
(Ecological Factors)

List-II
(Values)

a. Temp (°C)

i.

0

b. Depth of Water (m)

ii.

30

c. Salinity %

iii. 27

d. Strong current

iv.

50

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

iv

iii

i

(B)

ii

iii

iv

i

(C)

i

ii

iii

iv

(D)

iii

iv

i

ii

22. Dogger Banks and Grand Banks
are situated on the shelf of
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

20. Match the following Oceanic
sediments :
List-I
(Oceanic Sediments)

i. Meteoric

b. Biogenous

ii. Chemical

c. Hydrogenous

iii. Calcareous

d. Cosmogenous

iv. Weathering

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

iv

iii

ii

i

(C)

iii

iv

i

ii

(D)

ii

i

iv

iii
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23. Read the following two statements
carefully and find out the correct
answer from the codes given
Assertion
(Ass)
:
The
hydrological
cycle
involves
atmospheric, geomorphic and
biospheric processes.
Reason (R) : Hydrological cycle is
essential for all forms of life.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are correct and
R explains Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are correct,
but R does not explain Ass
(C) Ass is correct, but R is false
(D) Ass is false, but R is correct

List-II
(Process of Origin)

a. Lithogenous

Atlantic ocean
Indian ocean
Pacific ocean
Mediterranean sea

6

24. Read the following two statements
and choose the correct answer
from the codes below :

27. The Principle of Terrestrial Unity
was advocated by
(A) Ratzel

Assertion (Ass) : Soils in humid
tropical regions lack humus.

(B) Blache

Reason (R) : Heavy precipitation
causes leaching of humus.

(C) Penck

Codes :

(D) Hettner

(A) Ass and R are true and R
explains Ass

28. Who coined the term Topophilia ?

(B) Ass and R are true, but R
does not explain Ass

(A) William Bunge

(C) Ass is true, but R is false

(B) Carl O Sauer

(D) Ass is false, but R is true

(C) Yi-Fu Tuan

25. The first global conference to
discuss the depletion of ozone
layer was held in Viena in 1985
when some scientists discovered
the ozone hole in

(D) Annie Buttimer
29. According to whom Geography as

(A) Antarctica

an integrated discipline tries to

(B) Montreal

understand any phenomenon through
spatial analysis, ecological analysis

(C) Alaska

and regional complex analysis ?

(D) Canada

(A) David Harvey

26. In an Ecosystem producers are the
(A) Green plants

(B) Richard Chorley

(B) Human being

(C) Peter Haggett

(C) Fish
(D) Insect
PaperIII / GEOG
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30. The following is a True / False list

32. Match the items of List-I with
those of List-II and find out the
correct answer from the codes
given.

of geographers along with their
books. Find out the correct answer
from the codes given
i.

List-I

J. R. Gold  An Introduction

(Author)

to Behavioural Geography
ii.

i. A Hundred years
of Geography

b. R. E. Dickinson ii. Ideoloy, Science
and Human
Geography

R. J. Huggett  Systems
Analysis in Geography

iv.

(Books written)

a. W. Bunge

D. Harvey  The Condition
of Post-Modernity

iii.

List-II

P. Haggett  Geography and

c. T. W. Freeman

iii. Theoretical
Geography

d. D. Gregory

iv. The Makers of
Modern Geography

Geographers
Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

False

True

False

True

(B)

True

False

True

True

(C)

True

True

True

False

(D)

False

True

True

True

31. Who laid the foundation of modern

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

iv

i

ii

(B)

iii

i

ii

iv

(C)

i

ii

iv

iii

(D)

iv

iii

i

ii

33. Which one of the following
countries is known for dairy
industry ?

geographic thought ?
(A) Huntington and Davis

(A) France

(B) Humboldt and Ritter

(B) Germany

(C) Kant and Verenius

(C) Spain

(D) Hettner and Ritchthopen

(D) Denmark

PaperIII / GEOG
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36. Read the following Assertion
(Ass) and Reason (R) carefully and
find out the correct answer from
the codes below :

34. Read the following two statements
and choose the correct answer
from the codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : The people of

Assertion (Ass) : Population
growth rate in India has started
declining.

Canada, U.S.A. and West European
countries have higher standard of
living

because

they

use

the

Reason (R) : Proportion of
population below poverty line has
been declining.

resources to a maximum extent.
Reason (R) : They have relatively

Codes :

low population density.

(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of Ass

Codes :

(B) Both Ass and R are true, but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass

(A) Both Ass and R are correct and
R explains Ass

(C) Ass is true, but R is false

(B) Both Ass and R are correct,

(D) Ass is false, but R is true

but R does not explain Ass

37. With regard to the spatial diffusion
of the transition model through time,
the entire world can be divided into
three types of areas :

(C) Ass is true, but R is false
(D) Ass is false, but R is true
35. Steep sloping-roofed houses are

(A) the West, the non Western
Europe and the third World

characteristics of

(B) the West, Australia and New
Zealand

(A) high temperature and sunshine
(B) heavy rains and snows

(C) the Western Europe, North
America and the third World

(C) strong winds

(D) West, South America and the
third World

(D) hilly terraces
PaperIII / GEOG
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38. In Concentric Zone Theory, the five

40. Match Proponent with Model and
find the correct answer from the

consecutive zones developed from
the core to the periphery are
1.

commuters zone

2.

zone of middle income group

3.

zone of Transition

4.

C. B. D

5.

zone of lower income group

Choose

their

codes below :
Proponent

Model

a. E. W. Burgess
(1923)

i. Optima and limits

b. HarrisUllman

ii. Hierarchy of

(1943)

true

commercial nuclei

c. B.J.L.Berry
(1963)

consecutive

location using codes below :

iii. Concentric zone

d. McCartyLindberg iv. Multiple nuclei
(1966)

Codes :
(A) 4, 3, 5, 1, 2
(B) 4, 2, 3, 5, 1
(C) 4, 3, 5, 2, 1
(D) 4, 1, 5, 2, 3

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

iv

iii

ii

i

(C)

ii

i

iv

iii

(D)

iii

iv

ii

i

39. The first functional classification of
cities was formulated by

41. Pisciculture means :

(A) C. D. Harris

(A) Rearing cattle

(B) Dickinson

(B) Rearing of small insects

(C) Gottman

(C) Rearing of fish

(D) Hudson

(D) Plantation of medicinal plants

PaperIII / GEOG
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(C) lack of remunerative prices

45. Which of the following is not true
(A) Localized materials are ubiquitous
(B) Isodapane is the locus of
points of equal transportation
cost
(C) Pure materials have material
index = 1
(D) Fuel is the extreme type of
gross material

(D) competition from man-made

46. The characteristics of anthracite
coal is

42. World silk production has declined
due to
(A) lack of demand
(B) lack of skilled labour

fibres

(A) it has maximum carbon content
(B) it has minimum carbon content

43. Alternative name of extensive form

(C) it has more smoke

of cultivation (agriculture) is

(D) none of these

(A) Commercial agriculture

47. What is true about the Second
Green Revolution ?

(B) Mixed cultivation

i.

it aims at increasing production of
wheat and rice in the areas which
have already benefited from green
revolution

ii.

it aims at extending the technology
of high yielding seeds and
chemical fertilisers to those areas
which did not benefit from the
green revolution

iii.

it aims at increasing the yields of
crops other than those which were
used for the green revolution in the
beginning

iv.

it aims at integrating cropping with
animal husbandry, social forestry
and fishing

(C) Shifting cultivation
(D) Plantation agriculture
44. Webers model of industrial location
has

been

applied

basically

to

interpret the changing location of
British
(A) iron and steel industry
(B) cotton textile industry
(C) ship-building industry

(A) i and ii
(B) i and iv

(D) Heavy engineering industry

(D) ii and iii

PaperIII / GEOG
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51. Who
proposed
classification
of
boundaries
like
Subsequent, etc ?

48. Intensity of agricultural production
is basically associated with
(A) Number of crops produced in
an area

(A) N. J. G. Pounds

(B) Amount of input per unit of
land

(B) S. W. Boggs
(C) L. K. D. Kristof

(C) Number of persons employed
in field
(D) Variety of crops
simultaneously

(D) R. Hartshorne

grown

52. Who propounded the theory of
Heartland ?
(A) Kjellen

49. Which of the following is not true

(B) Mackinder

(A) Isodapane is the locus of
points of equal transportation
cost
(B) Regional
integration
independent of trade

the
genetic
international
Antecedent,

(C) Hartshorne
(D) Spykman

is

53. Match List-I with List-II and find
the correct match from the codes
below :

(C) Central Place theory deals
with the relationships between
retailers and consumers within
given regions
(D) The mercantile model is
due to J. Vance (1970)
50. The longest waterway (canal) in the
world is

List-I

List-II

a. Dolichoephalic

i. Long headed

b. Melanoderms

ii. Black skinned

c. Xanthoderms

iii. Yellow skinned

d. Leucoderms

iv. White skinned

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

iv

i

ii

(B)

ii

i

iv

iii

(C) The Grand Canal

(C)

iv

ii

iii

i

(D) The Ganga river

(D)

i

ii

iii

iv

(A) The Suez Canal
(B) The Panama Canal
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54. The founder of the Concept of

57. Which of the following

models is based on the concept of

Human Ecology is

uneven development ?

(A) Sauer

(A) Core-periphery model

(B) Barrows

(B) Growth pole model
(C) Agro-Politan model

(C) Jefferson

(D) Spatial integration model

(D) Whittlessey

58. Match List-I with List-II and find
the correct match from the codes
below :

55. Language and religion are important
components of which subsystem of

List-I

culture ?

c. Functional region iii. Valley of Kashmir
d. Planning region

(C) protological
(D) sociological
56. The meaning of stable development
of any region is

iv. Haldia

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

iv

i

ii

(B)

iii

i

ii

iv

(C)

iv

iii

ii

i

(D)

i

ii

iii

iv

59. Which one of the following Indian

(A) Equal development in the

states has more than three-fourth of

different economies

its net area sown under irrigation ?

(B) Growth in per capita income

(A) West Bengal

(C) Growth in living standard
rate

(B) Rajasthan
(C) Punjab

in

(D) Uttar Pradesh

production
PaperIII / GEOG

i. Kolkata metropolis

b. Economic region ii. DVC

(B) ideological

growth

List-II

a. Natural region

(A) technological

(D) Similar

planning
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60. Assertion (Ass) : Tea and coffee
are both grown in the Nilgiri Hills.
Reason (R) : Both crops need
similar conditions for growth.
Read the above two statements
carefully and choose the correct
answer using codes :
Codes :
(A) Ass and R are true and R
explains Ass
(B) Ass and R are true, but R
does not explain Ass
(C) Ass is true, but R is false
(D) Ass is false, but R is true

63. Which of the following statements
is/are wrong ?
i.

The

Lesser Himalayas comprise

mainly of fluvial deposits
ii.

The Siachen glacier is located in
Trans-Himalayas

iii.

The Western Ghats are isolated hills
with no structural similarity

iv.

The Vindhyas act as a natural
watershed between

west flowing rivers of Southern

61. Which one of the following is not
considered as a criterion for
identifying a town in India ?

India.

(A) Population size

Codes :

(B) Population density

(A) iii and iv only

(C) Occupation of male work-force
(D) Population growth rate

(B) i and ii only

62. Assertion (Ass) : The urban
population in India is more than
that of U.S.A.
Reason (R) : The level of
urbanisation in the U.S.A. is much
higher than that in India.
In the context of the above two
statements which one of the
following codes is correct ?
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true, but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true, but R is false

(C) All are wrong
(D) i, iii and iv
64. Which one of the following is the
correct chronology of establishment
of steel plants (IISCO, Bhilai, VISL
and Bokaro) in India ?
(A) VISL-IISCO-Bokaro-Bhilai
(B) IISCO-Bokaro-VISL-Bhilai
(C) IISCO-VISL-Bhilai-Bokaro
(D) Bhilai-IISCO-Bokaro-VISL

(D) Ass is false, but R is true
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67. Match List-I with List-II and find
the correct match from the codes
below :

65. Match the items of List-I with
List-II and find out the correct
answer from the codes given.
List-I

List-II

List-I

List-II

(Paper Industry)

(State of location)

a. Mie Scattering

i.

λ = d (=)

a. Kamptee

i. Karnataka

b. Rayleigh Scattering

ii. λ =  (b)

b. Rajahmundry

ii. Maharashtra

iii. λ > @ (c )

c. Shahdol

iii. Andhra Pradesh

c. Non Selective
Scattering

d. Belgola

iv. Madhya Pradesh

d. None

iv. λ < d (d )

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

iii

ii

i

(B)

ii

iii

iv

i

(C)

i

ii

iii

iv

(D)

iii

ii

iv

i

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

List-I

i. Air Photogrammetry

b. Buffer Generation ii. Remote Sensing
c. Atmoshperic
Windows

iii. Digital Image
Processing

d. Relief
Displacement

iv. Geographical
Information System

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

iv

iii

ii

i

(C)

ii

iii

iv

i

(D)

iii

iv

ii

i

PaperIII / GEOG

b
ii
iii
iii
i

c
iii
i
iv
iv

d
iv
iv
ii
ii

68. Match the following and find out the
correct match from the codes given.

66. Match the following characteristics
of satellite images :
a. Supervised
Classification

a
i
ii
i
iii

15

List-II
(No. of Sheets)

a. No. of Toposheets
covering globe (1 :106)

i.

1204

b. No. of Sheets in UTM
& UPS system

ii. 576

c. No. of sheets covering
globe (80°N to 80°S)

iii. 3375

d. No. of 3 additive RGB
in 15 equal steps

iv. 2222

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

iii

iv

ii

(B)

iv

i

ii

iii

(C)

ii

i

iii

iv

(D)

ii

iii

iv

i
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69. Which one of the following thematic

71. Match List-I with List-II and find

maps is quantitative in construction

the correct match from the codes

and qualitative in appearance ?

below :

(A) Population density map

List-I

(B) Rainfall dispersion graph
(C) Population

List-II

a. Isodapanes

i. Lines of

distribution with

equal

dots

heights

(D) Rainfall variability map

b. Isonephs

ii. Lines of
equal

70. Match the standard colour and

sunshine

respective land use features
List-I

c. Isohels

List-II

equal
cloudiness

a. Cultivated areas

i.

b. Built up areas

ii. Dark green

c. Forests

iii. Brown

d. Uncultivable land

iv. Yellow

Red
d. Isohypse

iv. Lines of
equal
transport cost

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

i

iv

iii

(B)

i

iv

iii

ii

(C)

ii

i

iii

iv

(D)

iv

i

ii

iii

PaperIII / GEOG
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Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

iii

ii

i

(B)

i

ii

iii

iv

(C)

ii

iii

iv

i

(D)

iii

iv

i

ii

72. Match the following and find out

73. Match List-I with List-II and find

the correct match from the codes

the correct match from the codes

given

below :

List-I

List-II

a. Mean

i.

SD
X



Deviation

List-I (Test)

List-II (Analysis)

a. Uniformity

i. Entropy

in Point
Pattern

b. Standard

ii.

Deviation

c. Co-efficient

∑ aX
A

ii. Nearest

in Point
iii.

iv.

Mean

Neighbour

Pattern

∑ | Xi − X |
n

of variation

d. Wighted

b. Randomness

c. Clustering &

LM ∑ c X − X h OP
MN n PQ

iii. Chi Square

Regularity



i

iv. Quardrat

d. System
Organiszaion

Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

iv

i

ii

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

ii

i

iii

iv

(B)

iii

iv

ii

i

(C)

i

ii

iii

iv

(C)

ii

i

iv

iii

(D)

iii

ii

i

iv

(D)

iv

iii

i

ii
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74. Match the following in the case of
a scatter diagram :
List-I

75. Which one of the following is the
correct formula for determination of
regression co-efficient (b) ?

List-II

a. Points are
i. Linear correlation
scattered all over
b. Both X and Y
increase

(A)

ii. Negative correlation

c. X increases but iii. Positive correlation
Y decreases
d. Points are scattered iv. Zero correlation
along a line
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

ii

iv

i

(B)

iv

iii

ii

i

(C)

ii

iii

iv

i

(D)

i

ii

iii

iv

PaperIII / GEOG

(B)

n ∑ xy − ∑ x ∑ y
n

∑x

−

?∑ x D

n∑ y −

n ∑ xy − ∑ x ∑ O
n∑ x −

c∑ x h

(C) O − =N

(D)

18

n ∑ xO − ∑ x ∑ O
n∑ O −

c∑ O h

?∑ y D

Space For Rough Work
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PÎF¼WaèF O GõF ÒèÎF-ÑF·F ÛFWk 50 (—FòFFıF) ŸFCPÊFÇÅ·—FU‹F “ËŒF ˘Ykó “∂‹FWÇÅ “ËŒF ÇWÅ P·FJ 2 (ºFW) EkÇÅ ˘Ykó ıF⁄FU “ËŒF EPŒFÊFF‹Fa ˘Ykó
1.

2.

5.

iÇÅUP∂Fa·F∂FFj ÇÅU ﬁòFŒFF PÇÅıF ⁄FFFF ¤FWk ÇÅU çFGa
˘Y O
(A) P—FkçF·F

(A) ËFFkP∂FP“‹F P¬ÊFWºU

(B) P∞kçF·F

(B) ∞Fg ˘°FFﬁU “ıFFº P¬ÊFWºU

(C) ¤FYPªF·FU

(C) EFòFF‹Fa ﬁF¤FòFŒΩ ËF]É·F

(D) EÊF˘Ø (E—F⁄FekËF)

(D) ∞Fg. ŒFçFWŒΩ
5.

∂F]·FıFUºFıF °FU ŒFW iﬁF¤FòFPﬁ∂F ¤FFŒFıFj ÇÅU ﬁòFŒFF
PÇÅıF ⁄FFFF ¤FWk ÇÅU?

ÊFU⁄F∂ıF ﬁıF ÇÅF ıªFF‹FU ⁄FFÊF ˘Y O
(A) ÇeÅFWÕF

(A) ŸFe°F

(B) °F]çF]—ıFF

(B) ¤FYPªF·FU

(C) H∂ıFF˘

(C) EÊFÕFU

(D) PÊFı¤F‹F

(D) ⁄FFW°F—F]ﬁU
6.
3.

ÇÅŸFUﬁ ÇÅFW iÊFFμFU ÇÅF P∞É©W©ﬁj PÇÅıFŒFW ÇÅ˘F
˘Y?

⁄FFﬁ∂FU‹F ıFkPÊFÕFFŒF ¬FﬁF ıÊFUÇ_Å∂F ⁄FFﬁ∂FU‹F ⁄FFFFEFWk
ÇÅU ıFkä‹FF PÇÅ∂FŒFU ˘Y?
(A) 21

ıFkPÊFÕFFŒF ŒFW P˘ŒºU ÇWÅ PÊFÇÅFıF ÇWÅ P·FJ °F‡ﬁ∂F
—Fﬁ º[ıFﬁU ıÊFUÇ_Å∂F ⁄FFFF / ⁄FFFFEFWk ıFW ËFŸº EFYﬁ
ËFY·FU çFe˘μF ÇÅﬁŒFW ÇÅF “FÊFÕFFŒF PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F PÇÅıF
ÕFFﬁF (EŒF]òöWº) ¤FWk ﬁäFF ˘Y O
(A) EŒF]òöWº 344

(B) 14
(C) 22

(B) EŒF]òöWº 351

(D) 24

(C) EŒF]òöWº 349
(D) EŒF]òöWº 348
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7.

11. ÇÅF·F-ÇeÅ¤F ÇÅU º_PÒ ıFW “W¤FòFŒº ÇÅU PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F

EFòFF‹Fa ﬁF¤FòFŒΩ ËF]É·F ÇÅU ÇÅ˘FŒFU ÇÅF ŒFF¤F
˘Y 

ÇÅ˘FPŒF‹FFWk ÇÅF ıF˘U EŒF]ÇeÅ¤F É‹FF ˘Y?

(A) ﬁF°FF ⁄FFW°F ÇÅF ıF—FŒFF

(A) —FﬁUáFF, ËF∂Fﬁk°F ÇWÅ PäF·FF∞sU, *FÇ]Åﬁ ÇÅF

(B) Hº‹F⁄FFŒF òFPﬁ∂F

Ç]ÅEFgk, ÇÅ◊Å s ŒF
(B) ËF∂Fﬁk°F ÇWÅ PäF·FF∞sU, ÇÅ◊Å s ŒF, —FﬁUáFF,

(C) ﬁFäFU ŸFŒº ⁄FFGa

*FÇ]Åﬁ ÇÅF Ç]ÅEFgk

(D) ç‹FFﬁ˘ ÊFFa ÇÅF ıF¤F‹F
8.

(C) —FﬁUáFF, *FÇ]Åﬁ ÇÅF Ç]ÅEFgk, ËF∂Fﬁk°F ÇWÅ

P¤FÍFŸFkÕF]EFWk ¤FWk JÇÅ ËFFP¤F·F ŒF˘Uk ˘Y 

PäF·FF∞sU, ÇÅ◊Å s ŒF

(A) çFμFWËFPŸF˘FﬁU P¤FÍF

(D) *FÇ]Åﬁ ÇÅF Ç]ÅEFgk, —FﬁUáFF, ËF∂Fﬁk°F ÇWÅ

(B) Ë‹FF¤FPŸF˘FﬁU P¤FÍF

PäF·FF∞sU, ÇÅ◊Å s ŒF

(C) ËF]ÇÅºWÊFPŸF˘FﬁU P¤FÍF

12. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ¤FWk ıFW ÇÅFYŒF-ıFF ‹F]ç¤F ıF˘U ˘Y?

(D) Ç_ÅμFPŸF˘FﬁU P¤FÍF
9.

(A) ÕFFWäFF ---------- ⁄FFﬁ∂FWŒº] ˘PﬁËòFŒΩ
(B) ¤F°Fº[ﬁU EFYﬁ “W¤F ------ òFŒΩÕFﬁ ËF¤FFa

iPËFÊFËFk⁄F] ÇWÅ PòF´Wj ÇWÅ ﬁòFŒFFÇÅFﬁ ˘Yk :
(A) ŸFF·F¤F]Ç]ÅŒº çF]—∂F

içF]·FWﬁUj

(B) “∂FF—FŒFFﬁF‹FμF P¤FÍF

(C) ﬁıF-EFäFW©ÇÅ ------ Ç]ÅŸFWﬁŒFFªF ﬁF‹F

(C) ŸFF·FÇ_ÅμF ⁄F™

(D) ÇÅPÊF∂FF É‹FF ˘Y? ----- ŸFFŸF[ çF]·FFŸFﬁF‹F

(D) ŸFºﬁUŒFFﬁF‹FμF òFFYÕFﬁU i“W¤FÕFŒFj
13. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ¤FWk ıFW ÇÅFYŒF-ıFF ‹F]ç¤F ıF˘U ŒF˘Uk ˘Y?

10. iEFŒFkº ﬁêF]ŒFkºŒFj ÇÅU ﬁòFŒFF CGa --

(A) ÇÅPÊFÊFòFŒFıF]ÕFF ----- “∂FF—FŒFFﬁF‹FμF P¤FÍF

(A) 1667 Ga0

(B) ıFﬁıÊF∂FU ------ ¤F˘FÊFUﬁ “ıFFº P¬ÊFWºU

(B) 1700 Ga0

(C) ıF¤FF·FFWòFÇÅ ------òFŒΩÕFﬁ ËF¤FFa içF]·FWﬁUj

(C) 1710 Ga0

(D) “∂FF—F ----- çFμFWËFËFkÇÅﬁ PÊF√FªFUa

(D) 1740 Ga0
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14. ıF˘U ‹F]ç¤F ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :

17. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ¤FWk ıFW iÇÅj äFμ∞ ÇWÅ ıFFªF iäFj

(A) PòFk∂FF¤FPμF ----------¤F˘FÊFUﬁ “ıFFº P¬ÊFWºU

äFμ∞ ÇÅFW P¤F·FFGJ :
iÇÅj-äFμ∞

(B) EËFFWÇÅ ÇWÅ ◊[Å·F ------ Ç]ÅŸFWﬁŒFFªF ﬁF‹F

iäFj-äFμ∞

a. E—FŒFW E—FŒFW E°FŒFÊFU

(C) çFWDgk EFYﬁ çF]·FFŸF ------ PÊF√FPŒFÊFFıF P¤FÍF

Ç_ÅP∂F ˘Yó
ii. EPı∂F∂ÊFÊFFº ıFW “⁄FFPÊF∂F
H—FŒ‹FFıF ˘Yó
iii. ÇÅU ⁄FFFF äF∞sUŸFFW·FU ˘Yó
iv. ÇÅU ⁄FFFF ŸFe°F ˘Yó

b. ŸF·FòFŒF¤FF

(D) *W·FW —Fﬁ P˘¤FF·F‹F ----- ÕF¤FaÊFUﬁ ⁄FFﬁ∂FU

c. PÊFŒF‹F—FP∑FÇÅF

15. ÇÅF·F-ÇeÅ¤F ÇÅU º_PÒ ıFW PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ŒFF©h‹FÇ_ÅP∂F‹FFWk

d. ÇÅF¤FF‹FŒFU

ÇÅF ÇÅFYŒF-ıFF EŒF]ÇeÅ¤F ıF˘U ˘Y?
(A) êFe]ÊFıÊFFP¤FŒFU, E°FF∂FËF∑F], òFŒΩçF]—∂F,

ıF˘U PÊFÇÅ·—F ˘Y :
a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

i

iv

iii

(B)

i

ii

iii

iv

(C)

iv

ii

i

iii

(D)

i

iii

iv

ii

ıÇÅŒºçF]—∂F
(B) E°FF∂FËF∑F], êFe]ÊFıÊFFP¤FŒFU, ıÇÅŒºçF]—∂F,

òFŒΩçF]—∂F
(C) E°FF∂FËF∑F] , ıÇÅŒºçF] — ∂F, òFŒΩçF] — ∂F,

êFe]ÊFıÊFFP¤FŒFU
(D) òFŒΩçF]—∂F, ıÇÅŒºçF]—∂F, êFe]ÊFıÊFFP¤FŒFU,

E°FF∂FËF∑F]

18. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F Ç_ÅP∂F‹FFWk ÇWÅ ıFFªF HŒFÇWÅ ﬁòFŒFFÇÅFﬁFWk

16. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ÇÅFÊ‹F-—FkPÉ∂F‹FFWk ÇÅFW HŒFÇWÅ ÇÅPÊF‹FFWk
a.
b.
c.
d.

ÇWÅ ıFFªF ıF]¤FWP·F∂F ÇÅUP°FJ :
içF]‡ ıF]EF °FWG —FkªF PºäFFÊFFój
iıFk∂FŒF ÇÅFW ÇÅ˘Fgk ıFUÇÅﬁU ıFFWk ÇÅF¤Fój
iE°FçFﬁ ÇÅﬁY ŒF òFFÇÅﬁU —FkÕFUÇÅﬁY ŒF ÇÅF¤Fój
iPËFÊFΩFW˘U ¤F¤F ºFıF ÇÅ˘FÊFFój

ÇÅFW ıF]¤FWP·F∂F ÇÅUP°FJ :

i.

∂F]·FıFU
ii. ¤F·F[ÇÅ ºFıF
iii. Ç]kÅ⁄FŒF ºFıF
iv. °FF‹FıFU

a. É‹FF ⁄F[·F[gk É‹FF ‹FFº ÇÅ‡gk

i.

PÊFμF] “⁄FFÇÅﬁ

b. ﬁıFUºU P©ÇÅ©

ii.

E¤F_∂FF “U∂F¤F

c. EFÊFFﬁF ¤FıFU˘F

iii. E¤F_∂F ﬁF‹F

d. ÇÅ·F¤F ÇÅF PıF—FF˘U

iv. ˘PﬁÊFkËF ﬁF‹F ŸFòòFŒF

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

iv

iii

ii

i

(B)

iii

ii

i

iv

iii

i

(C)

iv

ii

i

iii

iv

i

(D)

ii

iv

iii

i

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iv

iii

(B)

iv

iii

ii

(C)

ii

iv

(D)

iii

ii
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21. Find the correct statements using
codes below :

19. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F çFekªFFWk ÇÅFW HŒFÇWÅ ·FWäFÇÅFWk ÇWÅ ıFFªF

ıF]¤FWP·F∂F ÇÅUP°FJ :
a. ŒFF©h‹FËFFı∑F

i.

b. ÕÊFŒ‹FF·FFWÇÅ

ii. ⁄Fﬁ∂F¤F]PŒF

c. òFŒΩF·FFWÇÅ

iii. ﬁF¤FòFŒΩ ËF]É·F

d. ﬁıF¤FU¤FFkıFF

iv. EFŒFŒºŸFÕFaŒF

ıªFF—FŒFF (Ass) : ÇÅPÊF∂FF ¤FFŒFÊF Bº‹F ÇÅFW ıÊFFªFa
ıFkŸFkÕFFWk ÇWÅ ıFkÇ]ÅPòF∂F êFWﬁW ıFW PŒFÇÅF·F ÇÅﬁ
·FFWÇÅ ÇÅU ıFF¤FFŒ‹F ⁄FFÊF-⁄F[P¤F —Fﬁ ·FW EF∂FU
˘Yó

°F‹FºWÊF

∂FÇaÅ (R) : GıF ⁄FFÊF-⁄F[P¤F —Fﬁ —FCgkòFW CJ ¤F]ŒF‹F
ÇÅFW Ç]Åö ÇÅF·F ÇWÅ P·FJ E—FŒFF —F∂FF ∂FÇÅ
ŒF˘Uk ﬁ˘∂FFó

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

iii

ii

iv

(B)

ii

iii

iv

i

(C)

ii

iv

i

iii

(B) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘U

(D)

iv

iii

ii

i

(C) Ass ıF˘U R çF·F∂F

(A) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂F

(D) Ass çF·F∂F R ıF˘U

20. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F Ç_ÅP∂F‹FFWk ÇÅFW HŒFÇWÅ “ÇÅFËFŒF-ÊFFa

ÇWÅ ıFFªF ıF]¤FWP·F∂F ÇÅUP°FJ :
a. —F··FÊF

i.

b. ıFFÇWÅ∂F

ii. 1926

c. ÇÅF¤FF‹FŒFU

iii. 1936

d. ﬁF¤F ÇÅU ËFPÉ∂F—F[°FF

iv. 1937

22. Find the correct statements using

1932

codes below :

ıªFF—FŒFF (Ass) : iıFŒ∂FŒF ÇÅFW ÇÅ˘Fgk ıFUÇÅﬁU ıFFWk
ÇÅF¤Fój
∂FÇaÅ (R) : ıFŒ∂F ·FFWçF ıFk∂FFWFU “Ç_ÅP∂F ÇWÅ ˘FWW∂FW
˘Ykó

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(A) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘U

(B)

ii

i

iii

iv

(B) Ass ıF˘U R çF·F∂F

(C)

iii

ii

i

iv

(C) Ass çF·F∂F R ıF˘U

(D)

ii

iii

iv

i

(D) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂F
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23. Find the correct statement using
codes below :

25. Find the correct statement using
codes below :

ıªFF—FŒFF (I) : ﬁF¤F⁄FÉ∂F ÇÅPÊF ËFFı∑F£F JÊFk PÊF¬FŒF
ªFW JÊFk ÇÅPÊF∂FF ÇÅﬁŒFW ¤FWk PıF ˘ı∂F ªFW
E∂FO PÇÅıFU PÊFËFWF ËFY·FU ¤FWk ŒF˘Uk EP—F∂F]
PÊFPÊFÕF ÇÅFÊ‹F-ËFYP·F‹FFWk ¤FWk —FFﬁkçF∂F ªFWó

ıªFF—FŒFF (I) : °FFW £FFŒF ¤FFŒFÊF∂FF ÇÅFW —FUıF ∞F·FW
ÊF˘ £FFŒF ŒF˘Uk ÇÅFW·˘[ ˘Yó
∂FÇaÅ (II) : ıFòòFF £FFŒF ¤FŒF]‹F∂FF ÇÅFW HŒŒF∂F ÇÅﬁ∂FF
˘Y, HıFW ŒFÒ ŒF˘Uk ÇÅﬁ∂FF ˘Yó

∂FÇaÅ (II) : ∂F]·FıFU ŒFW E—FŒFW ıF¤F‹F ÇÅU “òFP·F∂F
ıF⁄FU ÇÅFÊ‹F-ËFYP·F‹FFWk ÇÅF “‹FFWçF ÇÅﬁ∂FW CJ
Eºh⁄F]∂F “P∂F⁄FF ÇÅF —FPﬁòF‹F Pº‹FFó HŒFÇWÅ
ŸFFº ÇWÅ ﬁF¤F⁄FÉ∂F ÇÅPÊF‹FFWk ŒFW ⁄FU E—FŒFU
ﬁòFŒFFEFWk ¤FWk PÊFPÊFÕF ÇÅFÊ‹F-ËFYP·F‹FFWk ÇÅF
“‹FFWçF PÇÅ‹FFó

(A) I ıF˘U II çF·F∂F
(B) I ıF˘U II ıF˘U
(C) I çF·F∂F II ıF˘U
(D) I çF·F∂F II çF·F∂F
26. i·FêF]¤FFŒFÊF ÇWÅ ŸF˘FŒFW ŒFGa ÇÅPÊF∂FF —Fﬁ JÇÅ ŸF˘ıFj

(A) I ıF˘U II EFkPËFÇÅ ıF˘U

ÇWÅ ·FWäFÇÅ ÇÅFYŒF ˘Yk?
(A) PÊF°F‹F ºWÊFŒFFﬁF‹FμF ıFF˘U

(B) I çF·F∂F II ıF˘U

(B) ∞Fg0 ŒFF¤FÊFﬁ PıFk˘

(C) I ıF˘U II çF·F∂F

(C) ∞Fg0 ŒFçFWŒΩ

(D) I ıF˘U II ıF˘U

(D) ıFÊFWaËÊFﬁº‹FF·F ıFÉıFWŒFF

24. Find the correct statement using
codes below :

27. “çFP∂FÊFFºU ÇÅFÊ‹F ÇÅU PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F “ÊF_P∂F‹FFgk ˘FW

ıFÇÅ∂FU ˘Yk :

ıªFF—FŒFF (Ass) : i¤FYk ŒFUﬁ ⁄FﬁU º]OäF ÇÅU
ŸFº·FUój

1. ËFFWFÇÅ ÇWÅ “P∂F EFÇeÅFWËF ÇÅU ⁄FFÊFŒFF

∂FÇaÅ (R) : ÇÅÊFP‹F∑FU ÇÅF °FUÊFŒF º]OäF ‡—FU °F·F
ıFW —FPﬁ—F[μFa ˘Yó

3. —Fﬁ¤—FﬁF ÇWÅ “P∂F PÊFΩFW˘ ÇÅU ⁄FFÊFŒFF

2. ËFFWPF∂FFWk ÇWÅ “P∂F ıF˘FŒF]⁄F[P∂F ÇÅU ⁄FFÊFŒFF
4. ŒFJ “‹FFWçF ¬FﬁF ŒFGa —Fﬁ¤—FﬁF ÇÅU ıªFF—FŒFF

(A) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂F

GŒF¤FWk ıFW ıF˘U PÊFÇÅ·—F ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :
(A) 1, 2, 3

(B) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘U

(B) 2, 3, 4

(C) Ass çF·F∂F R ıF˘U

(C) 4, 3, 1

(D) Ass ıF˘U R çF·F∂F
PaperII / HIN
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28. KÅçÊFWº JÊFk ËF∂F—FªF ŸFeF˘h¤FμF ÇÅF ÇÅªFFŒFÇÅ PÇÅıF

31. iiÕF]gkÕF ⁄FﬁU ıF]äFUaj ‹FF∑FF-ÊFμFaŒF ÇWÅ ·FWäFÇÅ

˘Yk --

Ç_ÅP∂F ¤FWk “‹F]É∂F CEF ˘Y --

(A) ‹FËF—FF·F

(A) JÇÅ ÇkÅ* PÊFF—FF‹FU

(B) ﬁF¤FºﬁËF P¤FÍF

(B) ËFkŸF[ÇÅ

(C) çFFWPÊFŒº P¤FÍF

(C) ﬁ°F∂FPËFäFﬁ

(D) “⁄FFÇÅﬁ ÍFFW∑FU‹F

(D) HÊFaËFU

32. iıF]ÇÅPÊF ıFkÇÅU∏FaŒFj JÊFk iòFPﬁ∂F òFòFFaj ŒFF¤FÇÅ

°FUÊFŒFU-ıFFP˘∂‹F ÇWÅ ıF°FaÇÅ ˘Yk -29. —FFËòFF∂‹F ËFY·FU ÇÅF “ªF¤F ⁄FFﬁ∂FU‹F EFÕF]PŒFÇÅ

(A) ⁄FFﬁ∂FWkº] ˘PﬁËòFŒΩ

JÇÅFkÇÅU ˘Y --

(B) ¤F˘FÊFUﬁ “ıFFº P¬ÊFWºU

(A) ÊFYPºÇÅU P˘kıFF P˘kıFF ŒF ⁄FÊFP∂F

(C) ŸFF·F¤F]Ç]ÅŒº çF]—∂F

(B) ŸFFº·F ÇÅU ¤F_∂‹F]

(D) “∂FF—FŒFFﬁF‹FμF P¤FÍF

(C) JÇÅ êF[gk©

33. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F —FP∑FÇÅFEFWk ÇÅFW HŒFÇWÅ ıF¤—FFºÇÅFWk ÇWÅ

ıFFªF ıF]¤FWP·F∂F ÇÅUP°FJ :

(D) ÇÅFﬁÊFFgk

30. EFòFF‹Fa ﬁF¤FòFŒΩ ËF]É·F ŒFW EgkçFﬁW°FU ÇÅU ∂F°Fa —Fﬁ

P·FäFF “ªF¤F P˘ŒºU H—FŒ‹FFıF PÇÅıFW ¤FFŒFF ˘Y -(A) ⁄FFç‹FÊF∂FU
(B) —FﬁUáFF çF]ﬂ
(C) *W* P˘ŒºU ÇÅF *F*
(D) ŒF[∂FŒF òFPﬁ∑F
PaperII / HIN
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a. “∂FUÇÅ

i.

b. PŒFÇÅF

ii. E£FW‹F

c. —F˘òFFŒF

iii. ÕF¤FaÊFUﬁ ⁄FFﬁ∂FU

d. ŒFGa ÇÅPÊF∂FF

iv. EËFFWÇÅ ÊFF°F—FW‹FU

°FçFºUËF çF]—∂F

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

iv

ii

i

(B)

i

ii

iv

iii

(C)

iv

iii

ii

i

(D)

ii

iii

iv

i
P.T.O.

34. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F EÊFÕFFﬁμFFEFWk ÇÅFW ıFkŸFkPÕF∂F ÇÅPÊF‹FFWk

36. PŒF¤ŒFFkPÇÅ∂F ⁄FFFFEFWk ÇÅFW ıF˘U E—F⁄FekËFFWk (ˆFFW∂F

⁄FFFF) ÇWÅ ıFFªF ıF]¤FWP·F∂F ÇÅUP°FJ :

ÇWÅ ıFFªF ıF]¤FWP·F∂F ÇÅUP°FJ :
a. ÇÅFÊ‹F⁄FFFF ıFÕF]ÉÇÅ∞sU ªFU

i. E¤FUﬁ äF]ıFﬁFW ÇÅU

b. ÇÅFÊ‹F⁄FFFF EÊFÕFU ªFU

ii. PÊF√F—FP∂F ÇÅU

c. ÇÅFÊ‹F⁄FFFF ¤FYPªF·FU ªFU

iii. ∂F]·FıFU ÇÅU

d. ÇÅFÊ‹F⁄FFFF ŸFe°F P¤FPÍF∂F

iv. ÇÅŸFUﬁ ÇÅU

a. çF]°FﬁF∂FU

i.

b. PıFkÕFU

ii. ¤F˘FﬁFÒdU

c. ¤FﬁF*U

iii. EÕFa ¤FFçFÕFU

d. HP∞s‹FF

iv. ÊFeFòF∞s

¤FFçFÕFU

v. ËFFYﬁıFWŒFU

äF∞sUŸFFW·FU ªFU

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

v

iv

ii

i

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

iii

ii

i

(B)

iv

v

iii

ii

(B)

iii

ii

i

iv

(C)

i

ii

iii

iv

(C)

ii

i

iii

iv

(D)

iii

ii

iv

i

(D)

iv

ii

i

iii

37. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F —FkPÉ∂F‹FFWk ÇÅFW HŒFÇWÅ ıF˘U E·FkÇÅFﬁFWk

ÇWÅ ıFFªF ıF]¤FWP·F∂F ÇÅUP°FJ :
35. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ÇÅFW ıF]¤FWP·F∂F ÇÅUP°FJ :

a. iòFﬁŒF-ÇÅ¤F·F ŸFkºFYk ˘Pﬁ-ﬁFGj

i.

a. ﬁF¤FFŒF]°FFòFF‹Fa

i. E¬Y∂FÊFFº

b. òFﬁμF ¤FFŒFFW ÇÅ¤F·F ˘Y

ii. ‡—FÇÅ

b. ¤FÕÊFFòFF‹Fa

ii. ¬Y∂FF¬Y∂FÊFFº

c. òFﬁμF ÇÅ¤F·F ÇWÅ ıF¤FFŒF EFYﬁ ÇÅ¤F·F

iii. E—F˘hŒF]P∂F

c. PŒF¤ŸFFÇÅFaòFF‹Fa

iii. PÊFPËFÚF¬Y∂FÊFFº

d. ËFkÇÅﬁFòFF‹Fa

iv. ¬Y∂FÊFFº

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

iv

ii

i

(B)

ii

i

iv

(C)

i

ii

(D)

iv

iii

PaperII / HIN

H—F¤FW‹FFW—F¤FF

òFﬁμF ÇWÅ ıF¤FFŒF ˘Y
d. ‹F˘ òFﬁμF ŒF˘Uk ÇÅ¤F·F ˘Y

iv. H∂“WáFF
v. ı¤FﬁμF

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

iii

(B)

ii

iii

iv

v

iii

iv

(C)

v

iii

ii

i

i

ii

(D)

ii

iv

i

iii
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38. Find the correct statement from the
codes below :

40. Find the correct statements from the
codes below :

ıªFF—FŒFF (I) : iiçFμF—FP∂FòFŒΩ çF]—∂F ÇÅF iP˘ŒºU
ıFFP˘∂‹F ÇÅF ÊFY£FFPŒFÇÅ GP∂F˘FıFj ÊFY£FFPŒFÇÅ
GP∂F˘FıF ˘Yójj

ıªFF—FŒFF (I) : P˘Œº[ °FŒF∂FF ŒFW ⁄FPÉ∂F ⁄FFÊFŒFF ÇWÅ
¤FFÕ‹F¤F ıFW E—FŒFU EFÕ‹FFP∂¤FÇÅ ÍFWÚ∂FF
PºäFFÇÅﬁ —FﬁFP°F∂F ¤FŒFFWÊF_P∏F ÇÅF ËF¤FŒF PÇÅ‹FFó
∂F∂ÇÅF·FUŒF ÕFFP¤FaÇÅ —FPﬁPıªFP∂F‹FFWk ÇÅF ⁄FPÉ∂F
ÇWÅ “ıFFﬁ ¤FWk ÇÅFWGa ‹FFWçFºFŒF ŒF˘Uk ªFFó

∂FÇaÅ (II) : ıFFP˘∂‹F ÇÅF ÇÅFWGa ⁄FU GP∂F˘FıF ÊFY£FFPŒFÇÅ
ŒF˘Uk ˘FW ıFÇÅ∂FF ˘Y ; É‹FFWkPÇÅ “∂‹FWÇÅ ﬁFW°F
ıFFP˘∂‹F ıF¤ŸFŒÕFU ŒFJ-ŒFJ ∂Fª‹F ıFF¤FŒFW
EF °FF∂FW ˘Ykó

∂FÇaÅ (II) : ⁄FPÉ∂F ÇÅF °FFW ˆFFW∂F ºPáFμF ⁄FFﬁ∂F ıFW
H∏Fﬁ ⁄FFﬁ∂F ÇÅU EFWﬁ EF ﬁ˘F ªFF HıFW
∂F∂ÇÅF·FUŒF —FPﬁPıªFP∂F‹FFWk ŒFW ◊YÅ·FŒFW ÇÅF
EÊFıFﬁ “ºFŒF PÇÅ‹FFó —FﬁFP°F∂F ¤FŒFFWÊF_P∏F
¤FWk GaËÊFﬁ-⁄FPÉ∂F ÇÅU EFWﬁ HŒ¤F]äF ˘FWŒFF
ıÊFF⁄FFPÊFÇÅ ªFFó

(A) I EFYﬁ II ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘U ˘Yó
(B) I çF·F∂F EFYﬁ II ıF˘U ˘Yó
(C) I ıF˘U EFYﬁ II çF·F∂F ˘Yó

Codes :

(D) I EFYﬁ II ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂F ˘Yó

(A) I EFkPËFÇÅ ıF˘U II —F[ﬁF ıF˘Uó

39. Find the correct statement from the
codes below :

(B) I —F[ﬁF ıF˘U II EFkPËFÇÅ ıF˘Uó
(C) I ıF˘U II ıF˘Uó

ıªFF—FŒFF (I) : EFòFF‹Fa ﬁF¤FòFŒΩ ËF]É·F ÇÅF GP∂F˘FıF
ıFŒFh 1929 Ga. ¤FWk P·FäFW °FFŒFW ÇWÅ ÇÅFﬁμF
ÊF∂Fa¤FFŒF ıFkº⁄Fa ¤FWk EÕF[ﬁF “∂FU∂F ˘FW∂FF ˘Yó
P◊Åﬁ ⁄FU ÊF˘ H—F·FŸÕF GP∂F˘FıF çFekªFFWk ¤FWk
EP¬∂FU‹F ˘Yó

(D) I çF·F∂F II çF·F∂Fó
41. Find the correct statement from the
codes below :

∂FÇaÅ (II) : ŒF‹FW ËFFWÕFFWk ıFW “F—∂F PŒFÇÅFFWb ÇÅF
HıF¤FWk ıF¤FFÊFWËF ŒF˘Uk ˘FW ıFÇÅF ˘Y ∂FªFFP—F
ıFFP˘∂‹F ÇWÅ GP∂F˘FıF ºËFaŒF ÇÅU EFÕFFﬁPËF·FF HıFŒFW EÊFË‹F ∂FY‹FFﬁ ÇÅﬁ ºU ˘Yó

ıªFF—FŒFF (I) : iEkçFeW°FU —FP≥sÇWÅ °FºP—F ıFºhçF]ŒF ˘FW∂F “ÊFUŒFó
∂FY PŒF°F ⁄FFFF £FFŒF PŸFŒF ﬁ˘∂F ˘UŒF ÇÅFW ˘UŒFóój

Codes :

Codes :

(A) I ıF˘U II çF·F∂Fó

(A) I ıF˘U II ıF˘U

(B) I çF·F∂F II ıF˘Uó

(B) I çF·F∂F II çF·F∂F

(C) I ıF˘U II ıF˘Uó

(C) I çF·F∂F II ıF˘U

(D) I EFkPËFÇÅ ıF˘U II —F[ﬁF ıF˘Uó

(D) I ıF˘U II çF·F∂F

PaperII / HIN

∂FÇaÅ (II) : EkçFeW°FU ⁄FFFF —F≥sÇÅﬁ ıF⁄FU ·FFWçF
ıF¤¤FFPŒF∂F ˘FW∂FW ˘Ykó
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42. Find the correct statement from the
codes below :

44. ﬁF¤FıÊF‡—F òF∂F]ÊFWaºU ÇÅU iÊ‹FFıF ıF¤¤FFŒFj “F—∂F

Ç_ÅP∂F ˘Y --

ıªFF—FŒFF (I) : P˘ŒºU ¤FWk ·FáFμF çFekªFFWk ÇÅU —FPﬁ—FF©U
—Fﬁ ﬁòFŒFF ÇÅﬁŒFW ÊFF·FW °FFW ıFYÇÅ∞sFWk ÇÅPÊF
CJ ˘Yk ÊFW EFòFF‹Fa-ÇÅFWP© ¤FWk ŒF˘Uk EF∂FW
É‹FFWkPÇÅ EFòFF‹Fa∂ÊF ÇWÅ P·FJ P°FıF ıF[á¤F
PÊFÊFWòFŒF-ËFPÉ∂F JÊFk —F‹FFaÊF·FFWòFŒF ËFPÉ∂F
ÇÅU EFÊFË‹FÇÅ∂FF ˘FW∂FU ˘Y HıFÇÅF E⁄FFÊF
GŒF¤FWk ªFFó

(A) P˘ŒºU çF√ : PÊFÇÅFıF JÊFk PÊFŒ‹FFıF
(B) P˘ŒºU ıFFP˘∂‹F JÊFk ıFkÊFWºŒFF ÇÅF PÊFÇÅFıF
(C) ŒFÊF·FWäFŒF ∂FªFF ⁄FFFF EFYﬁ ıFkÊFWºŒFF
(D) P˘ŒºU ıFFP˘∂‹F ÇÅU ıFkÊFWºŒFF

∂FÇaÅ (II) : JÇÅ ºFW˘W ¤FWk E—F‹FFa—∂F ·FáFμF ºWÇÅﬁ
‹FW ﬁUP∂FÇÅF·FUŒF ÇÅPÊF HºF˘ﬁμF ºWŒFW ¤FWk “ÊF_∏F
˘FW °FF∂FW ªFWó —FPﬁμFF¤F∂FO E·FkÇÅFﬁ EFPº
ÇWÅ ıÊF‡—F ÇÅF *UÇÅ-*UÇÅ ŸFFWÕF ŒF˘Uk ˘FW∂FF
E∂FO ÊFW PŒFﬁW ÇÅPÊF ˘U ˘Ykó

45. i°FPŒF ¤F]äF-ıFPıF Hﬁ ﬁFWEJ EŒÕFFﬁFj -- PÊF√F—FP∂F

-- ‹F˘Fgk ÇÅFYŒF-ıFF E·FkÇÅFﬁ “‹F]É∂F ˘Y :
(A) PÊFﬁFWÕFF⁄FFıF

Codes :

(B) H—F¤FF

(A) I ıF˘U II ıF˘Uó

(C) ‡—FÇÅ

(B) I çF·F∂F II ıF˘Uó

(D) H∂“WáFF

(C) I çF·F∂F II çF·F∂Fó
(D) I ıF˘U II EFkPËFÇÅ ıF˘Uó

46. i‹FËFFWÕFﬁFj ÇÅFÊ‹F ÇÅFW PÇÅıF ÇÅFWP© ¤FWk ﬁäFF °FF

ıFÇÅ∂FF ˘Yk :
43. iﬁWäFFPòF∑Fj ıFkçFe˘ ÇWÅ ﬁòFŒFFÇÅFﬁ ˘Yk --

(A) ¤F˘FÇÅFÊ‹F

(A) ŸFŒFFﬁıFUºFıF òF∂F]ÊFWaºU

(B) äFμ∞ÇÅFÊ‹F

(B) ŸFŒFFﬁıFUºFıF °FYŒF

(C) òF¤—F[ÇÅFÊ‹F

(C) PËFÊFıFFçFﬁ P¤FÍF

(D) ¤F]É∂FÇÅ ÇÅFÊ‹F

(D) H—FWŒΩŒFFªF iEËÇÅj
PaperII / HIN
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47. ◊ÅFﬁıFU ÇWÅ “PıF

49. GŒF¤FWk ıFW ÇÅFYŒF-ıFW ÇÅ˘FŒFUÇÅFﬁ iŒFGa ÇÅ˘FŒFUj

ÇÅPÊF E¤Fﬁ äF‹‹FF¤F ÇÅU
ﬂŸFFG‹FFWk ÇÅF “⁄FFÊF ıFŸFıFW EPÕFÇÅ P˘ŒºU ÇWÅ PÇÅıF
ÇÅPÊF —Fﬁ —F∞sF ˘Y :

EFŒºFW·FŒF ÇWÅ ıFFªF ŒF˘Uk °F]∞sW ªFW?
(A) ¤FFW˘ŒF ﬁFÇWÅËF

(A) ¤F˘FºWÊFU ÊF¤FFa

(B) ÇÅ¤F·FWËÊFﬁ

(B) E£FW‹F
(C) °F‹FËFkÇÅﬁ “ıFFº

(C) E¤FﬁÇÅFŒ∂F

(D) ˘PﬁÊFkËFﬁF‹F iŸFòòFŒFj

(D) ﬁF°FWŒΩ ‹FFºÊF

48. ÍFU·FF·F ËF]É·F ÇÅF iﬁFçFºﬁŸFFﬁUj P°FıF ËFY·FU ¤FWk

50. iıFFP˘P∂‹FÇÅUj PÇÅıFÇÅF çFekªF ˘Y?

P·FPäF∂F ˘Y ÊF˘ ˘Y --

(A) ËFFPŒ∂FP“‹F P¬ÊFWºU

(A) —F∑F-ËFY·FU
(B) ıFkı¤FﬁμF-ËFY·FU

(B) ∞Fg0 ŒFçFWŒΩ

(C) GP∂FÊF_∏F-ËFY·FU

(C) ∞Fg0 ŒFF¤FÊFﬁ PıFk˘

(D) Pﬁ—FFW∂FFa°F-ËFY·FU

(D) ∞Fg0 ﬁF¤FPÊF·FFıF ËF¤FFa
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HINDI
PAPER  III
Note : This paper contains seventy five (75) objective type questions, each question carrying two (2)
marks. All questions are compulsory.

PÎF¼WaèF O GõF ÒèÎF-ÑF·F ÛFWk 75 (—FòF˘∏Fﬁ) ŸFCPÊFÇÅ·—FU‹F “ËŒF ˘Ykó “∂‹FWÇÅ “ËŒF ÇWÅ P·FJ 2 (ºFW) EkÇÅ ˘Ykó ıF⁄FU “ËŒF EPŒFÊFF‹Fa ˘Ykó
1.

3.

iòFﬁŒF-ÇÅ¤F·F ŸFkºFYk ˘Pﬁ-ﬁFGj --HPÉ∂F PÇÅıFÇÅU
˘Y?
(A) ÇÅŸFUﬁºFıF
(B) ∂F]·FıFUºFıF
(C) ¤FUﬁFgkŸFFGa
(D) ıF[ﬁºFıF

2.

Find the correct statements using
codes below :

ıªFF—FŒFF (Ass) : Eﬁı∂F[ ÇÅF PÊFﬁWòFŒF PıF FŒ∂F
E—FŒFW ≥kçF ıFW ∑FFıFºU ÇWÅ EFıÊFFº ÇÅU
ıF¤Fı‹FF ÇÅF ıF¤FFÕFFŒF ÇÅﬁ∂FF ˘Yó
4.

∂FÇaÅ (R) : ∑FFıFºU ºWäF∂FW ıF¤F‹F ∑FFıF JÊFk ÇÅﬂμFF
°FŒ‹F ÇÅ©]∂FF ŒFÒ ˘FW °FF∂FU ˘Y EFYﬁ “WáFÇÅ
¤FŒFOËFFPŒ∂F ÇÅF H—F⁄FFWçF ÇÅﬁ∂FF ˘Yó

a.
b.
c.
d.

ıF˘U H∏Fﬁ ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :
(A) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘U

ÇÅFÊ‹F ÇÅU EF∂¤FF ÇWÅ ıFŒº⁄Fa ¤FWk PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F
ÇÅªFŒF ıF˘U EªFÊFF çF·F∂F ˘Yó GŒ˘Wk Õ‹FFŒF ıFW —FP≥sJ
EFYﬁ ıF˘U Ç[Å© ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :
i. EFòFF‹Fa ÊFF¤FŒF ŒFW ﬁıF ÇÅFW ÇÅFÊ‹F ÇÅU EF∂¤FF
¤FFŒFF ˘Yó
ii. EFòFF‹Fa EFŒFŒºÊF aŒF ŒFW ÕÊFPŒF ÇÅFW ÇÅFÊ‹F
ÇÅU EF∂¤FF ¤FFŒFF ˘Yó
iii. EFòFF‹Fa Ç]ÅŒ∂FÇÅ ŒFW ÊFÇeÅFWPÉ∂F ÇÅFW ÇÅFÊ‹F ÇÅU
EF∂¤FF ¤FFŒFF ˘Yó
iv. EFòFF‹Fa ⁄FF¤F˘ ÇWÅ EŒF]ıFFﬁ E·FkÇÅFﬁ ˘U
ÇÅFÊ‹F ÇÅU EF∂¤FF ˘Yó
Ç[Å©
i
ii
iii
iv
(A) çF·F∂F
ıF˘U
ıF˘U
ıF˘U
(B) ıF˘U
çF·F∂F ıF˘U çF·F∂F
(C) ıF˘U
ıF˘U çF·F∂F ıF˘U
(D) çF·F∂F çF·F∂F
ıF˘U
ıF˘U
PŒF¤ŒFFkPÇÅ∂F ¤FWk ıFW Ç[Å©-ÇÅÅ ÇWÅ ıFFªF Ç[Å©-äF ÇÅFW
ıF]¤FWP·F∂F ÇÅUP°FJ :
Ç[Å©-ÇÅ
Ç[Å©-äF
—·FW©FW
i. The Poetics
·FFWk°FFGŒFıF
ii. Aesthetics
Eﬁı∂F[
iii. The Republic
ÇeÅFWòFW
iv. On the Sublime
Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iv

iii

(C) Ass ıF˘U, R çF·F∂F

(B)

ii

i

iii

iv

(D) Ass çF·F∂F, R ıF˘U

(C)

iv

iii

ii

i

(D)

iii

iv

i

ii

(B) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂F
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5.

7.

iöFﬁ H*FGa ·FUŒ˘ JÇÅ ¤F[*U, ºUŒ˘ H∞sFGa P—FﬁPªF¤FU
§F[*Uj, ÇÅªFŒF PÇÅıFÇÅF ˘Y?

“W¤FòFŒº-—F[ÊFa P˘ŒºU H—FŒ‹FFıF ÇWÅ ıFŒº⁄Fa ¤FWk
PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ÇÅªFŒF ıF˘U EªFÊFF çF·F∂F ˘Ykó GŒ˘Wk
Õ‹FFŒF ıFW —FP≥sJ EFYﬁ ıF˘U Ç[Å© ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :

(A) ÇÅŸFUﬁºFıF

i.

(B) ﬁYºFıF

ii. “W¤FòFŒº-—F[ÊFa P˘ŒºU H—FŒ‹FFıF ¤FŒFFWﬁ°k FŒF“ÕFFŒF

“W¤FòFŒº-—F[ÊFa P˘ŒºU H—FŒ‹FFıF ıF¤Fı‹FF“ÕFFŒF
CEF ÇÅﬁ∂FW ªFWó
CEF ÇÅﬁ∂FW ªFWó

(C) ∂F]·FıFUºFıF

iii. “W¤FòFŒº-—F[ÊFa P˘ŒºU H—FŒ‹FFıF ¤FŒFFWÊFY£FFPŒFÇÅ∂FF

ıFW —F[μFa CEF ÇÅﬁ∂FW ªFWó

(D) °FF‹FıFU

iv. “W¤FòFŒº-—F[ÊFa P˘ŒºU H—FŒ‹FFıF “çFP∂FËFU·F

º_PÒÇÅFWμFÊFF·FW CEF ÇÅﬁ∂FW ªFWó
6.

Find the correct statements using

Ç[Å©

i

ii

iii

iv

codes below :

(A)

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

ıªFF—FŒFF (Ass) : GP·F‹F© ÇÅU PŒFÊFYa‹FPÉ∂FÇÅ∂FF
ÇÅF EªFa ˘Y -- ÇÅPÊF ÇWÅ Ê‹FPÉ∂FçF∂F ⁄FFÊFFWk
ÇÅU PÊFPËFÒ∂FF ÇÅF ıFF¤FFŒ‹FUÇÅﬁμFó

(B)

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

çF·F∂F

(C)

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

(D)

çF·F∂F

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

∂FÇaÅ (R) : ÇÅPÊF∂FF ¤FWk ÇÅPÊF ÇWÅ PŒF∂FFŒ∂F PŒF°FU
⁄FFÊFFWk ÇÅU PŒF∂FFŒ∂F PŒF°FU EP⁄FÊ‹FPÉ∂F ˘FW∂FU
˘Yó

8.

PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ¤FWk ıFW Ç[Å©-ÇÅ ÇWÅ ıFFªF Ç[Å©-äF
ÇÅFW °FFWP∞sJ :
Ç[Å©-ÇÅ
Ç[Å©-äF
a. E—F˘hŒF]P∂F
i. ¤F]äF ¤FFŒFFW òFŒΩ ˘Y
b. H—F¤FF
ii. ¤F]äF ˘Y ‹FF òFŒΩ
c. ıFŒºW˘
iii. ¤F]äF òFŒΩ ÇWÅ ıF¤FFŒF ıF]Œºﬁ ˘Y
d. H∂“WáFF
iv. ‹F˘ ¤F]äF ŒF˘Uk òFŒΩ ˘Y

ıF˘U H∏Fﬁ ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :
Codes
(A) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘U
(B) Ass ıF˘U, R çF·F∂F
(C) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂F
(D) Ass çF·F∂F, R ıF˘U
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Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

iii

ii

i

(B)

iii

iv

i

ii

(C)

ii

i

iv

iii

(D)

i

ii

iii

iv
P.T.O.

9.

11. iËFWäFﬁ : JÇÅ °FUÊFŒFUj ÇWÅ ıFŒº⁄Fa ¤FWk PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F

ÕÊFPŒF ÇÅF ıF¤FF˘Fﬁ ÊFÇeÅFWPÉ∂F ¤FWk ÇÅﬁŒFW ÇÅF “‹FFıF
PÇÅ‹FF ˘Y :

ÇÅªFŒF ıF˘U ‹FF çF·F∂F ˘Ykó GŒ˘Wk Õ‹FFŒF ıFW —FP≥sJ
EFYﬁ ıF˘U Ç[Å© ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :

(A) Ç]ÅŒ∂FÇÅ ŒFW

i.

(B) PÊFËÊFŒFFªF ŒFW

ii. ËFWäFﬁ ÇWÅ PÊFΩFW˘ ÇWÅ —FUöW EF°F ÇÅU —FU≥sU

(C) Ç]Å·F—FP∂F P¤FÍF ŒFW

ÇÅF PÊFΩFW˘U ıÊFﬁ ˘Yó
iii. iËFWäFﬁ O JÇÅ °FUÊFŒFUj ¤FWk ıFF¤FFP°FÇÅ

(D) ⁄FFW°FﬁF°F ŒFW

ıF¤Fı‹FFEFWk —Fﬁ EF·FFWÇÅ—FF∂F PÇÅ‹FF çF‹FF ˘Yó
iv. iËFWäFﬁ : JÇÅ °FUÊFŒFUj ¤FWk ¤FŒFFWÊFY£FFPŒFÇÅ∂FF

ÇÅF —F]© ˘Yó

10. Find the correct statements using
codes below :

ıªFF—FŒFF (Ass) : iiP˘ŒºU-ıFFP˘∂‹F ¤FWk Ç_ÅμF⁄FPÉ∂F
ÇÅU E°FˆF ÕFFﬁF ÇÅFW “ÊFFP˘∂F ÇÅﬁŒFW ÊFF·FW
⁄FÉ∂F ÇÅPÊF‹FFWk ¤FWk ıF[ﬁºFıF ÇÅF ıªFFŒF ¤F[ Œa ‹F
˘Yójj
∂FÇaÅ (R) : P˘ŒºU ÇWÅ º[ıFﬁW Ç_ÅμF⁄FÉ∂F ÇÅPÊF
ÍFUÇ_ÅμF ÇWÅ ¤F¤Fa ÇÅFW ıF¤F§FŒFW ¤FWk ıFáF¤F
ŒF˘Uk ﬁ˘W ˘Ykó

Ç[Å©

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

çF·F∂F

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

ıF˘U

(B)

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

(C)

ıF˘U

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

(D)

çF·F∂F

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

ıF˘U

12. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ¤FWk ıFW Ç[Å©-ÇÅ ÇWÅ ıFFªF Ç[Å©-äF

ÇÅFW °FFWP∞sJ :
Ç[Å©-ÇÅ
a. ÊFF¤FŒF
b. ºμ∞U
c. ⁄FF¤F˘
d. °F‹FºWÊF

ıF˘U H∏Fﬁ ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :
Codes
(A) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘U
(B) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂F
(C) Ass çF·F∂F, R ıF˘U
(D) Ass ıF˘U, R çF·F∂F
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Ç[Å©-äF
i. iÇÅFÊ‹FF·FkÇÅFﬁj
ii. iòFŒΩF·FFWÇÅj
iii. iÇÅFÊ‹FF·FkÇÅFﬁıF[∑FÊF_P∏Fj
iv. iÇÅFÊ‹FFºËFaj

Ç[Å©

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iv

iii

(B)

ii

i

iii

iv

(C)

iii

iv

i

ii

(D)

iv

iii

ii

i

13. ⁄FPÉ∂F ÇÅF·FUŒF ÇÅPÊF‹FFWk ¤FWk ıFW ıFŸFıFW EPÕFÇÅ ·FFWÇÅ-

15. içFFWºFŒFj H—FŒ‹FFıF ÇWÅ ıFŒº⁄Fa ¤FWk PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F

¤FkçF·F ÇÅU H∂ÇÅ©∂FF PÇÅŒF¤FWk P¤F·F∂FU ˘Y?

‹F]ç¤F ıF˘U ‹FF çF·F∂F ˘Ykó GŒ˘Wk Õ‹FFŒF ıFW —FP≥sJ EFYﬁ
ıF˘U Ç[Å© ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :

(A) ∂F]·FıFUºFıF - ıF[ﬁºFıF

i.

ii. içFFWºFŒFj ---- ⁄FFﬁ∂FU‹F PÇÅıFFŒF-°FUÊFŒF ÇÅF

(B) °FF‹FıFU - ¤FUﬁFgkŸFFGa

“F¤FFPμFÇÅ ºı∂FFÊFW°Fó
iii. içFFWºFŒFj ---- çFFgkÊF EFYﬁ ËF˘ﬁ ÇÅU ıFŒ∂F]P·F∂F

(C) ÇÅŸFUﬁºFıF - ıF[ﬁºFıF

ÇÅªFFó
iv. içFFWºFŒFj ---- ¤FŒFFWPÊFË·FWFμF ÇÅF “‹FFıF

(D) ∂F]·FıFUºFıF-ÇÅŸFUﬁºFıF

14. Find the correct statements using
codes below :

ıªFF—FŒFF (Ass) : P˘ŒºU ÇÅF ıFçF]μF ⁄FPÉ∂FÇÅFÊ‹F

Ç[Å©

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

(B)

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

(C)

çF·F∂F

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

(D)

ıF˘U

ıF˘U

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

16. EFòFF‹Fa ⁄Fﬁ∂F¤F]PŒF ÇWÅ “PıF ﬁıF-ıF[∑F

ÇÅFÊ‹F-ıFFYÚÊF ÇÅU º_PÒ ıFW PŒFçF]μa F ⁄FPÉ∂FÇÅFÊ‹F
ıFW ÍFWÚ ˘Yó

iPÊF⁄FFÊFFŒF]⁄FFÊFÊ‹FP⁄FòFFPﬁıFk‹FFWçFFΩıFPŒF—FPŒ∂FOj ÇWÅ
iıFk‹FFWçFj ËFŸº ÇÅU Ê‹FFä‹FF ÇWÅ ıFŒº⁄Fa ¤FWk Ç[Å©-ÇÅ
ÇWÅ ıFFªF Ç[Å©-äF ÇÅFW ıF]¤FWP·F∂F ÇÅUP°FJ :

∂FÇaÅ (R) : P˘ŒºU ÇÅU PŒFçF]aμF-⁄FPÉ∂F ÇÅFÊ‹FÕFFﬁF ¤FWk “P∂F⁄FFÊFFŒF ÇÅPÊF ŒF˘Uk CJ ˘Ykó
a.
b.

ıF˘U H∏Fﬁ ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :

c.

(A) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂F

d.

(B) Ass ıF˘U, R çF·F∂F
(C) Ass çF·F∂F, R ıF˘U
(D) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘U
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Ç[Å©-ÇÅ
⁄F™·FFW··F©
EP⁄FŒFÊFçF]—∂F
ÍFUËFkÇ]ÅÇÅ
⁄F™ŒFF‹FÇÅ

Ç[Å©-äF
i. Ê‹Fk°FÇÅ-Ê‹Fkç‹F ıFkŸFkÕF
ii. EŒF]¤FF—FÇÅ-EŒF]¤FF—‹F ıFkŸFkÕF
iii. ⁄FFW°FÇÅ-⁄FFW°‹F ıFkŸFkÕF
iv. H∂—FFºÇÅ-H∂—FF√ ıFkŸFkÕF

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

iv

i

ii

iii

(C)

ii

iii

iv

i

(D)

iii

iv

i

ii
P.T.O.

17. iiÇÅFÊ‹Fı‹FF∂¤FF ÕÊFPŒFPﬁP∂F ŸF]ÕFY‹FaO ıF¤FF¤ŒFF∂F—F[ÊFaOjj

20. iﬁF¤F ÇÅU ËFPÉ∂F-—F[°FFj ÇWÅ ıFŒº⁄Fa ¤FWk PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F

‹F˘ ÇÅªFŒF PÇÅıF çFeŒªF ÇÅF ˘Y?

‹F]ç¤F ıF˘U ‹FF çF·F∂F ˘Ykó GŒ˘Wk Õ‹FFŒF ıFW —FP≥sJ EFYﬁ
ıF˘U Ç[Å© ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :

(A) ÕÊFŒ‹FF·FFWÇÅ

i.

ﬁF¤F ---- çF]μF-ºFWF-‹F]É∂F EFÕF]PŒFÇÅ ¤FFŒFÊF

(B) ıFFP˘∂‹F º—FaμF

ii. ﬁF¤F ---- ¤F‹FFaºF —F]ﬂFFW∏F¤F

(C) ºËF‡—FÇÅ

iii. ﬁF¤F ---- —FﬁŸFe¸
iv. ﬁF¤F ---- ËFPÉ∂F-ËFU·F-ıFFYŒº‹Fa ÇWÅ “∂FUÇÅ

(D) ÇÅFÊ‹FF·FkÇÅFﬁ
18. GŒF¤FWk E·FkÇÅFﬁÊFFºU EFòFF‹Fa ŒF˘Uk ˘Yk :
(A) ‡Ω©
(B) ºμ∞U
(C) ⁄FF¤F˘
(D) ⁄FFW°F
21

19. Find the correct statements using
codes below :

ıªFF—FŒFF (Ass) : ¤F˘F∂¤FF ÇÅŸFUﬁºFıF P˘Œº]EFWk
EFYﬁ ¤F]ıF·F¤FFŒFFWk ÇWÅ ŸFF˛F∞s¤ŸFﬁFWk ÇÅF äFk∞ŒF
ÇÅﬁ ıFÇWÅ ˘Ykó

Ç[Å©

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

çF·F∂F

çF·F∂F

(B)

çF·F∂F

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

ıF˘U

(C)

ıF˘U

ıF˘U

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

(D)

çF·F∂F

çF·F∂F

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ıF¤FUáFÇÅFWk ÇÅFW HŒFÇWÅ ¬FﬁF PÊFﬁPòF∂F
çFekªFFWk ÇWÅ ŒFF¤FFWk ÇWÅ ıFFªF ıF]¤FWP·F∂F ÇÅUP°FJ :
Ç[Å©-ÇÅ

∂FÇaÅ (R) : ÊF˘ GıFP·FJ PÇÅ ıFŒ∂F ÇÅŸFUﬁºFıF
ÇÅFW ÕF¤Fa ÇÅU ŸFF˘ﬁU ŸFF∂FFWk ÇÅF äFk∞ŒF¤Fk∞ŒF P“‹F ªFFó

Ç[Å©-äF

a. ˘°FFﬁU “ıFFº P¬ÊFWºU

i.

b. ŒFŒºº]·FFﬁW ÊFF°F—FW‹FU

ii. iP˘ŒºU ıFFP˘∂‹F ÇÅU ⁄F[P¤FÇÅFj

c. ∞Fg0 ﬁF¤FPÊF·FFıF ËF¤FFa

iii. iöF‹FFÊFFºj

d. ∞Fg0 ŒFF¤FÊFﬁ PıFk˘

iv. i“W¤FòFŒº EFYﬁ HŒFÇÅF ‹F]çFj

ıF˘U H∏Fﬁ ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :

iP˘ŒºU ıFFP˘∂‹F : ŸFUıFÊFUk
ËF∂FFŸºUj

a

b

c

d

(A) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘U

(A)

ii

i

iv

iii

(B) Ass ıF˘U, R çF·F∂F

(B)

i

ii

iii

iv

(C) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂F

(C)

iii

iv

ii

i

(D) Ass çF·F∂F, R ıF˘U

(D)

iv

iii

i

ii
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22. iﬁıF çFkçFFÕFﬁj ÇWÅ ﬁòFP‹F∂FF ˘Yk --

25. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ¤FWk ıFW Ç[Å©-ÇÅ ÇWÅ ıFFªF Ç[Å©-äF

(A) ⁄FF¤F˘

ÇÅFW °FFWP∞sJ :

(B) EP⁄FŒFÊF çF]—∂F

Ç[Å©-ÇÅ

(C) °FçFŒŒFFªF
(D) ÇWÅËFÊFºFıF
23. Find the correct statements using
codes below :
ıªFF—FŒFF (Ass) : iiÇWÅËFÊF ÇWÅ ¤FFP¤FaÇÅ ıªF·F

Ç[Å©-äF

a. ⁄FF¤F˘

i.

b. ¤F¤¤F©

ii. ÊFFÉ‹Fk ﬁıFF∂¤FÇkÅ ÇÅFÊ‹F¤Fhó

c. PÊFËÊFŒFFªF

iii. ∂FººFWFFY ËFŸºFªFFYa

ﬁ¤FμFU‹FFªFa“P∂F—FFºÇÅO
ËFŸºO ÇÅFÊ‹F¤Fhó

ıFçF]μFFÊFŒF·FkÇ_Å∂FU —F]ŒFO
ÉÊFFP—Fó

ÇÅFW©a ÇWÅ ªFW EFYﬁ HŒF¤FWk HŒ˘Wk E—F[ÊFa ıF◊Å·F∂FF
P¤F·FU ˘Yójj
∂FÇaÅ (R) : iiÇÅWËFÊF ÇÅFW©a ÇWÅ ÇÅPÊF ªFWó ⁄F·FF
Ç]ÅP©‹FF ÇWÅ —FY¤FFŒFW ıFW ÇÅFW©a ÇÅFW ÇYÅıFW ŒFF—FF
°FF ıFÇÅ∂FF ˘Yójj

d. —FPμ∞∂FﬁF°F °FçFŒŒFFªF

iv. ËFŸºFªFFWa ıFP˘∂FFY ÇÅFÊ‹F¤Fhó

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iv

iii

(B)

ii

i

iii

iv

(C)

iii

iv

i

ii

(D)

iv

iii

ii

i

ıF˘U H∏Fﬁ ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :
(A) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂F
(B) Ass ıF˘U, R çF·F∂F
(C) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘U
(D) Ass çF·F∂F, R ıF˘U
24. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ‹F]ç¤FFWk ¤FWk ıFW Ç]Åö ıF˘U EFYﬁ Ç]Åö

çF·F∂F ˘Ykó GŒ˘Wk Õ‹FFŒF ıFW —FP≥sJ EFYﬁ ıF˘U Ç[Å© ÇÅF
òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :
i. iÇ]ÅÇ]Åﬁ¤F]∏FFj ---- öF‹FFÊFFºU ÇÅPÊF∂FF
ii. iÇ]ÅÇ]Åﬁ¤F]∏FFj ---- “çFP∂FÊFFºU ÇÅPÊF∂FF
iii. iÇ]ÅÇ]Åﬁ¤F]∏FFj ---- “‹FFWçFÊFFºU ÇÅPÊF∂FF
iv. iÇ]ÅÇ]Åﬁ¤F]∏FFj ---- Ê‹FPÉ∂FÊFFºU ÇÅPÊF∂FF
Ç[Å©

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

ıF˘U

ıF˘U

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

(B)

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

çF·F∂F

(C)

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

(D)

ıF˘U

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

çF·F∂F
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26. i˘gkıFFW-˘gkıFFW °F·ºU ˘gkıFFWj Ç_ÅP∂F ÇWÅ ﬁòFŒFFÇÅFﬁ ÇÅFYŒF

˘Yk?
(A) ﬁêF]ÊFUﬁ ıF˘F‹F
(B) ÍFUÇÅFk∂F ÊF¤FFa
(C) Ç]gkÅÊFﬁ ŒFFﬁF‹FμF
(D) ıFÊFWaËÊFﬁº‹FF·F ıFÉıFWŒFF
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P.T.O.

27. Find the correct statements using
codes below :

29. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ¤FWk ıFW Ç[Å©-ÇÅ ÇWÅ ıFFªF Ç[Å©-äF

ıªFF—FŒFF (Ass) : ÇÅPÊFÊFﬁ PŸF˘FﬁU ÇWÅ ÇÅFÊ‹FıFFYÚÊF ÇÅF EŒ‹F∂F¤F EFÕFFﬁ ˘Y HŒFÇWÅ ºFW˘FWk
¤FWk —FF‹FU °FFŒFW ÊFF·FU ıFF¤FFPıFÇÅ∂FF ÇÅU
“ÊF_P∏Fó
∂FÇaÅ (R) : ÇÅPÊFÊFﬁ PŸF˘FﬁU ÇÅFW ⁄FFFF JÊFk
Ê‹FFÇÅﬁμF ÇÅF —F[μFa £FFŒF ªFFó

a.

b.

ıF˘U H∏Fﬁ ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :
(A) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘U

c.

(B) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂F

d.

(C) Ass çF·F∂F, R ıF˘U
(D) Ass ıF˘U, R çF·F∂F
28. ﬁF¤FòFPﬁ∂F¤FFŒFıF ÇWÅ ÇÅFμ∞FWk ÇÅF ıF˘U EŒF]ÇeÅ¤F

É‹FF ˘Y?
(A) ŸFF·FÇÅFμ∞, E‹FFWÕ‹FFÇÅFμ∞, Eﬁμ‹FÇÅFμ∞,

PÇÅPÇkÅÕFFÇÅFμ∞, ıF]ºk ﬁÇÅFμ∞, ·FkÇÅFÇÅFμ∞,
H∏FﬁÇÅFμ∞
(B) ŸFF·FÇÅFμ∞, E‹FFWÕ‹FFÇÅFμ∞, PÇÅPÇkÅÕFFÇÅFμ∞,

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

iv

iii

ii

i

(C)

ii

i

iv

iii

(D)

iii

ii

i

iv

30. E£FW‹F ÇWÅ ÇÅFÊ‹F⁄FFFF PÊFF‹FÇÅ PòFk∂FŒF ÇWÅ ıFkº⁄Fa

¤FWk ÇÅFYŒF-ıFF ÇÅªFŒF ıF∂‹F ˘Y :

Eﬁμ‹FÇÅFμ∞, ·FkÇÅFÇÅFμ∞, ıF]kºﬁÇÅFμ∞,
H∏FﬁÇÅFμ∞

(A) E£FW‹F ŒFW ËFŸº EFYﬁ EªFa ÇWÅ ıFk‹FFWçF —Fﬁ

(C) ŸFF·FÇÅFμ∞, ıF]kºﬁÇÅFμ∞, ·FkÇÅFÇÅFμ∞,

¤F˘∂ÊF Pº‹FF ˘Yó
(B) E£FW‹F ËFŸº ÇÅFW ıF_°FŒF ÇÅU EFÕFFﬁ⁄F[∂F

E‹FFWÕ‹FFÇÅFμ∞, PÇÅPÇkÅÕFFÇÅFμ∞,
Eﬁμ‹FÇÅFμ∞, H∏FﬁÇÅFμ∞

GÇÅFGa ¤FFŒF∂FW ˘Ykó
(C) E£FW‹F ÇÅF ÇÅFÊ‹F⁄FFFF PÊFF‹FÇÅ RòF∂FŒF

(D) H∏FﬁÇÅFμ∞, Eﬁμ‹FÇÅFμ∞, ŸFF·FÇÅFμ∞,

EkçFeW°FU ÇWÅ “∂FUÇÅÊFFºU ÇÅPÊF‹FFWk ıFW
“⁄FFPÊF∂F ˘Yó

ıF]kºﬁÇÅFμ∞, ·FkÇÅFÇÅFμ∞, E‹FFWÕ‹FFÇÅFμ∞,
PÇÅPÇkÅÕFFÇÅFμ∞
PaperIII / HIN

ÇÅFW ıF]¤FWP·F∂F ÇÅUP°FJ :
Ç[Å©-ÇÅ
Ç[Å©-äF
∞Fg0 ŒFçFWŒΩ
i. ii—Fﬁ¤FF∂¤FF ÇÅU öF‹FF EF∂¤FF
—Fﬁ —F∞sŒFW ·FçF∂FU ˘Y EFYﬁ EF∂¤FF
ÇÅU öF‹FF —Fﬁ¤FF∂¤FF ¤FWkó ‹F˘U
öF‹FFÊFFº ˘Yójj
∞Fg0 ﬁF¤FÇ]Å¤FFﬁ ÊF¤FFa ii. iiöF‹FFÊFFº JÇÅ “ÇÅFﬁ ÇÅU
⁄FFÊF-—F P∂F ˘Y, °FUÊFŒF ÇWÅ “P∂F
JÇÅ PÊFËFW  F ⁄FFÊFF∂¤FÇÅ
º_PÒÇÅFWμF ˘Yójj
°F‹FËFkÇÅﬁ “ıFFº
iii. iiöF‹FFÊFFº JÇÅ ºFËFaPŒFÇÅ
EŒF]⁄F[P∂F ˘Yójj
ËFFPŒ∂FP“‹F P¬ÊFWºU
iv. iiÕÊFŒ‹FF∂¤FÇÅ∂FF, ·FFáFPμFÇÅ∂FF,
ıFFYŒº‹Fa¤F‹F “∂FUÇÅ-PÊFÕFFŒF ∂FªFF
H—FòFFﬁ-ÊFÇeÅ∂FF ÇWÅ ıFFªF
ıÊFFŒF]⁄F[P∂F ÇÅU PÊFÊF_P∏F öF‹FFÊFFº
ÇÅU PÊFËFWF∂FFJgk ˘Yók jj

(D) H—F‹F]aÉ∂F ıF⁄FUó
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31. Find the correct statements using
codes below :

33. ÇÅ-äFμ∞ ÇWÅ ıFFªF äF-äFμ∞ ÇÅFW P¤F·FFGJ :

ıªFF—FŒFF (Ass) : ÇÅÊFP‹F∑FU ¤F˘FºWÊFU ÊF¤FFa
EFÕF]PŒFÇÅ ‹F]çF ÇÅU ¤FUﬁFgk ˘Ykó

ÇÅ-äFμ∞

äF-äFμ∞

a. iPÇÅ∂FŒFU ŒFFÊFFWk ¤FWk PÇÅ∂FŒFU ŸFFﬁj i. ıF]P¤F∑FFŒFŒºŒF —FŒ∂F

∂FÇaÅ (R) : E—FŒFW EFﬁFÕ‹F Ç_ÅμF ÇWÅ “P∂F ¤F˘FºWÊFU
ÊF¤FFa ¤FWk ⁄FU —F[μFa ıF¤F—FaμF-⁄FFÊF ªFFó
ıF˘U H∏Fﬁ ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :
(A) Ass ıF˘U, R çF·F∂F

b. iEFÕFF çFFgkÊFj

ii. ¤F˘FºWÊFU ÊF¤FFa

c. i‹FF¤FFj

iii. E£FW‹F

d. iPòFºF¤ŸFﬁFj

iv. ﬁF˘U ¤FFıF[¤F ﬁ°FsF

(B) Ass çF·F∂F, R ıF˘U

ıF˘U PÊFÇÅ·—F ˘Y :

(C) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘U

Ç[Å©

a

b

c

d

(D) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂F

(A)

iii

iv

ii

i

32. ÇWÅËFÊFºFıF EªFÊFF ﬁUP∂FÇÅF·FUŒF ÇÅPÊF‹FFWk ÇWÅ “P∂F

(B)

i

iii

iv

ii

ﬁF¤FòFŒΩ ËF]É·F °FU ÇÅU ŒFÇÅFﬁF∂¤FÇÅ º_PÒ ﬁ˘U ˘Yó
GıFÇWÅ “¤F]äF ÇÅFﬁμF ˘FW ıFÇÅ∂FW ˘Yk :

(C)

ii

i

iii

iv

(D)

iii

ii

i

iv

1. ËF]É·F °FU ıFFP˘∂‹F ¤FWk ·FFWÇÅ¤FkçF·F ÇWÅ —FáFÕFﬁ

ªFW
2. ºﬁŸFFﬁU ıFFP˘∂‹F ıFW °FŒF°FUÊFŒF ÇÅF ıF¤ŸFŒÕF

34. iEÇÅF·F EFYﬁ HıFÇWÅ ŸFFºj òFPòFa∂F ÇÅPÊF∂FF PÇÅıF

ŒF˘Uk ﬁ˘∂FF ˘Y
3. ÈF_kçFFﬁ EFYﬁ iﬁUP∂Fj ÇÅFW ·FWÇÅﬁ ˘U ıFFP˘∂‹F

ÇÅPÊF ÇÅU ˘Y?

ÇÅF “μF‹FŒF CEF ˘Y
4. ÇWÅËFÊF EªFÊFF ﬁUP∂FÇÅF·FUŒF ÇÅFÊ‹F-⁄FFFF ÇÅFW

(A) ËF¤FËFWﬁ ŸF˘Fº]ﬁ PıFk˘

ıF¤F§FŒFW ¤FWk EıF¤FªFa ªFWó GŒF¤FWk ıFW ÇÅFYŒF-ıFF
PÊFÇÅ·—F ıF˘U ˘Y :

(B) ¤F]PÉ∂FŸFFWÕF

(A) 2, 3 EFYﬁ 4
(B) 3, 4 EFYﬁ 1

(C) ŒFFçFF°F]aŒF

(C) 4, 1 EFYﬁ 2

(D) ÇWÅºFﬁŒFFªF EçFeÊFF·F

(D) 1, 2 EFYﬁ 3
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35. Find the correct statements using
codes below :

37. ÇÅ-äFμ∞ ÇWÅ ıFFªF äF-äFμ∞ ÇÅFW P¤F·FFGJ O

ÇÅ-äFμ∞

ıªFF—FŒFF (Ass) : EFòFF‹Fa ¤F˘FÊFUﬁ “ıFFº P¬ÊFWºU
ŒFW iıFﬁıÊF∂FUj —FP∑FÇÅF ÇWÅ ¤FFÕ‹F¤F ıFW
äF∞sUŸFFW·FU P˘ŒºU ÇÅFW —FPﬁÇ_Å∂F ÇÅﬁÇWÅ HıFW
—FPﬁPŒFPÚ∂F ‡—F “ºFŒF PÇÅ‹FFó
∂FÇaÅ (R) : ¤F˘FÊFUﬁ “ıFFº P¬ÊFWºU ÇÅFW ŸFe°F⁄FFFF
ÇWÅ “P∂F ÇÅFWGa —‹FFﬁ ŒF˘Uk ªFFó

äF-äFμ∞

a. ﬁF¤FòFŒΩ ËF]É·F

i.

b. ¤F˘FºWÊFU ÊF¤FFa

ii. iıFFP˘∂‹F °FUÊFŒF ÇÅU

iÊFW (ÇÅŸFUﬁ) ÊFFμFU ÇW Å
P∞É©W©ﬁ ªFWjó
EF·FFWòFŒFF ˘Yój

c. “W¤FòFŒº

iii. iÊFYﬁ ÇeÅFWÕF ÇÅF EòFFﬁ ‹FF

¤F]ﬁŸŸFF ˘Yój

ıF˘U H∏Fﬁ ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :

d. ∞Fg0 ˘°FFﬁU “ıFFº P¬ÊFWºU iv. i¤FFŒFÊF ÇÅU EıFU¤F ÇÅﬂμFF

Codes

EFYﬁ ¤FkçF·F-ÇÅF¤FŒFF ÇÅU º_PÒ
ıFW ¤FFÉıFa ˘U çFFŒÕFU °FU ÇWÅ
ıF¤FU—F ˘Y EFYﬁ çFFŒÕFU °FU ˘U
¤FFÉıFa ÇWÅ PŒFÇÅ©jó

(A) Ass çF·F∂F, R ıF˘U
(B) Ass ıF˘U, R çF·F∂F
(C) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘U

ıF˘U PÊFÇÅ·—F ˘Y :

(D) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂F

Ç[Å©

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

iv

ii

i

(B)

i

ii

iv

iii

(C)

ii

iii

i

iv

(D)

iv

i

iii

ii

36. ·FP·F∂F-PŒFŸFŒÕF ¤FWk ·FFP·F∂‹F ˘FW∂FF ˘Yó ·FFP·F∂‹F

PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ∂F∂ÊFFWk ıFW EF∂FF ˘Y :
I. ÊFY‹FPÉ∂FÇÅ∂FF ÇÅU EP⁄FÊ‹FPÉ∂F
II. ÇÅPÊF∂FF (ÇÅFÊ‹F) EFYﬁ ·FFWÇÅçFU∂FFWk ÇÅF ıFkº⁄FaμF
III. ıFFkıÇ_ÅP∂FÇÅ ıFkº⁄FFWb ÇWÅ EF∂‹FU‹F∂FF—F[μFa
PÊFË·FWFμF
IV. ÇÅ·—FŒFF ÇÅF òF¤F∂ÇÅFﬁ

38. iıFFÇWÅ∂Fj ¤F˘FÇÅFÊ‹F —Fﬁ ÇÅPÊF ¤FYPªF·FU ËFﬁμF çF]—∂F

GŒF¤FWk ıFW ÇÅFYŒF-ıFF ıF˘U ˘Y

ÇÅFW ÇÅFYŒF-ıFF —FFPﬁ∂FFWPFÇÅ “F—∂F CEF?

(A) I, II EFYﬁ IV

(A) £FFŒF—FU*

(B) II, III EFYﬁ IV

(B) ¤FkçF·FF“ıFFº

(C) I, II EFYﬁ III

(C) ıFﬁıÊF∂FU

(D) IV, I EFYﬁ II

(D) GŒF¤FWk ıFW ÇÅFWGa ŒF˘Uk
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39. Find the correct statements using

41. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ÇWÅ ÇÅ-äFμ∞ ÇWÅ ıFFªF äF-äFμ∞

codes below :

ÇÅFW P¤F·FFGJ :
ÇÅ-äFμ∞

ıªFF—FŒFF (Ass) : iiﬁF¤F ÇÅU ËFPÉ∂F-—F[°FFj PŒFﬁF·FF
ÇÅU ˘U ŒF˘Uk, ıF¤—F[μFa öF‹FFÊFFºU ÇÅFÊ‹F
ÇÅU JÇÅ H∂Ç_ÅÒ H—F·FPŸÕF ˘Yójj
∂FÇaÅ (R) : iﬁF¤F ÇÅU ËFPÉ∂F-—F[°FFj ¤FWk öF‹FFÊFFºU
ÇÅPÊF∂FF ÇÅU ⁄FFÊF—FáFU‹F JÊFk ÇÅ·FF—FáFU‹F
ıFFﬁU PÊFËFWF∂FFJgk H—F·FŸÕF ˘FW∂FU ˘Ykó

äF-äFμ∞

a. ﬁF¤FòFŒΩ ËF]É·F

I.

b. ˘°FFﬁU “ıFFº P¬ÊFWºU

II. ıFFYÚÊFÊFFºU EF·FFWòFÇÅ

c. ŒFŒºº]·FFﬁW ÊFF°F—FW‹FU

III. ﬁıF EFYﬁ ·FFWÇÅ¤FkçF·FÊFFºU

¤FFÉıFaÊFFºU EF·FFWòFÇÅ

EF·FFWòFÇÅ
d. ﬁF¤FPÊF·FFıF ËF¤FFa

IV. —Fﬁ¤—FﬁF, ¤F[·‹F EFYﬁ

¤FFŒFÊF∂FFÊFFºU EF·FFWòFÇÅ

ıF˘U H∏Fﬁ ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :

PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ÇÅF ıF˘U PÊFÇÅ·—F ˘Y :

Codes :

Ç[Å©

a

b

c

d

(A)

II

I

IV

III

(B)

I

II

III

IV

(C)

I

III

IV

II

(D)

III

IV

II

I

(A) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂F
(B) Ass ıF˘U, R çF·F∂F
(C) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘U
(D) Ass çF·F∂F, R ıF˘U

42. EFGa. J. Pﬁ°F∞hıFa ÇWÅ ¤F[·‹F-PıF FŒ∂F ¤FWk

PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ¤FWk ıFW ÇÅFYŒF-ıFU PÊFËFWF∂FF
EŒF]—FPıªF∂F ˘Y?

40. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ÇÅPÊF‹FFWk ÇÅF ıF˘U EŒF]ÇeÅ¤F

(A) ÇÅFÊ‹F ÇÅU ıFFªFaÇÅ∂FF HıFÇWÅ ¤F[·‹FŸFFWÕF ¤FWk

ŸF∂FFGJ :
(A) ÇWÅËFÊFºFıF, PŸF˘FﬁU, ⁄F[FμF, êFŒFFŒFŒº

˘Yó
(B) GıF ¤F[·‹F ¤FWk ˘U HòòF∂Fﬁ ŒFYP∂FÇÅ∂FF ıF¤FFP˘∂F

(B) ÇWÅËFÊFºFıF, PŸF˘FﬁU, êFŒFFŒFŒº, ⁄F[FμF

˘Yó

(C) ÇWÅËFÊFºFıF, êFŒFFŒFŒº, ⁄F[FμF, PŸF˘FﬁU

(C) HıFÇÅF ¤F[·‹FŸFFWÕF ıF]äFÊFFº ıFW P⁄FŒŒF ˘Yó

(D) ÇWÅËFÊFºFıF, ⁄F[FμF, PŸF˘FﬁU, êFŒFFŒFŒº

(D) ÇÅFÊ‹F ÇÅF ¤F[·‹F ıF]äFÊFFº ∂FÇÅ ıFUP¤F∂F

˘Yó
PaperIII / HIN
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43. Find the correct statements using
codes below :

45. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ÇWÅ ÇÅ-äFμ∞ ÇWÅ ıFFªF äF-äFμ∞

ıªFF—FŒFF (Ass) : E£FW‹F “W¤FòFŒº ÇWÅ ŸFFº P˘ŒºU
H—FŒ‹FFıF ÇÅFW ŒF‹FU PºËFF “ºFŒF ÇÅﬁŒFW ÊFF·FW
º[ıFﬁW H—FŒ‹FFıFÇÅFﬁ ˘Ykó

a.
b.
c.
d.

∂FÇaÅ (R) : “W¤FòFŒº ŒFW H—FŒ‹FFıFFWk ¤FWk ¤FŒFFWﬁ°k FŒF“ÕFFŒF∂FF
ÇWÅ ıªFFŒF —Fﬁ ıFF¤FFP°FÇÅ∂FF ÇÅF “ÊFWËF
ÇÅﬁF‹FF, ∂FFW E£FW‹F ŒFW ıFF¤FFP°FÇÅ∂FF ÇWÅ ıªFFŒF
—Fﬁ Ê‹FPÉ∂F-¤FFŒFıF ÇÅFW °FçF˘ Pº·FF‹FUó
ıF˘U H∏Fﬁ ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :
Codes :
(A) Ass ıF˘U, R çF·F∂F
(B) Ass çF·F∂F, R ıF˘U

ÇÅFW P¤F·FFGJ :
ÇÅ-äFμ∞
ŒFÇWÅŒFÊFFº
I.
“‹FFWçFÊFFº
II.
˘F·FFÊFFº
III.
öF‹FFÊFFº
IV.
ıF˘U PÊFÇÅ·—F ˘Y :
Ç[Å©
a
b

äF-äFμ∞
“ıFFº
ŸFòòFŒF
E£FW‹F
ŒFP·FŒF, ÇWÅËFﬁU, EFYﬁ ŒFﬁWËF
c

d

(A)

I

II

III

IV

(B)

II

III

IV

I

(C)

IV

III

II

I

(D)

III

I

IV

II

46. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ¤FWk ıFW ÇÅFYŒF-ıFU “ÊF_P∏F ⁄FFﬁ∂FWŒº]

(C) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘U

‹F]çFUŒF ıFFP˘∂‹F ÇÅU ŒF˘Uk ˘Y?
(A) ºWËF⁄FPÉ∂F EFYﬁ ﬁFÒdU‹F ⁄FFÊFŒFF
(B) G˘·FFYPÇÅÇÅ º_PÒÇÅFWμF
(C) ÇÅ·FF∂¤FÇÅ “Y≥s∂FF
(D) “FòFUŒF —FPﬁ—FF©U ÇÅU ÇÅPÊF∂FF -- ⁄FPÉ∂F
EFYﬁ ÈF_kçFFﬁó

(D) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂F
44. EÕFFWP·FPäF∂F ‹F]ç¤FFWk ¤FWk ıFW Ç]Åö çF·F∂F EFYﬁ Ç]Åö

ıF˘U ˘Ykó GŒ˘Wk Õ‹FFŒF ıFW —FP≥sJ EFYﬁ ıF˘U Ç[Å© ÇÅF
òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :
i. —FﬁUáFF-çF]ﬂ ---- ·FF·FF ÍFUPŒFÊFFıF ºFıF
ii. ŸFFμF⁄F™ ÇÅU EF∂¤FÇÅªFF ---- PÇÅËFFWﬁU·FF·F
çFFWıÊFF¤FU
iii. ËFWäFﬁ O JÇÅ °FUÊFŒFU ---- E£FW‹F
iv. çFFWºFŒF ---- “W¤FòFŒº

47. Find the correct statements using
codes below :
ıªFF—FŒFF (Ass) : ÊFFÉ‹Fk ﬁıFF∂¤FÇkÅ ÇÅFÊ‹F¤Fhó
∂FÇaÅ (R) : ÊFı∂F]∂FO ﬁıFPÊF˘UŒF ÊFFÉ‹F ˘FW∂FF ˘U ŒF˘Ukó

ıF˘U H∏Fﬁ ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :

Ç[Å©

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

çF·F∂F

çF·F∂F

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

(B)

(A) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘U

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

ıF˘U

(B) Ass ıF˘U, R çF·F∂F

(C)

ıF˘U

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

çF·F∂F

(C) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂F

(D)

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

(D) Ass çF·F∂F, R ıF˘U
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51. Find the correct statements using
codes below :

48. EÕFFWP·FPäF∂F ‹F]ç¤FFWk ¤FWk ıFW ÇÅFYŒF-ıFF ‹F]ç¤F ıF˘U

ŒF˘Uk ˘Y?

ıªFF—FŒFF (Ass) : °FFW ÇÅPÊF ıFF¤FFP°FÇÅ °FUÊFŒF
ÇÅU P°F∂FŒFU ˘U ¤F˘FŒFh ˘·FòF·FFWk ÇWÅ ŸFUòF
ıFW çF]°FﬁWçFF EFYﬁ ıFFªF ˘U P°F∂FŒFF ˘U
EŒF]⁄FÊFıF¤—FŒŒF ˘FWçFF, HıFÇÅU ıFFP˘P∂‹FÇÅ
ıFk⁄FFÊFŒFFJgk H∂FŒFU ˘U PÊFËFF·F ˘FWkçFUó

(A) ⁄Fﬁ∂F ¤F]PŒF ------ ﬁıF ıF¤“ºF‹F
(B) EFòFF‹Fa ⁄FF¤F˘ ------ E·FkÇÅFﬁ ıF¤“ºF‹F
(C) EFòFF‹Fa ÊFF¤FŒF ------ ﬁUP∂F ıF¤“ºF‹F
(D) EFòFF‹Fa Ç]ÅŒ∂FÇÅ ------ EFYPòF∂‹F ıF¤“ºF‹F

∂FÇaÅ (R) : ıFF¤FFP°FÇÅ ˘·FòF·FFWk ÇWÅ ŸFUòF ıFW
çF]°Fﬁ∂FW CJ EŒF]⁄FÊF “F—∂F ÇÅﬁŒFW —Fﬁ
“çFP∂FËFU·F º_PÒ ŸFŒF∂FU ˘Y, °FFW H∂Ç_ÅÒ
ıFFP˘∂‹F ÇWÅ P·FJ EPŒFÊFF‹Fa ˘Yó

49. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ÇWÅ ÇÅ-äFμ∞ ÇWÅ ıFFªF äF-äFμ∞

ÇÅFW P¤F·FFGJ :
ÇÅ-äFμ∞
äF-äFμ∞
a. ⁄FF¤F˘
I. ﬁ¤FμFU‹FFªFa-“P∂F—FFºÇÅO ËFŸºO ÇÅFÊ‹F¤Fh
b. ¤F¤¤F©
II. ËFŸºFªFFWa ıFP˘∂FFY ÇÅFÊ‹F¤Fh
c. PÊFËÊFŒFFªF
III. ∂FºhhºFWFFY ËFŸºFªFFWa ıFçF]μFFÊFŒF·FkÇ_Å∂FU
—F]ŒFOÇhÅÊFFP—FP‹F
d. °FçFŒŒFFªF
IV. ÊFFÉ‹Fk ﬁıFF∂¤FÇkÅ ÇÅFÊ‹F¤Fh

ıF˘U H∏Fﬁ ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :
Codes :
(A) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘U
(B) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂F
(C) Ass ıF˘U R çF·F∂F
(D) Ass çF·F∂F R ıF˘U

PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ¤FWk ıFW ıF˘U PÊFÇÅ·—F ˘Y :
Ç[Å©

a

b

c

d

(A)

I

II

III

IV

(B)

II

III

IV

I

(C)

III

IV

I

II

(D)

IV

I

II

III

52. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ‹F]ç¤FFWk ¤FWk ıFW Ç]Åö ‹F]ç¤F ıF˘U ˘Yk EFYﬁ

Ç]Åö çF·F∂Fó GŒ˘Wk Õ‹FFŒF ıFW —FP≥sJ EFYﬁ ıF˘U Ç[Å©
ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :
i. ⁄FFﬁ∂F-º]ºaËFF ---- “∂FF—FŒFFﬁF‹FμF P¤FÍF
ii. EkÕFF‹F]çF ---- ÍFUŒFﬁWËF ¤FW˘∂FF
iii. EFÕFW-EÕF[ﬁW ---- ·Fá¤FUŒFFﬁF‹FμF P¤FÍF
iv. ÕFd^ÊFıÊFFP¤FŒFU ---- °F‹FËFkÇÅﬁ “ıFFº

50. iPıF∂FFﬁWP˘Œºj ÇÅU H—FFPÕF ﬁF°FF PËFÊF“ıFFº ÇÅFW

PÇÅıFŒFW ÇÅU ªFU?

Ç[Å©

i

ii

iii

iv

(A) ⁄FFﬁ∂FWŒº] ŒFW

(A)

ıF˘U

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

çF·F∂F

(B) ⁄FFﬁ∂FU‹F °FŒF∂FF ŒFW

(B)

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

(C) EkçFeW°FFWk ŒFW

(C)

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

ıF˘U

(D) iıF]ÕFFÇÅﬁj ŒFF¤FÇÅ —FP∑FÇÅF ŒFW

(D)

çF·F∂F

çF·F∂F

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U
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53. öF‹FFÊFFºU ÇÅPÊF‹FFW k ÇW Å ÇÅFÊ‹FFW k ¤FW k “F—∂F

a.
b.
c.
d.

56. “ÊF∂FaŒF ÇÅU º_PÒ ıFW PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ÊFFºFWk ÇÅF ıF˘U

EFÕ‹FFP∂¤FÇÅ∂FF ÇWÅ ı—FËFa ÇWÅ ıFŒº⁄Fa ¤FWk Ç[Å©-ÇÅ
ÇWÅ ıFFªF Ç[Å©-äF ÇÅFW ıF]¤FWP·F∂F ÇÅUP°FJ :
Ç[Å©-ÇÅ
Ç[Å©-äF
¤F˘FºWÊFU ÊF¤FFa
i. ËFYÊF ºËFaŒF
ıF]P¤F∑FFŒFŒºŒF —FŒ∂F
ii. E¬Y∂F EFYﬁ ⁄FPÉ∂F
°F‹FËFkÇÅﬁ “ıFFº
iii. ıF_PÒ ¤FWk Ê‹FF—∂F ¤F[·F EáFﬁ
ıF∂‹F
ıF[‹FaÇÅFŒ∂F P∑F—FF*U iPŒFﬁF·FFj iv. PŒFﬁFÇÅFﬁ ıFÊFaÊ‹FF—FÇÅ P“‹F
Ç[Å©
a
b
c
d
(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

ii

iii

iv

i

(C)

iii

iv

i

ii

(D)

iv

iii

i

ii

EŒF]ÇeÅ¤F É‹FF ˘Y?
(A) EŒF]P¤FP∂FÊFFº, H∂—FP∏FÊFFº, ⁄F]PÉ∂FÊFFº,

EP⁄FÊ‹FPÉ∂FÊFFº
(B) ⁄F]PÉ∂FÊFFº, H∂—FP∏FÊFFº, EŒF]P¤FP∂FÊFFº,

EP⁄FÊ‹FPÉ∂FÊFFº
(C) H∂—FP∏FÊFFº, EŒF]P¤FP∂FÊFFº, ⁄F]PÉ∂FÊFFº,

EP⁄FÊ‹FPÉ∂FÊFFº
(D) EP⁄FÊ‹FPÉ∂FÊFFº, H∂—FP∏FÊFFº, EŒF]P¤FP∂FÊFFº,

⁄F]PÉ∂FÊFFº
57. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F —FkPÉ∂F‹FFWk ÇWÅ ıFFªF HŒFÇWÅ ÇÅPÊF‹FFWk ÇWÅ

54. °F‹FËFkÇÅﬁ “ıFFº ÇWÅ ŒFF©ÇÅFWk —Fﬁ PÇÅıFÇÅF “⁄FFÊF

ŒFF¤F ıF]¤FWP·F∂F ÇÅUP°FJ :
a. ¤FÇ]Å ∂FWP˘ ¤FFﬁçF HP∞s —FﬁY,

—F∞sF ˘Y?
(A) ∞U. J·F. ﬁF‹F (ŸFFkç·FF ŒFF©ÇÅÇÅFﬁ) ÇÅF
(B) —FFﬁıFU ﬁçFk¤FkòF ÇÅF
(C) —FFËòFF∂‹F ıF¤Fı‹FF ŒFF©ÇÅÇÅFﬁFWk ÇÅF
(D) ∂FUŒFFWk ÇÅF

çFFWıÊFF¤FU ∂F]·FıFUºFıF

ÇkÅ∂F ÕFﬁY °F˘gk —FFÊFóó
b. °FŒF EÊFçF]ŒF “⁄F] ¤FFŒF ŒF ÇÅFIÅó

ii. ¤FP·FÇÅ ¤F]˘¤¤Fº °FF‹FıFU

ºUŒF ŸFkÕF] EP∂F ¤F_º]·F ıF]⁄FFIÅóó
c. §Fk§FF “ÊFF˘ ıFF PŒFÇÅ·FF ‹F˘

55. Find the correct statements using
codes below :
ıªFF—FŒFF (I) : “W¤FòFŒº ıFFP˘∂‹F ÇÅFW EPÊF⁄FFP°F∂F

iii. E£FW‹F

°FUÊFŒF PÊFáF]ŸÕF ¤F˘F ıF¤FUﬁó
d. ÇÅ˘Uk P◊Åﬁ ⁄FU äF∞sF ˘FWçFF

iv. °F‹FËFkÇÅﬁ “ıFFº

ŒF‹FW Ê‹FPÉ∂F∂ÊF ÇÅF EFÇÅFﬁó

ºWäFŒFF òFF˘∂FW ªFWó
∂FÇaÅ (II) : “W¤FòFŒº ŒFW ºP·F∂F-ıFFP˘∂‹F ÇÅF “μF‹FŒF
PÇÅ‹FF ªFF EFYﬁ “ıFFº ŒFW HıFÇÅF ıF¤FªFaŒF
PÇÅ‹FF ªFFó
Ç[Å©
(A) I ıF˘U EFYﬁ II çF·F∂F ˘Yó
(B) I ıF˘U EFYﬁ II ıF˘U ˘Yó
(C) I çF·F∂F EFYﬁ II ıF˘U ˘Yó
(D) I çF·F∂F EFYﬁ II çF·F∂F ˘Yó
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Ç[Å©

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

i

iv

iii

(B)

iii

ii

i

iv

(C)

iv

i

iii

ii

(D)

i

ii

iii

iv

58. iºFW˘FÇÅFWËFj ÇWÅ ﬁòFP‹F∂FF ÇÅFYŒF ˘Yk?

61

(A) ·F]G—FF
(B) ıFﬁ˘—FF

a.
b.
c.
d.

(C) ËFŸFﬁ—FF
(D) ÇÅμ˘—FF
59. Find the correct statements using
codes below :

ıªFF—FŒFF (I) : ÍF F EFYﬁ “W¤F ÇWÅ ‹FFWçF ÇÅF ŒFF¤F
⁄FPÉ∂F ˘Yó
∂FÇaÅ (II) : ⁄FPÉ∂F ¤FWk “W¤F ÇÅF ÇÅFWGa ıªFFŒF ŒF˘Uk ˘Y
Ç[Å©
(A) I çF·F∂F EFYﬁ II ıF˘Uó

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

iv

iii

ii

i

(C)

ii

i

iii

iv

(D)

iii

ii

iv

i

62. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ÇÅPÊF‹FFWk ¤FWk ıFW ÇÅFYŒF ﬁUP∂FÇÅF·FUŒF

(B) I ıF˘U EFYﬁ II çF·F∂Fó

ıÊFòöŒº∂FFÊFFºU ÇÅFÊ‹FÕFFﬁF ıFW ıFkŸFkPÕF∂F ˘Ykó
(A) ÕFŒFFŒFŒº

(C) I EFYﬁ II ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂Fó

(B) PŸF˘FﬁU·FF·F

(D) I EFYﬁ II ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘Uó

(C) ⁄F[FμF

60. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ‹F]ç¤FFWk ¤FWk ıFW Ç]Åö çF·F∂F ˘Yk EFYﬁ

(D) PòFŒ∂FF¤FPμF P∑F—FF*U

Ç]Åö ıF˘Uó GŒ˘Wk Õ‹FFŒF ıFW —FP≥sJ EFYﬁ ıF˘U Ç[Å©
ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :
i. PÊFﬁWòFŒF PıF FŒ∂F ---- Eﬁı∂F[
ii. ıFk“WFμF PıF FŒ∂F ---- ·FFWk°FFGŒFıF
iii. EŒF]ÇÅﬁμF PıF FŒ∂F ---- —·FW©FW
iv. EP⁄FÊ‹Fk°FŒFFÊFFº ---- ÇeÅFWòFW
ii

PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ¤FWk ıFW ÇÅ-äFμ∞ ÇWÅ ıFFªF äF-äFμ∞
ÇÅFW ıF]¤FWP·F∂F ÇÅUP°FJ :
ÇÅ-äFμ∞
äF-äFμ∞
çFFWºFŒF
i. ıFFPÊF∑FU
ËFWäFﬁ : JÇÅ °FUÊFŒFU
ii. ¤FF·FPÊFÇÅF
òFŒΩçF]—∂F
iii. ËFPËF
EFÕFW-EÕF[ﬁW
iv. ¤FF·F∂FU

iii

63. Find the correct statements using
codes below :
ıªFF—FŒFF (I) : ıF¤F§FºFﬁU EFŒFW —Fﬁ ‹FFYÊFŒF òF·FF

°FF∂FF ˘Yó
∂FÇaÅ (II) : ‹FFYÊFŒFFÊFıªFF ¤FWk ıF¤F§FºFﬁU ÇÅF E⁄FFÊF
˘FW∂FF ˘Yó

Ç[Å©

i

iv

(A)

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

(B)

(A) I ıF˘U II çF·F∂Fó

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

ıF˘U

(C)

(B) I EFYﬁ II ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘U

ıF˘U

ıF˘U

ıF˘U

çF·F∂F

(C) I çF·F∂F EFYﬁ II ıF˘Uó

(D)

çF·F∂F

çF·F∂F

çF·F∂F

ıF˘U

(D) I EFYﬁ II ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂Fó

Ç[Å©
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64. EFòFF‹Fa ﬁF¤FòFŒΩ ËF]É·F ÇWÅ ¬FﬁF ıFk—FFPº∂F JÊFk

66. GŒF¤FWk ıFW ÇÅFYŒF-ıFF çFekªF ¤F˘FÇÅFÊ‹F ŒF˘Uk ˘Y?

PÊFﬁPòF∂F PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F çFekªFFWk ÇÅF ıF˘U EŒF]ÇeÅ¤F
ÇÅFYŒF-ıFF ˘Y?

(A) P“‹F“ÊFFıF

(A) P˘ŒºU ıFFP˘∂‹F ÇÅF GP∂F˘FıF, ∂F]·FıFU-

(B) ıFFÇWÅ∂F

çFeŒªFFÊF·FU, ⁄Fe¤FﬁçFU∂FıFFﬁ, °FF‹FıFUçFekªFFÊF·FU
(B) ∂F]·FıFU-çFeŒªFFÊF·FU,

ÇÅF GP∂F˘FıF,
⁄Fe¤FﬁçFU∂FıFFﬁ

(C) ∂F]·FıFUºFıF
(D) ·FFWÇÅF‹F∂FŒF

P˘ŒºU ıFFP˘∂‹F
°FF‹FıFU-çFekªFFÊF·FU,

67. Find the correct statements using
codes below :

(C) ∂F]·FıFU-çFeŒªFFÊF·FU, °FF‹FıFU-çFekªFFÊF·FU,

ıªFF—FŒFF (Ass) : ﬁıF ÇÅU ¤FÕ‹F¤F ÇÅFWP© ¤FFŒFU
°FFŒFU òFFP˘Jó

⁄Fe¤FﬁçFU∂FıFFﬁ, P˘ŒºU ıFFP˘∂‹F ÇÅF
GP∂F˘FıF,

∂FÇaÅ (R) : Ç]Åö PıªFP∂F‹FFWk ¤FWk EFÍF‹FF·FkŸFŒF ÇWÅ
ıFFªF ıFBº‹F ÇÅF ∂FFºF∂¤‹F ıªFFP—F∂F ŒF˘Uk
˘FW∂FFó

(D) ⁄Fe¤FﬁçFU∂FıFFﬁ, °FF‹FıFU-çFekªFFÊF·FU,

∂F]·FıFU-çFeŒªFFÊF·FU, P˘ŒºU ıFFP˘∂‹F ÇÅF
GP∂F˘FıF
65. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ¤FWk ıFW Ç[Å©-ÇÅ ÇWÅ ıFFªF Ç[Å©-äF

ıF˘U H∏Fﬁ ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :

ÇÅFW °FFWP∞sJ :
Ç[Å©-ÇÅ
a. ¤FP·FÇÅ ¤F]˘¤¤Fº °FF‹FıFU

Codes

b. ıF[ﬁºFıF

c. ÇÅŸFUﬁºFıF

d. çFFWıÊFF¤FU ∂F]·FıFUºFıF

Ç[Å©-äF
i. ¤FPıF ÇÅFçFº ö]‹FFY ŒFP˘k, ÇÅ·F¤F
çF˘h‹FFY ŒFP˘k ˘FªFó
ii. ÇÅPŸF∂F PŸFŸFWÇÅ JÇÅ ŒFP˘k ¤FFWﬁWkó
ıF∂‹F ÇÅ˘Hgk P·FPäF ÇÅFçFº
ÇÅFWﬁWkóó
iii. ¤FFWWP˘k ÇÅF ˘ıFPıF, PÇÅ ÇÅFW˘ﬁP˘kó
iv. °FFÇÅU Ç_Å—FF —FkçF] PçFPﬁ ·FkêFY,
EkÕFW ÇÅFWk ıFŸF ÇÅö] ºﬁıFFGó

(A) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘Uó
(B) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂Fó
(C) Ass ıF˘U, R çF·F∂Fó
(D) Ass çF·F∂F, R ıF˘Uó
68. ⁄FFﬁ∂FU‹F º_PÒÇÅFWμF ıFW ﬁıF ÇWÅ ıÊF‡—F ÇWÅ ıFŒº⁄Fa

Codes

a

b

c

d

¤FWk ÇÅFYŒF-ıFF ÇÅªFŒF ıF˘U ŒF˘Uk ˘Y?

(A)

iv

iii

i

ii

(A) ﬁıF EäFμ∞ ˘Yó

(B)

ii

i

iii

iv

(B) ﬁıF ÊFW√FŒ∂Fﬁı—FËFaËF[Œ‹F ˘Yó

(C)

iii

iv

i

ii

(C) ﬁıF ŸFeF¸FıÊFFºıF˘FWºﬁ ˘Yó

(D)

i

ii

iii

iv

(D) ﬁıF JWPŒΩ‹F ˘Yó
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71. Find the correct statements using
codes below :

69. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F —FkPÉ∂F‹FFWk ÇWÅ ıFFªF Ç_ÅP∂F‹FFWk ÇWÅ ŒFF¤F

ıF[¤FWP·F∂F ÇÅUP°FJ :

ıªFF—FŒFF (Ass) : iiPÇÅıFU ﬁòFŒFF ÇÅF ıFk—F[μFa
EFŒFŒº —FFŒFW ÇWÅ P·FJ ﬁòFP‹F∂FF ÇWÅ ıFFªF
˘¤FFﬁF êFPŒFÚ —FPﬁòF‹F EFYﬁ ıF˘FŒF]⁄F[P∂F
¤FŒF]‹F∂FF ÇWÅ ŒFF∂FW ⁄FU EFÊFË‹FÇÅ ˘Yójj
∂FÇaÅ (R) : É‹FFWkPÇÅ HıF ˘F·F∂F ¤FWk ˘U HıFÇWÅ
Ê‹FPÉ∂FçF∂F ıF]äF-º]OäF ÇWÅ ıFFªF çFk⁄FUﬁ
ıF˘FŒF[⁄F[P∂F ÇÅF ⁄FFÊF ﬁäF ıFÇÅ∂FW ˘Ykó
ıF˘U H∏Fﬁ ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :

a. ii°FFW °FUÊFŒF ÇÅF ıFkçFU ªFF, HıFÇWÅ ŒFF¤F i. EFÕFW-EÕF[ﬁW

ÇÅF ﬁFWŒFF ˘U É‹FF HıFÇÅF ÕF¤Fa ˘Y?jj
b. ii◊ÅFgkıFU, É‹FFWk? E—FﬁFÕFU ÇÅFW ºk∞

ii. òFŒΩçF]—∂F

ºWŒFW ÇWÅ P·FJó —Fﬁ GıFıFW É‹FF ÊF˘
ıF]ÕFﬁ °FFJçFF?jj
c. iiçF]ﬂÇ]Å·F ¤FWk ËFı∑FFWk ÇÅF “‹FFWçF PËFáFF

ÇWÅ P·FJ ˘FW∂FF ˘Y, ¬Œ¬-‹F] ÇWÅ
P·FJ ŒF˘Ukójj

iii. ËFWäFﬁ : JÇÅ °FUÊFŒFU
(⁄FFçF-1)

Codes

(A) Ass ıF˘U, R çF·F∂Fó

(B) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘Uó

d. iiJP·F°FsFŸFWªF ©W·Fﬁ .... EF∞dW˘WŸFŒFa .... iv. çFFWºFŒF

(C) Ass çF·F∂F, R ıF˘Uó

(D) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂Fó

ËF·FWa ¤FYÉ·FWŒF! P°FŒºçFU ÇÅF© ﬁ˘W ˘Yk
GŒF ∂FıFÊFUﬁFWk ÇWÅ ıFFªF!jj
Codes

a

b

c

72. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂F ÇÅ˘FPŒF‹FFWk ÇÅFW HŒFÇWÅ ﬁòFP‹F∂FFEFWk

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

iv

iii

ii

i

(C)

iv

ii

iii

i

(D)

ii

i

iii

iv

a.
b.
c.
d.

70. iòFFgkº ÇÅF ¤F]gk˘ ©W≥sF ˘Yj ÇWÅ ﬁòFP‹F∂FF ˘Yk -(A) ÇWÅºFﬁŒFFªF EçFeÊFF·F

Codes

a

b

(A)

i

(B)

¤F]kËFU “W¤FòFŒº
°F‹FËFkÇÅﬁ “ıFFº
°FYŒFWŒΩÇ]Å¤FFﬁ
òF∂F]ﬁıFWŒF ËFFı∑FU
v. E£FW‹F
c

d

iii

iv

ii

ii

iv

iii

i

(C)

ii

iii

i

v

(D)

v

i

iii

ii

73. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂FFWk ¤FWk ıFW ÇÅFYŒF ·FP·F∂F PŒFŸFŒÕFÇÅFﬁ ÇWÅ

‡—F ¤FWk °FFŒFW °FF∂FW ˘Yk :
(A) ŸFF·FÇ_ÅμF ⁄F™
(B) ﬁF¤FòFŒΩ ËF]É·F

(B) çF°FFŒFŒF ¤FFÕFÊF ¤F]PÉ∂FŸFFWÕF
(C) E£FW‹F

(C) PÊF√FPŒFÊFFıF P¤FÍF

(D) Ç]gkÅÊFﬁ ŒFFﬁF‹FμF
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74. Find the correct statements using
codes below :

75. Find the correct statements using
codes below :

ıªFF—FŒFF (Ass) : ii⁄FFFF —Fﬁ ÇÅŸFUﬁ ÇÅF °FŸFﬁºı∂F
EPÕFÇÅFﬁ ªFFó ÊFW ÊFFμFU ÇWÅ P∞É©W©ﬁ
(PÊFÕFF‹FÇÅ) ªFWójj

ıªFF—FŒFF (Ass) : EFkòFP·FÇÅ H—FŒ‹FFıF ÇÅF H«WË‹F
˘FW∂FF ˘Y EkòF·F PÊFËFWF ÇWÅ öFW©W-ıFW-öFW©W
Ê‹FPÉ∂F ÇÅFW ŒFF‹FÇÅ ÇWÅ ‡—F ¤FWk “ı∂F]∂F
ÇÅﬁŒFFó

∂FÇaÅ (R) : P°FıF ŸFF∂F ÇÅFW ÇÅŸFUﬁºFıF ŒFW P°FıF
‡—F ¤FWk “ÇÅ© ÇÅﬁŒFF òFF˘F ˘Y HıFW HıFU
‡—F ¤FWk ⁄FFFF ıFW ÇÅ˘·FÊFF P·F‹FF ˘Y -- ŸFŒF
çF‹FF ˘Y ∂FFW ıFUÕFW-ıFUÕFW, ŒF˘Uk ∂FFW ºﬁWﬁF
ºWÇÅﬁó

∂FÇaÅ (R) : ıFF¤FFŒ‹F∂FO H—FŒ‹FFıF ¤FWk öFW©W Ê‹FPÉ∂F
ÇÅFW ŒFF‹FÇÅ ÅÇWÅ ‡—F ¤FWk “ı∂F]∂F ŒF˘Uk PÇÅ‹FF
°FF∂FFó
ıF˘U H∏Fﬁ ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :

ıF˘U H∏Fﬁ ÇÅF òF‹FŒF ÇÅUP°FJ :
Codes

Codes

(A) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂Fó

(A) Ass ıF˘U, R çF·F∂Fó

(B) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘Uó

(B) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk ıF˘Uó

(C) Ass ıF˘U, R çF·F∂Fó

(C) Ass EFYﬁ R ºFWŒFFWk çF·F∂Fó

(D) Ass çF·F∂F, R ıF˘Uó

(D) Ass çF·F∂F, R ıF˘Uó
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HISTORY
PAPER  II
Note : This paper contains fifty (50) objective type questions, each question carrying two (2) marks.
All the questions are compulsory.

1.

Besides the artistic merit, the
significance of the Chola temples
was / were :

4.

(A) Aibak

(A) Temples emerged as very large
establishments.

(B) Iltutmish

(B) Temples were one of the
biggest owners of land.

(C) Balban
(D) Allauddin

(C) Temples became centres of
economic, social and cultural
activities.

5.

(D) All of the above.
2.

Who had assumed the title of
Dakshina-Patnapati ?

The Din-i-Ilahi as a code of social
conduct laid down certain principles
of social reform; which of the
following was not included among
them ?

(A) Pulakesin II

(A) Remarriage of widows

(D) Satakarni

(B) Samudragupta
(C) Krishnadeva Raya

(B) Control of gambling

6.

(C) Chastity
(D) Ban on slaughter of animals.
3.

Who was the first Sultan to formulate
the theory of Kingship ?

The origin of the Mansabdari system
introduced by Akbar in the Mughal
army can be traced back to

Kotwal was the head of the
administration of a city. But which
among the following was not one of
his duties ?
(A) Maintaining peace and order
(B) Regulating prices and checking
weight and measures.

(A) Kalifa Abba Said
(B) Chengiz Khan
(C) Amir Timur

(C) Supervising the system of
slaves

(D) Allauddin Khalji

(D) Supervising the dak -chowkies
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7.

10. To promote Communal harmony
Asoka asked the people :

Which one of the following Indus
sites was destroyed by fire ?

(A) Not to glorify their own sect
and belittle others sect.

(A) Lothal
(B) Kalibangan

(B) To attend to the essential
elements of their religions
rather than the non-essential
ones.

(C) Kot Diji
(D) Amri
8.

(C) To maintain harmony (Samvaya)
with all creeds.

The Hoysala kingdom was finally
absorbed in the kingdom of the

(D) All of the above.
11. Who dedicated the caves in
Nagarjuni Hills to the Ajivikas ?

(A) Bahmani

(A) Kunala

(B) Pallavas

(B) Indrapalit

(C) Vijaynagar

(C) Dasaratha

(D) Bijapur
9.

(D) Samprati
12. Who issued the dastak ?

The life of elite sophisticated
urbanites as described by
Vatsayana (in his Kama - Sutra )
indicates :

(A) Nawab
(B) Diwan
(C) Fauzdar

(A) The emergence of cities as
centres of fashions.

(D) Governor of Fort William.

(B) The rise of rich merchants.

13. Which one of the following does not
match the rest ?

(C) The rise of fashion
consciousness

(A) Serampore
(B) Chandernagore

(D) The emergence of rich and
sophisticated urban moneyed
class.
PaperII / HIS
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14. Find the odd man out

16. Match List A with List B.
Select the correct answer using code
below :

(A) Dadabhai Naoroji

List A
(Ruler)

(B) R. P. Dutt
(C) William Digby

List B
(Their Courtpoets)
i. Va- kpatira- ja

a. Govinda Chandra
Ga- hadava-la
b. Mahendrapa-la I,
Pratiha-ra

(D) R. C. Dutt

ii. Lakshmidhara

c. Yaśovarman

15. Match List A with List B

iii. Sri-Harsha
iv. Ra-jaśekhara

d. Jaichandara
Ga-hadava-la

Select the correct answer using code
below :
List A

List B

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(Title of the Emperor
Samudragupta)

(In his coin
type)

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

iv

i

ii

iii

a. Parakrama

i. Battle-axe type

(C)

iii

ii

iv

i

b. Apratiratha

ii. K a cha type

(D)

ii

iv

i

iii

c. K⋅rit a nta-paraśu

iii. Standard type

d. Sarvara jachchetta

iv. Archer type

17. Match the following Lists and select
the correct answer from the codes
given below :
ListI
ListII
a. Rudradamana
i. Kushana
b. Kujula Kadphises
ii. Maurya
c. Gondophernes
iii. Saka
d. Bindusara
iv. Parthian

Codes :
a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iv

iii

(B)

ii

i

iv

iii

(C)

iii

iv

i

ii

(D)

iv

i

ii

iii
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Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

i

iv

ii

(B)

i

ii

iii

iv

(C)

ii

i

iv

iii

(D)

iv

ii

iii

i

20. Match List A with List B
Select the correct answer using code
below :
ListA
ListB
(Architectural
(Meaning of
terms)
the terms)
a. Ratha
i. Hall in front of the
Sanctum-sanctorium
b. Man.d. apa
ii. Sanctum-sanctorium
c. Gopuram
iii. Monolithic Pallava
temple
d. Garbha-griha
iv. Monumental Gateway
of a temple
e. Jagamohana
v. Large open Hall

18. Match the following Lists and select
the correct answer from the codes
given below :
ListI

ListII

a. Ajatasatru

i. Kushana

b. Simuka

ii. Haryanka

c. Kujula Kadphises

iii. Chola

d. Karikala

iv. Satavahana

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

i

iv

ii

(B)

iv

iii

ii

i

(C)

i

ii

iii

iv

(D)

ii

iv

i

iii

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

19. Match List A with List B
Select the correct answer using the
code below :

a.
b.
c.
d.

ListA
(Text)
BrihatkathaGa- tha- -Saptasati
Paumachariya
Prabodha
Chandrodaya

a
i
iii
ii
i

b
iii
v
iii
ii

c
ii
iv
iv
iii

d
iv
ii
v
iv

e
v
i
i
v

21. Match List I with List II
Select the correct answer using code
below :
ListI
ListII
(Royal Power)
(Settlement area)
a. Audambaras
i. Between the Sutlej
and Yamunab. Kun. indas
ii. Between the Ravi and
Sutlej
c. Trigartas
iii. Between the Ravi and
Beas
d. Yaudheyas
iv. Between the Beas
and Yamuna-

ListB
(Author)
i. Hala
ii. Asvagosha
iii. Gun.a- d.hya
iv. Vimalasuri

Codes :
a

b

c

d

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

i

iii

ii

(A)

i

iii

ii

iv

(B)

ii

iv

i

iii

(B)

iii

iv

ii

i

(C)

iii

i

iv

ii

(C)

iv

iii

i

ii

(D)

i

ii

iv

iii

(D)

iv

ii

iii

i
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22. Match the following Lists and select
the correct answer from the codes
given below :
List I

24. Match the following Lists and select
the correct answer from the codes
given below :
List I
List II
a. M. Atkar Ali
i. Parties and Politics at
the Mughal Court
b. Satish Chandra ii. The Mughal nobility
under Aurangzeb.
c. Irfan Habib
iii. The Economy of the
Mughal Empire : A
statistical study.
d. Shireen Moosvi iv. The Agrarian System
of Mughal India,
1526-1707

List II

a. reza riaya

i.

great man

b. kalantaran

ii. chiefs

c. rausa

iii. headmen

d. muqaddams

iv. small peasants

Codes :
a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

i

ii

iii

(B)

i

iii

iv

ii

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(C)

iii

iv

i

ii

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(D)

ii

i

iii

iv

(B)

ii

i

iv

iii

(C)

iv

iii

ii

i

(D)

iii

iv

i

ii

23. Match the following lists and select
the correct answer from the codes
given below :
List I

25. Match the ListI with ListII using
the code given below :

List II

ListI
Political Association

i.

b. iqta

ii. medieval land-tax

c. kharaj

iii. transferable
territorial revenue
assignment

a. Madras Mahajan Sabha

i. Ananda Mohan Bose

b. Poona Sarbajanik Sabha

ii. P. Anand Charlu

c. Indian Association

iii. K. T. Telang

iv. freeborn

d. Bombay Presidency
Association

iv. B. G. Tilak

d. hurr-asl

waterwheel

ListII
Founder

a. araghatta

Codes :
a

b

c

d

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

i

iii

iv

(A)

ii

iv

iii

i

(B)

iv

ii

i

iii

(B)

ii

iv

i

iii

(C)

i

iii

ii

iv

(C)

iv

iii

ii

i

(D)

ii

iv

i

iii

(D)

i

ii

iv

iii
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26. Match the ListI with ListII and
answer using the code :
List I

28. The following are some of the
statements about organisation of the
guilds in early India, Which are
either True or False ?
Select the correct answer using the
code.
i. The guild was headed by a chief
usually called the Elder.
ii. The Elder was assisted by a
council of senior members.
iii. The Office of the Elder was
elective
iv. The guild had a corporate life.

List II

a. Private Investment
in India

i. William Digby

b. Prosperous British
India

ii. Eric Stokes

c. The Emergence of
Indian Nationalism

iii. Amiya Bagchi

d. The English
Utilitarians in India

iv. Anil Seal

Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

i

iii

iv

i

(A)

True

True

True

False

(B)

iii

i

ii

iv

(B)

False

True

True

True

(C)

iii

i

iv

ii

(C)

True

True

False

True

(D)

iii

ii

iv

i

(D)

True

False

True

True

29. Which one of the following are True
or False about the Varn.a / Caste
system in the Gupta period ?

27. Match the ListI with ListII using
the code given below :
List I
(Movement)

i.

List II
(Leader)

a. Pagalpanthi

i. Birsa Munda

b. Ulgulan

ii. Hazi Shariatullah

c. Bhil

iii. Tipu Shah

d. Faraizi

iv. Umaji Raje

The gradual decline in the social
position of the Vais.hyas.

ii. The gradual elevation in the
social position of the Shudras.
iii. The antyajas lived outside the
area inhabited by the upper-caste
people.
iv. Caste / Varn.a mobility is not
known.

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iv

iii

Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

ii

iii

iv

i

(A)

True

False

True

True

(C)

iii

ii

i

iv

(B)

False

True

True

True

(C)

True

False

True

True

(D)

iii

i

iv

ii

(D)

True

True

True

False

PaperII / HIS
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30. Which of the following statements
are True ? Answer using code :
i.

32. The following are some of the
statements which are either True or

Asokas name was mentioned in
a number of his Edicts.

False. Select the correct answer from

ii. Asokas name was mentioned in
the Maski edict.
iii. Asokas name was mentioned
only in one Edict.
iv. None of the above.
Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

True

False

True

False

(B)

False

True

True

False

(C)

True

True

False False

(D)

False False

True

the codes given below :
Difference between the Rajatarangini
and the Harshacharita is that
i.

work, the Harshacharita is not
ii. the Rajatarangini is narrative of
the religious life of the kings of
Kashmir, the Harshacharita is

True

that of Harshavardhana of

31. Which of the following statements
are true about Aurangzeb ? Answer
using code :

Kanauj.
iii. the writer of the former has

I. He shifted his capital to
Aurangabad in northern Deccan.
II. He was confident that his
authority
would not he
challenged in the north and so
remained in the south.

followed historical methodology,
while that of the latter eulogies
his patron king
iv. the former was written by a poet,

III. He cooperated politically with
the Hindu Princes.
IV. He conquered the sultanates of
the Deccan.
Select the correct answer from the
codes given below :
Codes :

I

II

III

IV

(A)

False

True

False

True

(B)

True

True

False False

(C)

False False

True

True

(D)

True

True

True

PaperII / HIS
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Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

True

True

False False

(B)

True

False

True

False

(C)

False

True

True

False

(D)

False False

True

False

33. Albirunis India is a record of
i.

35. Following are some statements
which are either True or False. Select

early medieval Indias life and
culture by an eye-witness

the correct answer from the codes

ii. religious life of the Hindus

given below :

iii. science and technological
development of India of his
times.

i.

greatest warlord in Indian history

iv. political life of India under the
Sultanate.

was based on his efficient
administration.

Find the True statements using code.
Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

True

False

True

False

(B)

True

False False

True

(C)

False

True

False

(D)

True

False False False

True

ii. Alauddins predecessors had
based their rule mainly on their
army and control of important
towns.
iii. Alauddin confiscated all landed
property from his courtiers and
officers.

34. Choose the correct answer using code :

iv. none of the above.

The genesis of the caste system is to
be traced to the
i.

Alauddins success as the

5th Canto of the Bhagavata

Codes :

ii. Manu Samhita
i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

False

True

True

False

(B)

True

False

True

False

(C)

True

True

True

False

(D)

False False False

True

iii. 10th Mandala of the Rig Veda
iv. Gita
Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

True

False

True

False

(B)

False False False

True

(C)

False False

True

False

(D)

True

True

True

PaperII / HIS
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36. Which of the following statements
are True about the Tarikh-i-Firoz
Shahi.

38. Which one of the following
statements are True. Choose the
answer using the code given below :

I. Its author was Barani

i.

II. Its author was Abul Fazl
III. It was written during the reign
of Alauddin

ii. The Indian nation emerged out
of British rule.

IV. It was written during the reign
of Akbar.

iii. The awareness of nation was
based on a commonly shared
antipathy towards colonial rule.

Select the correct answer from the
codes given below :
Codes :

I

(A)

True

(B)

II

III

The role of nationalist ideology
in the process of nation building
has been overemphasised

IV

Codes :

i

ii

iii

False False False

(A)

True

False

True

True

False

True

False

(B)

False

True

False

(C)

False

True

False

True

(C)

True

False False

(D)

False False

True

False

(D)

False

True

37. Which one of the following
statements are True. Answer using
the code given below :
i.

39. Assertion (Ass) : Asoka declared a
no-war policy after his conquest
of Kalinga.

The peasants had also joined the
rebellion of 1857.

Reason (R) : Because after Kalinga
there remained no such state in
the mainland India to conquer
by him.

ii. The peasants were forced by the
sepoys.
iii. The peasants were hard hit by the
high revenue demands of the
state.

Find the correct answer for the
statements from the Code below :

iv. The peasants had no other
option.
Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

True

False

True

False

(B)

False

True

False

True

(C)

True

False False

True

(D)

False

True

False
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41. Given below are two statements one
labelled as Assertion (Ass) and the
other labelled as Reason (R). Find
the correct answer using code
below :

40. Assertion (Ass) : There has been
attempts to reconstruct the
history of the Harappan
civilization on archaeological
evidence.

Assertion (Ass) : Advanced
farming during the Sangam
Age remained absolutely
confined to small pockets of
wetland in the valleys of
Kaveri, Vaigai, Periyar etc.
without any remarkable
progress till the 7th8th
centuries A.D.

Reason (R) : Because data required
for that purpose are insufficient,
and archaeological evidence
would help in theorising the
process of making theoretical
reconstruction of the same.
Find the correct answer for the

Reason (R) : Setting fire to
standing
crops
and
settlements during the War
(eriparam-tetuttal) was
common during the Sangam
Age.

above two statements from the code
below :
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are correct, and
R is the most appropriate

Codes :

answer

(A) Both Ass and R are true,
and R is the correct
explanation of Ass.

(B) Both Ass and R are correct, but
R is not the most appropriate
reason for the same

(B) Both Ass and R are true,
but R is not the correct
explanation.

(C) While Ass is correct, R is
wrong

(C) Ass is false, but R is true

(D) Both Ass and R are incorrect.

PaperII / HIS
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42. Given below are two statements,
one labelled as Assertion (Ass) and

43. Assertion (Ass) : Alauddin
Khiljis authority in the state

the other labelled as Reason (R)

was largely popular among

Find the correct answer using the

the common people.

code below :

Reason (R) : Because, Alauddins

Assertion (Ass) : The Kushanas

market reform policy greatly

proclaimed association of

relived the peasants from

divine elements with the

uncontrolled

rulers.

economic

exploitation.

Reason (R) : This was done to
counter

balance

Find the correct answer from the

the

codes below :

centrifugal forces operating
during the period.

Codes :
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are correct;

(A) Both Ass and R are true,

and

and R is the correct

is

the

most

appropriate explanation to

explanation of Ass.

Ass

(B) Both Ass and R are true,

(B) While Ass is correct, R is

but R is not the correct

wrong

explanation.
(C) Ass is correct, but R is

(C) Both Ass and R are correct;

wrong

but R is not the appropriate
explanation to Ass

(D) Ass is wrong, but R is
correct.

PaperII / HIS
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44. Of the following statements, one is
labelled as Assertion (Ass) and the
other Reason (R). Find the correct
answer from the code given below :
Assertion (Ass) : Shah Jahan
rebelled against his father,
Jahangir.
Reason (R) : Shah Jahan was the
head of the Mughal army
during Jahangir region.

46. Given below are two statements,
one labelled as Assertion (Ass)
and the other labelled as Reason
(R).
Find the correct answer using the
Code below :
Assertion (Ass) : The guilds had

Codes :

grown in power and prestige

(A) (Ass) is true and (R) is false.

during the early historical

(B) (Ass) is false and (R) true

period.

(C) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(R) does not explain (Ass).

Reason (R) : The status of Vaisya
had comedown during the

(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) explains (Ass).

same period.

45. Of the following statements, one is
labelled as Assertion (Ass) and the
other Reason (R). Find the correct
answer from the code given below :

Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true,

Assertion (Ass) : Humayun had
participated in the battle of
Panipat as a young man.

and R is the correct

Reason (R) : On Baburs death, he
succeeded to the Mughal
throne.
Codes :

(B) Both Ass and R are true,

explanation to Ass.

but R is not the correct
explanation.

(A) (Ass) is true and (R) is false.

(C) Ass is correct, but R is

(B) (Ass) is false and (R) true.

wrong.

(C) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(R) does not explain (Ass).

(D) Ass is wrong, but R is

(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) explains (Ass).
PaperII / HIS
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47. Given below are two statements one
labelled as Assertion (Ass) and the

48. Given below are two statements one
labelled as Assertion (Ass) and the

other labelled as Reason (R).

other labelled as Reason (R).

Find the correct answer using code

Find the correct answer using code

below :

below :

Assertion (Ass) : The trade

Assertion (Ass) : In early India the

between India and Mediter-

traders usually moved in

ranean countries was brisk

Caravans.

during certain parts of the

Reason (R) : Dangers and

first century B.C.

uncertainties involved in long

Reason (R) : This situation arose

distance travel compelled

following the discovery of

them to do so.

Hippalus.

Codes :

Codes :

(A) Both Ass and R are

(A) Both Ass and R are true,

correct, R is the correct

and R is the correct

explanation of Ass.

explanation of Ass.

(B) Both Ass and R are correct,

(B) Both Ass and R are true,

but R is not the correct

but R is not the correct

explanation of Ass.

explanation of Ass.

(C) Ass is correct, but R is

(C) Ass is correct, but R is

wrong.

wrong.

(D) Ass is wrong, but R is

(D) Ass is wrong, but R is

correct.

correct.
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49. Given below are two statements;
one labelled as Assertion (Ass) and
the other labelled as Reason (R).

50. Given below are two statements;
one labelled as Assertion (Ass) and
other Reason (R). Select the correct
answer from the code given below :

Choose the correct answer using
the code given below :

Assertion (Ass) : The army
provided guarantee of
stability to the Raj till the
early twentieth century.

Assertion (Ass) : The Indian
national movement was the
product of the central
contradiction
between
colonialism and the interests
of Indian people.

Reason (R) : The army was the
most effective instrument of
coercion.

Reason (R) : Indian people were
opposed to colonial rule.

Codes :

Codes :

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are
correct, but (R) does not
explain (Ass).

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct
but (R) does not explain
(Ass).

(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct
and (R) explains (Ass).

(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct;
and (R) explains (Ass)
(C) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct
and (R) is the partial
explanation of (Ass).

(C) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct
but (R) is the partial
explanation of (Ass).

(D) (Ass) is correct and (R) is
false.

(D) None of the above.
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HISTORY
PAPER  III
Note : This paper contains seventy five (75) objective type questions, each question carrying two (2)
marks. All questions are compulsory.

1.

Which animal was most favoured by
the Harappans ?

5.

(A) Buffalo

(A) Greeks

(B) Humped bull

(B) Hunas

(C) Sheep

(C) Persians

(D) Goat
2.

(D) Kushanas

In which Harappan site do we find a
dockyard ?

6.

(A) Dholavira

(B) A Military Cantonment

(C) Lothal

(C) A large tank

(D) Surkotada

(D) A mosque

The term Varnasamskara refers to :

7.

(A) birth of varna order

(B) Chachnama

(C) conversion of castes

(C) Futuh-us Salatin

(D) intermixture of varnas

(D) Tabaqat-i-Nasiri

Which of the following is the author
of the Aihole inscription, the eulogy
of Pulakesin II ?

8.

Ibn Battutta travelled in India during :
(A) The reign of Ghiyasuddin
Balban

(A) Narasimha

(B) The reign of Alauddin Khalji

(B) Ravikirti

(C) The reign of Muhammad bin
Tughlug

(C) Banabhatta
(D) Ravi Shastri
PaperIII / HIS

Isami was the author of :
(A) Tarikh-i-Firuz Shahi

(B) mobility of varnas

4.

Hauz-i-Shamsi constructed by
Iltutmish was :
(A) A palace

(B) Kalibangan

3.

Which one of the following foreign
invaders came to be recognized as a
clan of the Rajputs ?

(D) The reign of Sher Shah Suri
2

9.

Nuh Sipihr was the work of 

13. The term country trade refers to :

(A) Faizi

(A) Inland trade

(B) Abul Fazl

(B) Trade in country goods

(C) Amir Khusru

(C) Trade between different
regions of India

(D) Ziyauddin Barani

(D) The intra-Asian trade

10. Shaik Nizamuddin of Delhi was a
Sufi mystic of :

14. Who of the following was not
associated with the widow
remarriage movement ?

(A) the twelfth century
(B) the fourteenth century

(A) Ishwarchandra Vidyasagar

(C) the sixteenth century

(B) Rammohun Roy

(D) None of the above.

(C) Vishnushastri Pandit
11. The first Indian ruler to oppose the
Portuguese was

(D) Veerasilingam Pantulu

(A) Akbar

15. Arrange the following wars in the
proper chronological order using the
code given below :

(B) Krishnadeva Raya
(C) Ala-ud-din Bahamani Shah

a. First Anglo-Burma War

(D) Zamorin

b. First Anglo-Afghan War
c. First Anglo-Maratha War

12. Muzaffar Jung, the Nizam of
Hyderabad, had granted territorial
concessions to :

d. First Anglo-Sikh War
Codes :

1

2

3

4

(A)

a

c

b

d

(B)

c

b

d

a

(C) French

(C)

c

a

b

d

(D) English

(D)

c

a

d

b

(A) Portuguese
(B) Dutch
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16. When was the treaty of Versailles
signed ?

20. Select the correct match using the
codes given below :
List I
List II
(Harappans used to
(From the places)
get such items)
a. Precious stones like i. Rajasthan
Turquoise and
Lapis Lazuli
b. Tin and copper
ii. Kashmir
c. Amethyst & Gold
iii. Salt Range
d. Mineral Salt
iv. N. W. Frontier
Province
and Hindukush

(A) 20th June 1919
(B) 25th June 1919
(C) 28th June 1919
(D) 10th September 1919
17. In which year was the Kellog-Briand
Pact (Pact of Paris) signed ?
(A) 1926
(B) 1927

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(C) 1928

(A)

iii

i

ii

iv

(D) 1929

(B)

ii

iv

i

iii

(C)

iii

iv

i

ii

(D)

iv

i

ii

iii

18. Which one of the following was not
used as a synonym for history in
India ?

21. Match the items in List A with these
of List B using the codes given
below :
List A
List B
a. Kapila
i. Uttara Mimamsa
b. Patanjali
ii. Sankhya
c. Gautama
iii. Yoga
d. Vyasa
iv. Nyaya

(A) Purana
(B) Itihasa
(C) Charita
(D) Akhyana
19. Who said that history is nothing but
the biography of great men ?

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A) Johnson

(A)

ii

iii

iv

i

(B) Toynbee

(B)

i

ii

iii

iv

(C) Rousseau

(C)

iii

ii

iv

i

(D) Carlyle

(D)

iv

i

ii

iii
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22. Select the correct match from the
following using the codes :
List I

24. Match the items given the List A with
that of List B using the given codes :

List II

List A

List B
i. Rajgir

a. Vaishali

i. First Buddhist Council

a. Lingaraja

b. Rajagriha

ii. Second Buddhist Council

b. Kandariya Mahadeva ii. Ellora

c. Kashmir

iii. Third Buddhist Council

c. Kailashnath

iii. Orissa

d. Pataliputra

iv. Fourth Buddhist Council

d. Maniyar Math

iv. Khajuraho

Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

ii

i

iv

(A)

iii

iv

ii

i

(B)

iv

iii

ii

i

(B)

iv

iii

ii

i

(C)

ii

i

iv

iii

(C)

ii

i

iii

iv

(D)

i

iv

iii

ii

(D)

i

ii

iv

iii

23. Match the items in List A with that
of List B :
List A

25. Match the ListI with ListII using
the code below :

List B

ListI

a. Samaharta

i.

Treasuries

b. Sannidhata

ii. Divisional
Commissioner

c. Pradistri
d. Dandapala

ListII

a. Tarikh-i-Firuz
Shahi

i. Amir Khusru

b. Ain-i-Akbari

ii. Khavandamir

iii. Police Chief

c. Tughlaq Nama

iii. Ziauddin Barani

iv. Collector-General

d. Humayun Namah

iv. Abul Fazl

Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

i

ii

iv

iii

(B)

ii

iii

iv

i

(B)

ii

iv

iii

i

(C)

iv

i

ii

iii

(C)

iii

iv

ii

i

(D)

iii

i

iv

ii

(D)

iii

iv

i

ii
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28. Match the ListI with ListII using
the code below :

26. Match the ListI with ListII using
the code below :
ListI
ListII
(Battle)
(Year)
a. Buxar
i. 1576

ListI

ListII

a. Dastak

i.

Administration

b. Abwab

ii. Land

b. Talikota

ii. 1764

c. Amin

iii. Trade

c. Haldighati

iii. 1757

d. Banjar

iv. Land revenue

d. Plassey

iv. 1565

Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

i

iv

ii

(A)

ii

iv

i

iii

(B)

iii

iv

i

ii

(B)

ii

i

iv

iii

(C)

ii

i

iii

iv

(C)

iii

ii

iv

i

(D)

iii

iv

ii

i

(D)

ii

iii

iv

i

29. Match the ListI with ListII using
the code below :

27. Match the ListI with ListII using
the code below :
ListI
ListII
a. Qabuliyat
i. Akbar
b. Bandegan-iChahelgan

ii. Thalta

c. Zabt

iii. Sher Shah

d. Galla Baksh

iv. Iltutmish

ListI

ListII

a. Muzaffar Alam

i. An Advanced History
of India

b. R. C. Majumdar

ii. Apparatus of the
Empire

c. W. H. Moreland

iii. The Crisis of the
Empire

d. Athar Ali

iv. Agrarian System
of Moslem India

Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

iii

ii

i

(A)

ii

iii

iv

i

(B)

iv

iii

i

ii

(B)

iii

i

iv

ii

(C)

iii

iv

i

ii

(C)

i

ii

iv

iii

(D)

iii

ii

i

iv

(D)

iii

ii

iv

i
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30. Match the ListI with ListII using
the code below :
ListI
ListII
a. Servants of India
i. Devendranath Tagore
Society
b. Dharma Sabha

ii. Gopal Krishna Gokhale

c. Tatvabodhini Sabha

iii. Rammohun Roy

d. Atmiya Sabha

iv. Keshab Chandra Sen

32. Match the ListI with ListII using
the code below :
ListI
ListII
a. A. R. Desai
i. New Lamp for the Old
b. David Kolff

ii. Bengal Renaissance

c. Aurobindo Ghosh

iii. Social Background of
Indian Nationalism

d. S. C. Sarkar

iv. The Brahmo Samaj
and the Shaping of
Modern India

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

iv

i

iii

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(B)

ii

iv

iii

i

(A)

iv

ii

iii

i

(C)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

ii

iv

iii

i

(D)

iv

ii

iv

i

(C)

iii

iv

i

ii

(D)

iii

ii

iv

i

31. Match the ListI with ListII using
the code below :
ListI
ListII
a. Indian Association for the
i. 1864
Cultivation of Science

33. Match the ListI with ListII and
select the answer from the code
below :
ListI
ListII
a. A. L. Basham
i. Lokayata

b. Aligarh Scientific Society

b. Anil Seal

ii. 1854

c. Indian Education Commission iii. 1878
d. Charles Woods Education
Despatch

c. D. P. Chattopadhyay iii. A Cultural
History of India

iv. 1881

d. Rhys Davis

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

i

iii

iv

(B)

iv

ii

iii

(C)

ii

iv

(D)

iii

i

PaperIII / HIS

ii. Buddhist India

iv. Emergence
of Indian
Nationalism

Codes :

a

b

c

d

i

(A)

iii

iv

ii

i

iii

i

(B)

iii

iv

i

ii

iv

ii

(C)

iv

iii

ii

i

(D)

iii

ii

iv

i
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34. Match the ListI with ListII using
the code below :
ListI

36. Select the correct match using the
codes given below :
ListI

ListII

1. C. A. Bayly

i. The Congress in
Tamilnad

2. David Arnold

ii. An Agrarian System of
South India

3. David Ludden

iii. Prelude to Partition

4. David Page

iv. The Local Roots of
Indian Politics

ListII

a. Asoka and the
Decline of the
Mauryas

i. R. C. Dutt

b. Communalism in
Modern India

ii. Irfan Habib

c. Agrarian System of
Mughal India

iii. Romila Thapar

d. Civilization in
Ancient India

iv. Bipan Chandra

Codes :

1

2

3

4

(A)

d

b

c

a

Codes : a

b

c

d

(B)

d

a

b

c

(A)

ii

iv

iii

i

(C)

a

c

d

b

(B)

iii

iv

ii

i

(D)

b

d

a

c

(C)

iv

i

ii

iii

(D)

iv

iii

ii

i

35. Match the items in ListI with that
of ListII using codes given below :
ListI

37. Select the correct match using the
codes given below :

ListII

ListI

a. Asvaghosa

i. Rama charita

b. Bana

ii. Buddha charita

c. Bilhana

iii. Harsa charita

d. Sandhyakaranandi

iv. Vikramankadeva charita

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

iv

i

iii

(B)

ii

iii

iv

(C)

iv

i

(D)

iii

iv
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ListII

a. Minhaj-us-Siraj

i. Futuh-us-Salatin

b. Amir Khusrau

ii. Kitab-ul-Hind

c. Albiruni

iii. Ashiqa

d. Firdausi

iv. Tabaqat-i-Nasiri

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

i

ii

iii

i

(B)

iv

iii

ii

i

ii

iii

(C)

ii

i

iv

iii

i

ii

(D)

iii

iv

i

ii

8

40. State whether the following
statements are True or False using
the codes given below :
a. According to traditional
literature eighteen large states or
Mahajanapadas existed in India
in the sixth century B.C.E.
b. Among them Kashi emerged as
a leading centre of textile
manufacture
c. The mahajanapada of Magadha
had rich deposits of iron-ore
d. The leading city of the
mahajanapada of Kamboja was
Taxila

38. Select the correct match using the
codes given below :
ListI
(Books)

ListII
(Authors)

a. The Practice of
History

i. Marc Bloch

b. The Historian's
Craft

ii. Arthur Marwick

c. The Nature of
History

iii. Arnold J. Toynbee

d. A Study of History

iv. G. R. Elton

Codes : a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

iii

iv

i

(B)

i

iv

iii

ii

(C)

i

ii

iii

iv

(D)

iv

i

ii

iii

39. Which of the following statement is
True ? Select the correct answer
using the codes below :

b. The head of the family in the
Vedic age was called Kulapati
c. The head of the family in the
Vedic age was called Gramani
d. The head of the family in the
Vedic age was called Senani

c

d

(A)

True

True

False

True

(B)

False

True

True

False

(C)

False False

True

True

(D)

False

True

True

True

a

b

(A)

True

True

False

(B)

True

False False False

False False

(C)

True

False False

True

(D)

False False

a

(A)

True

(B)

False False

True

(C)

False

(D)

False False
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b

Codes :

Codes :

c

d

False False False
True

a

41. Which of the following statements
are True ? Choose your answer from
the given codes :
a. Mahayana is a sect of Buddhism.
b. Asoka propagated the Mahayana
form of Buddhism.
c. The first Buddhist Council
synchronises with the emergence
of the Mahayana sect.
d. Nagarjuna was a great exponent
of Mahayanism.

a. The head of the family in the
Vedic age was called Vispati

b

Codes :

False
9

c

d

False False

True

True
True
P.T.O.

44. Which of the following statements
are True regarding the Mathura
School of Art ? Select the correct
answer from the codes given below :
a. It represents the phase of
transition from the Kushana
idiom to the Sarnath idiom.
b. It was made of the red spotted
stone from Sikri.
c. One of its distinctive features is
the creation of portrait statues of
the Kushana rulers.
d. The statues of the Kushana rulers
were made of black basalt.

42. Which one of the following
statements are True ? Indicate using
the given codes.
a. The guild had a corporate life
symbolised by the banners of
each guild.
b. The guild was headed by a chief
called Jyesthaka.
c. The Jyesthaka was assisted by a
council of senior guild members.
d. The office of the Jyesthaka was
usually elective.
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

False

True

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(B)

False False

True

True

(A)

True

False

True

True

(C)

True

True

False

(B)

False

True

False

True

(D)

False False False

True

(C)

True

True

True

False

43. State whether the following
statements are True or False using
the codes given below :
a. The Besnagar Pillar Inscription
was issued by Heliodorus.
b. Heliodorus was the ambassador
of King Antialkidas to the court
of Gautamiputra Sri Setakarni
c. Heliodorus was a devotee of
Gautama Buddha.
d. The Besnagar Pillar Inscription
is located in the modern state of
Karnataka.

(D)

True

False

True

False

True

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

True

False

(B)

False

True

False

(C)

True

False

True

(D)

True

PaperIII / HIS

45. Which of the following statements
is True ? Answer using the codes
given below :
i. Humayun took refuge with the
Safavid ruler, Shah Abbas.
ii. Humayun took refuge with the
Safavid ruler Suleyman.
iii. Humayun took refuge with the
Safavid ruler, Shah Tamasp.
iv. Humayun took refuge with the
Safavid ruler, Shah Ismail.
Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

False False False

True

True

(B)

False False

False

False

(C)

True

False False False

False False False

(D)

False

True

10

True

False False

46. Which one of the following
statements is True ? Answer the
question using the code :
i. Bairam Khan was a Turkish
nobleman.
ii. Bairam Khan was an Afghan
nobleman
iii. Bairam Khan was a person of
Indian origin
iv. Bairam Khan was a Persian
nobleman.
Codes :

i

48. Which of the following statements
is true ? Use the code :
i.

The Mughal captured Kamrup
from the Ahoms in 1661.

ii. The Mughal captured Kamrup in
1662.
iii. The Mughal captured Kamrup in
1663
iv. The Mughal captured Kamrup in
1664.

iv

Codes :

True

(A)

False False False

ii

iii

i

ii

iii

iv

False False

True

False

(B)

False

True

False False

False False False

(A)

False False False

(B)

True

(C)

False False

True

False

(C)

True

(D)

False

False False

(D)

False False False

True

47. Which one of the following
statements is True ? Answer the
question using the code below :
i.

True

49. Which one of the following
statements is True ? Answer using
the code :

Raja Todar Mal was the first
Wazir of Akbar.

i.

Jayadhwaj Sinha was an Ahom
King .

ii. Muzaffar Khan was the first
Wazir of Akbar.

ii. Jayadhwaj Sinha was a Koch
King.

iii. Mir Fathullah Shirazi was the
first Wazir of Akbar

iii. Jayadhwaj Sinha was a Nepali
King

iv. None of the above.
Codes :

i

ii

iv. None of the above.
iii

iv

Codes :

True

(A)

False False False

True
False

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

False False False

(B)

True

False False False

(B)

False False

True

(C)

False

True

False False

(C)

False

True

False False

(D)

False False

True

(D)

True

False False False
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52. Which of the following statements
is True ? Select the answer using
code below :
i. The Despatch of 1854 rung down
the curtain on the companys
trade in India.
ii. The Despatch 1854 authorised
Englishmen to settle outside the
Presidency town.
iii. The Despatch of 1854 opened
the flood gates of British
manufactures into India.
iv. The Despatch of 1854 laid the
foundation on which the
education system in British India
has since developed.
Codes :
i
ii
iii
iv
(A)
True False False False
(B) False True False False
(C) False False True False
(D) False False False True

50. Which of the following statements
is True ?
Select the correct answer by using
the code given below :
i. The Home Charges implied
unilateral transfer of funds from
India.
ii. The Home Charges meant
remittance of funds to pay for
imports.
iii. The Home Charges implied a
financial arrangement without
physical transfer of funds from
India.
iv. The Home Charges were the
salaries of British officials
working in India.
Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

False

True

(B)

True

False False False

(C)

False False

True

False

(D)

False False False

True

False False

53. Which of the following statements
is True ? Select the answer using
code below :
i. Azad Hind Fauz had been
formed by Subhas Chandra Bose
in Germany.
ii. Azad Hind Fauz had been
formed by Subhas Chandra Bose
in Japan.
iii. Azad Hind Fauz had been
formed by Subhas Chandra Bose
in Southeast Asia.
iv. Azad Hind Fauz had been
formed by Subhas Chandra Bose
in the Andaman Islands.
Codes :
i
ii
iii
iv
(A)
True False False False
(B) False True False False
(C) False False True False
(D) False False False True

51. Which of the following statements
is True ? Select the answer using the
code below :
i. The Permanent Settlement made
the Zamindar owner of his land.
ii. The Permanent Settlement
turned the peasants into tenants
at will.
iii. The Permanent Settlement fixed
the land revenue in perpetuity.
iv. The Permanent Settlement
dispossessed the zamindars of
their earlier estates.
Codes :
i
ii
iii
iv
(A)
True False False False
(B) False True False False
(C) False False True False
(D) False False False True
PaperIII / HIS
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54. Which of the following statements
is the True definition of nationalism

55. With reference to historical discourse

as Anil Seal defined it in his book,

statements are True or False using

The

the given codes :

Emergence

of

write whether the following

Indian

Nationalism ?

a. Exposition

Select the correct answer by using

offers

information and provides factual

the code given below :
i.

merely

details.

as the quest for self-identity of

b. Argument is a critical study

an English educated middle

where you describe the existing

class.

points of view.

ii. as the consummation of
Englands works in India.

c. Narration presents events in a
time sequence.

iii. as a figure of straw and hence not
a driving force of history of

d. Description conveys the sensory

South Asia.

impression of ones observations

iv. as a struggle for power among

and comments.

various Indian groups.
Codes :
Codes :
i

ii

iii

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

True

False

(B)

True

False

True

True

(C)

False

True

True

True

(D)

True

True

False

True

iv

(A)

False

True

(B)

True

False False False

(C)

False False

True

False

(D)

False False False

True

PaperIII / HIS
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56. Which of the following statements
regarding the Renaissance is not
True ?
Select the correct answer using the
codes :
a. Appreciation of classical
civilization was a major element.
b. The new learning inaugurated
the vogue of classicism.
c. Literary masterpieces did not
show the influence of humanism.
d. National language was neglected
by many Scholars and literary
men.
b

c

58. Given below are two statements one
labelled as Assertion (Ass) and the
other as Reason (R).
Assertion (Ass) : The Kingdoms of
Magadha and Kosala became
the cradle of Buddhism in the
sixth century B.C.E.
Reason (R) : This was a direct result
of the material changes brought
about by the use of iron.
In the context of the above
statements choose the correct
answer.
(A) Both Ass and R are correct and
R is the correct explanation of
Ass.

Codes :

a

d

(A)

True

(B)

False False

True

False

(C)

True

False

True

(B) Both Ass and R are correct but
R is not the only explanation
of Ass.

(D)

False False False

True

(C) Ass is correct, but R is false.

False False False
True

(D) Both Ass and R are false.

57. Which of the following statements
are not True ? Select the correct
answer using the codes given below :
a. The followers of Calvinism in
France were styled Huguenots.
b. In England and Scotland it was
called Presbyterianism.
c. Calvinism was also designated
as Anglicanism by the State
Church of England.
d. Calvinism was also called
Lutheranism in Germany.

59. Assertion (Ass) : Asoka was
responsible for the downfall of
the Mauryan Empire.
Reason (R) : Asoka embraced
Buddhism and abandoned the
policy of War.
In the context of the above statements
choose the correct answer.
(A) Both Ass and R are correct and
R is the correct explanation of
Ass.

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(B) Ass is correct but R is incorrect.

(A)

False

True

True

False

(B)

True

True

False False

(C) Ass is incorrect but R is correct,
but not relevant to Ass.

(C)

True

False False

True

(D)

False

True

True

PaperIII / HIS
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(D) Ass is partially correct while
R is correct but not relevant to
Ass.
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60. Given below are two statements. One
labelled as Assertion (Ass), and the
other Reason (R).
Find the correct answer using the
code below :
Assertion (Ass) : The Satavahanas
and the Kshatrapa rulers
donated land to religious
beneficiaries.
Reason (R) : These new developments in the agrarian sector
brought about far reaching
changes in the land system and
economy.

62. Assertion (Ass) : The Gupta Empire
disintegrated towards the end
of the fifth century C.E.
Reason (R) : The Hunas established
their Kingdom in North India
during that period.
In the context of the above
statements choose the correct
answer.
(A) Both Ass and R are correct but
R is not the correct explanation
for Ass.
(B) Ass is correct and R is
incorrect.

Code :
(A) Both Ass and R are correct.
R is the correct explanation
of Ass.

(C) Both Ass and R are false.
(D) Both Ass and R are correct, but
R is not the only explanation
for Ass.

(B) Both Ass and R are correct.
But R is not the correct
explanation of Ass.

63. Given below are two statements. One
labelled as Assertion (Ass); Other as
Reason (R).
Select the correct answer from the
code below :
Assertion (Ass) : The essence of the
Jagirdari crisis was the
scramble for good jagir.

(C) Ass is correct but R is wrong.
(D) Ass is wrong but R is correct.
61. Assertion (Ass) : Gupta Administrative system was decentralized.
Reason (R) : This was largely due
to the system of granting land.
In the context of the above statements
choose the correct answer.

Reason (R) : The empire was
disintegrating.

(A) Both Ass and R are correct and
R is the correct explanation of
Ass.

Code :
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(R) does not explain (Ass).

(B) Both Ass and R are correct, but
R is not the correct explanation
of Ass.

(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) explains (Ass)

(C) Ass is incorrect and R is not
related to Ass.

(C) (Ass) is true (R) is false.
(D) None of the above.

(D) Both Ass and R are false.
PaperIII / HIS
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64. Given below are two statements. One
labelled as Assertion (Ass) and other
as Reason (R).
Select the correct answer using the
code below :
Assertion (Ass) : The 18th Century
was a dark Century.

66. Given below are two statements. One
labelled as Assertion (Ass) and other
is Reason (R).
Select the answer from the code
below :
Assertion (Ass) : The Vijaynagar
Kingdom was a segmentary
state.

Reason (R) : European traders were
active in different parts of India.

Reason (R) : The bureaucracy was
not Centralized.

Code :

Code :

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) explains (Ass)

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) explains (Ass)

(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(R) does not explain (Ass).

(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.
(C) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(R) does not explain (Ass).

(C) (Ass) is true ; (R) is false.
(D) None of the above.

(D) None of the above.

65. Given below are two statements. One
labelled as Assertion (Ass) and other
is Reason (R).
Select the correct answer from the
code below :
Assertion (Ass) : The Zabti system
did not spread to all parts of the
empire.

67. Given below are two statements. One
labelled as Assertion (Ass) and other
is Reason (R).
Select the correct answer using the
code below :
Assertion (Ass) : India has been a
plural society.

Reason (R) : The system was
opposed by the peasants.

Reason (R) : India has a very old
tradition or common cultural
heritage.

Code :

Code :

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(R) does not explain (Ass).

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(R) does not explain (Ass).

(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) explains (Ass)

(B) (Ass) is true but (R) is false.

(C) (Ass) is true ; (R) is false.

(C) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) explains (Ass).

(D) None of the above.

(D) None of the above.

PaperIII / HIS
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70. Given below are two statements
labelled as Assertion (Ass) and
Reason (R). In the context of each
pair of statement choose the correct
answer from the given codes :
Assertion (Ass) : The Quit India
Resolution was adopted in
1942.
Reason (R) : The Second World War
proved a catalyst for the Quit
India Movement.

68. Given below are two statements. One
labelled as Assertion (Ass) and other
as Reason (R).
Select the correct answer using the
code below :
Assertion (Ass) : The Swadeshi
movement was only a passing
phase.
Reason (R) : The movement was
opposed by the British.
Code :

Code :

(A) (Ass) is true (R) is false.

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) is the correct explanation
for (Ass).

(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) explains (Ass).
(C) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(R) does not explain (Ass).

(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(R) is not the correct explanation
for (Ass).

(D) None of the above.

(C)

69. Given below are two statements. One
labelled as Assertion (Ass) and other
is Reason (R).
Select the correct answer from the
code below :
Assertion (Ass) : Gandhi launched
his movement from the
periphery.
Reason (R) : Other leaders had
failed earlier to get closer to the
people.

(D) (Ass) is false, (R) is true.
71. Given below are two statements. One
labelled as Assertion (Ass) and other
as Reason (R).
Select the answer from the code
below :
Assertion (Ass) : India could have
avoided the Partition.
Reason (R) : Hindus and Muslims
lived together for centuries.

Code :

Code :

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(R) does not explain (Ass).

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(R) does not explain (Ass).

(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) explains (Ass).

(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) explains (Ass).

(C) (Ass) is true (R) is false.

(C) (Ass) is true but (R) is false.

(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) partially explains (Ass).
PaperIII / HIS

(Ass) is true, (R) is false.

(D) None of the above.
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74. Given below are two statements one
labelled as Assertion (Ass) and the
other as Reason (R).
Assertion (Ass) : Socialism
subordinates the interests of the
individual to the interests of the
society.
Reason (R) : Socialism aims at the
elimination of capitalism.
In the context of the above
statements choose the correct answer
from the codes given below.
Code :
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct,
but (R) is not the correct
explaination of (Ass).
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct
and (R) is the correct
explanation of (Ass).
(C) (Ass) is correct, but (R) is false.
(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.

72. Given below are two statements. One
labelled as Assertion (Ass) and other
as Reason (R). Select the correct
answer using the code below :
Assertion (Ass) : The non-alignment
was Indias response to the bloc
politics.
Reason (R) : India followed the real
politik.
Code :
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) explains (Ass).
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(R) does not explain (Ass).
(C) (Ass) is true, (R) is false.
(D) None of the above.
73. Given below are two statements. One
labelled as Assertion (Ass) and the
other as Reason (R).
Assertion (Ass) : The Renaissance
initiated changes in different
spheres of European life.
Reason (R) : Martin Luther
protested against the sale of
indulgences by the Catholic
Church.
In the context of the above
statements choose the correct answer
from the codes given below.

75. Given below are two statements one
labelled as Assertion (Ass) and the
other as Reason (R).
Assertion (Ass) : After the World
War II, the U.S.A. and Great
Britain became estranged from
their former ally, the Soviet
Union.
Reason (R) : The Anglo-American
bloc was not prepared to allow
the Soviet Union to extend its
sphere of influence.
In the context of the above
statements choose the correct answer
from the codes given below.
Code :
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct,
but (R) is not the correct
explaination of (Ass).
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct
and (R) is the correct
explanation of (Ass).
(C) (Ass) is correct, but (R) is false.
(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.

Code :
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct,
but (R) is not the correct
explaination of (Ass).
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct
and (R) is the correct
explanation of (Ass).
(C) (Ass) is correct, but (R) is false.
(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.
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1.

Which of the following is not a
general characteristic of enzymes ?
(A) All enzymes show allosteric
properties
(B) Enzymes increase reaction
rates by lowering the activation
energy barrier
(C) The catalytic activity of some
enzymes can be regulated
(D) Enzymes usually are substrate
specific

2.

Which one of the following is
involved in Blood clotting
(A) Vitamin A
(B) Vitamin K
(C) Vitamin B
(D) Vitamin B12

3.

Name the naturally occurring plant
hormone that does not influence
dormancy in plants :
(A) Auxims
(B) Gibberellins
(C) Cytokinins
(D) Abscisic acid

4.

Recapitulation theory was proposed by :
(A) Weisman
(B) Haeckel
(C) Cuvier
(D) Wallace

6.

A population that has a relatively
low r value will most likely :
(A) Have large clutch sizes with
relatively small offspring
(B) Be found in environments
that are highly variable
(C) Have an early age of first
reproduction and a short
generation time
(D) Produce fewer offspring with
more competitive capabilities

7.

An individual whose blood type is B
may in an emergency donate blood to
an acceptor whose blood type is
(A) B or O
(B) AB or A
(C) A or O
(D) AB or B

In somatic cell genetics, how can one or
more chromosomes be separated from
donor and integrated with the recipient ?
(A) somatic cell hybridization
(B) microcell-mediated gene transfer
(C) chromosome-mediated gene transfer
(D) DNA-mediated gene transfer

PaperII / LSc

5.

8.

The density of population is defined as :
(A) Total population ÷ land area
(B) land area ÷ total population
(C) land area × total population
(D) land area + total population

2

9.

13. In many laboratories, the variability of
the ELISA and other methods of
Chemical assay that produce continuoustype values are summarised by :
(A) Standard deviation
(B) Mean
(C) Coefficient of variation
(D) Variation

What is Genetic drift ?
(A) It is an orderly change in gene
frequencies
(B) It produces greatest fluctuations
in large populations
(C) It is the random change in
gene frequencies
(D) It has nothing in common
with inbreeding

14. The head of mature mammalian
sperm is made of
(A) an acrosome
(B) elongated nucleus covered by
acrosome
(C) two centrioles and an axial
filament
(D) nucleus, acrosome, cytoplasm
and mitochondrial sheath

10. Manipulation of DNA in genetic
engineering became possible due to
the discovery of
(A) Restriction endonuclease
(B) DNA ligase
(C) Transcriptase

15. The Calvin-Benson cycle (carbon
fixation) occurs in the
(A) Cytosol
(B) Matrix of mitochondria
(C) Thylakoids of chloroplast
(D) Stroma of chloroplast

(D) Primase
11. When
two
forms
undergo
evolution independently leading to
the production of analogous
structures, which does not indicate
any relationship, then the type of
evolution is said to be

16. The termination codons of protein
systhesis are
(A) UUU, UUC and CUU
(B) AUG, ACU and AAU
(C) UAA, UAG and UGA
(D) GUA, GCG and AGA

(A) Parallel evolution
(B) Convergent evolution
(C) Progressive evolution
(D) Retrogressive evolution

17. Which of the following descriptions
represents a K-selected strategy ?
(A) Large number of young produced
(B) Little or no care devoted to young
(C) Large investment of energy
in reproduction
(D) Advantageous to reproduce
as quickly as possible

12. The theory of chemical evolution
of life was first proposed by
(A) Miller and Urey
(B) A. I. Oparin
(C) Sydney Fox
(D) Fred Hoyle and J. V. Narlikar
PaperII / LSc
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20. Examine the following statements.
Select correct answer from the codes
given below :
a. el F2, el F4A and el F4B are
among the initiation factors of
translation in prokaryotes
b. DNA gyrase is an enzyme
associated with the protein
biosynthesis
c. In E. Coli, 20 aminoacyltRNA synthetases are required
during activation of amino
acids in protein synthesis
d. RF1, RF2, RF3 are the
peptide release factors in
prokaryotic protein synthesis
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
True True False False
(B)
False False True True
(C)
True False False True
(D)
False True True False

18. Identify the statements as True or
False.
a. Geographic and reproductive
isolation bring about extinction
b. Reproductive isolation and
the evolution of species could
occur through reinforcement
c. Speciation
occurs
most
frequently in populations that
are sympatric
d. The hypothesis that evolution
occurs is spurts with great
amounts of evolutionary
change followed by periods
of stasis is called punctured
equilibrium
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
False False True True
(B)
True False False False
(C)
True True True True
(D)
False True False True

21. Examine the following statements
and select the correct answer by
using the codes given below :
a. Migratory birds fly only at the
day time
b. Birds and other animals
navigate by looking at the
sun and the stars
c. Many migrating birds have
the ability to detect earths
magnetic field
d. Celestial and magnetic cues
interact during development to
fine tune the birds navigation
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
False True False False
(B)
True False False True
(C)
False True True True
(D)
False False True False

19. Examine the following statements
and select the correct answer by
using the codes given below :
a. Wildlife refers to any living
organism in its natural habitat
b. National Wildlife Protection
Act was formulated in 1958
c. The most serious threat to
wildlife comes from habitat
destruction
d. Nokrek Biosphere Reserve is
located in Assam
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
True True False False
(B)
False True False True
(C)
False False True True
(D)
True False True False
PaperII / LSc
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24. Examine the statements and select
the correct answer from the codes
given below :
a. The earliest stages of Drosophila
development is guided by preformed
m-RNA and proteins
that are
synthesized and laid down in the egg
by the mother fly
b. The genes responsible for this
maternal contribution are known
as segment polarity gene
c. The dorsoventral polarity of the egg is
specified by localization of maternal
proteins in the vitelline envelope
d. The bicoid gene provides an anteroposterior morphogen gradient
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
True False True True
(B)
False False True True
(C)
False True False False
(D)
False False True False

22. Find out the correct statements on
Gene knockout experiments by using
the codes given below :
a. It involves replacement of wild
type genes with mutant genes
b. It can be carried out across
species boundaries
c. It is used in determining
whether open reading frames
(ORF) with no homology to
other known genes encode
functionally important protein
d. It requires the deliberate
mutation of cloned genes
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
False True True True
(B)
True True False False
(C)
True False True False
(D)
True True True True
the following statements
23. From
select the correct answer from the
codes given below :
a. The kinetochore lies below
the level of the cell membrane
b. Kinetochore greatly resembles
the centriole
c. Kinetochore is also termed as
basal body
d. The wall of the kinetochore
consists of 12 peripheral plates
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
True False True False
(B)
False True False True
(C)
True True True False
(D)
False False True False
PaperII / LSc

25. Select the correct answer from the
codes given below :
a. Lotic ecosystem refers to flowing
water
b. Decomposers are heterotrophs
c. The zooplanktonic forms are
secondary consumers
d. The rate of conversion of light
energy into chemical energy or
organic molecules in an ecosystem
is net primary productivity.
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
True False True False
(B)
True True False False
(C)
False True False True
(D)
False False True True
5
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26. Select the correct answer from the
codes given below :
a. The Y-shaped structure generally
found at the point where DNA is
being synthesized is known as
replication fork
b. RNA splicing means the removal
of exons and joining of introns in a
primary transcript
c. A strand of nucleic acid used by a
polymerase as a template to
synthesize a complementary strand
is called the template strand
d. DNA ligase is a hormone that
creates a phosphodiester bond
between 3´ end of one DNA
segment and the 5´ end of another.
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
False False True True
(B)
True False True False
(C)
False True False True
(D)
True True False True

28. Select the correct answer from the
codes given below :
The components of the spliceosome
include
a. a single snRNP containing several
different snRNAs
b. U1 snRNA, which interacts with
the 5´ splice site in pre-mRNA
c. U2 snRNA, which interacts with the
branch point in pre mRNA
d. U6 snRNA which never interacts
with U4 snRNA.
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
True True True False
(B)
False False False True
(C)
False True True True
(D)
False True True False
29. State using the codes below whether
the following statements are True
(T) or False (F) :
a. Photolysis of water and evolution of
oxygen are the characteristics of
cyclic electron transport and
photophosphorylation
b. Phosphoglyceraldehyde combines
with di-hydroxy acetone phosphate
to form fructose 1-6 di-phosphate
in the presence of enzyme kinase
c. Photorespiration is accomplished in
Mitochondria
d. Chief metabolite of photorespiration
and also its substrate is Glycolic acid
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
False True True False
(B)
True False False True
(C)
True True False True
(D)
False True True False

27. Examine the following statements
and select the correct answer from
the codes given below :
a. The relationship between predator
and prey is best characterised by
coevolution
b. The survivorship curve of most
invertebrates and vertebrates, such as
fish show rapid mortality at later ages
c. Biomes are characterised by specific
plant and animal associations, which
are ultimately based on climate
d. In the equation describing population
growth r indicates the carrying
capacity
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
False False True True
(B)
True False True False
(C)
True True False False
(D)
False True False True
PaperII / LSc
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30. Following are the terms regarding energy
budget which are either True or False.
Examine them and select the correct
answer from the codes given below :
a. An energy budget may be
described in terms of gross
production which is the total
production or energy assimilated
b. Net production is the total
production or energy assimilated
plus respiratory cost
c. When analyzing the energy transfers
between trophic levels, it can be seen
that only 30% is available for
production of new biomass at the
next trophic level
d. Ecological pyramids of number,
biomass, and energy typically have
much broader bases than the upper
levels
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
True False False True
(B)
False False True True
(C)
True True False False
(D)
True False True False

32. Match List I with List II and find
the correct match using the codes
given below :
a.
b.
c.
d.

1.
2.
3.
4.
b
3
3
2
1

Protein synthesis
Cell respiration
Cell secretion
Cell division
c
d
2
4
4
1
4
1
4
2

33. Match the enzyme with the reaction
and select the correct answer using
the codes given below.
a. Fructose-I-diphosphate ®
1. Hexokinase
Dihydroxyacetone
b. Glucose®Glucose-6-phosphate 2. Aldolase
3. Aconitase
c. Citrate®Cisaconitase
d. 2 phosphoglyceric acid®
4. Enolase
Phosphophenol pyruvic acid
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
2
1
3
4
(B)
1
2
3
4
(C)
4
2
3
1
(D)
1
4
3
2

31. Find out the correct statements from
the following codes
Protein that binds to hnRNA
a. can cycle between the nucleus and
the cytoplasm
b. are components of spliceosomes
and present on mature mRNA when
it is translated
c. can contain a conserved RNAbinding motif called RGG box
d. can act like ssDNA binding protein
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
True True True False
(B)
True False True True
(C)
True False True False
(D)
False False True True
PaperII / LSc

Golgi bodies
Ribosome
Nucleus
Mitochondria
Codes : a
(A)
1
(B)
2
(C)
3
(D)
3

34. Select the correct match from the
following by using the code :

7

Column I
a. Carbon cycle
b. Water cycle
c. Sedimentary cycle

1.
2.
3.

d. Phosphorus cycle
Codes : a
(A)
1
(B)
3
(C)
4
(D)
2

4.
b
3
4
1
4

Column II
Salt-solution phase
Detritus food cycle
Energy fixation by
photosynthesis
Evapotranspiration
c
d
4
2
1
2
2
3
3
1
P.T.O.

35. Select the correct match from the
following by using the code :
ColumnI

37. Match the Column-I with the
Column-II and select the correct
match from the codes given below :

ColumnII

a. Mutualism

1. Epiphytes

b. Commensalism

2. Antibiotics

Column I
a. Drosophila
P elements
b. Bacterial Insertion
element
c. LINES
d. Telomere (TEL)

c. Protocooperation 3. Zoochlorellae
d. Amensalism

4. Hermit crab

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

4

2

1

(B)

2

3

1

3

(C)

3

1

4

2

(D)

4

2

3

4

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

36. Match the Column-I with the
Column-II and select the correct
match from the codes given below :
ColumnI

a. DNA regulatory
1. mediated through
proteins in eukaryotes
cAMP
2. DNA binding
protein

c. Lac repressor

3. two folded
rotational
symmetry

d. DNA binding proteins 4. a heterodyne
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

4

1

2

3

(B)

3

2

1

4

(C)

2

3

4

1

(D)

1

2

3

4
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a
4
1
4
3

1. RNA polymerase III
2. moves by replicative
transposition
3. stable inheritance
4. encodes transposase
b
3
2
2
4

c
2
3
1
1

d
1
4
3
2

38. Match the names of the plant and
animal groups listed under Column-I
with the geologic era/period given
under Column-II. Choose the correct
match from the codes given below.

ColumnII

b. Catabolite repression

Column II

Column I

Column II

(Animal group)

(Geologic era/period)

a.

Fish

1.

Cambrian

b.

Gymnosperm

2.

Coenozoic

c.

Mammals

3.

Devonian

d.

Trilobites

4.

Jurassic

5.

Permian

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
8

a
5
3
4
1

b
1
4
3
5

c
3
2
4
2

d
4
1
5
4

41. Match Column-I with Column-II
and select the correct match from
the codes given below :

39. Match the names of the persons
listed under Column I with the
theories / contributions given under
Column II. Choose the answer from
the codes given below.
Column I

Column I

Column II

a. Dryness of conjunctiva

1. cAMP

and cornea

Column II

a. Charles Darwin

1. Mutation Theory

b. Marcello Malpighi

2. Synthetic Theory

c. de-Vries

3. Origin of species

d. Dobzhansky

4. Biogenesis

b. Rickets and
oesteomalacia

2. Ketone bodies

c. Acidosis and changes
in electrolysis

3. Xerophthalmia

d. Action of glucagon

4. Vitamin D

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

3

4

2

1

(B)

4

3

1

2

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

4

2

1

3

(B)

3

1

4

2

(C)

3

4

1

2

(C)

3

4

1

2

(D)

1

2

3

4

(D)

3

4

2

1

42. Select the correct match from the
following by using the codes :

40. Select the correct match from the
following by using the codes :
a. Tris  HCl (PH 7.0)

1. DH

b. Free energy change

2. pK a

c. Enthalpy change

3. DG

d. Negative logarithm of an
equilibrium constant

4. Buffer

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

2

4

(B)

4

3

(C)

2

(D)

3
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Column I

Column II

a. Lytic and Cytolysis

1. F. R. Lillie

theory of fertilization
b. Fertilizin-Antifertilizin 2. Loeb
theory
c. Change of viscosity
theory

3. Runnstrom &
Brachet

d. Deinhibition theory

4. Heilbrunn

Codes :

a

b

c

d

3

(A)

1

2

3

4

1

2

(B)

2

1

4

3

4

3

1

(C)

4

3

1

2

1

2

4

(D)

1

3

4

2
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45. Given below are two statements :
Give your answer from the codes
given below :

43. Match Column I with Column II and
find the correct match by using the
codes given below :
Column I

Assertion (Ass) : Zonula ocludens
consist of some line of attachment
between lateral plasma membranes
of adjacent cells.
Reason (R) : It leaves an intercellular
space between the two plasma
membranes

Column II

a. Archaeopteryx

1. Horse

b. Limulus

2. Ape

c. Orang-utan

3. connecting link

d. Mesohippus

4. living fossil.

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

2

3

4

1

(B)

1

2

3

4

(C)

4

3

2

1

(D)

3

4

2

1

Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are correct
(B) Both Ass and R are wrong
(C) Ass is right but R is wrong
(D) Ass is wrong but R is right
46. Two statements are given below,
one labelled Assertion (Ass) and
the other labelled as Reason (R).
Select the correct answer from the
codes given below :

44. Below are two statements  one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Find the correct
statement using codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Australian
Marsupials and Placental mammals
are examples of convergent evolution

Assertion (Ass) : Sometimes
knowing the DNA sequence of a
gene that codes for a protein does
not tell you the amino acid sequence

Reason (R) : Australia is dominated
by Marsupials

Reason (R) : DNA often has introns
in the gene

Codes :

Codes :

(A) Both Ass and R are true and R is
the correct explanation for Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the correct explanation
for Ass

(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R
gives
the
correct
explanation of Ass
(B) Ass is true, but R is not the
correct explanation of Ass

(C) Ass is true but R is false

(C) Ass is false and R is true

(D) Both Ass and R are false

(D) Both Ass and R are false

PaperII / LSc
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47. Two statements are given below,
one labelled as Assertion (Ass) and
the other labelled as Reasons (R).
Find out the correct answer from
the codes given below :
Assertion (Ass) : The length of a
particular simple sequence tandem
array is quite variable between
individuals of species and the
difference in the length of some
simple sequence arrays forms the
basis for DNA finger printing.
Reason (R) : Because of unequal
crossing over during the 1st meiotic
division of a given cell of a species.
Codes :
(A) Ass is true but the R is false
(B) Ass is partially true but R is
false
(C) Ass is false R is also false
(D) Ass is true also the R is true

49. From the two statements mentioned
below choose your correct answer
using the codes given below :
Assertion (Ass) : Mitosis is the best
phase to study morphology of
chromosomes
Reason (R) : Mitosis ensures genetic
homogeneity
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass
(B) Ass and R are true but R is
not a correct explanation of
Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is false
(D) Both Ass and R are false
50. Two statements are given below.
One labelled Assertion (Ass) and
the other labelled as Reason (R).
Select your answer from the codes
given below :

48. Two statements are given below,
one labelled Assertion (Ass) and
the other labelled as Reason (R).
Select your answer from the codes
given below :
Assertion (Ass) : Translation
initiation usually occurs at the first
AUG from the 5´ end of an mRNA.
Reason (R) : This
process is
mediated by a special set of proteins
known as transcription initiation
factors (IF).
Codes :
(A) Ass is true, R is also true
(B) Ass is true, R is false
(C) Both the Ass and R are true
(D) Ass is false, R is true
PaperII / LSc

Assertion (Ass) : Amino acids are
usually more soluble at pH extremes
than they are at neutral pH.
Reason (R) : They have a net charge
at pH extremes and the molecules
tend to repel each other
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the proper explanation of
Ass
(B) Ass is true, R is not the
proper explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is false, R is true
(D) Ass and R are false
11
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ECNEICS EFIL
III  REPAP
0 5 1 : s k r a M l a t oT
skram )20( owt fo snoitseuq epyt evitcejbo )57( evif ytneves sniatnoc repap sihT : etoN
.yroslupmoc era snoitseuq llA .hcae
erehpsoiB gniwollof eht fo tuO
deralced si eno hcihw sevreseR
: yltnecer ylevitarapmoc

.4

noitaidar citengamortcele hcihW
ylerar dna ssam ro egrahc on sah
smota gniruobhgien htiw edilloc
erofeb ecnatsid taerg levart dna
? ygrene rieht gnitapissid

agnujnahcnaK )A(
katnakramA )B(

selcitrap a )A(

lapilpmiS )C(

selcitrap b )B(

iyalamaytsagA )D(
eht morf stluser ydilopylop nehW
a fo semosomorhc fo gnilbuod
owt gnissorc morf devired dirbyh
: sa nwonk si ti ,stnerap tcnitsid

syar-X )C(
.5

syar-g )D(
seiceps a sebircsed ynegolyhP
seitiralimis

ydiolpylopotuA )A(
ydiolpylopollA )B(

.2

lacigolohproM )A(
seiceps rehto htiw

seitilibatapmoc evitcudorpeR )B(
seiceps rehto htiw

ydiolpylopuenA )C(

yrotsih yranoitulovE )C(

ydiolpylopuE )D(
etatimlap fo noitadixo-b gniruD
AoC-lyteca fo rebmun eht ,)61C(
si decudorp

.1

noitubirtsid cihpargoeG )D(

.6
dna

htrae eht fo trap ehT
: si efil gnitroppus erehpsomta

4 )A(

enotocE )A(

8 )B(

atoiB )B(

21 )C(

emoiB )C(

61 )D(

erehpsoiB )D(
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fo

si tnemalif nitca ni remonom hcaE .11
eht evah erofereht hcihw detator
dednarts-elbuod a fo ecnaraeppa
fo elgna tcerroc eht si tahW .xileh
? noitator

.7

noitagufirtnec evitaraperP )A(
noitagufirtnec lacitylanA )B(
noitagufirtnec lanoz etaR )C(

°03 )A(

noitagufirtnec laitnereffiD )D(

°05 )B(

rof deriuqer rotcafoc cinagro nA
,semyzne niatrec fo noitca eht
a sa nimativ a sniatnoc netfo hcihw
dellac si ,tnenopmoc

°051 )C(
°061 )D(
lacimehc gniwollof eht fo hcihW .21
esuac ot ylekil era snegatum
? snoitatum tfihsemarf

.8

emyzneoloH )A(
emyzneorP )B(
emyzneopA )C(

licaruomorB-5 )A(

emyzneoC )D(

eniruponima-2 )B(

fo sepyt gniwollof eht fo hcihW
deriaper eb tonnac egamad AND
riaper tcerid a gnisu iloC .E yb
? metsys

egnaro enidircA )C(
enimalyxordyh )D(

.9

sesab detalyklA )A(

eht si gniwollof eht fo hcihW .31
noitcirtser IRocE fo etis noitingocer
? esaelcunodne

setis P A )B(
sremid lytubolcyC )C(
sdnob retseidohpsohp gnissiM )D(

T T C G A A  )A(

AAG C TT 

seiceps tnalp fo noitubirtsid roF .01
: si elbisnopser rotcaf niam eht

C C T A G G  )B(

GGA TCC

lioS )A(

C T T A A G  )C(

GAA T TC

retaW )B(
etamilC )C(

C C G G  )D(

GG CC
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tneiciffeoc
noitatnemideS
: gnisu yb derusaem si selcitrap

gnieb namuH )D(
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ANR gniwollof eht fo hcihW .41
yb yltsom debircsnart si elucelom
ssel dna II esaremylop ANR
? III esaremylop ANR yb yltneuqerf

si emyzba fo erutan lacimehc ehT .71
ANR )A(
AND )B(
nietorP )C(

ANR ediuG )A(

etardyhobraC )D(

ANR regnessem )B(

erutcurts a si xelpmoc lamenotpanyS .81
: fo

ANR orcim )C(

sisenikotyC )A(

ANR refsnart )D(

atamsaihC fo noitazilanimreT )B(
tnetnoc AND namuh diolpah ehT .51
: si

noitcnujsid lamosomorhC )C(
gniriap lamosomorhC )D(

pb 901 × 3.3 )A(

yb deriuqer negyxo fo tnuoma ehT .91
retaw fo elpmas a ni rettam cinagro
gnorts a yb noitadixo sti rof
: dellac si tnadixo lacimehc

pb 801 × 3.3 )B(
pb 601 × 6.4 )C(

DOB )A(

pb 901 × 56.1 )D(

DC )B(
RMB )C(

 hcihw ni ssecorp a si noitcefsnarT .61

DOC )D(

hguorht derefsnart si AND )A(
egahpoiretcab

eb tsum noitacifidom fo epyt hcihW .02
ni II esaremylop ANR ot edam
noitaitini-erp eht etavitca ot redro
? xelpmoc

sdimsalp yb derefsnart si AND )B(
tnemgarf AND fo ekatpu ehT )C(
a yb llec ronod a morf
llec tneipicer

noitalytecA )A(
noitalyhteM )B(

a ot dedda si AND erup )D(
eht ni erutluc lairetcab
++aC hgih fo ecneserp

noitalyrohpsohP )C(
noitanitiuqibU )D(
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dnuob-enarbmem
ylno
ehT .12
elcyc ACT fo noitcaer lacimehcoib
emyzne eht yb dezylatac si

neeb evah snoitairav lanolcamoS .52
: ot eud ecalp ekat ot dnuof
noitidnoc lanoitirtun )A(

esanegordyhed etaniccuS )A(

noitidnoc raelcun )B(

esanegordyhed etaratulgotek-a )B(

cimsalpotyc dna raelcun htob )C(
snoitidnoc

esahtnys etartiC )C(

noitidnoc latnemnorivnE )D(

esaremuF )D(

rehtie era stnemetats gniwollof ehT .62
.eslaF ro eurT

: ta negortin ssessop eniruP .22

eht tceles dna meht enimaxE
sedoc eht morf rewsna tcerroc
: woleb nevig

noitisop 6 ,4 ,2 ,1 )A(

poleved sllec b nailammaM
latef dna worram enob eht ni
.revil

.a

noitisop 9 ,7 ,3 ,1 )C(

htiw denrecnoc emyzne ehT
dellac si nortcele fo refsnart
.esanimasnart

.b

sti rof nwonk llew si EgI
ytinummi eht ni noitapicitrap
.noitcaer

.c

eht si emyzne na fo eulav mK
ta noitartnecnoc etartsbus
sniatta noitcaer eht hcihw
.xamV ½

.d

noitisop 7 ,5 ,3 ,1 )B(

noitisop 8 ,6 ,2 ,1 )D(
emyzne sa sevaheb taht ydobitnA .32
dellac si noitcaer gnizylatac ni
semyzosI )A(
semyzoloH )B(
semyzopiL )C(
semyzbA )D(
fo noisserpxe eht setaluger ANRim .42
: yb eneg a

d

c

b

a

: sedoC

eslaF

eurT

eslaF

eurT

)A(

eurT

eslaF eslaF

eurT

)B(

eslaF

eurT

eurT

eslaF

)C(

lanoitalsnart tsop gnitpursiD )C(
snoitacifidom

eurT

eurT

eslaF

eurT

)D(

evoba eht fo enoN )D(
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noitalsnarT gnitpursiD )A(
noitacilper gnitpursiD )B(
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/tnemetats tcerroc eht tuo dniF .92
sa dica yttaf gnidrager stnemetats
eht morf etartsbus yrotaripser
: woleb nevig sedoc
ralullec sretne dica yttaf A .a
.AoC lyteca sa noitaripser
noitcudorp PTA fo etar ehT .b
esoculg fo taht naht rewols si
eb ot sah mota negyxo nA .c
owt eht fo hcae ot dedda
dica yttaf fo stnemgarf nobrac
ralullec ni desu eb nac ti erofeb
noitaripser
od sdica yttaf fo msilobataC .d
negyxo eriuqer ton
d
c
b
a : sedoC
eurT eurT eslaF eurT
)A(
eslaF eurT eslaF eslaF
)B(
eslaF eslaF eurT eurT
)C(
eslaF eurT eurT eurT
)D(

rehtie era stnemetats gniwollof ehT .72
dna meht enimaxE .eslaF ro eurT
eht morf rewsna tcerroc eht tceles
: woleb nevig sedoc
na si esatpircsnart esreveR .a
ni ylno dnuof emyzne
.sesurivorter
ni dnuof si esatpircsnart esreveR .b
.setoyrakuE dna setoyrakotorP
ni deriuqer si eremoleT .c
.setoyrakorp
rucco noitalsnart dna noitpircsnarT .d
.setoyrakue ni ylsuoenatlumis
d
c
b
a : sedoC
eslaF eslaF eurT eslaF
)A(
eslaF eslaF eslaF eurT
)B(
eslaF eurT eslaF eslaF
)C(
eurT eslaF eslaF eslaF
)D(

stnemetats gniwollof eht enimaxE .03
gnisu rewsna tcerroc eht tceles dna
sedoc eht
a ot srefer yteirav citehtnyS .a
1F elbissop lla fo erutxim
senil derbni gnoma sessorc
lareneg
doog
gniwohs
ytiliba gninibmoc
erutxim a si yteirav etisopmoC .b
yllacipytonehp lareves fo
sepytoneg ralimis
era
seiteirav
citehtnyS .c
noitanillop nepo yb deniatniam
a sah yteirav citehtnyS .d
noitalupop suonegomoh
d
c
b
a : sedoC
eurT eurT eurT eurT
)A(
eslaF eslaF eslaF eslaF
)B(
eurT eslaF eslaF eurT
)C(
eslaF eurT eurT eslaF
)D(

eht tpecnoc norepo eht nI .82
lacimehc setaluger eneg rotaluger
eht tceleS .llec eht ni snoitcaer
sedoc eht morf msinahcem tcerroc
: woleb nevig
fo noitargim fo noitibihnI .a
.msalpotyc otni ANRm
larutcurts fo ffo gnihctiwS .b
nietorp rotaluger yb eneg
eneg rotarepo htiw
fo noitpircsnart fo noitibihnI .c
ANRm
ni semyzne fo noitavitcanI .d
noitcaer
d
c
b
a : sedoC
eurT eslaF eslaF eurT
)A(
eslaF eurT eurT eslaF
)B(
eurT eurT eslaF eslaF
)C(
eslaF eslaF eurT eurT
)D(
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rehtie era stnemetats gniwolloF .33
tcerroc eht tuo dniF .eslaF ro eurT
.sedoc gniwollof eht morf rewsna
yrev era sbew doof ehT .a
eht gniniatniam ni tnatropmi
metsysoce na fo ytilibats
eht ,snoitidnoc larutan rednU .b
sniahc fo tnemegnarra raenil
dnuof yllausu era
yltcerid si niahc doof sutirteD .c
noitaidar ralos no tnedneped
morf seog niahc doof sutirteD .d
rettam cinagro daed
d
c
b
a : sedoC
eurT eslaF eslaF eurT
)A(
eslaF eslaF eurT eurT
)B(
eurT eslaF eurT eslaF
)C(
eslaF eurT eslaF eurT
)D(

stnemetats emos era gniwolloF .13
.eslaF ro eurT rehtie era hcihw
eht tceles dna meht enimaxE
.sedoc eht morf rewsna tcerroc
osla

noitagaporporciM
gninolcorcim dellac

.a

ni decudni noitairav ehT
elbatireh si erutluc eussit

.b

morf depoleved eb nac diolpaH
erutluc metsirem

.c

noitairav lanolcamoS mret ehT
la te iksraB yb desu tsrif saw

.d

d
c
b
eslaF eurT eslaF
eurT eslaF eurT
eslaF eslaF eurT
eurT eurT eslaF

rehtie era stnemetats gniwolloF .43
eht morF .)F(eslaF ro )T(eurT
eht tuo dnif woleb nevig sedoc
.rewsna tcerroc
dna snoil fo ehcin cihporT .a
ediw yrev era sregit
sutirted smetsysoce erutam nI .b
era sniahc doof desab
tnelaverp
sregit erehw metsysoce na nI .c
tsom eht era yeht ,evil
taht fo seiceps tnanimod
metsysoce
detaicossa si eman svolivaV .d
nigiro fo egdelwonk eht htiw
stnalp detavitluc fo
d
c
b
a : sedoC
eurT eslaF eurT eslaF
)A(
eurT eurT eslaF eslaF
)B(
eurT eurT eslaF eurT
)C(
eslaF eslaF eurT eurT
)D(
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si

a : sedoC
eurT
)A(
eslaF
)B(
eurT
)C(
eslaF
)D(

stnemetats emos era gniwolloF .23
ro )T(eurT rehtie era hcihw
nevig sedoc eht morF .)F(eslaF
.rewsna tcerroc eht tuo dnif woleb
yrev era seiceps enotsyeK
seitinummoc eht ni erar

.a

ni

sepytocE
noitaiceps

.b

emos ot era sgnieb namuH
eht rof elbisnopser tnetxe
sruasonid fo noitcnitxe

.c

ylluferac era sepytoyraK
airabreh ni devreserp

.d

tluser

d
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: sedoC

eurT eslaF eurT
eslaF eurT eslaF

eurT
eurT

)A(
)B(

eurT eurT eslaF
eslaF eslaF eurT

eslaF
eslaF

)C(
)D(
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rehtie era stnemetats gniwolloF .53
eht morF .)F(eslaF ro )T(eurT
eht tuo dnif woleb nevig sedoc
.rewsna tcerroc
seidob citauqa fo noitacihportuE .a
airetcab ciborea yb enod era
eht si noitategev evorgnaM .b
tatibah eniram fo scitsiretcarahc
eludon citoibmys a si retcabotozA .c
airetcab
seitinummoc fo noisseccus yramirP .d
noisseccus yradnoces ni naht retsaf si
d
c
b
a : sedoC
eurT eslaF eurT eurT
)A(
eurT eslaF eslaF eslaF
)B(
eslaF eslaF eurT eurT
)C(
eurT eurT eslaF eslaF
)D(

eurT rehtie era stnemetats gniwolloF .73
rewsna tcerroc eht tceleS .eslaF ro
: woleb nevig edoc eht morf
etarelot nac hcihw slamina citauqA .a
dias era ytinilas fo egnar worran a
enilahonets eb ot
tnalp ni ytinummoc dezilibats tsaL .b
ytinummoc lares dellac si noisseccus
ni refsnart ygrene fo wal fo %01 .c
yb dednuoporp saw niahc doof
namedniL
htraE dlroW tsriF eht detsoh niapS .d
fo
noitavresnoc
no
timmuS
.tnemnorivnE
d
c
b
a : sedoC
eslaF eslaF eurT eurT
)A(
eurT eurT eslaF eslaF
)B(
eslaF eurT eslaF eurT
)C(
eurT eslaF eurT eurT
)D(

rehtie era stnemetats gniwolloF .63
dna meht enimaxE .eslaF ro eurT
eht morf rewsna tcerroc eht tceles
: woleb nevig sedoc
yna wohs ton od smredonihce ehT .a
htiw
seitiralimis
latnemadnuf
setadrohc
era setycotemag ,muidomsalP nI .b
eht ni setiozohport eht yb demrof
poleved ton od yehT .nam fo CBR
rehgih fo esuaceb CBR ni ylluf
erutarapmet
eht rof melborp tsetaerg ehT .c
hserf gnihcaer setarbetrev evitimirp
hguorht retaw fo ssol eht si retaw
niks rieht
,sedotamert
rehto
ekilnU .d
si
muibotameah
amosotsihcS
elam regral eht dna suoiceoid
sti ni elamef rellams eht sniater
.lanac cirohpoceanyg
d
c
b
a : sedoC
eurT eurT eslaF eslaF
)A(
eurT eslaF eurT eslaF
)B(
eurT eslaF eurT eurT
)C(
eurT eslaF eslaF eslaF
)D(

stnemetats gniwollof eht enimaxE .83
yb rewsna tcerroc eht tceles dna
: woleb nevig sedoc eht gnisu
eht htiw niarb eht fo trap ehT .a
eht revo ecneulfni tsetaerg
eht
si
metsys
enircodne
sumallahtopyh
htworg fo noitcudorp evissecxE .b
nac doohtluda gnirud enomroh
senob eht fo noitaroireted ot dael
setalumits nitcalorp ,slammam nI .c
evitsegid fo noitcudorp eht
enitsetni llams eht ni semyzne
era senomroh yratiutip eht llA .d
fo ylfeihc edam selucelom
sdica onima fo sremonom
d
c
b
a : sedoC
eslaF eslaF eurT eurT
)A(
eslaF eurT eslaF eurT
)B(
eurT eslaF eslaF eurT
)C(
eslaF eurT eslaF eslaF
)D(
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stnemetats gniwollof eht enimaxE .93
yb rewsna tcerroc eht tceles dna
: woleb nevig sedoc eht gnisu
yllamron era secneuqes dica cielcuN .a
gnirutanednon gnisu denimreted
siserohportcele leg edimalyrcaylop
yrallipac eht no yler stolb nrehtuoS .b
leg esoraga na morf AND fo refsnart
enarbmem a ot
si yassa RCP ni pets gnilaenna ehT .c
noitazidirbyh a yllaitnesse
ni eb dluohs sPTNd dna sremirp ehT .d
RCP lufsseccus rof ssecxe taerg
.snoitcaer
d
c
b
a : sedoC
eurT eurT eurT eslaF
)A(
eslaF eslaF eslaF eurT
)B(
eslaF eurT eslaF eurT
)C(
eslaF eslaF eurT eurT
)D(

htiw I nmuloc fo smret eht hctaM .14
eht dnif dna II nmuloc fo esoht
: woleb sedoc eht gnisu hctam tcerroc
II nmuloC
ralimis gnivaH .1
semoneg fo stes
ro owt gnivaH .2
stes tnereffid erom
semoneg fo
stes ruof gnivaH .3
semoneg ralimis fo
srebmem ruof gnivaH .4
sriap suogolomoh fo
semosomorhc fo
d
c
b
4
1
3
4
3
2
4
3
1
1
4
2

I nmuloC
diolpylopollA .a
slaudividni
diolpylopotuA .b
slaudividni
diolpartetotuA .c
slaudividni
cimosarteT .d
slaudividni
a
2
1
2
3

: sedoC
)A(
)B(
)C(
)D(

eurT rehtie era stnemetats gniwolloF .04
rewsna tcerroc eht tceleS .eslaF ro
: woleb nevig sedoc eht morf
ni erom si noitamrofni citeneG .a
egral ot eud emosomorhc-X
nitamorhcue fo tnuoma
eneg fo ledom yrettaB-eneG .b
si setoyrakuE ni noisserpxe
nosdivaD dna nettirB yb desoporp
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snoitanalpxe tcerroc eht si R
ssA fo
tub eurt era R dna ssA htoB )B(
tcerroc eht ton si R
ssA fo noitanalpxe
eslaf si R dna eurt si ssA )C(
eslaf era R dna ssA htoB )D(
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: woleb nevig era stnemetats owT .57
rehto eht dna )ssA( noitressA enO
tcerroc eht esoohC .)R(nosaeR
: woleb nevig sedoc eht morf rewsna
slaed ymonoxaT : )ssA( noitressA
erutalcnemon ,noitacifitnedi htiw
sdnik tnereffid fo noitacifissalc dna
smsinagro fo
fo yduts eht si tI : )R( nosaeR
smsinagro tnereffid fo noitacifissalc
meht tsgnoma spihsnoitaler dna
: sedoC
dna eurt era R dna ssA htoB )A(
tcerroc eht si R eht
ssA eht fo noitanalpxe
tub eurt era R dna ssA htoB )B(
tcerroc eht ton si R
ssA fo noitanalpxe
tcerroc ton si R tub eurt si ssA )C(
eurt ton era R dna ssA htoB )D(

.woleb nevig era stnemetats owT .47
eht dna )ssA( noitressA sa eno
.)R( nosaeR sa dellebal rehto
eht morf rewsna tcerroc eht tceleS
: woleb nevig sedoc
AND evitcaoidaR : )ssA( noitressA
fo ANRm eht morf edam era seborp
llec a
dednarts elgnis ehT : )R( nosaeR
sdirbyh mrof ot dedeen era seborp
AND derutaned htiw
: sedoC
dna eurt era R dna ssA htoB )A(
noitanalpxe tcerroc eht si R
ssA rof
R dna eurt era R dna ssA htoB )B(
ssA fo rewsna tcerroc eht ton si
eslaf si R tub eurt si ssA )C(
eurt si R dna eslaf si ssA )D(
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MANIPURI
PAPER  II
Note : This paper contains fifty (50) objective type questions, each question carrying two (2) marks.
All the questions are compulsory.

1.

4.

öyí˛z!ÌÇˆÏáyÇ ú˛¡∫y° Ü˛yÓò Î˚yÄòÓ ã˛!Ó˚e!ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) ˛õ#ï˛ääy–

xã%˛¡∫y ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(B) °%ËyÇ!öÇˆÏÌÔ ˛õ%ö!§Ó–

!°§  I

(C) •yí˛zö% ã˛áyö%–

2.

üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ I xü§%Ç !°§ II x!§à#

!°§  II

(D) í˛zÓ˚yˆÏÜ˛yˆÏsiÔÓ–

°y•z!Ó˚E˛# ü#Ç

öyí˛z!ÌÇˆÏáyÇ ú˛¡∫y° Ü˛yÓò ˆÎ˚Ü˛!°Ó ö%Ç!¢Ó!à
ü§Ü˛!§Ç!ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
a.
ï˛y•zÓÇò ï˛yäö ˆÌyÜ˛°Ó °y•zÓü˚ ˆÏ°ö!à
Ä•zÓ ö%Ç!¢Ó!ö–
b. x˛õyü !üˆÏ•ÔÓö á%ò%ü ã˛Õ‘Ó ö%Ç!¢Ó!ö–
c.
xËyÇ xˆÏöü áyÎ˚òÓ ö%Ç!¢Ó!ö–
d. ˛õ)Ü˛!öÇ!à xˆÏ§ÇÓ ö%Ç!¢Ó!ö–

a. ö%!üÍÜ˛yØy

1. ˛ˆÎ˚y•züÎ˚y•z ï˛yí˛z‡•zˆÏÓ˚Ç

b. ˆÜ˛yˆÏsiÔçü ˆöyDyˆÏÓ˚y°

2. ˛ˆ§yÓ˚yˆÏÓ˚ö

c. ˆáyÇˆÏã˛yüö%˛õ# ˆöyÇÜ˛yˆÏÓ˚yö

3. ˛•yÄÜ%˛ ˛õyáÇ

d. ÌËyöÌyÓy !•Ó˚yö

4. ˛ï˛¡≥˛y ËyäüˆÏ°yö ˜°üy

Î˚yÄ!Ó˚Óy ã˛!Ó˚e

ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ
ã˛#Ç˜Ïá ÌyöÓ#–

(A) a xü!ò b x!§!ö–
(B) b xü!ò c x!§!ö–

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(C) c xü!ò d x!§!ö–
(D) a xü!ò c x!§!ö–
3.

a

b

c

d

üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó!§òà# xÓ˚yöÓ!ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(A)

1

2

3

4

(A) öyí˛zú˛ÇÓy öyí˛zá¡∫à# üã˛y!ö–

(B)

2

4

1

3

(C)

4

1

3

2

(D)

3

2

4

1

(B) ˛õ#ï˛ääy öyí˛z!ÌÇˆÏáyÇà# ö%˛õ#!ö–
(C) ‡•zü% ˜°üy ˛õy!üÇöÓà# ö%˛õ#!ö–
(D) í˛zÓ˚yˆÏÜ˛yˆÏsiÔÓy ï˛yí˛zÓ%Ç ˆáyäˆÏòÔÓà#

üã˛yö#–
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5.

6.

7.

8.

üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó!§òà# xã%˛¡∫ ˆÜ˛yÍ xò% áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛zÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ
Assertion (Ass) : x!Ó˚Ó üï˛üà# ü!î˛õ%Ó˚#
§y!•ï˛ƒà# °y•z!Ó˚Ü˛!¢Ç x!§òy x•zÓà#
üü#Ç ÌyÓ˚üˆÏò–
Reason (R) : x!Ó˚Ó ü!î˛õ%Ó˚# §y!•ï˛ƒà#
°y§!Ó˚Ü˛!¢Ç!§ x!§òy x•zÓà# üü#Ç
ÌyÓ˚üòÓ!§ üï˛üò%à# ã˛ÍöÓ# xü!ö–
ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) (Ass) xü§% Ç (R) xö#üÜ˛!§
üÓ˚#˜Ï°öˆÏò–
(B) (Ass) xü§%Ç (R) xö#üÜ˛!§ ã%˛ü•z
xò%ày (R) x!§ (Ass) à# xáß¨Óy üÓ˚ü
xü§% Ä•z–
(C) (Ass) x!§ ã%˛ü•z (R) x!§ °y!Õ‘–
(D) (R) x!§ ã%˛ü•z (Ass) x!§ °y!Õ‘–

üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó!§òà# xã%˛¡∫!ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) ö%DyÇÓü ˆày!ÓwyÓ˚yüöy Úï˛ˆÏá°ä¡∫yÛ

•zÓ˚¡ø#–
(B) !ã˛äyáü ã˛yí˛zÓˆÏï˛yöö Úã˛yò°y•z‡•zÛ

•zÓ˚¡ø#–
(C) ˛õ)î≈ã˛w!§Ç• á%ü%Ü˛çy¡∫öy Úáy!•ä¡∫yÛ

•zÓ˚¡ø#–
(D) !öÇˆÏÌÔçü üyôÓöy ¢Dy•zú˛¡øyÇ •zÓ˚¡ø#–
9.

üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Óy !°§ I xü§%Ç !°§ II xö#!§à#
xã%˛¡∫ ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  I
ã˛!Ó˚eà# ü#Ç

ˆÜ˛yˆÏsiÔçy¡∫ °ÓDö •z!áÓ °y•z!Ó˚Ü˛!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) Ó#Ó˚Óy‡ï%˛Ó–
(B) ˛õÓ˚#!«˛ï˛–
(C) Ó˚yüˆÏöyDyÓ–
(D) °yÇˆÏ°yö–
§üˆÏ§yÜ˛ äüÓò Î˚yÄÓ ã˛!Ó˚e!¢Ç!ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
a.
ã˛Ü˛˛õ üáyí˛z ä¡∫#–
b. ˜°ü§%ö%ˆÏ°¡∫#–
c.
äyö%ˆÏÓyö ÌˆÏüy•zä¡∫#–
d. ˆã˛ˆÏú˛yÇ˜Ï°üyÓ–

!°§  II
Î˚yÄ!Ó˚Óy °y•z!Ó˚Ü˛

a. ã˛Ü˛ õy üáyí˛zä¡∫#

1. ˛ˆã˛yˆÏÌ ÌyÇËyÎ˚ ˛õyáÇÓ

b. §%ö%ˆÏ°¡∫#

2. ˛ã˛w@ˇÃsi

c. ˜°üyû˛yö%

3. ˛¢üˆÏ§yÜ˛ä¡∫y

d. °ï˛yÓ!ï˛

4. ˛ôöOÎ˚ °y•zÓ% ö#ÇÓ

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
a

b

c

d

ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(A)

1

4

2

3

(A) a xü§%Ç d !ö–

(B)

3

1

4

2

(C)

4

2

3

1

(D)

2

3

1

4

(B) d xü§%Ç c !ö–
(C) b xü§%Ç a !ö–
(D) c xü§%Ç b !ö–
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10. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó!§òà# xã%˛¡∫ ˆÜ˛yÍ xò% áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛zÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ

12. ÌyÇçü •zˆÏÓy˛õ#¢Ü˛öy •zÓy °y•z!Ó˚Ü˛!¢Ç!ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

Assertion (Ass) : ˆã˛yˆÌ ÌyäËyÎ˚ ˛õyáÇÓöy

!¢Ó˚Ó üï%˛Çò xü%Ü˛ !•ÇàÍ!á–
Reason (R) : ˜°üy §%ö%ˆÏ°¡∫#ö ˆã˛yˆÏÌ

ÌyäËyÎ˚ ˛õyáÇÓy Î˚ y Äòöy !•ÇÓy
äü!áˆÏò–

a.

üyÎ˚yˆÏò¢–

b.

ˆ°y•zöy•zoÓy ÌËyÎ˚à# {˜Ï¢–

c.

˜°Ü˛Ç°yày ¢Ü˛áäöÓy–

d.

x˛õy•zÓy ÌËyÎ˚–

ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ
ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) a xü§%Ç b !ö–
(A) (Ass) xü!ò (R) xö#üÜ˛ ã%˛¡∫# xò%Ó%
(Ass) x!§ Ä•z Ó ˚ Ü ¯ ˛ Óà# üÓ˚ ü R

(B) a xü§%Ç d !ö–

x!§öö#–

(C) a xü§%Ç c !ö–

(B) (Ass) à# üÓ˚ü (R) x!§öy öˆÏ_–

(D) d xü§%Ç b !ö–

(C) (Ass) xü§%Ç xö# x!§ üÓ˚#˜Ï°öˆÏò–
13. ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó!¢Ç x!§òà# xã%˛¡∫y áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛z ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(D) (Ass) ã%˛ü•z xò%ày R x!§ °y!Õ‘–

(A) Ú˜°•z áÓ˚y ˛õ%!™áÓ˚yÛ °y§!Ó˚Ü˛!§ §%!ôÓ˚

öyÄˆÏÓ˚y•zÓüöy •zÓ!ö–

11. ˜Ü˛¢yü !≤ÃÎ˚Ü%˛üyÓ˚öy •zÓ!ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(B) Ú!üÓ˚yÇ °y•z!Ó˚Ü˛!§ ˜Ü˛§yü !≤ÃˆÎÏ y˚ Ü%˛üyÓ˚öy

(A) ˜ü ã˛ä°Óy ˆã˛Ü˛–

•zÓ!ö–

(B) ˙ˆÏáyÎ˚!§Ó% Ü˛öyˆÏöy–

(C) Ú˛õy•zÓ˚Ü˛!áˆÏo ˆã˛Üœ˛yã˛yˆÏòyÛ °y•z!Ó˚Ü˛!§

Î˚%üˆÏ°¡∫ü •zˆÏÓyüã˛yöy •zÓ!ö–

(C) xÜ˛yÎ˚Óy !üÇˆÏ¢°–

(D) Ú!öÇï˛¡∫à# üü°Û °y•z!Ó˚Ü˛!§ !öˆÏäy¡∫ü

(D) ˆ°yö xü§%Ç üä–
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14. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ I xü§%Ç !°§ II xö#à#

16. ˜ü˜Ïï˛!öÇˆÏÌÔ ú˛¡∫y°Ü˛yÓà# üÓ˚üòy •zÓ¡
˚ y∫ x!Ó˚Óy

xã%˛¡∫y ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  I
x•zÓà# ü#Ç
a. ÓÓ˚Ü˛öƒy
b. !öÇˆÏäy¡∫ü §%!öï˛y
c. °üyÓü Ó#Ó˚ü!î
d. ˆã˛yÇÌyü ü!î•yÓ˚

°y•z!Ó˚Ü˛!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

!°§  II
°y•z!Ó˚E˛# !üÇ
1. ˛xÜ˛yÎ˚Óy !üÇˆÏ¢°
2. ˆã˛Ü˛œ y ˛õy•záÓòy
3. ˆã˛˜ÏÓ˚
4. ˛!üÇï˛¡à∫ # üü°–

(A) ú˛¡∫yˆÏÕy‘ °–
(B) ˛õ%ˆÏÓ˚y•zü!¢ö–
(C) !öÇˆÏÌÔˆÏÓ˚y° °¡∫%Óy–
(D) ö%!üÍÜ˛yØy–
17. !öÇˆÏÌÔ˛õy!Õ‘˜Ïäà# ˆ°Ôã˛y ˛õÌy˛õà# üï%˛Ç•zß¨y

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
a

b

c

d

(A)

4

1

2

3

a.

!§ú˛y•zˆÏ°Ô–

(B)

3

2

1

4

b.

üöyˆÏ°Ô–

(C)

1

3

4

2

c.

ú˛üˆÏ°Ô–

(D)

2

4

3

1

d.

°y•zˆÏÓ˚Ô–

áyçöy ˆ°ÔòÓy ˆ°Ôú˛ü!ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ

15. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚ Ó x!§à# xã% ˛ ¡∫ ˆÜ˛yÍ xò%

áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛zÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ

(A) a xü§%Ç b !ö–

Assertion (Ass) : ˆ•Ô!çE˛# ü!î˛õ%Ó˚#

(B) b xü§%Ç c !ö–

§y!•ï˛ƒòy í˛z˛õöƒy§ x§# Î˚y¡¨y ï˛yäö
ˆú˛yä°Ü˛•z–
Reason (R) : ˆ•Ô!çE˛# üï˛üà# x˛õyÓ!¢Çöy
í˛z˛õöƒy§ ˛õyÓ!§ ˛õy¡¨ˆÏo–

(C) d xü§%Ç a !ö–
(D) c xü§%Ç d !ö–

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
18. Ú¢ˆÏ à y°Ü˛yä˜Ï ç Û Ó% ü¢yß¨ y xüy Ä•z ö y

(A) (Ass) xü!ò (R) xö#üÜ˛ ã%˛ü•z xò%ày
(Ass) x!§ Ä•zÓ˚Ü¯˛Óà# üÓ˚ü (R)

ã˛yÄáÍ•Õ‘¡y∫ •z!öÇˆÏÌÔ!ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

x!§öö#–

(A) áyˆÏà¡∫y–

(B) (Ass) xü!ò (R) xö#üÜ˛ ã%˛ü•z xò%à
(Ass) Ä•zÓ˚Ü˛öÓà# üÓ˚ü (R) x!§öy

(B) Ü˛ƒy¡∫y–

öˆÏ_–

(C) Ü˛yÇÓy–

(C) (Ass) ã%˛ü•z xò%ày (R) °y!Õ‘–

(D) ˆ°yÎ˚Î˚%¡y∫ –

(D) (Ass) °y!Õ‘ xò%ày (R) ã%˛ü•z–
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19. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Óy !°§ I xü§%Ç II xö#!§!à xã%˛¡∫

ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  I
˛õyöyÜ˛yÇ˜Ïç
a. x•ÈÕ‘%˛õ
b. ö•yÓ˚*˛õ
c. °y•zú˛ü
d. áyÓü

21. ˆú˛yÜ˛ˆÏê˛° ˜ööÓòy Úú˛yòÓ˚ xú˛ ˆú˛yÜ˛ˆÏê˛°Û

•yÎ˚öy áäöÓy ˆú˛yÜ˛ˆÏ°!Ó˚‹T!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  II
ˆ¢ÍÜ˛òÓy !ú˛ üã%˛
1. ü%˜ÏÓ˚öÓy üã%˛–
2. xˆÏäÔÓy üã%˛–
3. üD…yüã%˛–
4. í˛zÍüã%˛–

(A) !Ë!°Î˚ü ˆçyö ˆÌyü§–
(B) !Ó˚ã˛yò≈ ~ü òÓ˚§ö–
(C) ‹T#ê˛ ˆÌyü§ö–
(D) !Ë!°Î˚ü ˆÓ§ˆÏÜ˛yü–
22. ˆú˛yÜ˛ˆÏ°yÓ˚à# üã˛°!¢ÇÓ% ﬂT…Ü˛ã˛ˆÏÓ˚!°çüà#

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
a

b

c

d

(A)

2

3

4

1

(B)

3

2

1

4

(C)

4

1

2

3

(D)

1

2

3

4

˜ööü#ÍˆÏÎ˚Çòy ˜öÜ˛Ó˚ö!áÓy ˆú˛yÜ˛ˆÏ°y!Ó˚‹T
xö#áÜ˛!ï˛ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
a.
xyö!ê˛ xyÓ˚ö
b. ç%!°Î˚§ ˆe´yö
c.
ûœ˛y!ò!üÓ˚ ˆçˆÏÜ˛yˆÏ°!û˛Ü˛ ˆ≤Ãy˛õ
d. ˆ°!í˛‹T…yí˛zü–
ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ

20. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚ Ó x!§à# xã% ˛ ¡∫ ˆÜ˛yÍ xò%

áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛zÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ

(A) a xü§%Ç b !ö–

Assertion (Ass) : x!Ó˚ Ó y ü!î˛õ% Ó ˚ #

(B) c xü§%Ç b !ö–

§y!•ï˛ƒà# ¢Ü˛ˆÏ°yö!¢Çòy •zÓ˚üÓy ü#à#
üü#Ç üÌy Î˚yÄˆÏò–

(C) d xü§%Ç a !ö–
(D) c xü§%Ç d !ö–

Reason (R) : x!Ó˚Óy ü!î˛õ%Ó˚# §y!•ï˛ƒà#

üã˛°!¢Ç!§ ã˛#öÓ%Ç§y!•ï˛ƒà# üÄÇ!ö–

23. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó!¢Ç x!§òà# xã%˛¡∫ò% áÕ‘% ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(A) ã˛#öÓ%Ç§y!•ï˛ƒ Sˆú˛yÜ˛!°ê˛ˆÏÓã˚ ˛Ó˚V •yÎ˚Ó!§

(A) (Ass) ã%˛ü•z (R) °y!Õ‘–

ÄˆÏÓ˚°ˆÏê˛Δ!ò§à# ü˛õyß¨y !•Çò%öy ˜°–

(B) (Ass) xü§%Ç (R) xö#üÜ˛ ã%˛ü•z xò%ày
(R) öy Ass à# xã%˛¡∫ üÓ˚ü§% Ä•z–

(B) ã˛#öÓ%Ç§y!•ï˛ƒ!ò ˆú˛yÜ˛@ˇÃ&˛õ xü!à üË°

(C) (Ass) °y!Õ‘ (R) ã%˛ü•z–

(C) ã˛#öÓ%Ç§y!•ï˛ƒ!ò ü#Ä•z xüáE˛# üË°

Ä•zöy ˜°ˆÏï˛–
Ä•zöy ˜°–

(D) (Ass) xü§%Ç (R) xö#üÜ˛ ã˛ü%•z xò%ày
(R) öy (Ass)à# xã%˛¡∫ üÓ˚ü Ä•zˆÏò–
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24. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ I xü§%Ç !°§ II xö#à#

26. xyã˛yÎ≈ƒ û˛Ó˚ï˛ü%!îöy Ü˛yÓƒòy üÓ˚&Ä•zÓ!ö •yÎ˚öy

xã%˛¡∫y ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  I
!°§  II
˛°y•z!Ó˚E˛# ü#Ç
•zˆÏÌyÜ˛˛õy ü#Ä•z
a. ú%˛DyËyÓ˚#
1. ﬂ¨y•° !Ó.Ü˛ü–
b. ã˛#Çï˛üú%˛DyËyÓ˚#
2. §yÓ˚ÇˆÏÌü ÓÓ˚ü!î–
c. ü!î˛õ%Ó˚# ˆ°yÜ˛§y!•ï˛ƒ
3. Ä•zöyü ˆû˛yˆÏàŸªÓ˚–
d. ü!î˛õ%Ó˚# ú%˛DyËyÓ˚#
4. í˛y. xy•z xyÓ˚ ÓyÓ%–

ˆ°!Ó˚¡!∫ ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) Ó˚§–
(B) ôù!ö–
(C) Ó˚#!ï˛–
(D) x°B˛yÓ˚–

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
a

b

c

d

(A)

1

2

3

4

a.

ﬂiy!Î˚û˛yÓ–

(B)

4

3

1

2

b.

!Óû˛yÓñ xö%û˛yÓñ üM˛ÈyÓ˚#û˛yÓ–

(C)

2

4

3

1

c.

!ö‹õ!ï˛–

(D)

3

1

2

4

d.

§ÇˆÏÎyà–

27. û˛yˆÏÓyÜ˛ï˛y ÚÓ˚§Û ˆ˛õyÜ˛•öÓòy ã˛äÓy üã˛yÜ˛!¢Ç!òÈÙÙÙÙÈ

25. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚ Ó x!§à# xã% ˛ ¡∫ ˆÜ˛yÍ xò%

ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ

áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛zÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) b xü§%Ç d !ö–

Assertion (Ass) : üyˆÏ°üà# ˆú˛yÜ˛@ˇÃ&˛õ!¢Çöy

°#ö!Ó˚Óy ˆú˛yÜ˛ˆÏê˛°!¢Çòy üyß¨Óy ü¢Ü˛
Ü˛Î˚y Î˚yÄ!Ó˚–

(B) a xü§%Ç b !ö–

Reason (R) : ã˛#öÓ%Ç§y!•ï˛ƒòy ü¢yà# Ä•zÓy
ˆ°ÇòÓy (permanent) !Ìü Ü˛Î˚y

(C) a xü§%Ç c !ö–
(D) d xü§%Ç a !ö–

Î˚yÄ!¢®%öy ˜°–
ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

28. Å!ã˛ï˛ƒ §¡±òyÎ˚à# °%!ã˛ÇÓy xyã˛yÎ≈ƒ!ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(A) (Ass) xü§%Ç (R) xö#!§ üÓ˚#˜Ï°òÓy

(A) x!û˛öÓ=Æ–

Ëy˜Ï•˛õˆÏÓ˚Ç äy_´ö#–
(B) (R) x!§öy üÓ˚ü Ä•zËày (Ass) à#

(B) çÎ˚ˆÏòÓ–

¢Ü˛ÄÇ x!§ Ä•zˆÏÌyÜ˛•!Õ‘–
(C) ˆ«˛ˆÏüw–

(C) (Ass) à# üÓ˚ü (R) öy Ä•zˆÏò–

(D) Óyüö–

(D) (R) x!§ ã%˛ü•z (Ass) x!§ °y!Õ‘–
PaperII / MAN
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31. •z Ç Ó˚ y ç# §y!•ï˛ƒòy Úˆ•üyÓ˚ ! §Î˚ y Û Ëy˜Ï • !§

29. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ I xü§%Ç !°§ II xö#à#

¢#!çß¨!áÓy !e´!ê˛Ü˛!ï˛ È ÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) ˆ≤’ˆÏê˛y–
(B) ~!Ó˚ˆÏ‹Tyê˛°–
(C) ˆ°yöçy•zö§–
(D) ˆ•yÓ˚y§–

xã%˛¡∫ ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  I
!°§  II
xyã˛yÎ≈ƒà# ü#Ç
°y•z!Ó˚E˛# ü#Ç
a. û˛Ó˚ï˛ü%!î
1. Ü˛yÓƒ°B˛yÓ˚
b. û˛yü•
2. Ü˛yÓƒò¢≈
c. ò![˛
3. Ü˛yÓƒ°B˛yÓ˚ §Ç@ˇÃ•
d. í˛zqê˛
4. öyê˛ƒ¢yﬂf

32. ˆ•ˆÏ°!öÜ˛ ˆ˛õ!Ó˚Äòï˛y ~ˆÏÌ™ï˛y üü#Çã˛Í!áÓy

§üyˆÏ°yã˛Ü˛ xö#!ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
a.
ˆ≤’ˆÏê˛y–
b. ~!Ó˚ˆÏ‹Tyê˛°–
c.
ˆ§:!˛õÎ˚yÓ˚–
d. ˆ•yÓ˚y§–
ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) a xü§%Ç b !ö–
(B) b xü§%Ç c !ö–
(C) d xü§%Ç a !ö–
(D) c xü§%Ç a !ö–

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
a

b

c

d

(A)

4

1

2

3

(B)

1

2

3

4

(C)

2

3

4

1

(D)

3

4

1

2

30. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚ Ó !§òà# xã% ˛ ¡∫ ˆÜ˛yÍ xò%

áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛zÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ
33. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ I xü§%Ç !°§ II xö#à#

Assertion (Ass) : Ó˚#!ï˛ §¡±òyÎ˚Ó% ˆ¢ÔàÍ˛õy

xã%˛¡∫ ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

xyã˛yÎ≈!¢Çöy Ü˛yÓƒà# ˆ°yö xü§%Ç á%Í•zà#
üÓ˚üòy ˜ö˜Ïö–

!°§  I
°y•z!Ó˚Ü˛
a. ˆ˛õyˆÏÎ˚!ê˛Ü‰˛§
b. !°!Ó˚ˆÏÜ˛° ˆÓ°ò§
c. Óy•zˆÏÎ˚y@ˇÃy!ú˛Î˚y !°ˆÏê˛!Ó˚Î˚y
d. ˆê˛Δ!ò§ö ~® •z!®!û˛ò%ˆÏÎ˚° ˆï˛ˆÏ°hsˇ

Reason (R) : x°B˛yÓ˚ §¡±òyÎ˚ à #

°%!ã˛ÇÓ!¢Çöy Ó˚#!ï˛ §¡±òyÎ˚Ó% ˆ¢Ôàƒ!°–
ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) (Ass) x!§ ã%˛ü•z (R) x!§ °y!Õ‘–
(B) (Ass) x!§ °y!Õ‘ (R) x!§ ã%˛ü•z–

üÓ˚ü Ä•z•!Õ‘–
(D) (Ass) xü§%Ç (R) x!öüÜ˛ ü#ÍˆÏÎ˚Ç

ˆï˛yäyö ˆï˛yäy!Õ‘–
PaperII / MAN

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

2

3

4

(B)

2

3

4

1

(C)

3

4

1

2

(D)

4

1

2

3

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(C) (Ass) xü§%Ç (R) xö#üÜ˛ ã%˛ü•z xò%ày
(Ass) x!§öy (R) x!§ Ä•zÓ˚Ü¯˛Óà#
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1.
2.
3.
4.

!°§  II
˜öö•#Ó˚ü
ˆê˛ΔˆÏç!ò
ˆ˛õy•z!e
•züy!çˆÏö§ö
ˆê˛Δ!ò§ö xü§%Ç
!•ˆÏﬁê˛y!Ó˚ˆÏÜ˛° ˆ§™Ó˚

37. üáyà# x!§òà# ˆöˆÏç° Ä•zÓy ˆáyˆÏsyi Ü˛y !¢Ç!òÈÙÙÙÙÈ
a.
ú˛–
b. ü–
c.
ö–
d. ˛õ–

34. ~§. !ê˛ ˆÜ˛y°!Ó˚çöy üyà# ≤ÃyÜ˛!ê˛ˆÏÜ˛°

!e´!ê˛!§çüòy áyÈÎ˚ˆÏòyÜ˛°¡∫y §üyˆÏ°yã˛öy!à
üá°!ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) ü!Ó˚–
(B) üäy–

ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(C) ï˛Ó˚&Óy–

(A) a xü§%Ç b !ö–

(D) ï˛ˆÏÓ˚Í–

(B) a xü§%Ç c !ö–
(C) b xü§%Ç d !ö–

35. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚ Ó !§òà# xã% ˛ ¡∫ ˆÜ˛yÍ xò%

(D) b xü§%Ç c !ö–

áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛zÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ
Assertion (Ass) : !ê˛. ~§ •z!°Î˚ï˛!ï˛

38. üáyà# x!§òà# xã%˛¡∫ò% áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛z ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

ˆÓ˚yüy!rê˛Ü˛ §ÓˆÏçÜ˛!ê˛!û˛!ê˛à# üyˆÏÎ˚y_´y
˜°–

(A) ü!î˛õ%Ó˚# ˆ°yöòy ˆï˛yö x‡ü ˜°–
(B) ü!î˛õ%Ó#˚ ˆ°y®y @ˇÃyüy!ï˛ˆÏÜ˛° ˆç®Ó˚ ˜°–

Reason (R) : ˆüyò≈ ö !e´!ê˛Ü˛!¢Çà#

(C) ÚÌÜ˛˛õÛ •yÎ˚Ó§# öyí˛zö!ö–

ü#ÍˆÏÎ˚Çò# ˛õ%!™à# xy¢ÇÓy xã%˛¡∫ò%
í˛zÍˆÏÌyÜ˛˛õ!ö–
ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(D) ü!î˛õ%Ó˚# ˆ°y®y ˜°Óy ËyÓ˚& (root)
˛õ)¡¨üÜ˛ ö#Çï˛¡∫y ËyÓ˚& (free root)

äy_´!ö–

(A) Ass xü§%Ç R xö#üE˛# ËyˆÏú˛yÇˆÏòyÜ˛!§

39. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ I xü§%Ç !°§ II xö#à#

üÓ˚#˜Ï°öˆÏò–

xã%˛¡∫ ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  I
!°§  II
S•yÎ˚ˆÏòyÜ˛˛õà# üÄÇV
SˆÜ˛yˆÏöˆÏ§yˆÏöhsˇ!¢ÇV
a. x°!û˛Ä°Ó˚ ˆ°ï˛ˆÏÓ˚°
1. §
b. ˆ˛õyï˛ˆÏï˛° ˆ§!üû˛yË°
2. ä
c. ˆ˛õyï˛ˆÏï˛° !ú˛ˆÏÜ˛!ï˛Ó
3. °
d. !û˛°Ó˚ ˆöˆÏç°
4. Î˚
ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(B) Ass x!§à# ü#ˆÏÎÇ˚ !§ R öy üÓ˚ü ˛õ#ò%öy

ˆ¢ÔàÍ!°–
(C) Ass xü§%Ç R xö#üÜ˛!§ xüày

xüày öÜ¯˛öy üÓ˚#˜Ï°!à–
(D) R x!§ ã%˛ü•z Ass x!§ °y!Õ‘–
36. •yÎ˚ñ ˆÓÜ˛ñ Ó˚yí˛zöˆÏòò û˛yË°!ò

a

b

c

d

(A)

3

4

1

2

(B)

4

3

2

1

(C)

2

1

4

3

(D)

1

2

3

4

(A) Ú•zÛ !ö–
(B) Ú~Û !ö–
(C) ÚÄÛ !ö–
(D) Úí˛zÛ !ö–
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43. Ó˚yçÜ%˛üyÓ˚ ü!îöy •ˆÏ®yÜ˛˛õy °y•z!Ó˚Ü˛!¢Ç!òÈÙÙÙÙÈ
a.
Ä!í˛§#–
b. °y•zú˛!òÓ# xüà# ÈÎ˚%ü–
c.
ÄˆÏÌˆÏÕy‘ –
d. •ö%Óy xü§%Ç §ü%o–

40. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚ Ó !§òà# xã% ˛ ¡∫ ˆÜ˛yÍ xò%

áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛zÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ
Assertion (Ass) : ü!î˛õ% Ó ˚ # ˆ°yöà#

ˆáyöˆÏÌyÜ˛ ÚüÛ x!§ ˆöyç°!ö–
Reason (R) : ÚüÛ •yÎ˚ˆÏòyÜ˛˛õ üï˛üò
öyˆÏï˛yöà# °¡∫#òy ö%Ç¢#Í ã˛Í°#–
ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

(A) (Ass) xü!ò (R) xö#üÜ˛ ã%˛ü•z xò%ày
(Ass) x!§ Ä•zÓ˚Ü˛öÓà# üÓ˚ü (R)

x!§öö#–

xü§%Ç
xü§%Ç
xü§%Ç
xü§%Ç

b
c
d
d

!ö–
!ö–
!ö–
!ö–

44. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ I xü§%Ç !°§ II xö#à#

(B) (Ass) xü!ò (R) xö#üÜ˛ ã%˛ü•z xò%ày
(Ass) x!§ Ä•zÓ˚Ü˛öÓà# üÓ˚ü (R)

xã%˛¡∫ ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  I
!°§  II
Sü˛õyà# ü#ÇV
Süã˛yà# ü#ÇV
a. •z!ò˛õ§
1. ˆÜ˛yÓ˚ˆÏò!°Î˚y
b. ÓÓyö!§Ä
2. ÄˆÏú˛!°Î˚y
c. !°Î˚yÓ˚
3. xy!rê˛ˆÏàyˆÏö
d. ˆ˛õyˆÏ°y!öx§
4. ˆò§ˆÏòˆÏüyöy
ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ a
b
c
d

x!§öy öˆÏ_–
(C) (Ass) x!§ ã%˛ü•z xò%ày (R) x!§

°y!Õ‘–
(D) (Ass) x!§ °y!Õ‘ xò%ày (R) x!§

ã%˛ü•z–

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

41. !ç. !§. ˆï˛yÇÓyöy •ˆÏ®yÜ˛˛õ °y•z!Ó˚Ü˛!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) Ä!í˛§#–

1
3
4
2

2
4
3
1

3
1
2
4

4
2
1
3

45. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚ Ó !§òà# xã% ˛ ¡∫ ˆÜ˛yÍ xò%

(B) xy!rê˛ˆÏàyˆÏö–

áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛zÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ
Assertion (Ass) : xy!rê˛ˆÏàyˆÏööy !öÇˆÏÌÔ

(C) ˆ•°ˆÏüê˛–

ˆe´ˆÏÎ˚yöà# Î˚yÌÇÓ% ¢#Çö!á–
Reason (R) : xy!rê˛ˆÏàyˆÏööy üã˛ö xüöy
üÓ% Ç à# üˆÏ Ì Ô üäü ˛õyäˆÏ Ì yÜ˛˛õòy
!öÇˆÏÌÔöy á%ï˛ !ÌÇ!çöÓy Î˚y!öÇ!áˆÏò–
(A) (Ass) xü!ò (R) xö#üÜ˛ ã%˛ü•z xò%Ó%
(R) x!§öy (Ass) x!§ Ä•zÓ˚Ü˛öÓà#
üÓ˚ü!ò öˆÏ_–
(B) (Ass) xü!ò (R) xö#üÜ˛ ã%˛ü•z xò%Ó%
(R) x!§öy (Ass) x!§ Ä•zÓ˚Ü˛öÓà#
üÓ˚ü!ö–
(C) (Ass) x!§ ã%˛ü•z xò%ày (R) x!§ °y!Õ‘–
(D) (Ass) x!§ °y!Õ‘ xò%ày (R) x!§ ã%˛ü•z–

(D) ˆáÔàÇ°Ó °üˆÏ°ü–
42. Ú•ö%Óy xü§%Ç §ü%oÛ •ˆÏ®yÜ˛˛õ!ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) !Ó. ~§ Ó˚yçÜ%˛üyÓ˚!ö–
(B) ˆ°yÇçü çÎ˚ã˛w!ö–
(C) ˆã˛yÇÌyü §üˆÏÓ˚w!ö–
(D) Ó˚yçÜ%˛üyÓ˚ ü!î!ö–
PaperII / MAN

a
b
c
a
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46. Î%̊üˆÏ°¡∫Ó •zˆÏÓyüã˛yöy •ˆÏ®yÜ˛˛õy °y•z!Ó˚Ü˛!ï˛ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

49. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Óy !°§ I xü§%Ç !°§ II xö#à#

xã%˛¡∫ ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  I
!°§  II
˛°y•z!Ó˚E˛# ü#Ç
•ˆÏ®yÜ˛˛õà# ü#Ç
a. Ü,˛£èÜ˛yhsˇà# í˛z•z°
1. Î˚%üˆÏ°¡∫ü •zˆÏÓyüã˛y–
b. {û˛yà# ˆöyÇüy
2. ¢ƒyü§%®Ó˚ !§Ç•–
c. §ÇﬂÒyÓ˚
3. ˆüâã˛wy ˜•Ó˚yÇˆÏáyÇçü–
d. xˆÏï˛yØy ˆoyîyã˛yÎ≈ƒ xüy
4. ò#îü!î–

(A) ¢y¡∫y–
(B) í˛züÇà# •Ü˛–
(C) Ü˛y°# xy¶˛# Sï˛üÌ#Óy ˆöyÇ˜Ï°V–
(D) §ÇﬂÒyÓ˚–
47. Úxü§%Ç •zw!çÍÛ Ü˛# x•zÓ!ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
a

b

c

d

(A)

1

2

3

4

(B)

2

4

1

3

(C)

4

2

3

1

(D)

3

1

4

2

(A) ü•yˆÏŸªï˛y ˆòÓ#–
(B) Î˚% xyÓ˚ xöhsˇü)!ï≈˛–
(C) Óyò° §Ó˚Ü˛yÓ˚–
(D) Ü˛üˆÏ°ŸªÓ˚–
48. ~°yÇÓü ò#öü!îöy •öˆÏòyÜ˛˛õy °y•z!Ó˚Ü˛!¢Ç!ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

50. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó!§òà# xã%˛¡∫ ˆÜ˛yÍ xò% áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛zÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ

a.

üô%¢y°y–

Assertion (Ass) : Ü%˛ˆÏÓÓ˚öy üöy•z Î«˛Ó%

b.

•Î˚Óòö–

c.

ˆòÓòy§–

ã˛•# xüy ˆ°y•z Ìy!á–
Reason (R) : Î«˛öy ö%˛õ#òy Ó˚yà ˜°üöÓòà#
ˆöyÇü!ò üˆÏÌÔòyÇ Ü˛yí˛zˆÏÌyÜ˛°%ˆÏÓ˚–

d.

x¶˛Î%à–

(A) (Ass) xü!ò (R) xö#üÜ˛ ã%˛ü•z xò%Ó%
(Ass) x!§ Ä•zÓ˚Ü¯˛Óà# üÓ˚ü (R)

x!§öy öˆÏ_–

ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(B) (Ass) xü!ò (R) xö#üÜ˛ ã%˛ü•z xò%Ó%
(Ass) x!§ Ä•zÓ˚Ü˛öÓà# üÓ˚ü (R)

(A) a xü§%Ç d !ö–

x!§ö!ö–

(B) b xü§%Ç c !ö–

(C) (Ass) x!§ ã%˛ü•z xò%ày (R) x!§

(C) b xü§%Ç d !ö–

°y!Õ‘–
(D) (R) x!§ °y!Õ‘ xò%ày (R) x!§ ã%˛ü•z–

(D) c xü§%Ç a !ö–
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MANIPURI
PAPER  III
Note : This paper contains seventy five (75) objective type questions, each question carrying two (2)
marks. All questions are compulsory.

1.

4.

xäöÓy üï˛üà# ü!î˛õ% Ó ˚ # §y!•ï˛ƒà#
üyÇ!ç°ÌyÓy ËyˆÏÓ˚Ç °y•z!Ó˚Ü˛!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó!¢Ç x!§òà# xÓ˚yöÓ!òÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) •yÄÜ%˛˛õyáÇ xü§%Ç ˆáyÇˆÏçyüö%˛õ#!¢Çöy

(A) ˛õyˆÏsiy•zÓ# ˆáyD%°–

ˆ¢yÎ˚òy ˆ°yÍöy í˛zß!¨ á–

(B) ö%!üÍÜ˛yØy–

(B) ˆöyÇÌyÇ˜Ï°üy xü§%Ç •Ó˚yÓy xö#!§

(C) ˆ˛õy•z˜ÏÓ˚ˆÏï˛yö á%ˆÏsiyÜ‰˛–

˜°ˆÏ ¢ üˆÏ ° yöà# ËyÓ˚ # òy Î˚ y ÄÓy
ã˛!Ó˚e!¢Ç!ö–

(D) ï%˛ˆÏï˛ÇˆÏ°y°–
2.

(C) §öyü•#öyñ ˜°üˆÏÓ˚ö !¢òÓ#à# ˛õyí˛zï˛yÜ˛

üï%˛Ç•zßy¨ üyˆÏ°ü ˆÜ˛yÎ˚!á–

xäöÓy üï˛üà# ü!î˛õ%Ó˚# §y!•ï˛ƒòy xÜ˛°
xˆÏÌÔà# ã˛yÎ˚öÓà# üÓ˚üòy •zÓy °y•z!Ó˚Ü˛!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(D) ˛õyáÇÓy °yÇˆÏ Î ˚ ö ˜Ï ¢ x!§ ü!î˛õ% Ó ˚ #

(A) ö%!üÍÜ˛yØy–

!•ü§à# üÄÇ!ö–

(B) ÌËyöÌyÓy!•Ó˚yö–

5.

(C) ˆ˛õy•z˜ÏÓ˚ˆÏï˛yö á%ˆÏsiyÜ‰˛–
(D) ã˛yÎ˚öˆÏÓ˚y°–
3.

!°§  I
ã˛!Ó˚e

Úöyí˛z!ÌÇˆÏáyÇ ú˛¡∫y°Ü˛yÓyÛ °y•z!Ó˚Ü˛!§ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
a.
ú˛¡∫y°Ü˛yÓà# üÓ˚üòy •zÓ!ö–
b. ö%Ç!¢ ö%ÇÄ°à# üÓ˚üòy •zÓ!ö–
c.
°¡ø#ÍˆÏ°yöà# üÓ˚üòy •zÓ!ö–
d. !¢ö÷ !¢siyà# üÓ˚üòy •zÓ!ö–
ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) a xü!ò c !ö–
(B) c xü!ò d !ö–
(C) a xü!ò c !ö–
(D) a xü!ò b !ö–
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2

!°§  II
Î˚yÄ!Ó˚Óy °y•z!Ó˚Ü˛!¢Ç

a. °%ËyÇ=Ó˚&

1. ˛ˆ˛õy•z˜ÏÓ˚ˆÏï˛yö á%ˆÏsiyÜ‰˛

b. á¥y•zö%ÇˆÏçÇÓü !˛õÓy

2. ˛ï%˛ˆÏï˛ÇˆÏ°yö

c. ¢!Ó

3. ˛!í˛çö !•Ó˚yÄ

d. äyÇˆÏäy•z ˆÎ˚y•zˆÏüyÇÓ

4. ö%!üÍ Ü˛yØy

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙ

a

b

c

d

(A)

3

4

1

2

(B)

4

3

2

1

(C)

2

4

1

3

(D)

3

1

4

2

6.

üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ÈI xü§%Ç !°§ÈII x!öà#
ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

!°§  I
°y•z!Ó˚Ü˛!¢Ç
a. ã˛yÎ˚öˆÏÓ˚y°
b. ö%ÇÓyöˆÏ˛õy¡∫# °%Ëyí˛z˛õy
c. ÌËyö ÌyÓy !•Ó˚yö
d. ˆöyÇ¢y˜Ïü

8.

(A) ï˛ˆÏá°ä¡∫y–

!°§  II
˜öö!Ó˚Óy˛ •#Ó˚ü
1. ˛õyÇàö ˆÌyÓ˚Ü˛˛õà#
üÓ˚üòy •zÓ!ö
2. ˛xÜ˛° xˆÏÌÔà# üÓ˚üòy
3. ö%Ç!¢ö%ÇÄ°à# üÓ˚üòy
4. ã˛yÎ˚öÓà# üÓ˚üòy

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙ

a

b

c

d

(A)

4

3

2

1

(B)

3

4

1

2

(C)

2

1

3

4

(D)

1

2

4

3

üyôÓÓ˚yü ËyˆÏ•ÇÓöy •zÓ˚¡y∫ °y•z!Ó˚Ü˛!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(B) §öyü!îÜ˛–
(C) áy!•ä¡∫y–
(D) ˛õÓ˚#!«˛ï˛–
9.

üyôÓÓ˚yü ËyˆÏ•ÇÓöy •zÓ˚¡y∫ °y•z!Ó˚Ü˛!¢Çò# ≠
a.

!ÓÓ˚yê˛ ¢ysi$˛õˆÏÓ˚yö

b.

°yÇˆÏ°yö

c.

§öy ü!îÜ˛

d.

Ó˚yü ˆöyDyÓy

ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ
7.

üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó x!§òà# xã% ˛ ¡∫ ˆÜ˛yÍ xò%
áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛zÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ
Assertion (Ass) : ˆáyÇˆÏ ã ˛yüö% Ó #
ˆöyÇÜ˛yˆÏÓ˚yö üˆÏ•Ô¢yà# ˆáyäˆÏã˛yÍÜ˛#
üÓ˚üòy •zÓy °y•z!Ó˚Ü˛§% Ä•z–
Reason (R) : ü#Ä•zÓ!ò üˆÏ•Ô¢yà# ü˛õyö
ï˛yÇò%öy !•ÇÓy ç#Ó!ö–

(A) a xü!ò c x!§!ö–
(B) b xü!ò c x!§!ö–
(C) a xü!ò d x!§!ö–
(D) b xü!ò d x!§!ö–

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

10. üáyòy ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó!§òà# xÓ˚yöÓ!ò ≠

(A) (Ass) °y!Õ‘ (R) x!§ ã%˛ü•z–

(A) !öÇˆÏÌÔçü üyôÓöy •zÓ!ò û˛_´ ã˛!Ó˚Íö#–

(B) (Ass) xü!ò (R) xö#üÜ˛ ã%˛ü•z xò%ày
(Ass) x!§ Ä•zÓ˚Ü˛öÓà# üÓ˚ü§% (R)

(B) !ã˛û˛yáü ã˛yí˛zÓˆÏï˛yööy •zÓ!ò áy!• ä¡∫ö#–

!ö–

(C) üyôÓÓ˚yü ËyˆÏ•ÇÓöy •zÓ!ò °yÇˆÏ°yöö#–

(C) (Ass) x!§ Ä•zÓ˚Ü˛¯ Óà# üÓ˚ü (R) öy

Ä•zˆÏò–

(D) °ÓD ˆÜ˛yˆÏsiÔçüöy •zÓ!ò ¢üˆÏ°yÜ˛

(D) (Ass) x!§ ã%˛ü•z (R) x!§ °y!Õ‘–
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11. ü!î˛õ%Ó˚# üÎ˚yÎ˚ã˛öÓy Î%àï˛y Ó˚yüy!® xü§%Ç

13. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ÈI xü§%Ç !°§ÈII x!§à#

xã%˛¡∫ ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

ˆàÔ!í˛¸Î˚˜ÏÓ£èÓ °y•z!öÇà# ã˛ÍöÓ#òy ü˛õ%ÇÄ•zÓy

!°§  I
°y•z!Ó˚E˛# ü¢Ü˛
xü§%Ç •#Ó˚ü

ÎyçÓy˛ •z!öÇˆÏÌÔ!¢Ç!ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
a.

ã˛Ó˚y•zˆÏÓ˚yÇÓy ü•yÓ˚yç–

b.

à!Ó˚Ó!öËyç ü•yÓ˚yç–

c.

ˆàÔÓ˚¢ƒyü ü•Ó˚yçy–

d.

a. !•®%~!˛õÜ˛

1. ï˛ˆÏá°ä¡∫y

b. ˜ü˜Ïï˛°y•z!öÇòy Î˚¡% ≥˛ü Ä•zÓy

2. ˛§öyü!îÜ˛

c. !öÇˆÏÌÔà# ˛õ%!™ËyÓ˚#ày üÓ˚#˜Ï°öÓy

3. ˛§öyü•# °y•zÜ˛°

d. !ú˛Ü˛§ö

4. Ó˚yüyÎ˚ö

Ó˚yç!£Ï≈ û˛yàƒã˛w–

ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) a xü§%Ç b !ö–
(B) b xü§%Ç c !ö–

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙ

a

b

c

d

(A)

4

3

1

2

(B)

1

2

3

4

(C)

2

3

4

1

(D)

3

2

1

4

14. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ÈI xü§%Ç ÈII à# xã%˛¡∫y ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç

(C) c xü§%Ç d !ö–

ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  I
x•zÓà# !üÇ

(D) d xü§%Ç a !ö–

12. Ú¢üˆÏ¢yÜ˛ä¡∫Ûòy Î˚yÄòÓy ã˛!Ó˚e!ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) ˆã˛ˆÏú˛yä ˜°üyÓy–
(B) üäoy ˆÜ˛äò%–
(C) ã˛Ü˛˛õy üáyí˛zä¡∫#–
(D) ˛õy!üÇöÓ–
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!°§  II
°y•z!Ó˚E˛# !üÇ

a. ËyˆÏ•ÇÓy üyôÓÓ˚yü

1.

ã˛s•i z ˜°ˆÏÓy˚ Ç ˛õy¡∫y

b. !ã˛äyáü ã˛yí˛zÓˆÏï˛yö

2.

ô&Ó ã˛!Ó˚ï˛

c. xyö® ˛õ%á¡∫y

3.

áy!•ä¡∫y

d. xˆÏï˛y° ˆöyÇÎ˚yÎ˚ ˛õ%á¡∫y

4.

ôöOÎ˚ °y•zÓ% ö#ÇÓy

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙ

a

b

c

d

(A)

3

2

1

4

(B)

2

4

3

1

(C)

4

1

2

3

(D)

1

3

4

2

15. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó x!§òà# xã%˛¡∫ ˆÜ˛yÍ xò%

18. üáyòy ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó!§òy xã%˛¡∫ò# ≠

áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛zÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ

(A) ÚˆöyÇò# ï˛yÓ˚Ü˛!áˆÏoÛÛ à# x•zÓ!ò °üyÓü

Assertion (Ass) : üÎ˚yÎ˚ Ä•zÓy Î%àï˛y

Ó#Ó˚ü!ö!ö–
(B) ÚÚ˜ü ã˛ä°Óy ˆã˛Ü˛ÛÛ Ü˛# x•zÓ!ò ˜Ü˛°yü
!≤ÃˆÏÎ˚yÜ%˛üyÓ˚!ö–
(C) Ú˙ˆÏ á yÎ˚ ! §Ó% Ü˛ö yˆÏ ö yÛ à# x•z Ó !ò
öÓÜ%˛üyÓ˚ ˆöyÇ˜ÏüÜ˛˛õ˛õü!ö–
(D) ÚˆüÔ xò%ü °yöú˛ü xò%ü ÚÚà# x•zÓ!ò
§%Óyü!ö–

ü!î˛õ%Ó˚# §y!•ï˛ƒòy ü•yÜ˛yÓƒ •yÎ˚!Ó˚Óy
§y!•ï˛ƒà# ¢Ü˛ˆÏ°yö x!§ ˆöÔˆÏ•Ôööy
ˆÌyÓ˚Ü˛!á–
Reason (R) : !•®%°y•z!öÇ ã˛ä!¢Õ‘Ü˛!áÓày
•z ˆ Ï Ó ˚ y Î˚ ö öy xö% Ó yò§y!•ï˛ƒ Ü˛°y§%
üï˛ü!§òy ã˛yÄáÍ°Ü˛!á–
ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) (Ass) !à üÓ˚ü!§ (R) öy Ä•zˆÏò–

19. üáyòy ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó§#òà# xÓ˚y¡∫!ò ≠

(B) (Ass) à# üÓ˚ü (R) öy Ä•z!Ó˚–

(A) ÚÚ°yö xü§%Ç üäÛÛ à# x•zÓ!ò ˜Ü˛§yü

(C) (Ass) x!§ ã%˛ü•z xò%ày (R) x!§

!≤ÃˆÏÎ˚yÜ%˛üyÓ˚!ö–
(B) xÜ˛yÎ˚Óy !üÇˆÏ¢°ÛÛ à# x•zÓ!ò öÓÜ%˛üyÓ˚
ˆöyÇ˜ÏüÜ˛y˛õ˛õü!ö–
(C) ÚÚˆüyˆÏ ü yö ˆöyÜ˛ˆÏ • ÔÓ# !§Î˚ y üÛÛ à#
x•zÓ!ò ¢Ó˚Íã˛w ˆ˛õyÇˆÏú˛¡∫!ö–
(D) Ú˛õy•zÓ˚Ü˛!áˆÏo ˆã˛Óœyã˛yˆÏòyÛÛ à# x•zÓ!ò
~ö. Ü%˛OˆÏüy•ö!ö–

°y!Õ‘–
(D) (Ass) x!§ °y!Õ‘ xò%ày (R) x!§

ã%˛ü•z–
16. ˆ«˛!e Ó#Ó˚öy •zÓy °y•z!Ó˚!_´
(A) Ü˛Ç°y òyÎ˚Ó˚#
(B) ˜°Ü˛Ç°y

20. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ÈI xü§%Ç ÈII x!§à# xã%˛¡∫

(C) •z!Ì°

ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(D) öäÓ% äy•zÓòy–

!°§  I
x•zÓà# !üÇ
a. Ó˚yÉ Ü%˛É û)˛Óöﬂ¨y
b. xÓ˚y¡∫ü !ÓˆÏÓ˚ö !§Ç•
c. ˆÎyk˛ åÈ#. §ö§ü
d. xÓ˚y¡∫ü §üˆÏÓ˚w

17. ö#öy ˆòÓ#öy •zÓy °y•z!Ó˚Ü˛!¢Çò# ≠
a.
á%ö% ˆáyÇà# ¢üòà# !•ÇöÓy °yö
b. ˆï˛Ó˚y ˛õy¡∫#öy ˆï˛ÇÌy!Ó˚
c.
Óö§y•z
d. ¢ÇÓyöÓ x!ï˛Î˚yà# üáyòy–

1.
2.
3.
4.

!°§  II
°y•z!Ó˚E˛# !üÇ
üˆÏÌÔ Ü˛öÓy !ò.~ö.~
ü!ü!¢Ç ˛õyˆÏ¡y∫ ü!¢Ç
!üÓ˚yÇ
üyäáÓy °¡∫#

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙ

a

b

c

d

(A) a xü!ò c x!§ö#–

(A)

3

2

4

1

(B) b xü!ò d x!§ö#–

(B)

1

3

2

4

(C) b xü!ò c x!§ö#–

(C)

4

1

3

2

(D) a xü!ò d x!§ö#–

(D)

2

4

1

3

ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ
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21. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ÈI xü!ò !°§II xö#à#

xã%˛¡∫y ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  I
Sx•zÓà# !üÇV
a. !•çü =î
b. •z. !òöü!î
c. xÓ˚y¡∫ü §üˆÏÓ˚w
d. °y•z◊ü §üˆÏÓ˚w

1.
2.
3.
4.

23. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚ Ó!¢Ç x!§òà# xäöÓy üï˛üòy

˜°Ó˚¡!∫ ö •yÎ˚öy ˆ°ÔöÓy °y•z!Ó˚Ü˛!¢Ç!ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
a.
˛õyˆÏsiy•zÓ# ˆáyÇÜ%˛°–
b. ÌËyöÌyÓy !•Ó˚yö–
c.
§öyü!• °y•z‡•z–
d. áyˆÏà¡∫y °yÇ˜Ïç–

!°§  II
S°y•z!Ó˚E˛# !üÇV
ËyÜ˛ã˛#Çà# Ü˛!Óï˛y
•z˛õyü ˜üˆÏ•ÔˆÏÓ˚
Ó® ˜Ü˛ˆÏÌ°
ﬂ¨yˆÏï˛y¡∫#

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙ

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

4

3

2

(B)

2

3

4

1

(C)

4

2

1

3

(D)

3

1

2

4

ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) c xü§%Ç d !ö–
(B) a xü§%Ç c !ö–
(C) d xü§%Ç b !ö–
(D) a xü§%Ç b !ö–
24. ü!î˛õ%Ó˚òy !öÇˆÏÌÔ˛õy!Õ‘˜Ïäà# ˆ°Ôã˛y˛õÌy˛õÜ˛#

üï%˛Ç•zßy¨ áyçöy ˆ°ÔÓy ˆ°Ôú˛ü!ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) !§ú˛y•zˆÏ°Ô–
(B) üöyˆÏÓ˚Ô–

22. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚ Ó x!§òà# xã% ¡ ∫ ˆÜ˛yÍ xò%

áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛zÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ

(C) ú˛üˆÏ°Ô–

Assertion (Ass) : ˆ•Ô!çE˛# üï˛üòy

(D) °y•zˆÏÓ˚Ô–

ü!î˛õ%Ó˚# ˜¢ˆÏÓ˚Ç °y•z!Ó˚Ü˛ Î˚Èy¡¨y ˆú˛yäÓ˚
ˆÌÇ˜Ïö–
Reason (R) : ˜¢ˆÏÓ˚Çò •zÓ ü!î˛õ%Ó˚# oüy!à
°y•z!Ó˚Ü˛!ï˛ •zˆÏÌÇ ˆÌÇöˆÏo
ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) (Ass) xü!ò (R) xö#üÜ˛ ã%˛ü•z xò%Ó%
(Ass) x!§ Ä•zÓ˚Ü¯˛Óà# üÓ˚ü (R)
x!§ö öˆÏ_–

25. xÓ˚yöÓò% áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛z ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) ü˛õyö °üòà# ã˛ä!¢Õ‘ Ü ˛!áÓy !•®%

°y•z ! öÇày üÓ˚ # ˜Ï ° öÓy §y!•ï˛ƒòà#
ü!î˛õ%Ó˚# §y!•ï˛ƒà# xˆÏöÔÓ ¢Ü˛ï˛ü
ˆÌyÓ˚Ü˛!á–
(B) xäöÓy üï˛üà# ü!î˛õ%Ó˚# §y!•ï˛ƒòy
ü!î˛õ%Ó˚# ˆê˛Δ!òˆÏ¢yˆÏö° !Ó!°ú˛!¢Çà#
üã˛° üÓ˚yÇ Ü˛yÎ˚öy Î˚yÄ•z–
(C) ü%Ü¯˛y xü§%Ç ü%Ü¯˛yÜ˛yÇ˜Ïç x!ö x!§
•z!®!ç!öÎ˚§ ˆàü§ Ä•zöy ä!Õ‘˜Ïäòà#
ü!î˛õ%Ó˚# á%öy•zòy ˜°Ó˚Ü˛!á–

(B) (Ass) xü!ò (R) xö#üÜ˛ ã%˛ü•z xò%Ó%
(R) x!§ Ä•z Ó ˚ Ü ¯ ˛ Óà# üÓ˚ ü (R)

x!§ö!ö–

(D) ˜•e%´!•ˆÏòyÇÓy xäöÓy üï˛üà# ü!î˛õ%Ó˚#

(C) (Ass) x!§ ã%˛ü•z xò%ày (R) x!§ °y!Õ‘–

Ü˛°ã˛Ó˚à# ¢Ü˛ˆÏ°yö Ä•zöy üüyÇ˜Ïäòà#
˜°Ó˚Ü˛!á–

(D) (Ass) x!§ °y!Õ‘ (R) x!§ ã%˛ü•z–
PaperIII / MAN
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28. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ÈI xü§%Ç II x!§à# xã%˛¡∫

26. xã%˛¡∫ò% áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛z É

ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  I
˛õyöy!¢Ç
a. x•Õ‘%˛õ
b. °y•zú˛ü
c. áyÓü
d. öy•yÓ˚&˛õ

(A) ~öˆÏ § ﬁê˛yÓ˚ !§ˆÏ ﬁ ê˛ü xú˛ ËyÓ˚ ! §˛õ

•yÎ˚Ó!§ ü!î˛õ%Ó˚# á%öy•zòy ä!Õ‘˜Ïäà#
üï˛üòà# ˜°Ó˚Ü˛!á–
(B) !•®%°y•z!öÇ ã˛ä!¢Õ‘Ü˛!áÓòà# Ü˛yä°%˛õ

x!§à# §y!•ï˛ƒà# ˛õ%!E˛ ã˛yÄá˛Í•öÓòy
xüyäÓy Ä•z!á–

1.
2.
3.
4.

!°§  II
ú˛¡¨y•zÓ!¢Ç
˛õ%áöÓy
á¥y•zÓ˚yÜ˛˛õy
°y•zá%Ó˚yÜ˛˛õy
ˆöyÇˆÏÌyöÓy

(C) xäöÓy üï˛üà# ü!î˛õ% Ó ˚ # !¢Çöy

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙ

a

b

c

d

ˆöyÇˆÏ˛õyÜ˛°üòüà# Ü˛°ã˛Ó˚ày ˆ•ß¨y
öÜ˛öÓy üÓ˚# Ìü!áˆÏò–

(A)

2

1

4

3

(B)

1

2

3

4

(C)

3

4

2

1

(D)

4

3

1

2

(D) Ü˛°ã˛Ó˚à# ¢Ü˛ˆÏ°yö!¢Ç xÎ˚y¡∫y °y•z

•yÎ˚Ó!§òà# Ìy˛õˆÏï˛yÜ¯˛y ˜°!áÓy äy_´!ö–
27. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ÈI xü§%Ç II x§#à# xã%˛¡∫

29. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó x!§òà# xã% ˛ ¡∫ ˆÜ˛yÍ xò%

ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  I
ú˛üà# !üÇ

áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛zÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ

!°§  II
í˛züÇ °y•z!à !üÇ

a. Ëy˜ÏCÓ˚yÜ˛˛õy

1. ˆüyÇÓ•öÓy

b. á%Ó˚y•zÓ˚yÜ˛˛õy

2. °y•z!öÇˆÏÌÔ•öÓy–

c. ˆöyÇˆÏÌyöÓy

3. áü°yÇÓy

d. ˛õ%áöÓy

4. ã˛yáyÓy

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙ

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

2

3

4

(B)

2

3

4

1

(C)

3

4

1

2

(D)

4

1

2

3
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Assertion (Ass) : üÎ˚yÎ˚Ä•zÓy Î%àï˛y

ü!î˛õ%Ó˚# §y!•ï˛ƒòy ü•yÜ˛yÓƒ •yÎ˚!Ó˚Óy
§y!•ï˛ƒà# ¢Ü˛ˆÏ°yö x!§ ˆÌyÓ˚Ü˛!á–
Reason (R) : ü!î˛õ%Ó˚# áöy•zòy !•®%°y•z!öÇ
ã˛ä!¢Õ‘Ü˛!áÓày •zˆÏÓ˚yÎ˚ööy xö%Óyò
§y!•ï˛ƒ Ü˛y°y§% üï˛ü!§òy ã˛yÄáÍ°Ü˛!á–
ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) (Ass) x!§ Ä•zÓ˚Ü˛!áÓà# üÓ˚ü!§ (R)
x!§öy Ä•z•!Õ‘–
(B) (Ass) xü§%Ç (R) xö#!§ ˆï˛yäyö

ˆï˛yäyöÓy ü#ÍˆÏÎ˚Ç äy_´!ö–
(C) (Ass) x!§ Ä•zÓ˚Ü˛¯ Óà# üÓ˚ü!§ (R) öy

Ä•zˆÏò–
(D) (R) x!§ ã%˛ü•z (Ass) x!§ °y!Õ‘–
7
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30. °y•z ! öÇ°y•z ˆ Ï ¢ y°à# Ä•z Ó y á% ß ¨ % Ç {˜Ï ¢ à#

33. xÓ˚yöÓò% áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛z ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

ã˛ß¨ú˛ü!òÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) ~ˆÏ s i … y ˆÏ ˛ õyˆÏ ° y!çˆÏ Ü ˛° ﬂ% Ò ° xü§% Ç

(A) °y•z!ï˛öà# Ä•zÓy ˆÌÔÓ˚üò!ö–

§Ó˚ Ó y•z ˆ Ï Ó °§ !ÌÄ!Ó˚ ! § ü#Ä•z Ó à#
Ü˛°ã˛Ó˚òy Î%¡≥˛ü Ä•zÓ˚ày ¢yàÍ˛õ!ö–

(B) ˆú˛yÜ˛Ü˛yä°%˛õ xüà# §Çﬂ,Ò!ï˛à# ü¢Ü˛

ï˛yÜ˛˛õò!ö–

(B) !üˆÏÌyˆÏ°y!çˆÏÜ˛° !ÌÄ!Ó˚öy ˆöyÇÌE˛#Ìyñ

(C) °y•zà# ü!ï˛Ü˛ ü=ö ˜¢ÌyÓòö#–
(D) °y•z!¢Çà# ˆ•!Ó˚Ü˛ú˛ü ï˛yÜ˛˛õò!ö–

ÌËyö!üã˛yÜ˛ xü!ò ö%!üÍÜ˛# üÓ˚üòy
˜ö˜Ïö–

31. ˆú˛yÜ˛ˆÏ°yÓ˚ !ò!§!≤’öÓ˚ Ü˛°ã˛Ó˚!ö xü§%Ç §y!•ï˛ƒ!ö

(C) ˆÓö!ú˛ﬂ%Ò° xü§%Ç üy•zˆ@Ï Ãˇ §ˆÏö° !ÌÄ!Ó˚!§

•yÎ˚öy ˆ°ÔÓy ˆ§y!§ˆÏÎ°
˚ §y•zö!ê˛§!¢Ç!ò ≠
a.
~ˆÏs…iyˆÏ˛õyˆÏ°y!ç‹T–
b. !°Ç=•z§–
c.
!°ï˛ˆÏÓ˚!Ó˚ !e´!ê˛Ü˛–
d. !•ˆÏ‹Ty!Ó˚Î˚yö–

!çÄ@ˇÃy!ú˛òy Î˚%¡≥˛ü Ä•zÓ˚ày ¢yàÍ!°–
(D) §y•zˆÜÏ ˛y ~öy!°!ê˛ˆÏÜ˛° ﬂ%Ò°öy ü#Ä•zÓà#

!í»˛ü •yÎ˚Ó!§òy üÓ˚#Ü˛ã%˛¡¨y ˜ö˜Ïö–

ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ

34. xã%˛¡∫ò% áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛z ≠

(A) c xü§%Ç b !ö–
(B) a xü§%Ç c !ö–

(A) ü!î˛õ% Ó ˚ # !üÌÜ˛# üÓ˚ ü òy ˜öËÓ˚ ¡ ∫ y

(C) d xü§%Ç b !ö–

ˆú˛yÜ˛ˆÏ°y!Ó˚‹T!ï˛ ˆ≤ÃyÉ xy•z. xyÓ˚. ÓyÓ%!ö–

(D) a xü§%Ç d !ö–

(B) Ü%˛öyÄÓy ã˛•# ã˛yà# xˆÏÓ˚yÎ˚Óy üï˛ü

xò% Ë y•z ò y ˆÌyÓ˚ Ü ˛!áÓy ü!î˛õ% Ó ˚ #
ˆú˛yÜ˛ˆÏ°y!Ó˚‹T!ï˛ ˆ≤ÃyÉ ••zˆÓÏ ü˚ !Ó•yÓ˚#!ö–

32. ü!î˛õ%Ó#˚ ˆÓˆÏ°ò ¢Ü˛˛õ!¢Çöy ¢#!çß¨Óy ÓyòƒÎsf!¢Ç!ò
a.
ˆ˛õöy–
b. ô%ˆÏ°yÜ˛–
c.
ô%°–
d. °yÇˆÏò˛õ%Ç–

(C) ˆ≤ÃyÉ Ä•z ö yü •z ˆ Ï Ó yˆÏ ã ˛ÔÓy ü!î˛õ% Ó ˚ #

ˆÓ°í˛˛õ% !öÎ˚ü öy•zöy ˆáyü!ç®%öy
˜ööÓy ˆú˛yÜ˛ˆÏ°y!Ó˚‹T!ö–

ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(D) ü!î˛õ%Ó˚#

(A) a xü§%Ç b !ö–

ú%˛ÇàyËyÓ˚#!¢ÇÓ% !öÎ˚ü
öy•zöy ˆáyü!ç®%öy ˜ööÓ˚ú˛!áÓy
ˆú˛yÜ˛ˆÏ°y!Ó˚‹T!¢Çòà# ˆ≤ÃyÉ òyˆÏüyòÓ˚§%
xü!ö–

(B) b xü§%Ç c !ö–
(C) c xü§%Ç d !ö–
(D) d xü§%Ç a !ö–
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35. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ÈI xü§%Ç !°§ÈII x!§à#

xã%˛¡∫ ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  I
ˆú˛yÜ˛ˆÏ°yÓ˚à# üá°!¢Ç
a. ã˛#öÓ%Çà# ˆú˛yÜ˛ˆÏ°yÓ˚
1.
b. ã˛ÍˆÏ°yöã˛ÍÜ˛# Ä•zÓy
2.
ˆú˛yÜ˛ˆÏ°yÓ˚
c. ˆ˛õyÍ¢E˛# Ä•zÓy ˆú˛yÜ˛ˆÏ°yÓ˚ 3.
d. °y•zˆÏÌÔ !ï˛öˆÏÌÔà# Ä•zÓy
4.
ˆú˛yÜ˛ˆÏ°yÓ˚

37. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó x!§òà# xã% ˛ ¡∫ ˆÜ˛yÍ xò%

áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛zÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  II
á%òü!¢Ç
˛Ü%˛˜Ï¡∫ !ú˛ˆÏÎ˚yÇ
ËyÓ˚#!¢Ç

Assertion (Ass) : xyö!ê˛ xyˆÏî≈öy Úê˛y•z˛õÛ

•yÎ˚Óy ê˛yü≈ x!§ ˆú˛yÜ˛ˆÏ°yÓ˚ ˜ööÓòy
¢#!çß¨ÓÜ˚ ˛!áÓà# õy®ü!ò ü#Ä•zÜ˛yä°%˛õ
xüüüà# ˆú˛yÜ˛ˆÏ°yÓ˚à# Ü˛ˆÏ¡õyˆÏöhsˇ!¢ÇÓ%
üˆÏÎÜ˚ ˛ˆÏüyÇöy Ü˛äˆÏòyÜ¯˛Óà# òüÜ˛!ö–

á%Í÷á%Í°y•z!¢Ç
°y•zˆÏÓ˚y°ñ
°y•zˆ¢Ï y° !ï˛öˆÏ¢y°

Reason (R) : !ú˛!ö§ öeày !•ˆÏ‹Ty!Ó˚Ü˛

!çÄ@ˇÃy!ú˛Ü˛ ˆüÌò ˆÌyÓ˚Ü˛!áÓ!§üÜ˛
ˆú˛yÜ˛ˆÏ°yÓ˚ ˜ööÓà# ˆáyäã˛Íï˛y Î˚y¡¨y
üÓ˚&Ä•zÓy xôƒyÎ˚ xü!ö–

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙ

a

b

c

d

(A)

2

1

3

4

(B)

1

2

4

3

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(C)

4

3

2

1

(A) (Ass) xü§%Ç (R) xö# x!§à# !ú˛ˆÏÓ˛˚ õ

(D)

3

4

1

2

x!§ ˆï˛yäyö ˆï˛yäyö!°–
(B) (Ass) x!§ ã%˛ü•z xò%ày (R) x!§

36. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ÈI xü§%Ç II x!§à# xã%˛¡∫

ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  I
ü#Ä•z
a. ã%˛Çáyü üy!îÜ˛ !§Ç

1.

b. ˆôyÓ# ˜°ˆÏöÔ
c. ÌyDüyˆÏDy°çyÄ˛ !§Ç

2.
3.

d. •yÄÓüˆÏï˛y¡∫y !§Ç

4.

!°§  II
ˆú˛yÜ˛xyê≈˛
˛á%ß¨Ç{˜Ï¢ËyÓ˚#
˜¢¢Ü˛˛õy
ˆ˛õöy˜Ï¢¢Ü˛˛õy
ˆáyÇˆÏçyü˛õÓù≈à#
˜¢¢Ü˛ ˆ•ÔˆÏòyÜ˛˛õy
ˆú˛yÜ˛oyüy

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙ

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

2

3

4

(B)

2

3

1

4

(C)

3

1

4

2

(D)

4

2

3

1
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°y!Õ‘–
(C) (R) x!§öy (Ass) x!§ Ä•zÓ˚Ü˛!áÓà#

üÓ˚&Ä•zÓy °¡∫#!ö–
(D) (R) x!§ ã%˛ü•z (Ass) x!§ °y!Õ‘–
38. •zÇÓ˚yç# §y!•ï˛ƒ §üyˆÏ°yã˛öyòy xåÈyöÓy Ä•zöy

!ÌÄ!Ó˚ ˛õ%ˆÏÌy_%´öy §y!•ï˛ƒà# ¢Ü˛ˆÏ°yöÓ%
˜ööÓ˚Ü˛!áÓy !e´!ê˛Ü˛!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) ˆ≤’ˆÏê˛y–
(B) ~!Ó˚ˆÏ‹Tyê˛°–
(C) ˆ°yöçy•zö§–
(D) ˆ•yÓ˚§–
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39. ˆ•ö!Ó˚Ü˛ ˆ˛õ!Ó˚Äòà# §y!•ï˛ƒ §üyˆÏ°yã˛öyòy

41. xÓ˚yöÓò% áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛z ≠

~ˆÏÌ™ ï˛y üü#Ç ã˛Í!áÓy ü#Ä•z xö# xò%ò# ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
a.

ˆ≤’ˆÏê˛y–

b.

~!Ó˚ˆÏ‹Tyê˛°–

c.

ˆ•yÓ˚§–

d.

ˆçyöoy•zˆÏòö–

(A) !e´!ê˛!§çü •yÎ˚Ó!§ §y!•ï˛ƒà# xy¢äÓy

xã%˛¡∫y ü¢Ü˛ xò% ï˛yÜ¯˛Óy ˆ•yÍöÓ!ö–
(B) ˜¢ˆÏÓÇ˚ òy

ü%Í!çÜ˛ •yÎ˚Ó!§ Î˚y¡¨y
üÓ˚&Ä•zÓ!ö •yÎ˚öy ~!Ó˚ˆÏ‹Tyê˛° ˆ°Ô•z–

(C) ˆê˛Δ!ò§öÓ% ˆöÔˆÏ•Ôööy ˆ¢üˆÏòyÜ˛˛õà#

ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ

ü=ö •yÎ˚Ó!§üÜ˛ Ü˛!Ó xüà# üú˛üòy
üÓ˚&Ä•zÓ!ö •yÎ˚öy •z!°Î˚ï˛öy ˆ°Ô•z–

(A) b xü§%Ç c !ö–
(B) d xü§%Ç a !ö–

(D) Ëy§≈òËyò •züy!çˆÏö§öÓ% Î˚y¡¨y Ü%˛≤¿y

(C) a xü§%Ç b !ö–

˜ööË¡ø#–

(D) c xü§%Ç d !ö–
42. xã%˛¡∫ò% áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛z ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
40. §y!•ï˛ƒòy ˆê˛Δ!ò§ö Ó% üÓ˚&Ä•zÓ!ö ˆ°ÔÓ˚¡∫y

(A) ˆ°yÄçy•zö§˛õ% •zÇÓ˚yç# §y!•ï˛ƒà#

!e´!ê˛Ü˛!¢Ç!ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
a.

ˆü!Ìí˛z xyˆÏîy≈°–

b.

!˛õ. !Ó ˆ¢!°–

c.

ˆçyö oy•zˆÏòö–

d.

!ê˛. ~§. •z!°Î˚ï˛

xåÈyöÜ˛ ˆÓ˚yüy!rê˛Ü˛ !e´!ê˛Ü˛!ö ˆ°Ô˜Ïö–
(B) Ëyò≈§ËyÌ≈öy

ˆÜ˛y°!Ó˚çày ˛õ%Õà‘ y
Ú!°!Ó˚ˆÏÜ˛° ˆÓ°yò§Û ˆú˛yä!áÓ!§
1780 òö#–

(C) •züy!çˆÏö§öÓ%

xˆÏöÔÓy üÄÇòy
ˆ¢üˆÏòyÜ˛°¡∫y !e´!ê˛Ü˛!ï˛ !˛õ. !Ó.
ˆ¢°#!ö–

ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) a xü§%Ç b !ö–
(B) b xü§%Ç c !ö–

(D) ˜¢ˆÏÓ˚Ç •yÎ˚Ó!§ !e´!ê˛!§çü xú˛ °y•zú˛

(C) c xü§%Ç d !ö–

!ö •yÎ˚Ó˚¡y∫ !e´!ê˛Ü˛!ï˛ !ê˛. ~§. ~!°Î˚ê˛
!ö–

(D) d xü§%Ç a !ö–
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43. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ÈI xü§%Ç II x!§à# xã%˛¡∫

45. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó x!§òà# xã% ˛ ¡∫ ˆÜ˛yÍ xò%

ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  I
!°§  II
˜öö!Ó˚Óy ü#Ä•z
˜öö!Ó˚Óy •#Ó˚ü
a. ~!Ó˚ˆÏ‹Tyê˛°
1. ˛ˆê˛ΔˆÏç!ò xü§%Ç ~!˛õÜ˛
b. ˆ°yOy•zö§
2. ≤Ãy•züyÓ˚# xü§%Ç
§ˆÏÜ˛®!Ó˚
•züy!çˆÏö§ö
c. ~§. !ê˛. ˆÜ˛y°!Ó˚ç
3. ˆê˛Δ!ò§ö xü§%Ç
•z!®!û˛ò%ˆÏÎ˚° ˆï˛°hsˇ–
d. !ê˛. ~§. •z!°Î˚ï˛
4. Äö ò §Óœy•zü–

áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛zÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ
Assertion (Ass) : ˜¢ˆÏ Ó ˚ Ç òy Ü˛!Ó˚ à #

§ÓˆÏç!_´Ó Ä•zöy Ëyá° •yÎ˚Ó!§üÜ˛
Î˚y¡¨y üÓ˚&Ä•zÓy ˆáyäÌyÇ xü!ö–
Reason (R) : ÄÓˆÏç!_´Ó ˆÜ˛yÈÙÈ!ËˆÏ°!ê˛Ó

xü!ò ÄÓˆÏç!_´!û˛!ê˛ x!§ §y!•ï˛ƒ
Ü˛y°yò!ò ã˛äòÓy Î˚yoÓy üã˛°!ö–

a

b

c

d

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙ
(A)

1

2

3

4

(A) (Ass) xü!ò (R) x!§ ˆï˛yäyö

(B)

2

3

4

1

(C)

3

4

1

2

ˆï˛yäyöÓy ü¢yà# !ú˛ˆÏ Ó ˚ ˛ õ xüüü
˜°çÓy Ëy˜Ï•˛õˆÏÓ˚Çäy_´!ö–

(D)

1

4

2

3

(B) (Ass) x!§à# ü#ˆÏÎ˚Ç x!§ ã%˛ü•z xò%ày
(R) x!§öy (Ass) à# ü˛õ%Çú˛yÓy ü¢Ü˛

44. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ÈI xü§%Ç !°§II x!§à#

ˆ°Øòy üˆÏï˛Ç ˛õ#–

xã%˛¡∫ ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  I
!°§  II
ˆ˛õ!Ó˚Äò
!e´!ê˛Ü˛!¢Ç
a. ˆ•ˆÏÕ‘!öÜ˛
1. ˛xy•zˆÏû˛yÓ˚ xyü≈ˆÏﬂT…yÇ
!Ó˚ã˛yò≈§
b. ˆÓ˚yüy!rê˛Ü˛
2. ˆ≤’ˆÏê˛y
c. !û˛ˆÏ_´y!Ó˚Î˚yö
3. Ëyò≈§Ëyò
d. ˆüyò≈ö
4. !ü!ÌÎ˚% xyˆÏîy≈°–

(C) (R) x!§ ã%˛ü•z xò%ày (Ass) x!§

°y!Õ‘–
(D) (Ass) x!§ ã%˛ü•z (R) x!§ °y!Õ‘–
46. xyã˛yÎ≈ƒ û˛Ó˚ï˛ü%!îöy Ü˛yÓƒà# ¢Ü˛ˆÏ°yö!¢Çòy

üÓ˚&Ä•zÓ!ö •yÎ˚öy ˆ°ÔÓ˚¡!∫ ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙ

a

b

c

d

(A)

4

3

2

1

(B)

1

2

3

4

(C)

2

3

4

1

(C) ˛õòƒ !ö–

(D)

3

1

2

4

(D) ã˛¡õ% !ö–
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49. xã%˛¡∫ò% áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛z ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

47. Ü˛yÓƒà# xydy!ò ÚÓ˚§Û •yÎ˚Ó!§!ö •yÎ˚öy ÌyçÓy˛

(A) Ó˚§˛õ% üá° üy˛õö ˆÌyÜ¯˛y áyÎ˚ˆÏòyÜ˛ï%˛öy

xyã˛yÎ≈ƒ!¢Ç!ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
a.

xyã˛yÎ≈ƒ û˛Ó˚ï˛

b.

xyã˛yÎ≈ƒ xyö®Óô≈ö

c.

xyã˛yÎ≈ƒ Ü%˛hsˇÜ˛

d.

xyã˛yÎ≈ƒ Óyüö

˜ööÓ˚¡y∫ xyã˛yÎ≈ƒ!ò xyö®Óô≈ö!ö–
(B) §¡±òyÎ˚ á%!òÇüE˛# üÓ˚&!ò Ó˚§§¡±òyÎ˚!ö–
(C) ôù!ö §¡±òyÎ˚ Ó % xyã˛yÎ≈ ƒ û˛yü•öy

ˆ¢ÔàÍ!á–
(D) öyê˛ƒ¢yﬂfà# !ö˛õyö÷Óy ï˛yÇÜ˛Ü˛ï˛y Ó˚§˛õ%

üá° áyÎ˚ˆÏòy_%´öy ˜ö˜Ïö–

ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ

50. xÓ˚yöÓò% áˆÏ®yÜ˛í˛z ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(A) a xü§%Ç b !ö–

(A) í˛zÍ˛õ!_Óyò x!§à# °%!ã˛ÇÓ!ò xyã˛yÎ≈ƒ

(B) b xü§%Ç c !ö–

û˛RˆÏ°yÕ‘ê˛ !ö–

(C) c xü§%Ç d !ö–

(B) xö% ü yö •yÎ˚ Ó !§òy Î˚ % ¡ ≥˛ü Ä•z Ó ˚ à y

(D) d xü§%Ç a !ö–

(C) û%˛!_´Óyò •yÎ˚Ó!§ 9÷Óy ã˛•#òyòà#öy

¢yàÍ°Ü˛!áÓy Óyò!ï˛ xö%!ü!ï˛Óyò !ö–
10à# ˆ•ÔàÍ°Ü˛˛õòy ˆÌyÓ˚Ü˛!áÓ!ö–

48. §Çﬂ,Òï˛ §y!•ï˛ƒ §üyˆÏ°yã˛öyà# •z!ï˛•y§ï˛y

(D) §yôyÓ˚î#Ü˛Ó˚î Ó% üÓ˚&Ä•zˆÏò •yÎ˚Ó˚¡∫y

xyã˛yÎ≈ƒ!ò x!û˛öÓ=Æ!ö–

x•yöÓy xü§%Ç xˆÏÓ˚yÎ˚Óòy ˜°Ó˚¡∫!ö •yÎ˚öy
ˆ°ÔöÓy xyã˛yÎ≈ƒ xö# xò%ò# ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
a.

û˛Ó˚ï˛ü%!î

b.

!ÓŸªöyÌ Ü˛!ÓÓ˚yç

c.

çÎ˚ˆÏòÓ

d.

çàß¨yÌ

51. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ÈI xü§%Ç !°§II x!§à#

xã%˛¡∫y ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  I
!°§  II
°%!ã˛ÇÓ!¢Ç
§¡±òyÎ˚!¢Ç
a. û˛Ó˚ï˛ü%!î
1. Å!ã˛ï˛ƒ
b. û˛yü•
2. ôù!ö
c. xyö®Óô≈ö
3. x°B˛yÓ˚
d. ˆ«˛ˆÏüw
4. Ó˚§

ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) a xü§%Ç b !ö–

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙ

a

b

c

d

(B) c xü§%Ç b !ö–

(A)

4

3

2

1

(B)

3

2

1

4

(C)

2

1

4

3

(D)

1

4

3

2

(C) a xü§%Ç d !ö–
(D) b xü§%Ç c !ö–
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52. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ÈI xü§%Ç !°§II x!§à#

54. üá!ö ˆáyö‰ˆÏÌyÜ˛‰!§Ç x!§ò!à [+Ü˛Ó˚ˆÏö°]

xü§%Ç [+ ~öï˛!Ó˚Î˚Ó˚ ] Ä•zÓ!§Ç!ò ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

xã%˛¡∫ ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  I
!°§  II
Ó˚§
ﬂiyÎ˚#û˛yÓ
a. ¢,DyÓ˚
1. Ó˚!ï˛
b. Ü˛Ó˚&î
2. ˆ¢yÜ˛
c. û˛Î˚yöÜ˛
3. û˛Î˚
d. ˆÓ˚Ôo
4. ˆe´yô

(A) ˛õñ Ó !ö–
(B) ˛õñ ò !ö–
(C) ï˛ñ ò !ö–

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙ

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

2

3

4

(B)

4

3

2

1

(C)

3

1

4

2

(D)

2

4

1

3

(D) ï˛ñ Ó !ö–

55. üáy!ö ˆáyö‰ˆÌ
Ï yÜ‰˛!§Ç x!§ò!à [ + ˆ§yˆÏöyˆÏÓê˚ ˛ ]

Ä•zÓ!ò
(A) ï˛ñ ò !ö–
(B) áñ ú˛ !ö–

53. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó x!§òà# xã% ˛¡ ∫ ˆÜ˛yÍ xò%

áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛zÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ

(C) âñ ä !ö–

Assertion (Ass) : xÌ≈ ˆ Ï ã ˛öÓy Ëy˜Ï •

¢yàÍ°Ü˛öÓà# üÓ˚&Ä•zÓy ˆáyˆÏsiyÜ˛ ˛õ%
ôù!ö ˆÜ˛Ô•z–
Reason (R) : ˆáyˆÏsiyÜ˛!¢Ç x!§ Î˚yÄòöy
xÌ≈ˆÏã˛öÓy Ëy˜Ï• Ä•zÓy äüˆÏò–
ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(D) •zñ ä !ö–
56. üáy!ö x!§ò!à xã%˛ü‰Ó!ò

(A) (Ass) x!§ ã%˛ü•z xò%ày (R) x!§ °y!Õ‘–

(A) Óyí˛zö‰ ˆüyÓ˚!ú˛ü‰ ˛˛õ%ü‰öüÜ‰˛ Óyí˛zö Ó˚&Í!ö–

(B) (Ass)

(B) !ú˛ ˆüyÓ˚!ú˛ü‰ ˛õ%ü‰öüÜ‰˛ !ú˛ Ó˚&Í!ö–

(C) (Ass) x!§à# ü˛õ%Çú˛yÓy ¢_´ü ˆ¢üÓòy
(R) x!§§% ã˛ÍòÓy Î˚yòÓy üã˛° xüy

(C) ˆ•yˆÏüyˆÏú˛yö‰ •yÎ˚Ó!§ ˆüyÓ˚!Ü˛ü‰ xü!à

xü§% Ç (R) xö# x!§
ˆï˛yäyöÓy Ëy˜Ï•˛õˆÏÓ˚Ç!ö–

ü§Ü‰˛!ö–

Ä•z!Ó˚–
(D) (R) x!§ ï˛ˆÏ¢Çöy xã%˛¡∫!ö xò%Ó% (Ass)

(D) Ó˚&Í xüö •z§ˆÏï˛ü‰ Ä•zÓ Î˚!•–

x!§!ò °y!Õ‘–
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57. üáy!à x!§ò!à xÓ˚yö‰Ó!ò

59. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ÈI xü§%Ç !°§II à# xã%˛¡∫

ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) ü!î˛õ%Ó˚# ˆ°yö‰ò •zö‰!ú˛Ü‰˛§ ˜°ˆÏï˛–

!°§  I

(B) !òˆÏú˛œ ö‰§ö‰ •yÎ˚Ó!§ ˆò!Ó˚ˆÏû˛§ö‰!à üˆÏÌÔ

xü!ö–
(C) Ü˛¡õyí˛zö!‰ òÇ •yÎ˚Ó!§ Ëy˜Ï• ˆ§ü!à

ˆ≤ÃyˆÏ§§ xü!ö–
(D) ˆï˛yö‰ •yÈÎ˚Ó!§ !ú˛!çˆÏÜ˛°‰ ˆ°ˆÏû˛°!ò

a. •z

I.

[ + Ü˛Ó˚ˆÏö° ]

b. ï˛

II.

[ + !òˆÏ°Í !Ó˚!°ç ]

c. ˆ

III. [ + ˆöˆÏç°‰ ]

d. ƒ

IV. [ + !§°‰ˆÏ°!ÓÜ‰ ˛]

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙ

a

b

c

d

(A)

I

III

IV

II

(B)

IV

I

II

III

(C)

III

IV

II

I

(D)

II

IV

III

I

˛õ#Íã˛ Ä•zö ˜°–
58. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ÈI xü§%Ç !°§II à# xã%˛¡∫

ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  I

!°§  II

a. ˛õ

I.

Ó!•ˆÏ°!ÓˆÏÎ˚° ˆöˆÏç°‰

b. ü

II.

ˆ°y ˆ§ö‰ˆÏe°‰ û˛yË°‰

c. xy

III. •yÎ˚ ˆÓÜ‰˛ û˛yË°‰

d. í˛z

IV. Ó!•ˆÏ°!ÓˆÏÎ˚° •z§ˆÏï˛y˛õ‰

60. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó !°§ÈI xü§%Ç !°§II à# xã%˛¡∫

ˆüÍ!ã˛Ç ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  I

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙ

a

b

c

d

(A)

III

I

IV

II

(B)

IV

II

III

I

(C)

I

III

IV

II

(D)

IV

I

II

III
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!°§  II

a. í˛z

I.

[ !û˛°Ó˚ ˆöˆÏç° ]

b. ä

II.

[ ˆ@’yˆÏï˛° !ú˛ˆÏÜ˛!ï˛˛õ ]

c. ï˛

III. [ •yÎ˚ ˆÓÜ˛ û˛yË° ]

d. •

IV. [ x°‰!û˛Ä°Ó˚ •z§ˆÏï˛y˛õ‰˛]

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙ

a

b

c

d

(A)

I

III

IV

II

(B)

II

IV

III

I

(C)

III

I

IV

II

(D)

IV

II

I

III

61. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó x!§òà# xã% ˛ ¡∫ ˆÜ˛yÍ xò%

63. ÄˆÏÌˆÏÕy‘ òy Î˚yÄÓ ã˛!Ó˚e!¢Ç!ò ≠
a.

áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛zÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ

c.

ÓÓyî!§Ä
ˆ•yÓ˚y!§Ä
ˆÜ˛!§Ä

d.

ˆí˛!§Î˚§

b.

Assertion (Ass) : Cp •yÎ˚Ó!§ C ö

ˆ•ÍÄ•zÓ ˆú˛ç xü!ö–
Reason (R) : ˆú˛ç •yÎ˚Ó!§ ˆ•Í xü!ö

ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ

ˆüÜ‰˛!§Íü° ˆ≤ÃyˆÏçÜ˛§ö‰!ö–

(A) b xü!ò c x!§ö#–
(B) a xü!ò c x!§ö#–

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(C) a xü!ò d x!§ö#–

(A) (Ass) xü§%Ç (R) xö#üÜ˛ ã%˛ü‰ö# xò%à

(D) c xü!ò d x!§ö#–

(R) ö (Ass) !ö xã%˛ü‰Ó üÓ˚ü Ä•z–
(B) (Ass) xü§%Ç (R) xö#üÜ‰˛ ã%˛ü‰ü# xò%à

64. üáyòy ˛õ#!Ó˚Óy x!§òy xã%˛¡∫ò# ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(R) ö (Ass) !ö xã%˛¡∫ üÓ˚ü‰˛ Ä•zˆÏò–

(A) ÚÚˆá!àÇ°Óy °üˆÏ°üÛÛ •ˆÏ®yÜ˛˛õ!ò xy•z.

xyÓ˚. ÓyÓ%ö#–
(C) (Ass) x!§ °yÕ‘# xò%à (R) x!§

(B) ÚÚö%Ç¢Íï˛# ˛õyÓy ˜•ˆÏï˛ÛÛ •ˆÏ®yÜ˛˛õ!ò

ã%˛ü‰ü#–

â%Ó˚y•zçü !öüy•zã˛Ó˚îö#–
(C) ÚÚ!Ü˛Ç •z!ò˛õ§ÛÛ •ˆÏ®yÜ˛˛õ!ò !Ó. ~§.

(D) (Ass) x!§ ã%˛ü‰ü# xò%à (R) x!§

Ó˚yçÜ%˛üyÓ˚ö#–
°yÕ‘#–
(D) ÚÚÄˆÏ ò §#ÛÛ •ˆÏ ® yÜ˛˛õ!ò !ç. §#.

ˆï˛yÇÓyö#–

62. ~°. çÎ˚ã˛wöy •ˆÏ®yÜ˛°¡∫y °y•z!Ó˚!_´ ≠

65. üáyòy ˛õ#!Ó˚Óy x!§òy xÓ˚yöÓò# ≠

(A) ÄˆÏÌˆÏ°y

(A) ˆÜ˛yÓ˚ˆÏò!°Î˚y !°ÈÎ˚yÓ˚ üã˛yö%˛õ#ö#–

(B) ˆüÜ˛ˆÏÓÌ

(B) ˆ˛õyˆÏ°y!öx§Ü˛# üã˛yò# ÄˆÏú˛!°Î˚yö#–

(C) ˆáÔàÇ°Óy °üˆÏ°ü

(C) •z!ò˛õ§Ü˛# ˛üã˛yö%˛õ#ò# ˆ˛õyÓ˚!§Î˚yö#–
(D) ÓÓyî!§Äà# üã˛yò# ˆò§ˆÏòˆÏüyöyö#–

(D) •°%Óy xü§%Ç §ü%o
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66. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Óy !°§ÈI xü!ò !°§II xö#à#

68. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó x!§òà# xã% ˛ ¡∫ ˆÜ˛yÍ xò%

xã%˛¡∫y ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛zÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ

!°§  I
Sü˛õyà# !üÇV

!°§  II
Süã˛yö%˛õ#à# !üÇV

a. •z!ò˛õ§

1.

ˆÜ˛yÓ˚ˆÏò!°Î˚y

b. !°Î˚yÓ˚

2.

xy!hsˇˆÏàyˆÏö

c. ˆ˛õyˆÏ°y!öÎ˚§

3.

ˆò§ˆÏòyˆÏüyöy

d. ÓÓyö!§Ä

4.

ÄˆÏú˛!°Î˚y

Assertion (Ass) : ˆe´Äööy xy!hsˇˆÏàyˆÏöÓ%

!¢Óà# ˜ã˛Ó˚yÜ˛ ˛õ#!á–
Reason (R) : ˆe´Äööy xy!hsˇˆà
Ï yˆÏöÓ% üˆÏüÔ

Ä•zÓy ˛õyüˆÏò–

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙ

a

b

c

d

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

(A)

3

4

2

1

(A) (Ass) xü!ò (R) xö#üÜ˛ ã%˛¡ø# xò%Ó%

(B)

2

1

4

3

(C)

4

3

1

2

(D)

1

2

3

4

(Ass) x!§ Ä•zÓ˚Ü˛öÓà# üÓ˚ü (R)

x!§ö!ö–
(B) (Ass) xü!ò (R) xö#üÜ˛ ã%˛¡ø# xò%Ó%
(Ass) x!§ Ä•zÓ˚Ü˛öÓà# üÓ˚ü (R)

67. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Óy !°§ÈI xü!ò !°§II xö#à#

x!§ö öˆÏ_–

xã%˛¡∫y ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
!°§  I
S°y•z!Ó˚E˛# !üÇV
a. xy!hsˇˆÏàyˆÏö
b. ~ ˆòy°§ •yí˛z§
c. ÄˆÏÌˆÏÕy‘
d. !öÇˆÏÌÔ •z!ò˛õ§

(C) (Ass) x!§ ã%˛¡ø# xò%à (R) x!§

!°§  II
S•ˆÏ®yÜ˛˛õà# !üÇV
1. áy•zˆÏòü öÓÜ%˛üyÓ˚
2. ˆã˛yÇÌyü §üˆÏÓ˚w
2. xy•z. xyÓ˚. ÓyÓ%
3. !ç. §#. ˆï˛yÇÓy

°yÕ‘#–
(D) (Ass) x!§ °yÕ‘# xò%à (R) x!§

ã%˛¡ø#–
69. ÚÚ{äÏyà# ˆöyÇüyÛÛ Î˚yÄÓy ã˛!Ó˚eò# ≠

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙ

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

2

3

4

(B)

3

4

2

1

(B) xyÓ˚&î#

(C)

2

1

4

3

(C) x¡∫#Ü˛y

(D)

4

3

1

2

(D) xÓ˚!Ó®
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70. •z.

ò#öü!ööy
°y•z!Ó˚Ü˛!¢Ç!ò ≠

ü!î õ%Ó˚#òy

72. xã%˛¡∫ò% áˆÏ®yÜ˛í˛z

•ˆÏ®yÜ˛˛õy

(A) ÚÚü,àöÎ˚ö#ÛÛ

a.

!ã˛eˆÏ°áy

b.

{äÏyà# ˆöyÇüy

c.

Ü˛y°# xy¶˛#

d.

ï˛ƒyà ˛õe

•ˆÏ®yÜ˛˛õ!ò

!ö¢yö

ö#Çï˛¡∫!ö–
(B) ÚÚÎ˚y•zÓ˚&ÇäüÛÛ •ˆÏ®yÜ˛˛õ!ò xy•z. ~§.

Ü˛yÇçü!ö–
(C) ÚÚÜ˛yò¡∫Ó˚#ÛÛ

•ˆÏ®yÜ˛˛õ!ò

§%Ó˚ã˛y®

¢¡ø≈!ö–
ˆÜ˛yÍÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(D) ÚÚ◊#Ü˛yhsˇÛÛ •ˆÏ®yÜ˛˛õ!ò Ó˚â%ü!ö ¢¡ø≈!ö

(A) a xü!ò c ö#–

73. üáyòy ˛õ#!Ó˚Óy !°§ÈI xü!ò !°§II xö#à#

(B) b xü!ò d ö#–

xã%˛¡∫y ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(C) c xü!ò d ö#–

!°§  I

!°§  II

(D) b xü!ò c ö#–

S°y•z!Ó˚E˛# !üÇV

S•ˆÏ®yÜ˛˛õà# !üÇV

71. üáyòy ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó!§òà# xÓ˚yß∫ò# ≠
(A) ÚÚ¢y¡∫yÛÛ •ˆÏ®yÜ˛˛õò# !ã˛. ˆÌy•zÓ#

ˆòÓ#ö#–
(B) §¶˛ƒyÌyí˛z˜Ïüà# ˜üÓ˚#ÛÛ •ˆÏ®yÜ˛˛õ!ò ~ö.

Ü%˛OˆÏüyö•ö#–
(C) ÚÚ§áyÓ˚yü Óy•zöòÓ˚ÛÛ •ˆÏ®yÜ˛˛õ!ò ~°.

a. §ÇﬂÒyÓ˚

1. ~°. Ó˚â%ü!ö ¢¡ø≈y

b. í˛züÇà# •Ü˛

2. ˆ«˛!e. Ó˚yˆÏçŸªÓ˚

c. Ü˛y!° xy!¶˛

2. Î˚)üˆÏ°¡∫ü •zˆÏÓyüã˛y

d. üô%¢y°y

3. !§ç=Ó˚&üÎ˚%ü ÓˆÏçŸªÓ˚

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙ

a

b

c

d

(A)

4

2

1

3

(B)

3

1

4

2

(C)

2

4

3

1

(D)

1

3

2

4

òyˆÏüyòÓ˚î#–
(D) ÚÚï˛ü§ÛÛ

•ˆÏ®yÜ˛˛õ!ò

°öˆÏã˛öÓy˛

˜ü˜Ïï˛ö#–
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75. üáyò ˛õ#!Ó˚Ó x!§òà# xã% ˛ ¡∫ ˆÜ˛yÍ xò%

74. üáyòy ˛õ#!Ó˚Óy !°§ÈI xü!ò !°§II xö#à#

áöˆÏòyÜ˛í˛zÈ ÙÙÙÙÈ

xã%˛¡∫y ˆÜ˛yÍ!ï˛ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ

Assertion (Ass) : û˛yÓ˚ï˛Ü˛# ˆ°yö xyÄòà#

!°§  I

!°§  II

S°y•z!Ó˚E˛# !üÇV

SÈÎ˚yÄ!Ó˚Óy ã˛!Ó˚eà# !üÇV

a. !ã˛eˆÏ°áy

1.

Ü˛!˛õ°

b. •Î˚Ëòö

2.

Ü%˛üyÓ˚!à!Ó˚

c. °Iy

2.

ü!Õ‘Ü˛y

d. {äÏyà# ˆöyÇüy

3.

§%Ó˚Oö

ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙ
(A)

ü!î˛õ%Ó˚#òy •ˆÏ®yÜ˛˛õ!§ ÓyÇ°y ˆ°yöòà#
•ˆÏ®yÜ˛˛õöy ü¢#Ç Î˚y¡ø#–
Reason (R) : •ˆÏ®yÜ˛ˆÏ°yÎ˚ á%!òÇüÜ˛ ÓyÇ°y

ˆ°yö ˛ú˛ç°y áï˛ä#–
ˆÜ˛yÍ ÈÙÙÙÙÈ
(A) (Ass) xü!ò (R) xö#üÜ˛ ã%˛¡ø# xò%Ó%
(Ass) x!§ Ä•zÓ˚Ü˛öÓà# üÓ˚ü (R)

a

b

c

d

3

4

1

2

x!§öö#–
(B) (Ass) xü!ò (R) xö#üÜ˛ ã%˛¡ø# xò%Ó%
(Ass) x!§ Ä•zÓ˚Ü˛öÓà# üÓ˚ü (R)

x!§öy öˆÏ_–
(B)

1

3

2

4

(C)

2

1

4

3

(D)

4

2

3

1

PaperIII / MAN

(C) (Ass) x!§ ã%˛¡ø# xò%ày (R) x!§

°yÕ‘#–
(D) (Ass) x!§ °yÕ‘# xò%à (R) x!§

ã%˛¡ø#–
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MATHEMATICAL SCIENCE
PAPER  II
Note : This paper contains fifty (50) objective type questions, each question carrying two (2) marks.
All the questions are compulsory.

1.

b g

3.

Let an be a Cauchy sequence of
real numbers.
Then

b g

(B) only two
(C) finitely many

b g
cos b a g

(B) cos an is unbounded

(D) infinitely many

is bounded and
convergent
n

4.

b g

(D) cos an is neither convergent
nor bounded.
2.

Consider the system of equations :
x+y+ z =!
− x − !y + " z =
− x − #y +  z = %
Then the system has
(A) unique solution

Define f : a, b → IR by

(B) no solution

f ( x ) =  EB  ≤ x ≤  "
EB  " < x ≤ ! "
=
= ! EB ! " < x ≤ 

(C) finitely many solutions
(D) infinitely many solutions.

Then
f is Riemann integrable since

5.

(A) f is continuous on , 

x

(B) Number of discontinuities of f
in ,  is finite.

Radius of convergence of the power
series

1⋅ 3 ⋅ 5 3
2
1⋅3
2 +
2 ⋅ 5 x + 2 ⋅ 5 ⋅ 8 x + ....... ∝ is

(A)

(C) Number of discontinuities of f
in ,  is infinite

(B) 1
(C) !

(D) Number limit points of the set
of discontinuities is infinite.
PaperII / MATSC

F I
H K

(A) only one

(A) cos an is bounded but not
convergent.

(C)

Number of matrices of A of the form
a b
c d such that A − A =  is

(D) 2
2

!

6.

8.

Z = a cos t + b sin t, where t is real
parameter and a, b are complex
constants represents

The type of the following differential
equation

a f

d y
+ sin x + y = sin x
dx

(A) an ellipse
(B) pair of st. lines

is

(C) circle

(A) linear

(D) parabola
7.

(B) homogeneous

If T : IR! → IR ! be a linear
transformation defined by
T , ,  = , , 
and

(C) linear homogeneous

a f a f
T =0, , 0B = =0, 0, B
T =0, 0, B = =, 0, 0 B

(D) non-linear homogeneous
ALT

The range space R (T ) is
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

m a x, , f x ∈ IR r
m a x, y, f x, y ∈ IR r
m a x, , yf x, y ∈ IR r
m a x, y, zf x, y , z ∈ IR r

8.

(A) m plots are required in the
design.

ALT
7.

The advantage of a m × m Latin
square design (LSD) over a complete
three-way layout lies in the fact that
instead m! plots

(B)

Co-efficient of variation is useful
when we want to compare sets of
data expressed in
(A) different units

(C)

(B) same units


plots are required in the
m
design.

plots are required in the
m!
design.

(C) same as well as different units
(D) m plots are required in the
design.

(D) none of the above.
PaperII / MATSC
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9.

ALT

The part of C.F. of the equation

xy ′′ − ( x + ) y ′ + ( x + ) y = ( x − ) e x ,
x>
is of the form

10. The purpose of randomisation,
intuitively, is that it prevents one
treatment being systematically

(A) e − x

(A) favoured or disfavoured

(B) e x

(B) favoured

(C) e −
(D) e

(C) disfavoured

x

(D) sometimes favoured and
sometimes disfavoured.

x

ALT
9.

11. Let f ( z ) =

In which of the following designs,
main effects are confounded
deliberately ?

value of 
πi

(A) BIBD

is given by

(B) Split-plot design

(B) 2

(D) None of the above

(C) 2

= B = B

(C)

+

11. Which test is used to test the
significance of observed partial
correlation co-efficient ?

i
xz, x + y + z i = 
xy, x + y + z i = 

(A) χ -test
(B) Z-test
(C) t-test

(D) none of the above
PaperII / MATSC

f ′( z )
dz , c is z = "
f ( z)

ALT

(A) φ x + yz, x + y + z = 
+

c

, then the

(D) 1

10. The general solution of the PDE
p y−z +q x− y = z− x
is given by

(B)

z

i

+ z+!

!

(A) 0

(C) CRD

d
φ dy
φ dz

dz

dz + i

(D) None of the above
4

15. Let a ! × ! matrix A have eigen
values 1, 2, 1. Then the trace of the
matrix B = A − A− + A is

12. If f ( x ) = sin x + sin x ,  < x ≤ π
then the interval in which f ( x ) is
increasing
(A)
(B)
(C)

d0, π
dπ , π
aπ , π f

(A) !
(B) #
(C)

(D) none of these

#

(D) #

13. Consider the function

f ( x) =

R| x x
S| 
T

16. The eigen vectors of a ! × ! matrix
A corresponding to the eigen values

, x≠0
, x=0

F I
1, 1, 3 are G J ,
GH −JK

then the function is
(A) continuous everywhere in IR

(A)

F
GG 
H

(B)

F  − −I
GG −  −JJ
H   K

(C) bounded in IR
(D) none of these

14. If

I
−#J
J
#K

then the rank of A is
(A) 2
(B) 3

(C)

(C) 4

F I
GG JJ
H K

I
JJ
K

 

 

F −  −I
GG  −JJ
H   K

(D) none of these

(D) none of the these
PaperII / MATSC
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17. Let T be a linear transformation of a
vector space V of dimension 5 over
F. Then T can have distinct
eigenvalues

19. Which of the following statements
is true ?
(A) Every abelian group is cyclic
(B) Q under addition is a cyclic
group.

(A) 6
(B) 7

(C) Every group of order ≤ 4 is
cyclic

(C) ≤ #

(D) Every group of order at most 3
is cyclic.

(D) ≤ $

ALT

18. The value of ( x + 1) in z x is

19. For a symmetrical distribution, the
relationship among mean, median
and mode is :

(A) x +
(B) x

(A) mean > mode > median

(C) x + x

(B) mean < mode < median

(D) x + 

(C) mean > median > mode
ALT

(D) mean = median = mode

18. Which one of the following
statements is correct ?

20. In a balanced transportation problem
with m sources and n destinations,
the number of basic variables will be

(A) R⋅ ! < r

(A) mn

(B) R⋅ ! < r!

(B) ( m − ) (n − )

(C) R1⋅23 < r23

(C) m (n + 1)

(D) R1⋅23 > r23

(D) ( n + 1) m

PaperII / MATSC
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23. Let p : f is pointwise continuous
on a, b

ALT
20. The technique of double sampling
was formulated by :

q : f is uniformly continuous
on a, b

(A) J. N. K. Rao

then

(B) J. Neyman

(A) p ⇒ q
(B) q ⇒ p

(C) C. R. Rao

(C)

(D) P. C. Mahalanobis

p⇔q

(D) none of A, B, C

21. In a balanced transportation problem,
if ui s and v j s are the dual variables
associated with rows and columns,
then

24. Let
f ( z ) = x 3 y y − ix x 6 + y 2 if z ≠ 0
=0
if z = 0
is not differentiable at z = 0 since
f ( z ) − f ( 0)
→ 0 if z → 0
z

a

(A) ui ≥ 0
(B) v j ≥ 

f

(A) only along x-axis

(C) ui , v j ≥ 

(B) only along y-axis

(D) ui , v j unrestricted

(C) only along radius vectors
(D) not any manner other than
radius vectors.

m bx , x g : x + x ≤ " r
Y = m b x , x g : x + " x = 3 r
Z = m b x , x g : 3 x − 4 x ≤ 17 r

22. Let X =









1

2

1

la

25. Let S = 3 x , 2 + 5 x
Then S

2

Then which of the following is a
correct statement ?

x ∈ IR

q

(A) is a subspace of IR
(B) is not a subspace of IR since S
is not closed w.r.t addition only.

(A) X, Y, Z are half spaces.

(C) is not a subspace of IR2 since S
is not closed w.r.t. scalar
multiplication only.

(B) Only X and Y are half spaces.
(C) Only X and Z are half spaces.

(D) is not a subspace of IR2 since
both of B and C are satisfied.

(D) Only Y and Z are half spaces.
PaperII / MATSC
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ALT

28. Let G be a finite group and H be a
subgroup of G. When can we have a
one-one correspondence between the
set of left cosets of H in G and the
set of right cosets of H in G ?

25. Non-response in the data collection
can be eliminated or minimised by :
(A) interviewers training

(A) For any subgroup H

(B) repeated call-backs

(B) Only when H is normal in G

(C) randomised response technique

(C) Only when H abelian

(D) all the above.

(D) Only when G is abelian
26. Choose the positive definite matrix
from the following :
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

F
H
F
H!
F5
H
F
H

ALT

I
K
!I
K
I
K
I
K

28. If E ( X ) exists and g is convex,
then :

b

(B)
(C)
(D)

27. An analytic function f ( z ) is such that

l

g Ebg( X )g
g b E( X )g ≤ E b g( X )g
g b E ( X )g > E b g( X )g
g b E ( X )g > E ed g( X ) ij

(A) g E( X ) <

q

29. If H is a subgroup of a group G such
that the index of H in G is 2
then

Re f ′( z ) = y and f ( + i ) =

then the imaginary part of f ( z ) is
(A) −2xy

(A) H is a normal subgroup of G

(B) x 2 − y 2

(B) H is a cyclic subgroup of G

(C)

(C) H is an abelian subgroup of G

xy

(D) y 2 − x 2
PaperII / MATSC
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ALT

31. The polynomial x ! + ! x + 2 in Z# x
has

29. Let θ be an estimator θ . Then mean
square error of θ is given by :

ej

(A) E θ − E θ

e j

(A) only one zero in Z#
(B) two zeros in Z#

+B

(C) no zero in Z#

(B) E θ 2 + B2

ej

(C) E θ − E θ

(D) three zeros in Z#
ALT

+B

(D) none of the above

31. Consider the following statements :
i.
MLE under very general
condition is consistent
ii. If a sufficient statistic exists,
the MLE is a function of the
same
iii. MLE is asymptotically most
efficient.
Truth table of the above statements
is given below. Choose the correct
answer.
i
ii
iii

ej

where B = E θ − θ
30. Let U and V be finite dimensional
vector spaces over the field F. Then
the operator T : U → V is
(A) one-one ⇒ T is onto but T is
onto ⇒
/ T is one-one.
(B) T is onto ⇒ T is one-one but T
is one-one ⇒
/ T is onto.
(C) T is one-one ⇔ T is onto

(A)

True

True

False

(D) one-one ⇒
/ onto properties and
onto ⇒
/ one-one.

(B)

False

False

True

(C)

True

True

True

(D)

False

True

False

ALT

32. The equation of the envelope of the
family of curves represented by the
general solution of the differential
equation is called

30. The arithmetic mean of first n-natural
numbers is
(A) n (n + 1) 2
(B) n (n + 1) ( n + 2 ) 2

(A) complementary solution

2

(B) particular solution

(C) ( n + 1) 2

(C) singular solution

(D) none of the above

(D) none of the above
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34. Consider the Assertion (Ass) and
Reason (R) given below :

ALT
32. The accuracy of estimating a
parameter increases with

Assertion (Ass) :

de − "i sin xdx − e cos xdy = 
y

y

(A) decreasing sample size

is not exact.

(B) increasing variability

Reason (R) : The differential
equation Mdx + Ndy =  is

(C) increasing sample size and
decreasing variability

exact if

The correct answer is

(D) none of the above.

(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass.

33. The value of the Wornskian of the
functions x 2 , !x + ,

x + ! is

(B) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not correct explanation of
Ass.

(A) 0
(B)

∂M ∂N
=
.
∂y ∂x

+x

(C) Ass is true but R is false.

(C)  + x

(D) Ass is false but R is true.

(D) −
ALT

ALT

33. A coin is tossed four times in
succession, the number of sample
points in the sample space is :

34. The distribution in which the mean
and variance are the same :
(A) Binomial distribution

(A) 4
(B) 8

(B) Normal distribution

(C) 32

(C) Cauchy distribution

(D) 16

(D) Poisson distribution

PaperII / MATSC
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36. Using the method of variation of
parameter, the solution of the
differential equation

35. The differential equation associated
with the primitive

y = Ax + Bx + C

d y
+ " y = sec
dx
is given by

is given by

(A) y = c cos x + c sin x − 
"
+  sin x log ( sec x + tan
"
(B) y = c cos x − c sin x
+  sin x log ( sec x + tan
"
(C) y = c1 + c x
+  log (sec x + tan
"
(D) y = c cos x + c sin x
+  −  sin
" "

d!y
=
(A)
dx !

(B)

d y
= A
dx

(C)

dy
− Ax − B = 
dx

x

b

(D) none of the above

g

x)
x)
x)
x

ALT
36. Limits for partial correlation coefficient are :

ALT

(A)
(B)

35. In a symmetrical distribution mean
is 25, the value of mode is

(C)
(D)

(A) 25

=−, B
=−, B
=− ∝, ∝B
=, ∝B

37. The polar form of Cauchy Riemann
equations are :

(B) > #

=  dv , dv = −  du
(A) du
dr r dθ dz
z dθ

(C) < #

(B)

du =  dv , dv = −  du
dθ r dr dθ
r dr

(C)

du = −  dv , dv =  du
dr
r dθ dr r dθ

(D) none of the above

(D) du = r dv , dv = − r du
dv
dθ dr
dθ
PaperII / MATSC
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ALT

= B

and v x , y = c are in orthogonal
system when

37. Consider the evaluation of the
following integral :
dz ,
z

z

(A) ux vx = −uy v y
(B) ux v x − uy vy = 

C

where the closed curve C does not
surround the origin ?

(C) ux v y + uy vx = 

The result is

(D)

(A) 0
(B)

πi

(C)

π

= B

39. Two families of curves u x , y = c1

>u

x

C @

E

− vx + uy − vy = 

ALT
39. The method in which auxiliary
information is used in estimating the
population mean, is known as :

(D) πi
where i = ( −) .
Find the correct result.

(A) Ratio method

38. The radius of convergence of the
power series of the function
f ( z ) =  about z =  is given by
− z
"

(B) Inverse sampling method
(C) Double sampling method

(A) 1

(D) None of the above

(B)  "
(C) ! "

40. If f is Riemann integrable and g is
not integrable then

(D) 0
ALT

(A)

38. An estimator T is said to be an
unbiased estimator of population
parameter, if

f + g is R-integrable but f − g
is not R-integrable.

(B)

f + g is not R-integrable but
f − g is R-integrable.

(A) E(T ) = θ

(C) Both f + g and f − g are
R-integrable.

(B) E(T ) > θ
(C) E (T ) < θ

(D) Neither f + g nor f − g is
R-integrable.

(D) E (T ) = θ
PaperII / MATSC
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42. Let S and T be two non-empty convex

k

p

sets in R3 . If X = s + t : s ∈ S, t ∈ T ,
and Y = s − t : s ∈ S, t ∈ T

40. Which one of the following is a
sampling bias ?

k

p

(A) Response bias

then

(B) Observational bias

(A) X is convex but not Y

(C) Interview bias

(B) Y is convex but not X

(D) Bias due to substitution

(C) Both X and Y are convex
(D) Both X and Y are not convex

41. Let V and W be two real vector spaces
of dimensions m and n respectively.
Let Γ be the set of all linear
transformations from V to W. Which
of the following is true ?

ALT
42. Which of the following is NOT a
criterion for a good-estimator ?

(A) Γ is a real vector space of
dimension mn

(A) Consistency

(B) Γ is a real vector space of
dimension m + n

(B) Efficiency
(C) Invariance

(C) Γ is a vector space only when
m=n

(D) Sufficiency

(D) Γ is not a vector space.

43. Consider the function
f ( x ) = sin 1 x
Then the function is

ALT
41. An urn contains 6 red and 4 black
balls. Two balls are drawn without
replacement. The probability that the
second ball is red if it is known that
first ball is red, is given by :

(A) bounded but not continuous on
, 2 π

=

(B) bounded and uniformly
continuous on , 2 π

=

(A) # '

B

(C) uniformly continuous but not
bounded on , π

a

(B)  !

f

(D) continuous, bounded but not
uniformly continuous on
, 2 π

(C) $ 0

=

(D) 4 9
PaperII / MATSC
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ALT

44. Let F be a field with  elements.
Let K be a subfield of F. Then the
only possible orders of K are
(A)

d

45. The following are two lists of
functions and series :
List I : (Functions)
List II : (Series)

where d = , 2, !, ", 6 and 12

(B) 2 d where d = , 6,2

a. e

1.

z

d

(D) any number n such that n ≤



b. loge (1 + z )

2.

n= 

44. Choose the correct match

c. sin z

3.

Method of estimation

b. Rao-Blackwell theorem ii. Sufficient statistic
c. Likelihood-ratio test

iii. Non-parametric test

d. Minimum Chi-square

iv. Hypothesis testing

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

ii

i

iv

(C)

iii

ii

(D)

iv

i

d. cos z

∞

n
n z
(
)
−

∑
( n) ! ,
n= 

4.

∞

∑

n= 
∞

∑

n= 

zn
n ! , for all values of z


n+
( −)n z
,
(n + )

− < z ≤ 

Find the correct matching between
the functions and series from the
following codes :
Codes

a

b

c

d

iii

(A)

4

3

2

1

iv

i

(B)

3

4

1

2

ii

iii

(C)

2

1

4

3

(D)

1

2

3

4

45. The number of roots of the equation
z 8 − " z 5 + z − 1 =  that lie inside
the circle z =  is

46. If u = e bx cos # y is a harmonic
function then the value of b is

(A)

8

(A) ± #

(B)

5

(B)  5

(C)

6

(C) +#

(D)

2

(D) none of these
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z n+
( n + ) ! ,

for all values of z

ALT

i.

∑ (−)n

for all values of z

(C) 2 where 1 ≤ d ≤ 1

a. Sign test

∞

14

ALT

ALT

49. The following are two statements
labelled one as Assertion (Ass) and
the other one as Reason (R).
Assertion (Ass) : Sequencing may be
considered as selecting a path
which each of products may not
follow before the transformations
from raw materials into the finish
products.
Reason (R) : Sequencing means
determining the most advantageous
sequence to be followed from the
department to department and
machine to machine, till raw materials
get final and finished shapes.
Find your answer from the following
codes :
Codes :
(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true, (R)
is the correct reason of (Ass)
(B) (Ass) is false, but (R) is true,
and (R) is not the correct
reason of (Ass)
(C) Neither (Ass) nor (R) gives the
correct answer
(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are correct
answer.

46. A series of the type
2

!

a + az + a2 z + a! z +....... is called

(A) power series
(B) negative binomial series
(C) exponential series
(D) logarithmic series
State the correct answer from the
codes given above.
47. In a balanced transportation problem
with m sources and n destinations, the
number of dual constraints will be
(A) m + n
(B) m + n + 1
(C) m + n − 1
(D) mn
48. The linear programming problem
Max V = x1 + x
subject to x1 + x ≤ , 2 x1 + x2 ≤ #,
x1 ≥ , x ≥  has
(A) no optimal solution
(B) exactly one optimal solution
(C) exactly two optimal solutions
(D) Infinite number of optimal
solutions.

50. The symmetric matrix B for the
quadratic form
Q = x1 + !x1 x + x is

49. Let
2

2

2

2

f ( x ) = 2 xy x + y , where x + y ≠ 0
=0
, where x = y = 0

= B

and p : f is continuous at , 

= B
f a, f exists

q : fx ,  exists
r :

(A)

y

(B)

Then
(A) p ⇒ q and r
(B) p ⇒
/ q and r
(C) q and r ⇒ p
(D) p ⇒ q and not r
PaperII / MATSC
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F1 ! I
H! K
F ! I
H! 1 K
F !I
H ! 1K

(D) none of these
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MATHEMATICAL SCIENCE
PAPER  III
Note : The paper has two groups. GROUPA covers Pure Mathematics and Applied Mathematics
and GROUPB is Statistics. Answer from any of the Groups.
GROUPA
(PURE AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS)
This paper contains seventy five (75) objective type questions, each question carrying two (2)
marks. All questions are compulsory.

1.

The Theorem
If ∑ un is convergent and vn is
monotonic bounded sequence, then
the series ∑ un vn converges is called

3.

(A) Abels lemma

1 na < lim n n < lim a1 n
(B) nlim
n→∝
n→∝
→∝

b g

Which of the following is true ?

nn < lim  n a < lim a n
(A) nlim
→∝
n→∝
n→∝
1

(B) Leibnits test of convergence



(D) None of the Above

"
$
ii.  − x + x" − x$ +.... ∞
|
|
|
!
iii.  + x + x + x +.... ∞
|
|!

1

4.

n

iii

(A)

b

c

a

(B)

c

b

a

(C)

a

b

c

(D)

b

b

c

s

(A) S is closed but not bounded
subset.

c. sin x

ii

i

Select the correct statement :

b. cos x

i

d

S = e , e , e!, ..... , ....... .

a. e x

Codes :

( a > 0)

In normed linear space l , | | ⋅ | | ,
consider the subset

Select the correct matching from 
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(a > )

1 na = lim a n < lim n1 n
(D) nlim
n→∝
n→∝
→∝

Match the Group A of uniformly and
absolutely Convergent series with
Group B the limit functions on any
bounded subset.
Group A
Group B

x! x # x %
i. x − |! + |# − | % +.... ∞

(a > 0)

 n a < lim n n = lim a n
(C) nlim
→∝
n→∝
n→∝

(C) Dirichlets test

2.

(a > )

(B) S is closed and bounded but not
compact.
(C) S is open and bounded set but
not compact.
(D) Hein Borel Theorem is
satisfied.
2

5.

The null space of the matrix
 
A=
#
 "
is

F
GG
H

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

6.

8.

I
JJ
K

(A) 0 and ( −)n−

l a, f q
l a, f q
l a, f q
l a, f q

If f ( z ) =

d

dz + i

(B) 1 and ( −)n
(C) 0 and ( −)n
(D) 1 and ( −)n−

9.

i

z + z+!
circle z = " then


πi

z

C

!

and C is the

w = log z is analytic in
(A) upper half of z-plane
(B) lower half of z-plane

f ′( z )
dz is equal to
f ( z)

(C) everywhere in z-plane

(A)  0

(D) everywhere except at z = 

(B)  2
(C)  1

10. If cosh (u + iv ) = x + iy then

(D)  2
7.

The sum and product of nth roots of
unity are respectively

If the bilinear transformation
w = az + b ,
ad − bc ≠ 
cz + d
has one finite and the other infinite
fixed points then the conditions to
be satisfied are
(A) c ≠  , ( d − a ) + " bc ≠ 

(A)

y
x
−
=
cosh u sinh u

(B)

x − y =
cos v sin v

(C)

y
x
+
=
sinh u cosh u

(D)

x + y
=
sin v cos v

(B) c ≠  , ( d − a ) + " bc = 
(C) c =  , a − d = 
(D) c =  , a − d ≠ 
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F I
H K

11. Let V be a vector space of all ×
matrices over the real field R. A
subset W of V is not a subspace of V
if W consists of all matrices A for
which

Then
(A) characteristic polynomials of A
and B are different.

(A) A2 = A
(B) A ≠ A
(C) A = A

F I
H K

r 0
r s
14. Let A = 0 r and B = 0 r ,
where s ≠ 0 be two matrices over IR.

(B) minimal polynomials of A and
B are same.

T

(D) A = − AT

(C) both characteristic polynomials
and minimal polynomials of A
and B are same.

a f

12. In the ring Z8 , the lcm 3, 6 is equal
to

(D) characteristic polynomials of A
and B are the same but minimal
polynomials are different.

(A) 6
(B) 6 and 3
(C) 6 and 2

15.

(D) 3 and 2

F 10
Let A = G 0 0
GH − 0

F 0 1I
such that the matrix P = G 0 1 0J
GH 1 0 − JK

13. The alternating group A4 on 4symbols has a normal subgroup of
order

is a diagonalizing matrix of A, then
the eigenvalues of A are

(A) 2

(A) 0, 0, 5

(B) 3

(B) 0, 1, 5

(C) 4

(C) 0, 0, 1

(D) 6

(D) 0, 0, 5
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−
0 be a matrix
"

4

16. Let f : a, b → a, b
be a
continuous function in a, b . Then

19. The number of non isomorphic
groups of order 8, is

(A)

f ( x) ≠ x

∀ x ∈ a, b

(B)

f ( x) > x

∀ x ∈ a, b

(C)

f ( x) < x

∀ x ∈ a, b

(D)

f ( x ) = x for some point
x ∈ a, b

(C) 4

d i

(D) 5

(A) 2
(B) 3

17. Let f ( x ) = x sin  x , for x ≠ 0
= 0 , for x = 0
and let g( x ) = x for x ≥ 0 .

20. Which of the following is a cyclic
group ?

Then
(A) f is absolutely continuous but
g is not.

(A) Z2 × Z2

(B) g is absolutely continuous but
f is not.
(C) f, g and g ⋅ f are all absolutely
continuous.

(B) Z4 × Z6
(C) Z4 × Z5

(D) f and g are absolutely
continuous but g ⋅ f is not.

a

(D) Z × Z

f

18. Let IR , S , λ be the Lebesgue
measure space. Let fn , n ≥ 1 be
measurable functions defined on
IR , S , λ by fn = χ n, n+1 where χ
denotes the characteristic function. Then

a

(A)
(B)
(C)

21. State which of the following
statements is false :

f

(A) Any finite p-group is solvable.

l f q converges to a function f
pointwise and in measure.
l f q converges to a function f
in measure but not pointwise.
l f q converges to a function f
almost everywhere and in
n

(B) Every abelian group is solvable.

n

(C) Every group of order pq, p and
q are primes, is solvable.

n

(D) If all proper subgroups of a
group G is solvable then G is
also solvable.

measure.
(D)

f q converges to a function f
lpointwise
but not in measure.
n
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22. Match the Groups X and Y.
Determine the correct Matching
X
Y
every normed space
reflexive
A finite dimensional nls
not reflexive
Any Hilbert Space
A finite dimensional H.S

25. State which of the following set is
not a compact set :
(A) A closed interval with usual
metric.

a f

(B) Discrete space X, d where X
is a finite set.

(A) every nls is reflexive

(C) An infinite set X with the
discrete metric.

(B) every Hilbert space is reflexive
(C) every nls is not reflexive

(D) A closed and bounded subset
n
of IR .

(D) every Hilbert space is not
reflexive

26. A one-one onto map
is
f : X, T → Y , V
homeomorphism if and only if

23. Let X be a normed space and let
x0 ≠ 0 be any element of X. Then
there exists a bounded linear
functional f and X such that

b g
f bx g =
f bx g =
f bx g >

(A)

f >1

and f x = x

(B)

f ≤1

and

(C)

f =1

and

(D)

f =1

and

a

(A)

f a f

d i
f dA i ⊇
/
f dA i ⊆
/

f A0 = f ( A)

0



f ( A)



0

f ( A)

0

0

x0

(B)

0

x0

(C)



x

(D) None of the above

24. In a complex Banech algebra A with
identity e if x ∈ A and x < , then

27. Let T be usual topology on IR and U
be the relative topology on Y = ,  .
Then state which of the following is
true :

∝

(A) x −1 exists and x −1 = ∑ x i
i =1

a

∝

i
(B) x −1 exists and x −1 = e + ∑ x

(A)

e 1 , 1 is both U- open and T-open

(C) (e − x )− exists and
∝
( x − e ) −1 = ∑ x i

(B)

e 1 , 1 is T-open but not U-open.

(C)

e 1 , 1 is neither U-open nor T-open

(D)

e 1 , 1 is U-open but not T-open

i =1

(D) (e − x )

−

exists and

i =1

∝

( e − x ) −1 = e + ∑ x i
i =1

Choose the correct statement.
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31. The order of a partial differential
equation, obtained from a function,
depends on the
(A) number of arbitrary constants
present in that function.
(B) number of absolute constants
present in that function.
(C) number of arbitrary constants
and arbitrary functions present
in that function.
(D) number of arbitrary functions
present in that function.

28. Let B be a Boolean algebra and
a ∈ B , then state which one is true :
(A) a + 1 = a
(B) a + 1 = 1
(C) a + 1 = a + 1
(D) a + 1 = − a

29. Let Km, n denote a complete bipartite
graph. Then the number of edges in
Km, n is equal to

32. A solution of the partial differential
equation
∂ 2u + 1 ∂u + 1 ∂ 2u = 0 is in the
∂ r 2 r ∂ r r 2 ∂θ 2
form
n
n
in
(A) u = Ar + Be − e ± θ

(A) m + n
(B) mn
(C) m + n − mn

(B)

(D) m − n

(C)

d
u = d Ar
u = d Ar

n
n

i

i
ie

+ Be − n e ± inθ

+ Be

− n

± inθ

(D) None of the above.
30. Let G be a graph containing K3, 3 as

33. For the initial value problem (I.V.P)
y′ = f x , y with y( ) =  , state
which of the following statements is true :
(A) f x , y = xy 
satisfies
Lipschitzs condition and so,
I.V.P has a unique solution.
(B) f x , y = xy 
does not
satisfy Lipschitzs condition
and so, I.V.P has no solution.
(C) f x, y = y satisfies Lipchitzs
condition and so, I.V.P has a
unique solution.
(D) f x, y = y does not satisfy
Lipchitzs condition still I.V.P
has a unique solution.

a f
a f a f

its subgraph and G be a complete
graph on 4 vertices. Then state which
of the following is a correct
statement :

a f a f

(A) G1 is planar but G2 is
nonplanar.

a f

(B) G1 is nonplanar and G2 is
planar.

a f

(C) Both G1 and G2 are nonplanar.
(D) Both G1 and G2 are planar.
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34. If the two-dimensional harmonic
equation ∇ V = 0 is transformed to
plane polar coordinates r and θ
defined by x = r cos θ , y = r sinθ , it
takes the form
(A)

2

36. Quadratic Residues of 11 are
(A) 1, 4, 6, 9, 10
(B) 1, 3, 5, 4, 9
(C) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

2

∂ V + ∂V + ∂ V = 0
∂ r 2 ∂ r ∂θ 2

(D) 1, 4, 8, 9, 10

∂ V + 1 ∂V + ∂ V = 0
(B)
r ∂ r ∂θ
∂r

37. The remainder when 5!10! + 10!5! is
divided by 39, is

(C)

∂ V + 1 ∂V + 1 ∂ V = 0
r ∂ r r ∂θ
∂r

(A) 2

(D)

∂ V + ∂V + 1 ∂ V = 0
∂ r r ∂θ
∂r

(C) 0

(B) 4
(D) 12

35. Match the following :
a. Bassals differential
I. second order ordinary
equation is a
differential equation
with more than one
singular points.
b. Legondres differential II. linear homogeneous
equation is a
partial differential
equation with constant
coefficients.
c. Laplaces differential
III. 2nd order ordinary
equation is a
differential equation
with a regular singular
point.
d. One-dimensional Wave IV. linear homogeneous
equation is a
partial differential
equation with constant
coefficients in three
dimensional form.

38. The sum of the positive integers less
than 100 and relatively prime to 100
is
(A) 1000
(B) 2000
(C) 2500
(D) 4000
39. Let τ (n) denote the number of
positive divisors of n when n is a
positive integer.
If τ (n) is an odd integer then state
which of the following is true :
(A) n is an odd integer

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

III

I

IV

II

(B) n is of the form "k + !

(B)

I

II

IV

II

(C)

I

IV

II

I

(C) n is an even integer of the form
"k +

(D)

II

I

IV

III

(D) n is of the form 4k or "k + 1.
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40. Match the following :
a. A simple pendulum is
the motion of a

42. The force potential corresponding
H
μ H
to the force F = − 3 r , with usual
r
meanings of the symbols used, is

1. rigid body with one
degree of freedom

b. A compound pendulum 2. particle with one
is the motion of a
degree of freedom

(A) V = −

c. A harmonic oscillator
is the motion of a

3. two bobs with two
degrees of freedom

(B) V =

d. A coplanar double
pendulum is the
motion of

4. bob with one degree
of freedom.

μ
(C) V =

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

2

3

4

(B)

2

3

1

4

(A)  10

(C)

4

1

2

3

(B)  15

(D)

3

4

2

1

c

(B) T = 1 Aw1 + Bw

(D)  1 ⋅ 5

(C) T =
(D) T =

44. From a consideration of a uniform
hydrostatic pressure state of stress,
the bulk modulus k which relates the
pressure to the cubical dilatation of
a body so loaded may be defined with
usual notations as

h

(A)

+ Cw!

h

PaperIII / MATSC

(C)

3



E
(1 + ν )

E
(B) 3 ( + ν )

cw + w + w h
c Aw + Bw + Cw h
1

r2

(C)  7 ⋅ 5

41. Suppose a rigid body turns about
some fixed point O. If w , w , w!
are the angular velocities and A, B,
C be the moments of inertia about
the principal axes OA, OB, OC ; then
the kinetic energy T of the body is
+ w!

r2

43. As a particular case, if the principal
stress values are given by 10, 5 and
15, then the maximum shear stress
is obtained as

Codes :

c

μ
r

μ
(D) V = −

Choose the correct matching from
below

(A) T = 1 w1 + w

μ
r

E
( − ν )

E
(D) 3 ( − ν )

!

9
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48. The motion of an inviscid fluid under
conservative forces, if once
irrotational is always

45. If e I , eII , e III are the principal strain
values for the Eulerian strain tensor
eij , then the cubical dilatation for the
Eulerian description is given by

(A) rotational
(B) irrotational

(A) eI eII eIII

(C) laminar

(B) eI eII + eII eIII + eIII eI

(D) none of the above

(C) eI + eII + eIII

49. A curve whose torsion at a point
vanishes is regarded as

(D) none of the above

(A) a plane curve

46. A two-dimensional flow of a liquid
is represented by the velocity vector
H
q = − xi + yj . Its stream function is

(B) a space curve

given by

(C) a straight line

(A) ψ = −xy

(D) a circle

(B) ψ = xy

50. The only curve whose curvature and
torsion are both constants, is

(C) ψ = x y

(A) a spiral

(D) ψ = y x

(B) a circular helix

47. The Eulerian equation of continuity
for perfect fluid reduces to the
Laplaces equation if

(C) any plany curve
(D) any space curve

(A) the fluid is incompressible and
flow is of the potential kind.

51. On a plane ds 2 = dx 2 + dy 2 , the
geodesics are

(B) the fluid is compressible and
flow is rotational.

(A) circles

(C) the fluid is compressible and
flow is irrotational.

(B) great circles
(C) straight lines

(D) the fluid is compressible and
flow is of equipotential kind.
PaperIII / MATSC

(D) circular helics
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52. The equation of the curve on which
the extremum of the functional

z

1

0

a y′f

2

55. If the solution of an integral equation
is given in the form
b
φ ( x ) = f ( x ) + λ a R x , t ; λ f (t ) dt

+ 12 xy dx

a

zf

a

f

with y(0) = 0 and y(1) = 1, can be
attained as

then R x, t ; λ is called

(A) y = x

(B) iterated kernel of the integral
equation

(A) kernel of the integral equation

(B) y = $ x
(C) y = 3x

(C) resolvent kernel of the integral
equation

2

(D) convolution kernel of the
integral equation

3
(D) y = x

56. The solution of the integral equation
x φ (t )
dt = x
 x−t
is given by

53. The Euler-Lagrange equation can be
derived from

z

(A) a differential principle
(B) an integral principle

(A) φ ( x ) = 

(C) a variational principle

(B) φ ( x ) = 1

(D) Hamiltons principle

(C) φ ( x ) =

54. A necessary condition for the
functional

af

I y =

z

x2

x1

a

(D) φ ( x ) = 1
!

f

f x , y, y ′ dx

57. The integral equation corresponding
to the initial value problem
d2 y
− y = 0 ; y(0) = 0, y ′(0) = 1
dx 2
is of the form

to be an extremum, is that

F I
H K
∂f d F∂f I
=0
−
∂ y dx H ∂ y′ K
d F f − y′ ∂ f I − ∂ f = 0
dx H
∂ y′ K ∂ y
d F f − y′ ∂ f I + ∂ f = 0
dx H
∂ y′ K ∂ y

∂f d ∂f
(A) ∂ y + dx ∂ y ′ = 0
(B)
(C)
(D)

PaperIII / MATSC

z
z

1

(A) φ ( x ) = x + 0 ( x − t ) φ (t ) dt
x

(B) φ ( x ) = x + 0 ( x − t ) φ (t ) dt

z

x

(C) φ ( x ) = sin x + 0 ( x − t ) φ (t ) dt

z



(D) φ ( x ) = x ( + x ) + 0 ( x − t ) φ (t ) dt
11
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58. The first iterated kernel of the
kernel k x , t = e x +t ; a = , b = 
is defined by

61. State which is True.

a f

(A) The trapezoidal rule of
numerical integration results in

(A) e x + t
(B)
(C)

F e − 1I e
H K
F e − 1I e
H 2 K

a quadratic polynomial.

x +t

2

2

(B) The Simpsons 1 3 rd rule of
numerical integration results in
a linear polynomial.

x +t

(D) None of the above

(C) The Simpsons

a f

∑ ai ( x ) bi (t )
i=0
n

62. Gauss-Seidal method of solving a

∑ ai ( x ) bi (t )

system of simultaneous linear
algebraic equations is called the

i=0
∞

(C)

∑ ai ( x ) bi (t )
i =1

(A) method of initial
approximation

n

(D)

rule of

(D) The Weddles rule of numerical
integral results in a sixthdegree polynomial.

∞

(B)

8 th

numerical integration results in
a cubic polynomial.

59. The kernel k x, t of the Fredholm
integral equation of the second kind
is called separable if with usual
notations, it can be expressed in the
form
(A)

!

∑ ai ( x ) bi (t )
i =1

(B) method of simultaneous
approximation.

60. The numerical solutions of ordinary
differential equations lead to
(A) analytic results

(C) method of successive
approximation

(B) numerical results
(C) approximate results

(D) method of alternate
approximation

(D) tabular results
PaperIII / MATSC
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65. State which is True :

63. If ξ be a non-repeated root of
f ( x ) =  where f ( x ) is continuous
and bounded in the interval I
containing the root ξ then the rate
of convergence of Newton-Raphson
formula is given by
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Integral transforms applied to a
differential equation reduces that
equation to
(A) a difference equation
(B) an algebraic equation

bg
bg

f ′′ ξ
! f′ ξ

(C) another differential equation
(D) a subsidiary equation.

bg
bg

f ′′ ξ
f′ ξ

66. If F( s ) is the Fourier transform of
f ( x ) then the Persevals identity for
Fourier integral is given by

bg
bg

f′ ξ
! f ′′ ξ

(A)

bg
bg

f ′′ ξ
f′ ξ

(B)
(C)

64. State which is True :
(D)

(A) The Crank-Nicholson formula
in Numerical analysis is an
implicit scheme.

∞



∞

0
∞

−∞

∞

−∞

f ( x ) dx =

z

∞



2
f ( x ) dx = 
2π

f ( x ) dx =

z

∞

−∞

2
f ( x ) dx = 
2π

F( s) ds

z

∞

0

2

F( s) ds

F( s) ds

z

∞

−∞

2

F( s) ds

67. A function F (t ) is said to be of
exponential order as t →∝ , if there
exists constants M and b with a fixed
value T of t such that

(B) The Schmidt method in
numerical analysis is not an
explicit scheme
(C) The shooting method in
numerical analysis is applied in
boundary value problems.
(D) The Galerkins method in
numerical analysis is applied in
initial value problems.
PaperIII / MATSC
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(A)

F (t ) > Me bt

for t ≥ T

(B)

F(t ) < Me bt

for t ≥ T

(C)

F (t ) > Me bt

for t ≤ T

(D)

F (t ) < Me bt

for t ≤ T
P.T.O.

68. The inverse Laplace transform of the

RS e UV is given by
T s W
erf F 1 I
H tK
− s

function

(A)

70. Mark which of the following
statement is correct :

(B) erfc

(C) e

(A) Revised simplex method is
applicable to only those LPPs
which involve artificial
variables.
(B) Revised simplex method is
more economical when LPP is
solved manually but is not very
convenient when computer is
used.

F1I
H tK

−1
4t

(C) Revised simplex method is not
very convenient when an LPP
is solved manually but is more
economical on a computer.

πt
1

1 e− 4t
π t!

(D)

(D) Revised simplex method does
not permit the computation of
large size linear programming
problems.

69. The Fourier sine transform of the
ax
function 1x e − , a > 0 is defined by

z

1 e − ax sin px dx
x

z

1 e − ax sin x dx
x

z

1 e − ax sin px dx
x

z

1 e − ax sin x dx
x

∞

(A)

−∞
∞

(B)

−∞
∞

(C)

0

∞

(D)

0
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71. In a NLPP
(i)

either the objective function is
non-linear

or (ii) one or more of the constraints
have non-linear relationship
or (iii) both.
State which of the following is not
correct :
(A) only (i) is true
(B) only (ii) is true
(C) only (iii) is true
(D) none of the above is true
14

l q

74. According to Fatous Lemma, if fn
is a sequence of non negative
integrable functions such that
lim infn fn dμ < ∝ .

72. If X T Q X is positive-semi definite
then it is

z

(A) strictly convex

If f ( x ) = lim infn fn ( x ) then state
which of the following is correct :

(B) strictly concave

(A) f is integrable and

z
z
z
z

(C) convex

z
z

fdμ = lim infn fn dμ

(B) f is measurable and
(D) concave

fdμ = lim infn fn dμ

(C) f is integrable and
73. If γ and μ are totally σ -finite
is a totally σ -finite signed measure

a

such that γ << μ , then

(B)

dμ dμ dγ
=
⋅
dλ dγ dλ

dγ dμ dγ
(D) dλ + dλ = dμ

λ

PaperIII / MATSC

n→∝

f

a

f

y
(A) Ex = A if x ∈ A and E = B ,
if y ∈ B.

λ

λ

fdμ = lim fn dμ

75. Let X, ) , μ and Y, * , γ be
two measure spaces. Let E = A × B,
where A ∈) and B ∈* . If Ex
y
denotes the section of E at x and E
denotes the section of E at y then

λ

dγ dγ dμ
(C) dλ + dμ = dλ

n→∝

(D) f is measurable and

measure such that μ << γ and if γ

dγ dγ dμ
(A) dλ = dμ ⋅ dλ

z
z

fdμ = lim fn dμ

(B) Ex = B if x ∈ A and E y = A ,
if y ∈ B.
(C) Ex = ϕ if x ∈ A and E y = ϕ if
y ∈B
(D) Ex = A if x ∈ A and E y = ϕ if
y ∈B

15
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GROUPB
(STATISTICS)
Note : This paper contains seventy five (75) objective type questions, each question carrying two (2)
marks. All questions are compulsory.

1.

Taylors theorem states that

3.

2

following True / False statements

f ( a + h) = f (a) + h f ′(a) + h f ′′( a)
2!

b

given below in a tabular form :

g

n −1
n
n
+ ....... + h
f ( a) −1 + h f n a + θ n h ,
n!
(n − 1)!

d i

If f ( x ) = O x λ −1 ,

if
(A)

(B)

( n−1)

converges when

( x ) is continuous in

f
a ≤ x ≤ a+h

(a)

λ <

f n ( x ) exists in a < x < a + h

(b)

λ > ;

z

Find the correct answer in a code.

(c)

λ <

(d)

λ >

If two power series satisfy
n

∝

α

d i
+ dx i,

a + a x + a x + .... + an x n +  x n

α

f ( x ) dx

λ −

j,

f ( x ) dx converges when

Codes

n

when x → 0 , then find the correct
answer code from the following
relations of coefficients :
(A) a0 = b0
(B) an = bn
(C) a = b , an = bn
(D) a = b , a = b, ....., an = bn
PaperIII / MATSC

∝

e

(D) Each of the above statements
is true.

= b + b x + b x + .... + bn x

z

and if f ( x ) = O x − log x

(C) 0 < θ n < 

2.

Find the correct answer from the

16

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(A)

False

False

True

True

(B)

True

True

False

False

(C)

True

False

True

False

(D)

False

True

False

True

4.

Suppose the quadratic form x x
reduces to y12 − y22 by means of some
nonsingular linear transforms, some
of them being True and others False.
a. x = − y + y , x = y + y
b. x = y + y , x = y − y
c. x = y + y , x = − y + y
d. x = y − y , x = y + y

6.

LM0
A= 1
MN1

(A)

5.

a.
b.
c.

d.

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False

True

False

(B)

True

True

False

False

(C)

False

False

True

True

(D)

False

True

False

True

a

b

c

d

(A)

2

3

4

1

(B)

3

2

3

4

(C)

4

1

2

3

(D)

1

4

1

2
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OP
PQ

1, 1, 2

(C) 1, 1, 2
(D)
7.

1, 1, 2

Consider the following statements :
i. Newton-Raphson method is a
second order iterative process
ii. Newton-Raphson
method
converges very rapidly with
constant asymptotic error

The following are some numerical
methods and their uses :
Numerical methods
Uses
Newtons divided difference 1. Solution of a
formula
nonlinear equation
Newton-Raphson method 2. Solution of a set of
linear equations
Gauss elimination method 3. Numerical solution
of an ordinary
differential equation
Picards method
4. Interpolation
Match the numerical methods and
the respective uses
Code

1 1
0 1
1 0

(B) 1, 1, 2

Find the correct answer code from
the following True and False
statements :
Code

Find the eigenvalues of the
symmetric matrix

iii. Convergence of NewtonRaphson method is faster, if the
initial approximation is far from
the roots.
iv. Newton-Raphson may be used in
numerical solution of non-linear
equations.
Choose the correct code from the
following truth table :

17

Code

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

True

True

True

True

(B)

True

False

True

True

(C)

True

True

False

True

(D)

False

True

True

True
P.T.O.

8.

Let the Laplace transform of a
function f (t ) be defined by

m

r

L f (t ) s =

z

∝

10. Choose the most appropriate
answer :

e − ts f (t ) dt

(A) The revised simplex method
computes and stores only that
information which is of current
need.

0

Given below are some functions and
the Laplace transforms :

l

f (t )

L f (t ) s

a. t n−1

1. ks

b. k

2. k L φ (t ) s

c. k φ (t )

3.

q

(B) Revised simplex method
carries the essential data in a
more compact form.

m r
s L m f (t ) sr − f (0),

(C) The computional and record
keeping labour much in revised
simplex method.

f (t ) at t = 

d.

9.

(D) Revised simplex method is a
straight forward algebraic
procedure and is an efficient
computational procedure on
electronic digital computers.

Γ ( n)
df
4.
dt
sn
Match the functions and their
respective Laplace transforms from
the following table in a code
Code

a

b

c

d

(A)

2

3

4

1

(B)

3

4

1

2

(C)

4

1

2

3

(D)

1

2

3

4

11. Choose the correct Answer :
If v is a signed measure, then v + , v −
and v are measures, and
V ( E ) = V + ( E ) − V − ( E ) for every set
E ε ) , where ) is a sigma field.
If v is finite or σ -finite, then so are

−
−
v + and v , at least one of v + and v
must be finite. The representation of
v as

af

~
If f p is the complex Fourier
transform of f ( x ) , then complex
Fourier transform of f ( x − a ) is

v = v+ − v−

is known as

a f
~
f a pf
~
f a p + af
~
f a pf

~
(A) e ip a f p − a

(B) e ip a
(C) e ip a
(D) e

ip
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(A) Hahn decomposition of v
(B) Jardan-Hahn decomposition of
v
(C) Lebegue decomposition
(D) None of the above
18
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14. If Fn converges weakly to F,

12. If Xn is a sequence of binomial

a f

variables with parameters n, p ,

then

then as n → ∝ , the sequence

L→ X
(A) X n ⎯⎯

RS X UV →
TnW
(A) N a 0, f
F
I
(B) N H p, 1 n K
n

FG
H

p
n

(C) N p,

P→ X
(B) X n ⎯⎯

L
(C) Xn ⎯⎯
/→ X

(D) None of the above
Which one is true ?

IJ
K

15. Let X, X , ......., Xn be n random
variables, then Liapounov CLT is
applicable to the sequence if
(A) Variables are independent but
not identical and only their
mean and variance exist.

(D) None of the above.

13. Let

lX q

(B) Variables are identical but not
independent and their third
moment exists

be a sequence of

n

independent Cauchy variables, the
characteristic function of yn ,

(C) Variables are independent but
not necessarily identical and
their third absolute moment
exists.

n

where yn =

∑ Xi
i =1

n2

is

(D) None of the above.

(A) ψ n (t ) = e − t n
(B) ψ n (t ) = e −

t

16. The classical de-Moivre-Laplace
CLT for binomial variables (i.e. the
normal approximation to be binomial
distribution) is a special case of
(identify the correct alternative) 

n

(C) ψ n (t ) = e t n

(A) Liapounov CLT
(B) Lindeberg-Feller CLT

(D) None of the above

(C) Levy-Lindeberg CLT

Find the correct code.
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(D) None of the above
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17. Following are two statements one
Assertion (Ass) and the other Reason
(R). Find the correct statement from
the code below :

18. If X ~ f ( x ) where
f ( x ) = 1 if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
= 0 otherwise

then the distribution e X is

l q

Assertion (Ass) : Let X n be a
sequence of independently and
identically distributed random

(A) log ( x )

b g

variable with E Xi = μ ∀ i .

l q

(D) None of the above
Find the correct code.

Reason (R) : A sequence of random

lX q
n

19. 1. If X is a random variable with
density f x, θ then the survival
probability, is strictly, an
increasing function of X

is said to

a f

converge in probability to a
random variable X if, for every
given ∈> 0 ,

m

r

Lt P Xn − X >∈ = 0 .

n→∞

a

a f

2. If X ~ f x , θ

In

then lim x F ( x ) = 0

f

particular if P X = μ =  ,
then it is said that WLLN holds

x →∝

a f

3. If X ~ f x, θ , the distribution
function is a random variable.

l q

for Xn

af

4. If X ~ Exp θ

(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass.

min m of X is exponentially
distribution random variable.
Find the correct True or False
statements from the following table :

(B) Both Ass and R are true and R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass.
(C) Ass is true, but R is false.
(D) Ass is false, but R is true
Choose the correct answer.
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a f

(C) Uniform 0, 

Then Xn is said to satisfy the
weak law of large number
(WLLN).
variable

1
x

(B)

20

Code

1

2

3

4

(A)

False

True

True

True

(B)

True

True

True

False

(C)

False

False

False

True

(D)

True

False

False

False

af

23. Let X and Y be two independent
random variables with characteristic
functions φ X (t ) and φ Y (t )
respectively. Then X and Y will have
the same distribution if (Choose the
correct alternative) :

20. If X ~ Exp λ , then r th moment is
given by
(A) λr
r
(B)  λ

(A) Moments of X and Y exist

(C) r ! λr
(D) r λ

(B) φ X (t ) and φ Y (t ) are same for
all t

What is the correct answer ?

(C) φ X (t ) and φ Y (t ) are same for

r

21.

a f

t ∈ a, b , where a, b are finite
constants

a f

X ~ U a, b then which one of the
following is true :

(D) φ X (t ) and φ Y (t ) both real.

E ( X ) is

(A)

24. Which one of the following
statements, about the existence of
functions is true.

(b − a)

(B) ab
(C)

(A) unlike moment generating
function
characteristic
functions always exist.

(a + b)
2

(B) like moment generating
functions
characteristic
function always exist.

(D) None of the above
22. If X ~ Geometric ( P) , then E ( X ) is

(C) like moment generating
functions, characteristic
functions may not always
exist.

(A) P
(B) 1 P

(D) unlike moment generating
functions, characteristic
functions may not always exist.

(C) n P
(D) none of the above
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25. Convolution of two distribution
functions is

28. Neyman-Factorization theorem is
related to

(A) a distribution function

(A) Unbiasedness

(B) not a distribution function

(B) Consistency

(C) not necessarily a distribution
function

(C) UMVUE
(D) Sufficiency

(D) None of the above

29. Let θ be a real parameter, and let the
random variable X have probability
density pθ ( x ) with monotone
likelihood ratio in T ( x ) . For testing
H : θ ≤ θ 0 against K : θ > θ 0 , there
exists a UMP test, which is given by :

26. Maximum likelihood estimates are
(A) Unique
(B) Not consistent
(C) Always UMVUE
(D) None of the above
27. 1. Maximum likelihood estimate is
always unbiased.
2. Sufficient statistic is unique

when T ( x ) > C

(B) ϕ ( x ) =  ,

when T ( x ) < C

(C) ϕ ( x ) = γ ,

when T ( x ) = C

(D) None of the above

3. C.R.L.B is always UMVUE

Where C and γ are constants.

4. Moment estimates are consistent
Find the correct True or False
statements from the following
table :
Code

(A) ϕ ( x ) = ,

30. Choose the correct answer :
A test which maximises the power
of the test for fixed α , the level of
significance is known as

1

2

3

4

(A)

True

True

True

False

(A) Randomised test

(B)

False

False

False

True

(B) Optimum test

(C)

True

False

False

False

(C) Bayess test

(D)

False

True

False

True

(D) Likelihood ratio test
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33. For testing that an observed value of
r differs significantly from a
hypothetical value of ρ , the
population correlation coefficient,
we use the statistic
z = 1 loge (1 + r ) (1 − r ) , and the
parameter
ϑ = 1 loge 1 + ρ 1 − ρ .

31. Following Problems of statistical
inference can be treated as decision
theory problem.
(A) Point estimation

a fa f

(B) Testing of hypothesis

We reject H at 5 per cent level of
significance based on a large sample
normal test, if

(C) Interval estimation
(D) All the above

(A)
(B)

32. A statement of Assertion (Ass) is
given and a statement Reason (R) is
given below it. Select your answer
from the codes below :

(C)
(D)

n ≥ 1 ⋅ 96

( n − 1) ≥ 1 ⋅ 96
(n − ) ≥ 1 ⋅ 96
(n − 3) ≥ 1 ⋅ 96

Which one is the correct choice of
the critical region ?

Assertion (Ass) : U-test can be used
for testing the identicalness of
two populations of any
distributions.

34. Some variates / statistics are noted below
with four of their transformations :
Variates / Statistics
Transformations
a. Binomial proportion
1. Square-root transformation
b. Poisson variate
2. sin −1 transformation
c. Sample variance from 3. loge transformation
d. Sample correlation
4. tanh −1 transformation
coefficient
Match the statistics with the
respective transformations from the
following table :

Reason (R) : U-test is a two sample
location test.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R true
(B) Ass is true but R is false
(C) Both Ass and R true and R is
the correct explanation of Ass
(D) Ass is false but R is true
PaperIII / MATSC
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az − ϑ f
az − ϑ f
az − ϑ f
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Code

a

b

c

d

(A)

3

4

1

2

(B)

1

2

4

3

(C)

2

1

3

4

(D)

4

3

2

1
P.T.O.

37. Consider the following four methods
of test construction in Statistical
Analysis.
a. Method of moments
b. Method of least squares in
multivariate regression analysis
c. Method of minimum chi-square
d. Likelihood ratio method
Find the correct True / False
statements for construction of tests
in Multivariate Statistical Analysis
from the answer codes given below :

35. Choose the correct match from the
following :
(A) Testing significance
of correlation
co-efficient

: t-statistic

(B) Testing independence : Orderof two attributes.
statistic
(C) Testing equality of
two population
variances.

2
: χ statistic

(D) Testing the
significance for
difference of
proportions.

: U-statistic

Code

a

b

c

d

(A)

False

False

True

True

(B)
(C)

True
True

True
False

False
True

False
False

(D)

False

True

False

True

38. Following are two statements one
Assertion (Ass) and the other Reason
(R). Find the correct statements for
the codes below :

36. Which one is the suitable measure
of location vector for a p-variate
normal population ?

Assertion (Ass) : One measure of the
amount of information
conveyed by each principal
component is its variance.

(A) The p-component sample mean
vector

Reason (R) : The most informative
principal component is the
first, and the least informative
is the last.

(B) The p-component sample
median vector

(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass.

(C) The p-component sample
mode vector

(B) Both Ass and R are true and R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass.
(C) Ass is true, but R is false

(D) The p-component sample
geometric mean vector
PaperIII / MATSC

(D) Ass is false, but R is true.
Choose the correct answer.
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40. We observe the following hypotheses
and four testing criteria

39. Let A and Σ be partitioned into q and

a p − qf rows and the corresponding

Null hypotheses

columns

FA
A=
HA
FΣ
Σ=
HΣ

I
K
Σ I
.
Σ K

A
A



and

If A =




b.

H0 : Σ = σ I ,

2. Mahalanobiss D2 -statistic

a f

a

a f

where Zα ~ N 0, Σ and the Zα are

f

a f

independently distributed, then A22

(1)
( )
d. H0 : μ = μ in
i
N μ ( ) , b Ni g Σ ,
i = 1, , where the
common mean and
variance-covariance
matrix Σ are
unspecified.

is distributed according to

g

b

1. Hotellings T 2 -statistic

c. H0 : Σ ij = 0, i ≠ j , 3. Sphericity criterion
where Σ ij
i = 1, , ...., q and
μ are unspecified
in N μ , Σ

α =1

(B) W Σ 22 , p − q

in
N μ , Σ , where Σ
is unspecified

a f

∑ Zα Zα1

b

H0 : μ = μ 0

N μ, Σ

n

(A) W Σ 11, p

a.

where σ and μ
are unspecified in





Test statistics

g

4. Likelihood ratio criterion
for testing independence
of sets of variate in

a f

N μ, Σ

Find the correct matching from the
following table :

b

g

Code

a

b

c

d

(A)

2

4

1

3

b

g

(B)

1

3

4

2

(C)

3

1

2

4

(D)

4

2

3

1

(C) W Σ 11, n

(D) W Σ 22 , n

Find the correct answer.
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41. Suppose we wish to test the null
hypothesis that H0 : μ = μ 0 , where
μ  is a specified mean vector. Here
four domains of critical regions are
stated below :
1. x − μ 0 Σ −1 x − μ 0 ≥ χ p (α )
2.
3.

43. Choose the most appropriate answer :
Least square estimators of the
parameters of a linear model are
(A) Unbiased

b g b g
b x − μ g Σ b x − μ g < χ (α )
N b x − μ g Σ b x − μ g ≥ χ (α )
N b x − μ g Σ b x − μ g < χ (α )
−1

0

(C) UMVU

p

0

−1

0

(B) BLUE
(D) All of the above

p

0

−1
4.
p
0
0
where N x − μ  ~ N 0, Σ and
α is the level of significance.

b

44. Select the correct answer from the
following :

a f

g

(A) Double sampling was proposed
by P.C. Mohalanobish.

Find the correct answer from the
following True and False table :
Code

1

2

3

4

(A)

False

True

False

False

(B)

False

False

True

False

(C)

True

False

False

False

(D)

False

False

False

True

(B) Two-stage sampling is also
known as Two-phase sampling.
(C) Sub-sampling is also known as
Double sampling
(D) Doubling sampling was
proposed by J. Neyman
45. Choose the correct statement from
the following :

42. The characteristic function of
X ~ N μ , Σ is given by

a f

1 t′ μ

1. E eit X = e 2

1 t′ μ

2. E et X = e 2

(A) Multistage sampling is more
efficient than single-stage
random sampling and less
efficient than cluster sampling
from the cost and operational
point of view.

− 12 t ′Σ −1t
− t ′Σ −1t

3. E et ′ X = e it ′ μ − t ′Σ −1t

(B) Cluster sampling is less
efficient than multi-stage
sampling from the cost and
operational point of view.

4. E eit ′ X = e it ′ μ − 1 t ′Σ −1t
Find the correct answer code from
the following True and False table :
Code 1
2
3
4
(A)

False

False

True

False

(B)

False

True

False

False

(C)

True

False

False

False

(D)

False

False

False

True
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(C) Single-stage random sampling
is more efficient than
multistage sampling from the
cost and operational point of
view.
(D) Each of the statements (A), (B),
and (C) is false.
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48. Of the following statements, some
are True and some are False :
i. Cluster sampling is used, when
sampling units are very near.
ii. Estimation by ratio method requires
some auxiliary information.
iii. Regression estimator is consistent
and unbiased estimator.
iv. Refusal to give response to
questions is a non-sampling error.
Select the correct answer from the
codes given below :

46. Name the correct choice from the
following names :
The concept of Interpenetrating subsamples is due to
(A) Sukhatme, P.V.
(B) Mahalanobis, P.C.,
(C) Hurwitz, W.N., or
(D) Thompson, D. J.

Code

47. Which one of the following errors
cannot be considered as nonsampling errors ?
(A) The errors due to non-response
from the respondents in a
sampling unit.

ii

iii

iv

(A)

True

False

False

True

(B)

False

False

True

True

(C)

True

True

False

False

(D)

False

True

False

True

49. Let y be the variable under study and
x be the ancillary variable. The
regression method of estimation is
more appropriate than the ratio
method of estimation if :

(B) The errors resulting during the
stage of taking observations
from a sample which is a part
of the population.

(A) the regression of y on x is
linear, and it passes through
origin.
(B) the regression of x on y is
linear, and it passes through
origin.

(C) The errors which surface
during the process of data
collection due to researchers
unawareness.

(C) the regression of y on x is linear
and it does not pass through
origin.

(D) The errors which surface
because a researcher is unable
to get large sample.
PaperIII / MATSC
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(D) the regression of x on y is
linear, and it does not pass
through origin.
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50. Of the following equations, some are
True and some are False in respect
of the parameters of a B.I.B.D
(Balanced Incomplete Block
Design) :
a. s (k − 1) = v (r − 1)
b. lk = vr
c. λv = rk
d. λ (v − 1) = r ( k − 1)
Find the correct answer from the
code below :
Code

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

False

False

(B)

True

False

True

False

(C)

False

False

True

True

(D)

False

True

False

True

52. In most of the economic time series,
the data generally exhibit
(A) Both positive and negative autocorrelation.
(B) No auto correlation
(C) Positive auto correlation
(D) Negative auto correlation

53. The necessary stationary conditions
of the AR ( ) model, which is an auto
regressive model and order 2 having
the form
xt = α  Xt − + α Xt − + et

51. Of the following some are True and
some are False. Select the correct
answer from the following codes :
i. Split plot design is a confounding
design
ii. In BIBD design all comparisons
among the pairs of treatments are
not made with equal precision
iii. L.S.D. is not an orthogonal
design
iv. Bartletts covariance method is
one of the methods for analysis
of the designs with missing plots :
Find the correct answer from the
code below :
Code

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

True

False

True

False

(B)

False

True

True

False

(C)

True

False

False

True

(D)

True

True

False

False
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(the symbols having their usual
significance) are given by (Identify
the correct one) :
(A) α 2 + α 1 < 1, α 2 − α 1 < 1 and
−1 < α 2 < 1
(B) α  < , α <  and α α > 0
(C) α 2 + α 1 > 1, α 2 − α 1 > 1 and
−1 α 1 < 1
(D) α  > , α > , and α α < 0 .
Identify the correct answer from the
above conditions.
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54. A white noise process is defined to
be a sequence of random variables
at , at −1 , at −2 , ..... having some
specified properties. Then identify
the one among the following which
is false :

56. 1. ChapmanKolmogorov
equation is given by
n
r
n r
pij( ) = pik( ) pkj( − )

2. State j of Markov chain is
recurrent if

(A) Mean of ai s is zero while
variance constant.

∝

∑ p(jjn ) < ∝

n =0

(B) Mean of ai s is zero while
variance unity.

3. If k is aperiodic persistent non
null

(C) Distribution of ai s is Cauchy.

( n)
lim p jk →

(D) Distribution of ai s is Gaussian.

4. If state j persistent then for every

55. Choose the correct match :

state k that can be reached from

(A) Periodogram : Device to
isolate
irregular
component.
(B) Correlogram

state j

Fkj = 1 .
Find the correct code from the

: Device to
identify trend.

following True or False table :

(C) Moving average : Device to
measure
correlation
between two
time series.

Code

(D) ARIMA model : Device to
forecast values
of a time
series.
PaperIII / MATSC
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1

2

3

4

(A)

True

False

True

False

(B)

False

True

True

False

(C)

False

False

True

True

(D)

True

True

False

False
P.T.O.

59. If the interval between successive
occurrences of an event E are
independently distributed with a
common exponential distribution
with 1 λ then the events E form a :

57. Suppose the social mobility between
three classes, namely, upper-class,
middle-class and lower-class, of a
society can be described by a Markov
chain having the following transition
probability matrix :

F 0 ⋅ 45 0 ⋅ 48
P = G 0 ⋅ 05 0 ⋅ 70
GH 0 ⋅ 01 0 ⋅ 50

(A) Poisson process with mean λ

I
JJ
K

0 ⋅ 07
0⋅ 5
0 ⋅ 49

(B) Poisson process with mean λ
(C) Poisson process with mean
1
λ

Then, in the long run, the society will
have in the middle-class a certain
percentage of people. Identify this
correct percentage from below :

(D) None of the above.
60. Consider a symmetric random walk
Sn with S =  .
Let T = min n ≥  : Sn =  be
the time of first return of the
walk to its starting point. Show that
P (T = n) is given by :

l

(A) 0 ⋅ 56
(B) 0 ⋅ 70
(C) 0 ⋅ 6
(D) 0 ⋅ 60

(A)

58. If N (t ) is the number of occurrences

(B)

a f
P (t ) = P l N (t ) = nq for Poisson

in time 0, t and
n

(C)

r

Process which of the following
statements are true :

(D)

(A) N (t ) is independent of number

a f

− n

− n

− n

−n

61. Population projection is carried out
by

of occurrences Prior to 0, t

(B) Pn (t ) depend only on the

(A) Deterministic models

a f

length of 0, t

(B) Component method

(C) Satisfies regularity condition

(C) Quasi stable population
technique

(D) All the above
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F I
H K
1 F nI
n H nK
1 F nI
H nK
1 F nI
n −1 H n K
n
1
n −1 n

q

(D) All the above
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62. Which one of the following
assumptions used in the construction
of life table is not correct ?
(A) The cohort (or 1,00,000 births)
is closed to emigration or
immigration.

64. Alfred J. Lotka developed stable
population theory to understand the
age structure of human population in
a systematic manner. Let us now
consider the following statements in

(B) Individuals die at each age
according to a predetermined
schedule which is fixed and
does not change.

relation to stable population.
i. Stable population is closed to

(C) The deaths are distributed
uniformly over the period
x , x + 1 for each x (in years),
except for the first few years.

a

migration.

f

ii. Birth rate changes over time.

(D) Age-distribution of individuals
is specified in life-time.

iii. Death rates remain constant over
time.

63. Consider List I and List II and find the
correct answer from the codes given
below :
List I
List II
a. Crude Birth Rate
1. is the female population in
the child bearing age group
is placed in small agegroups.
b. General Fertility
2. ignores the age and sex
Rate
distribution of the population.
c. Specific Fertility
3. is a hypothetical figure
Rate
giving the number of
children born to a cohort of
k =  females.
d. Total Fertility
4. takes into account sex
Rate
distribution of population
and also age structure to a
certain extent.
Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

3

1

2

4

(B)

2

4

1

3

(C)

2

3

1

4

(D)

4

1

3

2
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iv. The uniform decrease in
mortality at all ages, a stable age
distribution is not altered.
Truth table of the above statements
is given below : Choose the correct
answer
Code
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i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

False

False

False

False

(B)

True

False

True

False

(C)

True

False

True

True

(D)

False

True

False

True
P.T.O.

65. Following are two statements one
Assertion (Ass) and the other Reason
(R). Find the correct statements for
the codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : The control chart, in
a sense, is a test of hypothesis that
process is in a state of statistical
control.
Reason (R) : (a) A point plotting
within the control limit
equivalent to failing to reject the
hypothesis of statistical control.
and (b) A point plotting outside
the control limits is equivalent to
rejecting the hypothesis of
statistical control.
(A) The assertion and Reasons (a)
and (b) are true.
(B) The assertion is false but
Reasons are true.
(C) The assertion is true but
Reasons are false.
(D) Both assertion and Reasons are
not true.

67. In statistical quality control works
α = Pr type I error is called
producers risk, because

k

(A) it denotes the probability of
accepting a lot of poor quality.
(B) it denotes the probability that a
good lot will be rejected.
(C) Both (A) and (B) are not true.
(D) it allows a process that is
operating in an unsatisfactory
manner.
Find the correct statement.
68. Which of the following is correct ?
A single sampling inspection plan by
attribute is defined by lot size N,
sample size n and acceptance number
c. The acceptance number c
means

66. Following are two statements one
Assertion (Ass) and the other Reason
(R). Find the correct answer using
codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : R-chart is constructed
first to monitor the within-sample
variability and then x -chart be
constructed.
Reason (R) : As soon as R-chart
indicates process variability is
under statistical control, we can
use x -chart to monitor the
between-sample variability.
(A) Both Ass and R are wrong
(B) Ass is correct, but R is not
correct.
(C) R is correct, but Ass is false.

(A) c is the conforming items
treated as nonconforming by
customer.
(B) c is the nonconforming item,
but allows as acceptable item
by both the customer and
producer.
(C) It is a good item but treated as
bad item by the producer.
(D) All [A], [B] and [C] are not
true.

(D) Both Ass and R are true.
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69. In monitoring a process by using
control charts, it has been observed
that the control limits are well within
the specification limits. Then identify
from the following alternatives the
one which is not true :

71. The failure rate of normal
distribution is
(A) Increasing
(B) Increasing for source values of
the parameters and decreasing
for some other values of the
parameters.

(A) Possibly there are errors in
calculation.
(B) The process is capable of
meeting better specifications
than that have been set.

(C) Constant

(C) The process is under control,
but the process variability can
be relaxed further thereby
saving cost of operation

(D) None of the above.
72. Consider List I and List II and find
the correct match from the codes
given below :

(D) The specifications can be
readjusted ensuring products of
better quality.
70. The following are some charts and
the underlying distributions in
Statistical Quality Control :
Charts
Distributions
a. Charts for X (mean) and 1. Binomial
R (range)
b. p-chart for fraction
2. Poisson
defective
c. c-chart for number of
3. Normal
defects
d. charts for X (mean) and
s.d. (standard deviation)
Match the charts and the respective
distribution.
Codes a
b
c
d
(A)

2

3

1

2

(B)

1

2

3

1

(C)

3

1

2

3

(D)

3

2

1

2
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List I

List II

a. R -chart is used for

1. Product
control

b. P chart is used for

2. Number of
defects

c. C chart is used for

3. Variable

d. Acceptance sampling
plans are used for

4. Fraction
defective

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

2

1

4

3

(B)

4

2

3

1

(C)

2

3

1

4

(D)

3

4

2

1
P.T.O.

73. Of the following statements, some
are True and some are False. Select
the correct answer from the codes
given below :

74. State which one of the following
statements is true :
(A) Safety stock increases as
demand increases.

i. The series system perform
satisfactorily if out of n
components, (n 1) components
perform satisfactorily.

(B) To protect against stockouts, a
large batch size is a must.
(C) Lead time is the time interval
elapsing between replacement
of a replenishment order and
receipt of last instalment of
goods against the order.

ii. Redundancy is a property of
series system.
iii. If the failure rate is a function of
age, then it is called hazard
function.

(D) None of the above.

iv. A parallel system of n
components is defined to be a
system that fails, if all
components fail.
Codes i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

True

False

False

True

(B)

False

False

True

True

(C)

False

True

False

True

(D)

True

True

False

False
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75. Which of the following is a data
reduction technique ?
(A) Discriminated analysis
(B) Cluster analysis
(C) Component analysis
(D) Multivariate analysis of
variance.
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PAPER  I
Note : There are Sixty (60) questions, out of which you are to answer fifty (50) questions only. If you
answer more than fifty (50) questions, then only the first fifty (50) questions attempted will be
evaluated. The questions carry two (2) marks each.

1.

2.

3.

The following are some necessary
qualities for a teacher.
I.
Clarity of concepts
II. Good black board work
III. Ability to communicate
IV. Ability to relate concepts to
real life situations.
Which of the following do you think
is most important for a teacher of
science and mathematics ?
(A) I and II
(B) I and III
(C) III and IV
(D) II and IV

4.

(A) Talk in the class all the time.
(B) Mostly listen to what the
students have to say.
(C) Talk and convince students to
accept teachers point of view.
(D) Develop a theme with active
student involvement.
5.

For a teacher some research
experience is useful because
(A) It raises the teaching standard
of teachers.
(B) It makes the teachers
intelligent.
(C) It makes the teachers better
teachers.
(D) It enables the teachers to make
good professional decisions.

Below are given some essentials of
teaching competencies
(i)

assisting in the conduct of cocurricular activities.

(ii)

motivating
learning

students

(iii) improving
management

(v)

Ancient Indian teachers applied
some psychological principles in
educating the young child from preschool age to adolescence. They
recognized the role of
(A) Convent system of schooling.
(B) Sense and perceptions in
learning and teaching .
(C) Gurukul type of schooling.

for

classroom

(iv) knowing subject
thoroughly

matter

taking interest in college
administration.

Which one of the following
combinations is most appropriate for
class-room teaching ?
(A) (i) (ii) (iii) and (iv)
(B) (i) (ii) (iii) and (v)
(C) (i) (iii) (iv) and (v)
(D) (ii) (iii) (iv) and (v)

(D) None of the above.
W-00

Which of the following is more
appropriate for a successful teacher ?
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6.

10. Field Study is related to

The tests on the basis of which a
teacher takes decisions are called

(A) real life situations

(A) instructional procedures

(B) experimental situations

(B) instructional objectives

(C) laboratory situations

(C) performance assessment

(D) none of the above

(D) none of these
7.

11. Validity of a research can be
improved by

A competent teacher must have
sound knowledge about the
following four things. Arrange them
according to proper order :

(A) eliminating extraneous factors
(B) taking the true representative
sample of the population

(A) practice, concepts, theory and
research

(C) both of the above measures
(D) none of these

(B) theory, research, practice and
concepts

12. A statistical measure based upon the
entire population is called parameter
while measure based upon a sample
is known as

(C) concepts, theory, practice and
research

8.

(D) research, practice, concepts
and theory

(A) sample parameter

The process not needed in
experimental research is

(C) statistic

(B) inference
(D) none of these

(A) controlling
Read the following passage and answer the
question nos. 13 to 17.

(B) observation
(C) manipulation

The first Governor General, Warren
Hastings, returned early to his residence
at No. 7 Hastings Street. He sat down at
his large Secretariat Table, his slight frame
bent in thought. He was in a pensive mood
and was perhaps recollecting his difficult
orphaned childhood and his happier school
days at Westminster School where he made
the acquaintance, amongst other
contemporaries, of Sir Elijah Impey, the
future Chief Justice of Bengal. On this

(D) reference collection
9.

The depth of research can be judged
by
(A) title of the research
(B) objectives of research
(C) total expenditure
(D) duration of research

W-00
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15. Warren Hastings landed at

particular hot and humid night, he recalled
the emotions which he felt on a cold
January morning, thirty years ago, when
at the age of eighteen, as a Writer of the
East India Company, he stood on the deck
of the Indiaman, and watched the shores
of England recede.
Nine and a half months later, he set
foot on the banks of the Hooghly at the
Kalpi anchorage, some fifty miles
downstream from the British settlement of
Calcutta, then barely fifty years old. He
had come a long way since then. He took
up his quill and in the flickering lamplight
began to write his last will and testament.
He put it away carefully in his campaign
chest. He then composed a letter to his
wife, his dearest Marian, the former
Baroness Von Imhoff whom he had
purposely left in Chinsura under the care
of his good friend, the Hon. Johannes
Mathias Ross, the head of the Dutch
factory there. The letter was to be handed
to her the next morning in the event of his
death.

(A) Chinsura
(B) Calcutta
(C) Kalpi
(D) none of these
16. He had come a long way since then
means
(A) He had walked a long way
(B) He had travelled a lot
(C) A long time had passed since
then
(D) none of these
17. pensive means
(A) sorrowfully thoughtful
(B) nostalgic
(C) timid
(D) pessimistic
18. Dyadic communication is the
transfer of message from a person

13. Warren Hastings was
(A) a clerk of the East India
Company
(B) a playwright of the East India
Company
(C) an author
(D) a journalist

(A) to another person and vice
versa
(B) to a group of persons
(C) to a mass audience
(D) none of these
19. Which one of the following is
not a traditional medium of
communication ?

14. Warren Hastings came to India by a
ship named
(A) Chinsura
(B) Indiaman
(C) England
(D) Kalpi
W-00
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20. Which of the following is not a
successful communicator ?
(A) one who presents material in a
precise and clean way
(B) one who is able to adopt
himself according to the
language of the communicatee
(C) one who knows a lot but is
somewhat reserve in his
attitude
(D) one who sometimes becomes
informal before the receiver
and develops rapport

24. Find the number that should come
next in the incomplete sequence
given below :
3, 12, 39, 120, ?
(A) 243
(B) 363
(C) 483
(D) 503
25. Today is Monday. What will be the
day after 291 days ?
(A) Tuesday

21. Microphone is a hi-fi instrument.
Hi-fi means
(A) high fidelity
(B) high finial
(C) high finical
(D) high finicky

(B) Wednesday
(C) Thursday
(D) Friday
26. Monday is to April as Friday is to
. The appropriate word in the
box is

22. Effective communication does not
require
(A) voice modulation

(A) May

(B) appropriate gestures

(B) June

(C) students involvement

(C) July

(D) handsome appearance

(D) August

23. Complete the following sentence by
choosing the correct alternative
given below
Communication of any sort is a
  process.
(A) to and fro

W-00

27. Find the term which would replace
the question mark.
TYU, NSO, HMI, ?
(A) ABC

(B) up-down

(B) BEF

(C) forward-backward

(C) BGC

(D) two way

(D) CGB
6

% × # = # , !& × ' =
'& × #% = '
What is 49 × 19 = ?

28. If

,

31. The person sitting at the fourth
position from the north end is
(A) A

(A) 23
(B) 29

(B) C

(C) 35

(C) F

(D) 36

(D) none of these

29. Find the number that should come
next in the sequence given below :
1,1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, ?

32. A statement given below is followed
by two assumptions numbered I and
II. You have to consider the
statement and the assumptions and
decide which of the assumptions is
implicit in the statement.

(A) 15
(B) 17
(C) 19

Statement : A lie, which by its
delivery, blocks the emotional
distress of the recipient, is
justified.

(D) 21
Read the given information and answer the
two questions (30 and 31) based on it :
i.

A, B, C, D, E, F and G are sitting on
a bench facing east.

ii.

C is at the immediate right of D.

iii.

B is at the extreme end and has E as
his neighbour.

iv.

G is between E and F

v.

D is sitting third from the south end.

Assumptions :
I. It is possible that one can
alleviate anothers stress by lying
about the truth.
II. One of the ways to always
justify a lie is to view it as bringing
relief to a disturbed person.
(A) Assumption I is implicit, II is
not implicit

30. Who is sitting to the immediate right
of C ?

(B) Assumption II is implicit, I is
not implicit

(A) A
(B) D

(C) Neither I nor II is implicit

(C) F

(D) Both I and II are implicit

(D) none of these
W-00
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33. The following question is followed
by two arguments numbered I and II.
You are required to decide which one
is strong and which one is weak
using code.
Question :
Should luxury hotels be banned
in India ?
Arguments :
I. Yes. They are places from
where international criminals
operate.
II. No. Affluent foreign tourists
will not have a place to stay.
Codes :
(A) Only argument I is strong
(B) Only argument II is strong
(C) Neither argument I nor II is
strong
(D) Both arguments I and II are
strong

35. In a certain neighbourhood
I.
No resident is educated
II. Some residents are educated
III. Some residents are not
educated
IV. All residents are educated
Of the four statements shown above,
there are two statements both of
which cannot be true but both can
be false. Which are these two
statements ?
(A) I and II
(B) III and IV
(C) I and IV
(D) II and III
The distribution of population of seven
states A, B, C, D, E, F, G is given below :
Male Population
Total Male Population = # lakh
Statewise Distribution

34. There are two statements given below
followed by four conclusions
numbered I, II, III and IV. You have
to take the two given statements to be
true even if they seem to be at variance
with the commonly known facts.
Statements : Some pencils are
papers. Some papers are boxes.
Conclusions : I. Some pencils are
boxes.
II. Some boxes are pencils
III. Some boxes are papers
IV. Some papers are pencils
Decide from the codes below which of
the above conclusions logically follow /
follows from the given statements,
disregarding commonly known facts.
Codes :
(A) Only I and II follow
(B) Only III and IV follow
(C) All follow
(D) None follows
W-00
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Female Population
Total Female Population = "# lakh
Statewise Distribution

)
*
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Read the above distribution and answer the
following questions (from 36 to 40)
36. Total population of the state A in lakh
is
(A) 25
(B)

! ⋅ %#

(C)  ⋅ &#
(D) none of these
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41. Which of the following is not a
transmission medium ?

37. Ratio between male population of C
and female population of B is

(A) telephone lines

(A) 1 : 1

(B) coaxial cable

(B) 10 : 9

(C) MODEM

(C) 9 : 100

(D) microwave system.

(D) none of these

42. Which of the following is a unit of
measurement used with computer
system ?

38. Ratio between the total population of
D and F is
(A) 1 : 1

(A) byte

(B) 10 : 9

(B) megabyte

(C) 115 : 12

(C) gigabyte

(D) none of these

(D) all of the above
43. Which kind of storage device can be
carried around ?

39. (A) Male population of E = Female
population of E
(B) E has 5 lakh more male
population than female
population

(A) monitor

(C) E has 90 thousand more male
population than female
population

(D) main memory

(B) system cabinet
(C) diskette

44. Which of the following is not a form
of information ?

(D) none of these

(A) Directives

40. Average population of the seven
states is

(B) Reports
(C) Transactions
(D) Product names

(A) "#
%

45. Give the expanded form of CAD
choosing one from the following :

(B) #
%

(A) Computer Assisted Design

(C) '#
%
(D)
W-00

(B) Computer Art Design
(C) Computer Aided Design


%

(D) Computer Android Design
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46. Who is called the grandfather of
the Computer ?

51. All electrical appliances use energy
which is measured in terms of Watts.
In the following table match the
electrical appliances with the
appropriate Watts that they use.
Appliance
Watts
a. Computer
I
6
b. Fluorescent light
II
60
c. Refrigerator
III 100
d. Colour TV
IV 250
V 400
VI 1000
VII 2000
Choose the correct match from the
following codes :
Codes a
b
c
d

(A) Blaire Pascal
(B) Charles Babbage
(C) Joseph Jacquard
(D) Dr Herman Hollerith
47. People of Bishnoi community lose
their lives while protecting
(A) teak tree
(B) pine tree
(C) sal tree
(D) Khejri tree
48. Who is known as the architect of
Green Revolution in India ?
(A) Sunderlal Bahuguna
(B) Medha Patkar

V

II

VI

VII

(B)

VI

IV

VII

V

(C)

VI

I

V

III

(D)

V

II

VI

IV

52. Exploitation of minerals can cause
environmental pollution. Choose
from the codes given below which
statements are true and which are
false ?
a.
Natural-gas used in the
manufacture of fertilizers
b. Coal-fields in the Makum Belt
c.
China-clay in the production of
ceramics
d. Granitic minerals extracted in
Kokrajhar and other places
Codes
Observations
a
b
c
d

(C) Professor M S Swaminathan
(D) Professor P C Mahalanobis
49. Which of the following are alternate
sources of energy ?
(A) fossil fuels
(B) wind
(C) solar Energy
(D) Both (B) and (C)
50. Lead is considered mainly
(A) air pollutant
(B) water pollutant
(C) land pollutant
(D) radioactive pollutant
W-00
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(A)

True

False False

True

(B)

False

True

True

True

(C)

True

True

False False

(D)

False

True

False

True

53. Which of the following is not a
Central University ?
(A) Assam University
(B) Bombay University
(C) Hyderabad University
(D) Visva Bharati

57. Which one of the following is an
important occupation of educated
women ?
(A) teaching
(B) medicine
(C) nursing

54. Who is the Chancellor of Kumar
Bhaskar Varma Sanskrit and Ancient
Studies University ?
(A) President of India
(B) Vice President of India
(C) Governor of Assam
(D) Chief Minister of Assam

(D) all of these
58. Identify the correct expanded form
of CPE
(A) Colleges for Programme
Excellence

55. Match the following and select your
answer from the codes given below :
List I
List II
a. NCTE 1. Trust related to books
b. NCERT 2. Research in education
c. NBT
3. Education for teachers
d. DIET
4. Education and training
in district institutes
5. Distance education
Codes
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

a
5
3
5
3

Observations
b
c
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
1

(B) Colleges with Potential for
Excellence
(C) Colleges
Education

Physical

(D) Colleges with Potential for
Expansion.
59. An artificial ecosystem is

d
3
4
4
4

(A) lake
(B) ocean
(C) aquarium
(D) forest

56. The most important factor in
teaching in higher education is to
(A) supply the relevant information
to students
(B) prepare students for the various
competitive examinations
(C) lead students to the sources of
information
(D) develop a spirit of competition
for higher achievement in
students.
W-00
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60. Organisation involved in formulating
programmes for protecting
environment is
(A) UNDP
(B) UNEP
(C) UNICEF
(D) WHO
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PHILSOPHY
PAPER  II
Note : This paper contains fifty (50) objective type questions, each question carrying two (2) marks.
All the questions are compulsory.

1.

2.

4.

Which of the following does not
form the subject-matter of Hindu
ethics.
(A) Ideology

(A) Veda- nta

(B) Sriyas

.
(B) Sa- mkhya

(C) Priyas

(C) Nya- ya

(D) Dharma

(D) Ca- rva- ka

According to the hymns of Rg
Veda 

5.

(A) the world is real

.
According to Sa- mkhya philosophy
Pra. kr.ti is said to be the unity of 
(A) Four gunas

(B) the world is unreal

(B) Three gunas

(C) the world is apparent

(C) Five gunas

(D) the world is indescribable
3.

Pratyaks. a is the only mean of valid
knowledge is the epistemological
doctrine of

(D) Two gunas

The moral law of Karma is 

6.

(A) the expression of nature is
absolute

The doctrine of Pratityasamutpa-da
is the foundation of all teachings of
(A) Buddha

(B) the expression of the nature of
God

.
(B) Samkara

(C) regulated by Isvara

(C) Ramanuja

(D) mans nature itself

(D) Maha- vira

PaperII / PHIL
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7.

10. According to Nya- ya, substance and
quality are contingently related
because 

Which of the following schools
criticises inference and testimony as
the valid sources of knowledge 
(A) Nya- ya

(A) it believes in Asatka- ryava- d.

.
(B) Sa- mkhya

(B) Something can come out of
nothing.

(C) Ca- rva- ka

(C) a change in an object can be
noticed only through its
qualities.

(D) Buddhism
8.

Which one among the following is

(D) the two belong to two different
categories.

correct according to Jainism 
(A) Body, mind, speech and breath

11. Which one of the following
statements is correct ?

are all the products of matter.
(B) Sound is not an original quality

.
(A) Sa- m khya school believes
Iśvara is Sagun. a Brahma.

like other four.
(C) Material substances have only

(B) He is the original cause

four qualities

(C) Both (A) and (B)

(D) All of the above.
9.

(D) None of the above.

Patanjali is the traditional founder of

12. Ka- na- da is the founder of the system

the
.
(A) Sa- mkhya system

(A) Vaisésika

(B) Yoga system

(B) Nya- ya

(C) Nya- ya system.

(C) Yoga

(D) None of the above.

(D) Ca-rva- ka

PaperII / PHIL
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16. Advaita Veda-nta holds that 
a. The knowledge of Atman is
Vidyab. The knowledge of Jagat is Vidya-

13. Which one of the following pairs is
correctly matched ?
(A) Jainism : The soul is the stream
of consciousness or mental
states.
(B) Nya-ya-Vaisésika : The soul is

c. The knowledge of Prapan- ca is
Avidya-

a substance which is pastless,
eternal and which makes
knowledge possible.

d. The knowledge through sense
perception is Avidya- .

(C) Buddhism : The Soul is a pure,
conscious, blissful reality
which appears as divided into
many selves.
. .
(D) Samkara : The individual soul
is a portion of God, but it is
limited and not all pervading.

Select the correct answer from the
codes given below :
(A) c and d
(B) b and c
(C) a, c and d
(D) b, c and d

14. Jainism is divided into
(A) Two sects

17. Vivekananda asserts that a- nanda is
in

(B) Three sects
(C) Four sects

(A) Sacrifice

(D) Seven sects

(B) Surrender

15. Assertion (Ass) : Ma- ya- , according
to Advaita Veda- nta, is indescribable.
Reason (R) : Ma- ya- cannot be known
by any valid means
Find the Answer using codes :

(C) Service
(D) Love
18. What is the innermost truth of man
according to Tagore ?

Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are correct.

(A) Animity

(B) Ass is correct but R is not
correct.

(B) Manhood

(C) Ass not correct and R is not
correct.

(C) Priesthood

(D) Ass is incorrect but R is correct.

(D) All of the above.
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19. According to Hume, the notion of
causality is based on

21. According to Kant
a. Reason is in direct contact with
the real

a. Intuition

b. Reason is in contact with the real
through senses

b. Innate ideas
c. Logical necessity

c. Reason intuites the real

d. Habit of the mind.

d. Reason Pictures the real

Find the true statements from the
codes below :
Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False

False

False

(B)

False

True

False

False

(C)

False

False

True

False

(D)

False

False

False

True

Find the true answer from the code
below :
Codes

20. Explain the following statements and
find out the correct answer using
codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False

False

False

(B)

False

True

False

False

(C)

False

False

True

False

(D)

True

False

False

False

22. According to Kant
a. Goodwill is the will of God.

Assertion (Ass) : According to
Gilbert Ryle mind is simply the
dispositions of a person.

b. Goodwill is the holy will

Reason (R) : Mind is an entity just
as body is an entity.

Find the true answer from the code
below :

c. Goodwill is the will of good man
d. Goodwill is good in itself.

Codes :

Code

a

b

c

d

(A) Ass is true and R is true.

(A)

False

False

True

False

(B) Ass is true but R is false.

(B)

False

True

False

False

(C) Ass is false and R is false.

(C)

True

False

False

False

(D) Ass is false but R is true.

(D)

False

False

False

True
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23. Subjective idealism of Berkeley
rejects independent existence of

26. Match ListI with ListII and select
the correct answer :
ListI

(A) Mind

ListII

a. K. C. Bhattacharya

1. Surplus in man

(B) Matter

b. S. Radhakrishanan

2. Neo-Vedanta

(C) God

c. Rabindranath Tagore

3. Swaraj in Ideas

d. Vivekananda

4. Intuitive
Knowledge.

(D) Soul
24. Which of the following philosophers
is associated with the view that purity
of means is more important than the
end itself ?
(A) Bradley

a

b

c

d

(A)

3

4

1

2

(B)

3

4

2

1

(C)

2

3

4

1

(D)

4

3

1

2

27. Match ListI with ListII and select
the correct answer by using the codes
given below the lists :

(B) Gandhi
(C) Karl Marx

ListI

(D) G. E. Moore
25. Reason is and ought to be a Slave
of passions  who of the following
said this ?
(A) David Hume
(B) Berkeley
(C) G. E. Moore
(D) Russell
PaperII / PHIL

Codes

6

a. Right views

ListII
1. Samma- va- ca

b. Right speech

2. Samma- kammanta

c. Right conduct

3. Samma- va- ya- ma

d. Right effort

4. Samma- dit.t.he

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

3

2

4

1

(B)

2

3

1

4

(C)

1

4

3

2

(D)

4

1

2

3

31. Match ListI with ListII and select
the correct answer by using the codes
given below the lists :

28. Which of the following theories
rejects metaphysics ?
(A) Spiritualism

ListI

(B) Idealism

ListII

a. G. E. Moore

(C) Logical Positivism

b. L. Wittgenstien 2. Category mistake

(D) None of the above.
29. Match ListI with ListII and find
out the incorrect match. Use code
below :
ListI

1. Theory of definite
description.

ListII
Bad faith

c. G. Ryle

3. Impossibility of
Private Language

d. B. Russell

4. Naturalistic fallacy

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

4

3

2

1

(B)

3

1

2

4

a. Sartre

I.

b. Kant

II. Dasein

(C)

2

3

1

4

c. Marx

III. Alienation

(D)

4

2

3

1

d. Neitzsche

IV. Will to power

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

II

I

IV

III

(B)

I

II

III

IV

(C)

III

IV

II

I

(D)

IV

III

I

II

32. Match the following :

30. According to Heideggar man finds
himself in a world, which is 

a. G. Ryle

i. Problems of
Philosophy

b. Wittgenstein

ii. Language, Truth
and Logic

c. Ayer

iii. Philosophical
Investigation

d. Russell

iv. The Concept of
Mind

Answer using codes below :
Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

iii

ii

i

(B)

ii

iv

i

iii

(C) Dasein

(C)

i

iii

iv

ii

(D) None of the above

(D)

iii

ii

i

iv

(A) Being per se
(B) Illusory
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35. Consider List I and List II and find
the correct match from the codes
given below :
List I
List II
a. Radhakrishnan i. The Life Divine
b. Aurobindo
ii. Freedom from the
Known
c. Tagore
iii. The Idealist view
of life
d. Krishnamurty
iv. The Religion of
Man

33. The Principle of sufficient Reason
is offered by
(A) Aristotle
(B) Bacon
(C) Berkeley
(D) Leibnitz
34. Consider List I and List II and find
the correct match from the codes
given below :
List I

List II

a. Aristotle

i. Being and
Nothingness

b. Spinoza

ii. Beyond good and
Evil

c. Heidegger

iii. Ethics

d. Neitzsche

iv. Nichomachean
Ethics

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

iii

i

ii

(B)

i

iv

iii

ii

(C)

ii

iii

iv

i

(D)

iii

ii

i

iv

PaperII / PHIL

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

i

iv

ii

(B)

i

iv

iii

ii

(C)

iv

ii

i

iii

(D)

ii

iii

iv

i

36. Match ListI with ListII and select
the correct answer by using the codes
given below the lists :
ListI
ListII
a. Locke
1. Sensible things have no
absolute existence independent
of mind
b. Hume
2. Ideas first known are
particular impressions of the
sense.
c. Berkeley 3. The notion of substance is a
fiction of the mind

8

Codes

a

b

c

(A)

2

3

1

(B)

2

1

3

(C)

1

2

3

(D)

1

3

2

39. According to Berkeley we do not
have an idea of the soul because

37. Examine the following two
statements and find out which one is
correct answer using codes :

(A) there is nothing like substratum

Assertion (Ass) : Locke says, The
real nature of mind is
unknown.

(B) we have no awareness of the
soul

Reason (R) : We get the knowledge
of the mind through reflection.

(C) self is active
(D) self is non-spatial

Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true.

40. As an empiricist, Locke claims that
all our knowledge is derived either
through sensation or 

(B) Ass is true but R is not true.
(C) Ass is not true but R is true.
(D) Both Ass and R are false.

(A) Perception
(B) Thinking

38. Which one of the following
statements is not correct according
to Locke ?

(C) Reflection
(D) None of these.

a. Substance is the permanent
substratum of qualities.

41. Match ListI with ListII and select
the correct answer by using the codes
given below the lists :
ListI
ListII
a. Aristotle 1. Transcendental unity of
Apperception.
b. Spinoza 2. Pre-established Harmony
c. Leibnitz 3. Unmoved Mover
d. Kant
4. Intellectual Love of God.

b. Substance is a complex idea
made up of simple ideas put
together by the mind.
c. Material substance is directly
known by us in sense perception.
d. Substance is of two kinds,
material and conscious
Find the incorrect statement from the
code below :
Code

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

3

4

1

2

True

(B)

3

4

2

1

False

True

(C)

2

1

4

3

True

False

(D)

4

3

2

1

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False

True

True

(B)

False

True

True

(C)

True

True

(D)

True

True
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44. Which one of the following
statements is associated with
Spinoza ?

42. According to Spinoza man is not free
because
a. Man is made in the image of God.
b. World is mechanistic.
c. Everything in the Universe
necessarily follows from Nature
of God.
d. Man is sinful.
Find the true statement from the
codes below :
Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False

False

False

(B)

False

True

False

False

(C)

False

False

True

False

(D)

False

False

True

False

(A) Mind and body are two
independent entities in perfect
harmony with each other.
(B) Mind and body interact and
there is a causal relation
between the two.
(C) Mind and body are two
independent substances but are
two parallel manifestations of
the same reality.
(D) Mind is an epiphenomenon of
the body.
45. In which one of the following orders
did Descartes prove the existence of
God ?
(A) God, Matter, Self

43. Which one of the following
statements is true ? Answer using
codes below :
a. Descartes method is a procedure
to arrive at certainty.
b. Descartes method is an
expression of wavering condition
of mind.
c. Descartes method is a
mechanical procedure.
d. Descartes method is the method
of scepticism.
Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False

False

False

(B)

True

True

False

False

(C)

False

True

True

True

(D)

False

False

True

True
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(B) Self, Matter, God
(C) God, Self, Matter
(D) Self, God, Matter
46. Examine the following two
statements and find out which one is
a correct answer using codes :
Assertion (Ass) : According to
Aristotle neither universals nor
particulars are substances.
Reason (R) : Substance is not a
compound of Universal and
Particular.
Codes :
(A) Ass is true but R is false.
(B) Both Ass and R are true.
(C) Ass is false but R is true.
(D) Both Ass and R are false.
10

47. Examine the following two
statements and find out which one is
a correct answer using codes :

49. Examine the following two
statements and find out the correct
answer using codes :

Assertion (Ass) : Descartes theory
of the relation between mind and
body is called interactionism.

Assertion (Ass) : According to
William James truth happens
to an idea.

Reason (R) : Mind and Body
causally act upon each other.

Reason (R) : An idea is made true
by events. An idea is true if it
has a practical utility.

Codes :

Codes :

(A) Ass is true but R is not true.

(A) Ass is not true but R is true.

(B) Ass is not true but R is true.

(B) Ass is true and R is also true.

(C) Both Ass and R are true.

(C) Ass is not true and R is also not
true.

(D) Ass is not true and R is also not
true.

(D) Ass is true but R is not true.
48. The main features of Vyapti
according to Nya-ya philosophy is :

50. Examine the following two statements
and find out the correct answer using
codes :

a. The Correlation of hetu and
sadhya.
b. The regular sequence of hetu and
sadhya

Assertion (Ass) : According to
Wittgenstein Philosophical
problems arise when language
goes on a holiday.

c. the invariable concomitance of
hetu and sadhya

Reason (R) : Philosophical problems
arise because of our misuse of
language.

d. the pervasiveness of hetu in
sadhya.
Find the correct code for true answer
Codes

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False

False

False

(A) Both Ass and R are true.

(B)

False

True

False

False

(B) Ass is true but R is false.

(C)

False

False

True

False

(C) Ass is false but R is true.

(D)

False

False

False

True

(D) Both Ass and R are false.
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PHILOSOPHY
PAPER  III
Note : This paper contains seventy five (75) objective type questions, each question carrying two (2)
marks. All questions are compulsory.

1.

3.

Which one of the following religions
accept the doctrine of incarnation

Answer using codes below :

(A) Islam

a. An argument is valid if and only
if its premises and conclusion are

(B) Sikhism

materially true.

(C) Hindusism

b. An argument can never be valid

(D) Jainism
2.

if and only if its premises are
logically false.

Consider the List I and List II and
find the concept matching from the
codes given below :
ListI

c. An argument can never be valid
if and only if its conclusion is

ListII

logically false.

a. Madhyamika School

1. The Ideal of
Arhat

b. Yoga-ca- ra School

2. Samvrti and
Parama- rtha

c. Hinayana School

3. Alayavijñãña

d. Santrantika School

4. Sutra Pe'taka

d. An argument is valid if and only
if it is not the case that its
premises are true and the

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

3

2

4

(B)

4

2

1

3

(C)

3

1

4

2

(D)

2

3

1

4
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Which of the following is true ?

conclusion is false.
Codes

2

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False

False

False

(B)

False

True

True

False

(C)

True

True

False

True

(D)

False

False

False

True

4.

ListI

ListII
1. Transcendental ego

b. Locke

2. Sense and reference

c. Frege

3. Primary and Secondary
qualities.

d. Husserl

Match the List I with List II and
select the correct answer by using the
codes given below the lists :
ListI

a. Heidegger

5.

6.

Find out the correct match from the
following lists using codes given
below :

4. Language is the house
of being.

ListII

a. Locke

1. Sensible things have no
absolute existence independent
of mind.

b. Hume

2. Ideas first known are particular
impressions of the senses.

c. Berkeley

3. The notion of substance is a
fiction of the mind.

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

4

3

2

1

Codes

a

b

c

(B)

3

4

1

2

(A)

2

3

1

(C)

2

3

4

1

(B)

2

1

3

(D)

1

4

2

3

(C)

1

2

3

(D)

1

3

2

Find the correct reason behind the
Assertion given :

7.

Assertion : According to the Jainas,
truth is multi-dimensional.

philosophy of life ?

Reason :

(A) Hate the sin and not the sinner.

(A) Every claim to truth can be
rejected by counter-examples.

(B) Non-violence is an active moral
fight against wickedness.

(B) There are many alternative
possibilities.

(B) Violence is not always wrong.

(C) Nothing is true.

(D) Punishment should always be
retributive.

(D) Truth has many faces.
PaperIII / PHIL
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8.

Find the correct Reason behind the

10. Gandhi believes in the  ,
therefore he says, the wealthy should

Assertion given :

act as trustees of the superfluous

Assertion : The concept of Ahimsa-

wealth and use it for the good of

is fundamental for Gandhi.

society.

Reason :

(A) God

(A) It comprehends the negative

(B) Trusteeship of the wealthy

aspect and represent its

(C) Equal distribution.

essence.

(D) None of the above.

(B) It is a means to realise the truth

11. Consider the ListI and ListII and

(C) It is a means to realise God.

find the concepts matching from the
(D) It does not comprehend the

codes given below :

negative aspect and represent

ListI

its essence.

9.

ListII

a. Austin

1. Two dogmas of Empiricism

Gandhis altruistic ethics of ahimsa-

b. Wittgenstein

2. Definite description

is the  of Nietzches
individualistic ethics of will  to 

c. Quine

3. Performative Utterance

d. Russell

4. Family resemblance.

power.

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

2

3

4

1

(B)

3

4

1

2

(C) Opposite

(C)

1

3

2

4

(D) None of these.

(D)

2

1

3

4

(A) Same
(B) Antithesis
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12. Which of the following is false ?

13. Find out the correct match from the
following lists using codes given
below :
ListI
ListII
a. Quine
1. Speech act theory
b. Wittgenstein. 2. Logical atomism
c. Russell
3. Relativism
d. Austin
4. Picture theory of meaning.

Answer using codes below :
a. Wittgenstein

views

that

philosophical problem arises
when language goes on a
holiday.

Codes

a

b

c

d

b. According to Quine a statement

(A)

4

2

3

1

is logically true if all statements

(B)

3

4

2

1

are true that share its logical

(C)

1

3

4

2

structure.

(D)

2

4

1

3

c. Per-locutionary act is the act we

14. Find out the correct match from the
following lists using codes given
below :

perform in saying something.
d. Russell made a distinction
between

knowledge

ListI

by

ListII

a. Ayer

1. epoche

acquaintance and knowledge by

b. Heidegger

2. dasein

description.

c. Husserl

3. existence preceedes
essence.

d. Sartre

4. Principle of verification.

Codes
(A)

a

b

c

d

True

False

True

False

(B)

False

False

False

False

(C)

True

True

False

True

(D)

False

True

True

False
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Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

4

2

1

3

(B)

1

3

4

2

(C)

3

2

1

4

(D)

2

3

4

1
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17. If the prices rise and the supply
remains the same, then demand for
the commodity drops. However, the
demand for the commodity does not
drop. Hence, it is not the case that
the prices rise and the supply remains
the same.
The above argument is a
substitution instance of

15. Which of the following is a truthfunctional compound ?
(A) Arun fell ill, because he had
taken meat with ice-cream.
(B) If there is a jam in the street,
Bimal will be late in his office.
(C) Amal believed that drinking tea
in the morning is good for
health.

(A) p ⊃ q
~ q ∴~ p

(D) Aruna intended that she would
marry Kamal, but she changed
her mind later.
16. Which of the following is false ?
Answer with the codes below :
a. In an implicative statement if the
consequent is true, the implicative
statement must be true.
b. Any disjunctive statement would
be false if at least one component
of the disjunctive statement is
false.
c. An equivalent statement is false
when the components of the
equivalent statement have
different truth-values.
d. A conjunctive statement can
never be true if at least one of its
components truth-value is false.
Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

False

True

False

True

(B)

True

False

True

True

(C)

False

True

False

False

(D)

True

False

True

False
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(B)

p⊃q
~ p ∴~ q

(C)

= p ⋅ qB ⊃ r
~ r ∴ ~ = p ⋅ qB

(D) p
~ q ∴~ p
18. Identify correct Reason :
Assertion :There must be a cause
of suffering.
Reason :
(A) Buddha, the founder of
Buddhism has said it.
(B) Suffering is co-existent with
happiness.
(C) Suffering is the first truth
among the four noble truths.
(D) Everything has a cause.
6

19. Which Buddhist school accepts
Ba- hya-rtha- numeya va- da ?

22. According to Advaitins, asat is
that

(A) Vaibha- s. ika

(A) which is negated once a person
attains liberation.

(B) Sautra- ntika

(B) which is negated even before a
person attains liberation.

(C) Yoga- ca- ra
(D) Ma- dhyamika

(C) which is never an object of
direct cognition (saks. a-t pratiti)

20. The non-inherent cause (asamava- yi
ka- lan.a) of a dyad (dvyan.uka) are,
according to Nya- ya-Vaiś es. ika
philosophers

(D) which is both existent and nonexistent
23. Descartes pursues the method of
doubt which initiates a move in the
direction of

(A) an atom (parama- n. u)
(B) dharma and adharma
(C) conjunction of atoms

(A) negativism

(D) God

(B) solipsism
(C) scepticism

21. Identify the correct Reason.

(D) certitude

Assertion : I think, therefore I exist
Reason :

24. The theory of resurrection is
accepted by

(A) Descartes said it.
(B) Thinking is existence.

(A) Judaism

(C) Thinking and existence go
together.

(B) Zoroastrianism
(C) Christianity

(D) Thinking implies thinking
being.
PaperIII / PHIL
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27. Consider the List I and List II and
find the concept matching from the
codes given below :
ListI
ListII
a. Edmund Husserl
1. mental phenomena is a
unity.
b. Franz Brentano
2. mental content is not
intentional
c. Martin Heidegger 3. Intentionality is
directed to the world.
d. John R. Searle
4. Intentionality is
representational in
nature.

25. Find the correct reason behind the
Assertion given :
Assertion : Kant maintains that
understanding makes nature.
Reason :
(A) Understanding is part of
nature.
(B) Understanding provides the
apriori forms of intuition.
(C) Nature is a part of understanding
(D) Understanding provides the

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

3

1

4

2

(B)

4

2

3

1

(C)

1

3

4

2

(D)

2

1

3

4

28. Which of the following is true ?
Answer using code below :
a. Frege is famous for his distinction
of sense and reference.
b. Austin made a distinction
between M predicate and P
predicate.
c. Quine accepted and analyticsynthetic distinction.
d. Later Wittgenstein agreed that a
proposition pictures a fact.

categories which are necessary
for our knowledge of nature.

26. Trusteeship theory means
(A) Restriction of human wants.
(B) Equality of income.

Codes
(C) Giving the extra wealth for the
welfare of society.
(D) Amassing huge wealth.
PaperIII / PHIL
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a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False

False

False

(B)

False

True

True

True

(C)

True

True

False

False

(D)

False

False

True

True

29. Which one of the following views
does Gandhi hold ?

32. Which of the following assertion is
true ? Use code for your answer.

(A) Truth is the means and God is
the end.
.
(B) Ahimsa is the means and
Freedom is the end.
.
(C) Virtue is the means and Ahimsa
is the end.
.
(D) Ahimsa is the means and truth
is the end.

a. A form of life is constituted by
agents.
b. This is a name.
c. Truth depends on two-valued
logic.
d. Predicates, according to Russell,
have to exist even if there is no
denotation.

30. The doctrine of fearless pursuit of
truth called 
.
(A) Ahimsa

Codes

(B) Soul force
(C) Satyagraha
(D) None of these.
31. Consider the List I and List II and
find the concept matching from the
codes given below :
ListI
ListII
a. Wilhelm Delthey 1. Lebenswelt is taken for
granted assumptions in
living a life.
b. Paul Ricoeur
2. All human sciences are
experimental.
c. Hans Georg Gada 3. Interpretation depends
if the subject is related
to a context.
d. Alfred Schulz
4. Truth is disclosure
within horizon of
understanding.
Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

4

2

1

3

(B)

2

4

3

1

(C)

3

2

1

4

(D)

2

3

4

1
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a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False

False

False

(B)

False

True

False

False

(C)

False

False

True

False

(D)

False

False

False

True

33. Which one of the following gives
correct analysis of the proposition,
Santa Claus does not exist ?
(A) Santa Claus is a logically
proper name.
(B) Santa Claus is a definite
description.
(C) Santa Claus is a quantificational phrase.
(D) Santa Claus is a referring
expression.
9
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34. Which one of the following is the
correct title of the book written by
Donald Davidson ?

37. True knowledge leading to
.
liberation, according to Sa- mkhyas,
is the knowledge of

(A) Objective, Intersubjective,
Subjective.

(A) identity of prakr. ti and vyakta.

(B) Subjective, objective, Intersubjective.

(B) identity of prakr. ti and purus. a.

(C) Subjective, Intersubjective,
Objective

(C) difference between sattva,
rajas and tamas.

(D) Intersubjective, Subjective,
Objective.

(D) difference between purus.a and
prakr. ti.

35. Choose the correct Reason.
Assertion : According to Hume
there is no causal connection
between two events.

38. Which of the following pairs is
acceptable to the Ca- rva- kas ?
(A) pratyaks. a and anuma-na

Reason :
(A) All events are isolated from
each other.

(B) air and water

(B) There is no impression of the
necessary connection like
causality.

(C) fire and ether
(D) Sábda and anuma-na

(C) All events are homogenous.
(D) Nature is full of chaos.

39. According to Descartes to attain
certainly false opinions and
traditional views are to be replaced
with 

36. Frege believed that the expressions
the morning star and the evening
star.
(A) have the same sense but
different reference.

(A) Scholarly opinion

(B) have the same reference and
same sense.

(B) Faculty of reason

(C) have the same reference and
different sense.

(C) Sense perception

(D) none of the above.

(D) Scriptures

PaperIII / PHIL
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43. Gandhi believes that ahimsa does not
simply mean non-killing, it
implies 

40. According to Leibnitz soul is 
(A) Not a monad
(B) An independent monad

(A) Conquest of anger and pride

(C) Supreme monad

(B) Non-cooperation

(D) In the pineal gland.

(C) Absolute truthfulness.
(D) None of the above.

41. Which of the following is the dictum
of Kant ?

44. Which of the following is true ?
Answer using codes below :

(A) Man is born free and
everywhere he is in chains.

a. An axiomatic system must be
both consistent and complete.

(B) Percepts without concepts are
blind and concepts without
percepts are empty.

b. An axiomatic system must be
consistent, but may or may not be
complete.

(C) Whatever is real is rational
and whatever rational is real.

c. An axiomatic system may be
complete irrespective of its
consistency.

(D) An unexamined life is not
worth-living.

d. All axiomatic systems are
complete.

42. Substance is a product of human
imagination is said by 

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A) Descartes

(A)

True

True

False

False

(B) Spinoza

(B)

False

True

False

False

(C) Locke

(C)

False

False

True

True

(D) Hume

(D)

True

False

True

True
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47. (i)

45. Which of the following are truthfunctional statements ? Use codes to
answer :

A deductive system is complete
if every formula constructed on
its base is either a theorem or

1. Either you solve this problem or
q

else its addition as an axiom
would make the system

2. x + y = "

inconsistent.

3. He believes that p
4. p

(ii)

A deductively complete system
is one in which each of its

Codes :

formulas can be proved as a

(A) (2) and (3)

theorem of the system.

(B) (1) and (4)

(iii) A

deductive

system

consistent if it contains no

(C) (3) and (4)

formula such that both the

(D) (1) and (2)

formula and its negation are
provable within it.

46. Which one of the following
combination for (1)  (4) illustrates
the paradox of material implication ?
Use codes to answer :

(iv) A

deductive

system

is

consistent if and only if there

= P ⊃ QB ⊃ = ~ Q ⊃ ~ PB
2. ~ P ⊃ = P ⊃ QB
3. = P ⋅ QB ⊃ P
4. Q ⊃ = P ⊃ QB

is at least one formula which is

1.

not provable within it.
Which of the alternatives holds in
regard to the above ?

Codes :

(A) All the above are true.

(A) 1, 3 and 4

(B) Only (ii) and (iii) are true.

(B) 2 and 3
(C) Only (i) is true.

(C) 2 and 4
(D) 1 and 4
PaperIII / PHIL
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(D) Only (i) and (iii) are true.
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51. Which of the following is true ?

48. Two statements are said to be
materially equivalent only when

Answer using codes below :

(A) the same words have been used
in both of them

a. A compound is said to be

(B) both the statements are false

truth functional if and only if

(C) they have the same truth-value

its truth value is independent

(D) both the statements are true.

of the truth value of its
components.

49. The logical symbolization of the
sentence If something is a welltrained horse, then it must be gentle
will be (suggested notations : Hx, Gx,
Tx) 

b. if and only if its truth value is
wholly determined by the truth
value of its components.

(A) ( x ) (Tx ⋅ Hx ) ⊃ Gx

c. if and only if the compound is

(B) ( x ) (Tx ⊃ Hx ) ⋅ Gx

=

(C) ( x ) Tx ⊃ Hx ⋅ Gx
(D) ( x )

always true.

B

d. if and only if the compound is

= Tx ⋅ Hx B⋅ Gx

never true.
Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False

True

True

(B)

False

True

False

False

(C) a theory of morality

(C)

False

True

True

False

(D) a theory of argumentational
validity.

(D)

True

False

False

True

50. Kant, in his book Critique of Pure
Reason (as translated by N. K.
Smith), has used the expression
aesthetic to mean
(A) a theory of sensibility
(B) a theory of beauty

PaperIII / PHIL
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54. Liberation is the joint effect of
triratnas. These triratnas are 

52. First Order Predicate Logic,
quantification is allowed

(A) right exercise, right speech and
right faith.

(A) only on predicate variables.
(B) only on individual variables.

(B) right knowledge, right speech
and right exercise.

(C) both on individual variables
and predicate variables.

(C) right faith, right speech and
right morals.

(D) on propositional variables

(D) right knowledge, right faith and
right conduct.

also.
53. Point out the correct match in the

55. Identify the correct answer from the
following :

following :
(A) Bauddha

(A) Hume  Esse est percipi

 consciousness
is equivalent to

(B) Spinoza  Identity of
Indiscernibles

self.
(B) Nya- ya

(C) Heideggar  The question
of Being

 consciousness
is provable by

(D) Ryle  The
verification
principle.

inference.
(C) Ca- rva- ka  consciousness
is a by-product

56. Choose the correct one from the
following :

of matter
.
(D) Sánkara  consciousness

(A) F. H. Bradley  Ego

is produced by

(B) G. E. Moore  Subjectivism

the relation of
the

self

(C) Kant  Hedonism

to

objects.
PaperIII / PHIL
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60. Which of the following are
equivalent ?

57. Which one of the following is a rule
of Aristotelian logic ?
(A) E and O type of propositions
distribute their predicate terms.

i.

( x ) ( Sx ∨ Bx )

ii.

( x ) Sx ∨ ( x ) Bx

(B) A and I type of propositions
distribute their subject terms.

iii.

~ Ex ⋅ ~ Sx ∨ Bx

iv.

~ ∃x Sx ∨ ~ ∃x Bx

(C) I and O type of propositions do
not distribute their predicate
terms.

=

= B

= B

B

Answer with the codes below :
(A) (i) and (ii)

(D) A and F type of propositions
distribute their predicate terms.

(B) (iii) and (iv)

58. In the First Figure of a valid
categorical syllogism the major
premise must be 

(D) (ii) and (iv)

(C) (i) and (iii)

61. Given that A and B are true
statements and D and E are false
statements, which one of the
follwing is false ?

(A) Particular
(B) Affirmative
(C) Universal

(A) ( A ∨ D) ⋅ ( B ∨ E )

(D) Negative.

(B) ( A ⋅ D ) ⊃ ( B ⋅ E )
(C) ( A ∨ D) ⊃ ( B ⋅ E )

59. Two simple propositions are said to
be contraries if and only if

(D) ( A ⊃ B) ⋅ ( D ⊃ E )

(A) Both of them cannot be false
together.

62. Which of the following are
Tautology :

(B) Truth of one implies the falsity
of the other.

(B)

(C) Both can be true together.

(C)

(D) They must have opposite truthvalues.
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p ⊃ q ⊃ = p ⊃ qB
~ = p ⋅ q B ⊃ =~ p ⊃ q B
= p ∨ qB ⊃ p ⊃ q

(A) ~

(D)
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63. Which of the following is true ?
Answer using codes below :
a.

b.

c.

d.

Codes

65. According to paradoxes of material
implication.
1. A true proposition is implied by
any proposition whatsoever.

Any true statement can be
deduced from a contradictory
statement.

2. A contingent proposition implies
any proposition whatsoever.

No true statement can be
deduced from a contradictory
statement.

3. A false proposition implies any
proposition whatsoever.
4. A singular proposition is implied
by any proposition whatsoever.

Some true statements can be
deduced from contradictory
statement.

Which of the following is true.
(A) (1) and (2)
(B) (2) and (3)

A contradictory statement is
the logical opposite of a
contingent statement.
a

b

c

d

(A)

True

False

False

False

(B)

True

False

True

False

(C)

False

True

False

True

(D)

False

True

True

True

(C) (3) and (4)
(D) (1) and (3)
66. Which of the following is NOT an
equivalence ?

= B
~ ( x ) Fx ≡ =∃x B ~ Fx
~ ( x ) Fx ≡ ~ =∃x B ~ Fx
~ = ∃x B Fx ≡ ( x ) ~ Fx

(A) ( x ) Fx ≡ ~ ∃x ~ Fx
(B)
(C)
(D)

64. Theorems of Predicate logic can be
proved by using

67. According to Russell, in the sentence
I met a man, the expression a man
is a

(A) Only the rules of derivation in
Predicate logic.

(A) definite description

(B) Either (CP ) or ( IP )

(B) indefinite description

(C) Direct truth-table method.

(C) meaningless expression

(D) Only the rules of replacement.

(D) name
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68. According to Wittgenstein

70. There are no distinctions between
primary and secondary qualities.
 This position is accepted by

(A) objects are always physical in
nature.

(A) Locke
(B) Berkeley

(B) objects of the mental world are
logically just like physical

(C) Hume

objects.

(D) Kant

(C) objects are always mental in

71. Descartes believed that

nature.

(A) mind and body are identical
(B) mind and body are distinct and
never interact with each other

(D) objects of the mental world are
in no way similar to those of

(C) mind and body are distinct but
interact with each other

the physical world.

(D) there is only mind and no body.

69. Two statements are said to be
logically equivalent when

72. Humes scepticism is

(A) the biconditional that expresses

(A) Mitigated scepticism

their material equivalence is a

(B) Mystic scepticism

tautology.

(C) Hyperbolic scepticism

(B) the biconditional that expresses

(D) Extreme scepticism

their material equivalence is a
self-contradictory statement.

73. Kant did not admit the possibility of

(C) the two statements express

(A) synthetic a-priori judgments

material implication.

(B) analytic a-posteriori judgments

(D) the two statements are

(C) synthetic a-posteriori judgments

contingent.
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(D) analytic a-priori judgments
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74. Berkeley rejected

75. In modern ethical discussion, who
developed the open question
argument ?

(A) fictitious ideas

(A) I. Kant

(B) abstract general ideas

(B) J. S. Mill

(C) adventitious ideas

(C) G. E. Moore
(D) P. Geach

(D) concrete ideas

PaperIII / PHIL
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE
PAPER  II
Note : This paper contains fifty (50) objective type questions, each question carrying two (2) marks.
All the questions are compulsory.

1.

Which of the following is not

3.

correct ?
(A) Homonuclear molecules do not

(A) Raman effect represents elastic
scattering.

show rotation spectra.

(B) Stokes radiation is generally
more intense than anti-Stokes
radiation.

(B) Homonuclear molecules do
not show vibration-rotation

(C) Non-symmetric vibrations give
rise to intense Raman lines.

spectra.
(C) Homonuclear molecules do not

(D) Symmetric vibrations are
usually weak and sometimes
unobservable.

show electronic spectra.
(D) Homonuclear molecules do not

4.

possess a permanent electric
dipole moment.

2.

Optical resonator
(A) increases the effective length of
gain medium
(B) helps

in

5.
achieving

the

Which of the following transitions
is not permitted ?
(A)

!

D! →! P

(B)

!

D →! P

(C)



D → P

(D)

!

D → P

Analysis of hyperfine structure
reveals
(A) orbital angular momentum

population inversion

(B) electron spin

(C) gives rise to modes

(C) nuclear spin

(D) destabilizes the output
PaperII / PHYSC

Which of the following statements
is correct regarding Raman
scattering ?

(D) spin angular momentum
2

6.

9.

The number of M J values for a given
J is

(A) Spatial coherence gives rise to
directionality property.

(A) J + 
(B)

J −

(C)

J +

Choose the correct answer :

(B) Spatial coherence gives rise to
monochromaticity property.
(C) Temporal coherence
determines the spot size.
(D) Temporal coherence determines
beam divergence.

(D) J +

10. In a half adder circuit.
7.

Intervals in the term ! P , ,  have the
ratio

(A) XOR gate gives the sum and
AND gate gives the carry.

(A) 2 : 1

(B) OR gate gives the sum and
AND gate gives the carry.

(B) 3 : 2

(C) OR gate gives the carry and
AND gate gives the sum.

(C) 3 : 1

(D) XOR gate gives the carry and
AND gate gives the sum.
11. In bipolar transistor

(D) 4 : 1
8.

The intensity of rotational lines

(A) the input impedance is
maximum in the CE
configuration.

(A) is independent of the rotational
quantum number J

(B) the input impedance is
maximum in the CB
configuration.

(B) decrease as J decreases

(C) the input impedance is
maximum in the CC
configuration.

(C) increases as J increases

(D) the input impedances in CE and
CB configurations are equal,
and greater than that in the CC
configuration.

(D) increases and then decreases as
J increases
PaperII / PHYSC
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12. Which case in the following truth
table of clocked JK flip flop is not
true ?
Inputs
J K

Output
Qn+

(A)

0 0

Qn+ = Qn

(B)

1 0

1

(C)

0 1

0

(D)

1 1

Qn+ = Qn

Case

15. Some of the statements are True and
some are False. Select the correct
code from the following four.
a. In a rigid body the distance
between any pair of particles is
always constant.
b. Total degree of freedom of n
particle in a rigid body in 3n.
c. The Eulorian angle can be taken
as the generalised co-ordinates
for a rigid body.
d. Coriolis force acting on a rigid
body is a real force

13. 1001 1011 represents the following
negative value in decimal system.

14.

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A) −

(A)

True

True

True

True

(B) −

(B)

True

False

True

False

(C) −#$

(C)

False

True

False

True

(D) −#%

(D)

False False False False

? A + B D C + AB could be expressed

16. The Davisson and
experiment relates to

as

(A) A + B

(A) Polarisation

(B) A + B

(B) Interference

(C) A + B

(C) Electron diffraction

(D) A ⋅ B

(D) Phosphorescence
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17. The spectrum of white light passing
through vapours of iodine at # o C ,
recorded in a photographic film in a
glass spectrograph will have

20. Mention the correct answer :
Assertion (Ass) : Hall voltage
measurement can be used to
measure the magnetic field.

(A) dark lines

Reason (R) : Hall voltage depends
on the extent of the magnetic
field.

(B) dark bands
(C) white lines
(D) white bands

(A) (Ass) and (R) are both true but
(R) is not the exact explanation.

18. In Einsteins theory of specific heat
of solids, it is assumed that

(B) (Ass) and (R) both are true and
(R) is the exact explanation of
(Ass).

(A) Solid is a continuum
(B) Solid has periodic arrangement
of atoms and all atoms vibrate
with constant frequency.

(C) (Ass) and (R) are both false.

(C) Solid has periodic arrangement
of atoms and the atoms vibrate
with a range of frequencies.

(D) (Ass) is false but (R) is right.
21. Choose the correct combination
code :

(D) There is no vibration of the
atoms.

i. Open manometers can be used
for high pressure measurement.

19. Identify the correct code 
i. Statistical mechanics gives
microscopic feature of the
system.
ii. Photons in a black body can be
considered as ideal Bose gas
iii. Photons can undergo BoseEinstein Condensation.
iv. Paired fermions can be
considered as Bosons.
Code :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

True

True

True

True

(B)

False False False False

(C)

False

True

False

(D)

True

True

False False
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ii. Rotary pump can create vacuum
upto  −# torr .
iii. Diffusion pump can create
vacuum upto  −$ torr .
iv. Pirani and Penning gauges are
used for vacuum measurement.
Code :

True

5

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

True

True

True

True

(B)

False False

True

True

(C)

True

False False

(D)

False False False False

True

P.T.O.

24. Which one of the following is correct
for the chemical potential of the
black body radiation ?

22. Electromagnetic wave incident on a
conductor surface

(A) Infinity

(A) can penetrate the conductor
fully.

(B) Zero
(C) Some finite value

(B) cannot penetrate the conductor
at all.

(D) None of the above.
25. Which one of the following is true
for the molar specific heat of a
monatomic gas at constant pressure ?
(A) ! R

(C) can penetrate only upto a very
small distance.
(D) gets absorbed by the conductor.

(B) # R
23. Following are two statements  one
Assertion (Ass) and the other Reason
(R). Find the correct answer from the
codes below :

(C) % R
(D) ' R
26. Following are two statements  one
Assertion (Ass) and the other Reason
(R). Find the correct answer from the
following codes :
Assertion (Ass) : In a 3-fold
coincidence circuit, discriminator level must be higher
than the output pulse-height of
3 fold coincidence.
Reason (R) : Discriminator circuit
is used to remove noise pulses.

Assertion (Ass) : In relativistic
addition of velocities resultant
velocity may be larger than C
in some cases.
Reason (R) : Because it satisfies one
of the postulates of special
theory of relativity on velocity
of light.

Codes :

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) is right explanation for (Ass).

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) gives the correct
explanation of (Ass).

(B) (Ass) is true, (R) is false.

(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(R) is not the correct
explanation of (Ass).

(C) (Ass) is false, (R) is right.

(C) (Ass) is true but (R) is false.

(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.
PaperII / PHYSC

(D) (Ass) is false but (R) is true.
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29. In GM counter, gas ionisation occurs

27. The number of degrees of freedom
of a rigid body containing N
particles considered as a system of
particles is

(A) near the central wire.
(B) near the surface of the
cylindrical cathode.

(A) 3

(C) in the middle region of the
cylindrical cathode.

(B) 6

(D) everywhere inside
cylindrical cathode.

(C) 3N

30. A spectrum of iron arc at #o C is
recorded in a photographic film in a
quartz spectrograph. The spectrum
will exhibit

(D) N !

(A) dark lines, mostly in the
ultraviolet region.

28. Mention the correct answer 

(B) dark lines, mostly in the visible
region.

Assertion (Ass) : At high
temperature both Fermi-Dirac
and Bose-Einstein statistics
reduce to Maxwell-Boltzman
statistics.

(C) dark bands, mostly in the
ultraviolet region.
(D) dark bands, mostly in the
visible region.

Reason (R) : At high temperature
quantum nature of a system
goes to classical one.

31. Mention the proper matching code
Column A
Column B
i. Degenerate Fermi gas a. White dwarfs
ii. Massive Bosons
b. Bose-Einstein Condensate
iii. Brownian motion
c. Nonequilibrium statistical
mechanism
iv. Damping of Ballistic d. Fluctuation
galvanometer

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) is the right explanation of
(Ass).
(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(R) is not the right explanation
of (Ass).
(C) (Ass) and (R) are both false.
(D) (Ass) is true but (R) is not
true.
PaperII / PHYSC
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Code

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

d

b

c

a

(B)

d

c

b

a

(C)

a

b

d

c

(D)

a

b

c

d
P.T.O.

32. Match the statements given in
Column A and B and identify the
correct code given below :
Column A

34. Estimate the factor by which the
radius of an orbit in a hydrogen atom,
initially in the ground state, will
increase when it is excited by a
 ⋅ 'eV quantum

Column B

i. Matrix addition is

a. the one with only
diagonal elements
ii. Matrix multiplication is b. Commutative
iii. Inverse of inverse of
c. Associative
matrix is
iv. A diagonal matrix is
d. the matrix itself

(A) by a factor 9
(B) by a factor 7
(C) by a factor 5

Codes

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

a

b

c

d

(B)

c

b

a

d

(C)

b

c

d

a

(D)

d

c

b

a

(D) by a factor 3
35. The g factor for the atomic state

D# is
(A) "
!
(B) $
#

33. Identify the correct code
i. Spin ½ particles obey Paulis
exclusion principle.

(C) !

ii. Spin ½ particles are called FermiDirac.

(D) $%

iii. Spin ½ particles obey FermiDirac statistics.
iv. One example of a spin ½ particle
is phonon.
Code :

36. The ionisation and hence the pulse
height is independent of the nature
and energy of the incoming particle
in a

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

True

True

True

False

(A) Proportional Counter

(B)

False False

True

True

(B) GM Counter

(C)

True

True

False False

(C) Ionisation chamber

(D)

True

False

True

(D) Scintillation Counter.
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37. Indicate the most proper reason for
the following physical phenomena
from among the options given
below 
Inhomogeneous wave equations for
the em vector and scaler potentials
can describe any interaction between
current and charge in any reference
frame because

39. Indicate the correct combination of
True and False statements of the
following :
i. In absence of any conductor in
vacuum there will be no induced
e.m.f. generated due to magnetic
induction.
ii. Self-inductance of a coil is not its
electrical property.
iii. In presence of a magnetic field
v
B in free space, the density of the
energy stored is B μ  where
μ  is the permeability of free
space.

(A) Maxwells equations are all
experimentally verified equations.
(B) Vector and scaler potentials
obey the equations of similar
form.
(C) Inhomogenous wave equations
are invariant under gauge
transformation.

iv. Mutual inductance between two
straight wires of finite length and
radius placed parallel to each
other is zero.

(D) Maxwells electromagnetic
field equations are all covariant
under Lorentz transformation.

Code :

38. Match the questions on the left with
their correct answers given on the
right and Select the correct matching
combination from the codes below :
1. Exact gas pressure of 1 torr
a. Pirani
and above can be measured by
gauge
2. Exact gas pressure from 1 torr to
b. Mercury
−
manometer
 torr can be measured by

3. Exact gas pressure from  − torr
c. Mcleod
−!
to  torr can be measured by
gauge
4. Exact gas pressure below
d. Penning
−" torr can be measured by
gauge


ii

iii

iv

(A)

False

True

False

True

(B)

False False

True

True

(C)

True

False

True

False

(D)

False

True

True

False

40. The real orthogonal matrix
specifying the physical motion of a
rigid body with one point fixed
always has the eigenvalue
(A) Zero

Matching Combinations :
1

2

3

4

(A)
(B)

c
b

d
c

a
a

b
d

(C)

d

a

b

c

(D)

a

b

c

d
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41. Match List I with List II and find the
correct match for the codes below :
List I
List II
a. For a perfect dielectric, attenuation
i. infinite
constant is
b. For an imperfect dielectric,
ii. zero
conductivity is
c. For a perfect conductor,
iii. purely
conductivity is
imaginary
d. For a perfect dielectric, propagation iv. non-zero
constant
Code

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

ii

iii

i

(B)

ii

iv

i

iii

(C)

ii

i

iv

iii

(D)

i

iii

ii

iv

43. Following are some statements,
some of which are True and some
False. Find the true statements from
the codes below :
i. For an electron in a rigid potential
box, wave function is zero
outside the box.
ii. For an electron in a rigid potential
box, wave function is zero
everywhere inside the box.
iii. For an electron in a non-rigid
potential box, wave function is
zero everywhere outside the box.
iv. For an electron in a non-rigid
potential box, wave function is
infinite outside the box.

42. Match List I with List II and find the
correct match for the codes below :
List I
List II
r r
$
a. in × @ E − E E =  i. is one of the boundary
conditions for tangential
component of field vector
r
r r ∂D
b. ∇ × H = J + ∂t
ii. represents the fact that the
sapce and time variations
of the fields are
interdependent
r
r
$
c. in ⋅ @ D − D E = ρ s iii. is one of the Maxwells
field equations
iv. is one of the boundary
d. λf = v p
conditions for normal
component of field vector.
(Symbols have their usual meaning)

Code :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

True

True

True

False

(B)

True

False False False

(C)

True

True

(D)

False False False False

True

Mention the correct matching group
44. Which one of the following is correct
for the classical lattice specific heat
per molecule, CV ?

Codes a

b

c

d

(A) 5R

(A)

i

iii

iv

ii

(B) 7R

(B)

ii

iii

iv

i

(C)

i

iv

iii

ii

(D)

iii

ii

i

iv

PaperII / PHYSC
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(C) 3R
(D) 9R
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H
45. If ∇ × F =  the F can be represented
by
H
(A) ∇ ⋅ U = 

49. Below are two statements  one
Assertion (Ass) and the other Reason
(R). Find the correct statements from
the codes below :

(B) ∇U = 
H
(C) ∇ × U = 

Assertion (Ass) : If a system has
rotational symmetry the
angular momentum is
conserved.

(D) None of the above is true.
46. Electron spin resonance helps locate
electrons within the molecules of a

Reason (R) : Symmetry is always
associated with some conservation.

(A) Organic substance
(B) Ferromagnetic substance

Codes :

(C) Diamagnetic substance

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) is the correct explanation
of (Ass).

(D) Paramagnetic substance
47. Find the quantum number of the
excited state of a hydrogen atom,
given that in the transition to the
ground state it emitso one proton of
wavelength '% ⋅ # A

(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(R) is not the correct
explanation of (Ass).

(A) n = !

(C) Both (Ass) and (R) are true.

(B) n = "
(C) n = #

(D) (Ass) and (R) are both false.

(D) n = $

!
50. The number of substate for p three
equivalent p electrons is

48. In CO laser, N is used because
(A) it helps to increase the upper
level population

(A) 5
(B) 10

(B) it helps to decrease the lower
level population

(C) 20

(C) it helps to keep the laser cool.

(D) 25

(D) None of the above is true.
PaperII / PHYSC
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE
PAPER  III
Note : This paper contains seventy five (75) objective type questions, each question carrying two (2)
marks. All questions are compulsory.

1.

r
A vector field A is conservative if
r
(A) A = ∇ ⋅ φ
r
(B) A = ∇ × φ
r
(C) A = ∇φ
r
(D) A = ∇ φ

4.

(A) Simplifies the mathematical
description by reducing the
number of independent
coordinates.
(B) Simplifies the mathematical
description but not linked to the
number of independent coordinates.

where φ is a scalar field.
2.

3.

Imposition of constraints in
mechanical system

Choose the correct answer :
H
If ∇ ×HA =  there is scalar ψ Hand
if ∇ ⋅ D = 0 there is a vector C such
that
r
r
r
(A) A = ∇ψ and D = ∇ ⋅ C
r
r
r
(B) A = ∇ψ and D = ∇ × C
r
r
r
(C) A = ∇ × ψ and D = ∇ ⋅ C
r
r
r
(D) A = ∇ × ψ and D = ∇ × C

(C) Makes the problem more
difficult by increasing the
number of coordinates.
(D) Makes the problem more
difficult and not related to the
number of coordinates.
5.

A central force is the one where it
varies with distance (r ) , from a point
as

The relation which indicate that there
may not be isolated magnetic pole
is

H
(A) ∇ ⋅ B = 0

(A) − 1
r

H
(B) ∇ × B = 0

(B) + 1r
1
(C) − 2
r

r
(C) ∇ × B = μ  J&


(D) + 2
r

(D) ∇B = 
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6.

Under Lorentz Gauge Maxwells
equation can be reduced to two

8.

inhomogeneous equations viz
(A) ∇ V − μ ε  ∂ V = − ρ and
ε
∂t
∇ 2 A − μ  ε  ∂ A = − μ  J&
∂t

(B)

(A) 3NKT
(B) !

ρ
∂V
and
∇V − μ  ε 
=−
ε
∂t

(D) NKT

ρ
and
∇V − μ  ε  ∂ V = −
ε
∂t

9.

∇ A − μ ε  ∂A = − μ  J
∂t

(B) Statistical mechanics deals
with the external properties of
a gas and is independent of
thermodynamics.

∇ A − μ ε  ∂ A = 
∂t

The Lagrangian of all object is

(C) Thermodynamics deals with
the internal state of a gas and
statistical mechanics with the
external properties of the gas.

(A) its kinetic energy only.
(B) its potential energy only.
(C) the sum of its kinetic and
potential energies.

(D) Thermodynamics deals with
the external manifestations of
what happens in the interior of
a gas according to statistical
mechanics.

(D) the difference between its
kinetic and potential energies.
PaperIII / PHYSC

Choose the correct answer
(A) Thermodynamics deals with
the external properties of a gas
and is independent of statistical
mechanics.

(D) ∇ V − μ ε  ∂ V =  and
∂t

7.

NKT

(C) NKT

∇ ⋅ A − μ ε  ∂A = − μ  J
∂t
(C)

A system of N identical classical
3-dimensional harmonic oscillators,
each having a Hamiltonian
v
H
H = p m +  Kr
at a temperature T, will have total
energy

3
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10. The problem of black body radiation
can be tackled by statistical
mechanics by taking the system as

13. In the construction of an OPAMP as
IC, the first stage is a differential
amplifier with a constant current
source in the emitter / source circuit
because

(A) Ideal Fermi gas
(B) Ideal Bose gas

(A) it provides proper potential to
emitter / source.

(C) Ideal Maxwell-Boltzmann gas
(D) None of the above.

(B) it provides a fixed Q-point of
the devices.

11. Specific heat of a solid becomes zero
at absolute zero temperature can be
explained by

(C) it provides constant collector /
Drain current to individual
transistor / FET.

(A) Classical phenomena

(D) it provides high equivalent
impedance and high CMRR.

(B) Considering solid as discrete
lattice
(C) Considering discrete lattice as
well as discrete atomic
vibration

12

14. For any type of negative feedback of
an amplifier, the Bandwidth and non
linear distortions

(D) Continuum lattice.

(A) Both decrease

Which of the following statements
is not true regarding symmetric and
anti-symmetric wave functions ?

(B) Bandwidth increases and nonlinear distortion decreases.
(C) Both increase

(A) A wave function is symmetric
if the interchange of any pair
of particles leaves the wavefunction unchanged.

(D) Bandwidth decreases and non
linear distortion is not effected.
15. Schmitt Trigger circuit can be used
to

(B) For anti-symmetric wavefunctions, the eigenvalue of the
exchange operator is +1.

(A) Change the frequency of the any
arbitrary shaped waveform.

(C) Particles described by
symmetric wave functions
obey Bose-Einstein statistics.

(B) Change the shape of any
arbitrary shaped waveform.

(D) Anti-symmetric
wave
functions describe particles
which have odd half-integral
quantum number for their
intrinsic spins.
PaperIII / PHYSC

(C) Construct very high frequency
oscillator.
(D) None of the above is true.
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18. To obtain very low gas pressure (say
<  −# torr ), the liquid nitrogen trap

16. The maximum power dissipation of
a transistor is 100mW. If VCE =  V
then the maximum collector current

is used in the system with the
Diffusion pump because 

that can be allowed is

(A) Leakage is reduced in the
system with liquid nitrogen
trap.

(A) 5 mA
(B) 5A

(B) Low temperature makes heavy
gas jet propulsion system more
efficient in driving out test gas.

(C)  ⋅ # A
(D)  ⋅ # mA

(C) the Kinetic energy of the gas
particles in the test system is
reduced at the trap to enhance
the reduction of gas pressure.

17. Mention the proper reason 
Radiation field vector for an
accelerated electron and an
oscillating dipole will be identical

(D) the trap stops jet particles to
enter the test system from
outside and reduce the
pollution at low pressure.

provided 
L
(A) Velocity of the electron u

satisfies the condition u c << 
where c is free space radiation

19. Pulse height is independent of the
nature and energy of the incoming
particle in a

velocity.
(B) Acceleration of the electron is
very small.

(A) Proportional Counter
(C) Dipole oscillation frequency is
(B) Ionisation Chamber

very large.

(C) Scintillation Counter

(D) All the above statements are
not sufficient to explain the

(D) GM Counter.

nature of the radiation fields.
PaperIII / PHYSC
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20. The value of CMRR of an OPAMP
actually indicates

22. Two identical transistors, having
same  h fe  value are connected in

(A) the maximum gain that it can
attain

parallel i.e. c → c, b → b, e → e .
The value of the new  h fe  for the
combination will be
(A) h fe

(B) the stability of the amplifier
designed using the OPAMP

(B) 2 h fe

(C) The extent of power that the
OPAMP can handle at
Difference mode

(C) h fe
(D) h fe

(D) The nature and extent of
distortion and noise-free
operation of the device for an
input with certain voltage and
frequency.

23. Which of the following statements
is true ?
(A) Rotational spectra are given by
all molecules.
(B) Vibrational spectra are given by
all molecules.

21. The clock circuit connected to F F
circuits provides

(C) Rotational-Vibrational spectra
are given by all molecules.

(A) one and same input to all F F
circuits

(D) Electronic spectra are given by
all molecules.

(B) commands to all FF simultaneously for starting Boolean
operation of the logic circuits

24. R branch of the diatomic vibrating
rotator is formed by lines arising
from
(A) Δ J = +

(C) the speed of the Boolean
operation

(B) Δ J = +
(C) Δ J = −

(D) None of the above statements
is exact.
PaperIII / PHYSC

(D) Δ J = −
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25. In exciting the Raman spectrum a
green laser beam at wavelength
o
#"$ Ao is used, and a Stoke line of
##  A is observed. What is the
wavelength of the anti-stokes line ?

28. Which one of the following
statements is true for the Compton
effect ?
(A) A photon disappears and a
bound electron is dislodged.

o

(A) #" A

(B) A photon collides with a free
electron and produces a second
photon of lower energy.

o

(B) ## A

o

(C) #! A

(C) A photon is annihilated in the
vicinity of a heavy nucleus.

o

(D) #"  A

(D) A pair of photons is produced
when electron combines with
its anti-electron.

26. Landes factor for atom in ! p state
is
(A) !

29. Identify the correct answer :

(C) 2

A system has N identical particles,
each of which can occupy one of two
allowed energy levels E and E
where E > E.

(D) "
!

(A) The two levels are equally
populated at all temperature

(B) 

(B) All N particles occupy the
lower level E when T →  ,
but all of them occupy level E
when T → ∝

27. Which one of the following is true
for the magnetic moment of a
hydrogen atom for the n = ! circular
orbit in units of the Bohr magneton
β ?

af

(C) All N particles occupy the
lower level E when T →  ,
but at T → ∝ the two levels are
equally populated ( N
population in E and N
population in E ).

(A) β
(B)

β

(C) !β

(D) None of the above statement is
exactly correct.

(D) "β
PaperIII / PHYSC
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30. A mass m whose initial velocity is
v v << c collides head on with a
mass M initially at rest. Assuming the
collision to be perfectly elastic, the
amount of energy transferred to

M E = mV is

b

e

33. To penetrate the Coulomb barrier of
a light nucleus, a proton must have a
minimum energy of the order of

g

>

j

(A) 1 GeV
(B) 1 MeV

C

(C) 100 TeV

(A) Δ E = " MmE ( M + m)

(D) 1 KeV

(B) Δ E = ME ( M + m)

34. The density of nuclear matter is of
the order of

(C) Δ E = ME ( M + m)
(D) Δ E = mME ( M + m)

#
!
(A)  gm cm
#
!
(B)  gm cm

31. Which one of the following
statements for energy bands of a solid
is true for conductors

!
!
(C)  gm cm

(D) none of these

(A) The uppermost band is
completely filled.

35. In the Binding Energy per nucleon
versus mass number A curve, the
maximum of the curve occurs at

(B) The conduction and Valence
bands are separated by a
narrow forbidden gap.

(A) A < !

(C) The uppermost band is partially
filled.

(B) A > $
(C) A ~ #

(D) The conduction band is
completely empty.

(D) none of these.

32. Strongest bond in solids is :

36. Radioactive dating is done using the
isotope

(A) Ionic bonding

(A) U

(B) Covalent bonding

(B) C"

(C) Hydrogen bonding

(C) C

(D) Molecular bonding
PaperIII / PHYSC
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37. In low energy neutron-proton
scattering, the sign of the singlet
scattering length as is negative. This
signifies that

39. Baryons are particles
(A) subject to both strong and weak
interactions.
(B) subject to strong interactions
(hadrons) and have half integer
spins.

(A) singlet bound system of the
neutron-proton system exists.
(B) no singlet bound system of the
neutron-proton system exists.

(C) not subject to strong
interactions but to weak
interactions

(C) both triplet and singlet band
systems of the neutron-proton
system exist.

(D) none of the above.
40. The classical cross section for elastic
scattering of point particles from an
infinitely massive sphere of radius R
is :

(D) none of the above.

38. To explain the magic numbers,
Mayer and Jensen assumed a spinorbit potential term in the form of
H H
r
VSL = − f (r ) l ⋅ s , where sH and l
denote the spin and orbit angular
momentum vectors respectively, and
r
f r is a potential function. Then the
spin-orbit splitting is given by

(A) backward-peaked
(B) forward-peaked

d i

(C) isotropic
(D) none of the above

=B

(A)

Δ VSL

(B)

Δ VSL

(C)

Δ

41. Out of the following transitions, the
one not allowed is

=  f (r ) ( l + )
=  f (r ) (l + )

VSL =  f (r ) (l + )

(D) none of the above.
PaperIII / PHYSC
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(A)



D → P

(B)

!

D → P

(C)

!

D → !P

(D)

!

D! → !P
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45. The deuteron ground state is

42. Braggs Law can be expressed in
reciprocal space as
r r r
(A) K ⋅ G + G sin θ = 
r r
(B) K + G sin θ = 
H H
(C) G + K sin θ = 
r r
(D) K ⋅ G + G = 

(A) a pure ! S state
(B) a pure ! D state
(C) contains ! S and ! D states in
equal proportions.
(D) a ! S state with a small ! D
admixture.

43. In the plasma discharge tube of the
carbon dioxide laser, in addition to
CO

46. Choose the correct code indicating
the correct answer :

(A) He is added to increase the
population of the upper level

Assertion (Ass) : Poisson bracket of
q with H vanishes.

(B) He is added to increase the
lifetime of the lower levels.

Reason (R) : q is a constant of
motion.

(C) N is added to increase the
population of the upper level.

(B) (Ass) is true but (R) is false.

(A) (Ass) and (R) are both true
(C) (Ass) is false but (R) is true.

(D) N is added to increase the
lifetime of the lower levels.

(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.
47. Choose the correct code given below
indicating the correct answer :
Assertion (Ass) : The conductivity
of an intrinsic semiconductor
increases with increase in
temperature.
Reason (R) : with increase in
temperature more number of
electrons are excited from the
valence band to the conduction
band for conduction.
Codes :
(A) (Ass) is true (R) is false.
(B) (Ass) and (R) are both true and
(R) is the proper explanation of
(Ass).
(C) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.
(D) (Ass) and (R) are true, but (R)
is not the only explanation.

44. A crystal diffracts X-ray but not ultra
violet radiation because
(A) Wavelength of ultra violet
radiation is very small
compared to interplanar
spacing of the crystal.
(B) Wavelength of X-ray is of the
order of interplanar spacing but
wavelength of ultraviolet
radiation is very large.
(C) Ultraviolet radiation possess
very high energy compared to
X-ray.
(D) Ultraviolet radiation pass
through the crystal but X-ray
does not.
PaperIII / PHYSC
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50. Below are the two statements  one
Assertion (Ass), the other Reason
(R). Find the correct answer from the
codes given below :

48. Choose the correct code indicating
the correct answer :
Assertion (Ass) : The CO laser beams
have applications in optical
communicaiton system and are
suited for use in terrestrial and
extraterrestrial systems.

Assertion (Ass) : Almost all
materials exhibit diamagnetism
though it is masked by the other
magnetic effects.

Reason (R) : The CO laser beam is
strongly scattered and absorbed
by the atmosphere.

Reason (R) : Diamagnetism is a
small and very weak effect
caused by the induce effect on
the orbiting electrons to an
applied magnetic field in
accordance with Lenzs law.

Codes :
(A) (Ass) and (R) are both true and
(R) is the proper reason for (Ass).
(B) (Ass) and (R) are both true but (R)
is not the proper reason for (Ass).

Codes :

(C) (Ass) is true but (R) is false.
(D) (Ass) and (R) both are false.

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) gives the correct
explanation of (Ass).

49. Study the Assertion (Ass) and the
reason (R) given below and identify
the correct answer using the codes
given below :
Assertion (Ass) : At higher
temperature
an
n-type
semiconductor becomes an
intrinsic semiconductor.

(B) Both (Ass) and (R) are true but
(R) is not the correct
explanation of (Ass).
(C) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.
(D) (Ass) is true, but (R) is false.
51. Choose the correct code indicating
the correct answer :

Reason (R) : At higher temperatures
all the donor levels are exhausted
as the electrons are excited from
the valence band to the
conduction band for conduction.
Code :

Assertion (Ass) : Tunnel diode
devices can work at very high
frequencies.
Reason (R) : Tunnelling process is
very fast.

(A) (Ass) is false and (R) is irrelevant.
(B) (Ass) is true but (R) is not the
correct explanation for the (Ass).
(C) Both (Ass) and (R) are true and
(R) is the correct explanation
of the (Ass).

(A) Both (Ass) and (R) are true.
(B) (Ass) is true but (R) is not proper.
(C) (Ass) is false though (R) is true.

(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.
PaperIII / PHYSC

(D) Both (Ass) and (R) are false.
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52. Choose the correct code for correct
answer :
Assertion (Ass) : In X-ray spectra
the edge of the K-series band
in the absorption is single, that
of the L-series triple, that of the
M series quintuple etc.
Reason (R) : This is because of the
spin-orbit splitting.

54. Mention the correct combination of
True and False of the following
statements 
a. Schmitt Trigger circuit using
OPAMP can reshape a distorted
wave to a rectangular wave.

Codes :

b. Heat-sink is essential for an

(A) (Ass) and (R) are both true and
(R) is the proper explanation
for (Ass).

active

c. A pnjunction diode can rectify
voltages of all the points in the

(C) (Ass) is true (R) is false.

voltage wave V = V sin wt

(D) (Ass) and (R) both are false.

curve.

53. Identify the True / False of the
following statements from the codes
given below :
a. Free electron theory can explain
the physical properties of metals.
b. Free electron theory can
differentiate between metals,
semiconductors and insulators
c. Presence of energy bands is a
direct consequence of periodicity
of lattice.
d. Magneto transport phenomena in
solids can be explained by band
theory.
a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

True

True

(B)

False

True

True

True

(C)

True

False

True

True

(D)

True

False

True

False

PaperIII / PHYSC

device

handling large power.

(B) (Ass) and (R) are both true but
(R) is not exactly the reason for
(Ass).

Codes :

electronic

d. Impedances of source and sink
decide the nature of negative
feedback

circuit

of

the

amplifier.
Codes :
a

12

b

c

d

(A)

False False

True

True

(B)

True

True

False

True

(C)

True

True

False False

(D)

True

True

True

True

57. Of the following statements some are
True and some are False. Select the
correct combination of answers from
the codes given below.
a. Electrical resistivity of a metal is
directly proportional to the square
root of temperature.
b. The ratio of thermal to electrical
conductivities is directly
proportional to the absolute
temperature.
c. Ohms law relates to the electric
field E, conductivity σ and
current density J as J = σ E .
d. Heat developed per unit volume
per second due to flow of a
current in a conductor of
conductivity σ and the applied
electric field is σ E .
Codes : a
b
c
d

55. Ascertain the correct answers of the
following statements as True or
False from the options given below
using the codes.
The magnetization M of a solid is
related to its magnetic induction B
and the field strength H by the
relation :
a. M = B μ  − H
b. B = μ  H + M
c. B = H + μ  M
d. B = μ  ( H − M )

b

Codes :

a

g

b

c

d
True

(A)

False False

True

(B)

False

True

False False

(C)

True

False False False

(D)

False

True

True

False

56. Indicate the correct combination of
True and False for the following
statements 
a. Penning gauge can measure
pressure in the range of  − to
 − torr.
b. Penning gauge works on the
principle of gas ionisation.
c. D. C. magnetic field is essential
part of penning gauge.
d. Pirani gauge to measure low gas
pressure works on the principle
of gas ionisation.
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)

False

True

True

False

(B)

False False

True

(C)

True

True

(D)

True

False

PaperIII / PHYSC

(A)

False

True

True

False

(B)

True

False False

True

(C)

False False

True

(D)

True

False False

True

True

58. Some of the following statements are
True and some are False. Indicate the
correct answers from the code
below :
Absorption of X-ray by an atom may
be associated with
a. emission of auger electron
b. emission of X-ray fluorescence
c. emission of photo electron
d. emission of γ -ray.
Codes : a
b
c
d

True

(A)
(B)

True
False

True
True

False False
True False

True

True

(C)

True

True

True

False

True

False

(D)

False

True

False

True
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59. Of the following statements indicate
correct True and False combination
using codes given below :
a. Structure formed by Van der
Waals bonding has lower melting
point than those formed by Covalent bonding.
b. Structure formed by Van der
Waals bonding has higher
melting point than those formed
by Co-valent bonding.
c. Semiconductors are generally covalent crystals.
d. Ionic crystals have lower melting
point than those structures
formed by Van-dar Waal bonding.
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A) True False True False
(B) False True True True
(C) False True True False
(D) True False False True

61. Find the correct True and False
Combinations from the codes
below :
i. In the Paschen-Back effect the
orbital magnetic moment and the
spin magnetic moments are interdependent.
ii. Anomalous Zeeman effect is socalled because it does not agree
with quantum mechanics in terms
of spin.
iii. In the Paschen series the ground
state corresponds to the principal
quantum number n = "
iv. The Laser stands for Light Wave
Amplification stimulated by
Emission of radiation.
Codes
i
ii
iii
iv
(A) True True True False
(B) True False True False
(C) False True True True
(D) False False False False

60. Using codes given below identify
correct combination of True and
False statements.
a. When Lattice point is repeated
with correct periodicity in one
direction, it gives the actual
crystal.
b. When basis is added to each
lattice point, it gives the actual
crystal structure.
c. Bravias lattice is an array of
imaginary points in three
dimensions.
d. Bravias lattice is the arrangement
of reciprocal lattice points in
three dimensions.
Codes
a
b
c
d
(A) False True False True
(B) True False False True
(C) False True True False
(D) True False True False
PaperIII / PHYSC

62. Some of the following statements are
True and some are False. Indicate the
correct answer from the codes below :
a. Soft superconductors observe
both Meissner effect and
Silsbees effect.
b. The temperature at which a
conductor
becomes
a
superconductor is called Curie
temperature.
c. In superconducting state entropy
increases
and
thermal
conductivity decreases.
d. A superconducting material on
being subjected to the critical
field changes to normal state.
Codes
a
b
c
d
(A) True True False False
(B) False True True False
(C) False False True True
(D) True False False True
14

63. Choose correct matching of
Maxwells equations given in

64. Match the statements in
and Column II
Column I
a. Distance between two successive
(100) planes of a cubic crystal is
b. Distance between two successive
(110) planes of a cubic crystal is

Column I and Laws given in
Column II from the codes given
below :
Column I
a.

Column II

H
∇⋅ - = 2 ε

c. Distance between two successive

1. Gausss Law

c. Distance between two successive
(200) planes of a cubic crystal is

magnetism
H
∇⋅ * = 

2. Faradays Law
of
electromagnetic
induction

H

c. ∇ × E = − ∂B
∂t

3. Amperes Law
with Maxwells

H
H
∂∇ × * = μ  J + μ ε 
∂J

4. Gausss Law
in
electrostatic

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

4

1

2

3

(B)

1

4

2

3

(C)

4

1

3

2

(D)

4

2

3

1

PaperIII / PHYSC

2.

=

3.

a

4.

=

!

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

2

3

4

(B)

1

2

4

3

(C)

2

1

4

3

(D)

4

3

2

1

65. Choose the correct matching of
Columns I and II from the following
code :
Column I
Column II
a. Raman spectra
1. Lyman series
b. Hydrogen atom 2. Sodium D lines
spectrum
c. Alkali type of
3. Magnetic Resonance
Spectra
imaging
d. NMR spectra
4. Anti-stokes line

correction
d.

Column II
1. a

(111) planes of a cubic crystal is

applied to

b.

Column I

15

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

4

2

1

3

(B)

2

1

3

4

(C)

1

2

3

4

(D)

4

1

2

3
P.T.O.

66. Choose the correct matching of
Columns I and II from the following
code :
Column I
Column II
a. g-factors
1. Lande rule

68. Choose the correct combination from
Columns I and II from the following
codes :
Column I
Column II
a. Neel Temperature
1. Superconductivity

b. Hyperfine structure

2. Einstein

b. Curie Temperature

2. Specific heat

c. Photoelectric
emission

3. Zeeman effect

c. Transition temperature

3. Antiferromagnetism

d. Laser

4. Stimulated
emission

d. Debye temperature

4. Ferromagnetism

Codes

a

b

c

d

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

3

4

1

2

(A)

3

1

2

4

(B)

3

1

4

2

(B)

3

2

1

4

(C)

1

3

2

4

(C)

1

2

3

4

(D)

4

2

1

3

(D)

1

2

3

4

69. Match the following detectors in
Column I to their special
characteristics shown on Column II
Column I
Column II
a. Proportional Counter 1. Very short resolution
time
b. Geiger Counter
2. Same size pulse
initiated by any type of
ionizing radiation.
c. Scintillation detector
3. Pulse size proportional
to radiation intensity
d. Cloud chamber
4. Particle tracks

67. Match the following particles in
Column I to their correct special
features given in Column II
Column I
Column II
a. Lambda particle
1. Fermion
b. Gravitons

2. Strange
particle

c. Neutrinos

3. Helium nuclei

d. Alpha particles

4. Zero mass
boson

Codes

a

b

c

d

3

(A)

2

1

3

4

3

4

(B)

1

4

3

2

4

3

1

(C)

3

2

1

4

2

1

3

(D)

4

3

2

1

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

2

4

1

(B)

2

1

(C)

2

(D)

4
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70. Find the correct match for Columns I
and II from the codes given below
Column I
Column II
a. Spontaneous dielectric
1. Semiconductors
polarization occurs in
b. Spontaneous magnetic
2. Alkali halides
polarization occurs in
c. Photoconductivity occurs 3. Ferromagnetic
in
materials
d. The colour centres are
4. Ferroelectric
usually occur in
materials
Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

4

3

1

2

(B)

3

4

1

2

(C)

3

4

2

1

(D)

4

1

3

2

72. Find the correct matching from the
codes given below considering the
List I and List II
List I

List II
1. Isotope effect on
critical temperature
of superconductor

a. " ⋅ K

71. Match the following detectors in
Column I of nuclear radiation with
their characteristic reacting medium
in Column II
Column I
Column II
a. Bubble Chamber
1. Solid (or liquid)
b. Ionization chamber
2. Superheated
liquid
c. Scintillation Counter
3. Gas
d. Cloud chamber
4. Supersaturated
vapor

b. ! ⋅ # kTc

2. The London
penetration depth

c. 6c ∝ M − β

3. The transition
temperature of
Mercury



d. λ = m μ e

{n

}

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

3

1

4

2

(B)

4

3

2

1

(C)

3

4

1

2

(D)

4

2

3

1

4. The width of the
energy gap of a
superconductor at
OK

73. Hyperfine structure is due to
(A) nuclear spin

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

3

2

4

1

(B) electron spin

(B)

2

3

1

4

(C)

2

4

1

3

(C) electron orbital angular
momentum

(D)

3

4

2

1

PaperIII / PHYSC

(D) electron spin orbit coupling
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74. What happens to a beam of atoms
with an intrinsic magnetic moment
μ as it passes through a system of
two successive strongly non-uniform
magnetic fields each of which is
perpendicular to the other and to the
beam direction ?

75. Which one of the following
statements is NOT valid for the long
wavelength electromagnetic waves
known as radio waves ?

(A) The original beam is split into
2J components.

(B) Electromagnetic waves travel
at the speed of light C through
a vacuum.

(A) Charge acceleration produces
electromagnetic radiation.

(B) The original beam is split into
J +  components.

(C) Electromagnetic waves consist
of non-oscillating electric and
magnetic fields.

(C) The original beam is split into
!J +  components.

(D) Electromagnetic waves exhibit
interference and diffraction
phenomena.

(D) The original beam is split into
( J + ) components.

PaperIII / PHYSC
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POLITICAL SCIENCE
PAPER  II
Total Marks : 100
Note : This paper contains fifty (50) objective type questions, each question carrying
two (02) marks. All the questions are compulsory.
1.

The Head Office of the International
Court of Justice is situated in

4.

(A) August Comte

(A) Washington

(B) Max Weber

(B) London

(C) Theodore Adorno

(C) The Hague

(D) Machiavelli

(D) New York
2.

5.

Lenin wrote a Pamphlet on
Imperialism as the highest stage
of Capitalism in

Which of the following comes under
the purview of political liberty ?
(A) Equality in economic sphere ;
(B) Right to
religion ;

(A) 1911

propagate

any

(C) Right to rest and leisure ;

(B) 1948

(D) Right to freedom of speech
and expression

(C) 1917
6.

(D) 1920
3.

The idea of emancipation is
reflected in the ideas of

Which one of the following statements
about welfare state is correct ?

Cybernetics implies analogy with

(A) a welfare state is the same as
a socialist state

(A) Man and nature

(B) The welfare state is based on
the principles of classical
liberalism ;

(B) Computer, individual
and society

man

(C) the welfare state
collectivist state ;

(C) Behavioural pattern

a

(D) the welfare state embodies the
principles of neo-liberalism

(D) Men and machine
PaperII / POL
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7.

Which of the following statements
is correct ?

10. The Rajya Sabha, under Article
312 of the Constitution of India.
has exclusive power to recommend
the Constitution of which of the
following :

(A) Perfect equality is possible in
a liberal democratic country
(B) Perfect equality is impossible
to achieve

(A) Pay Commission for Rajya
Sabha Members

(C) Perfect equality is possible in
a Marxist state

(B) Zonal Councils
(C) Administrative tribunals

(D) Perfect equality is possible
under dictatorship
8.

(D) New All-India Services

Who, among the following, is not
a proponent of decision making in
International Relations ?

11. Select the correct answers from the
codes below :

(A) Richard Snyder

a. Politics among
Nations

1. I. Wallerstein

b. Capitalist World
Economy

2. Karl Deutsch

(B) Sapin
(C) Kenneth Waltz
(D) Bruck
9.

c. Nationalism and
3. Robert Keohane
Social Communication

Who among
the following
advocated for partyless democracy
in India ?

d. Transnationalism
and Interdependence

(A) M. N. Roy
(B) Jayprakash Narayan
(C) Vinoba Bhave
(D) Mahatma Gandhi
PaperII / POL
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4. Hans Morgenthan

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

3

2

4

(B)

2

1

3

4

(C)

2

1

4

3

(D)

4

1

2

3
P.T.O.

12. The positive concept of
emphasizes :

Equality

14. Difference principle suggests :
(A) that differences in income

(A) that the state should remove
all the restraints on human
activity ;

and wealth are justified on
grounds of merits and natural
endowments of individuals ;

(B) that the state should create
conditions for all round
development
of
human
personality ;

(B) that differences in income
and social position can be
justified on the ground of
maximisation of utilities ;

(C) that
the
question
of
development
of
human
personality should be left to
the peoples themselves ;

(C) that inequalities in income
and wealth are just only if
they are of the greatest
benefit

(D) that the people should adopt
a positive approach on all
questions.

to

the

least

advantaged ;
(D) that

inequalities

can

be

justified on Paretos principle

13. Legal Equality implies that :

of optimality.
(A) The state cannot enact
different laws for different
groups of people ;

15. Which of the following social forces
led to the origin of state, according
to Gramsci ?

(B) All laws should be applied to
everybody ;

(A) social forces which provide
leadership ;

(C) There should be equality
among equals and inequality
among unequals ;

(B) social forces against whom
struggle is waged ;
(C) allied

(D) There should be no special
laws for special categories of
people.
PaperII / POL

forces

which

consent to the leaders ;
(D) all of the above.
4

give

16. Which of the following is NOT the
reason stated by J. S. Mill to uphold
freedom of speech ?

19. Who are the authors of the
following books ?

(A) it is a natural right ;

a. Arthasastra

i. Machiavelli

(B) an opinion suppressed may
eventually prove to be true ;

b. On War

ii. Kautilya

c. Influence

iii. Alfred Mahan

(C) absence of freedom of speech
leads to dogmatism and priest
craft ;

of Sea Power
on History

(D) truth is not a finished
product. It is constantly
rediscovered and refurbished.
Freedom of speech is
essential for the same.

d. The Discourses iv. Clausewitz

17. Who is mainly associated with
Neo-realism ?
(A) Morgenthan
(B) K. Waltz

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

3

2

4

1

(B)

2

4

3

1

(C)

1

2

3

4

(D)

4

3

1

2

(C) Morton Kaplan
20. In Marxist Theory, Class processes

(D) Headley Bull

are of two kinds :

18. The UN Charter was drafted at :

(A) Workers and Industrialist

(A) Yalta Conference

(B) Core and Periphery

(B) Bandung Conference

(C) Fundamental and Subsumed

(C) San Francisco Conference

(D) Manager and Slave

(D) Teheran Conference
PaperII / POL
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21. Select correct answer from codes

22. Select correct answer from codes

given below :
a.

b.

given below :

Comparative

Government

a.

Weberian

model

bureaucracy

constitutions only ;

criticised as closed system ;

Governmental

b.

institutions

studied

is

of

previously covered Western

were

generally

Robert K. Merton described
Max Weberian bureaucracy

under

as inflexible and unreliable ;

comparative government ;
c.

The

Presthus

criticised

Politics is an important

Weberian

bureaucracy

semantic

product of alien culture, not

From

government
change

c.

to
under

suitable

comparative politics ;

for

Max
as

developing

country ;
d.

Comparative politics is not
d.

at all important area of

Max Weberian bureaucracy

study in political science

has been found unworkable

today.

in India.

Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

True

False

(A)

True

True

True

False

(B)

True

False False

True

(B)

True

False False

True

(C)

False

False

True

True

(C)

True

False False

True

(D)

True

True

False False

(D)

False

False

False
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True

23. Select correct answer from codes
given below :
a.

24. Select correct answer from codes
given below :

Marx Webers bureaucracy

a.

Fulton

Committee

Report

must be placed in the frame

(UK) suggested far-reaching

work of his writings on

changes

economic

Administration ;

and

political

in

British

structure of society ;
b.
b.

suggested major changes in
the administration of Central

pamphlet on 18th Brumaire

Government in India ;

in France ;
Max

Webers

c.

bureaucracy

orientation in Administration ;

domination ;
d.
Marx

never

abolition

of

Second

Administrative

Reforms

advocated
state

Reforms under Thracherism
in U.K provided management

can be found in legal-rational

d.

Reforms

Commission (ARC) in 1967

Maxs thesis on bureaucracy
can be traced to his brilliant

c.

Administrative

and

bureaucracy.

Commission

India

recommended

some

minor

in
only

changes

in

administrative system so far.
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

True

False

(B)

True

False False

True

(C)

True

False

True

(D)

False

False

True
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Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

True

False

(B)

True

False False

True

False

(C)

True

True

False

True

True

(D)

False

True

False

True

7
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25. Select correct answer from codes
given below :
a. Public Administration is insulated
from Politics in Development
Administration ;
b. Politics-Administration dichotomy
is non-existent in theory of
Administration today ;
c. Public Administration started its
journey since Widrow Wilsons
writing in 1887 ;
d. New Public Administration (1967)
is the direct outcome of Philadelphia
conference.
Codes : a
(A)
False
(B)
True
(C)
False
(D)
True

b
True
True
True
True

27. Select correct answer from codes
given below :
a.

economic, financial, political
or other secular activities
which may be associated with
religious practices ;
b.

PaperII / POL

b
True
True
True
True

Restrictions can be imposed
on the right to freedom of
religion

c
d
True True
False False
False True
True False

on

grounds

of

maintenance of public order,
morality or health ;
c.

Every religious denomination
has the right to establish and

26. Select correct answer from the
codes given below :
a. The joint session of the two
Houses of Parliament is chaired by
the Speaker of the Lok Sabha ;
b. The Vice-President of India is the
ex-officio Chairman of the Council
of States ;
c. The Parliament of India consists of
the Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha only ;
d. Allocations of seats in the House
of the People of the states is done
on the basis of the 2001 census.
Codes : a
(A)
True
(B)
True
(C)
False
(D)
True

The state cannot regulate the

maintain

institutions

religious

and

for

charitable

purposes ;
d.

Funds

appropriated

for

religious purposes are taxable.

c
d
False True
False False
False True
True True
8

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

False

True

True

False

(B)

True

True

False False

(C)

True

False False False

(D)

False

True

True

True

28. In India, every citizen has the right
to:
a. freedom of speech and expression
without any restriction ;
b. assemble peacefully and without
arms ;
c. form Associations or Unions ;
d. reside and settle in any part of the
territory of India, including Jammu
and Kashmir.
Codes : a
(A)
True
(B)
False
(C)
False
(D)
False

30. Select the correct answer from
codes given below :

b
c
d
False True False
True False True
True True False
True True True

29. Select the right answer from codes
given below :
a. The provisions of the Fifth Schedule
apply to the administration and
control of the Scheduled Areas ;
b. The provisions of the Sixth
Schedule
apply
to
the
administration and control of the
tribal areas in the states of Assam,
Meghalaya, Tripura, Mizoram and
Nagaland ;
c. Article 244 of Indian Constitution
deals with administration of
Scheduled Areas and Tribal Areas ;
d. Article 244-A of Indian Constitution
deals with administration of Bodo
Territorial Council.
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

True

True

(B)

False

False False

True

(C)

False

True

True

False

(D)

True

False

True

False
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a.

The Union of India has
exclusive power to make
laws with respect to any of
the matters enumerated in
the Union List and State
List ;

b.

There are sixty-six subjects
under the Union List ;

c.

There are ninty-seven subjects
under the State List ;

d.

Education is under Concurrent
List ;

Codes :

a

b

c

(A)

False

False False

True

(B)

False

True

True

False

(C)

True

True

True

False

(D)

True

False False

True

31. Match the following using
given below :
1.
a. The Morley Minto
Reforms
b. The Government of 2.
India Act
c. The Indian
3.
Independence Act
d. The Montagu
4.
Chelmsford Act
Codes : a
b
c
(A)
1
2
3
(B)
2
3
1
(C)
3
4
1
(D)
2
1
4
9

d

codes
1935
1909
1919
1947
d
4
4
2
3
P.T.O.

33. Match List-I with List-II and choose
the correct match using codes given
below :

32. Match List-I with List-II and choose
the correct match using codes given
below :

List-I

List-I
a.

a. Right to
1. Art. 14
Freedom in the
Indian Constitution

List-II

Granville

1. Indian

Austin

Constitutional
Documents

b.

A. C.

2. The Indian

Banerjee

Constitution :
Cornerstone of
a Nation

c.

Rajni

Government
and Politics of
India

d.

W.H.
Morris-Jones
a

b

c

d

(A)

2

1

4

3

(B)

1

2

3

4

(C)

1

3

2

4

(D)

1

2

4

3
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2. Art. 19

c. Right to
Constitutional
Remedies

3. Art. 17

d. Untouchability
Provision

4. Art. 32

a
2
1
1
1

b
1
4
2
3

c
4
2
3
4

d
3
3
4
2

34. Select the correct match from the
following by using the code given
below :

4. Politics in India

Codes :

b. Right to Equality
in the Indian
Constitution

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

3. The

Kothari

List-II

a. V. D. Savarkar

1. Satyagraha

b. M. N. Roy

2. Partyless
Democracy

c. M. K. Gandhi

3. Hindutva

d. Jayprakash Narayan 4. New Humanism
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
10

a
2
1
3
4

b
1
2
4
3

c
4
3
1
2

d
3
4
2
1

35. Select the correct match from the
following by using the code given
below :

37. Match List-I with List-II and choose
the correct match using codes below :

a. Jean Jacques
Rousseau

1. Utilitarianism

a. Dyarchy

1. The Regulating
Act, 1973

b. Jeremy Bentham

2. Historical
Materialism

b. Federalism

2. Govt. of India
Act, 1919

c. Karl Marx

3. New Democracy

d. Mao Tse-Tung

4. General Will

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

2

3

4

(B)

2

3

1

4

(C)

3

4

2

1

(D)

4

1

2

3

List-I

c. Introduction of
3. Govt. of India
Communal Electorate
Act, 1935
d. Creation of the
Office of Governor
General
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

36. Match List-I with List-II and choose
the correct match using codes given
below :
List-I

a
2
3
1
4

4. Govt. of India
Act, 1909
b
3
2
2
3

List-I

a. Dadabhai Naorobji

1. Total Revoluion

b. Mahatma Gandhi

2. Internationalism

a.
b.

c. Rabindranath Tagore 3. Trusteeship

c.

d. Jayprakash Narayan 4. Drain Theory
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

2

3

1

4

(B)

4

3

2

1

(C)

1

4

3

(D)

3

1

4

c
4
1
3
2

d
1
4
4
1

38. Match List-I with List-II and choose
the correct match using the codes
below :

List-II

PaperII / POL

List-II

d.

List-II

Provisions related 1.
to emergencies
Directive Principles 2.
of state policy
Fundamental Rights 3.

American
Constitution
Constitution of
German Reich
United
Kingdom
Parliamentary System 4. Constitution of
of government
Eire

2

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)

a
3
4
2

b
1
1
4

c
2
3
1

d
4
2
3

2

(D)

1

2

3

4
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40. Match List-I with List-II and find
the correct match using the codes
below :

39. Match List-I with List-II and choose
the correct match using the codes
below :

List-I

List-I

a. Tara Chand
b. Maulana Azad

List-II

a. Habeas Corpus

c. Collins and
Lapierre
d. R. P. Dutt

1. A command to a
public authority to
do its duty

b. Certiorari

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

2. A command to
produce the body
in person

c. Mandamus

3. A proceeding to
enquire into the
of a person
4. A directive to a

exceed its limits
b

c

2

4

1

3

(B)

4

2

1

3

(C)

4

2

3

1

(D)

3

2

4

1
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c
2
1
2
4

d
4
4
1
2

Codes :

d

(A)

b
3
3
3
3

Reason (R) : Lok Sabha may be
dissolved by the President on the
advice of his Council of Ministers.

judicial body not to

a

4. The History of the
Freedom Movement
in India

Assertion (Ass) : Rajya Sabha is
the permanent chamber of the
Parliament.

lower court or

Codes :

a
1
2
4
1

1. India Today
2. Freedom at
Midnight
3. India wins Freedom

41. Select the correct answer from the
following by using the relevant
codes given below :

legality of a claim

d. Quo-Warranto

List-II

(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is false
(D) Ass is false but R is true
12

42. Below are two statements one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Find the correct
statement using codes below :

44. Below are two statements one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Find the correct
statement using codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Rousseaus
social contract establishes a state
and sovereignty.
Reason (R) : In state authority and
freedom may co-exist.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is false
(D) Ass is false but R is true

Assertion (Ass) : For Locke, Man
is both social and rational.
Reason (R) : Man is self-centred.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is false
(D) Ass is false but R is true
43. Below are two statements one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Find the correct
statement using codes below :

45. Below are two statements  one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Find the correct
statement using codes below :

Assertion (Ass) : The Marxian
Theory of Democracy emerged
against Monarchy.

Assertion
(Ass)
:
Hobbes
maintained that state is a manmade institution.

Reason (R) : Marx tried to
emancipate the working class.

Reason (R) : Individuals cannot
live without the state.

Codes :

Codes :

(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass

(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass

(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass

(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass

(C) Ass is true but R is false

(C) Ass is true but R is false

(D) Ass is false but R is true
PaperII / POL
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46. Below are two statements one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Find the correct
statement using codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Marx saw
capitalism as a distinct form of society.
Reason (R) : Capitalism came into
existence only with the bourgeoisie
revolution.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is false
(D) Ass is false but R is true

48. Select the correct answer from the
following by using the code given
below :

Assertion (Ass) : Under the power
of

advisory

jurisdiction

Supreme Court can tender advice
to the President.

Reason (R) : The Supreme Court is
given the power to issue writs for the
enforcement of the Fundamental
Rights by the Constitution.

47. Select the correct answer from the
following by using the relevant
code given below :

Codes :

Assertion (Ass) : The Directive
Principles aim at the establishment
of the economic and social
democracy.

(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass

Reason (R) : The Directive Principles
are not enforceable in the courts.

(B) Both Ass and R are true but

Codes :
(A) Ass is true but R is false

R

(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass

explanation of Ass

is

not

the

correct

(C) Ass is false and R is true

(C) Ass is true but R is false

(D) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass

(D) Ass is false and R is true

PaperII / POL
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50. Below are two statements one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Find the correct
statement using codes given
below :

49. Select the correct answer from the
following by using the relevant
code given below :
Assertion (Ass) : The President

Assertion (Ass) : The President of
India is elected by Electoral
College consisting of elected
members of Parliament and State
Legislative Assemblies.

cannot return money bills to the
Parliament for reconsideration.
Reason (R) : The President has the
power to appoint the Comptroller and

Reason (R) : In election to the
President of India State includes
the National Capital territory of
Delhi and Union Territory of
Pondicherry.

Auditor General of India.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation

Codes :

of Ass

(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass

(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R

is

not

the

correct

(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass

explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is false

(C) Ass is true but R is false

(D) Ass is false and R is true

PaperII / POL
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POLITICAL SCIENCE
PAPER  III
Total Marks : 150
Note : This paper contains seventy five (75) objective type questions of two (02) marks
each. All questions are compulsory.
1.

Who was the author of the Civil
Liberty and Self-Government ?

4.

(A) John Hopkins
(B) Charles Hyneman

(A) 42nd

(C) Graham Walls

(B) 44th

(D) Francis Lieber
2.

(C) 46th

The Vote on Account is passed 

(D) 48th

(A) After the voting of demands

5.

(B) Before the general discussion
(C) After the general discussion
(D) None of the above
3.

Under which amendment of the
Constitution of India
was an
attempt made to clip the powers of
the Judiciary ?

J. Roussaus concept of general
will abhors which one of the
following ?

Who among the following has a
right to speak and otherwise take
part in the proceedings of either
House of Parliament and to be a
member of any parliamentary
committee in India but is not
entitled to vote ?
(A) The
Chief
Commissioner

(A) Parliamentary Sovereignty

Election

(B) The Comptroller & Auditor
General

(B) Popular Sovereignty
(C) Sovereignty of the Constitution

(C) The Chairman of the Finance
Commission

(D) Dejure Sovereignty

(D) Attorney General of India

PaperIII / POL
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6.

No Resolution for the removal of
the Vice-President of India can be
moved in the Rajya Sabha unless it
is preceded by

9.

(A) Injunction

(A) 7 days notice

(B) Prohibition

(B) 14 days notice

(C) Mandamus

(C) One months notice

(D) Quo-Warranto

(D) Three months notice
7.

Which one of the following writs
is NOT specifically provided in the
Constitution of India ?

The Constitution of India contains
a comprehensive list of Directive
Principles of States Policies. These
are drawn on the lines of

10. What the term misfeasance
meant under judicial control ?
(A) Lack of jurisdiction

(A) American Constitution

(B) Error of law

(B) Canadian Constitution

(C) Error in factfinding

(C) French Constitution

(D) Abuse of authority

(D) Irish Constitution
8.

11. New Kashmir Manifesto of
National Conference in Kashmir
subsumes

Panchayet elections are held at the
expiry of every five years. Last
elections were held in Assam on :

(A) the peasants charter only

(A) 31 May, 2007
(B) 17 July, 2007

(B) the workers charter only

(C) 11 October, 2007

(C) the womens charter only

(D) 31 December, 2007

(D) All of them
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12. The concept of Legitimacy has
been discussed by Robert Dahl in
his book :

15. Political culture connotes
(A) commonly shared goals
(B) commonly accepted rules

(A) Power and Authority

(C) commonly shared emotional
attitude

(B) Authority and Good Governance
(C) Authority in a Good Society

(D) All of the above

(D) Authority and Legitimacy

16. Who among he following is
associated with the acronym
GANGPLANK

13. Post behavioural approach to the
study of comparative politics today :
(A) Shifted the importance from
the tools of investigation to
the pressing affects of the
society only ;

(A) J D Mooney
(B) A C Reiley
(C) F M Marx

(B) emphasised the relationship
between fact and value ;

(D) Henry Fayol

(C) rejected the conservatism of
behavioural approach ;

17. Under the Constitution of India
dispute regarding the election of
President of India is referred to

(D) All of the above.
14. Which one of the following is not
true regarding consensus-based
democracy embedded in Swiss
Constitution introduced in 2000 ?

(A) Chief Election Commissioner
(B) Supreme Court
(C) Parliament
(D) Attorney General

(A) it contains constitutional
mechanism enshrining the
highest majority possible (not
51 P.C) in legislative process ;

18. In India Audit and evidences are
completed by the Parliament with
the aid and assistance of its :

(B) if offers fair
chance of
safeguarding, not assimilation
of minority interest ;

(A) Public Estimates Committee
and the C & A G
(B) Public Undertaking Committee
and the C & A G

(C) it fosters division between
the majority and the minority
in the polity ;

(C) Public Accounts Committee
and the C & A G

(D) it extols and legitimizes the
policy through consensus
building.
PaperIII / POL

(D) Attorney General of India
and the C & A G
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22. Who among the following is the
founder of Bahujhan Samaj Party
(BSP) ?

19. What is the correct sequence of the
enactment of the Budget in India ?
(A) passing of Finance bill,
Appropriation bill, Voting of
demands for grants, general
discussion

(A) B. R. Ambedkar
(B) Kanshi Ram

(B) General discussion, Appropriation bill, Voting of
demands of grants, Finance bill

(C) Mayawati
(D) Sharad Yadav

(C) General discussion, Voting of
demands
for
grants,
Appropriation bill, Finance
bill

23. In Indian Parliament Lokpal Bill
fell through due to

(D) Finance bill, Voting of
demands for grants, General
discussion, Appropriation bill

(A) Alleged machinations
some political parties ;

20. In India an Election Commission
shall not be removed from office
except on the recommendation of

(B) Intrusion into state rights by
provisions of Lokpal Bill
(C) Lack of unanimity upon
P.M.O and CBIs inclusion
under Lokpal

(A) The President
(B) Chief Election Commissioner
(C) The Supreme Court

(D) All of the above

(D) Law Minister
21. In the framework of study for state
politics in India which of the
following ingredients need to be
properly considered ?

24. Genesis of Autonomy movements
in North East can be traced to :
(A) Relative deprivation

(A) Class analysis only

(B) Decentralization

(B) Ethnic Consciousness only

(C) Ideology of Integration to
Mainstream

(C) Gender discrimination and
inequality only

(D) All of the above

(D) All of the above
PaperIII / POL
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28. What is Source of scientific
management theory ?

25. Which one of the five principles of
Panchseel is not correct ?
(A) Mutual respect for each
others territorial integrity
and sovereignty

(A) best way of doing a thing
(B) Division of labour

(B) Mutual aggression

(C) Span of control

(C) Mutual non-interference in
each others internal affairs

(D) Mental Revolution

(D) Equality and Mutual benefits

29. Who among the following is the
author of the book titled Silent
Spring ?

26. The chief architects of dete n te were
(A) Richard Nixon and Jawaharlal
Nehru

(A) Ramachandra Guha
(B) Mahatma Gandhi

(B) Richard Nixon and Henry
Kissinger
(C) Henry
Kissinger
Brezhnev

(C) Rachel Carson

and
(D) Vandana Shiva

(D) Henry Kissinger and Ronald
Reagan

UN
Conference
on
30. The
Environment and Development
(UNCED) or Earth summit was
held in the year :

27. Liberalism emerged as the product
of the breakdown of :

(A) 1990

(A) Capitalism

(B) 1991

(B) Socialism
(C) Feudalism

(C) 1992

(D) Anarchism

(D) 1994
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31. Select correct answer from
statements given
below using
codes given as under :
a. Political Culture subsumes values
and standard of behaviour in a
given society ;
b. Political Culture is intertwined
with Administrative Culture ;
c. Violence and Intolerance in
political culture are antiethical to
democratic way of life ;
d. Consensus society is inimical to
democracy.
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
True True False True
(B)
True True True False
(C)
True False True False
(D)
False True True False

33. Select correct answer from
statements given
below using
codes given as under :
a. President appoints Governor of a
State in India ;
b. Governor is the Constitutional
head of a State in India ;
c. Governor is an agent of the
centre to act as watchdog in the
State ;
d. Appointment of Governor remains
as yet a tension area between
Centre and State in India.

32. Select correct answer from statements
given below using codes given :
a. Change
from
comparative
government to comparative politics
is not simply a semantic variation ;
b. Impact of behavioural approach on
the study of Government cannot be
undermined ;
c. The study of comparative politics is
relevant in understanding political
powers at work in various countries ;
d. Comparative politics is not
interrelated with the study of
International politics.
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
True True True False
(B)
True False False True
(C)
False True False True
(D)
True False False True

34. Select correct answer indicating
codes given below :
a. The President of India is an integral
component of the Indian Parliament
under article 75
b. Globalization simply the widening,
deepening, and speeding up of
worldwide interconnectedness is a
contentious issue in the study of
world politics
c. The chief architect of Non aligned
policy was Nasser of Egypt
d. Public administration need not be
based on public interest
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
False False True True
(B)
False True False False
(C)
True False True False
(D)
False True False True
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True
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True
(C)
False
(D)
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b
c
d
True True True
False False True
True True False
False False True
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35. Select
the
correct
answer
indicating the codes given below :
a. Development Administration was
conceived by U. L. Goswami as
an administrator in India ;
b. Development Administration was
direct contribution of Comparative
Administration Group in U.S.A
only ;
c. Development Administration is
distinctively different from General
Administration ;
d. Development Administration cannot
be insulated from Law and Order
administration.
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

True

True

(B)

True

False

True

True

(C)

False

True

True

False

(D)

True

True

False

True

37. Select
the
correct
answer
indicating the codes given below :
a.

Good government is not alternative
to Representative government ;

b.

Good governance is not antithetical
to Responsible government ;

c.

Representative government, not
unoften is degenerated into party
oligarchy ;

d.

Good
governance
demands
relationship between the rule and the
ruled along with responsiveness to
public demand.
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

False False

(B)

True

False

True

(C)

True

True

False False

(D)

True

True

True

False
True

38. Select the correct answer indicating
the codes given below :

36. Select correct answer indicating the
codes given below :
a. Politics is rightly described as
authoritative allocation of values
b. Politics is centred around who
gets what when and how
c. Politics has been described as the
last refuge of scoundrel
d. Politics is not related to good
governance

a.

Theories are systems of interrelated
concepts ;

b.

Models are tentative propositions
used for theory-building ;

c.

Concepts arise in examining a
phenomenon ;

d.

Concepts are always built around
consciousness alone.

Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

True

True

(A)

True

True

True

False

(B)

True

False False

True

(B)

True

True

True

True

(C)

True

True

True

False

(C)

True

True

False False

(D)

True

False False

True

(D)

True

False

True
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41. Select the correct answer from the
following statements using codes
given below :
a. Communist Manifesto is the
manifesto of the Proletarian
revolution ;
b. Communist Party is organised on the
principle of democratic centralism ;
c. Marxism needs reworking in the
context of present day developments
throughout the world ;
d. Marx is an empty prophet.

39. Select
the
correct
answer
indicating the codes given below :
a.

Woodrow Wilson first systematically
conceptualized Public Administration
in 1887

b.

POSDCORB was coined by M. P.
Follett

c.

Public Administration has acquired
new characteristics in the context
of liberalization

d.

Woodrow Wilson did not refer
Public Administration as a science
Codes : a
(A)
True
(B)
True
(C)
False
(D)
False

Codes : a
(A)
True
(B)
False
(C)
True
(D)
True

b
c
d
False True False
True False True
True True True
False True False

42. Select the correct answer from the
following statements using codes
given below :
a. In the system of Local government
the principles of democracy are
upheld ;
b. Decentralisation and devolution of
powers are contradictory to each
other ;
c. Deconcentration
presupposes
centralisation of powers and
authority ;
d. Democratic decentralization is the
basis of Local Self Government.

40. Select correct answer indicating the
codes given below :
a.

Vox populi
characteristic
Government ;

b.

Leadership is essential for the success
of Representative Government ;

c.

Referendum and Recall are
advocated for assertion of peoples
right in the government ;

d.

Innovative government serves better
Peoples Cause in 21st century.

is the important
of Representative

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

False

True

(B)

True

True

True

False

(C)

False

True

True

False

(D)

True

False

True

False
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b
c
d
True True False
False True True
True False False
False False True

Codes : a
(A)
False
(B)
True
(C)
False
(D)
True
9

b
True
True
True
True

c
d
True True
False False
True False
True False
P.T.O.

45. Select the correct answer from the
following statements using codes
as given below :
a. The rise of ethnic movements in
India is attributed to development
deficit in different regions ;
b. Globalization has been held
responsible for the rise of ethnicity ;
c. Globalization recognises trade
without tariff among the countries ;
d. Ethnicity is an offshoot of the trends
of Global politics.

43. Select the correct answer from the
following statements using codes
given below :
a. Multiparty system is the offspring
of conflict of interests in Indian
society ;
b. Rise of backward and dalits has been
reflected in multiparty system ;
c. Political decision making in India
suffers due to the phenomenon of
economic crisis throughout the
world ;
d. Disadvantages of coalition politics is
clearly visible in Indian politics and
government today.
Codes : a
(A)
True
(B)
False
(C)
False
(D)
True

Codes : a
(A)
False
(B)
True
(C)
False
(D)
True

b
c
d
True False True
True True False
False True True
False False True

46. Match List-I with List-II and select
the correct answer from the codes
given below :

44. Select the correct answer from the
following statements using codes as
given below :
a. E-governance is important for the
sake of good governance ;
b. E-governance envisages programmed
and computer related work to ensure
speedy disposal of
public
grievances ;
c. As a bulwork against corruption in
the Administration E-governance
is essential ;
d. E- governance has been introduced
at the grassroot level of the
Administration in Kerala.
Codes : a
(A)
True
(B)
False
(C)
True
(D)
False
PaperIII / POL

b
c
d
True True False
True False False
False True True
False False True

List-I
(Author)

List-II
(Books)

a. A Lawrence Lowell 1. The Process of
Government
b. Graham Wallas
2. New Aspects
of Politics
c. Bentley
3. Essays on
Government
d. Merriam
4. Human Nature in
Politics
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

b
c
d
False True False
True False True
False True False
False True True
10

a
1
2
3
3

b
2
3
4
2

c
3
1
1
1

d
4
4
2
4

49. Match List-I with List-II and select
the correct answer by using the
codes given below :

47. Match List-I with List-II and select
using the codes given below :
List-I (Writer)
a. Harold Laswell
b. J. S. Mill
c. Albert Vince
Dicey
d. Samuel Finer
Codes : a
(A)
2
(B)
3
(C)
2
(D)
4

List-II (Thinker)
1. Political
Philosopher
2. System Theorist
3. Historian of
Government
4. Constitutional theorist
b
c
d
1
4
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
3
2
1

List-I (Thinker)
a. Karl Marx
b. Jeremy Bentham

c. John Rawls

d. Robert Zick

48. Match List-I with List-II using the
codes given below :
List-I (Statements) List-I (Thinkers)
a. Modern state is an 1. B. R.
instrument of class
Ambedkar
exploitation
b. Political democracy 2. John Locke
could not be
sustained on the
base of social
inequality
c. People are entitled 3. J. S. Mill
to own as property
whatever they produce
by their own labour
and initiative
d. Individual liberty
4. Karl Marx
must be protected
from the interference
of state and society
Codes : a
b
c
d
(A)
4
1
2
3
(B)
2
1
3
4
(C)
3
4
2
1
(D)
4
2
3
1
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Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

a
1
2
1
2

b
3
4
4
3

List-II (Idea)
1. Justice as
fairness
2. From each
according to
his ability to
each according
to his needs
3. Justice as net
aggregate
satisfaction
4. From each as
they choose to
each as they are
chosen
c
d
2
4
1
3
2
3
1
4

50. Match List-I with List-II and select
the correct answer by using the
codes given below :
List-I (Authors)
a. J. L. Nehru

1.

b. Pranab Bardhan 2.
c. S. P. Huntington 3.
d. Mahatma Gandhi 4.
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
11

a
2
1
4
3

b
4
2
1
2

List-II (Books)
The Clash of
Civilization
Discovery of India
Hind Swaraj
Political Economy of
Development in India
c
d
1
3
3
4
2
3
4
1
P.T.O.

51. Match List-I with List-II and select
the correct answer using the codes
given below :
List-I
(Concept)
a. Soft State
b. Communication
c. Civic Culture
d. Behaviouralism
Codes : a
(A)
4
(B)
2
(C)
4
(D)
2

b
3
3
1
1

53. Match List-I with List-II and select
the correct answer from the codes
given below :
List-I
List-II
(Authors)
(Ideas)

List-II
(Proponents)
1. Sydey Verba
2. Heinz Eulan
3. Karl Deutch
4. Gunnar Myrdal
c
d
1
2
1
4
3
2
3
4

52. Match List-I with List-II and select
the correct answer from the codes
given below :
List-I
(Thinkers)
a. A Lawrence
Lowell

List-II
(Ideas)
1. Emperical studies
of voting behaviour

3. Socio-psychological
foundations of
political behaviour

d. Charles
Merriam

4. Application of
statistical technique to
politics
b
c
d

Codes :

a

(A)

1

3

4

2

(B)

2

4

3

1

(C)

4

2

1

3

(D)

4

3

1

2
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1. Liberal Theory
of Development

b. Karl Marx

2. Theory of
Negative Liberty

c. John Rawls

3. Theory of
Alienation

d. Sami Amin
Codes : a
(A)
1
(B)
1
(C)
3
(D)
1

4. Dependency theory
b
c
d
3
2
4
3
4
2
1
2
4
2
4
3

54. Match List-I with List-II and select
the correct answer from the codes
given below :
List-I
List-II
(Authors)
(Concepts)
a. Woodrow Wilson 1. POSDCORB view

b. Graham Wallas 2. Cooperative research
and Collaborative
effort
c. Franklin
Giddings

a. Lucian Pye

12

b. Ellton Mayo

2. Scientific
Management theory

c. Luther Gullick

3. Public
administration is
a science

d. Taylor
Codes :
(A)
(B)

a
3
2

4. Human Relations
theory
b
c
d
2
4
1
4
1
3

(C)
(D)

3
2

4
1

1
3

2
4

55. Match List-I with List-II and select
the correct answer from the codes
given below :
List-I

the correct answer from the codes
given below :

List-II

a. Arunachal Pradesh

1. 22nd State

b. Goa

2. 23rd State

c. Mizoram

3. 24th State

d. Sikkim

4. 25th State

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

57. Match List-I with List-II and select

a
1
3
2
4

b
3
4
1
3

c
4
2
4
1

List-I
(Provisions in Indian

List-II
(Seats)

a. Andhra Pradesh

1. 13

b. Assam

2. 42

c. Punjab

3. 42

d. West Bengal

4. 14

a.

Fundamental

1. UK

Rights

d
2
1
3
2

b. Parliamentary

2. USA

System
c.

Emergency

3.

Ireland

provisions
d. Directive

4. Germany

principles
of states
policy

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

2

4

1

3

(B)

1

3

4

2

(C)

2

4

3

1

(D)

2

3

1

4
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(Sources)

Constitution)

56. Match List-I with List-II and select
the correct answer from the codes
given below :
List-I
(State)

List-II

13

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

2

4

3

1

(B)

2

1

3

4

(C)

2

1

4

3

(D)

1

2

4

3
P.T.O.

58. Match List-I with List-II and select
the correct answer from the codes
given below :
List-I
(Provision)

60. Match List-I with List-II and select
the correct answer from the codes
given below :
List-I

List-II
(Article)

List-II

a. Rule of double jeopardy 1. Article 275

a. Grants-in-aid

1. Article 110

b. Right to travel abroad

2. Article 23

b. Money Bill

2. Article 275

c. Prohibition of beggar

3. Article 20

d. Grants-in-aid

4. Article 19

c. Financial Emergency 3. Article 369
d. Presidents rule
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

a
1
2
4
2

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

4. Article 356
b
2
1
3
4

c
3
3
2
3

d
4
4
1
1

List-II
(Authors)

a. Politics among the
Nations

1. Karl Deutsch

b. Nationalism and
2. I. Wallerstein
Social Communication
c. Capitalist World
Economy

3. E. H. Carr

d. What is History

4. Hans
Morgentham

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

a
4
3
4
4
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b
2
2
1
1

c
3
1
3
2

b
2
4
4
2

c
3
2
1
4

d
4
1
2
3

61. Following are two statements-one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Read the statements
and choose the correct answer
from the codes below :
Assertion
(Ass)
:
73rd
Constitutional Amendment Act
provides for Metropolitan Planning
Committee to propose a draft
development plan for the area ;
Reason (R) : Metropolitan area
means area having a population of
10 lakhs or more, districts and
consisting of two or more
municipalities or panchayats or
other contiguous areas
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is false
(D) Ass is false but R is true

59. Match List-I with List-II and select
the correct answer from the codes
given below :
List-I
(Books)

a
1
3
3
1

d
1
4
2
3
14

62. Following are two statements
one Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Read the two
statements and choose the correct
answer from the codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : The decision
theory is an outgrowth of the
theory of Consumers choice.
Reason (R) : The decision theory
has arisen out of such economic
considerations as marginal utility
and utility maximisation.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is false
(D) Ass is false but R is true

64. Following are two statements
one Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Read the statements
and choose the correct answer
from the codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : The Constitution
of India is quasi federal.
Reason (R) : NCTC and Lok
Ayukta etc infringe upon state
rights in Indian Federation.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is false
(D) Ass is false but R is true

63. Following are two statements
one Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Read the statements
and choose the correct answer
from the codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : The existence of two
important functionaries at the district
level, namely the Chairman of Zilla
Parishad and the District Collector has
resulted in conflict of authority.
Reason (R) : There is division of
functions between the Chairman, Zilla
Parishad and the District Collector.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is false
(D) Ass is false but R is true

65. Following are two statements  one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Read the statements and
choose the correct answer from the
codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Strong party
system is inevitable for solidarity
and efficient management of
government in a democratic country.
Reason (R) : Political Parties are
the means by which citizens get an
opportunity to choose their rulers.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is wrong
(D) Ass is wrong but R is true
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68. Following are two statements  one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Read the statements and
choose the correct answer from the
codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Chester Barnard
defines organisation as a system
of
consciously
co-ordinated
activities of two or more persons.
Reason (R) : Chester Barnard
does not agree with the traditional
concept
of
authority
and
introduces acceptance as the
basis of his theory of authority.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is wrong
(D) Ass is wrong but R is true

66. Following are two statements  one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Read the statements and
choose the correct answer from the
codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : The Central
Vigilance Commission (CVC) was
set up in 1964 to act as the
watchdog organisation to check
corruption and promote integrity in
the Government of India.
Reason
(R) :
Administrative
corruption became a public
concern for the first time during
the Second World War.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is wrong
(D) Ass is wrong but R is true

69. Following are two statements  one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Read the statements and
choose the correct answer from the
codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Government
provides various types of training
for its employees.
Reason (R) : Training enhances the
efficiency
of
employees
by
improving their knowledge and skill.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is wrong
(D) Ass is wrong but R is true

67. Following are two statements  one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Read the statements and
choose the correct answer from the
codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Taylors Scientific
Management became something of a
movement.
Reason (R) : Authority is accepted
as legitimate by the ruled.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is wrong
(D) Ass is wrong but R is true
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72. Following are two statements  one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Read the statements and
choose the correct answer from the
codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Realization of
social equity should be the purpose
of public administration.
Reason (R) : Public administration
should become champions of the
unprivileged sections of the society.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is wrong
(D) Ass is wrong but R is true

70. Following are two statements  one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Read the statements and
choose the correct answer from the
codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Restrictions on
political activities of public
employees are in their own
interests.
Reason (R) : Neutrality of civil
servants ensures that all of them
are treated alike.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is wrong
(D) Ass is wrong but R is true
71. Following are two statements  one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Read the statements and
choose the correct answer from the
codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : The rise of civil
servants and government officials
from the ranks of the backward
and scheduled castes is also an
antidote to the power of
Brahminical ecelesiastism.
Reason (R) : For the success of a
democratic political system it is
essential to experience a sense of
identity  Consciousness with the
inhabitants of the country.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is wrong
(D) Ass is wrong but R is true
PaperIII / POL

73. Following are two statements  one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Read the statements and
choose the correct answer from the
codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Directive
principles are fundamental to the
governance of the country
Reason (R) : Directive principles
are enforceable in the court of law
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is wrong
(D) Ass is wrong but R is true
17
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74. Following are two statements  one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Read the statements and
choose the correct answer from the
codes below :

75. Following are two statements  one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Read the statements and
choose the correct answer from the
codes below :

Assertion (Ass) : In developing
countries bureaucracy plays a
dominant role

Assertion (Ass) : The focus of
Taylorism was narrow
Reason (R) : It concentrated on
the shop floor of the organisation

Reason (R) : Max Weber brought
out the merits of bureaucratic
system

Codes :

Codes :

(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass

(A) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass

(B) Both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass

(C) Ass is true but R is wrong

(C) Ass is true but R is wrong

(D) Ass is wrong but R is true

(D) Ass is wrong but R is true
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1.

4.

ËF] ¤F]∏Fﬁk PŒFÊFFaòF‹F <
ºWÊFFWN‹Fk ∑FUPμF —FºFPŒF PÊFòFÇeÅ¤FWó

List-I

List-II

(B) ‡ΩO

a. °FYP¤FŒFU ËFFäFF

i. KÅçFhÊFWºO

b. ¤FY∑FF‹FμFU ËFFäFF

ii. ıFF¤FÊFWºO

(C) PÊFμF]O

c. ËFFYŒFÇÅ ËFFäFF

iii. EªFÊFaÊFWºO

(D) GŒΩO

d. ¤FFμ∞[ÇÅF‹FŒFU ËFFäFF

iv. Ç_ÅμF‹F°F]ÊFWaºO

(A) ÊF‡μFO

2.

(A) FFW∞ËFòFa¤Fh

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

(B) ºËFòFa¤Fh

5.

KÅÇh Å ıFk P ˘∂FF‹FFO “ªF¤F¤Fμ∞·Fı‹F “ªF¤F¤Fh
EPçŒFıF[Ö ¤Fh EPı∂F

(C) ıF—∂FòFa¤Fh

a
iv
iii
ii
ii

b
ii
iv
i
iv

c
i
ii
iii
iii

List-II
i. òF∂ÊFFPﬁkËFºh EÕ‹FF‹FFO

a. EªFÊFaÊFWºW

ËF] ¤F]∏Fﬁk PŒFÊFFaòF‹F <

b. ŸF_˘ºFﬁμ‹FÇÅFW—FPŒFFPº ii. EÒFY —FP¶òFÇÅFO

¤F_òöÇÅP©ÇÅı‹F ËFÇÅFﬁı‹F “Ç_Å∂Fk ŒFF¤FFPı∂F <

c. JW∂FﬁW‹FŸFeF˘¤FμFW

(A) ¤FY∑FW‹FO

d. ÊFF°FıFŒFWP‹FıFkP˘∂FF‹FF¤Fh iv. F∞h EÕ‹FF‹FFO
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

(B) Ë‹FF·FÇÅO
(C) ıFkıªFFŒFÇÅO
(D) ÊFıFŒ∂FÇÅO
PaperII / SANS
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d
iii
i
iv
i

Match List I with List II and select
the correct code given below :
List-I

(D) ŒFÊFòFa¤Fh
3.

Match List I with List II and find
out the correct code :

a
iii
iii
iv
ii

iii. PÊFkËFP∂FO ÇÅFμ∞FPŒF
b
iv
i
iii
i

c
ii
iv
ii
iii

d
i
ii
i
iv

6.

8.

Match List I with List II and find
out the correct code :

Match List I with List II and select
the correct code given below :
List-I

List-II

List-I

List-II

a. ŸFe¸μFı—FP∂FO

i. H‡ÇeÅ¤FO

a. EªFÊFaÊFWºU‹FÍFFY∂FıF[∑F¤Fh

i. °FYP¤FŒFU‹F¤Fh

b. PÊFμF]O

ii. ıFFW¤FO

b. ıFF¤FÊFWºU‹FŸFeF¸μF¤Fh

ii. ÇÅF∂‹FF‹FŒF¤Fh

c. —FÊF¤FFŒFO

iii. EPçŒFO

c. Ç_ÅμF‹F°F]ÊFWaºU‹FçF_˛ıF[∑F¤Fh

iii. ÊFY∂FFŒF¤Fh

d. —FFÊFÇÅO

iv. ŸF_˘ı—FP∂FO

d. ËF]É·F‹F°F]ÊFWaºU‹FÍFFY∂FıF[∑F¤Fh

iv. EF—Fı∂F¤ŸF¤Fh

Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

iii

ii

iv

(A)

ii

iii

iv

i

(B)

iv

ii

iii

ii

(B)

ii

i

iii

iv

(C)

iv

i

ii

iii

(C)

iii

ii

iv

i

(D)

ii

i

iii

iv

(D)

iii

i

iv

ii

7.

9.

Match List I with List II and find
out the correct code :
List-I

List-II

a. öFŒºFWç‹FŸFeF¸μF¤Fh

i. ÇÅFYFU∂FÇÅUH—FPŒFFºh

c. ∂FY∏FUPﬁ‹FFﬁμ‹FÇÅ¤Fh

iii. ¤FŒ∑FŸFeF¸μF¤Fh

d. ∂FFμ∞‹F¤F˘FŸFeF¸μF¤Fh

iv. ¤F˘FŒFFﬁF‹FμFFW—FPŒFFºh

a.

∂FFμ∞›¤F˘FŸFeF¸μFı‹FF—Fﬁk ŒFF¤FFPı∂F —F∞hPÊFkËFŸFeF¸μF¤Fhó

b.

EªFÊFaÊFWºıFFÊFa·FFYPÇÅÇÅÇÅF‹FaPıF ‹FW “ÊF∏FaW∂Fó

c.

b. ËFFë~ä‹FF‹FŒFFﬁμ‹FÇÅ¤Fh ii. “FY≥sŸFeF¸μF¤Fh

Find out the true statement using
codes below :

d.

PÊFËÊFFP¤F∑FŒFºUıFkÊFFºW ıFﬁıÊF∂‹FF PÊFËÊFFP¤F∑Fı‹F
ÇÅªFFW—FÇÅªFŒFk ÍF[‹F∂FWó
¤FFW á F¤F[ · Fﬁ¤F∂FW Œ F Ga O —F[ O 1200 ËF∂FFŸºU
KÅÇhÅıFkP˘∂FF‹FFO ÇÅF·FO ı‹FF∂Fhó

Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

a

b

(A)

i

iii

iv

ii

(A)

False

True

False True

(B)

iii

i

iv

ii

(B)

False

True

True False

(C)

iii

i

ii

iv

(C)

True

True

False False

(D)

ii

iv

iii

i

(D)

True

False

False True
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10. Find out the true statement using
codes below :

12. Select the correct statement using
codes below :

a.

EFPº∂‹FWF] ÊF‡μF JÇÅ∂F¤FFWNPı∂Fó

a.

b.

ÇÅPμFÚ·FÇÅ*ıFkP˘∂FF ıFF¤FÊFWºU‹FF ⁄FÊFP∂Fó

c.

‹F¤F‹F¤FUıF[É∂FW ‹F¤FWŒFıF˘ ‹F⁄‹FFO PÊFÊFF˘FW ÊFPμFa∂FOó

d.

ËF]É·F‹F°F]OıFkP˘∂FF‹FFk FFW∞sËFWNÕ‹FF‹FW ‡ΩO ı∂F[‹F∂FWó

Codes :

a

b

c

(A)

True

False

False True

(B)

False

True

False True

(C)

False

True

True False

(D)

True

False

True False

b.

PÊFμF]O “F‹FËFO HﬂçFF‹FO GP∂F ı∂F[‹F∂FWó

c.

ËFFYŒFÇÅËFFäFF ıFF¤FÊFWºU‹FF ËFFäFFNPı∂Fó

d.

d

b.
c.
d.

a

b

KÅçFhÊFWºU‹Fk —F]‡FıF[Ö k FFW∞ËFòFa¤Fh EPı∂Fó
ËF∂F—FªFŸFeF¸μFı‹F EÒ¤FÇÅFμ∞W ﬁF°FıF[‹F‹FFçFı‹F
ÊFμFaŒFk ıF¤FF‹F]∂F¤FPı∂Fó

(A)

True

True

False False

(B)

False

True

False True

(C)

True

False

False False

(D)

False

True

True True

b

(A)

False

True

(B)

False

(C)
(D)

c

d

a.

—F]ﬁFWﬁÊFFWÊFaËFU‹FıF[Ö ¤Fh KÅçFhÊFWºı‹F ŒFÊF¤F¤Fμ∞·Fı‹FFŒ∂FçFa∂F¤FPı∂Fó

b.

⁄F[P¤FıF[Ö ¤Fh EªFÊFaÊFWºı‹FFŒ∂FçFa∂F¤FPı∂Fó

c.

F∞hPÊFkËFŸFeF¸μFk Ç_ÅμF‹F°F]ÊFWºa ı‹F ŸFeF¸μFçFeŒªFFWNPı∂Fó

d.

∂F∏ÊF¤FPıF GP∂F ¤F˘FÊFFÉ‹Fk ŸF_˘ºFﬁμ‹FÇÅFW—FPŒFFPº
ÍF[‹F∂FWó
a

c

13. Select the correct statement using
codes below :

ıFkÊFı∂Fﬁk ËFËF‹FFŒFF ŸFeF¸μFF ÊFe∂FòFFPﬁμFO GP∂F
KÅçFhÊFWºU‹FF ¤Fμ∞[ÇÅı∂F]P∂FﬁPı∂Fó

Codes :

∂FWŒF ∂‹FÖ WŒF ⁄F]¶°FUªFF ¤FF çF_ÕFO ÇÅı‹F PıÊFºhÕFŒF¤Fh
GP∂F ÇÅ*FW—FPŒFFPº EF¤ŒFF‹F∂FWó

Codes :

11. Select the true statement using
codes below :
a.

ﬁF°FŒŒF¤FÕÊFﬁFμFFk çFFW—FF¤F_∂Fı‹F ºUPºPÊF¤Fh GP∂F
KÅçFhÊFWºı‹F EPçŒFı∂F]PŒFﬁPı∂Fó

d

JW∂FﬁW‹FFﬁμ‹FÇÅı‹F “ªF¤FW EFﬁμ‹FÇWÅ ¤F˘FÊFe∂Fı‹F
ÊFμFaŒF¤FPı∂Fó

Codes :

a

b

True False

(A)

True

False

True False

False

True False

(B)

False

True

False True

True

True

False False

(C)

False

True

True False

True

False

False False

(D)

True

True

False True
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14. There are two statements  one
Assertion (Ass) and the other
Reason (R). Select the correct
answer from the following by
using code given below :

16. Select the correct answer from the
following by using code given
below :

Assertion (Ass) : ıFF¤FÊFWºU‹FF H—FPŒFFºh

ıF—∂F¤F¤Fμ∞·F—F‹FaŒ∂Fk ÊFkËF¤Fμ∞·F¤Fh GP∂F ÇÅª‹F∂FWó
Reason (R) : J∂FWŸF] F©hıF] ¤Fμ∞·FWF]
PŸFP⁄FŒŒFFŒFFk ﬁF£FFk ÊFkËFFO ÊFμ‹FaŒ∂FW GP∂F Ç_Å∂ÊFF
Eı‹F ŒFF¤F ÊFkËF¤Fμ∞·F¤Fh GP∂Fó

Assertion (Ass) : KÅçFhÊFWºı‹F P¬∂FU‹F¤Fμ∞·FFºﬁ⁄‹F

‹FªFFªFaıFkËFÇÅF ÇWÅŒFFW—FPŒFFºh ŒFF¤Fó
Reason (R) : ÇWÅŒFWPF∂Fk GP∂F ıÊFÇÅU‹F
“FﬁP¤⁄FÇÅ—Fºı‹FFŒF]ıFFﬁWμFYÊF ∂Fı‹FFO H—FPŒFFºO
ŒFF¤F ÇWÅŒFFW—FPŒFFºh GP∂F PŒF—FŒŒF¤Fhó

Codes :

(A) Both Ass and R are false

Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are false
(B) Ass is true but R is false
(C) Both Ass and R are correct
and R is the apt explanation
(D) Ass is true but R is not the
correct explanation of the Ass

(B) Ass is true but R is not the
correct explanation of the Ass.
(C) Ass is true but R is false
(D) Both Ass and R are correct
and R is the apt explanation
17. Which one of the following is not
correct ?

15. Find out the correct statement
using codes below :

(A) There are seven Pod~rthas in
VaiÑes. ika system.
.
(B) S~ m khya accepts four
pram~n.as.

Assertion (Ass) : ﬁ˘PıF ·FFWÇÅF·F‹FFºh º[ﬁW

Eﬁμ‹FWNÕFU‹F¤FFŒF∂ÊFF∂Fh EFﬁμ‹FÇÅFŒFF¤Fh ﬁ˘ı‹FŸFeF¸μFP¤FP∂F
ŒFF¤F ıF¤—FŒŒF¤Fhó
Reason (R) : ‹Fı¤FFºFﬁμ‹FÇÅk ‹F£Fı‹F çF[≥sﬁ˘ı‹Fk
PÊFòFFﬁ‹FP∂F ∂FªFF ÇÅ¤FaÇÅFμ∞ı‹F EFÕ‹FFP∂¤FÇÅÊ‹FFä‹FFk
“ı∂FFYP∂F ∂Fı¤FFºh EFﬁμ‹FÇÅı‹FF—Fﬁk ŒFF¤FFPı∂F
ﬁ˘ı‹FŸFeF¸μF¤Fhó

(C) Vacaspati MiÑra is the author
of Bh~mati.
(D) Ny~ya advocates the theory of
Paratah.pr~m~n.ya.

Codes :

18. EÕFı∂FŒFWF] ıF∂‹FÊFòFŒFk PŒFÊFFaòF‹F <

(A) Ass is not correct, the R is
also not correct
(B) Ass is correct, the R is not
correct
(C) Ass is not correct, the R is
correct
(D) Ass is correct, the R is
correct
PaperII / SANS

(A) “F⁄FFÇÅﬁ¤FU¤FFkıFF‹FF¤FFﬁ¤⁄FÊFFºO

ıÊFUPÇeÅ‹F∂FWó
(B) ÊFYËFWPFÇÅŒF‹FW PÊFÊF∂FaÊFFºO ıF]“PıF Oó
(C) ⁄FF©h©¤FU¤FFkıFÇÅFO EªFaFÕ‹FF˘Fﬁk ıÊFUÇ]ÅÊk FaPŒ∂Fó
(D) ÊFWºFŒ∂FºËFaŒFıF¤¤F∂FF EPŒFÊFaòFŒFU‹Fä‹FFP∂FO

ıF]“PıF Fó
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19. Find out the correct match from the

21. Select
code :

following Lists by using code :
List-I

the true statement using

List-II

a.

According to Ved~ntas~ra jiva is not
identical with Brahman.

b.

}k~Ñ a etc. are produced from
ajñ~na possessing tamogun.a.

c.

LingaÑ arira is constituted of
seventeen avayavas.

d.

Jivanmukta is one who is liberated
while living.

a.

Ê‹FFıF

i.

ŒFYFÕF-òFPﬁ∂F

b.

¤FFêF

ii.

PËFËF]—FF·FÊFÕF

c.

ÍFU˘Fa

iii.

ﬁF¤FF‹FμF

d.

ÊFF·¤FUPÇÅ

iv.

¤F˘F⁄FFﬁ∂F

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

Codes :

a

b

(B)

iii

ii

iv

i

(A)

False

True

False True

(C)

ii

iv

iii

i

(B)

True

False

True False

(D)

iv

ii

i

iii

(C)

False

True

True True

(D)

False

False

False True

20. Select

the true statement using

c

d

22. ËF] ¤F]∏Fﬁk PŒFÊFFaòF‹F <

codes :
According to Ved~ntas~ra ajñ~na is
anirvacaniya.

¤FWêFº[∂FP¤FP∂F äFμ∞ÇÅFÊ‹Fk PÊFﬁPòF∂F¤FPı∂F <

b.

Ajñ~na is constituted of three gun.as.

(B) ÊFıFŒ∂FP∂F·FÇWÅŒF

c.

There are two types of ajñ~na-

(C) ¤FFP·FŒ‹FF

a.

(A) ¤FŒºFÇeÅFŒ∂F‹FF

samas. t. i and vyas.t. i.
d.

(D) ÊFkËFıªFPÊF·FWŒF

Ajñ~na has three powers.

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

False True

(B)

True

False

True False

(C)

True

True

True False

(D)

False

False

True False

PaperII / SANS

23. ËF] ¤F]∏Fﬁk PŒFÊFFaòF‹F <

ŒFF©›ÊFı∂F]ŒFO —F[ÊFa k ﬁçFkPÊFÕŒFFW—FËFFŒ∂F‹FW Ç]ÅËFU·FÊFFO
‹F∂Fh “Ç]ÅÊFaPŒ∂F ∂F¤F]ò‹F∂FW <
(A) HºhÕFF∂‹FÇÅO
(B) —F[ÊFaﬁkçFO
(C) ıªFF—FÇÅO
(D) EkÇÅFÊF∂FFﬁO
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24. ıFkıÇ_Å∂F“F‹FFW ÊFFçFhÊ‹FF—FFﬁFW ŒF©FÍF‹FO<

28. ËF] ¤F]∏Fﬁk PŒFÊFFaòF‹F <

(A) ⁄FFﬁ∂FUÊF_P∏FO

ÇÅﬂμFﬁıFO ¤F]ä‹FﬁıF‡—FWμF PÊF√∂FW ∂F∑F <
(A) “ÇÅﬁμFW
(B) ŒFFP©ÇÅF‹FF¤Fh
(C) ⁄FFμFW
(D) EíW~

(B) ıFF∂ÊF∂FUÊF_P∏FO
(C) ÇÅFYPËFÇÅUÊF_P∏FO
(D) EFﬁ⁄F©UÊF_P∏FO

29. Match List I with
code :
List-I
a. ¤F_òöÇÅP©ÇÅ¤Fh
b. EP⁄F£FFŒFËFÇ]ÅŒ∂F·F¤Fh
c. ﬁŒ∂FFÊF·FU
d. ÊFWμFUıFk˘FﬁO
Codes :
a
b
(A)
ii
i
(B)
i
iii
(C)
iv
iii
(D)
iii
iv

25. ËF] ¤F]∏Fﬁk PŒFÊFFaòF‹F <

EP⁄F£FFŒFËFFÇ]ÅŒ∂F·Fı‹F ⁄Fﬁ∂FÊFFÉ‹F¤FPı∂F <
(A) EÇ_Å—FμF¤F‡ÊFÍFFŒ∂Fk °FUÊ‹FF°°F∂FO

—F]‡FF‹F]F¤Fhó
(B) “ÊF∂Fa∂FFk “Ç_ÅP∂FP˘∂FF‹F —FFPªFaÊFO ıFﬁıÊF∂FU

ÍF]∂F¤F˘∂FFk ¤F˘U‹F∂FF¤Fhó
(C) G¤FFk ıFFçFﬁ—F‹FaŒ∂FFk P˘¤FÊFºhPÊFŒÕ‹FÇ]Åμ∞·FF¤Fh

¤F˘U¤FWÇÅF∂F—F∑FFkÇÅF¤Fhó
(D) ÊFFﬁF˘U¤FF∂¤F‹FFWŒFWı∂FŒF]¤F∂FŒF]ÊF·FF¤FFPıªF∂FıªFFŒF]‡—FF¤Fhó
26. ËF] ¤F]∏Fﬁk PòFŒF]∂F <

List-II
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

⁄FU¤FıFWŒFO
ÊF∂FhıFﬁF°FO
òFFﬂº∏FO
º]‹FŒ∂FO
c
iv
ii
i
ii

d
iii
iv
ii
i

30. Match List I with List II by using
code :
List-I
List-II
i. J∂FW Ç]ÅŒ∂FFO
a. ‡P≥¤F[·FF H—FFºFŒF·FáFμFF

ŒFYFÕFòFPﬁ∂FW ıFçFaıFkä‹FFPı∂F <
(A) JÇÅFºËF
(B) PÊFkËFP∂FO

ıFFÕ‹FÊFıFFŒFF çFFWμFU
“PÊFËFPŒ∂F
b. “‹FFW°FŒF¤F[·FF ·FáFμF·FáFμFF ii. ﬁF°FF çFFY∞WŒΩk
ıFFÕ‹FÊFıFFŒFF ËF] F
ÇÅμ©ÇkÅ
ËFFWÕF‹FP∂F
c. ‡P≥¤F[·FF ·FáFμF·FáFμFF
iii. EF‹F]êF_a∂F¤Fh
ıFFﬁFW—FF çFFWμFU
d. “‹FFW°FŒF¤F[·FF H—FFºFŒF·FáFμFF iv. ∂FY·FFPŒF ˘W¤FŒ∂FW
ıFFﬁFW—FF ËF] F
ıF]äFFPŒF

(C) ¬FºËFO
(D) ¬FPÊFkËFP∂FO
27. ËF] ¤F]∏Fﬁk PŒFÊFFaòF‹F <

¤FºPŒFÇWÅP∂F ŒFFﬁU PŸF ∂FW ∂F∑F <
(A) ÊFWμFUıFk˘FﬁW

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

(B) ﬁ∂ŒFFÊF·‹FF¤Fh
(C) ¤F_òöÇÅP©ÇWÅ
(D) º[∂FÊFFÉ‹FW
PaperII / SANS
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a
iii
iv
iv
iii

b
iv
iii
i
ii

c
ii
ii
iii
iv

d
i
i
ii
i

P.T.O.

33. Find out the true statement by using
code

31. Match List I with List II by using
code :
List-I

List-II

i.

a. ˘FaòFPﬁ∂F¤Fh

i. EFŒFŒºÊFÕFaŒFO

b. ¤F]ΩFﬁFáFıFO

ii. ÊFFμF⁄F™O

c. PËFËF]—FF·FÊFÕF¤Fh

iii. PÊFËFFäFº∏FO

d. ÕÊFŒ‹FF·FFWÇÅO

iv. ¤FFÕFO

ii.
iii.

EF·FkÇÅFPﬁÇÅ¤F∂FW °FF∂FFY çF]μFΩÊ‹FPÇeÅ‹FFıF] òF ıFkÇÅW ∂FFW
çF_˛∂FWó
iÕÊFPŒFﬁF∂¤FF ÇÅFÊ‹Fı‹Fj GP∂F ÊFFçFh⁄F©FòFF‹Faı‹F
ÇÅFÊ‹F·FáFμF¤Fhó
⁄FFμFı‹F ÊF_∏FFŒ∂Fk ıF]“PıF k ⁄FÊFW∂Fhó

Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

i

ii

iii

(A)

iv

iii

i

ii

(A)

True

False

True

(B)

ii

i

iv

iii

(B)

False

True

False

(C)

ii

iii

iv

i

(C)

True

False

False

(D)

iii

iv

ii

i

(D)

False

True

True

32. Find out the true statements by
using code
i.
ii.
iii.

34. Match the List-I with List-II and
select the correct code given below :
List-I

‹F∑F ıFŒÕFFY ŒFFŒFFªFaﬁıFıF¤⁄FÊFF ÊFU°FıF¤F]∂Fh—FP∏FO
“Fﬁ¤⁄FWŒF ıF¤FF‹F]É∂FF ıFF çF⁄FaıFPŒÕFO

List-II

.
Ðr. ng~raprak~Ña
b. Bhat. t. an~r~yan.a ii. J~nakiharan.a

‹FªFF‹FªFk PÊF“ÇÅUμFFa ÊFU°FÊFŒ∂FFW ¤F]äFF√ªFaFF ‹F∑F
JÇÅFªFa¤F]—FŒFU‹FŒ∂FW ıFF çF⁄FaıFPŒÕFOó
“FçF]ºhP⁄FŒŒFı‹F PÇÅ¶òFŒF ◊Å·F“ÕFFŒFFW—FF‹Fı‹F ‹F∑F
ÊFFﬁkÊFFﬁk ˘dFıFFŒÊFWFμF ÊFFŒFh ıF¤F]ºh⁄FWºFW ⁄FÊFP∂F ıFF
çF⁄FaıFPŒÕFOó

a. AÑvaghos. a

i.

c. Bhoja

iii. Saundarananda
- .
iv. Ven.isamh~ra

d. Kum~rad~sa

Codes :

i

ii

iii

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

False

True

True

(A)

iii

i

ii

iv

(B)

False

True

False

(B)

iii

iv

i

ii

(C)

True

False

False

(C)

iv

ii

i

iii

(D)

False

False

True

(D)

ii

iii

iv

i
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35. Match the List-I with List-II and
select the correct match by using
code :
List-I

a. Damayanti
b. Indumati
c. Draupadi
d. P~rvati

37. Find out the correct statement by
using code :
Assertion

.
RaghuvamÑa

i.

ÕFUﬁ“ËFFŒ∂FO ı‹FF∂Fhó
Codes :

iii. Kum~rasambhava
iv. Kir~t~rjuniya

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

iii

i

iv

(B)

i

ii

iv

iii

(C)

iii

ii

i

iv

(D)

ii

i

iv

iii

:

Reason (R) : ıFF¤FFŒ‹FçF]μFY⁄F[a‹FFŒFh P¬°FFPºÇÅFW

ii. Nais. adhacarita

Codes :

(Ass)

¤F_òöÇÅP©ÇWÅ
ŒFF‹FÇÅËòFFﬂº∏FFW ÕFUﬁ“ËFFŒ∂FFW ŒFF‹FÇÅOó

List-II

(A) Both Ass and R are false
(B) Ass is true but R does not
explain Ass
(C) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(D) Ass is true ; and Ass is
partially explained by R

36. Find out the correct statement by
using code :

38. Select the correct answer from the
following by using the relevant
code :

Assertion (Ass) : i∂FººFWFFY ËFŸºFªFFYa

ıFçF]μFFÊFŒF·FkÇ_Å∂FU —F]ŒFO ÉÊFFP—Fj GP∂F
ÇÅFÊ‹F·FáFμFk PÊFËÊFŒFFªFWŒF ŒF ıF¤FPªFa∂F¤Fhó

Assertion (Ass) : H∏FﬁﬁF¤FòFPﬁ∂Fk ŒFF©ÇkÅ

Reason (R) : iEºFWFFYj GP∂F ÊFÉ∂FÊ‹FW

ŒFFPı∂Fó

EÊ‹FFP—∂FºFWFO EıF¤⁄FÊF∂FFºFWFËòF ıF¤⁄FÊF∂FOó
Codes :

Reason (R) : ‹F∂FO ÇÅFÊ‹FWNPı¤FŒFh ÊFUﬁﬁıFO

(A) Ass is correct and R is false

¤F]ä‹F∂ÊFk ŒF ⁄F°F∂FWó

(B) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass

Codes :

(C) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the partial explanation of
Ass

(B) Both Ass and R are false

(D) Both Ass and R are false

(D) Ass is true but R is false
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39. Select the correct answer from the
following by using the relevant
code :
Assertion

(Ass)

:

42. EÕFı∂FŒFWF] ıFkP˘∂FF·FáFμFk PÇÅ¤FPı∂F--- ?
(A) ŒF ÊFWP∂F ---(B) —FﬁO ıFPŒŒFÇÅFaO ---(C) ıFFÕFÇÅ∂F¤Fk ----

PÊFËÊFŒFFªF¤F∂FWŒF

(D) ÕFeÊF¤F—FFªFW ----

ÊFÇeÅFWPÉ∂FO EP—F ÇÅFÊ‹Fı‹FF¤∂FFó
Reason (R) : ‹F∂FO ∂FŒ¤F∂FW ÊFÇeÅFWPÉ∂FﬁP—F

43. EÕFı∂FŒFWF] PÇkÅ ∂FFÊFºh EıF∂‹F¤Fh < ?

ﬁıFı‹F ⁄FWºPÊFËFWFO GP∂Fó
Codes :

(A) ˘W∂F]ËFŸº“‹FFWçFW FÚU ⁄FÊFP∂F

(A) Both Ass and R are false

(B) ∂FFºª‹FWa ∂F_∂FU‹FF PÊF⁄FPÉ∂FO ⁄FÊFP∂F

(B) Both Ass and R are true

(C) ıFkP˘∂FF ıF¤FFıFW PŒF∂‹FF

(C) Ass is true but R is false

(D) JÇÅ¤FF∑FF ⁄FÊFWºh §ıÊFO

(D) Ass is false but R is true

44. EÕFı∂FŒFWF] ÇWÅŒFPòF∂Fh ıF˘ °FYP¤FPŒFO ıF¤ÊF O ?
(A) ıFFkä‹FºËFaŒF¤Fh

40. EÕFı∂FŒF‹F]ç¤FFŒFFk ıF¤FUòFUŒFFk ∂FFP·FÇÅFk PòFŒF]∂F<
a. ⁄F˘FWP°FºUPáF∂FO

(B) òFFÊFFaÇÅºËFaŒF¤Fh

i.

“PÇeÅ‹FFÇÅFY¤F]ºU
ii. ËFŸºFŒF]ËFFıFŒF¤Fh
iii. çFμFﬁ∂ŒF-¤F˘FWºPÕF
iv. PıF FŒ∂FÇÅFY¤F]ºU

b. ﬁF¤FòFŒΩO
c. ÊFÕFa¤FFŒFO

d. ˘W¤FòFŒΩO

(C) ÇÅ¤Fa¤FU¤FFkıFF
(D) £FFŒF¤FU¤FFkıFF
45. ‹FªFFªFb ıF¤FFÕFFŒFk PÊFÕFU‹F∂FF¤Fh <

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

ii

i

iv

(A) ÊFYËFPFÇÅŒF‹FW “¤FFμF¬‹Fk ıÊFUÇ_Å∂Fk ÊF∂Fa∂FW

(B)

ii

iv

iii

i

(B) ÊFWºFŒ∂FºËFaŒFW “¤FFμF—F¶òFÇkÅ ·F⁄‹F∂FW

(C)

iv

i

iii

ii

(C) ‹FFWçFºËFaŒFW GaËÊFﬁO ŒFFî~UPÇeÅ‹F∂FW

(D)

i

ii

iii

iv

(D) “F⁄FFÇÅﬁ¤FU¤FFkıFÇYÅO PÊF—FﬁU∂Fä‹FFP∂FO

ıÊFUPÇeÅ‹F∂FWó

41. ËF] ÊFòFŒFk “ºËFa‹F∂F<

46. EÕFı∂FŒFFŒFFk ÇÅ∂F¤Fı‹F “μFW∂FF ÕF¤FaÇÅUP∏FaO ? <

(A) ÇÅ¤FaÊFFò‹FW ÇÅ∂FFaŒF]ıFFﬁk PÇeÅ‹FF “‹F]°‹F∂FW

(A) Œ‹FF‹FPŸFŒº]çFeeŒªFı‹F

(B) H—FıFçFa‹FFWçFFºh ÕFF∂ÊFªFaı‹F —FPﬁÊF∂FaŒFk ŒF

(B) Œ‹FF‹FÇ]ÅıF]¤FF¶°FP·FçFeŒªFı‹F

⁄FÊFP∂F
(C) PÊFÊFáFF∂FO ÇÅFﬁÇÅFPŒF ⁄FÊFPŒ∂F

(C) ∂FÇaÅ⁄FFFF‹FFO

(D) ˘W∂ÊFªFWa P¬∂FU‹FF PÊF⁄FPÉ∂F ⁄FÊFP∂Fó

(D) ŒF‹FPÊFÊFWÇÅı‹F
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49. ËF] ¤F]∏Fﬁk PŒFÊFFaòF‹F <

47. ËF] ¤F]∏Fﬁk PŒFÊFFaòF‹F <

ÇÅı‹FFO ıFkP˘∂FF‹FFO E—Fﬁk ŒFF¤FFPı∂F ºËFŒF‹FUP∂F<

ÈF_î~Fﬁ“ÇÅFËFO GP∂F çFeŒªFW EF·FFWPòF∂FO PÊFF‹FFWNPı∂F<

(A) ıFF¤FıFkP˘∂FF

(A) Ê‹FFÇÅﬁμF¤Fh

(B) KÅÇhÅıFkP˘∂FF

(B) ﬁP∂FËFF¯F¤Fh

(C) ‹F°F]OıFkP˘∂FF

(C) E·FkÇÅFﬁËFF¯F¤Fh

(D) EªFÊFaıFkP˘∂FF

(D) äFμ∞ÇÅFÊ‹F¤Fh
50. ËF] ¤F]∏Fﬁk PŒFÊFFaòF‹F <

48. ËF] ¤F]∏Fﬁk PŒFÊFFaòF‹F <

EªFÊFaıFkP˘∂FF‹FFO PÊFŒ‹FFıF—F P∂FO <

“ªF¤Fk òF¤‹F]ÇÅFÊ‹F¤Fh EPı∂F <

(A) EÕ‹FF‹FO

(A) ﬁF¤FF‹FμFòF¤‹F]O

(B) ¤Fμ∞·FO

(B) ŒF_PıFk˘òF¤‹F]O

(C) ÇÅFμ∞O

(C) ‹FËFPı∂F·FÇÅòF¤‹F]O

(D) “—FF*ÇÅO

(D) ŒF·FòF¤‹F]O
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SANSKRIT

PAPER  III
Total Marks : 150
Note : This paper contains seventy five (75) objective type questions of two (02) marks
each. All questions are compulsory.
1.

3.

Match List I with List II and select
the correct match from the
following by using code :
i. ¤FŒF]ıFkP˘∂FF
a. ∂FPﬁÇÅO ıªF·F°Fk ËF]·ÇkÅ

ıF¤FÊFF‹FWŒF ÊFPμF°FFk ·FF⁄FFªFaO - ÇÅ¤Fa Ç]ÅÊFa∂FF¤Fh <
GP∂F Ç]Å∑F ÊF∂Fa∂FW ?
(A) ıFk⁄F[‹FıF¤F]∂ªFFŒF“ÇÅﬁμFW

çF_˙ŒFh ºF—F‹FO —FμFFŒFh ºËF
b. ∂FªFF ﬁáFWŒŒF_—FFW ﬁFÒdk
ii. ‹FF£FÊF·É‹FıFkP˘∂FF
˘Œ‹FFòòF —FPﬁ—FPŒªFŒFO
c. ıÊFÊFŒÕF]ﬁFÒdF ﬁF°FFŒFFW
iii. ¤FŒF]ıFkP˘∂FF
PÊFŒFWËF]ﬁP°F∂FWPŒΩ‹FFO
d. ÊFWºF⁄‹FFıFFW P˘ PÊF“ı‹F
iv. ÇÅFYP©·FU‹FFªFaËFF¯F¤Fh
∂F—FO —FﬁP¤F˘FWò‹F∂FW

(B) EıÊFFP¤FPÊFÇeÅ‹F“ÇÅﬁμFW
(C) ¯FUıFkçFe˘μF“ÇÅﬁμFW
(D) ı∂FW‹F“ÇÅﬁμFW
2.

Match the writer and the T.i k~
written by him using the codes

Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

below :
a. PÊF£FFŒFWËÊFﬁO

i.

¤FŒÊFªFaòFPŒΩÇÅF

b. ‹FFWçFhêF¤FO

ii.

P¤F∂FFáFﬁF

c. Ç]Å··F[ÇÅO

iii. ŒFUP∂FPŒFμFUaP∂FO

d. ﬁFêFÊFFŒFŒºO

iv.

b
iv
i
iii
iv

c
ii
iv
ii
i

d
i
iii
i
iii

4.

Arrange the spies with their
specification :
a. “ŸFe°‹FF“∂‹FÊFPıF∂FO
i. ∂FF—FıFÊ‹F¶°FŒFO

“£FFËFFYòF‹F]Ö O
b. —Fﬁ¤F¤FP£FO ◊eÅF·Fh⁄FÈöF∑FO ii. çF_˘—FP∂FÇÅÊ‹F¶°FŒF
c. ¤F]μ∞FW °FP©·FFW ÊFF
iii. HºFPıªF∂FO
ÊF_P∏FÇÅF‹FO
d. ÇÅFaÇÅFW ÊF_P∏FáFUμFO
iv. ÇÅF—FP©ÇÅO
“£FFËFFYòF‹F]Ö O

¤FŒŸFªFa¤F]Ö FÊF·FU

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

iii

i

ii

(B)

ii

iii

iv

i

(C)

iii

ii

i

iv

(D)

iv

i

ii

iii
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a
iii
iv
ii
ii

b
iv
i
iv
iii

c
i
ii
iii
ii

d
ii
iii
i
i

5.

Match the comments with relevant
Prakar.an.as

a. H∂FhıF_ÒFW çF_˛∂FW ‹Fı∂F] i.

7.

(A) ºËF¤F¤Fμ∞·FW

ıFk⁄F[‹FıF¤F]∂ªFFŒF“ÇÅﬁμF¤Fh

ıFFWN—FPÊF FW ⁄FÊFW∂Fh
ıF]∂FO
b. ¤F]Öh ÊFFPçŒFk

(B) “ªF¤F¤Fμ∞·FW
ii. ı∂FW‹F“ÇÅﬁμF¤Fh

(C) òF∂F]ªFa¤Fμ∞·FW

¤F_Pº∂FÊFeUP˘ﬁºçÕFO
ËF]P ¤FF—ŒF]‹FF∂Fh
c. EÕFa“áFW—FμFFP¬kËFk

(D) EÒ¤F¤Fμ∞·FW

iii. PºÊ‹F“ÇÅﬁμF¤Fh

⁄FFçFk ËF]·ÇkÅ ŒF_—FFW
˘ﬁWW∂Fh

8.

d. ıFPòF˚k ŸFeF¸μFk Ç_Å∂ÊFF iv. ºF‹FPÊF⁄FFçFO

ÊFWº¤FŒ∑FFμFFk Ê‹FFä‹FFŒFW ÇÅı‹F PÊFº]FFW ¤F∂Fk
i¤FŒFı∂FFP∏ÊFÇkÅ ¤F∂F¤Fhj GP∂F ŒFF¤ŒFF “PıFP k ·F⁄F∂FW ?
(A) ¤F˘PFaº‹FFŒFŒºı‹F

ıÊFﬁFÒdFP¬“ÊFFıF‹FW∂Fh
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

i

ii

iii

(B)

iv

i

iii

ii

(C)

iv

iii

i

ii

(D)

ii

iv

i

iii

6.

ŒFFıFºU‹FıF[É∂F¤Fh KÅçFhÊFWºı‹F ÇÅPı¤FŒFh ¤Fμ∞·FW
EŒ∂F⁄F]aÉ∂F¤FPı∂F?

(B) ÍFUEﬁPÊFŒºı‹F
(C) ‹FFıÇÅFòFF‹Faı‹F
(D) ıÇÅŒºıÊFFP¤FŒFO
9.

EÕFFWP·FPäF∂FFŒFFkÇÅW FFk °F‹FıÇÅŒÕFFÊFFﬁFW ¤F]æPçFPﬁıF¤FFÊFFPıF∂F
EFıFU∂Fh ?

ıF°FŒFU‹FıF[É∂Fk ÇkÅ ºWÊF¤F]P«Ë‹F “ÊF∂Fa∂FW <
(A) —FF·FﬁF°FFŒFO

(A) GŒΩ
(B) ÊFF‹F]

(B) ıFWŒFﬁF°FFŒFO

(C) —F°FaŒ‹F

(C) ÇÅº¤ÊFﬁF°FFŒFO

(D) ÊF‡μF

(D) ŒF·FﬁF°FFŒFO
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10. ıFkÊFFºıF[É∂FFPŒF ÊFı∂F]∂Fı∂F] EFä‹FFŒFıF[É∂FFPŒF GP∂F

14. KÅçÊFWº ıFkP˘∂FF‹FF¤Fh GŒΩ-ıF[∑Fı‹F JÇÅı‹F ¤FŒ∑Fı‹F

ÇÅı‹F ¤F∂F¤Fh <

“ªF¤FO —FFºFWNPı∂F PÇÅ¶òFŒF ÊFFÉ‹Fk ËF] P¤FP∂F
P·Fä‹F∂FF¤Fh<

(A) EF·∞WŒFÊFFçFa
(B) º‹FFŒFŒºıÊFF¤FU

(A) ‹FFW °FF∂F JÊF “ ªF¤FFW ¤FŒFıÊFFŒFh

(C) PıF·F⁄FFgk ·FWP⁄F

(B) ‹FWŒFW¤FF PÊFËÊFF ò‹FÊFŒFF Ç_Å∂FFPŒF

ó

ó

ó

(D) EﬁPÊFŒº

(C) ‹Fk ÇeÅŒºıFU ıFk‹F∂FU PÊF˝‹FW∂FW
ó

11. ÊFWºW çFF‹F∑FU öŒºıFO EáFﬁıFkä‹FF ⁄FÊFP∂FO

ó

(D) ºFŒF]k ËF‹FFŒFk ıF °FŒFFıF GŒΩO
ó

(A) 28

ó

ó

15. Match List I with List II using the

(B) 26

correct code :

(C) 24

List I

(D) 34

List II

a. ıFF‹FμFFòFF‹FaO

i.

(A) ËF]É·F‹F°F]ÊFWaºı‹F

b. HÊF©O

ii. ÊFWºFªFa“ÇÅFËFı‹F ﬁòFP‹F∂FF

(B) ıFF¤FÊFWºı‹F

c. ¤F˘UÕFﬁO

iii. PŒFﬂÖ ⁄FF‹Fı‹F ﬁòFP‹F∂FF

d. º]çFFaòFF‹FaO

iv. ¤FŒ∑F⁄FF‹Fı‹F ﬁòFP‹F∂FF

12. ¤FY∑FF‹FμFUËFFäFF EŒ‹F∂F¤FF EPı∂F<

(C) EªFÊFaÊFWºı‹F
(D) Ç_ÅμF‹F°F]ÊFWaºı‹F

ÊFWººU—F⁄FF‹Fı‹F ﬁòFP‹F∂FF

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

iv

i

iii

(B)

i

iii

iv

ii

(C) —FÊF¤FFŒFO ıFFW¤FO

(C)

iii

iv

i

ii

(D) ıFﬁıÊF∂FU

(D)

iv

i

ii

iii

13. KÅÇhÅıFkP˘∂FF‹FFO ŒFÊF¤F¤Fμ∞·Fı‹F ºWÊF∂FF EPı∂F<
(A) ıF[‹FaO
(B) GŒΩO
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16. Match List I with List II and find
the correct match using the codes
below :
i.

a. °FŒFFıFO GP∂F

—FºPıFP O
b. —F[ÊFWaP⁄FO GP∂F

18. ÊFF°FıFŒFW‹F-ıFkP˘∂FF‹FFO ⁄FF‹FÇÅFﬁO ÇÅO<
(A) ËFFYŒFÇÅO
(B) ¤F˘UÕFﬁO

E∂FFW P⁄FıF JWıF
GP∂F ıF[∑FWμF

(C) ıFF‹FμFO
(D) ÊFWí~©¤FFÕFÊFO

ii. ∂F]¤FªFWa ıFWıFWŒFh....GP∂F

—FºPıFP

ıF[∑FWμF

c. ˘Œ∂FÊFY GP∂F

19. KÅçÊFWºı‹F ÇkÅ ¤Fμ∞·Fk ıFFW¤F¤Fμ∞·FP¤FP∂F Hò‹F∂FW

iii. ËFWòöŒºPıF ŸFC·F¤Fh GP∂F

—FºPıFP

(A) P¬∂FU‹F

ıF[∑FWμF

d. PÊFËÊFF GP∂F

(B) òF∂F]ªFa

iv. EF°°FıFWﬁıF]ÇhÅ GP∂F

—FºPıFP

(C) ıF—∂F¤F

ıF[∑FWμF

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

i

ii

iii

(B)

iii

ii

i

iv

(C)

iv

iii

ii

i

(D)

iii

iv

ii

i

(D) ŒFÊF¤F
20. Match List I with List II using the
correct code :

17. ⁄F[P¤FıF[Ö ¤Fh EŒ∂FçFa∂F¤FPı∂F<

a. ˘ﬁº∏FO

i.

b. PŸF£FFŒFWËÊFﬁO

ii. ¤FŒF]ı¤F_∂FWO ©UÇÅFÇÅFﬁO

c. ÇÅÇÅFaòFF‹FaO

iii. ‹FF£FÊF·ÇÅ‹Fı¤F_∂FWO

©UÇÅFÇÅFﬁO
d. ¤FWÕFFP∂FPªFO

iv. çFFY∂F¤FÕF¤FaıF[∑Fı‹F

(A) EªFÊFaÊFWºı‹F

©UÇÅFÇÅFﬁO

(B) KÅçFhÊFWºı‹F
(C) Ç_ÅμF‹F°F]ÊFWaºı‹F
(D) ıFF¤FÊFWºı‹F
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Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iv

iii

i

ii

(B)

iii

iv

i

ii

(C)

ii

iii

iv

i

(D)

iv

i

ii

iii
P.T.O.

23. Match List I with List II and select
the correct match by using the
appropriate code :

21. Match List I with List II and select
the correct match from the
following by using code :
List I

List I

List II

a. GaÈÊFﬁFÕFUŒFO

i.

b. ıF]—F]ﬂFO

ii. “FPº∂F∂—F]ﬂFO

c. EP∂FﬁF∑F

iii. ıF—∂F¤FU ∂F∂—F]ﬂFO

d. ËFFÇÅ—FFPªFaÊFO

iv. çFP∂F∂F∂—F]ﬂFO

ÇÅ¤FaÕFFﬁ‹FO

List II

a. ⁄FFçFO

i.

b. Ω¤¤FO

ii. ÊFFÕ‹F∂FF¤F[·FÇÅÍF¤FºFŒF¤Fh

c. PŒFÊF∂FaŒF¤Fh

iii. ﬁF°FıÊF¤Fh

d. PÊFPÒO

iv. ⁄F[P¤F—FPﬁ¤FFμF¤Fh

¤F]ΩF

Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

iii

iv

ii

i

(B)

iii

ii

i

iv

(C)

ii

iv

i

iii

(C)

iv

iii

i

ii

(D)

iv

iii

i

ii

(D)

iii

i

iv

ii

24. Select the true statement using
codes :

22. Match List I with List II and select
the correct match from the given
code :
List I

a.

List II

P˘ﬁμ‹FçF⁄FaıF[Ö ¤Fh KÅçFhÊFWºı‹F “ªF¤F¤Fμ∞·FW
EŒ∂FçFa∂F¤FPı∂Fó

a. çF]μFO

i.

ΩÊ‹F¤Fh

b.

ºËFa—FFYμFa¤FFıFWPÒO GPÒ‹FFçFı‹F “Ç_ÅP∂F‹FFçFFWNPı∂Fó

b. ÇÅF·FO

ii. —FºFªFaO

c.

JW∂FﬁW‹FŸFeF¸μFW EÒFY EÕ‹FF‹FFO ıFPŒ∂Fó

c. EŒF]¤FFŒF¤Fh

iii. EŒF]¤FFŒF¤Fh

d.

d. Ê‹FFP—∂FO

iv. “¤FFμF¤Fh

∂FFμ∞›¤F˘FŸFeF¸μFk “FY≥ŸFeF¸μFP¤F∂‹FP—F òF £FF‹F∂FWó

Codes :

a

b

(A)

False

True

False True

(B)

True

False

True False

c

d

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

iv

ii

iii

(B)

ii

i

iv

iii

(C)

iv

i

ii

iii

(C)

False

False

True True

(D)

iii

iv

i

ii

(D)

True

True

False False
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27. Select the true statement using
code :

25. PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂FWF] PÇÅ¶òFŒF ÊFFÉ‹Fk ËF] ¤FPı∂F<
a.

PŒF∂‹FFO ËFÊºFªFaıF¤ŸFŒÕFFOó

b.

ÕÊFPŒFı◊ÅFW©‹FFWO ⁄FWºFW ŒFFPı∂Fó

c.

ÕÊFPŒFO PŒF∂‹FFó

d.

çF]—∂FÇÅF·Fı‹F ä‹FF∂FŒFF¤ŒFU “ËFFPıFÇÅF “⁄FFÊF∂FUçF]—∂FFó

b.

çF]—∂FÊFkËFı‹F ıÊFμFa¤F]ΩF EFıFU∂Fh ºUŒFFﬁ¤Fhó

c.

ŸFe¸μFO P∑FPÊFÕFFW ⁄FWºO < ⁄FFWÉ∂F_¤FFWÉ∂FÊ‹F‡μFWμF
⁄FFWçF‡—FWμF òFó
Use code for the answer :
c

a.

d.

Codes :

a

b

d

(A)

True

False

True False

(B)

False

True

False True

(C)

True

False

False False

(D)

False

False

False True

ﬁPÊFÇÅUP∂Fa“ËFı∂FFY ıF¤F]ΩçF]—∂Fı‹F ÇÅUP∂FaÇÅ·FF—Fk
PÊFÕF_∂F¤Fhó
“ªF¤FO DμFŒF_—FP∂FO EFıFU∂Fh ÊFﬁF˘P¤FP˘ﬁOó

Codes :

a

b

(A)

False

True

False True

(B)

True

True

False False

26. Find out the true statement by using
the appropriate code :

(C)

True

False

False True

a.

Parin.~mav~da is connected with
Ved~nta.

(D)

False

True

True False

b.

Prakr. ti is accepted in Ny~ya.

c.

}gama is related to Yoga.

d.

The VaiÑ es. ikas accept three
pram~n.as.
c

d

28. ¤F¤¤F©⁄F™¤F∂FW ÇÅFÊ‹F·FáFμFk ∂FFÊF∂Fh <

Codes :

a

b

(A)

True

False

False False

(B)

False

True

True False

(A) ÊFFÉ‹Fk ﬁıFF∂¤FÇkÅ ÇÅFÊ‹F¤Fhó

d

(C)

False

False

True False

(D)

True

True

False False
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(B) ﬁUP∂FﬁF∂¤FF ÇÅFÊ‹Fı‹Fó
(C) ∂FººFWFFY ËFŸºFªFFYa ıFçF]μFFÊFŒF·FkÇ_Å∂FU —F]ŒFO

ÉÊFFP—Fó
(D) ÊFÇeÅFWPÉ∂F ÇÅFÊ‹F°FUPÊF∂F¤Fhó
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31. Select the correct answer for the
following two statements by using
the codes.

29. ºËF‡—FÇÅ çFeŒªFı‹F ÇÅ∂FFa ÇÅO ?
(A) ¤FP˘¤F ⁄F™

Assertion (Ass) : ﬁF¤FO ıFU∂FF¤F]—F‹FW¤FW(B) °FçFŒŒFFªFO

E∑F EF∂¤FŒFW—Fºk ⁄FÊFP∂Fó
Reason (R) : E∑F EF∂¤FŒFW—FºPÊFÕFF‹FÇkÅ

(C) ¤F]Ç]Å·F⁄F™O

ıF[∑F¤Fh-EŒFFWﬁÇÅ¤FaÇÅF∂Fh ıFî~òö∂FW
Codes :

(D) ÕFŒF¶°F‹FO

(A) Ass is true but R is false
(B) Both Ass and R are true

30. Select the correct answer for the
following two statements by using

(C) Ass is false but R is true

the relevant code.
Assertion (Ass) : (ÊFWºW)

(D) Ass is true but R is not the
correct explanation of Ass.

ºWÊFFO
32. Select the correct answer for the
following two statements by using
the given code.

—F]ﬂFPÊFPÕFÇYÅﬁîY~O ıFkı∂F[‹FŒ∂FWó
Reason (R) : ÊFWºW Eî~“∂‹Fî~‹F]É∂FP¤FÊF

ºWÊFFŒFh ı∂F[‹FŒ∂FWó

Assertion (Ass) : PıFFFÕFP‹FFFPÊFﬁ˘PÊFPËFÒ

Codes :

PıF ‹F⁄FFÊFO —FáF∂FF, ∂F¬FŒFh —FáFOó

(A) Ass is true but R is false

PÊFŒFFNP—F PıFFFÕFP‹FFFk êFŒFçFP°Fa∂FWŒF ¤FWÕFFŒF]¤FFŒFF∂Fhó

Reason (R) : PıFFFÕFP‹FFF¤FF∑Fk ŒF —FáF∂FF,
Codes :

(B) Both Ass and R are true

(A) Both Ass and R are false
(B) Ass is true R is false

(C) Ass is false R is true

(C) Ass is false R is true

(D) Both Ass and R are doubtful
PaperIII / SANS
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33. Select the correct answer for the
following two statements by using
the codes.
Assertion

(Ass)

35. KÅÇhÅıFkP˘∂FF‹FFO P˘ﬁÊ‹FçF⁄FaıF[Ö k PÊFﬁPòF∂F¤FPı∂F<
(A) çFF‹F∑FUöŒºPıF

:

çF]—∂FıF¤FeF∞hP⁄FO
“òFFPﬁ∂FFO ⁄F[P¤FºFŒF—F∑FFO “¤FFμFUÇ]ÅÊFaPŒ∂F ﬁF°FF
JÊF ⁄F[⁄FWﬁPÕF—FP∂FOó

(B) °FçF∂FUöŒºPıF

Reason

(C) P∑FÒ]—FhöŒºPıF

(R) :

JF]
⁄F[P¤FºFŒF—F∑FWF]
çF]—∂FŒF_—F∂F‹FO çF_˘U∂F_⁄‹F ⁄F[¤FWﬁPÕFÇÅFﬁk ıF¤F—Fa‹FPŒ∂Fó

(D) —Fëh~PÖ öŒºPıF

Codes :
(A) If both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass

36. ÇÅFW ŒFF¤F PÊFPŒF‹FFWçFO ?
(A) PŒF‹FFWçF“ÇÅFﬁOó

(B) If both Ass and R are true but
R is not the correct
explanation of Ass

(B) ¤FŒ∑FWμF ıF˘ ÇÅ¤FaμFO ıF¤ŸFŒÕFOó

(C) If Ass is true but R is false

(C) ‹FFçF“ÇÅFﬁOó

(D) If Ass is false but R is true

(D) PŒF‹FFWçF“F—∂F¤FŒ∑FPÊFËFWFO

34. KÅçÊFWºıFkP˘∂FF‹FF¤Fh EPçŒFıF[Ö ı‹F ∂F_∂FU‹F¤FŒ∑Fı‹F

37. ÇÅFW ŒFF¤F ºWÊFO —F_PªFÊFUıªFFŒFU‹FO ?

“ªF¤FO —FFºFWNPı∂F PÇÅ¶òFŒF ÊFFÉ‹Fk ËF] P¤FP∂F
P·Fä‹F∂FF¤Fh<

(A) ıF[‹FaO

(A) EPçŒF¤FUÂó W —F]ﬁFWP˘∂Fk
ó

ó

(B) EPçŒFO

(B) EPçŒF˘FWk∂FF ÇÅPÊFÇeÅ∂F]O
ó

ó

(C) ıF ŒFO P—F∂FWÊF ıF[ŒFÊFW

(C) ‹F¤FO

(D) EPçŒFŒFF ﬁP‹F¤FËŒFÊF∂Fh

(D) GŒΩO

ó

ó

ó
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38. ⁄F[-ÕFF∂FFWO ÇÅı‹FFk PÊF⁄FÉ∂FFY i⁄FPÊF∂FFj GP∂F ‡—Fk

41. ÇÅı‹F ºËFaŒFFŒ∂FçFa∂FFWNªFaıFkçFe˘O <

PıFÕ‹FP∂F ?
(A) Œ‹FF‹FºËFaŒFı‹Fó

(A) ·F©hó

(B) òFFÊFFaÇÅºËFaŒFı‹Fó

(B) PÊFPÕFP·Fëh~ó

(C) ¤FU¤FFkıFF-ºËFaŒFı‹Fó

(C) ·F]©hó

(D) ıFFkä‹FºËFaŒFı‹Fó

(D) ·F]ëh~ó

42. ¤F˘F⁄FFﬁ∂FW Ë·FFWÇÅFŒFFk ıFkä‹FF ÊF∂FaŒ∂FW

39. ÇÅFﬁÇÅFPμF ÇÅP∂F ?

(A) JÇÅ·FáF¤Fhó

(A) EÒFYó

(B) òF∂F]·FaáF¤Fhó

(B) —F¶òFó

(C) —F¶òFËF∂F¤Fhó

(C) F©hó

(D) ºËFıF˘ˆF¤Fhó

(D) ıF—∂Fó

43. ¤F˘F⁄FFﬁ∂Fı‹F ÇÅ∏FFa ÇÅO ?

40. EªFaıFkçFe˘W PÊFPÕFO ÇÅP∂FPÊFÕFO <
(A) P∑FPÊFÕFOó

(A) Ç_ÅμF¬Y—FF‹FŒFÊ‹FFıFºWÊFOó

(B) òF∂F]PÊFaÕFOó

(B) —F∂F¶°FP·FOó

(C) F∞hPÊFÕFOó

(C) ¤F˘FÇÅPÊFÇÅFP·FºFıFOó

(D) ıF—∂FPÊFÕFOó

(D) EËÊFêFFWFOó
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44. ﬁF£FF —FËF]P˘ﬁμ‹F‹FFWﬁFºW‹FO

47. PËFËF]—FF·FÊFÕF ¤F˘FÇÅFÊ‹FW ıFçFa ıFkä‹FF EPı∂F

(A) ¬FºËF⁄FFçFO

(A) ¬FºËF

(B) Fëh~⁄FFçFO

(B) EÒFºËF

(C) —F¶òFFËFº⁄FFçFO

(C) ºËF

(D) —F¶òFP∑FËFFW∂Fh⁄FFçFO

(D) PÊFkËFP∂FO

45. E—F]—FFO ◊Å·FÊFŒ∂FFW ‹FW ∂FW PÇÅ¤F]ò‹FŒ∂FW ?

48. ∂FÇaÅıFkçFeW˘ ÇÅP∂F —FºFªFFaO ıÊFUÇ_Å∂FFO <

(A) “∂FFŒFFO

(A) ŒFÊFó

(B) ÊFŒFı—F∂F‹FO

(B) EÒFYó

(C) ÊF··‹FO

(C) F∞hó

(D) çF]·¤FFO

(D) ıF—∂Fó

46. ŒFYFÕFòFPﬁ∂Fı‹F “ªF¤FOıFçFaO ÇÅı‹FFk öŒºPıF ﬁPòF∂FO

49. EÕFı∂FŒFWF] PÇÅ¶òFŒF EËF] ¤FPı∂F, “ºËFa‹F∂F

EPı∂F ?
(A) ÊFıFŒ∂FP∂F·FÇÅ¤Fh

(A) ∂FÇaÅ-ıFkçFe˘O Œ‹FF‹F-ÊFYËFWPFÇÅ‹FFWﬁŒ∑FçFa∂FO

(B) ÊFkËFıªFPÊF·F¤Fh

(B) ∂FÇaÅ-ıFkçFe˘-ºUP—FÇÅF EŒŒFk⁄F™PÊFﬁPòF∂FFó

(C) ¤FŒºFÇeÅFŒ∂FF

(C) EPŒF∂‹F-ıF¤ŸFŒÕFO ıF¤FÊFF‹FOó

(D) GŒΩÊF°FeF

(D) ÊFYËFWPFÇÅ-ºËFaŒFW “¤FFμFF¬‹Fk ıÊFUÇ_Å∂F¤Fhó
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52. Match the List I with List II and
select the correct match by using
code :

50. Match the List I with List II using
the correct code :
List I

List II

a. ıFkÊF∂FhıFﬁk ËFËF‹FFŒFF ... GP∂F

i.

ﬂΩı∂F]P∂FO

b. EÕ‹FÊFFWòFºPÕFÊFÖ F “ªF¤FFW

ii.

GŒΩı∂F]P∂FO

List I

ºYÊ‹FFW P⁄FFÇhÅ ... GP∂F
c. ‹FFW °FF∂F JÊF “ªF¤FFW

iii. EPçŒFı∂F]P∂FO

¤FŒFıÊFFŒFh ... GP∂F
d. ﬁF°FŒ∂F¤FÕÊFﬁFμFFk

iv. ¤Fμ∞[ÇÅı∂F]P∂FO

çFFW—FF¤F_∂Fı‹F ... GP∂F

List II

a. ıFU¤FF

i.

b. JÇÅ—F|U

ii. PFºhçFFYﬁFPº⁄‹FÈòF

c. ŒF∂FaÇÅU

iii. PŒF∂‹Fk ıF—F∂Œ‹FFPºF]

d. ËF[ΩU

iv. ∞FÊF]⁄FF⁄‹FF¤FŒ‹F∂Fﬁı‹FF¤Fh

—F]k‹FFWçFFºFä‹FF‹FF¤Fh

Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

iv

i

ii

iii

(B)

ii

iii

iv

i

(B)

i

iii

ii

iv

(C)

iv

iii

ii

i

(C)

iv

iii

ii

i

(D)

ii

i

iii

iv

(D)

ii

iii

iv

i

53. Match List I with List II and select
the correct match from the
following by using code :

51. Match the List I with List II and
select the correct match from the
following by using code :
List I

List I

List II

a. ºWÊFFŒFF¤FWÇÅ∂ÊF¤Fh

1. ‹FFP£FÇÅFO

b. ºWÊFFŒFFk ŸFC∂ÊF¤Fh

2. EF∂¤FPÊFºO

c. ºWÊFFŒFFk P∑F∂ÊF¤Fh

3. —FFËòFF∏‹FFO

d. ºWÊFFŒFFk ŒFYıFPçFaÇÅ“P∂F¤F[P∂Fa∂ÊF¤Fh 4. ŒFYﬂÉ∂FFO

List II

a. PÊF¬FŒFP⁄FáF]

i.

b. ıFºFŒFŒº

ii. ıFFkä‹FıF[∑F

c. ÕF¤FaﬁF°FÕÊFﬁUŒΩ

iii. ÊFWºFŒ∂FıFFﬁ

d. ÇÅP—F·F

iv. ıFFkä‹F“ÊFòFŒF⁄FF‹F

ÊFWºFŒ∂F—FPﬁ⁄FFFF

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

i

iv

iii

(B)

i

iii

ii

iv

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

2

3

4

(B)

4

3

1

2

(C)

2

1

4

3

(C)

iv

iii

i

ii

(D)

2

3

4

1

(D)

iii

i

iv

ii
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54. Match List I with List II and select
the correct match from the
following by using code :
List I

56. Select the true statement using code
below :
a.

List II

a. PŒFFÕF

1.

b. EòöFWºıFﬁFWÊFﬁ

2.

c. ˘Pı∂FŒFF—F]ﬁ

3.

d. ¤FçFÕF

4.

iŒFF‹F¤FF∂¤FF “ÊFòFŒFWŒF ·F⁄‹FFW ŒF ¤FWÕF‹FF ŒF ŸFCŒFF
ÍF]∂FWŒFj GP∂F ÊFòFŒF¤Fh EFY—FPŒFFPºÇÅk ⁄FÊFP∂Fó

º]‹FFWaÕFŒF

b.

ºWÊFUıF[É∂Fk ÊFFÇhÅıF[É∂Fı‹F ŒFF¤FFŒ∂Fﬁk ⁄FÊFP∂Fó

ıF]ºPáFμFF

c.

ÇWÅŒFFW—FPŒFF∂Fh EªFÊFaÊFWºU‹FF ⁄FÊFP∂Fó

ŒF·F

d.

ËF]ŒFOËFW—FFW—FFä‹FFŒFk ËF∂F—FªFŸFeF¸μFFŒ∂FçFa∂Fk ⁄FÊFP∂Fó

¤F˘FËÊFW∂FF

Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

False False

(A)

1

2

3

4

(B)

False

True

True False

(B)

4

2

3

1

(C)

True

False

False True

(C)

3

4

1

2

(D)

True

True

True False

(D)

2

1

4

3

57. Select the true statements from the
following using codes :

55. Select the correct answer for the
following two statements by using
the relevant code.

a.
b.

Assertion (Ass) : HòòFFÊFòFFO —FºFªFFa

⁄FÊFŒ∂FUP∂F çFFç‹FaOó
c.

Reason (R) : ŒFF¤FFä‹FF∂FF⁄‹FFk PÊF‹F]É∂FFŒFF¤FP—F

H—FıFçFFaμFFk ŸFC“ÇÅFﬁF EªFFa ⁄FÊFPŒ∂Fó E∂F JÊF
H—FıFçFFa ÊFFòFÇÅF GP∂F ÇÅª‹FŒ∂FWó

ıF˘FÕ‹FFP‹FŒFFWN¤FF∂‹FFŒFh Ç]ÅÊFUa∂F, º_ÒËFFWòFıFF¤Fª‹Fa∂ÊFF∂Fh
GP∂F ⁄FFﬁ¬F°FOó
‹FW ˛ı‹F çF]˛ıFÕF¤FFaμFı∂FFŒF¤FF∂‹FFŒFh Ç]ÅÊFUa∂F,
ıF¤FFŒFËFU·FÊ‹FıFŒF∂ÊFF∂Fh GP∂F —FFﬁFËFﬁFO
ıFkä‹FF∂FFªFWaF] ÇÅ¤FaıF] PŒF‹F]Ö F ‹FW ‹FªFFPºÒ¤FªFb
ıFPÊFËFWFk ÊFF Ç]Å‹F]aı∂FFŒFh E¤FF∂‹FFŒFh Ç]ÅÊFUa∂F,
º_ÒºFWF∂ÊFF∂Fh GP∂F PÊFËFF·FFáFOó

Codes :

d.

(A) Ass is true so is the R

Codes :

a

b

(A)

True

False

False True

(B)

True

False

True False

(C)

False

True

True False

(D)

False

True

False True

(B) Ass is true but R is false
(C) Ass is false but R is true
(D) Ass is true but R is not the
correct explanation
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ŒFUP∂FPÊFºFW ŒFÊFFŒF¤FF∂‹FFŒFh Ç]ÅÊFUa∂F GP∂F ÊFF∂FÊ‹FFPÕFOó
c

d

P.T.O.

58. Select the true statements from the
following using codes :

60. Select the true statements using
code :

a.

·FFWÇÅ‹FF∑FFªFUa PŒF∂‹Fk ∂FUáμFºμ∞O ı‹FF∂Fhó

a.

b.

EPÊF£FF∂F“μFU∂FFW P˘ ºμ∞O “°FF ÕF¤FFaªFaÇÅF¤FY‹FFW°a F‹FP∂Fó

b.

c.

E“μF∂FFW ºμ∞FW ¤FF∂Fhı‹FŒ‹FF‹F¤F]ºh⁄FFÊF‹FP∂Fó

d.

∂FUáμFºμ∞FW P˘ ⁄F]∂FFŒFF¤F]¬W°FŒFU‹FFW ⁄FÊFP∂Fó

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

False

True

True False

(B)

True

False

True False

(C)

False

True

False True

(D)

False

False

True True

59. Select the true statements using
codes :

ÊFFÉ‹F—FºU‹FW ı◊ÅFW©ŒFFº‹FFWO ⁄FWºFW ŒF ıÊFUPÇeÅ‹F∂FWó

b.

Ê‹FFÇÅﬁμFºËFaŒF“ıªFFŒFı‹F çFeŒªFO ÊFFÉ‹F—FºU‹F GP∂Fó

c.

ÇÅF·FËFPÖ O ËFŸºŸFe¸FW ÊF∂Fa∂FWó

d.

Ê‹FFÇÅﬁμFºËFaŒFW PÊFÊF∂FaÊFFºO ıÊFUPÇeÅ‹F∂FWó

Codes :

a

b

(A)

True

False

False True

(B)

False

True

False True

(C)

True

True

(D)

False

True
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ıÇÅŒºçF]—∂Fı‹F °F]ŒFFçF∞·FWäFW DμFFP¤F‹FFŒFı‹F H··FWäFFW
º_Ë‹F∂FWó

c.

ÊFWıFŒFçFﬁW ⁄FFçFÊF∂FWŒF çF‡∞ı∂F¤⁄FO ıªFFP—F∂FOó

d.

ºPáFμFF—FªFı‹F ¬FºËFﬁF°FFŒFO Ç]Å¤FFﬁçF]—∂FWŒF —FﬁFP°F∂FFO

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

False

True

False True

(B)

True

True

False False

(C)

True

False

True False

(D)

False

False

False True

61. Select the true statements using
codes below :

PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂FWF] PÇÅ¶òFŒFh ÊFFÉ‹F¤Fh EËF] ¤FPı∂F<
a.

òFŒΩçF]—∂Fı‹F (“ªF¤Fı‹F) P—F∂FF EFıFU∂Fh êF©FW∂FhÇÅòFOó

a.
b.

d

EPçŒF˘FWa∂FF ÇÅPÊFÇeÅŒF]O .... GP∂F KÅçFhÊFWºı‹F
EPçŒFı∂F]P∂FﬁPı∂Fó
HP∏FÚ∂F °FFçFe∂F “F—‹F ÊFﬁFŒFh PŒFŸFFWÕF∂F GP∂F
¤F]μ∞ÇÅFW—FPŒFFPº ÍF[‹F∂FWó

c.

GŒΩO “F‹FËFO ÊF_∑F˘F GP∂F ÍF[‹F∂FWó

d.

EªFÊFaÊFWºı‹F E—Fﬁk ŒFF¤F áF∑FÊFWºO GP∂Fó

Codes :

a

b

(A)

False

True

True False

(B)

True

False

True True

True False

(C)

True

True

False False

True True

(D)

True

False

False True
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62. Select the true statements using
codes :
a.

64. Select the true statement using
codes :

—F]ﬂFıF[Ö ¤Fh KÅçFhÊFWºı‹F “ªF¤F¤Fμ∞·FW EŒ∂FçFa∂F¤FPı∂Fó

a.

b.

ÊFFﬁμFFªFaŒFF⁄FUP—ıF∂FO < G∂‹FŒFWŒF H—FFºFŒFk ⁄FÊFP∂Fó

¤Fμ∞]ÇÅıF[Ö ¤Fh EªFÊFaÊFWºı‹FFŒ∂FçFa∂F¤FPı∂Fó

c.

b.

‹FWŒFFî~PÊFÇÅFﬁO < ∂F_∂FU‹FF PÊF⁄FPÉ∂FO ⁄FÊFP∂Fó

JW∂FﬁW‹FŸFeF¸μFı‹F “ÊFÖ FNPı∂F ËFFYŒFÇÅOó

d.

∂FFμ∞›¤F˘FŸFeF¸μFk “FY≥ŸFeF¸μFP¤F∂‹FP—F òF GFF‹F∂FWó

Codes :

a

b

c

(A)

True

True

False False

(B)

True

False

True False

(C)

False

True

True False

(D)

False

False

False True

c.

d
d.

63. Select the true statements using
code :
a.

Ç]ÅÊFaŒŒFWÊFW˘ ÇÅ¤FFaPμF P°F°FUPÊFFWòö∂Fk ıF¤FFO GP∂F
ÇÅ*FW—FPŒFFPº EF¤F–F‹F∂FWó

b.

E˘k ŸFe¸FPı¤F GP∂F H—FPŒFFºU‹Fk ¤F˘FÊFFÉ‹F¤FPı∂Fó

c.

GaËFFW—FPŒFFPº ÇWÅÊF·Fk EÒFºËF ¤FŒ∑FFO ıFPŒ∂Fó

d.

˘ﬁ‹FW ﬁFWòF∂FW ⁄FPÉ∂FO < ﬁWäFFPí~∂F—Fºı‹F ıF¤“ºFŒFW
òF∂F]ªFUa PÊF⁄FPÉ∂FO ⁄FÊFP∂Fó
H—FFŒÊFÕ‹FFëh~ ÊFıFO < G∂‹FŒFWŒF ıF—∂F¤FU PÊF⁄FPÉ∂FO
⁄FÊFP∂Fó

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

False False

(B)

False

False

True True

(C)

True

False

True False

(D)

False

True

False True

65. iEFŒFŒºF ‹FWÊF äFP·ÊF¤FFPŒF ⁄F[∂FFPŒF °FF‹FŒ∂FWj <

ÊFòFŒFP¤Fºk ÇÅı‹FF¤F]—FPŒFFPº H—F·F⁄‹F∂FW ?

⁄F_çF]ÊF··FU ∂FYP∏FﬁU‹FFW—FPŒFFºO EŒ∂FçFa∂FFNPı∂Fó

Codes :

a

b

(A)

False

True

True True

(B)

True

False

True False

(C)

False

True

False True

(D)

True

True

False False
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(A) GaËFW—FPŒFFPºó

d

(B) ÇWÅŒFFW—FPŒFFPºó
(C) ∂FYP∏FﬁU‹FFW—FPŒFFPºó
(D) ÇÅ*FW—FPŒFFPºó
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68. Find the correct answer for the
following two statements using
code :

66. Match the List I with List II using
the correct code :
List I

List II

a. ‹F¤FŒFPòFÇWÅ∂F‹FFWO

i. ÇWÅŒFFW—FPŒFFPº

ıF¤ÊFFºO

Assertion (Ass) : EªFa JÊF “ÕFFŒF GP∂F

H—F·F⁄‹F∂FW

ÇÅFYP©·‹F :

b. ⁄F_çF]ÊFﬂμF‹FFWO ıF¤ÊFFºO ii. ŸF_˘ºFﬁμ‹FÇÅFW—FPŒFFPº

Reason (R) : EªFa¤F[·FFY Pº ÕF¤FaÇÅF¤FFPÊFP∂Fó

H—F·F⁄‹F∂FW
c. °FŒFÇÅ‹FF§FÊF·É‹F‹FFWﬁFä‹FFŒF¤Fh iii. ÇÅ*FW—FPŒFFPº

Codes :

H—F·F⁄‹F∂FW
d. H¤FF˘Y¤FÊF∂‹FFO EFä‹FFŒF¤Fh iv. ∂FYP∏FﬁU‹FFW—FPŒFFPº

(A) Both Ass and R are true but R
does not explain Ass

H—F·F⁄‹F∂FW
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iii

iv

(B)

iii

iv

ii

i

(C)

ii

iii

iv

i

(D)

iv

iii

ii

i

(B) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(C) Ass is true but R is false

67. Match the List I with List II using
the correct code :
List I

(D) Ass is true and R partially
explains Ass

List II

a. ÊFF°FıFŒFWP‹FıFkP˘∂FF‹FFO

i. “ËŒFFW—FPŒFFºh

b. ŒFYP∏FﬁU‹FıFkP˘∂FF‹FFO

ii. ÇWÅŒFFW—FPŒFFºh

c. ıFF¤FÊFWºı‹F

iii. ÇÅ*FW—FPŒFFºh

“FòFUŒF∂F¤FFWNŒF]ıFFﬁU ?

d. EªFÊFaÊFWºı‹F

iv. GaËFFW—FPŒFFºh

(A) ∞W¤FWP©d‹FFıF

69. EÕFFWP·FPäF∂FFŒFFk ÇÅO çFeUıFºWËFU‹FO ⁄FFçFÊF∂FËFFäFF‹FFO

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

i

ii

iv

iii

(B)

iv

iii

ii

i

(C)

ii

iii

i

iv

(D)

iv

i

ii

iii
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70. Find the correct answer for the
following two statements using
code :

72. Match List I with List II and select
the correct match from the
following by using the code :

Assertion (Ass) : EFòFFﬁO —Fﬁ¤FFW ÕF¤¤FaO

List I

ÍF]∂‹F]Ö O ı¤FF∏Fa JÊFòFó
Reason (R) : Gºk ‹FËFı‹F¤FF‹F]‹FP¤Fºk PŒFOÍFW‹FıFk

List II

a. ŒF·F

1. ﬁêF]ÊFkËF

c. Pº·FU—F

3. PËFËF]—FF·FÊFÕF

b. ‹F]PÕFPÚﬁ

—Fﬁ¤Fhó
Codes :

2. ŒFYFÕFòFPﬁ∂F

d. ŒFFﬁº

(A) Both Ass and R are true but R
does not explain Ass
(B) Both Ass and R are true and
R is the correct explanation
of Ass
(C) Ass is true and R partially
explains Ass

4. PÇÅﬁF∂FF°F]aŒFU‹F

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

2

4

1

3

(B)

1

3

2

4

(C)

3

2

4

1

(D)

4

1

3

2

73. Match List I with List II and find
the correct answer using the correct
code :

(D) Ass is true but R is false
71. Find the true statement using code :

List I

List II

PŒF¤ŒFP·FPäF∂FWF] PÇÅ¶°FŒF ÊFFÉ‹Fk ËF] ¤FPı∂F<
a.

a. ¤F‹FF ıFFW EŒŒF¤FP∏F ‹FFW i. ŒFFıFºU‹FıF[Ö W ÍF[‹F∂FW

ÇÅμFa⁄FFﬁk ⁄FFıFWŒF “μFU∂F¤Fhó

b.

P“‹FkÊFºF GP∂F ŸFFP·FÇÅF ËFFÇ]ÅŒ∂F·FW ŒFFP‹FÇÅFPı∂Fó

c.

¤F]ΩFﬁFáFıFW PÊFº]FÇÅòFPﬁ∑Fk ŒFFPı∂Fó

d.

H∏FﬁﬁF¤FòFPﬁ∂Fk ÊFUﬁﬁıF“ÕFFŒFk ŒFF©ÇÅ¤FPı∂Fó

PÊF—FË‹FP∂F ... GP∂F
b. ﬁF°FŒ∂F¤FÕÊFﬁFμFFk
ii. ÊFFÇhÅıF[Ö W ÍF[‹F∂FW
çFFW—FF¤F_∂Fı‹F ... GP∂F
c. J∂FFÊFFŒFı‹F
iii. EPçŒFıF[Ö W ÍF[‹F∂FW
¤FP˘¤FF∂FFW ... GP∂F
d. ÇÅF¤Fı∂FºçFeW ıF¤FÊF∂Fa∂FFPÕF iv. —F]ﬂFıF[Ö W ÍF[‹F∂FW
¤FŒFıFFW GP∂F

Codes :

a

b

(A)

True

False

True False

(B)

False

True

False True

(C)

True

True

True False

(D)

False

False

False True
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Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

ii

iii

iv

i

(B)

i

ii

iv

iii

(C)

ii

i

iii

iv

(D)

iv

iii

i

ii
P.T.O.

75. Select the True statement using code :

74. —F]ﬁFμFk ÇÅP∂F ·FáFμF¤Fh ?

a.

P·F∞°F—FﬁF¤FËFFWaNŒF]¤FFŒF¤Fhó
Ê‹FF—FFﬁı‹F —FáFÊF_P∏F∂ÊFÕFUO —FﬁF¤FËFa Hò‹F∂FWó
EŒ‹FªFFPıF PŒF‹F∂F—F[ÊFa⁄FFPÊF∂ÊFk ÇÅFﬁμF∂ÊF¤Fhó
‹F]∂FPıF ‹FFWO ıF¤ÊFŒÕFO ıF¤FÊFF‹FOó

(A) JÇÅ·FáFμF¤Fhó

b.

(B) P∑F·FáFμF¤Fhó

d.
Codes :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

c.

(C) —F¶òF·FáFμF¤Fhó
(D) ıF—∂F·FáFμF¤Fhó
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a
True
False
False
False

b
False
False
False
True

c
False
True
True
True

d
False
True
False
False
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SOCIOLOGY
PAPER  II
Note : This paper contains fifty (50) objective type questions, each question carrying two (2) marks.
All the questions are compulsory.

1.

The word Sociology appeared first
in the book :

4.

(A) Principle of Sociology

(A) D. N. Majumdar

(B) Sociology  A Guide to
Problems and Literature

(B) S. C. Dube

(C) What is Sociology

(C) Radhakamal Mukherjee

(D) Course de Philosophie Positive.
2.

(D) Robert Redfield.
5.

In Sociology system of restraints
means
(A) Social Control

The Study of human behaviour in
contexts of face to face interaction
is called :
(A) Macrosociology

(B) Taboo

3.

A five-fold classification of Indian
tradition such as classical,
regional, local, western and emerged
national was proposed by 

(B) Microsociology

(C) Social Order

(C) Sociability

(D) Social Sanction

(D) None of these
6.

Social facts are :
(A) Laws

Who represented the Exchange
Structuralism Concept ?
(A) Malinowski

(B) Ideas

(B) J. Frazer

(C) Things

(C) Radcliffe Brown

(D) Realities

(D) Levi Strauss
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7.

10. The use of historical method in
sociology was emphasized by :

Sociology is the Science of Social
Systems in the sense that :
(A) Its laws explain social values.

(A) Max Weber

(B) Its laws describe social
situations.

(B) Karl Marx
(C) Georg Simmel

(C) Its laws explain how social
system behave.

(D) Talcot Parsons

(D) Its laws describe social
relations.
8.

11. Match List I with List II and select
the correct answer using codes given
below the list.

Indian tradition is a living
tradition.

List I
(Explanation)

Who made this remark ?
(A) A. R. Desai
(B) Surajit Sinha
(C) R. K. Mukherjee
(D) D. P. Mukherjee
9.

List II
(Concept)

a. Expected behaviour
associated with a given
status

1. Role

b. Array of roles that go with
a given status

2. Role Conflict

c. Demands from two or more 3. Role strain
roles that donot mesh

Static vs. dynamic, parochialisation
vs. universalisation, order vs.
.......... ?

d. Conflicting demands of the
same role.

Which of the following will fit in the
gap ........... .

Codes

4. Role set

a

b

c

d

(A) affectivity

(A)

2

3

4

1

(B) tradition

(B)

1

4

2

3

(C) rational judgement

(C)

4

1

3

2

(D) continuity.

(D)

3

2

1

4
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12. Which is not true ?

15. Religion is the heart of the heartless
world.

Sociologists have commonly
distinguished four main types of
social stratification viz.

Who of the following held such a
view ?

(A) Slavery

(A) Karl Marx

(B) Party

(B) E. Durkheim

(C) Estate

(C) J. Frazer

(D) Caste

(D) Max Weber

13. The theory of social stratification
given by K. Davis and W. E. Moore
is known as

16. Match the following combination of
groups :
GroupI

(A) Multi-dimensional theory
(B) Conflict theory
(C) Functional theory
(D) Structuralist theory

GroupII

1. Urbanization

a. Concentration of
labourers

2. Industrial zone

b. Social cohesion

3. Rurality

c. Less integration

4. Pull factor

d. Slums

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A) Belief in spirits

(A)

4

2

1

3

(B) Belief in reincarnation of God

(B)

2

4

3

1

(C) Belief in animal souls

(C)

4

3

1

2

(D) Belief in nature worships.

(D)

3

2

4

1

14. Animism means :
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17. Match List I with List II and select
the correct answer using codes given
below the list.
List I

19. The study of ordinary talk and
conversation has come to be called
(A) Phenomenology

List II

a. Rules of residence

1. Social Hierarchy

b. Rules of inheritance

2. Principles of
succession

c. Purity and Pollution

3. Matrilineal and
patrilineal

d. Rules of descent

4. Matrilocal and
patrilocal.

(B) Ethnomethodology
(C) Interactionism
(D) None of these
20. There is bound to be a connection
between studying sociology and the
prompting of social conscience.

a

b

c

d

Who of the following held such a
view ?

(A)

3

2

4

1

(A) E. Durkheim

(B)

1

4

2

3

(B) Edward Shils

(C)

4

3

1

2

(C) Anthony Giddens

(D)

2

1

3

4

(D) Alex Inkeles.

Codes

21. Match the items in SeriesI with
those in SeriesII and find the correct
code below :
SeriesI
SeriesII
1. Social structure
a. Robin Fox
2. Kinship and marriage
b. Murdock
3. The family
c. F. Engels
4. The origin of the family,
d. W. G. Goode
private property and the
State.

18. Match List I with List II and select
the correct answer using codes given
below the lists.
List I
(Concepts)
a.

List II
(Authors)

Dyad and Triad

1. C. W. Mills

b. Oedipus Complex

2. Arnold Toyanbee

c.

Sociological Imagination

3. Georg Simmel

d. Challenge and Response

4. Sigmund Freud

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

2

4

3

(B)

2

1

3

(C)

3

4

(D)

4

3
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Codes

1

2

3

4

(A)

a

b

c

d

4

(B)

c

a

b

d

1

2

(C)

b

a

d

c

2

1

(D)

d

b

c

a
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22. Under liberalisation scheme of New
Economic Policy, the motto of the
Govt. of India was

24. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from the following
using the codes given below :
Assertion (Ass) : Monogamy is the
most common form of
marriage in the contemporary
society.
Reason (R) : Status of women is
likely to enhance in a
monogamous family.

(A) to reduce poverty
(B) to manage gap between the rich
and poor
(C) to relax rigid business rules and
licensing system.

Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are individually
true and R is the correct
explanation of Ass

(D) to increase efficiency of the
public sectors.

(B) Both Ass and R are individually
true, but R is not the correct
explanation of Ass

23. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from the following
by using the codes given below :

(C) Ass is true, R is false
(D) Ass is false, but R is true

Assertion (Ass) : Hypothesis is a
statement of relationship
between two or more variables.

25. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from the following
using the codes given below :
Assertion (Ass) : It is said that north
eastern region is industrially
backward.
Reason (R) : Development in
northeast region is only possible
through industrialisation.

Reason (R) : Social variables are
causally connected.
Codes :

Codes :

(A) Ass is true, R is also true
(B) Ass is true, R is wrong

(A) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass

(C) Ass is the opposite explanation
of R

(B) Ass is true and R is also true
and R is the correct explanation
of Ass.
(C) Ass is true, R is true.

(D) Both Ass and R are wrong.
PaperII / SOCI
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29. Who among the following held the
view everything is culture ?

26. Social Science was developed from
intellectual individualism in :

(A) I. B. Tylor

(A) England

(B) B. Malinowski

(B) Germany

(C) R. Benedict
(D) O. Laise

(C) America
(D) France

30. The Sociological imagination was
written by :
(A) Peter Berger

27. If the husband dies, his brother is
obligated to marry the widow,

(B) Gillin and Gillin
(C) C. Wright Mills

This is called :

(D) F. Giddings

(A) Incest

31. Who has classified societies on the
basis of social solidarity ?

(B) Sovorate
(C) Levirate

(A) Kingsley Davis
(B) B. Malinowski

(D) None of these

(C) E. Durkheim
(D) Max Weber

28. Study of oral history and individual
life histories constitute essential
components for

32. Ever since independence, India has
been pursuing

(A) Deductive research

(A) Mixed economy

(B) Inductive research

(B) Socialist economy
(C) Capitalist economy

(C) Qualitative research

(D) Subsistence agricultural
economy

(D) Survey research
PaperII / SOCI
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35. How many classes of Residues are
described by Pareto ?

33. Match List I with List II and select
the correct match from the following
by using the codes given below :
List I

List II

a. Observation

1. Tentative generalisation

b. Interview

2. A highly specific plan to
be followed without
deviation

c. Hypothesis

3. A method of data
collection

d. Research design

4. A deliberate study
through the eye for
scrutinising collective
behaviour.

Codes

(A) Two

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

2

3

4

(B)

4

3

1

2

(C)

2

1

4

3

(D)

3

4

2

1

(B) Ten
(C) Six
(D) Five
36. Match List I with List II and find out
the correct match from the codes
given below the lists :
List I
(Types of research)

34. The concept of casual crowd is
propounded by :

List II
(Methods)

a. Inductive research

1. to study
phenomena in
detail

b. Descriptive research

2. From macro to
micro

c. Deductive research

3. Participant
observation

d. Qualitative research

4. From micro to
macro

Codes

a

b

c

d

(A) H. Blumer

(A)

1

2

3

4

(B) G. H. Mead

(B)

3

4

1

2

(C) Pareto

(C)

4

1

2

3

(D) Weber

(D)

2

3

4

1
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39. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from the following
using the codes given below :

37. To change society is to change
man. Who of the following held this
view ?

Assertion (Ass) : The process of
sub-urbanization is developed
very fast in India due to the
changes in land use pattern,
spread of transport and
communication and raising per
capita income.

(A) Macgrer and Page
(B) H. M. Johnson
(C) Kingsley Davis

Reason (R) : The urbanization of
India during last fifty years due
to the process of both
urbanization and suburbanization in a faster pace.

(D) Herbert Spencer

38. The type of validation is made in the
context of time span between
administration of the test and
collection of data on the criterion.

Which one among the following is
correct ?
Codes :

When test scores and criterion scores
obtained (i) at the same time or
(ii) at two different time points, the
validity measure is called 

(A) R is the effect and Ass is the
reason.
(B) Ass is self explanatory and R
is not proper justification.

a. content validity
b. concurrent validity

(C) Both Ass and R are self
explanatory.

c. construct validity

(D) Ass is the cause and R is the
true explanation.

d. predictive validity
40. There is bound to be a connection
between studying sociology and that
promptings of social conscience.

Which one among the following is
correct ?
(A) a & b

Who of the following held such a
view ?

(B) b & c

(A) E. Durkheim
(B) Edward Shils

(C) b & d

(C) Anthony Giddens

(D) c & d
PaperII / SOCI
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41. Who of the following suggested
thirteen items as patterns of
culture ?

45. Social and moral anarchy, according
to Comte, are the results of
(A) Economic Crisis

(A) Ogburn

(B) Political Crisis

(B) Clark Wisster

(C) Social disorganization

(C) E. B. Tylor

(D) Intellectual anarchy

(D) Kimball Young

46. A crowd is always
42. The spirit of laws is written by :

(A) Emotional

(A) Max Weber

(B) Impulsive

(B) A Simmel

(C) Constructive

(C) A. Comte

(D) Inconsistent

(D) Montesquieu
47. Who of the following wrote the book
A Short History of Marriage ?

43. Who of the following defined Social
action in a subjective manner ?

(A) R. Briffault

(A) Talcott Parsons

(B) E. B. Tylor

(B) Max Weber

(C) Westermark

(C) E. Durkheim

(D) Murdock

(D) A. Comte

48. Social structure is an arrangement
of persons in institutionally
controlled or defined relationships.

44. A stable relationship in which a man
and a woman are socially permitted
to have children is called :

Who made the statement ?

(A) Sexual relations

(A) B. Malinowski

(B) Dating

(B) M. Levy

(C) Live together

(C) T. Parsons

(D) Marriage

(D) A. R. Radcliffe Brown

PaperII / SOCI
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49. Find out the appropriate combination
from the following using the codes
given below :
(a)

50. Comtes thesis was the antithesis of
Marx because.
a. Comtes Systematic Socialism
was a very petty bourgeois
utopia.
b. He opposed the point of view
of society as a whole to liberal
individualism.
c. Comte put forward the positive
theory of social progress.
d. Comte was concerned with the
religion of humanity

The study of ordinary talk and
conversation has come to be
called as ethnomethodology.

(b) Macrosociology is the analysis
of face to face interaction
between individuals.
Codes :

Select the true answer using the
codes below :

(A) Both (a) and (b) is correct.

Codes :

(B) (a) is the reason of (b)

(A) a and b are true
(B) a is true

(C) (a) is true and (b) is false

(C) a, c and d are true

(D) (b) is true and (a) is false

PaperII / SOCI
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SOCIOLOGY
PAPER  III
Note : This paper contains seventy five (75) objective type questions, each question carrying two (2)
marks. All questions are compulsory.

1.

Which one of the following is NOT
a characteristic feature of a mass
society ?

4.

(A) It is a society of massive
organisation
(B) Plurality of background

(A) Demographic transition

(C) Growing homogeneity and
overt conformity

(B) Demographic dividend
(C) Life expectancy

(D) Simplicity of the masses
2.

(D) Dependancy ratio

Following are some chronologies of
foreign invasion to India. Select the
correct answer of the events
chronologically.

5.

(A) Islam, Dutch, Portuguese,
British

Under which provisions of the
Constitution, The President of India
may by public notification specify
the tribes or tribal communities as
Scheduled Tribes ?
(A) Article 342

(B) Islam, Protuguese, Dutch,
British

(B) Article 343

(C) Dutch, Islam, Portuguese,
British

(C) Article 344
(D) Article 345

(D) Dutch, Portuguese, Islam,
British.
3.

An increase in the proportion of
workers relative to non-workers in
the population size which actually
helps in the process of growth is
referred to as 

6.

Which one from the following is not
the feature of Self-Help Group ?
(A) Floating memberships

Who among the following has
invented the concept of folk-urban
continuum ?
(A) R. Redfield

(B) Formal structure governed
through rules and regulations

(B) O. Lewis

(C) Shared goals

(C) A. C. Mayer

(D) Lack of hierarchy

(D) F. G. Bailey
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7.

10. The name of the village studied by
M. N. Srinivas is 

Which one was the main cause
behind the emergence of widespread agrarian movements in the
1970s ?

(A) Rampura
(B) Sripuram

(A) Population pressure

(C) Gopalpur

(B) Widespread poverty

(D) Samirpet
11. The creation of Self Help Groups
(SHGs) for the rural employment
generation came under the
programme of 

(C) De-peasantization
(D) Land-alienation
8.

(A) SGRY

In which year the Community
Development Programme (CDP)
was launched in India ?

(B) SGSY
(C) RLEGP
(D) NREP

(A) 1950

12. Village factions are 

(B) 1951

(A) Corporate groups

(C) 1952

(B) Conflict groups

(D) 1962

(C) Interest groups
(D) Enduring social groups.

9.

Who among the following presented
a three-tier model of agrarian class
structure in India ?

13. The notion of developmentunderdevelopment has been closely
associated to :

(A) A. Beteille

(A) Structural-functional school

(B) D. Thorner

(B) Conflict school of thought
(C) Dependency school

(C) J. P. Mencher

(D) Tradition-Modernisation
Dichotomy

(D) R. Mukherjee
PaperIII / SOCI
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14. A state of social relationship
essentially governed by impersonal
secondary norms and attributes is
identified as 

17. In the Panchayati Raj system, the
reservation of seats to SCs, STs and
women were provided under the
Article of the Constitution :
(A) Article 243 A

(A) Anonymity

(B) Article 243 B

(B) Proximity

(C) Article 243 C

(C) Diversity

(D) Article 243 D

(D) Connectivity

18. The theory of Marginality was
systematically developed by
(A) Baden Powel

15. A philosophical doctrine that all
human knowledge is derived from
sense and experience is called

(B) Stonequist
(C) Luis Dumont

(A) Idealism

(D) Yogendra Singh

(B) Rationalism

19. Max Webers three-fold approach to
stratification study was

(C) Empiricism

(A) Class, Caste and Ethnicity

(D) Existentialism

(B) Class, Status and Ethnicity
(C) Class, Status and Power

16. A branch of knowledge gathering
tactics of peoples methodology for
dealing with everyday reality is
called 

(D) Class, Prestige and Caste.
20. Who first used case study materials
with ethnographic studies ?

(A) Social Psychology

(A) Morgan

(B) Exchange theory

(B) Redcliffe Brown

(C) Ethnomethodology

(C) Herbert Spencer

(D) Anthropology
PaperIII / SOCI
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21. In analysing social collectivity
concept, two allied concepts such as
 Societal Collective and
Communal Collective are
considered subsidiary. Who coined
these terms ?

24. A marriage between a male of a high
caste and a female of a low caste is
termed as
(A) Anulomous marriage
(B) Patrilomous marriage
(C) Consanguinous marriage

(A) Rousseau

(D) Cross-cousin marriage

(B) Ferdinand Toennies
25. In simple sense research methodology
is a 

(C) Emile Durkheim

(A) Structure of thought

(D) Simmel

(B) Structure of procedure
22. The formulation of the distinction
between book-view and fieldview was in the works of

(C) Arrangement of concepts
(D) Process of abstraction
26. Who among the following is the
author of the book WomenPast,
Present and Future ?

(A) Oscar Lewis
(B) S. C. Dube

(A) Neera Desai

(C) F. G. Bailey

(B) August Bebel

(D) M. N. Srinivas

(C) Leela Dube
(D) Promila Kapoor

23. The Relative Deprivation Theory
was propounded in the year 1949
by

27. Who among the following is the
author of the book Untouchability
in Rural Gujrat ?

(A) Theodore Caplow

(A) A. M. Shah

(B) Sammuel Stouffer

(B) B. R. Ambedkar

(C) Richard L. Lambert

(C) I. P. Desai

(D) R. D. Mackenzie
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30. Read the following statements about
some social consequences of Green
Revolution in India and choose the
correct statements using the codes
given below the statements.
1. Green revolution has its aims on
social forestry
2. Its aims were to modernise
agriculture.
3. To introduce Land Ceiling Act
4. It has led to the displacement of
service castes

28. Robert Redfield identified four
characteristics of the Little
Community. Select the correct one
from the following :
(A) Distinctiveness, Smallness,
Homogeneity, Isolation
(B) Distinctiveness, Smallness,
Homogeneity, Self-sufficiency
(C) Distinctiveness, Smallness,
Homogeneity, Sacred

Codes :

(D) Self-sufficiency, Smallness,
Homogeneity, Closed.

(A) 1, 2 and 3
(B) 2 and 4
(C) 1 and 2

29. Match Book with Author and select
the correct match by using the codes
given below :
Book

(D) 1, 2 and 4
31. Consider the following on village
studies in India and select the
correct statements using the codes
given below the statements.
i. Srinivas studies appeared under
the title of Mysore village.
ii. S. C. Dubes studies appeared
under the title of Village India.
iii. Mackim Marriots studies
appeared as Six Villages of
Bengal.
iv. Caste and Economic Frontier is
the study of F. G. Bailey.

Author

a. Madness and
Civilization

i. Gilles Deleuze

b. Of Grammatology

ii. Jacques Lacan

c. Ecrits

iii. Mitchel Foncault

d. Nietzsche and
Philosophy

iv. Jacques Deridda

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

iii

iv

ii

i

(B)

iv

iii

i

ii

(C)

i

iii

iv

ii

(D)

ii

iv

iii

i
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Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

True

True

False

True

(B)

True

True

True

False

(C)

True

False False

True

(D)

True

False

False

True

34. Consider the following statements :
1. Sanskritisation pre-dates
colonialism
2. Modernisation encourages
parochialism
3. Westernisation involves initiation
of indigenous forms of culture.
4. Secularisation discourages the
influence of traditional narrow
religious sentiments.

32. Read the following statements and
find out the correct one using the
codes given below the statements.
i.
Societies Registration Act was
passed in the year 1860.
ii. Suttee Prohibition Act was
passed in 1833.
iii. Art. 13 of the Indian
Constitution bans discrimination against any citizen on
ground of religion, race etc.
iv. The year 1985 was observed as
the International Women Year.
Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

False False

True

False

(B)

True

True

False

True

(C)

True

True

False False

(D)

True

False

True

Which statements are correct ?
Codes :
(A) 1, 2 and 4
(B) 1, 2 and 3
(C) 1 and 4
(D) 1, 3 and 4

False

35. Select the correct answer indicating
the codes given below :
a.
Nowhere in the world one
would find a phenomenon like
caste in India.
b. Durkheim opined that the word
caste originates from the
Portuguese word Casta
c.
Caste has nothing to do with
religion.
d. All castes are dominant castes.

33. Match Concept with Sociologists
and select the correct answer from
the following by using the codes
given below :
Concept
Sociologist
a. Lifeworld
i. H. Garfinkel
b. Stock Knowledge
ii. J. Habermas
and Hand
c. Legitimation Crisis
iii. A. Schutz
d. Breeding Experiment iv. Edmund Hussert
Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

a

(A)

iv

iii

ii

i

(A)

True

False False False

(B)

ii

iv

i

iii

(B)

False

True

False

True

(C)

iv

i

ii

iii

(C)

True

True

True

False

(D)

iii

iv

ii

i

(D)

False False

True

False
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38. Select the correct statement by
indicating the codes given below :

36. Select the correct statement by
indicating the codes given below :
a.
The most rigid social
stratification in India is based
on gender.
b. Indian Society is not a gender
biased society.
c.
Caste can be best described as
a form of social stratification.
d. In Indian politics caste is
insignificant

Bias in favour of not only ones
own caste but also against other
castes.

c.

Bias against every caste

d.

Bias in favour of a few castes

True

(A)

True

False False False

True

False

(B)

False

True

True

False

False

True

(C)

False False

True

True

(D)

True

False False

b

c

d

(A)

False

True

True

(B)

False False

(C)

False

True

(D)

True

False False False

37. Select the correct statement
indicating the codes given below :
a.
Modernisation of Indian
society is associated with
cultural renaissance.
b. Changes in the cognitive
structural attributes of the
society.
c.
Acceptance of Western lifestyle.
d. Acceptance of legal rationalism.
Codes :

a

(A)

True

False False

True

(B)

False

True

True

True

(C)

False False

True

False

(D)

True

False False
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b.

a

a

True

Casteism means bias in favour
of ones own caste.

Codes :

Codes :

b

a.

c

b

True

c

d

39. Select the correct statement by
indicating the codes given below :

d

8

a.

Crime refers to arrest by
police.

b.

Violation of institutional norms

c.

Violation of criminal codes

d.

Offence committed accidentally

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

True

True

True

False

(B)

False

True

True

False

(C)

False False

True

False

(D)

True

False False

True

40. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from codes below :

42. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from codes below :

Assertion (Ass) : Differentiation
refers to how things or people
can be distinguished from one
another.

Assertion (Ass) : The elements of
great tradition are modified,
transformed and reinterpreted
to suit the rural people of the
little community.

Reason (R) : Stratification refers to
the ranking or things or people.

Reason (R) : This upward or
downward process is known as
universalisation.

Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass.

Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass.

(B) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass.
(C) Ass is true but R is false.

(B) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass.

(D) Ass is false but R is true.

(C) Ass is true but R is false.
(D) Ass is false but R is true.

41. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from codes below :

43. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from codes below :

Assertion (Ass) : The roof inequality
may lie in economic status or
power.

Assertion (Ass) : Automation is a
common phenomenon of
complex economic system.

Reason (R) : The inequality based
on economic relationship is
called objective inequality.

Reason (R) : Complex economy
cannot survive without
automation.

Codes :

Codes :

(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass.

(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass.

(B) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass.

(B) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass.

(C) Ass is true but R is false.

(C) Ass is true but R is false.

(D) Ass is false but R is true.

(D) Ass is false but R is true.
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46. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Between the
years 1618 and 1648 European
population decreased substantially.
Reason (R) : Between the years 1618
and 1648, European countries
witnessed revolutionary change in
science and technology and were
passing through a period of
relative peace and tranquillity.

44. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Gentrification is
an alarming process.
Reason (R) : It drives up the value
of land in the central city;
making it more difficult for the
poor to live there.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass.

Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass.
(B) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass.
(C) Ass is true but R is false.
(D) Ass is false but R is true.

(B) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass.
(C) Ass is true but R is false.
(D) Ass is false but R is true.
45. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from codes below :

47. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : In an industry when
the workers do not get their proper
wages, they are likely to protest
and go on strikes after getting
themselves organized.
Reason (R) : The trade unions are
formed on the basis of common
interest of the workers and their
organized associational efforts in
form of movements.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass.
(B) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass.
(C) Ass is true but R is false.

Assertion (Ass) : As the most recent
form of the production
technology, automation has
attracted the interest of a
number of sociologists.
Reason (R) : Automation produces
important changes both within
the working class and
relationship of the working
class to the rest of society.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass.
(B) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass.
(C) Ass is true but R is false.
(D) Ass is false but R is true.
PaperIII / SOCI
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48. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from codes below :

50. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Opposite of the
view that the village and the
city are parallel systems, is the
concept of rural-urban
continuum.
Reason (R) : Robert Redfield has
made important contribution
towards developing the concept
of rural-urban continuum.

Assertion (Ass) : Sex-ratio increased
in some European countries
immediately after the First and
Second World Wars.
Reason (R) : Melabiological forces
redress the losses of men in
war.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass.

Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass.

(B) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass.

(B) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass.

(C) Ass is true but R is false.

(C) Ass is true but R is false.
(D) Ass is false but R is true.

(D) Ass is false but R is true.
49. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from codes below :

51. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Many tribal
communities are said to have
merged with Hindu communities around them.
Reason (R) : In the process of
assimilation, it is the relative
power of the groups that is the
deciding factor.

Assertion (Ass) : The median age
of the population of India
dropped immediately after the
improvement in health
infrastructure.
Reason (R) : Mortality affects agestructure to much lesser extent
than fertility.
Codes :

Codes :

(A) Both Ass and R are correct and
R is the correct explanation of
Ass.

(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass.

(B) Both Ass and R are correct but
R is not the correct explanation
of Ass.

(B) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass.

(C) Ass is true but R is false.

(C) Ass is true but R is false.

(D) Ass is false but R is true.

(D) Ass is false but R is true.
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52. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Colonial policies
such as on water tax, landrevenue and agricultural prices
could bring together poor
middle and well-to-do tenants,
along with lesser landlords
against zamindars and peasant
potentates.
Reason (R) : It is not the peasant
mind or mentality but the
circumstances of peasant life
that account for the emergence
of peasant movement.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass.
(B) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass.
(C) Ass is true but R is false.
(D) Ass is false but R is true.

54. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Men may devise,
develop and adopt new
techniques and those new
techniques may in turn, pose
new problems of technological,
ideological or organizational
adaptation.
Reason (R) : A technique, however,
is never the activating force in
social change.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are correct and
R is the correct explanation of
Ass.
(B) Both Ass and R are correct but
R is not the correct explanation
of Ass.
(C) Ass is true but R is false.
(D) Ass is false but R is true.

53. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Social movement
is a group venture to inaugurate
changes in thought, behaviour
and social relationships.
Reason (R) : The first organized
peasant
movement
in
Champaran in 1917 by M. K.
Gandhi aimed at establishing a
new order of life.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass.
(B) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass.
(C) Ass is true but R is false.

55. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : In 20th century,
there has been an increasing
rate of change in almost all the
dimensions of social life.
Reason (R) : The technological
innovations and industrial
advancement upto the postmodern era have immensely
accelerated the process of
social change.
Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass.
(B) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass.
(C) Ass is true but R is false.

(D) Ass is false but R is true.

(D) Ass is false but R is true.
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58. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from codes below :

56. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : The Indian society
has undergone drastic changes
due to the influx of Islam and
Christianity during history.
Reason (R) : Social changes mainly
occur from the adjustment of
the systems to both exogenous
and endogenous factors of
change.

Assertion (Ass) : According to
Marx, urbanization became the
foundation of the division of
labour and class formation.
Reason (R) : While on the other side,
it implies the necessity of
administration, police, taxation
etc.
Codes :

Codes :
(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass.

(A) Both Ass and R are correct and
R is the correct explanation of
Ass.

(B) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass.

(B) Both Ass and R are correct but
R is not the correct explanation
of Ass.

(C) Ass is true but R is false.

(C) Ass is true but R is false.

(D) Ass is false but R is true.

(D) Ass is false but R is true.
59. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from codes below :

57. Read Assertion and Reason and select
the correct answer from codes below :
Assertion (Ass) : Law is an agency
of social control.
Reason (R) : It is through law that
State brings about social
change.

Assertion (Ass) : Integration is the
process of creating a single unit
by joining the different parts.
Reason (R) : Social solidarity is
conducive to integration.

Codes :

Codes :

(A) Both Ass and R are correct and
R is the correct explanation of
Ass.

(A) Both Ass and R are true and R
is the correct explanation of
Ass.

(B) Both Ass and R are correct but
R is not the correct explanation
of Ass.

(B) Both Ass and R are true but R
is not the correct explanation
of Ass.

(C) Ass is true but R is false.

(C) Ass is true but R is false.

(D) Ass is false but R is true.

(D) Ass is false but R is true.
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60. Match List I (definition) with List II
(terminologies) and select the correct
match using the codes given below
the lists.
List I
(definitions)

List II
(terminologies)

i. A body of persons
who are
geneologically
linked to the ego.
They may have
common obligation
to the ego.

1. Cognates

ii. All the people who
are related by blood
in any way to an
individual

2. Kindred

iii. Those who are
related to a person
by marriage

3. Lineage

iv. A Corporate group
recruited by
descent.

4. Affinities

Codes :

61. Match List I with List II and select
the correct match using the codes
given below the lists.
List I
List II
(Tribe / Community
(Scholars)
studied)
i. Arunta Tribe
1. Oscar Lewis
ii. Yukatan Community 2. Andre Beteile
iii. Tepozlan
3. Durkheim
iv. Sripuram village
4. Robert Redfield

i

ii

iii

Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

2

3

1

4

(B)

1

4

3

2

(C)

4

1

2

3

(D)

3

4

1

2

62. Match List I with List II and select
the correct match using the codes
given below the lists.
List I
List II
(Samaj of reformation)
(Founders)
i. Brahmo Samaj
1. Dayanand Saraswati
ii. Prarthana Samaj
2. G. K. Gokhle
iii. Aryya Samaj
3. Raja Ram Mohun Roy
iv. Servants of Indian 4. M. G. Ranade
Society

iv

Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

3

4

1

2

(B)

3

2

1

4

(A)

2

4

1

3

(B)

3

1

2

4

(C)

2

1

4

3

(C)

4

3

2

1

(D)

1

2

3

4

(D)

1

2

3

4
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64. Match List I (concepts) with List II
(authors) and select the correct
match using the codes given below
the lists.
List I
List II
(concepts)
(authors)
i. Agents and Structure 1. R. K. Merton
ii. Residue
2. Barger and Luckman
iii. Middle range theory 3. Anthony Giddens
iv. Construction of
4. Pareto
Social Reality

63. Match List I with List II and select
the correct match using the codes
given below the lists.
List I
( Explanation /
definition)

List II
(Terminologies)

i. All descendents in
1. Descent
one line of a particular
kin through a
determinant number
of generation.
ii. A system by which
members of a society
trace kinship over
generation.

2. Sect

iii. A religious
organisation denies
beliefs of others,
stands from larger
society.

3. Cult

iv. A religious
organisation largely
outside societys
cultural tradition.

4. Lineage

Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

1

3

4

2

(B)

4

1

2

3

(C)

2

4

3

(D)

3

2

1
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Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

1

3

2

4

(B)

2

1

4

3

(C)

4

2

3

1

(D)

3

4

1

2

65. Match List I (theories) with List II
(scholars) and select the correct
match using the codes given below
the lists.
List I
List II
(theories)
(scholars)
i. Natural theory
1. Linton
ii. Archaic theory
2. Spencer
iii. Doubly Compound Theory 3. Darwin
iv. Ascription theory
4. Parsons
Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

2

3

4

1

(B)

3

4

2

1

1

(C)

3

2

1

4

4

(D)

4

1

3

2
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68. Match List I (theories/concepts) with
List II (authors) and select the correct
match using the codes given below
the lists.
List I
List II
(theories/concepts)
(authors)
i. Models of rich centre
1. E. W.
and poor periphery
Burgess
ii. Dependency theory
2. Arnold
Toyanbee
iii. Central Business District 3. Gideon
Sjoberg
iv. Challenge and Response 4. A. G. Frank

66. Match List I (concepts / theories)
with List II (scholars) and select the
correct match using the codes given
below the lists.
List I
List II
(concepts / theories)
(scholars)
i. Quasi-group
1. Robert A.
Dahl
ii. Iron Law of Oligarchy
2. Furnival
iii. Polyarchy
3. Dahrendorf
iv. Theory of socio-cultural 4. Robert
pluralism
Michael
Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

4

2

3

1

(B)

1

3

4

2

(C)

3

4

1

(D)

2

1

3

Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

2

3

4

1

(B)

1

4

2

3

2

(C)

2

1

3

4

4

(D)

3

4

1

2

67. Match List I with List II and find
the correct match using the codes
given below the lists.
List I
List II
(peasant movement)
(places)
i. Struggle against Indigo
1. Malabar
planters 1917-18
ii. Formation of Agricultural 2. Bihar
and labour unions 1923
iii. Provincial Kishan
3. Andhra
Sabha 1935
Pradesh
iv. Moplah Rebellion
4. U.P.
Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

3

1

2

4

(B)

2

3

4

1

(C)

4

3

1

2

(D)

1

4

3

2
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69. Match List I (authors) with List II
(studies/theories) and select the
correct match using the codes given
below the lists.
List I
List II
(authors)
(studies / theories)
i. Elton Mayo
1. Social Behaviour
study
ii. G. C. Homans
2. Bureaucracy study
iii. Peter M. Blau
3. Organisal theory
study
iv. Gerald Lenski
4. Hawthrone Electric
Equipment study

16

Codes :

i

ii

iii

iv

(A)

4

1

2

3

(B)

3

2

4

1

(C)

1

4

3

2

(D)

2

3

1

4

70. Select the correct match for the
following by using the codes given
below :

72. Select the correct match for the
following by using the codes given
below :

a. Goffman

1. Reciprocity of
perspectives

a. Peter Berger

1. Post-modernism

b. Garfinkel

2. Body of Knowledge
and Reality

b. Habermass

2. Post-structuralism

c. Foucault

3. Phenomenology

c. Schutz

3. Dramaturgical theory

d. Giddens

4. Neo-functionalism

d. Luckmann

4. Commonsense practical
reasoning

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

3

4

1

2

(B)

4

2

3

1

(C)

1

3

2

4

(D)

2

1

4

3

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

1

3

4

2

(B)

3

4

2

1

(C)

4

2

1

3

(D)

2

1

3

4

73. Select the correct match for the
following by using the codes given
below :

71. Select the correct match for the
following by using the codes given
below :

a. Louis Dumont

1. Civilization
Perspective

a. Schutz

1. Power as knowledge

b. S. C. Dube

2. Marxian Perspective

b. Foucault

2. Phenomenology

c. A. R. Desai

c. Giddens

3. Neo-Marxist theory

3. Structural-functional
Perspective

d. Althusser

4. Deskilling and
Reskilling

d. Surajit Sinha

4. Indological
Perspective

Codes :

a

b

c

d

Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

3

4

1

2

(A)

2

1

4

3

(B)

4

2

3

1

(B)

4

3

2

1

(C)

2

1

4

3

(C)

3

2

1

4

(D)

1

3

2

4

(D)

1

4

3

2
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75. Who preferred to call the scheduled

74. Select the correct match for the
following by using the codes given
below :
a. Textual Perspective
1. B. R. Ambedkar
b. Subaltem Perspective
2. D. P. Mukherjee
c. Marxian Perspective
3. N. K. Bose
d. Civilization Perspective 4. G. S. Ghurye
Codes :

a

b

c

d

(A)

4

1

2

3

(B)

2

3

4

1

(C)

3

2

1

4

(D)

1

4

3

2
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tribes as Backward Hindus ?
(A) Sir Herbert Risley
(B) J. H. Hutton
(C) B. S. Guha
(D) G. S. Ghurye

18
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